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PREFACE. 
This compilation_of treaties in force has been prepared to be of gen-
eral service in showing what the obligations of the United States are at 
the present time with the foreign nations of the world. In the twelve 
years that the compi_ler had charge of the editing, indexing, and print-
ing of the United States Statutes at Large, in which the treaties and 
conventions. also appeared as they were proclaimed, he realized .that it 
would be of practical utility to have a volume of the treaty engage.,. 
ments now existing, from which should be:omitted the _text of those 
that for various reasons were no longer in operation .. _ The plan of 
such a collection w s submitted to Secretary of State Qlney~ and met 
with his approval. After the draft of the arrangement had been pre: 
pared it was b:rought to the attention of the Committee on Foreign 
Relations of the-Senate, and a Joint Resolution -was reported author-
izing the preparation of such a compilation under the di;rection of the 
Commjttee. The resolution passed both Houses near the. close of th_e 
first . session of the Fifty-fifth Congress, and though it was enrolled 
there was not time to secure the signature of th_e Spe~~er before the 
gavel announced the adjournment of the session. At the next session, 
upon the recommendation of tlie Committee on Foreign. Relations of 
the Senate, the following item was incorporated in , the deficiency 
appropriation bill, approved July 7, 1898: 
That a competent person be employed under the direction of the_ Committ~e .on 
Foreign Relations, at a compensation in full not exceeding one thousand .five hun-
dred dollars, which is hereby appropriated, to make a compilation of all the tr~aties 
now in force between the United States and any foreign Government. Said com-
pilation shall contain the full text of the treaties now in force·, together with: a 
citation of any decision which may have been made in regard to ~aid 'treaties by 
the Supreme Court of the United States or any court of Federal jurisdiction. The 
said work shall also contain a list, in chronological order, of all the treaties at any 
time made by the United States with other foreign countries, with a reference to 
the page and volume where the text of the same may be found; the_whole po be 
carefully indexed.by countries and by subject-matters. Th,ere shall be printed one 
thousand five hundred copies of said volume, one thousand for the use of -the 
House of Representatives and five hundred for the use of the Senate. 
More than fifty treaties have come into effect since the publication 
of the document which was submitted to the Senate in response to its 
rei-;olution of January 5, 1885, and which had been carefully collated 
by Mr. John H. HasweU, for many years the efficient chief of the · 
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Bureau of Indexes and Archives of the Department of State, and 
whi<:h contained the full text of all the treaties and conventions that 
had been proclaimed up to January, 1889. 
The present compilation contains, in a form adapted for convenient 
reference, the treaties, conventions, international acts, and other 
diplomatic agreements with foreign nations to which the United 
tates is a party, that are in force at the time of going to press. 
Treaties that have expired by limitations contained in the text of the 
in trument, those that have been executed in pursuance of their pro-
vi ions, those that have been abrogated or annulled by the contract-
ing parties, and others that have ceased to be operative from various 
causes, have been omitted. There have been inserted however, a num-
ber of protocols, u'otes of exchange of ratifications, Senate resolutions 
advising and consent,ing to the ratifications, and other papers which, 
while not , trictly of the character of treaties, se~m to be necessary to 
explain the construction of their provisions in particular cases, or 
indicate thei/ fulfillment. Before each engagement there is an his~ 
torical 'state;ment of the action taken to effect its completion, and a 
uccinct si1'mmary of the provisions embraced therein, arranged by 
the several articles. This latter is intended to supersede the marginal 
not s given in the former collections, and from it at a glance may be 
obtained the location of the various matters contained in the text. 
The treaties that have become obsolete appear in chronological 
ord r of their conclusion, under the different countries, with a brief 
not of their effect, the dates of the various st;i,ges of action upon 
them up to the proclamation, a statement of the causes of their ter-
mination, the results of the various claims commissio~s, and where 
rtain article are revived by subsequent agreements their text is 
r print d, with a ynopsi of those that are omitted. The chronolog-
ical li t which it is directed shall be prepared has been arranged 
in th rd r of the negotiation of the different agreements, and, in 
r 1 r t indicate th time of their taking effect, the date of the Pres-
id n proclamation i al o given. For historical reference there is 
n al o a table of the t rm. of office of the various Presidents and 
f th r tari of tate. 
Iu h pr paration of thi · document the compiler acknowledges the 
kin 1 a. i. tan of th official of the D partm nt of State, and e pe-
·iall f Mr. r d ri k an Dyn , the as i. tant to the Solicitor of the 
:·t partm n , h pr par d h r f renc to the Federal a, s 
1 , rin('/' n h r ati . . R ur e has b en had to the History and 
f In rna i n l r i ra ion of which the United tates has 
II n .. J hn tt M r , for th tatement in r f-
f i n and agreement . The 
i tan and uo-g . ti n in 
f th o rnment Print· 
hwylo, 'ily ,,. Jp,.il 11 l 'fJD. 
llE~RY L ] y ~ -
LIST OF PRESIDENTS. 
Administration. 
Presiden ts. 
Began. Ended. 
George W ashington____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ March 4, 1789 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ March 4, 1797. 
J ohn Adams _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ March 4, 1797 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ March 4., 1801. 
Thomas J efferson _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ March 4, 1801 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ March 4, 1809. 
J ames Madison ____ _ . _______________ March 4, 1809 ________ March 4, 1817. 
J ames Monroe _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ March 4, 1817 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ March 4, 1825. 
J ohn Quincy Adams ________________ March 1, 1825 ___ _____ March 4, 1829. 
Andrew Jackson ____ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ March 4, 1829 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ March 4, 1837. 
Mar tin Van Buren _____ ... _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ March 4, 1837 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ March 4, 1841. 
William H enry H arrison_ _____ _____ March 4, 1841- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ April 4, 1841. 
J ohn Tyler .. ______ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ April 4, 1841.. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ March 4, 1845. 
James K. P olk _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Marcl,l 4, 1845 _ ~ ___ ~ _ _ March 4, 1849. 
Zachary Taylor .. ___ .. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ March 4, 1849 __ -,- ____ July 9, 1850. 
Millard Fillmore _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ July 9, 1850 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ March 4, 1853, 
Franklin Pierce _______ . ___ __ . _ _ _ _ _ _ March 4, 1853 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ March 4, 1857. 
James Buchanan ___________ .. _______ March 4, 1857 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ March 4, 1861. 
Abraham Lincoln __________________ March 4, 186L __ ___ __ April 15, 1865. 
Andrew J ohnson ___________________ April 15, 1865 ___ _____ March 4, 1869. 
Ulysses S. Grant _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ March 4, 1869 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ March 4, 1877. 
Rutherford B. Hayes .. ____ .. _________ March 4, 1877 .. __ . _ _ _ _ March 4, 1881. 
J ames A. Garfield .. ________ ._______ _ March 4, 1881- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ September 19, 1881. 
Chester A. Arthur _ ..... _. __ .. _·-__ _____ September 19, 1881 _ _ _ March 4, 1885. 
Grover Cleveland _ .. ___________ ~ _ _ _ March 4, 1885 .. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ March 4, 1889. 
Benjamin Harrison _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ March 4, 1889 .. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ March 4, 1893. 
Grover Cleveland _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ March 4, 1893 __ _ . _ _ _ _ March 4, 1897. 
William McKinley _. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ March 4, 1897 ~ ______ _ 
V 
SECRETARIES OF STATE. 
In th " rotes upon the foreign treaties of the United States," pre-
par d by Hon. J. C. Bancroft Davis, and republished in the volume 
of Treaties and Conventions concluded between the United States 
and other Powers, Senate Executive Document No. 47, Forty-eighth 
ongre s, second session, is given, in concise form, the history of the 
onduct of the foreign affairs of the Unitecl States up to the time of 
th e tablishment of the Department of State. From these notes the 
following statement has been gathered: 
On the 29th of November, 1775, Congress appointed a "Committee 
of ecret Correspondence," whos_e duty it would be to correspond with 
the friend of the colonies in other parts of the world. From the date 
of the appointment of this committee until the autumn of 1781, the 
management of the foreign affairs of the country was in the hands of 
committees of Congress. Robert R. Livingston, of New York, wa~ 
th n appointed '' their Secreta~·y of Foreign Affairs," and took the 
oath of office on the 20th of October, 1781. Livingston resigned in 
.June, 17 3, and Elias _ Boudinot, the President of Congress, acted 
officially as Secretary i~ the interim. 
General Thomas Mifflin was chosen President of Congress on the 
3d of November, 1783, at the beginning of a new Congress, and as 
, uch ucceeded to Boudinot as ad interim Secretary. John Jay was 
elected Secretary May 24, 1784, but did not qualify until December 
21, 1784, and he remained the Secretary of Foreign Affairs until the 
adoption of the Federal Constitution. On September 15, 1789, the 
Pr id nt approved "An act to provide for the safe-keeping of the 
act , r cord , and seal of the United tates, aml for· other purposes," 
in the first section of which it was provided "that the Executive 
D partment denominated the Department of Foreign Affairs hall 
h reafter be denominated the D partment of State, and the principal 
fficer herein hall b 1alled th Secretary of tate." Jeff rson was 
appoint cl retary of tate eptember 26, 17 9, but did not enter 
upon h du ie of his offic until Mar h 21, 1790. Jay, notwith. tand-
ing h had b n 1 ted to b hi f Ju tic , continued to fill the 
ffi. f r tary un il J ff 1-. ·on nt r d upon it duti , a.lthouo-h 
mmi . ion d a ·. u ·h under th n w go~ rnm nt. 
YI 
SECRETARIES OF STATE. VII 
The following list contains the names of the d ifferent Secretaries, 
the Presidents by whom appointed, and the dates of t heir respective 
commissions: 
Secretaries of State. Presidents. Commissioned. 
Thomas Jefferson, of Virginia _______ --····- -·· George Washington_ ...... September 26, 1789. 
Edmund Randolph, of Virginia··----·-·· __________ .do------···- ...... ·-···- Januar y 2, 1794. 
Timothy Pickering, of Pennsylvania (Secre· J ·---do--··-·•--···-'·-·-···· }December lO, 1795_ 
tary of War). 1.John Adams -- ····- ....... . 
John Marshall, of Virginia·-··· ···· -·-- ·-·~-··· ·- ... do- · ·· -···- -·--···--···· May 13, 1800. 
Levi Lincoln, of Massachusetts (Attorney- __ ... do·-····-··········· --·· March 5, 1801. 
General), ad interim. 
James Madison, of Virginia·····-····-· ···--·-· Thomas Jefferson . ·-·· _ ... March 5, 1801. 
Robert Smith, of Mary land. __ ... __ ... _ ..... _. . James Madison . _ .. _ . . . . . . . March 6, 1809. 
James Monroe, of Virginia. -·····-···---··· ____ :. __ .do .......... --····--·· .. April 2, 1811. 
Riehard Rush, of Pennsylvania (Attorney• James Monroe ___ .. ·.· -·--·- March 10, 1817. 
Gt3neral), ad interim. 
John Quincy Adams, of Massachusetts_--···· -··-·do .-·· ·--····- ....•. -··· March 5, 1817. 
Henry Clay, of' KentuckY- ·······-··-·-· ···---- John Quincy Adams---··- March 7, 1825. 
James A. Hamilton, of New York, ad interim .. -·--·do_~·····-····_ ..... -- : . March 4, 1829. 
Martin Van Buren, of New York--···---·----- Andrew Jackson--·---·-·- March 6, 1829. 
Edward Livingston, of Louisiana·-···-··- ···· ... _.do··--···-···---··-·-··· May 24, 1831. 
Louis McLane, of Delaware .·- ····.···--_ ..... ____ .do-··-·--·-·_ ..... -····· May 29, 1833. 
John Forsyth, of Georgia .... .. ·--····-·----·-· {M···-dt~ ··v··-··B·-·····--·-·-·· }June 27, 1834. 
ar 1n an uren --·-···-
J. L. Martin, of North Carolina (chief clerk), ..... do-····-···-·-··-·_-··-- March 3, 1841# 
ad interim. 
D · 1 w 1 t f M h t {William H. Harrison·--··-} ame e JS er, o assac uset s -----···--·- John Tyler-····---··---··· March 5, 1841. 
HughS. Legare, of South Carolina (Attorney• ..... do·-····--········--····- May 9, 1843. 
General), ad interim. 
William S. Derrick, of Pennsylvania (chief .- ... do···-····---··-·-·-···· June 21, 1843. 
clerk), ad interim. 
Abel P. Upshur, of Virginia (Secretaryof the _____ do·-·····-··--·-···-·--· June 24, 1843. 
Navy). 
John Nelson, of Maryland (Attorney-General), ·-···do-----·-·-·-··-·:._-··- Februar y 29, 1844. 
ad interim. 
John C. Calhoun, of South Carolina·-·--··-·-· ·---·do·-······-·-··-··--···· March 6, 1844. 
James Buchanan, of Pennsylvania·-···----··-· James K. Polk .... -·--····- March 6, 1845. 
J h M Cl t fD l {ZacharyTaylor _···•-·--···l 
o n . ay on,o e aware·-·-·-····-·---·· · Millard Fillmore--·-·-·-·- (Mareh-7,1849. 
Daniel Webster, of Massachusetts·-··-- --· --·- ·-··-do·-·-_···-·---··---···- July 22, 1850. 
Charles M. Conrad, of Louisiana (Secretary, ... _.do ...... ···-·-·········- September 2, 1852. 
of War), ad interim. 
Edward Everett, of Massachusetts- ..... --···· ._ ... do--···· ...... ·-···-··· · November 6, 1852. 
William Hunter, of Rhode Island (chief ---·-do--··--·····-·····--··· March3,1853. 
clerk), ad interim. 
William L. Marcy, of New York ...... ·······-· Franklin Pierce··-··· ..... March 7, 1853. 
Lewis Cass, of Michigan ....•..... ·······-······ James Buchanan ... ....... March 6, 1857. 
William Hunter, of Rhode Island (chief _ .... do ............ ····-· .... December 13, 1860. 
clerk), ad interim. 
Jeremiah S. Black, of Pennsylvania ... .... _ ..... _ .. _do ............... ·-..... December 17, 1860. 
w·1r H s d f N y k {Abraham Lincoln··--·····} 1 1am . ewar ,o ew or-----··-·· ···· AndrewJohnson .......... March5,1861. 
Elihu B. Washburne,of Illinois· ···- ··-···· .... UlyssesS. Grant.·-····-··- March 5, 1869. 
Hamilton Fish, of New York .- .. _ ...... ····-··· ··-·.do·--·-- ...... ········-· March 11, 1869. 
William M.Evarts,of New York ..... ·····- .... Rutherford B. Hayes ...... March 12, 1877. 
YIII SECREJ'ARIES Of __ STATE, 
'ecretarie of State. Presidents. Commissioned. 
Jam {
James A. Garfield _________ } 
G. Blaine, of Maine ___ ...... __ ................ _.......... Ch t . A A ·th . March 5, 1881. 
es e1 . 1 u1 .............. .. 
Frederick T.Frelinghuysen, of New Jersey ........ _ ...... do .. - .... - .......... __ ...... __ .......... December 12, 1881. 
Thomas F. Bayard, of Delaware_ ............ __ .............. Grover Cleveland .......... - .. .. .. March 6, 188:3. 
James G. Blaine, of Maine ...... .. ...... _ ........ _ ...... _ .... .... .. Benjamin Harrison .. __ .. ...... March 5, 188!-l. 
William F. Wharton, of Massachusetts (As .. ...... .... do .. :--- ............ : ........ - ............ June 4, 1892. 
sistant Secretary), ad interim. 
John W.Foster,of Indiana .............. ...................................... do .................... _ ........ _ ............ ,June 29, 1892. 
William F. Wharton, of Massachusetts (As .......... .. do_ .................. __ ........ _.......... February 24, 1893. 
sistant Secretary), ad interim. 
Walter Q. Gresham, of Illinois .................................... Grover Cleveland.................. March 6, 1893. 
Edwin F. Uhl, of Michigan (Assistant Secre .. .......... do .................................. _ ........ May 28, 1895. 
tary),ad interim. 
Richard Olney,of Massachusetts ........................ - ... .......... do ........ - ................................. June 8,1895. 
JohnSherman,of Ohio .......... ................ .. - ..................... William McKinley ...... .......... March 6,1897: 
William R. Day,of Ohio .............. .. .................... - .......... .... ...... do ............................................ April 26, 1898. 
Alvey A. Adee, of the District of Columbia .......... do ................................ _ .......... September 17, 1898. 
(Second Assistant Secretary), ad interim. 
John Hay,of the District of Columbia ............................ do_ ...................... - ........ - ........ September 20, 1898. 
CHRONOLOGICAL LIST QF TREATIES, CONVEN-
TIONS, ETC. 
Country. Subject. Signed. Proclaimed. 
Franee .. ---·. __ -·· Alliance _. ·-- ·· ··- · .. ---· .. --·-. ·· -· - February 6, 1778. · - May 4, 1778. 1 
France .··-·· .. ___ _ Separate and secret article . --·····- February 6, 1778 . -· May 4, 1778.1 
France .·---·· ----· Amity and Commerce· ·--- -···-·· -· February 6, 1778 _ ·- May 4, 1778.1 
Fran<'e.·---···---· Contract for the Repayment of Julyl6,1782 ....... _ Jauuary22, 1783. 1 
Loans made by the King of France. 
Netherlands .----· Peace and Commerce ··-- ·-·---··. __ October _8, 1782 .... . January 22, 1783. 
Netherlands . _---· Recaptured vessels _ .. --··. ·- --· .... October 8, 1782 - . . - - January 23, 1783. 
Great Britain_ .-·· Provisional Peace .. · · --· ._---· .··-·- November 30, 1782 _ April 11, 1783. 
France··--- -·--- ·· Contract for a New Loan and the February 25, 1783 -· October 31, 1783. 1 
Repayment of the Old Loans 
made by the King of France. 
Sweden .... _··-· ·- Amity and Commerce ·· -··· .... ···- April 3, 1783.- .. -~·- September 25, 1783. 
Great Britain.·· -· Definitive P eace···-······ -· · ··-··· - September 3,1783 .. January 14, 1784. 
Prussia . ...... ·· ·- Amity and Commerce .·- -·· · · -·· ·-- September 10, 1785_ October, 1786. 2 
Morocco···-··· -·· P eace and Friendship . ·--·· .... •---- January, 1787 ·-- -·· July 18, 1787. 1 
France··· -·····-·· Consular_ ·· --··--·-· · ·--- ·· .... ··--·- November 14, 1788 _ 
Great Britain _._.. Amity, Commerce, and Navigation November 19, 1794 _ February 29, 1796. 
Algiers . ·· -··· ···- Peace and Amity . __ .··-··· ... ... ·· -- September 5,1795 __ March 2, 1796. 3 
Spain _ ··--· · ··--·· Friendship, Boundaries, Com· October 27, 1795 ···- August '<l,1796. 
merce, and Navigation. 
Great Britain ... .. Explanatory to Article III, Treaty May 4, 1796 ... .. .... May 9,1796.3 
of 1794. _ 
TripolL ·-- ·· ···-·· P eace and Friendship ··--·- __ -····- November·4, 1796 .. June 10, 17(}7. 
Tunis-··········-· Amity,Commerce, andNavigation August,1797 .. ~--•· December24,1799.3 
GreatBritain _. ___ E~f\~i:_tory to Article V, Treaty March 15,1798 . .... . June5,1798. 3 
Prussia ·· ··-·····- Amity and Commerce ..... . ··-···-· July 11, 1799 .... .... November 4, 1800. 
France··--· ···---· Peace, Commerce, and Navigation_ September 3Q, 1800_ December 21, 1801. 
Great Britain. __ .. P~le~ee~t ~} b~%!~nities and Set- January 8, 1802 .. . _. April 27, 1802. 
Spain _ ............ Claims -··--·· ...... ·· · ···.· ·· --· ...... August 11, 1802_ .. _. December 22, 1818. 
France ... ... ...... Cession of Louisiana ............ -··· April 30, 1803 . ...... October 21, 1803. 
Franre ...... ·· ···- Payment for the Purchase of Lou• April 30,1803. ···-·· October 21, 1803. 
isiana. · 
!:<~ranee ..... . ···-·· Claims ..... ·-· · ...... -···.·- -· · . . .... April,30, 1803 ....... October 21, 1803. 
Tripoli ... _........ P eace and Amity ..... _ .•. _... ..... . . June 4, 1805 .. ..... _. April 12, 1806, 3 
Great Britain . .... P eace and Amity ··- -···- ·- ·- ........ December 24, 1814 .. February 18, 1815, 
Algiers ···-··· .... .Amity and P eace ...... ········· ··-·· June 30,1815 ........ December 26,1815. 
Great Britain . .... Commerce and Navigation .. _ .... .. July 3,1815 ......... December22,1815. 
Sweden and Nor• Amity and Commerce . ........ ~.... September 4, 1816. _ December 31, 1818. 
way, 
Algier s ........... P eace and Amity ........ -........... December 22, 23, Februaryll,1822. 
1816. 
Gr eat Britain . . _.. Respecting Fisheries, Boundary, October 20, 1818.. .. January 30, 1819, 
and the Restoration of Slaves, 
Spain . ..... . ···-·· Friendship, Cession of the Floridas, February 22, 1819 ·- ·February.22, 1821. 
and Boundaries. 
France ... .... . ···- Navigation and Commerce ......... June 24, 1822 ........ February 12, 1823, 
Great Britain .... _ Claims ..................... . ... . ..... July 12,1822 ........ January 11,1823. 
1 Ratified by Congress, 2 Ratifications exchanged. 
3 Ratification advised by the Senate, 
IX: 
X CHRONOLOGICAL LIST OF TREATIES, CONVENTIONS, ETC. 
Country. Subject. Signed. Proclaimed. 
Tunis _____________ Amending Treaty of August, 1797 __ February 24,1824 -- January 21, 1825. 
Russia ___ _________ Pacific Ocean and Northwest Coast April 17,1824_ ------ Janua1f12,1825. 
of America. 
Colombia _____ ___ _ 
Central America _ 
Amity, Commerce, and Navigation 
Peace, Amity, Commerce, and 
Navigation. 
October 3, 1824 _ .... May 31, 1825. 
December 5, 1825... October 28, 1826. 
Denmark · -------- Friendship, Commerce, andl Navi-
gation. 
April 26,1826 ... ____ October 14,1826 . . 
GreatBritain ____ _ Relative to the Indemnity for 
Slaves. 
November 13, 1826 . March 19, 1827. 
Sweden and Nor· Commerce and Navigation ·-· .. ~ ... July 4,1827 ···-····· January 19, 1828 
way. 
GreatBritain .... . Continuing in Force Article III, August 6, 1827 ...... May 15, 1828. 
Treaty of 1818. 
Great Britain ..... Commercial···-····-······-----·- ::_ August 6, 1827- _____ May 15, 1828. 
G!'eat Britain ..... Relative to the Northeastern September 29, 1827. May 15, 1828. 
Boundary. 
Hanseatic Repub- Friendship, Commerce, and Navi- December 20, 1827 _. June 2, 1828. 
lies. gation. 
Mexico ____ ___ _____ Limits _____ _________ __________ ______ _ January 12, 1828 __ ._ April 5, 1832. 
Prussia _____ ______ Commerce and Navigation _____ ____ May 1, 1828 ........ - March 14, 1829. 
HanseaticRepub- Additional Article to Convention June 4, 1828 ---· --- - July 29, 1829. 
lies. of 1827. 
BraziL __ ·-····-· -· Amity, Commerce, and Navigation December 12, 1828 .. March 18, 1829. 
Austria-Hungary Commerce and Navigation .. -· -·- -- August 27, 1829 __ . __ February 10, 1831. 
Denmark -- ·- --·-- Claims---- --·--·---·-··-···· ·----·· -· March 28, 1830 .. ____ June 5, 1830. 
Ottoman Empire_ Commerce and Navigation ---···--- May 7, 1830 ____ . __ __ February 4, 1832 
Mexico . .. _ .. ···- -- Liinits .... -·-· _ ·--- - ---· - ---· ··- - ____ April 5, 183L __ . ···- April 5, 183'2. 
Mexico ... _ .. ·· --·· Amity, Commerce, and Navigation April 5, 1831--- ·-·-- April.5, 1832. 
France·-----···· -· Clc~ft~~~d Duties on Wines and July 4, 1831- -- -·-·-- July 13, 1832. 
Chile·---- -·--· -·-- Peace, Amity, Commer ce, and May 16, 1832·-· ·---· April_29, 1834. 
Navigation. 
'rwo Sicilies --·- -- Claims ·-----·--···-- -- -·-- --········· October 14, 1832·--· August 27, 1833. 
Russia ·-----·- --·· Commerce and Navigation ··---· ··- December 18, 1832 __ May 11, 1833. 
iam ·· ---- ·--·- ·- - Amity and Commerce ·--··---- - · --- March 20, 1833 .. ---- June 24, 1887. 
Chile··---- --··-· · · Additional to the General Treaty September 1, 1833 __ April 29,. IS.'34. 
of 1832. 
Muscat .. ____ ·----· Amity and Commerce ··- --- -- --· · -· September 21, 13:i~ June 24, 1837. 
pain . .. ·-· ···- ·- - Claims ·--- --·----· -··-····-- ---· · -·-- February 17, 1&4- . November 1, 1834. 
Mexico -----··----- Liinits · ··---··-- -- -·-- --···---····-·· April 3, 18&5 ... _ .... April 21, 1836. 
Venezuela ---·---· Peace, Amity, Commer ce, and January 20, 1836 .. __ June 00, 1836. 
Navigation. 
Morocco ----· -- ·- · Peace and l!,riendship ··--···-······ · Septemberl6,1836_ January 00, 1837. 
Peru•Bolivia. __ . __ Peace, Friendship, Commer ce, and November 30, 1836_ October 3, 1838. 
Navigation. 
Greece_-- ---·-· ·· · Commer ce and Navigation ···-···-· December 10, 1837 __ Aug.ust 30, 18a8. 
Texas _ .......... .. Claims_ .. ... ---···· -·· _.· ---- .•...... April 11, 1838 _. _____ July: 6, .1838. 
T xas -····-· .... . . Boundary··---·--········ ............ April 25, 1838_·-·-·· 
, ardinia ···-·· -- ·· Commerce and Navigation . .. ··- ·-- November 26, 1838 . 
etherlands·- ···· Commerce and Navigation -····-·-- January 19, 1839 ... . 
M xico ...... ·····- laims ··-··· ... ........ . ···········-- April 11, 1839 ..... __ 
Ecuador .... ...... Peace,Friendship, Navigation,and June 13, 1839 .. ·--·-
Commerce. 
October 13, 1838. 
March 18, l&~. 
May 24, 1839. 
April 8, 1840. 
September Z:i, 1842. 
Hanover ....... .. . Commer and Navigation ...... ... May 20, 1840 . .... -._ January 2, 1841. 
Portugal. ..... .... Comm r ce and Navigation ......... August 26 1840_ .... April 24, 1841. 
Pru .............. Claims ...... ·--···-···- · ····· ····· ··· March 17, 1841. _____ January 8, 1847. 
reatBritain _ . .. . Boundari , oppression of lav August 0, 1842 . ... __ November HJ, 1842. 
Trade, and Extradition. 
:i\!exico ........ _ ... Claims ..............•................ January 30, 184.J ... _ March 30 184:3. 
Franc ····-· ...... Extradition ... ............. .. ... . .... ovember 0, 1843 . April 14, 1844. 
H .. .. ......... Abolishing Droit d 'Aubaine and Mar h 26, 1844 .. ·--· May , 1845. 
Taxes on Emigration. 
CHRONOLOGICAL LIST OF TREATIES, CONVENTIONS, ETC. U 
Country. Subject. Sign~'<l. Proclaimed. 
Wurttemberg. Abolishing Droit d'Aubaine and April 10, 1844 _______ December 16, 1844. 
Taxes on Emigration. 
China _____________ Peace, Amity, and Commerce ______ July 3, 1844, ________ April 18, 1846. 
Bavaria ____ __ _____ Abolishing Droit d'Aubaine and January 21, 1845 ____ August 15, 1846. 
Taxes on Emigration. 
France _____ ___ ____ Extradition, additional artiele _____ February 24, 1845 __ July 24, 1845. 
Belgium __ ________ Commerce and Navigation _________ November 10, 1845 _ March 31, 1846. 
Saxony _____ __ ____ Abolishing Droit d'Aubaine and May 14, 1845 ______ __ September 9, 1846. 
Emigration Taxes. 
Nassau ____ __ __ ____ Abolishing Droit d'Aubaine .and May 27, 1845 ________ January 26, 1847. 
Emigration Taxes. 
Hanover ____ __ ___ _ Commeree and Navigation _________ June 10, 1846 _______ April 24, 1847. 
Great Britain ___ ~_ EstablishingBoundaryWestofthe June 15, 1846 _______ August 5, 1846. 
Rocky Mountains. 
TwoSicilies ______ Commerce and Navigation·-------- Decemberl,1845 ___ July 24, 1846. 
Colombia (New PP-ace, Amity, Navigation, and December 12, 1846_ _ June 12, 1848. 
Granada). Commerce. 
Switzerland ______ Property Rights ____________________ May 18, 1847 _______ _ May 4,1848. 
Mecklenburg- Commerce and Navigation ____ _____ December 9, 1847 ___ • Aug-1st 2, 1848. 
Schwerin. 
Mexico ________ ____ Peace, Friendship, Limits, and Set- February 2, 1848 ___ July 4, 1848. 
tlement. 
Austria-Hungary Relative to the Disposal of Prop- May8, l848 _________ February2.5,1850. 
erty and Consular Jurisdiction. 
BraziL ___ ____ : __ __ Satisfaction of Claims of Citizens January 27, 1849 ____ January 19, 1850. 
of the United States on Brazil. 
Guatemala ___ ___ _ Peace, Friendship, Commerce, and March 3,1849 _______ July 28, 1852. 
Navigation. 
Hawaiian Islands_ Friendship, Commerce, and Navi - December 20, 1849 __ November 9, 1850. 
gation and Extradition. 
Salvador __________ Amity, Navigation, and Commerce_ January 2,1850 __ ___ April 18, 1853. 
Great Britain _____ Ship-Canal Connecting Atlantic April 19, 1850 _____ __ July 5,1850. -
and Pacific Oceans. 
Colombia (New Consular _______ ---------------------- May 4, 1850 --------- December 5, 1851. 
Granada). 
Borneo ____________ Amity, Commerce, and Navigation_ June 23, 185Q ________ July 12, 1854. 
Switzerland _____ _ Friendship, Commerce, and Navi- November25,1850- November9,1855. 
gation. 
Portugal_ ___ - ----- Claims __ ______ __ ___ __________________ February 26, 1851 __ September 1, 1851. 
Costa Rica __ ____ __ Friendship, Commerce, and Navi- Junel0,1851- ____ :_ May26,1852. 
gation. 
Peru -------------- Friendship, Commerce, and Navi - July 26,1851- _______ July 19,1852. 
gation. 
Hli~!~atic Repub- Consular_. ___________________ _________ April 30, 1852 __ ___ __ June 6, 1853. 
Prussia --- -------- Extradition ---------- - -- -- --------·-- June 16,1852 _______ June 1,1853. 
Nether lands_ - ---- Commerce and Navigation___ ___ _ _ _ _ August 26, 1852_ _ _ _ _ February 26, 185-3. 
Great Britain ---- Claims ___________ ------- --- __ , _______ February 8, 1853 ___ August 20, 1853. 
France __ ____ - - ---- Consular _ -a --- ------ -- -- ------------- February 23,1853 __ August 12,1853. 
Ar
11
_gce.ntineRepu? · Free Navigation of the Rivers Julyl0,1853 ________ Apri19,1855. 
Parana and Uruguay. 
ArgentineRepuu - Friendship, Commerce, and Navi- July27,1853 ________ Apri19,1855. 
lie. gation. 
Bavaria ________ --- Extradition __________ __________ : ____ _ September 12, 1853_ November 18, 1854. 
Mexico ______ ------ Boundary, Cession of Territory, December 30, 1853 __ June 30, 1854. 
Transit of Isthmus of Tehnante-
pec, etc. 
Japan -- ------- -- -- Peace,Amity, and"Commerce _______ March 31, 1854 ______ June 2'Z,1855. 
Great Britain---- Reciprocity as to Fisheries, Duties, Jµne 5, 1854 ________ September 11, 1854. 
and Navigation, British North 
American Colonies. 
Lew Chew ________ Friendshipand Commerce _________ _ July 11,1854 ________ March 9,1855. 
Great Britain ____ Olaims ______________________________ _ July 17, 1854 ________ September 11, 1854. 
Russia ____________ Rights of Neutrals at Sea, __ _______ _ July 22, 1854 ______ __ November 1, 1854. 
Brunswick and Respecting the Disposition of Prop · 
Lune burg. erty. . 
August 21,1854. ____ July 30, 1855. 
XII CHRONOLOGICAL LIST OF TRE.ATIES, CONVENTIONS, . ETC. 
Country. SubJe<:t. I Signed. Proclaimed. 
Two 8i<:ilies .... _. Rights of Neutrals at Sea ........... 1 January 13, 1855.... July 16, 1855. 
Hanover .......... Extradition .......................... 1 January 18, 1855 .... May 5, 1855. 
Netherlands ...... Consular ............................. i January 22, 1855 .... May 26,1855. 
Two Sicilies ...... Amity.Commerce.and Navigation, I October 1, 1855 ..... December 10,1856. 
a~d Extra~ition. j 
Siam . ..... ........ Amity and Commerce .............. May 29,1856 ........ August 16,1858. 
Peru .............. Rights of Neutrals at Sea ......... ~. J July 22, 1856 ........ November 2, 1857. 
P e1'sia ............. Friendship and Commerce ......... _ December 13, 1856 .. August 18, 1857. 
!:~!:i~• ~ ~ ~~~l:~. ::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::::::: I ~ :~:!~-~8~~: iM~::: : ~:;;~;;~:.5, 1856. 
Denmark ....... .. -Disc:ontinuing the Sound Dues .. .. April 11; 1857.. ..... January 13, 1858. 
Japan .. ........... Commercial and Consular .......... June 17, 1857 ........ June 30, 1858. 
Peru .............. InJ1Wsring ~rticle XII, Treaty July4,1857.. ....... October14,1858. 
Colombia (New Claims ............................ _ ... September 10, 1857. November 8, 1860. 
Granada). 
Bolivia .......... .. Peace, Friendship, Commerce, and May 13, 1858 .. _. _. _. January 8, 1863. 
Navigation. 
China ............ Peace, Amity, and Commerce ...... June 18,1858 ........ January 26, 1860. 
Belgium .......... Commerce and Navigation ......... July 17, 1858 ........ April 19, 1859. 
Japan ............. Commerce and Navigation ........ _ July 29, 1858 ........ May 23, 1860. 
China ............. E~~31is!!M, Trade Regulations November8,1858 .. 
China ....... ...... Claims ............................... November 8, 1858 .. 
Chile .............. Arbitration of Macedonian Claims. November 10, 1858. December 22, 1859. 
France ............ Extradition, additional article ..... February 10, 1858 _. February 14. 1859. 
Venezuela ........ Claims ....... .................... .... January 14, 1859 . ... February 26, 1861. 1 
Paraguay .. ....... Claims . .............................. February 4, 1859 ... March 12, 1860. 
Paraguay . ... ..... Friendship, Commerce, and Navi• February 4, 1859 ... March 12, 1860. 
gation. 
Sweden and Nor• Extradition .......................... March 21, 1860 ....... December 21, 1860. 
way. 
Costa Rica .. .. .... Claims .......... ........... ......... July 2, 1860 ......... November 11, 1861. 
Venezuela ........ Amity,Commerceand Navigation, August 27, 1860 ..... September 25, 1861. 
and Extradition. 
Denmark ....... Consular ........... .. ............. .. July 11, 1861. ....... September 20, 1861. 
Hanover ......... Abolishing Stade or Brunshausen November 6, 18(51 .. June 17, 1862. 
dues. 
Mexi<:o ............ Extradition .......................... December 11, 1861.. 
Great Britain .. ... SuppressionofAfricanSlaveTrade. April 7, 1862 ....... . 
Ottoman Empire . Commerce and Navigation .......... February 25, 1862 .. 
Liberia .. ......... CommerceandNavigation .. .... .... October 21, 1862 ... . 
Ecuador .......... Claims .................... .... ....... November 25, 1862. 
Peru . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Claims . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . December 20, 1862 .. 
Peru .............. Claims ............................... January 12, 1863 . . . . 
Great Britain ..... Additional Article Suppression of February 17, 1863 .. 
Slave Trade, 1862. 
June 20, 1862. 
June 7, 1862. 
July 2, 1862. 
March 18, 1863 .. 
September 8, 1864. 
May 19, 1863. 
May 19, 1863. 
April 22, 1863. 
B ·lgium .......... RelativetoimportDutiesandCapi· May 20, 1863 ........ November 18,1864. 
talization of Scbeldt Dues. 
Gr,at Britain ..... Claims . ................. .. ........... July 1, 1863 ..... . ... March 5, 1864. 
Belgium .... ...... Extinguishment of the Scheldt July 20, 1863 ........ Novemberld,1864. 
Dus. 
Japar, ............ .h.eduction of Import Duties .. ...... January 28, 1864 .... April 9, 1866. 
'olr,mb1a ......... laims .............................. February 10, 1864 .. August 19, 1865. 
Honduras ......... Friendship, omm rce, and Navi• July 4, 1864 ......... May 30, 1865. 
gation. 
Japan . - - .. .. •• .... Paym. nt of th imon kilnd m• October 22, 1 64 .... April 9, 1866. 
niti s. 
Bmti. ............. Amity, omm re and avigation, 
and Extraditi n. 
lfor co ..... ..... Capo 'part I Light•House .. ... .•... 
en zu la........ !aims ....................... . 
o• mb , 3, 180< . ·I July ~ 1866. 
May :n, 1865........ March 12, 1867. 
April 2-5, 1800....... May 29, 1867. 
1 Ratifl d by th Pr id nt. 
CHRONOLOGICAL LIST OF TREATIES, CONVENTIONS, ETC. XIlI 
Country. Subject. Signed. Proclaimed. 
Japan _____________ · Establishing Tariff Duties __________ June 25, 1866 ___ . -··-
Dominican Re- Amity, Commerce and Navigation, February 8, 1867 ·-· October 24, 1867. 
public. and extradition. 
Madagascar.---··- Commerce and Navigation _·--· ---- February 14-, 1867 .. October,_1, 1868. 
Russia ______ _ ..... Ceding Alaska .. ____ ·--_ .... _________ March 30, 186•--·-- June 20, 1867. 
Niearagua -· -· -- -· Friendship, Commerce, and Navi- June 21,1867 ____ ___ . August 13,1868. 
gation, and as to,Isthmian Transit. 
Siam -·-------·- · -- Mfslt,cation to Treaty of May 29, Df
867
_mbeI'. 17-31, Augu~t 11, 1868_.1 
Russia ·---··. _ --·- Additional Article to Treaty of January 27, 1868_ ... October 15, 1868. 
Commerce, 1882. Trade•Marks. 
Italy _ ·-- __ _. _______ Consular __ -··-- __ ·-··.--·----··-- ·--- - February 8, 1868 ___ February 23, 1869 
North German Naturalization ··--·· · --··-··- ·--· -· - February 22, 1868 :_ May 27, 1868. 
Union. 
Italy --··-· ________ Extradition_-···- ---·_ .. __ --· ··- -··- - March 23, 1868 __ .. _. 
Bavaria _ --·--- ____ Naturalization --·--·····--·· ·-- -··-· May 26, 1868 __ . ____ _ 
MexiC'o __ . ______ .. _ Claims_----···-·----·-----·----·---·· July 4, 1868 ________ _ 
China.·····---··-- Trade, Consuls, and Emigration.··- July 4, 1868 __ .. ____ _ 
Mexico ___ . __ ----·· Naturalization . .. : __ ... _____ ·------- July 10, 1868 __ .. ___ . 
Baden _ -·-- --·-· ___ Naturalization -- ·--· ______ ----·-·--- July 19, 1868 __ . ____ _ 
Wiirttemberg ·--- Naturalization and Extradition . __ _ July 27, 1868 __ ·- ___ _ 
Hesse . _ --··· _ --·-- Naturalization _ --·-- ________ ___ -- · · - August 1, 1868 __ ·---
Belgium -- ··-· ____ Naturalization --· ··-··--· -· -···---·- November 16, 1868 _ 
Claims ____ --···- __ ··· - ---------··--·_ December 4, 1868 __ . 
Consular _____ ... _____ . __ .. _. ___ ._____ December 5, 1868. _. 
September 30, 1868. 
October 8, 1868. 
February 1, 186~. r 
February 5, 1870. -
February 1, 1869. 
January 10, 1870. 
March 7, 1870. 
August 31, 1869. 
July 30, 1869. 
July 6, 1869. 
March 7, 1870. 
Peru- -·-·--·------
·Belgium -·----·---
Belgium--··-- -- ·-
Italy -·- · -- -- ---· -· 
Trade-marks ______ -···-- _______ __ ___ December 20, 1868_. July 30, 1869. 
Consular.-··-- ____ ·-·- _--·-·----- · --- "January 21, 1869_. __ May 11, 1869. 
Italy --··. _____ ~--- Additional to Extradition Conven- January 21, 1869 ... _ May 11, 1869. 
tion, 1868. 
France.--·---.-· .. Trade-Marks- ··-·--·- -···-·- · ·--··-- April 16, 1869. -··--- July 6, 1869. 
Sweden and Nor- Naturalization ·· -· _-··-·--·-··_- -··· May 26, 1869 ____ · --· January 12, 1872. 
way. 
Great Britain _____ Naturalization.· ·- ---·--·---··-·-·-· May 13,1870 ______ .. September 16, 1870. 
Salvador.--·-· ____ Extradition _______ ····- __ _______ -·--- Ma-y 23, 1870 ___ . ____ March 4,1874. 
Great Britain.-·-- Suppression of Slave Trade ____ ____ June 3, 1870_ . _______ September 16, 1870. 
Nicaragua--- -- ·-- Extradition . - .. ·--·---·-----·· ··- ···- June 25,1870_._····· ·september 19,-1871. 
Austria•Hungary Consular._-·---_--·-· ____ .---··_ ··-·' July 11, 1870 ·· · --- __ June 29, 1871. 
Peru ·· · -- -----·--- Friendship, Commerce, and Navi- September 6,1870 __ July27,1874. 
gation. 
Peru ___ _ --· __ -··-- Extradition .-·- ____ ·-· - _________ ·- · -· September 12, 1870 _ July 27, 1874. 
Austria-Hungary Naturalization --··----·· --- --··-·-· · September 20, 1870 _ August 21,1871. 
Italy-· ·- ·--·· - __ __ Commerce and Navigation ____ ---·-- February 26, 1871 __ November 23, 187li 
Mexico ___ __ ·-·-- ._ Claims ------· - . ~ --·-· _ -··-- ____ . ·---- April 19, 1871 _____ -· February 8, 1872. 
Great Britain_-- -· Settlement of all Causes of Differ• May 8, 1871. ________ July 4, 1871. 
ence. 
German Empire._ Consular ___ __ --·---_--··-_ ..... -····· December 11, 1871._ June 1, 1872. 
Orange Free Friendship, Commerce, and Navi- December 22, 1871.. August 23, 1873. 
State. gation. 
Ecuador ________ .. Naturalization . ·- .... .. ... . ... _. .... May 6, 1872 __ . ... . . . November 2-i, 1873. 
Ecuador-···-· . . . . Extradition . .. . ···- .......... ··--··- · June 28, 1872. _. _____ December 24, 1873. 
Denmark··-- · ···· Natm;alization .......... ····· · ·-···· July 20,1872_ .. ..... April 15,1873. 
Mexico............ Claims . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . November 27, 1872 _ July 24, 1873. 
Great Britain ..... Additi9nal Article to Treat) of January 18, 1873 .. -. April 15, 1873. 
May 8, 1871 , Respecting Meeting 
Places for the Commission under 
Article XII. 
Belgium·-·····-·· Extradition . . ........ . ....... . · --···· March 19,1874 ...... May 1,1874. 
Russia . ....... _... Trade· Mark Declaration .. _ ... _. .... March 28, 1874_. _. .. November 24, lbU. 
Ottoman Empire. Extradition .. ........... . .. -·-··· .... August 11,1874 . .. -- May 26, 1875. 
Mexico . . ... .. ... .. . Claims ... ... . _ . .... ·····--·····-· · -·· November 20, 1874. January rn 1875. 
1 Ratified by the President. 
Xff CHRONOJ~OGICAL LIAT OF TREATIES, CONVENTIONS, ETC, 
Country. Subject. Signed. Proclaimed. 
Hawaiian Islands . Reciprocity ... ............. . ...... . .. January 30, 1875 ... . June 3, 1875. 
Belgium .. .... .. . . CommerceandNavigation . ......... March 8, 1875 .. .. ... ·June 29,1875. 
Mexico . ... .. .... . . Claims ....... . ......... . .. . ... . ... .. . April 29, 1876 .... ... June 29,1876. 
Spain . . . . . .. . .... . Extradition . .......... . .... ·. . ... .. ... January 5, 1877. .... February 21, 1877 
Great Britain . .. _. Decl!-ation Affording Reciprocal October 24, 1877 . . . . July 17, 1878. 
Protection to Trade-Marks. 
Samoan Islands ... Friendship and Commerce _ .. . .. ... January 17, 1878_ . .. February 13, 1878. 
Italy .. . . _. .. . . .. .. Consular . .. .. . _ .. __ . ........ . . .. . .. .. May 8, 1878 . . .. .. . . _ September 27, 1878. 
N etherlands . . . . .. Consular .. ... . . ·-·· · ·· ··· ..... . ...... May 23,1878 ........ August 1, 1879. 
Japan . .. .. . . ..... . Commercial .. ........ .. .. ....... . _. . July 25, 1878 .... . ... April 8; 1879. 
Brazil. .. . . . .. ... . _ Trade-Marks Agreement .. ..... ... . September 24, 1878. June 17, 1879. 
France .. .... ~ ... .. Claims ··· - ...... . .... . . • ... ... .. ... .. January 15, 1880 ... . June 25, 1880. 
Belgium ... . ...... Consular . .. .. . . ...... . . . .. . ... . .. . ... March 9, 1880 . . . .... March 1, 1881. 
Japan . . ... . . ... . .. Reimbursing Shipwreck ~xpenses. May 17, 1880 . . .. . . . . October 3, 1881. 
Netherlands .... .. Extradition . . .... --· · -· .... . .. . .... . . May 22,1880 ...... . . July 30, 1880. 
Morocco .... . ..... Protection ....... . . . ..... .. ... ....... July 3, 1880 ..... · - -- December 21,1881. 
China ... . .. .. .. . _. I Immigration .. .. ..... .. _ .. .. _ .. ... . _.. November 17, 1880 . October 5, 1881. 
China · ·- -· · · . .... . ! Commerciallntercourse and Judi· November 17,1880 _ October 5, 1881. 
' · ·1 cial Procedure. 
Italy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Su:pplemental to Consular Conven · February 24, 1881. .. June 29, 1881. 
t10n, 1878. 
Madagascar ... ... Friendship and Commerce . ..... .. . . May 13,1881 .. . ... . . March 13,1883. 
Roumania . . .... . . Consular ... . .... .. . ... .. . ... . . . . . . ... Junel7, 1881 .. . .... . July9,1883. 
Serbia . . . . .. . . .. .. Commerce and Navigation . ....... . October 14,1881 ·- -· December 27, 1882. 
, erbia .. .... . . .... Consular .. . .. .. . ... . . ...... .... ..... . Octoberl4,1881 .. .. December27,1882. 
Kor ea .. . .... . ... ". Peace, Amity, Commerce, and May 22, 1882 ... ... . . June 4, 1883. 
Navigation. 
Italy .. .... .. . . .... Trade•Mark Declaration. ... .. ..... . June 1, 1882.. .. . . . .. March 19, 1884. 
Belgium . .. ...... . Extradition . . .. . ......... . . . . . .. .. ... June 13,1882 ... .. ... November 20, 1882. 
Spain . .. ... .. .. .. . Trade.Mark .. . ...... . ... . .. . . . . .. ... June 19, 1882_ ..... . . .A_pril 19, 1883. 
F rance .. ... . . ..... Claims ..... . .. .. . . ..... .. . . ... . .. . . . . July 19, 1882 .... ... . December 29,1882. 
M xico . . .. . ..... .. Boundary ...... . ... . .... .. .. .. ...... . July 29,1882 . . .. . . .. March5,1883. 
Spain .... . . ... . . . . Supplementary Extradition ........ August 7, 1882 . . .... April 19, 1883. 
Mexico . .. . ... .. ... <..:ommer cial Reciprocity . •....... . . . January20,1883 ··- June 2,1884. 
Fr ance . ... . . .... . . Claims ..... . .. . . .. ........ .. ....... . . . F ebruary 8, 1883 . _. June 25, 1883. 
~utg::~~1~~.:::: : : 
11 
~::~ae~:::.:· ::::::: ::::::::::·.· ... ··.·.·.·  Oct~ber 29, 1883 ... . 
1 
August 12, 1884. April 7, 1884 .. . . . . . . July 9, 1884. 
Siam ... . .......... Regulating Liquor Traffic m Siam . May 14, 1884 . ..... _. July 5, 1884. 
Ita ly . ... .. ........ 
1
1 Additional t o Extradition Conven • June 11 , 1884 . .. ... ..1 April 24, 1885. 
. tion , 1868. . . 
M x1co . . .......... Boundary, R10Gr ande an dR10 Col- November 12, 1884 .1 September 14, 1886. 
1 
orado. I 
.E gypt ... .. ...... . . omm er cial Agreem ent ... . .. ... ... N ovember 16, 1884 · I May 7, 1885. 
Hawaiian I slands I Reciprocity ....... . ..... . ... . . . ...... December 6, 1884 ... N ovember 9, 1887. 
fox i ·o .. . ......... Re ·iprocity .. .. . .. .•... .. • . ........ .. Februar y Z5, 1885 . _ May 4, 1886. 
Y n zu la ........ Claims .... •. .. .. ........ ............. December 5, 1885. J une 4, 1889. · 
l l xi<-o ... . . . . ..... Boundary .............. . . . ..... .. .... December 5, 1885 . . J u ne 28, 1887. 
,Japan .......... . . Ext~·adit~on ........... . .... . ..... ····I April 29, 1886 . . ..... Novem ber 3, 1886 
1 x1eo. .. ... . . .... Re 1proc1ty ...... . ...... . . . ......... J May 14, 1886 ....... February 1, 1 7. 
Zanzibar ......... Di ~veorn . Liquors, and onsular J uly 3, 1886 ......... Au gust 17, 1888. 
T onga ............. Amity, Comm rce, and avi6ation Octob r 2, 1886 ..... September 18, 1888. 
R11 ·ia .......•.... Extradition.... .. . .. .... . ....... Mar ·h 28, 18 7. . . . Ju ne 5, 1893 . 
.. : •th rland ...... Extradition .... . . .... .. .. ........... Jun 2, 1887 ......... J u ne 21, 1880. 
P rn ·········-···· Frien:dship, omm rce, and Tavi• August 31,l 7 .... ovomber 7, l 
gat1on. 
Yenezu la. ········1 ToR moveDoubtsastotheM an• 1 Marchl5, 1888 .. .. . . ing of th onventian of l 5. 
'olombia ..•...... Extradition .................... .. May 7,1 .. .. ..... February 6,191. 
• -nmark ......... , , 'ubmitting '!aim f nrlos But• I D cember 6,l fay24, l 9. 
t rfi ld & 'o. to Arbitration . 
CHRONOLOGICAL LIST 0.1!' TREATIE8, CONVENTIONS, ETC. XV 
Country. Subject. Signed. Proclaimed. 
Veneznela ·-····-· Extending the Time for Ratifica- October 5, 1888 --·- · June 4, 1889 
t1on of the Convention of 1885. 
Mexico .. ·---···--- Boundary.·-··-- -·-·--····-·-···---·· February 18, 1889 .- October 14,1889. 
Mexico ...... ···- -- Boundary .. ·-·- · ··--·-· ·· .· . . -.. ·· -··- March 1, 1889_ .. ··- · December 26, 1890. 
Great Britainand Neutrality and Autonomous Gov- June14,1889.- . . '.- May21 , 1890. 
Germany. ernment •)f the Samoan Islands. 
Great Britain ____ . Extradition ... ... ·· --···· -···- ··· .... J11ly 12, 1889. _____ __ March 25. 1890. 
Kongo ··----·-· ·-- Amity,Commerce,andNavigation-:- January24,189l. .. . April2,l892. 
Venezuela ... _ ... . Claims --· ·-·--·····-· . .... . . . ... .. -- .. January 19,1892 .... July 30,1894. 
Gr eat Britain .... . Relating to Fur•Seals in Behring February 29, 1892 _. May 9, 189'2. 
Sea. 
GreatBritain ..... Renewal of the Existing Modus April 18,1892._ .... . May9,189'2 
Vivendi in Behring Sea 
Great Britain .. ·-· R~t~~1rf eos~ePs~serters from Mer·_ June 3, 1892 .. __ .. ... August 1, 1892. 
Denmark ..... ·- -. Trade-Mark .· ·-··- ... ··- ...... ... ... June 15,1892 ....... . Octouer 12, 1892. 
Great Britain ..... Delimiting Bounc1aries not Perma• July 22, 1892 ... _ -·-· ·August 26, 1892. 
nently Marked. 
Chile -·-········- -· Claims .--··· · ..... . ·--- .... ---·--· ·- - August 7, 1892 ...... January 28, _1893. 
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ALGIERS. 
1795. 
TREATY OF PEACE AND AMITY. 
Concluded September 5, 1795.,· ratification advised by the Senate March 
2, 1796. (Treaties and Conventions, 1889, p. 1.) 
This treaty of twenty-two articles provided for peace, commercial 
intercourse, and friendly treatment of the citizens and shipping of 
the United States in consideration of an annual payment to the Dey 
of Algiers. It was superseded by the treaty of 1815. 
1815. 
TREATY OF AMITY AND PEACE. 
Concluded June 30, 1815.,· ratification ad·visecl by the Senate Deoember 
21, 1815.,· ratified by the President December 26, 1815.,· proclaimed 
December 26, 1815. (Treaties and Conventions, 1889, p. 6.) 
This treaty of twenty-two articles was signed by Commodore Decatur 
and William Shaler, and provided for the abolition of the annual pay:-
ment, for the restitution of captives and property, for commercial 
intercourse, etc. 
1816. 
TREATY OF PEACE AND AMITY. 
Concluded December 22 and 23, 1816.,· ratification advised by the Senate 
February 1, 1822.,· ratified by the President February 11, 1822.,· pro-
daimed Februar_,y 11, 1822. (Treaties and Conventions, 1889, p. 10.) 
By this treaty of twenty-two articles the same privileges included 
in the treaty of 1815 were renewed, with an additional article annulling 
the special rights accorded to United States vessels in case of war. 
Algiers having become a province of France in 1830, the treaty 
• became obsolete. 
1 
ARGENTINE REPUBLICo 
(ARGENTINE CONFEDERATION.) 
1853. 
TREATY FOR THE FREE NAVIGATION -OF THE RIVERS PARAN..A AND 
URUGUAY. 
Concludecl July 10, 1853J· ratification advised by the Senate June 13, 
1854J· ratified by the President July 5, 1854J· ratifications exchanged 
December 20, 1854J· proclaimed April 9, 1855. (Treaties and Con-
ventions, 1889, p. 16.) · 
ARTICLES. 
I. Free navigation of Parana and 
Uruguay rivers conceded. 
II. Loading and unloading vessels. 
ill. Marking channels. 
IV. ollection of customs and other 
dues. 
V. Possession of Martin Garcia Island. 
VI. Free navigation in time of war. 
VII. Accession of other South Ameri-
can governments. 
VIII. Most favored nation clause. 
IX. Ratification. 
Th President of the United St.ates and His Excellency the Provi-
ional Directol' of the Argentine Confederation, being desirous of 
str n°·thening the bonds of friendship which so happily subsist 
betw en their re pective States and Countries, and convinced that the 
m· t means of arriving at this result is to take in concert all the 
m a ure ' requisite for facilitating and developing commercial rela-
tion , have resolved to determine by treaty the conditions of the free 
na·vio-ation of the Rivers Parana and Uruguay, and thus to remove the 
ob tacle which have hitherto impeded this navigation. 
With thi, object they have named as their Plenipotentiaries, that 
i to ay: 
Th Pre ident of the United States, Robert C. Schenck, Envoy Ex-
traordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary of the United States to 
Brazil, and John . Pendleton, harge d' A:ffaires of the United States 
to th rO' ntine onfederation; 
nd hi Exe Heney the Provisional Director of the Argentine Con-
f d ration, Do tor Don alva<lor Maria del arril, and Doctor Don 
Jo. ' nj amin Goro tiaga; 
v h , aft r having communi at d to each other their full powers, 
found in good and du fol'm, have aO'reed upon the following articles: 
ARTI LE I. 
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ARTICLE II. 
Consequently the said vessels shall be admitted to remain, load and 
unload in the places and ports of the Argentine Confederation which 
are open for that purpose. 
ARTICLE III. 
The Government of the Argentine Confederation, being desirous 
to provide every facility for interior navigation, agrees to maintain 
beacons and marks pointing out the channels. 
ARTICLE IV. 
A uniform system shall be established by the competent authorities' 
of the Confederation, for the collection of the custom-house duties, _ 
harbor, lights, police and pilot.age dues, along the whole course of 
the waters which belong to the Confederation. 
ARTICLE V. 
The High Contracting Parties, considering that the Island of Martin 
Garcia may, from its position, embarrass and impede the free navi-
gation of the Confluents of the River Plate, agree to use their influ-
ence to prevent the possession of the said Island from being retained 
or held by any State of the River Plate, or its Confluents which shall 
not have given its adhesion to the principle of their free navigation. 
ARTICLE VI. 
If it should happen (which God forbid) that war should break out 
between any of the States, Republics or Provinces of the River Plate 
or its Confluents, the navigation of the Rivers Parana and Uruguay 
shall remain free to the merchant-flag of all nations, excepting in 
what may relate to munitions of war, such as arms of all kinds, gun-
powder, lead and cannon balls . 
. ARTICLE VII. 
Power is expressly reserved to His Majesty the Emperor of Brazil, 
and the Governments of Bolivia, Paraguay and the Oriental State of 
Uruguay, to become parties to the present r:rreaty, in case they should 
be disposed to apply its principles to the parts of the Rivers Parana, 
Paraguay and Uruguay over which they may respectively posses~ flu-
vial rights. 
ARTICLE VIII. 
The principal objects for which the Rivers Parana and Uruguay are 
declared free to the commerce of the world, being to extend the mer-
cantile relations of the countries which border them, and to promote 
immigration, it is hereby agreed that no favor or immunity shall be 
granted to the flag or trade of any other nation which shall not equally 
extend to those of the United States. 
ARTICLE IX 
The present treaty shall be ratified on the part of the Government 
of the United States within fifteen months from its date, and within 
two days by His Excellency the Provisional Director of the Argentine 
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Confederation who shall present it to the first Legislative Congress 
of th onfe i~ration for their approbation. 
Th ratifications shall be exchanged at the seat of Government of 
th ro-entine Confederation within the term of eighteen months. 
In witn s whereof the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed 
Lhi Tr aty and affixed thereto their seals. . 
Don at an Jose de Flores on the tenth day of July m the year of 
Our Lord one thousand eight hundred and fifty three. 
[ EAL.1 RoB·~ C. SCHENCK. 
[SEAL. JN° PENDLETON. 
[SEAL. SALVADOR l\'P DEL CARRIL. 
[SEAL. JOSE B. GOROSTIAGA. 
1853. 
TREATY OF FRIENDSHIP, COMMERCE AND NAVIGATION. 
Concl1uded July 27, 1853_; ratification advised by the Senate June 13, 
1834.,· ratified by the President June 29, 1854.,· ratifications exchanged 
December 20, 1854.,· proclaimed April 9, 1855. (Treaties and Con-
ventions, 1889, p. 18.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Amity. 
II. Mutual freedom of commerce. 
III. Most favor d nation clause. 
IV. No discriminating duties to be 
levied. · 
V. Navigation du s to be equal. 
VI. Mutual privileges to vessels. 
VII. Nati nality of vessels. 
VIII. Freedom to trad . 
IX. Privileges of citizens; settling 
estates. 
X. Exemptions from military service 
and forced loans; taxes. 
XI. Diplomatic and consular agents. 
XII. Privileges in time of war. 
XIII. Mutual protection to citizens. 
XIV. Ratification. 
following articles: 
RTI LE l. 
nit d tat and th ir 
onf d ration and its 
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ARTICLE II. 
There shall be between all the territories of the United States and 
all the territories of the Argentine Confederation a reciprocal freedom 
of Commerce. The citizens of the two countries respectively shall 
have liberty, freely and securely, to come with their ships and car-
goes to all plaees, ports and rivers, in the territories of either, to which 
other foreigners, or the ships or cargoes of any other foreign nation 
or state are or may be permitted to come; to enter · into the same, 
and to remain and reside in any part thereof, respectively; to hire 
and occupy houses and warehouses for the purposes of their resi-
dence and commerce; to trade in all kinds of produce, manufactures 
and merchandise of lawful commerce; and generally to enjoy in all 
their business the most complete protection and security, subject to 
the general laws and usages of the two countries respectively. In 
like manner the respective ships of war, and post-office or pas-
senger packets of the two countries shall have liberty, freely and 
securely, to come to all harbors, rivers and places, to which other for-
eign ships of war and packets are or may be permitted to come; to 
enter into the same, to anchor and remain theie and refit, subject 
always to the laws and usages of the two countries respectively. 
ARTICLE III. 
The two high contracting parties agree that any favor, exemption, 
privilege or immuni+,y whatever, in matters of commerce or naviga-
tion, which either of them has actually granted, or may hereafter 
grant, to the citizens or subjects of any other government, nation or 
state, shall extend, in identity of cases and circumstances to the citi-
zens of the other contracting party, gratuitously, if the concession in 
favor of that other government, natjon or state shall have been gra-
tuitous-or, in return for an equivalent compensation, if the conces-
sion shall have been conditional. 
ARTICLE IV. 
No higher or other duties shall be imposed on the importation into 
the territories of either of the two contracting parties, of any article, of 
the growth, produce or manufacture of the territories of the other con-
tracting party, than are or shall be payable on the like article of any 
other foreign country; nor shall any other or higher duties or charges 
be imposed in the territories of either of the contracting parties on the 
exportation of any article to the territories of the other, than such as 
are or shall be payable on the exportation of the like article to any 
other foreign country; nor shall any prohibition be imposed upon the 
importation or exportation of any article of the growth, produce or 
manufacture of the territories of either of the contracting parties, to 
or from the territories of the other, which shall not equally extend to 
the like article of any other foreign country. 
ARTI_CLE V. 
No other or higher duties or charges on account of tonnage, light 
or harbor dues, pilotage, salvage in case of average or shipwreck, or 
any other local charges, shall be imposed, in the ports of the two con-
.tracting parties, on the vessels of the other, than those payable in the 
same ports on its own vessels. 
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ARTICLE VI. 
The same duties shall be paid and the same drawbacks and boun-
ties allowed upon the importation or exportation of any article into 
or from the territories of the United States, or, into or from the terri-
tories of the Argentine Confederation, whether such importation or 
exportation be made in vessels of the United Stat~s or, in vessels of 
the Argentine Confederation. 
ARTICLE VIL 
The contracting parties agree to consider and treat as vessels of the 
United States and of the Argentine Confederation, all those which, 
being furnished by the competent authority with a regular passport 
or sea-letter, shall, under the then existing laws and regulations of 
either of the two Governments, be recognized fully and bona fide as 
national vessels by .that country to which they respectively belong. 
ARTICLE VIII. 
All merchants, commanders of ships and others, citizens of the 
United States, shall have full liberty, in all the territories of the 
Argentine Confederation, to manage their own affairs themselves, or, 
to commit them to the management of whomsoever they please, as 
broker, factor, agent or interpreter; nor shall they · be obliged to 
employ any other persons in those capacities, than those employed by 
citizens of the Argentine Confederation, nor to pay them any other 
alary or remuneration than such as is paid in like cases by citizens 
of the Argentine Confederation. And absolute freedom shall be 
allowed in all cases to the buyer and seller to bargain and fix the price 
of any good , wares or merchandise imported into or exported from 
the Argentine Confederation, as they shall see good, observing the 
law and e tabli h cl customs of the country. The same rights and 
privileg , in all respects, shall be enjoyed in the territories of the 
United tate , by the citizen, of the Argentine Confederation. The 
citizen f th two contracting parties shall reciprocally receive and 
njoy full and p rf ct protection for their persons and property and 
hall ha fr and open a0ce s to the ourts of justice in the said 
ountri re pectiv ly for th pro ecution and defense of their just 
right , and they hall b at lib rty to employ in all cases such advo-
at , attorn y or ag nts as they may think proper, and they shall 
njoy in thi r p t the am rio-hts and privileges therein a native 
itiz n,•. 
ARTI LE IX. 
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ties shall die without will or testament, in any of the territories of the 
other, the Consul general or Consul of the.nation to which the deceased 
belonged, or the representative of such Consul general or Consul, in 
his absence, shall have the right to intervene in the possession, 
administration and judicial liquidation of the estate of the deceased, 
conformably with the laws of the country, for the benefit of the cred-
itors and legal heirs. 
ARTICLE X. 
The citizens of the United States residing in the Argentine Confed-
eration, and the citizens of the Argentine Confederation residing in 
the United States, shall be exempted from all compulsory military 
service whatsoever, whether by sea or by land, and from all forced 
loans, requisitions or military exactions; and they shall not be com-
pelled, under any pretext whatever, to pay any ordinary charges; 
requisitions or taxes greater than those that are paid by native citi-
zens of the contracting parties respectively. • 
ARTICLE XI. 
It shall be free for each of the two contracting parties to appoint 
Consuls, for the protection of trade, to reside in any of the territories 
of the other party; but, before any Consul shall act as such, he shall, , 
in the usual form, be approved and admitted by the Government to 
which he is sent; and either of the contracting parties may except 
from the residence of Consuls such particular places as they judge fit 
to be excepted. 
The archives and papers of the Consulates of the respective Gov-
ernments shall be respected inviolably, and under no pretext what-
ever shall any magistrate, or, any of the local authorities, seize, or in 
any way interfere with them. 
The Diplomatic agents and Consuls of the Argentine Confedera-
. tion shall enjoy in the territories of the United States, whatever 
privileges, exemptions and immunities are, or shall be, granted to 
agents of the sanie rank, belonging to the most favored nation; and 
in like manner, the diplomatic agents and Consuls of the United 
States, in the territories of the Argentine Confederation, shall enjoy, 
according to the strictest reciprocity, whatever ·privileges exemptions 
and immunities, are, or may be granted in the Argentine Confedera-
tion to the diplomatic agents and Consuls of the most favored 
nation. 
ARTICLE XII. 
For the better security of commerce between the United States and 
the Argentine Confederation, it is agreed that if at any time any 
interruption of friendly commercial intercourse, or any rupture, 
should unfortunately take place between the two contracting parties, 
the citizens of either of them residing in the territories of the other, 
shall have the privilege of remaining and continuing their trade or 
occupation therein, without any manner of interruption, so long as 
they behave peaceably and commit no offense against the laws; and 
their effects and property, whether intrusted to individuals or to the 
state, shall not be liable to seizure or sequestration, or to any other 
demands than those which may be inade upon the like effects or 
property belonging to the native inhabitants of the state in which 
such citizens may reside. 
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ARTICLE XIII. 
The citizens of the United States, and the citizens of the Argen-
tine Confederation, respectively, residing in any of the territories of 
the other party, shall enjoy, in their houses, persons and properties, 
the full protection of the government. 
They shall not be disturbed, molested, nor annoyed in any manner 
on account of their religious belief, nor in the proper exercise of their 
peculiar worship, either within their own houses, or, in their own 
Churches or chapels, which they shall be at liberty to build and main-
tain, in convenient situations, to be approved of _by the local govern-
ment, interfering in no way with, but respecting the religion and cus-
toms of the country in which they reside. Liberty shall also be 
granted to the citizens of either of the contracting parties, to bury 
those who may die in the territories of the other, in burial places 
of their own, which in the same manner may be freely established & 
maintained. 
ARTICLE XIV. 
The present treaty shall be ratified on the part of the Government 
of the United States within :fifteen months from the date; and within 
three days by His Excellency the Provisional Director of the Argen-
tine Confederation, who will also present it to the first Legislative 
Congress of the Confederation for their approval. 
The ratifications shall be exchanged at the seat of Government of 
the Argentine Confederation within the term of eighteen months. 
In witness whereof the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed 
this Treaty, and affixed thereto their seals. . 
Done at San Jose, on the twenty seventh day of July in the year 
of Our Lord one thousand eight hundred & fifty three. 
SEAL.] JN° PENDLETON !
SEAL.] ROB~, C. SCHENCK 
SEAL.] SALVADOR MA DEL CARRIL 
SEAL.] JOSE B GOROSTIAGA 
AUSTRIA-HUNGARY. 
1829. 
TREATY OF COMMERCE AND NAVIGATION. 
Concluded August 27, 1829_; ratification ad1)ised by the Senate F ebru-
ary 10, 1830_; ratified by the President Febrr:uary 11, 1830_; ratifica-
tions exchanged Februarg 10, 1831_; proclaimed February 10, 1831. 
('rreaties and Conventions, 1889, p. 23.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Liberty of commerce and naviga-
tion. 
II. Shipping charges to be equal. . 
III. No discrimination in import du-
ties. 
IV. Application of two preceding arti-
cles, 
V. Most favored nation treatment of 
products. 
VI. Reciprocal right of vessels to ex-
port. 
VII. Coastwise trade. 
VIII. No discriminations against ves-
sels. 
IX. Most favored nation favors. 
X. Consular officers authorized. 
XI. Property of deceased persons. 
XII. Duration. · 
XIII. Ratification. 
(The period for the exchange of ratifications was extended, with the advice and 
consent of the Senate, by resolution of February 3, 1831, and the consent of the 
Emperor of Austria, expressed by his minister in the certificate of exchange of 
ratifications, February 10, 1831.) 
The United States of America, and His Majesty the Emperor of Aus-
tria, King of Hungary and Bohemia, equally animated with the desire 
of maintaining the relations of good understanding which have 
hitherto so happily subsisted between their respective States, of extend-
ing, also, and consolidating the commercial intercourse between them, 
and convinced that this object cannot better be accomplished than by 
adopting the system of an entire freedotn of navigation, and a perfect 
reciprocity, based upon principles of equity equally beneficial to both 
countries, have, in consequence, agreed to enter into negotiations for 
the conclusion of a Treaty of Commerce and Navigation, for which j:mr-
pose the President of the United States has conferred Full Powers on 
Martin Van Buren, their Secretary of State; and His Majesty the 
Emperor of Austria has conferred like Powers on Lewis Baron de 
Lederer, His said Majesty's Consul for the port of New York, and the 
saiu Plenipotentiaries having exchanged their said Full Powers, found 
in good and due form, have concluded and signed the following 
articles. 
ARTICLE I. 
There shall be between the 1.,erritories of the High Contracting Par-
ties a reciprocal liberty of commerce and navigation. 1.,he inhabit-
ants of their respective States shall mutually have liberty to enter the 
ports places and rivers of the 'rerritories of each Party, wherever for-
eign commerce is permitted. 'rhey shall be at liberty to sojourn and 
9 
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resid in all parts whatsoever of said territories, in order to attend to 
th ir commercial affairs; and they shall enjoy, to that effect, the same 
curity, protection and privileg_es as na~i"."es of the country wherei~ 
hey re ide, on condition of then· subm1ttmg to the laws and ord1-
n.ance there prevailing. · 
ARTICLE II. 
Austrian vessels arriving, either laden or in ballast, in the ports of 
the nited States of America; and, reciprocally, vessels of the United 
tates arriving, either laden, or in ballast, in the ports of the domin-
ions of Austria, shall be treated on their entrance, during their stay 
and at their departure, upon the same footing as national vessels 
coming from the same place, with respect to the duties of tonnage, 
light-houses, pilotage and port-charges, as well as to the fees and 
perquisites of public officers, and all other duties or charges of what-
ever kind or denomination, levied in the name, or to the profit of the 
Government, the local ..Authorities, or of any private establishment 
whatsoever. 
ARTICLE III. 
All kind of merchandise and articles of commerce, either the pro-
due of the soil or the industry of the United States of America, or of 
any other country, which may be lawfully imported into the ports of 
the dominions of Austria, in Austrian vessels, may also be so imported 
in ve sels of the United States of America, without paying other or 
higher dutie or charges, of whatever kind or denomination, levied in 
the name or to the profit of the Government, the local Authorities, or of 
any private e tablishments whatsoever, than if the same merchandise 
or produce had been imported in Austrian vessels.-And, reciprocally, 
all kind of m rchandi e and articles of commerce, either the produce of 
th oil or of the industry of the dominions of Austria, orof any other 
country, which may be lawfully imported into the ports of the United 
tate , in v , el of th said States, may also be so imported in Aus-
trian v el , without paying other or higher duties or charges, of 
what v r kind or denomination levied in the name, or to the profit of 
th overnment, the local Authoritie~, or of any private establishments 
what o ver, than if th ame merchandise or produce had been im-
ported in v ls of th United tate of America. 
ARTICLE IV. 
RTI LEV. 
don the importation into 
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payable on the like article, being the produce or manufacture of any 
other foreign country. Nor shall any prohibition be imposed on the 
importation or exportation of any article the produce or manufacture 
of the United States, or of the dominions of Austria, to or from the 
ports of the United States, or to or from. the ports of the dominions of 
Austria, which shall not equally extend to all other Nations. 
ARTICLE VI. 
All kinds of merchandise and articles of commerce, either the pro-
duce of the soil or of the industry of the United States of America, 
or of any other country, which may be lawfully exported, or re-ex-
ported from the ports of the said United States, in national vessels, 
may also be exported or re-exported therefrom in Austrian vessels, 
without paying other or higher duties or charges of whatever kind or 
denomination, levied in the name or to the profit of the Government, 
the local Authorities, or of any private establishments whatsoever, than 
if the same merchandise or produce had been exported or re-exported 
in vessels of the United States of America. . . 
An exact reciprocity shall be observed in the ports of the dominions 
of Austria, so that all kind of merchandise and art.icles of commerce 
either the produce of the soil or of the industry of the said dominions 
of Austria, or of any other country, which may be lawfully exported 
or re-exported from Austrian ports, in national vessels, may also be 
exported or re-exported therefrom, in vessels of the United States of 
America, without paying other or higher duties or charges, of whatever 
kind or denomination, levied in the name or to the profit of the Gov-
ernment, the local Authorities, or of any private establishments what-
soever, than if the same merchandise or produce had been exported, 
or re-exported in Austrian vessels. 
And the same bountjes and drawbacks shall be allowed, whether 
such exportation or re-exportation be made in vessels of the one Party, 
or of the other. 
ARTICLE VII. 
It is expressly understood and agreed that the coastwise navigation 
of both the Contracting Parties is altogether excepted from the opera-
tion of this Treaty, and of every Artcle thereof. 
ARTICLE VIII. 
No priority or preference shall be given, directly or indirectly, by 
either of the Contracting Parties, or by any company, corporation or 
Agent, acting on their behalf or under their authority, in the pur-
chase of any article of commerce, lawfully imported, on account of, or 
in reference to the character of the vessel, whether it be of the one 
Party or of the other, in which such article was imported, it being the 
true intent and meaning of the Contracting Parties that no distinction 
or difference whatever shall be made in this respect. 
ARTICLE IX. 
If either Party shall h ereafter grant to any other nation any par-
ticular favor in navigation or commerce, it shall immediately become 
common to the other Party freely, where it is freely granted to such 
other nation, or on yielding the same compensation when the grant 
i conditional. 
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ARTICLE X. 1 
The two Contracting Parties hereby reciprocally grant to each other, 
the liberty of having, each in the ports of the other, Consuls, Vice-
Consuls, Agents and Commissaries of their own appointment, who 
shall enjoy the same privileges and powers as those of the most 
favored nations. But if any such Consuls shall exercise commerce, 
they shall be subjected to the same laws and usages to which the private 
individuals of their nation are subject in the same place, in respect 
to their commercial transactions. 
ARTICLE XI. 1 
The Citizens or Subjects of each Party shall have power to dispose 
of their personal goods within the jurisdiction of the other, by testa-
ment, donation, or otherwise; and their representatives, being citizens 
or subjects of the other Party, shall succeed to their personal goods, 
whether by testament or ab intestato, and may take possession thereof, 
either by themselves or by others acting for them, and dispose of the 
, ame at their will, paying such dues, taxes or charges only, as the 
inhabitants of the country wherein the said goods are shall be sub-
ject to pay in like cases. And in case of the absence of the repre-
entative, such care shall be taken of the said goods, as would be taken 
of the goods of a native jn like case, until the lawful owner may take 
m asures for receiving them. A.nd if any question should arise among 
everal claimants, to which of them said goods belong, the same shall 
be decided finally by the laws and judges of the land wherein the said 
goods are. But this article shall not derogate in any manner, from 
th for e of the laws aheady published, or hereafter to be published 
by His Majesty tho Emperor of Austria, to prevent the emigration of 
hi, , uhjects. 
ARTICLE XII. 
The present Treaty shall continue in force for ten years, counting 
from th day of the ex.change of the Ratifications; and if twelve 
month, before the xpiration of that period, neither of the High Con-
tra ting Parties hall have announced by an official notification to the 
oth r, it · intention to arre t the operation of said ':Creaty, it shall remain 
binding for one year beyond that tim , and so on, until the expiration 
of th 1,welv month, which will follow a similar notification whatever 
th tim at which it may take place. 
ARTICLE XIII. 
approv cl and ratified by the Pr sident of the 
1 
, ' , 'onv n ion of 1 , p. 13. 
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the English version is to decide the interpretation, should any differ-
ence in regard to it unfortunately arise , 
Done in triplicate,- at Washington, this twenty seventh day of 
August, in the year of Our Lord One thousand eight hundred and 
M. VAN BUREN 
twenty nine. 
[L. S.] 
[L. S.] L. BARON DE LEDERER 
1848. 
CONVENTION RELATIVE TO DISPOSAL OF PROPERTY AND CONSULAR 
JURISDICTION. 1 
Concluded May 8, 1848_; ratification advised and time for exchange of 
ratifications extended to July 4, 1850, by the Senate February 13, 
1850_; ratified by the President February 15, 1850_; ratifications 
exchanged February 23, 1850_; procl9,imed February 25, 1850. 
(Treaties and Conventions, 1898, p. 27.) · 
ARTICLES. 
. ' 
I. Disposal of personal property. I III. Protecting property of absent heirs. 
II. Disposal of real property held by de- IV. Consular privileges; deserters. 
ceased persons. . V. Duration. 
The United States of America and His Majesty the Emperor of. 
Austria having agreed to extend to aU descriptions of property the 
exemption from dues, taxes or charges, which was secured to the per-
sonal goods of their respective citizens and subjects by the eleventh 
article of the Treaty of commerce and navigation which was concluded 
between the parties on the twenty-seventh of August, 1829; and also 
for the purpose of increasing the powers granted to their respective 
Consuls by the tenth article of said treaty of commerce and naviga-
tion, have named for this purpose their respective Plenipotentiaries, 
namely, the President of the United States of America has conferred 
full powers on James Buchanan, Secretary of State of the United 
States, and His Majesty the Emperor of Austria upon His Charge 
d'Affaires to the United States, John George Hiilsemann; who, after 
having exchanged their said full powers, found in d1i.e and proper 
form, have agreed to, and ·signed, the following articles: 
ARTICLE l. 2 
The citizens or subjects of each of the contracting Parties shall 
have power to dispose of their personal property within the States of 
the other, by testament, donation or otherwise; and their heirs, lega-
tees and donees, being citizens or subjects of the other contracting 
Party, shall succeed to their said personal property, and may take 
possession thereof, either by themselv.es or by others acting for them, 
and dispose of the same at their pleasure, paying such duties only as 
the inhabitants of the country where the said property lies, shall be 
liable to pay in like cases. 
1 See Articles X and XI, p. 12. 2 Article XI, p. 1 . 
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ARTICLE II. 1 
Where on the death of any person holding real property, or prop-
erty not' personal within the territories of one Party, such real 
property would, by the laws of the land, descend on a citizen or sub-
j ct of the other were he not disqualified by the laws of the country 
where such real property is situated, such citizen or subject shall be 
allowed a term of two years to sell the same; which term maybe rea-
sonably prolonged according to circumstances; and to withdraw the 
proceeds thereof, without molestation, and exempt from any other 
charges than those which may be imposed in like cases upon the inhab-
itants of the country from which such proceeds may be withdrawn. 
ARTICLE III. 1 
In case of the absence of the heirs, the same care shall be taken, 
provisionally, of such real or personal property as would be taken in 
a like case of property belonging to the natives of the country, until 
the lawful owner, or the person who has a right to sell the same 
according to Article II. may take measures to receive or dispose of 
the inheritance. 
ARTICLE IV. 2 
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cost of those who shall claim them, in order to be sent to the vessels 
to which they belong, or to others of the same country. But if not 
sent back within three months from the day of their arrest, they shall 
be set at liberty, and shall not be again arrested for the same cause. 
If, however, the deserter shall be found to have committed any crime 
or offense requiring trial, his surrender may be delayed, until the_ tri-
bunal before which his case shall be pending, shall have pronounced 
its sentence, and such sentence shall have been carried into effect. 
ARTICLE V. 
The present Treaty shall continue in' force for two years, counting 
from the day of the exchange of its ratifications; and if, twelve months 
before the expiration of that period, neither of the high contracting 
Parties shall have announced by an official notification to the other, 
its intention to arrest .the operation of said treaty, it shall remain 
binding for one year beyond that time, and so on, until the expiration 
of the twelve months which will follow a similar notification, whatever 
the time at which it may take place. 
ARTICLE VI. 
This convention is concluded subject to the ratification of the Presi-
dent of the United States of America, by and with the advice and 
consent of the Senate thereof, and of His Majesty the Emperor of 
Austria; and the ratifications thereof shall be exchanged in Washing-
ton within the term of one year from the date of the signature thereof, 
or sooner, if possible. 
In witness whereof, the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed the 
above articles, as well in German as in English, and have thereto 
affixed their seals. 
Done in the city of Washington, on the eighth day of May, one thou-
sand eight hundred and forty-eight, in the seventy-second year of the 
independence of the United States of America, and in the 14t~ year 
of the reign of His Majesty the Emperor of Austria. 
[SEAL.] J~f'IES BUCH_ANAN 
[SEAL.] HULSEMANN 
1856. 
EXTRADITION CONVENTION. 1 
Concluded July 3 , 1856.; ratification advised by the Senate with amend-
me"!'t Au_gust 13, 1856J· ratified by the President December 12, 1856J· 
ratifications exchanged December 13, 1856J· proclaimed December 15 
1856. (Treaties and Conventions, 1889, p. 29.) · ' 
ARTICLES. 
I. Extraditable crimes; proceedings. I IV. Duration. 
II. P ersons not to be delivered. V. Ratification. 
III. Persons committing crimes in coun-
try where found. 
Whereas, it is found expedient for tlie better administration of 
justice and the prevention of crime within the territories and juris-
1 Article III, p. 25. 
Federal cases: In re Baruch, 41 Fed. Rep., 472; in re Adutt, 55 Fed. Rep., 376. 
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diction of the parties, respectively, that persons committing certain 
heinous crime" being fugitives from justice, should under certain 
circumstances be reciprocally delivered up; and also to enumerate 
such crimes e~plicitly; and whereas, the laws of Austria forbid the 
surrender of its own citizens to a foreign jurisdiction, the government 
of the United States, with a view of making the Convention strictly' 
reciprocal, shall be held equally free from any obligation to surre~der 
citizens of the United States; therefore on the one part the Umted 
tates of America and on the other part His Majesty the Emperor of 
Austria, having resolved to treat on this subject, have for that pur-
pose appointed their respective plenipotentiaries to negotiate and 
conclude a Convention-that is to say: 
The President of the United States, William L. Marcy, Secretary 
of State, and His Majesty the Emperor of Austria, John George 
-Chevalier de Iliilsemann, His said Majesty's Minister Resident near 
the Government of the United States, who, after reciprocal commu-
nication of t.heir respective powers, have agreed to and signed the 
following articles: , 
ARTICLE I. 
It is agreed that the United States and Austria shall, upon mutual 
rnqui itions by them or their ministers, officers or authorities, respect-
iv ly made, deliver up to justice all persons who, being charged with 
the crime of murder, or assault with intent to commit murder, or piracy, 
or ar on, or robbery, or forgery, or the fabrication or circulation of 
count rfeit money, whether coin or paper money, or the embezzlement 
of publi • moneys, · committed within the jurisdiction of either party, 
shall. k an a ylum or shall be found within the territories of the 
other: Provided, that this shall only be done upon such evidence of 
criminality a., a cording to the laws of the place where the fugitive 
or p r on . o ·harged hall be found, would justify his apprehension 
and ommitm nt for trial, if the crime or offense had there been com-
mitt d; and th re pective Judg s and other magistrates of the two 
o-ov rnm nt hall have power, jurisdiction and authority, upon com-
plaint mad und r oath, to i.s u a warrant for the apprehension of 
th fuo-itiv or per n o charged, that he may be brought before 
u h judg or oth r magi trat re pectively, to the end that the 
viden of riminality may b heard and considered; and if, on such 
hearino-, h vid n · be deemed sufficient to sustain the charge, it 
, hall b h du y f th xamining judge or magistrate to certify the 
sam to th pr p r x cutive authority, that a warrant may issue for 
h urr nd r of u h fuo-itive. rrh expense of such apprehension 
and 1 liv ry . hall b born and defrayed by the party who makes the 
r qui:iti n and r iv he fugitive. The provi ions of the present 
n tion, ,•hall no b applied, in any manner, t.o the crimes enumer-
at d in h Fir. rticl , mmi.tted ant rior to the date thereof : nor 
to any crim or off n of a political character. 
ARTICLE II. 
onvention. 
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ARTICLE III. 
Whenever any person accused of any of the crimes enumerated in 
thiR Convention shall have committed a new crime in the territories of 
the State where he has sought an asylum, or shall be found, such per-
son shall not be delivered up under the stipulations of this Conven-
tion until he shall have been tried and shall have received the pun-
ishment due to such new crime, or shall have been acquitted thereof. 
ARTICLE IV . 
. The present Convention shall ·continue in force until the 1 ~t of · 
January, 1858; and if neither party shall have given to the other six 
months' previous notice of its intention then to terminate the Rame, 
it shall further remain in force until the end of twelve months after 
either of the high contracting parties shall have given notice to the 
other of such intention; each of the high contracting parties reserv-
ing to itself the right of giving such notice to the other at any time 
after the expiration of the said 1?~ day of January, 1858. 
ARTICLE V. 
The present Convention shall be ratified by the President, by and with 
the advice and consent of the Senate of the United States, and by His 
Majesty the Emperor of Austria, and the ratifications shall be ex-
changed at Washington within six months from the date hereof, or 
sooner if possible. • 
In faith whereof the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed this 
Convention and have hereunto affixed their seals. 
Done in duplicate at Washington the third day of July, in the year 
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and fifty-six and of the 
Independence of the United States the eightieth. 
1870. 
CONSULAR CONVENTION . 1 
W. L. MARCY 
[SEAL.] 
HULSEMANN 
[SEAL.] 
Concluded July 11, 1870_; ratification advised by the Senate December 
9, 1870_; ratified by the President December 19, 1870_; time for 
exchange of ratifications extended by the Senate JJ,fay 12, 1871_; 
ratifications exchanged June 26, 187.l_; proclaimed June 29, 1871. 
(Treaties and Conventions, 1889, p. 31.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Officers recognized. X. Authority as to shipping. 
II. Exemptions and immunities. XI. Disputes between masters and 
III. Exemptions as witnesses. crews. 
IV. Use of arms and flags. XII. Deserters from ships. 
V. Inviolability of archives. XIII. Settlement of damages at sea. 
VI. Powers of acting officers. XIV. Shipwreck proceedings. 
VII. Vice-consuls and consular agents. XV. Most favored nation privileges. 
VIII. Applications to local authorities. XVI. Notice of death of intestates. 
IX. P erformance of notarial acts. XVII. Duration; ratification. 
,-rhe President of the United States of America, and His Majesty the 
Emperor of .Austria, King of Bohemia, &c. and Apostolic King of 
7468-2 
1 Article IV, p. 14. 
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Hungary, animated by the desire to define in a comprehensive and 
precise manner the reciprocal rights, privileges and immunities of the 
onsul -General, Consuls, Vice Consuls and Consular Agents (their 
Chancellors and Secretaries) of the United States of America and of 
the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy, and to determine their duties and 
their respective sphere of action, have agreed upon the conclusion of 
a Consular Convention, and for that purpose have appointed their 
re pective Plenipotentiaries, namely: 
The President of the United States of America, Hamilton Fish, Sec-
retary of State of the United States. 
And His Majesty the Emperor of Austria, Apostolic King of Hun-
gary, Charles, Baron von Lederer, Knight of the Imperial and Royal 
Order of Leopold, and His Majesty's Envoy Extraordinary and Min-
'ister Plenipotentiary in the_ United States of America, who after 
communicating to each other their full powers, found in good and due 
form, have agreed upon the following Articles: 
ARTICLE I. 
Each of the High Contracting Parties shall be at, liberty to establish 
Consuls-General, Consuls, Vice Consuls or Consular Agents at the ports 
and places of trade of the other party, except those where it may not 
be convenient to recognize such officers, but this exception shall not 
apply to one of the High Contracting Parties without also applying to 
every other Power. 
Consuls-General, Consuls and other Consular officers appointed and 
taking office according to the provisions of this Article, in one or the 
other of the two countries, shall be free to exercise the right accorded 
them by the present Convention throughout the whole of the district 
for which they may be respectively appointed. 
The said functionaries shall be ad,mitted andrecognized respectively 
upon pre enting their credentials in accordance with the rules and 
formaliti establi hed in their respective countries. 
The ex quatur required for the free exercise of their official duties 
hall b delivered to them free of charge; and upon exhibiting such 
xequatur th y shall be admitted at once and without interference by 
th authoritie , f d ral or tate, judicial or Executive, of the ports, 
iti and place of their re i len e and di trict, to the enjoyment of 
th pr r gativ s r iprocally ()"ranted. · 
ARTICLE II. 
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If they are engaged in commerce, personal detention can be resorted 
to in their case, only for commercial liabilities and then, in accordance 
only with general laws applicable to all persons alike. 
ARTICLE III. 
Consuls-General, Consuls, and their Chancellors, Vice Consuls, and 
Consular officers, if citizens. of the count,ry which appoints them, 
shall not be summoned to appear as witnesses before a Court of Jus-
~ tice, except when pursuant to law the testimony of a Consul may be 
necessary for the defence of a person charged with crime. 
In other cases the local Court, when it deems -the testimony of a 
Consul necessary shall either go to his dwelling to have the testimony 
taken. orally, or shall send there a competent officer to reduce it to 
writing, or shall ask of him a written declaration. 
ARTICLE. IV. 
Consuls-General, Consuls, Vice Consuls and Consular Agents shall 
be at liberty to place over the chief entrance of their respective offices, 
the arms of their nation, with the inscription: '' Consulate General", 
'' Consulate", '' Vice Consulate" or '' Consular Agency" as may be. 
They shall also be at liberty to hoist the flag of their country on the 
Consular edifice, except when they reside in a city where the Legation 
of their Government may be established. 
They shall also be at liberty to hoist their flag on board the vessel 
employed by them in port for the discharge of their duty. 
ARTICLE. V. 
The Consular Archives shall be at all times inviolable and under 
no pretence whatever shall the local authorities be allowed to examine 
or seize the papers forming part of them. · 
ARTICLE. VI. 
In the event of incapacity, absence or death of Consuls-General, 
Consuls, Vice Consuls, their Consular Pupils, Chancellors or Secre-
taries, whose official character may have been previously made known 
to the respective authorities in the United States or in the Austro-
Ilungarian Empire, shall be admitted at once to the temporary exer-
cise of the consular functions, and they shall for the durnition of it, 
enjoy all the immunities, rights, and privileges conferred upon them 
by this Convention. 
ARTICLE VIL 
Consuls-General and Consuls, shall have the power to appoint Vice 
Consuls and Consular Agents, in the cities, ports, and towns within 
their Consular districts, subject however to the approbation of the 
Government of the country where they reside. 
These Vice Consuls and Consular Agents may be selected indis-
criminately from among citizens of the two countries or from foreign-
ers and they shall be furnished with a Commission issued by the 
appointing Consul, under whose orders they are to be placed. 
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rrhey shall enjoy the privileges and liberties stipulated in this C?~-
vention. To Vice Consuls and to Consular Agents who are not citi-
zens of the State which appoints them, the privileges and immunities 
specified in ·Article II. shall not extend. 
ARTICLE VIII. 
Consuls-General, Consuls, Vice Consuls, or Consular Agents of the 
two countries may, in the exercise of their duties apply to the 
authorities within their district, whether federal or local, judicial or 
executive, in the event of any infraction of the Tredties arid Conven-
tions between the two countries, also for the purpose of protecting 
the rights of their countrymen. 
Should the said authorities fail to take due notice of their applica-
tion, they shall be at liberty in the absence of any diplomatic repre-
sentative of their country to apply to the Government of the country 
where. they reside. 
ARTICLE. IX. 
Consuls-General, Consuls, Vice Consuls or Consular Agents of the 
two countries, also their Chancellors, shall have the right to take at 
their office, at the residence of the parties, or on board ship the 
depositions of the Captains and crews of vessels of their own nation,-
of passengers on board· of them, qf merchants, or any other citizens 
of their own country. · 
They shall have the power also to receive and verify conformably to 
the laws and regulations of their country, 
r~ Wills and bequests of their countrymen, and all such acts and 
contracts between their countrymen as are int-ended to be drawn up in 
an authentic form, and verified. 
2~~ Any and all acts of agreement entered upon between citizens of 
their own country and inhabitants of the country where they reside. 
All such acts of agreement and other instruments, and also copies 
thereof, when duly authenticated by such Consul-General, Consul, 
Vice Consul or Consular Agent :under his official seals, shall be 
receiv din Courts of Justice as legal documents or as· authenticated 
copi , a the case may be, and shall have the same force and effect, 
a if drawn up by competent public officers of one or the other of the 
two countrie . 
onsuls-Genercil, Consuls, Vice Consuls or Consular Agents of the 
re p ctive countries shall have the power to translate and legalize all 
document issued by the authorities or functionaries of their own coun-
try, and su h paper · , hall have the same force and effect in the country 
where th afore aid officers reside, as if drawn up by sworn interpreters. 
ARTICLE X. 
AUSTRIA-JULY 11, 1870. 21 
The Judicial authorities and Custom-House officials shall in no case 
proceed to the examination or search of merchant vessels, without pre-
vious notice to the Consular authority of the nation to which the said 
vessels belong, in oraer to enable them to be present. 
They shall also give due notice to Consuls, Vice Consuls or Consular 
Agents, in order to enable them to be present at any depositions or 
statements to be made in Courts of law, or before local magistrates 
by Captains or persons composing the crew, thus to prevent errors or 
false interpretations which might impede the correct administration 
of justice. 
The notice to Consuls,· Vice Consuls or Consular Agents shall name 
the hour :fixed for such proceedings, and upon the non-appearance of 
the said officers or their representatives, the case shall be pr,oceeded 
with in their absence. 
ARTICLE XI. 
Consuls, Vice Consuls or Consular Agents · shall have exclusive 
charge of the internal order of the merchant vessels of their nation. 
'I1hey shall have therefore the exclusive power to take cognizance of 
and to settle all differences which may arise at sea or in port between 
Captains, officers and crews in reference to wages and the execution 
of mutual contracts, su_bject in each case to the laws of their own 
nation. 
The local authorities shall in no way interfere except in cases 
where the differences on board ship are of a nature to disturb the 
peace and public order in port or on shore, or when persons other than 
the officers and crew of the vessel are parties to the disturbance, 
except as aforesaid the local authorities shall confine ~hemselves to 
the rendering of forcible assistance if required by the Consuls, Vice 
Consuls or Consular Agents, and shall cause the arrest, temporary 
imprisonment and removal on board his own vessel of every person 
whose name is found on the muster rolls or register of the ship or list 
of the crew. · 
ARTICLE XII. 
Consuls-General, Consuls, Vice Consuls or Consular Agents shall 
have the power to cause the arrest of all sailors or all other persons 
belonging to the crews of vessels of their nation who may be guilty 
of having deserted on the respective territories of the High Contract-
ing Powers, and to have them sent on board or back to their native 
country. · 
To that end they shall make a written application to the competent 
local authority, supporting it by the exhibition of the ship's register 
arnl list of the crew, or else, should the vessel have sailed previously, 
by producing an authenticated copy of these documents showing that 
the persons claimed really do belong to the ship's crew. 
Upon such request the surrender of the deserter shall not be 
refused. Eve"ry aid and assistance shall moreover be ·granted to the 
said Consular authorities for the detection and arrest of deserte:r:s, and 
the latter shall be taken to the prisons of the country and there 
detained at the request and expense of the Consular authority until 
there may be an opportunity for sending them away. 
The duration of this imprisonment shall not exceed the term of 
thr~e months, at the expiration of which time, and upon three days 
notice to the Consul, the prisoner shall be set free and he shall not 
be liable to re-arrest for .the same cause. 
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hould however the deserter have committed on shore an indictable 
offence, the local ~uthorities shall be free to postpone his extradition 
until due sentence shall have been passed and executed. 
1,he High Contracting Parties agree that seamen, or other individ-
uals forming part of the ship's crew, who are citizens of the country 
in which the desertion took place, shall not be affected by the pro-
visions of this .Article. 
.ARTICLE XIII. 
In all cases where no other agreement to the contrary exists between 
owners, freighters, and insurers, all damages suffered at sea by the 
ve sels of the two countries, whether they enter the respective ports 
voluntarily or by stress of weather, shall be settled by the Consuls-
General, Consuls, Vice Consuls or Consular .Agents of their respective 
nation, provided no interests of citizens of the country where the said 
functionaries reside, nor of citizens of a third power are concerned. 
In that case, and in the absence of a friendly compromise between 
all parties interested, the adjudication shall take place under super-
vision of the local authorities . 
.ARTICLE. XIV. 
AUSTRIA-JULY 11, 1870; SEPTEMBER 20, 1870. 23 
.ARTICLE. XV. 
Consuls-General, Consuls, Vice Consuls and Consular .Agents also 
Consular Pupils, Chancellors and Consular Officers shall enjoy in the 
two countries all the liberties, prerogatives, immunities and privileges 
granted to functionaries of the same class of the most favored nation . 
.ARTICLE XVI. 
In case of the death of a citizen of the United States in the 
.Austrian Hungarian Monarchy, or of a citizen of the .Austrian Hun-
garian Monarchy jn the United States, without having any known heirs 
or testamentary executors by him appointed, the competent local 
authorities shall inform the Consuls or Consular .Agents of the State to 
which the deceased belonged, of the circumstance, in order that the 
necessary information may be immediately forwarded to the parties 
interested. 
.ARTICLE XVII. 
The present Convention shall remain in force for the space of ten 
years from the date of the exchange of the ratifications, which shall 
be made in conformity with the respective Constitut,ions of the two 
countries, and exchanged at Washington within the period of ten 
(10.) months or sooner if possible. 
In case neither of the Contracting Parties gives notice before the 
expiration of the said term of his intention not to renew this Conven-
tion, it shall remain in force a year longer, and so on, from year to 
year, until the expiration of a year from the day, on which one of the 
parties shall have given such notice. 
In testimony whereof, the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed 
this Convention and hereunto affixed their respective seals. 
Done, in duplicate, at Washington, the eleventh day of July, in the 
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy. 
[SEAL.] HAMILTON FISH 
[SEAL.] LEDERER 
1870. 
NATURALIZATION CONVENTION. 
Concluded September 20, 1870 _; ratification advised by the Senate 
March 22, 1871_; ratified by the President March 24, 1871_; ratifica-
tions exchanged July 14, 1871_; proclaimed August 21, 1871. (Trea-
ties and Conventions, 1889, p. 37.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Requirements necessary. 
II. Liability for prior offenses. 
III. Former treaties continued. I 
IV. Resumption of former citizenship. 
V. Duration. 
VI. Ratification. . 
The President of the United States of .America and His Majesty, 
the Emperor of .Austria, King of Bohemia, etc, and .Apostolic King 
of Hungary, led by the wish to regulate the citizenship of those per-
sons, who emigrate from the United States of America to the territo-
r~es of the .Austro-Ilungarian Monarchy, and from tl!_e .Austro-Hunga-
rian Monarchy to the United States of America, have resolved to 
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tr at on thi ·ubject, and have for that purpose appointed Plenipo-
t ntiari to conclude a Convention, that is to say: · 
Th Pre ident of the United States of America 
John Jay Envoy Extraordinary & Minister Plenipotentiary from 
he United 'tate to His Imperial and Royal Apostolic Majesty ; and 
His Maje ty the Em per or of Austria etc., Apostolic King of Hungary: 
The Count Frederick Ferdinand de Beust, his Majesty's Privy Coun-
' llor and hamberlain, Chancellor of the Empire, Minister of the 
Imperial Ilouse and of Foreign Affairs, Grand Cross of the orders of St 
tephen and Leopold; who have agreed to and signed the following 
Articles: 
ARTICLE l. 
Citizens of the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy who have resided in 
the United tates of America, uninterruptedly at least five years, and 
during such residence have become naturalized citizens of the United 
tate shall be held by the Government of Austria and Hungary to 
be American citizens, and shall be treated as such. 
R ciprocally, citizens of the United States of America who have 
resid d in the territories of the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy unin-
terruptedly at least five years and during such residence have 
become naturalized citizens of the Austro-Ilungarian Monarchy shall 
be h ld by the United States to be citizens of the Austro-Hungarian 
Monarchy and hall be treated as such The declaration of an inten-
tion to become a citizen of the one or the other country has not for 
either party the effect of naturalization. 
ARTICLE II. 
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ARTICLE III. 
The convention 1 for the mutual delivery of criminals, fugitives 
from justice concluded on the 3. July 1856 between the govern-
ment of the United States of America on the one part and the Austro-
I-Iungarian Monarchy on the other part as well as the additional 
convention2 signed on the 8= May 1848 to the treaty of commerce 
and navigation concluded between the said Governments on the 27 
of August 1839 [1829] and especially the _stipulations of Article JV 
of the said additional Convention concerning the delivery of the 
deserters from the ships of war and merchant vessels, remain in force 
without change. 
ARTICLE IV. 
The emigrant fro:rr.. the one State, who according to article I is to 
be held as a citizen ·of the other State, shall not, on his return to his 
original country, be constrained to resume his former citizenship, yet 
if he shall of his own accord reacquire it, and renounce the citizenship 
obtained by naturalization, such a renunciation is allowable, and no 
fixed period of residence shall be required for the recognition of his 
recovery of citizenship in his original country. 
ARTICLE V 
The present convention shall go into effect immediately on the 
exchange of ratifications and shall continue in force ten years. If 
neither party shall have given to the other six months previous notice 
of its intention then to terminate the same, it shall further remain in 
force until the end of twelve months after either of the contracting 
parties shall have given notice to .the other of such intention. 
ARTICLE VI. 
The present convention shall be ratified by the President of the 
United States by and with the consent of the Senate of the United 
States and by His Majesty the Empero of Austria etc King of 
Hungary, ·with the constitutional consent of the two Legislatures of the · 
Austro-Hungarian Monarchy and the ratifications shall be exchanged 
at Vienna within twelve months from the date hereof. . 
In faith whereof the Plenipotentiaries have signed this convention 
as well in German, as in English and have thereto affixed their seals. 
Done at Vienna the twentieth day of September in the year of our 
Lord, one rrhousand Eight hundred and Seventy, in the Ninety Fifth 
year of the Independence of the United States of America, and in the 
Twenty Second year of the reign of His Imperial and Royal Apostolic 
Majesty. 
[ SEAL.] JOHN JAY. 
[SEAL.] BEUST 
1 Convention of 1856, p. 15. 2 Convention of 1848, p. 13. 
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1871. 
TRADE-MARK CONVENTION. 
oncludecl ovember 25, 1871~· ratification advisea by the Senate Jan-
uary 18, 1872 · ratifie_d by the Presiden_t January 27, 1872_; ratifi~a-
tions exchanged April 22, 1872~· proclaimed June 1, 1872. (Treaties 
and onventions, 1889, p. 39.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Mutual protection of trade-marks. j III. Duration. 
II. Registration. IV. Ratification. 
The nited States of America and his Majesty the Emperor of Aus-
tria, King of Bohemia &c, and Apostolic King of Hungary, desiring 
to cure in their respective territories, a guarantee of property in Trade 
Marks~ have resolved to conclude a special Convention for this purpose, · 
and have named as their Plenipotentiaries: 
The President of the United States of America, John Jay, their 
Envoy E traordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary from the united 
'tat of America to His Imperial and Royal Apostolic Majesty; and His 
faj tythe Emperor of Austria and Apostolic King of Hungary; the 
ount Julius Andrassy of Csik Szent Kiraly and Kraszna Horka His 
Maj ty' Privy Counsellor and Minister of the Imperial House and of 
For ign Affairs, Grand Cross of the order of St Stephen, &c. &c. &c. 
who have agreed to sign the following articles. 
ARTICLE I. 
Ev ry reproduction of Trade Marks which in the countries or terri-
tori of the one of the contracting parties are affixed to certain mer-
chandize to prove its origin and quality is forbidden in the countries 
or t rritorie of the other of the contracting parties, and shall give 
to the injured party ground for such action or proceedings to prevent 
uch reproduction, and to recover damages for the same, as may be 
authorized by the laws oi the country in which the counterfeit is 
prov n, just a if the plaintiff were a citizen of that country. 
The exclu ive right to u e a Trade Mark for the benefit of citizens of 
the nit d tate in the Au tro-Hungarian Empire, or of citizens of 
the Au tro-Ilungarian Monarchy in the territory of the United States, 
cannot exi t for a longer period than that fixed by the law of the coun-
try for it. own citizens. 
If th Trad Mark ha b come public property in the country of its 
origin, it hall b qually fr to all in the countries or territories of 
th th r of th wo contracting partie . 
ARTICLE II. 
wn rs of Trad Mark , residing in the countries or territories 
on ra tin parti . , wi h to ecure their right in the 
f th other of the contraGting partie , they 
opi of tho marks in the Pat nt Office at 
hamb r of ommerce and Trade in Vienna 
AUSTRIA-NOVEMBER 25, 1 71. 
ARTICLE Ill. 
The present arrangement shall take e:ff t nin t 
exchange of ratifications, and shall continue in for 
from this date. 
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In case neither of the high contracting partie, o-iv 
intention to discontinue this Convention twelv , month b f r it 
expiration, it shall remain in force one year from the time hat 
of the high contracting parties announces its discontinuanc 
ARTICLE IV. 
The ratifications of this present Convention shall be exchanged at 
Vienna within twelve months or sooner if possible. 
In faith whereof the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed the 
present Convention as well in English as in German and Hungarian, 
and have affixed thereto their respective seals. 
Done at Vienna the twenty fifth day of November in the year of 
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy one, in the ninety 
sixth year of the Independence of the United States of America, and 
in the twenty third year of the reign of His Imperial and Royal 
Apostolic Majesty. 
JOHN JAY. 
[SEAL.] 
ANDRASSY 
[SEAL.] 
BADEN. 
(See GERMAN EMPIRE.) 
1857. 
EXTRADITIO CONVENTION. 1 
Concluded January 30, 1857J· ratification advised by the Senate March 
12, 1857J· ratified by the President March 23, 1857J· ratifications 
exchanged April 21, 1857J· proclaimed May 19, 1857. (Treaties and 
onventions, 1889, p. 41.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Extraditable crimes; proceedings. I IV. Duration. 
II. P r ons not to be delivered. V. Ratification. 
III. Per ons committing crimes in 
country where found. 
ARTI LE I. 
2 
BADEN-J.1 UAR 3 1 ~7. 
or circulation of counter£ it mon y wh thpr <' in o_r P_HP ' 1' m.rn .· · . r 
the embezzlement of publi m n · uunitt•l w1 hm_th .1111·1: 11_ ;-
tion of either party, shall l an_a rlum 1· ,:hall h lound w1 Jun 
the territories of the other: Pro id d, thn, tl_n. Hhall on I_,, h _ l m 
upon such evidence of criminality a , a ' rdrng 1 th'. law. · o( th 
place where the fugitive or p r on ? har 0 • i h,~11 b_ iouncl . woul l 
justify his apprehension and commitm nt f r tl'rn,l, !f 11~ ·nm 1· 
offence had there been committed; and th r p tn... .1 uclg- , · an<l 
other mao·istrates of the two Government , hall ha pow )r, .iuri. · li '-
tion and0 authority, upon complaint m3:d~ und r oath, to i:. u a 
warrant for the apprehension of the fu~1tive or per on o J_1aro- d, 
that he may be brought before ~uch Judges_ ~-r o~her magi trat 
respectively, to the e~d that the ev1denc~ of crimm~hty may be heard 
and considered· and if on such hearmg the evidence be deemed 
sufficient to sustain the charge, it shall be the duty -of the examining 
judge or magistrate to certify t~e sam_e to the proper executive 
authority, that a warrant may issue for the surrender of such 
fugitive. 
The expense of such apprehension and delivery shall be borne and 
defrayed by the party who makes the requisition and receives the 
fugitive. 
Nothing in this article contained shall be construed to extend to 
crimes of a political character. 
ARTICLE II. 
Neither of the contracting parties shall be bound to deliver up its 
own citjzens or subjects under the stipulations of this convention. 
ARTICLE III. 
Whenever any person accused of a:r;iy of the crimes enumerated in 
this Convention shall have committed a new crime in the territories of 
the State where he has sought an asylum, or shall be found, such per-
son shall not be delivered up under the stipulations of this convention, 
unttl he shall have beeu tried, and shall have-received the punishment 
due to such new crime, or shall have been acquitted thereof. . 
ARTICLE IV. 
The present Convention shall continue in force until the pt of Janu-
ary, one thousand eight hundred and sixty-1860; and if neither party 
shall have given to the other six months previous notice of its inten-
tion then to terminate the same, it shall further remain in force until 
the encl of twelve months after either of the high contracting parties 
shall have given notice to the other of such intention; each of the high 
contracting parties reserving to itself the right of giving such notice 
to the other, at any time aft.er the expiration of the said I st clay of 
January, one thousand eight hundred and sixty-1860. 
ARTICLE V. 
The present Convention shall be ratified by the President, by and 
with the advice and consent of the Senate of the United States, and 
by the Government of Baden, and the ratifications shall be exchanged 
in Berlin within one year from the date hereof, or sooner if possible. 
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In faith wh reof the re pective Plenipotentiaries have signed this 
onv ntion and hav hereunto affixed their seals. 
Don in duplicat at Berlin, the thirtieth day of Jam_1ary, one thou-
and ight hundred and fifty seven-1857-and the eighty first year 
of th In l p ndence of the United States. 
P. D. VROOM. [SEAL.] 
ADOLPH BAR. MARSCHALL de BIEBERSTEIN. [SEAL.] 
1868. 
NATURALIZATION CONVENTION. 
Concluded July 19, 1868_; ratification advised by the Senate Aprj,l 12, 
1869 _; ratified by the President April 18, 1869 J . ratifications exchanged 
December 7, 1869_; proclaimed January 10, 1870. (Treaties and 
Convention , 1889, p. 43.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Requirements necessary. 
II. Liability for prior offenses. 
III. Former treaty continued. I 
IV. Resumption of former citizenship. 
V. Duration. 
VI. Ratification. 
The President of the United States of America and His Royal 
Highne the Grand Duke of Bad.en, led by the wish t,o regulate the 
citizen hip of tho o persons who emigrate from Baden to the Unhed 
tate of America, and from the United States of America to the 
territory of the Grand Duchy, have resolved to treat on this subject, 
and have for that purpor:,e appointed plenipotentiaries; that is to say 
The Pr id nt of the United States of America: 
Georg Bancroft, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipoten-
tiary from the said States near the Grand D111ke of Baden 
and 
His Royal Ilio-hness the Grand Duke of Baden 
Hi Pr ident of the Ministry of the Grand-Ducal House and of 
F r io-n :fiair , an l hamberlain, 
Rudolph von Freydorf who have agreed to and signed the following 
article. 
ARTICLE 1. 
a itiz n of the on or the 
ffect of naturalization. 
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ARTICLE 2. 
A naturalized citizen of the one party, on return to the territory of 
the other party, remains liable to trial and punishment for an action 
punishable by the laws of his original country, and committed before 
his emigration; saving always the limitation established by the laws 
of his original country, or any other remission of liability to punish-
ment. 
In particular: a former Badener who, under the first article, is to 
be held as an American citizen, is liable to trial and punishment 
according to the laws of Baden for non-fulfilment of military duty, 
1., if he has emigrated, after he, on occasion of the draft from those 
owing military duty, has been enrolled as a recruit for service in the 
standing army; 
2., if he has emigrated whilst he stood in service under the flag, or 
had a leave of absence only for a limited time; 
3., if having a leave of absence for an 1t1.nlimited time, or belonging 
to the reserve or to the militia, he has emigrated after having 1'eceived 
a call into service, or after a public proclamation requiring his 
appearance, or after war has broken out. 
On the other hand: a former Badener, naturalized in the United 
States, who, by or after his emigration, has transgressed or shall trans-
gress the legal provisions on military duty by any acts or omissions, 
other than those above enumerated in the clauses numbered one to three, 
can on his return to his original country, neither be held subsequently 
to military service, nor remain liable to trial and punishment for the 
non-fulfilment of his military duty. Moreover; the attachment on the 
property of an emigrant for non-fulfilment of his military duty, 
except in the cases designated in the clauses numbered one to three, 
shall be removed so soon as he shall prove his naturalization in the 
United States according to the first article. 
ARTICLE 3. 
The convention 1 for the mutual delivery of criminals, fugitives from 
justice, concluded between the Grand-Duchy of Baden on the one 
part, and the United States of America on the other part, the thirtieth 
day of January, one thousand eight hundred and fifty seven, remains 
in force without change. 
ARTICLE 4. 
The emigrant from the one State who, according to the first Article, 
is to be held as a citizen of the other State, shall not on his return 
to his original country be Mnstrained to resume his former citizen-
ship; yet if he shall of his own accord, reacquire it and renounce the 
citizenship obtained by n~turalization, suqh a renunciation is allowed, 
and no fixed period of residence shall be required for the recognition 
of his recovery of citizenship in his original country. 
ARTICLE 5. 
The present convention shall go into effect immediately on the 
exchange of ratifications, and shall continue in force ten years. If 
neither party shall have given to the other, six months previous notice 
1 Convention of 1857, p. 28. 
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of its intention then to terminate the same, it shall remain in force 
until the end of twelve months after either of the contracting parties 
shall have given notice of such intention. 
ARTICLE 6. 
The present convention shall be ratified by His Royal'Highness the 
Grand Duke of Baden and by the President by and with the ad vice 
and consent of the Senate of the United States, and the ratifications 
shall be exchanged at Carlsruhe as soon as possible. 
In faith whereof the Plenipotentiaries have signed and sealed this 
convention. · 
Carlsruhe, the 19. July 1868. 
GEORGE BANCROFT 
[SEAL.] 
V. FREYDORF. 
[SEAL.] 
BAVARIA.-
(See GERMAN EMPIRE.) 
1845. 
CONVENTION ABOLISHING DROIT D' AUBAINE AND TAXES ON 
EMIGRATION. 
Concluded January 21, 1845_; ratification advised by the Senate, with 
amendment, JJ;Jarch 15, 1845_; ratified by the President March 18, 
1845_; ratifications exchanged November 4, 1845_; proclaimed A1.f,gust 
15, 1846. (Treaties and Conventions, 1889, p. 45.) 
I. Taxes abolished. 
II. Disposal of real property. 
III. Disposal of personal property. 
ARTICLES. 
V. Disputes as to inheritances. 
VI. Emigration from Bavaria not 
affected. 
IV. Protecting property of absent heirs. VII. Ratification. 
The United States of America and His Majesty, the King of Bavaria, 
having agreed for the advantage of their respective citizens and sub-
jects, to conclude a Convention for the mutual abolition of the droit 
d'aubaine and taxes on emigration, have named, for this purpose; 
their respective Plenipotentiaries, namely: the President of the United 
States of America has confer1·ed-full powers on Henry Wheaton, their 
Envoy Extraordinary, and Minister Plenipotentiary at the Royal 
Court of Prussia, and His Majesty the King of Bavaria, upon Count 
Maximilian von . Lerchenfeld-Krefering, His Chamberlain, Envoy Ex-
traordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary at the Royal Prussian Court, 
Commander of the Royal Order of the Knights of St. George, of the 
Order for Merit in Civil Service of the Bavarian cTOwn, of St. Michael, 
Grand Cross of the Russian Imperial Order of St. Anne of the first 
Class, of the Royal Prussian Order of the Red Eagle of the first 
Class, Commander Grand Cross of the Royal Swedish Order of the 
North Star and Great Commander of the Royal Greek Order of the 
Saviour,-who after having exchanged their said full powers; found 
in due and proper form, have agreed to, and signed the following 
articles: 
ART. I 
Every kind of droit d'aubaine, droit de retraite and droit de detrac-
tion or tax on emigration is hereby, and shall remain, abolished 
between the two Contracting Parties, their States, citizens a:id sub-
jects respectively. 
ART II 
'Where, on the death of any person holding real property within 
the territories of one Party, such real property would, by the laws of 
the land, descend on a citizen or subject of the other, were he not 
disqualified by alienage, such citizen or subject shall be allowed a 
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term of two years to sell the same, which term may be reasonably 
prolonged according to circumstances, and to withdraw the proceeds 
thereof, without molestation, and exempt from all duties of detraction. 
ART. III 
The citizens or subject,s of each of the contracting parties shall 
have power to dispose of their 1 personal property within the States of 
the other, by testament, donation, or otherwise, and their heirs, 
legatees, and donees, being citizens or subjects of the other Contract-
ing Party, shall succeed to their said 1 personal property, and may take 
possession thereof, either by themselves, or by others acting for them, 
and dispose of the same at their pleasure, paying such duties only as 
the inhabitants of the country where the said property lies shall be 
liable to pay in like cases. 
ART. IV 
In case of the absence of the heirs, the same care shall be taken 
provisionally, of such real or personal property as would be taken in 
a like case of property belonging to the natives of the country, until 
the lawful owner, or the person who has a right to sell the same 
according to Art. · II, may take measures to receive or dispose of the 
inheritance. 
ART. V 
If any dispute should ·arise between different claimants to the same 
inheritance, they shall be decided in the last resort according to the 
law , and by the judges of the country where the property is situated. 
ART. VI 
But this ConveI).tion shall" not derogate in any manner from the 
force of the laws already published, or hereafter to be published by 
Hi Majesty, the King of Bavaria, to prevent the emigration of Hi 
subject . 
ART. VII 
This Convention i concluded subject to t4e ratification of the 
Pr ident of the nited tates of America, by and with the advice 
and con ent of their enate, and of His Majesty, the King of Bavaria, 
and th ratifications thereof shall be exchanged at Berlin within the 
term of fifteen month from the date of the signature hereof, or 
soon r if po ible. 
In witn , whereof, th re. p ctive Plenipotentiaries have signed the 
abov arti 1 , a w 11 in English as in G rman, and have ther to 
affi , d h ir al . 
n in quadruplicate in the city of Berlin on the Twenty Fir t day 
of Januar ·, on Thou ancl, Eio-ht Hundr d and Forty Five, in th ixty 
ni1 h · ar of h In 1 p nd n of the Uni d tate of meri a, and 
th nin n h f th r i n of Ili Maj . ty th Kino- of Bavaria. 
[ , 'E . ] IlE RY WHEATO 
[.' · ] R F V LERCHENFELD 
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1853. 
EXTRADITION CONVENTION. 1 
Concluded September 12, 1853_; ratification advised by the Senate with 
an amendment July 12, 1854_; ratified by the President July 24, ~854.; 
ratifications exchanged at London November 1, 1854_; proclaimecl 
November 18, 1854. (Treaties and Conventions, 1889, p. 47.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Extraditable crimes; proceedings. I IV. Persons committing crimes in coun-
II. Accession of other Germ1,n States. try where found. 
III. Persons not to be delivered. V. Duration. 
VI. Ratification. 
The United States of America and His Majesty, the King of Bavaria, 
actuated by an equal desire to further the administration of justice 
and to prevent the commission of crimes in their respective countries, 
taking into consideration, that the increased means of communication 
between Europe and America facilitate the escape of offenders, and 
that, consequently provision ought to be made in order that the ends 
of justice shall not be defeated, have determined to conclude an 
arrangement destined to regulate the course to be observed in all 
cases with reference to the extradition of such individuals as having 
committed any of the offenses, hereafter enumerated, in one Country, 
shall have taken refuge within the territories of the other. The con-
stitution and laws of Bavaria, however, not allowing the Bavarian 
Government to surrender their own subjects for trial before a Foreign 
Court of Justice, a strict reciprocity requires that the Government of 
the United States shall be held equally free from any obltgation to 
surrender Citizens of the United States. 
For which purposes the high conti·acting Powers have appointed as 
their Plenipotentiaries: 
The President of the United States, James Buchanan, Envoy extra-
ordinary and Minister plenipotentiary of _the United States at the 
Court of the united kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland. 
His Majesty the King of Bavaria, Augustus Baron de Cetto, His said 
Majesty's Chamberlain, Envoy extraordinary and Minister plenipoten-
tiary at the Court of Her Majesty, the Queen of the united kingdom 
of Great Britain and Ireland, Knight Commander of the Order for 
merit of the Bavarian Crown and of the order for Merit of St. Michael, 
Knight Grand Cross of the royal Grecian Order of our Saviour. 
who after reciprocal communication of their respective full powers, 
found in good and due form, have agreed to the following Articles. 
ARTICLE I. 
The Government of the United States, and the Bavarian Government 
promise and engage, upon mutual requisitions by them or their Min-
isters, officers or authorities respectively made, to deliver up to justiGe 
all persons, who being charged with the crime of murder, or assault 
with intent to commit murder, or piracy, or arson, or robbery, or• 
forgery, or the utterance of forged papers, or the fabrication, or cir-
culation of counterfe~t money, whether coin or paper money, or the 
embezzlement of public moneys, committed within the jurisdiction of 
either party shall seek an asylum, or shall be found within the terri-
tories of the other: provided, that thjs shall only be done upon such 
1 Article III, p. 38. 
Federal case: In re Thomas, 12 Blatch., 370. 
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evidence of criminality, as according to the laws of the place, where 
the fugitive or person so charged shall be found, would justify hi 
apprehension and commitment, for trial, if the crime or offense had 
there been committed; and the respective judges and other magis-
trates of the two Governments shall have power, jurisdiction and 
authority, upon complaint made under oath, to issue a warrant for 
the apprehension of the fug~tiv~ or person so charged, that he may be 
brought before such judges or other magistrates respectively, to the 
end, that the evidence of criminality may be heard and considered; 
and if, on such hearing, the evidence be deemed sufficient to sustain 
the charge, it shall be the duty of the examining judge or magistrate 
to certify the same to the proper executive authority, that a warrant 
may issue for the surrender of such fugitive. 
The expense of such apprehension and delivery shall be borne and 
defrayed by the party who makes the requisition and receives the 
fugitive. 
ARTICLE II. 
The Stipulations of this Convention shall be applied to any other 
tate of the German Confederation, which may hereafter declare its 
acces ion thereto. 
ARTICLE III. 
one of the contracting parties shall be bound~ to deliver up its own 
citizens or subjects under the Stipulations of this Convention. 
ARTICLE IV . . 
""Whenever any person, accused of any of the crimes enumerated in 
thi onvention, shall have committed a new crime in the territories 
of th tate, where he has sought an asylum, or shall be found, such 
per on hall not be delivered up under the Stipulations of this Con-
v ntion until he shall have been tried and shall have received the 
puni hment, due to such new crime, or shall have been acquitted 
th r of. 
ARTICLE V. 
Th pr ent Convention shall continue in force until the Fir t of 
January, One thou and eight hundred and fifty eight, and if neither · 
:party . hall have given to the other six months previous notice of it 
mt nt10n then to terminate the same, it shall further remain in force 
un i~ th end of twelve months, after either of the high contractin<Y 
part1 hall have giv n notice to the other of such intention; each of 
th hi<Yh_ con ra tin°· parties, re erving to itself the- right of giving 
l~ h n 1 to th oth r at any time after the expiration of the said 
Fm· la of January, n thou and, ight hundr d and fifty eight. 
ARTI LE VI. 
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In faith whereof the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed this 
Convention and have hereunto affixed their Seals. 
Done in duplicate in London the twelfth day of September One 
thousand, eight hundred and fifty three, and the seventy eighth year 
of the Independence of the United States. 
JAMES BUCHANAN [SEAL.] 
A. de CETTO L SEAL.] 
1868. 
N ATURALIZA'l'ION 'rREATY. 
Concluded May 26, 1868_; ratification advised by the Sf:,nate June 29, 
1868_; ratified by the President July 17, 1868_; ratifications exchanged 
September 18, 1868_; proclaimed October 8, 1868. (Treaties and Con-
ventions, 1889, p. 49.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Necessary requirements. 
V. Duration. II. Liability for prior offenses. 
III. Former convention continued. I 
IV. Resumption of former citizenship. 
VI. Ratification. 
His Majesty the King of Bavaria, and the President of the United 
States of America, led by the wish to regulate the citizenship of 
those persons, who emigrate from Bavaria to the United States of 
America, and from the United States of America to the territory 
of the Kingdom of Bavaria, have resolved to treat on this subject 
and have, for that purpose appointed plenipotentiaries to conclude 
a convention, that is to say: 
His Majesty the King of Bavaria: 
Dr. Otto, Baron of Vcelderndor:ff, Councillor of Ministry, and: 
The President of the U nitecl States of America: 
George Bancroft, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Pleni po ten tiary, 
who have agreed to, and signed the following articles: 
ARTICLE I 
Citizens of Bavaria, who have become, or shall become naturalized 
Citizens of the United States of America and shall have resided 
uninterruptedly within the United States five years, shall be held by 
Bavaria to be American Citizens, and shall be treated as such. · 
Reciprocally: Citizens of the United States of America who have 
become, or shall become, naturalized Citizens of Bavaria, and shall 
have resided unin1,erruptedly within Bavaria five years shall be held 
by the United States to be Bavarian citizens and shall be treated as 
such. 
The declaration of an intention to become a citizen of the one or 
the other country has not for either party the effect of naturalization. 
ARTICLE II. 
A naturalized Citizen of the one party on return to the territory of 
'uhe other party remains liable to trial and punishment for an action 
punishable by the laws of his original country and committed before 
his emigration; saving always the limitation established by the 
laws of his original country, or any other remission of liability to 
punishment. 
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ARTICLE III. 
The convention 1 for the mutual delivery of criminals, fugitives from 
justice, in certain cases, concluded between the United States on the 
one part and Bavaria on the other part, the twelfth day of Septem-
ber one thousand eight hundred and fifty three, remains in force 
without change. 
ARTICLE lV. 
If a Bavarian, naturalized in America renews his residence in 
Bavaria without the intent to return to America he shall be held to 
have renounced his naturalization in the United States. 
Reciprocally: if an American naturalized in Bavaria renews his 
residence in the United States without the intent to return to Bavaria, 
he shall be held to have renounced his naturalization in Bavaria. 
The intent not to return may be held to exist when the person natu-
ralized in the one country resides more than two years in the other 
country. 
ARTICLE V. 
The present convention shall go into effect immediately on the 
exchange of ratifications, and shall continue in force for ten years. 
If neither party shall have given to the other six months previous 
notice of its intention then to terminate the same, it shall further 
remain in force until the end of twelve months after either of the con-
tracting parties shall have given notice to the other of such intention. 
ARTICLE VI 
The present convention shall be ratified by His Majesty the King 
of Bavaria, and by the President by and with the advice and con-
sent of the Senate of the United States and the ratifications shall be 
exchanged at Munich within twelve months from the date hereof. 
In faith whereof the Plenipotentiaries have signed and sealed this 
conv ntion. 
Munich, the 26 May, 1868. 
[ EAL.] 
[ EAL.] 
GEO. BANCROFT 
DR. OTTO FHR. VON VOLDERNDORFF. 
PROTOCOL. 
Done at Munich, the 26. May, 1868. 
T_he under igned met to day to sign the treaty agreed upon, in conformity with 
thell' r p ctive f~ll power , r _ lating to the Citizenship of those persons, who emi-
grat from Bavaria to the Umted States of America and from the United State 
of Americ3: to Bavaria; ~n_which occasion, the following observations, more ex-
actly d fining and explammg the content of this treaty were entered in the 
following protocol: · 
I. RELAT!).G T THE FIR T .ARTICLE OF THE TRE.A.TY: 
1., In a much a th copulative " and ' i made use of it follows of course that 
~o th . aturalization al n but an additional fiv year~'uninterr-:ipted re itlence 
1. r qmr d b for a p r on can b regarded a coming within the treaty· but it is 
by n m an. r qui it that the five y ar re ideuce should take place ~fter the 
natmaliz ion. 
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It is hereby further under~tood that i~ a ~avarian h~s been dischai:ged from 
his bavarian Indigenate or on the other side, if an Amencan_has been discharged_ 
from his american Citizenship in the manner legally prescnbed by the Govern-
ment of his original country, and then acquires naturali7ation _i7:1 the other coun-
try in a rightfull and perfectly _valid manner, then an add?-t10nal five years' 
residence shall no longer be required, but a person so natur~hzed shall ~rom the 
moment of his naturalization be held and treated as a Bavanan, and reciprocally 
as an american citizen. 
2. The words ' • resided uninterruptedly" are obviously to be understood, not of 
a co~tinual bodily presence, but in the legal sense, and therefore a transient ~bsence, 
a journey, or the like, by no means interrupts the ·period of five years contem-
plated by the first article. 
II. RELATING TO THE SECOND ARTICL~ OF THE TREATY. 
1., It is expressly agreed that a person, who under the first article is to be held 
as an adopted Citizen of the other state, on his return to his original country, can-
not be made punishable for the act of emigration itself, not even thpugh at a later 
day he should have lost his adopted Citizenship. 
III. RELATING TO ARTICLE FOUR OF THE TREATY. 
1. It is agreed on both sides, that the regulative powers granted to the two Gov-
ernments respectively by their laws for protection against resident aliens, whose 
residence endangers peace and order in the land, are not affected· by the treaty. 
In particular the regulation contained in the second clause of the tenth article 
of the bavarian Military Law of the 30. of January 1868, according to which, 
Bavarians emigrating from Bavaria before the fulfilment of their military duty, 
cannot be admitted to a permanent residence in the Land till they shalL have 
become 32 years old, is not affected by the treaty. But yet it is established and 
agreed, that by the expression "permanent residence" used in the said article the 
above described emigrants are not forbidden to undertake a journey to Bavaria 
for a less period of time and for definite purposes, and the royal bavarian Gov-
ernment moreover, cheerfully declares itself :ready in all cases in which the_ emi-
gration has plainly taken place in good faith, to allow a mild rule in practice to 
be adopted. 
2., Itishereby agreed, that when a Bavarian naturalized in America and recip-
rocally an American naturalized in Bavaria takes up his abode once more in his 
original country without the intention of return to the country of his adoption, 
he does by no means thereby recover his former citizenship; on the contrary, in 
so far as it relates to Bavaria, it depends on his Majesty the King whether he wm, 
or will not in that event grant the bavarian citizenship anew. 
The article fourth shall accordingly have only this meaning, that the adopted 
country of the emigrant cannot prevent him from acquiring once more his former 
citizenship; but not, that the State, to which the emigrant originally belonged is 
bound to restore him at once to his original relation. 
On the contrary, the citizen naturalized abroad must first apply to be received 
back into his original country in the manner prescribed by its laws and regula-
tions, and must acquire citizenship anew, exactly like any other alien. 
But yet it is left to his own free choice, whether he will adopt that course or 
will preserve the citizenship of the country of his adoption. 
The two plenipotentiaries give each other mutually the assurance that their 
respective Governments in ratifying this treaty will also regard as approved and 
will maintain the agreements and explanations contained in the present protocol 
without any further formal ratification of the Same. 
fSEAL.] GEO. BANCROFT 
[SEAL.] DR. OTTO FHR. V. V0LDERNDORFF, 
.BELGIUM. 
1845. 
TREATY OF COMMERCE AND NAVIGATION. 
Concluded November 10, 1845.,· ratification advised by the Senate March 
26, 1846.,· ratified by the President'March 30, 1846.,· ratifications ex-
changed March 30, 1846.,· proclaimed March 31, 1846. (Treaties 
and Conventions, 1889, p. 52.) 
This treaty contained twenty articles, and was terminated August 
20, 1858, by notice given by the Belgian Government. 
1858_ 
TREATY OF COMMERCE AND NAVIGATION. 
Concluded July 17, 1858.,· ratification advised by the Senate March 8, 
1859 .,· ratified by the President April 13, 1859 .,· ratifications exchanged 
April 16, 1859.,· proclaimed April 19, 1859. (Treaties and Conven-
tions, 1889, p. 56.) 
This treaty contained eighteen articles, and was terminated July 1, 
1875, by notice given by the Belgian Government. (See Treaty of 
1875, p. 47.) 
1 63. 
Co VE JTIO RELATIVE TO IMPORT DUTIES AND CAPITALIZATION OF 
SCHELDT DUES. 
Concluded May 20, 1863 .,· ratification advised by the Senate F ebruary 
6, 1864.,· ratified by the President March -5, 1864.,· ratifications ex-
·hang cl June 24, 1864.,· proclaimed November 18, 1864. (Treaties 
ani onv ntion , 1 9, p. GO.) 
Thi. nv ntion contain i fiv articles, and those which were not 
tran:it ry haY b n, up .r d d by the Treaty 9f 1 75, p. 47. 
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1863. 
CONVENTION FOR TH.tlJ EXTINGUI_SHMENT OF THE SCHELDT DUES. 
Concluded July 20, 1863_; ratification advised by the Senate February 
26, 1864_; ratified by the President March 5, 1864_; ratifications 
exchanged June 24, 1864_; proclaimed November 18, 1864. (Treaties 
and Conventions, 1889, p. 62.) · 
ARTICLES. 
I. Scheldt dues extinguiched. 
II. Declaration by King of Belgium. 
III. Tonnage and other dues. 
IV. Payment by the United States. I 
V. Execution. 
VI. Application. 
VII. Ratification. 
The United States of America and His Majesty the King of the 
Belgians equally desirous of liberating forever the navigation of the 
Scheldt from the dues which encumber it, to assure the reformation 
of the maritime taxes levied in Belgium and to facilitate thereby the 
development of trade and navigation, have resolved to conclude a 
Treaty to complete the convention signed on the twentieth of May 
Eighteen hundred and Sixty three, between the United States a:nd Bel-
gium, and have appointed as their plenipotentiaries, namely: 
The President of the United States of America, Henry Shelton 
Sanford, a citizen of the United States, their Minister Resident to His 
Majesty the King of the Belgians, and 
His Majesty the King of the Belgians, M. Charles Rogier, Grand 
Officer of the Order of Leopold, decorated with the Iron cross, &c. &c. 
&c., His Minister of Foreign Affairs, 
who, after having exchanged their full powers, found to be in good 
and due form, have agreed upon the following articles. 
ARTICLE 1. 
The High Contracting Parties take note of and record: 
1st . ':rhe Treaty concluded on the twelfth of May, Eighteenhundred 
and sixty three, between Belgium and the Netherlands which will 
remain annexed to the present Treaty, and by which his Majesty the 
King of the Netherlands renounces forever the dues established upon 
navigation in the Seheldt and its mouths, by the third paragraph of 
the 9th article of the 'rreaty of the 19 th April Eighteenhundred and 
thirty nine, and His Majesty the King of the Belgians engages to pay 
the capital sum of the redemption of those dues which amount to 
17,141,640 florins. 
2d. ':rhe declaration made in the name of His Majesty the King of 
the Netherlands on the fifteenth of July, Eighteenhundred and sixty 
three to the Plenipotentiaries of the High Contracting Parties, that 
the extinguishment of the Scheldt Dues consented to by His said 
Majesty, applies to all flags, that these dues can never be reestab-
lished under any form whatsoever, and that this suppression shall not 
affect in any manner, the other provisions of the Treaty of the nine-
teenth of April Eighteenhundred and thirty nine, declaration which 
shall be considered ins rted in the present Treaty to which it shall 
remain also annexed. 
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ARTICLE 2. 
Hi l\Iaje tythe King of the Belgians makes for what concerns Him 
th , ame declaration as that which is mentioned in the second para-
O'raph of the preceding article. 
ARTICLE 3. 
It i well understood that the tonnage dues suppressed in Belgium 
in onformity with the Convention of the twentieth of May Eighteen-
hundr d ixty three, cannot be reestablished, and that the pilotage 
due , and local taxes reduced under the same convention, cannot be 
again increased. 
The tariff of pilotage dues and of local taxes at Antwerp shall be 
the ame for the United Statet, as those which are set down in the 
protocols of the conference at Brussels. 
ARTICLE 4. 
In regard to the proportion of the United States in the capital sum 
of th extinguishment of the Scheldt dues and the manner, place and 
time of the payment thereof, reference is made by the High Contract-
ing Partie to the Convention of the twentieth of May Eighteen hun-
dred and ixty three. 
ARTICLE V. 
The execution of the reciprocal Engagements contained in the pres-
ent Treaty is made subordinate, in so far as is necessary, to the for-
maliti and rules established by the constitutional laws of the High 
contracting Parties. 
ARTICLE 6. 
It i w 11 under tood, that the prQvisions of article 3. will only be 
oblio-atory with r p ct to the State which has taken part in or those 
whi h hall adhere to the treaty of this day, the King of the Bel-
gian r , rving to him elf expressly the right to establish the ma,n-
n r of tr atm nt a to :fi cal and customs regu1ations of vessels 
b lon°'ino- to tates which shall not be parties to this Treaty. 
RTICLE 7. 
[Translation.] 
IL . SANFORD. 
CH. ROGIER. 
Treaty of May 12, 1863 between Belgium, and the etherlands, annexed to th(:, 
fr aty of July :20, 18CS. 
Hi Maje y he King of the B lgian and His Majesty the King of the Nether-
lands, rand Duk f Lux mburg, having com to an agr ement upon the on-
diti. n _of th r d mption by cap~talization, of the du tablished upon the 
navi ation of the h ldt and of 1t mouth by paragraph three of the ninth 
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article of the treaty of the 19th April, 1839, have resolved to conclude -a special 
treaty on this subject, and have appointed for their Plenipotentiaries: 
His Majesty the King of the Belgians, M. Aldephonse Alexander Felix, Baron 
du Jardin, Commander of the Order of Leopold, decorated with the Iron Cross, 
Commander of the Lion of the Nether lands, Chevalier Grand Cross of the Oaken 
Crown, Grand Cross and Commander of several other orders, his Envoy Extraor-
dinary and Minister Plenipotentiary near to His Majesty the King of the Nether-
lands. His Majesty the King of the Netherlands, M. Paul Van der Maesen de 
Sombreff, Chevalier Grand Cross of the Order of the Nichan Iftihar of Tunis, 
his Minister of Foreign Affairs; M. Jean Rudolphe Thorbecke, Chevalier Grand 
Cross of the Order of the Lion of the Netherlands, Grand Cross of the Order of 
Leopold of Belgium, and of many other orders, his Minister of Interior; and M. 
Gerard Henri Betz, his Minister of Finance; 
Who, after having exchanged their full powers, found in good and due form, 
have concluded upon the following articles: 
ARTICLE l. 
His Majesty the King of the Nether lands renounces forever, for the sum of 
17,141,640 florins of Holland, the dues levied upon the navigation of the Scheldt 
and of its mouths, by virtue of paragraph three of Article IX. of the treaty of 
19th April, 1839. 
ARTICLE II. 
This sum shall be paid to the Government of the Netherlands by the Be:i.gian 
Government, at Antwerp, or at Amsterdam, at the choice of the latter, the franc 
calculated at 47¼ cents of the Netherlands, as follows: 
One-third immediately after the exchange ef ratifications, and the two other 
thirds in three equal installments, payable on the 1st May, 1864, 1st May, 1865, 
and 1st May, 1866. The Belgian Government may anticipate the above-named 
payments. 
ARTICLE III. 
From and after the payment of the first installment of one-third, the dues shall 
cease to be levied by th3 Government of the Netherlanq.s. 
The sums not immediately paid shall bear interest at the rate of 4 per cent. per 
annum, in favor of the treasury of the Netherlands. 
ARTICLE IV. 
It is understood that the capitalization of the dues shall not in any way affect 
·the engagements by which the two States are bound, in what concerns the Scheldt, 
by treaties in force. 
ARTICLE V. 
The pilotage dues now levied on the Scheldt are reduced 20 per cent. for s~iling 
vessels, 25 per cent. for towed vessels, and 30 per cent. for steam vessels. 
It is , moreover, agreed that the pilotage dues on the Scheldt can never be higher· 
than the pilotage dues levied at the mouths of the Meuse. · 
ARTICLE VI. 
• The present treaty shall be ratified, and the ratifications shall be exchanged at 
the Hague within four months, or earlier if possible. 
In faith whereof the Plenipotentiaries above named have signed the same and 
affixed their seals. 
Done at the Hague, the 12th May, 1863. 
!L. s.l L. S. L. S. L. S. BARON DU JARDIN. P. VAN DER MAESEN DE SOMBREFF. THORBECKE. BETZ. 
[Translation. J 
Protocol of July 15, 1863, annexed to the treaty of July 20 , 1863. 
The undersigned Plenipotentiaries, having come together in conference to 
determine the general treaty relative to the redemption of the Scheldt dues and 
having judged it useful, before drawing up this arrangement in due form, to be 
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enlightened with respect to the treaty c6ncl~ded the 1~th_ of May, ~8~>3, between 
Belgium and Rolland, have resolved, to this end, to mv1te the Mm1ster of the 
Nether lands to take a place in the conference. 
The Plenipotentiary of the Nether lands presented himself in response to this 
invitation, and made the following declaration: 
"The undersigned, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary of His 
Majesty the King of the Netherlands, declares, in virtue of the special powers 
which have been delivered to him, that the extinguishment of the Scheldt dues, 
consented to by his August Sovereign in the treaty of the 12th May, applies to all 
flags; that these dues can never be reestablished in any form whatsoever; and 
that this extinguishment shall not affect in any way the other provisions of the 
treaty of the 19th April, 1839." 
rL. S.] 
:BRUSSEI:.S, Jitly 15, 1863." 
BARON GERICKE D'HERWYNEN. 
Note has been taken and record made of this declaration, which shall be inserted 
in or annexed to the general treaty. 
Done at Brussels, the 15th July,-1863. 
BARON GERICKE D'HERWYNEN. 
BARON DE HUGEL. 
J. ' T. DO AMARAL. 
M. CARVALLO. 
P. BILLE BRAHE. 
D. COELLO DE PORTUGAL. 
H. S. SANFORD. 
MALARET. 
L. S. 
L. S. 
L. S. 
L. S. 
L. S. 
L. S. 
L. S. 
L. S. 
How ARD DE w ALDEN ET SEAFORD. L. s. 
VON RODENBERG. L. S. 
CTE. DE MONTALTO. L. S. 
MAN. YRIGOYEN. 
VTE. DE SEISAL. 
SAVIGNY. 
ORLOFF. 
ADALBERT MANSBACH. 
C. MUSURUS. 
GEFFCKEN. 
CH. ROGIER. 
BN. LAMBERMONT. 
1 68. 
L. S. 
L. S. 
L. S. 
L. S. 
L. S. 
L. S. 
L. S. 
L. S. 
L. S. 
J AT RALIZATION CONVENTION. 
Concluclecl ove_mber 16, 1868_; ratification advised by the Senate April 
1 , 186D_; ratified by the President April 18, 1869_; ratifications 
exchanged July 10, 1869_; proclaimed July 30, 1869. (Treatie and 
onv ntion , 18 9, p. 66.) • 
ARTICLES. 
I. R cognition of naturalization. 
II. Liability for pnor off n es. 
III. Ex mption from military service. I IV. Resumption of former citizenship. V. Duration. VI. Ratification. 
f m ri a, II nry h lton an-
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ford, a citizen of the United States, Their Minister Resident near His 
Majesty the King of the Belgians; and 
His Majesty the King of the Belgians, the Sieur Jules Vander 
Stichelen, Grand Cross of the Order of the Dutch Lion, &c., &c., &c., 
His Minister of Foreign Affairs, · 
who after having communicated to each other their full powers 
found to be in good and proper form, have agreed upon the following 
articles : 
ARTICLE 1. 
Citizens of th~ United States who may or shall have been natural-
ized in Belgium will be considered by the United States as citizens of 
Belgium; 
Reciprocally, Belgians who may or who shall have been naturali2;ed 
in the .United States will be considered by Belgium as citizens of the 
United States. 
ARTICLE 2. 
Citizens of either contracting party in case of their return to their 
original country can be prosecuted there for crimes or misdemeanors 
committed before naturalization, saving to them such limitations as 
are established by the laws of their original country. 
ARTICLE 3. 
Naturalized citizens of either contracting party who shall have 
resided five years in the country which has naturalized tliem, cannot 
be held to the obligation of military service in their original country 
or to incidental obligation resulting therefrom in the event of their 
return to it, except in cases of desertion from organized and embodied 
military or naval service or those that may be assimilated thereto by 
the laws of that country. 
ARTICLE 4. 
Citizens of the United States naturalized in Belgium shall be con-
sidered by Belgium as citizens of the United States when they shall 
have recovered their character as citizens of the United States accord-
ing to the laws of the United States. 
Reciprocally, Belgians naturalized in the United States shall be con-
sidered as Belgians by the United States when they shall have recov-
ered their character as Belgians according t,o the laws of Belgium. 
ARTICLE 5. 
The present Convention shall enter into execution immediately after 
the exchange of_ ratifications, and shall remain in force for ten years. 
If, at the expiration of that period, neither of the contracting parties 
shall have given notice six months in advance of its intention toter-
minate the same, it shall continue in force until the end of twelve 
months after one of the contracting parties shall have given notice to 
the other of such intention. 
ARTICLE 6. 
The present Convention shall be ratified by the President of the 
United States by and with the advice and consent of the Senate and 
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by His Majesty the King of the Belgians with the consent of Parlia. 
ment and the ratifications shall be exchanged at Brussels within 
twelve months from the date hereof, or sooner if possible. 
In witness whereof the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed the 
same and affixed thereto their seals. 
Made in duplicate at Brussels the sixteenth of November one thou-
sand eight hundr:ed and sixty eight. 
[SEAL.] 
[SEAL. l 
1868. 
H. s. SANFORD 
JULES V ANDER STICHELEN 
CONSULAR CONVENTION. 
Concluded December 5, 1868J· ratification advised by the Senate April 
12, 1869J· ratified by the President April 18, 1869J· ratifications ex-
changed July 8, 1869J· proclaimed March 7, 1870. (Treaties and 
Conventions, 1889, p. 68.) 
This treaty, which contained sixteen articles, was terminated January 
1, 1 0, on notice given by the Belgian Government. See page 53. 
Federal case: In re Wildenhus, 28 F eel Rep., 924. ('! · 
1868. 
TRADE-MARK CONVENTION. 
Concluded December 20, 1868 J. ratification advised by the Senate April 
12, 1869J· ratified by the President April 18, 1869J· ratifications ex-
changed June 19, 1869J· froclaimed July 30, 1869. (Treaties and 
onvention , 18 9, p. 72. 
Thi wa an a<l.ditional article to the treaty of 1858, and terminated 
with it July 1, 1 75. ee page 59. . , 
1874. 
EXTRADITION CONVENTION. 
on ludedll![arch19, 1874J· ratificationsadvisedbytheSenate March27, 
187 4J· ratified by the President March 31, 187 4J· ratifications ex-
hinged April 0, 1874J· proclaimed May 1, 1874. (Treatie and 
on n ion , 1 9, p. 73.) 
r at r ontain d eio-ht arti 1 , and wa t rmina ed ovember 
, n h x han of ra ification of th Treaty of 1 82. ee 
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1875. 
TREATY OF COMMERCE AND NAVIGATION. 
Concluded March 8, 1875_; ratification advised by the Senate March 
10, 1875_; ratified by the President March 16, 1875_; ratifications 
exchanged June 11, 1875_; proclaimed June 29, 1875. (Treaties and 
Conventions, 1889, p. 76.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Freedom of commerce 11nc1 navi-
gation. 
II. Duties payable by Belgian ves-
sels. 
III. Duties payable by United States 
vessels. 
IV. Coasting trade. · 
V. Import duties. 
VI. Export duties. 
VII. Premiums, drawbacks, 8tc. 
VIII. Fisheries excluded. 
IX. Nationality of vessels. 
X. Cargoes for other countries. 
XI. Warehousing. 
XII. Most favored nation privileges. 
XIII. Shipwrecks. 
XIV. Transit duty. 
XV. Trademarks. 
XVI. Duration. 
XVII. Ratification. 
The United States of America on the one part, and his Majesty the 
King of the Belgians on the -other part, wishing to regulate in a -for-
mal manner their reciprocal relations of commerce and navigation, 
and further to strengthen, through the development of their interests, 
respectively, the bonds of friendship and good understanding so hap-
pily established between the Governments and people of the two 
countries; and desiring with this view to conclude, by common agree-
ment, a treaty establishing conditions equally advantageous to the 
commerce and navigation of both States, have to that effect appointed 
as their plenipotentiaries, namely: The President of the United States, 
Hamilton Fish, Secretary of State of the United States, and his Maj-
esty the King of the Belgians Maurice Delfosse, Commander of the 
Order of Leopold, &c., &c., his -Envoy Extraordinary and Minister 
Plenipotentiary in the United States, who, after having communicated 
to each other their full powers ascertained to be in good and proper 
form have agreed to and concluded the following articl~s : 
ARTICLE I. 
There shall be full and entire freedom of commerce and navigation 
between the inhabitants of the two countries, and the sam,e security 
and protection which is enjoyed by the citizens or subjects of each 
country shall be guaranteed on both sides. The said inhabitants, 
whether established or temporarily residing within any ports, cities, 
or places whatever of the two countries, shall not, on account of their 
commerce or industry, pay any other or higher duties, taxes, or imposts 
than those which shall be levied on citizens or subjects of the country 
in which they may be; and the privileges, immunities, and other favors, 
with regard to commerce or indui,try, enjoyed by the citizens or sub-
jects of one of the two States, shall be common to those of the other. 
ARTICLE II. 
Belgian vessels, whether coming from a Belgian or a foreign port, 
shall not pay, either on entering or leaving the ports of the United 
State , whatever may be their destination, any other or higher duties 
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of tonnag , pilotage, anchorage, buoys, light-houses, clearance, bro-
k rao- , or generally other charges whatsoever, than are required from 
v 1 of the nited States in similar cases. This provision extend , 
not only to duti levied for the benefit of the State, but also to those 
levied for the benefit of provinces, cities, countries, districts, 'town-
hip , 0orporation,, or any other division or jurisdiction, whatever 
may be it d signation. 
ARTICLE nr 
Reciprocally, vessel. of the United States, whether coming from a 
port of said States or from a foreign port, shall not pay, either on 
ntering or leaving the ports of Belgium, whatever may be their 
destination, any other or higher duties of tonnage, pilot,age, anchor-
ao· , buoys, light-hou es, clearance, brokerage, or generally other 
charges whatever, than are required from Belgian vessels, in similar 
ca e . This provision extends not only to duties levied for the benefit 
of the State, but also to those levied for the benefit of provinces, cities, 
countries, di tricts, townships, corporations, or any other division or 
jurisdiction, whatever may be its designation. 
ARTICLE IY. 
A regard the coasting trade between the ports of either country, 
the vessel of th two nations shall be treated on both sides on the 
same footing with the vessels of the most favored nations. 
ARTICLE V. 
Objects of any kind oever introduced into the ports of either of the 
two tates under the flag of the other, whatever may be their origin 
and from what country soever the importation thereof may have been 
made, hall not pay other or higher entrance duties, nor shall be sub-
jected to other charges or restrictions than they would pay, or be 
ubjecte l to, were they imported under the national flag. 
ARTICLE VI. 
Articl of every de cription exported by Belgian vessels, or by those 
of the nited tate of America from the ports of either country to 
any country what oev r, shall be subjected to no other duties or 
formaliti than uch a are required for exportation under the flag 
of the country wh re the shipment is made. 
ARTICLE VII. 
III. 
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ARTICLE IX. 
The high contracting parties agree to consider and to treat as Belgian 
vessels, and as vessels of the United States, all those which being 
provided by the competent authority with a passport, sea letter., or 
any other sufficient document, shall be recognized, conformably with 
existing laws, as national vessels in the country to which they respec-
tively belong. · · 
ARTICLE X. 
Belgian vessels and those of the United States may, conformably 
with the laws of the two countries, retain on board, in the ports of 
both; such parts of their cargoes as may be destined for a foreign 
country; and such parts shall not be subjected, either while they 
remain on board or upon re-exportation, to any charges whatsoever, 
other than those for the prevention of smuggling. 
ARTICLE XI. 
During the period allowed by the laws of the two countries respec-
tively for the warehousing of goods, no duties, other than those of 
watch and storage, shall be levied upon articles brought from either 
country into the other while awaiting transit, re-exportation, or entry 
for consumption. Such goods shall in no case be subject to higher 
warehouse charges, or to other formalities, than- if they had been 
imported under the flag of the country. 
ARTICLE XII. 
In all that relates to duties of customs and navigation, the two high 
contracting parties promise, reciprocally, not to grant any favor, privi-
lege, or immunity to any other State which sh;1,ll not instantly become 
common to the citizens and subjects of both parties respectively; 
gratuitously, if the concession or favor to such other State is gratui-
tous, and on allowing the same compensation, or its equivalent, if the 
concession is conditional. 
Neither of the contracting parties shall lay upon goods proceeding 
from the soil or the ind us try of the other party, which may be imported 
into its ports, any other or higher duties of importation or re-exporta-
tion than are laid- upon the importation or re-export~tion of similar 
goods coming from any other foreign country. 
In case either of the high contracting parties shall announce to the 
other its desire to terminate this Article, the operation and the obliga~ 
tion thereof shall cease and determine at the expiration of one year 
from the delivery of such notice, leaving however the remaining Arti-
cles of the 'rreaty in force until terminated according to the provisions 
of Article XVI hereinafter. 
ARTICLE XIII. 
In cases o'f shipwreck, damages at sea, or forced putting in, each 
party shall afford to the vessels of the other, whether belonging to the 
State or to individuals, the same assistance and protection and the · 
same immunities which would have been granted to its own vessels in 
similar cases. 
7468-· 4 
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ARTICLE XIV. 
Articles of all kinds, the transit of which is allowed in the United 
States, coming from or going to Belgium, shall be exempt from all 
transit duty in the United States. 
Reciprocally, articles of all kinds, the transit of which is allowed in 
Belgium, coming from or going to the United States, shall be exempt 
from all transit duty in Belgium. Such transit, whether in the United 
States or in Belgium, shall be subject, however, to such limitations as 
to the points between which the transit may be made, and to such reg-
ulations for the protection of the revenue and the prevention of with-
drawal of the articles for consumption or use within the country 
through which the transit is made, as are or may be prescribed by or 
under the authority of the laws of the countries respectively. 
ARTICLE xv. l 
The high contracting parties, desiring to secure complete and effi-
·cient protection to the manufacturing industry of their respective 
citizens, agree that any counterfeiting in one of the two countries of 
the trade marks affixed in the other on merchandise, to show its origin 
and quality, shall be strictly prohibited, and shall give ground for an 
action of damages in favor of the injured party, to be prosecuted in 
the courts of the country in which the counterfeit shall be proven. 
The trade marks in which the citizens of one of the two countries 
may wish to secure-the right of property in the other, must be lodged, 
to wit: the marks of citizens of the United States, at Brussels, in the 
office of the clerk of the tribunal of commerce; and the marks of 
Belgian citizens, at the Patent Office in Washington. 
It is understood that if a trade mark has become public property in 
the country of its origin, it sh~ll be equally free to all in the other 
country. 
ARTICLE XVI. 
'rhe pres nt treaty shall be in force during ten years from the date 
of th xchange of the ratifications, and until the expiration of twelve 
month after either of the high contracting parties shall have 
announced to the other its intention to terminate the operation there-
of; a h party reserving to itself the right of making such declara-
tion to the o her at the end of the ten years above mentioned; and it 
i atr1· ed that aft r the expiration of the twelve months of prolonga-
tion a orded on both sid s, this treaty and all its stipulations shall 
c a to be in force. 
ARTI 'LE XVII. 
ra ifi cl, and th ratifications shall be exchanged 
t rm of nine month · after its date, or sooner if 
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1880. 
CONSULAR CONVENTION. 
Concluded March 9, 1880_; ratification advised by the Senate with 
amendments June 15, 1880_; ratified by the President June 25, 
1880_; time for exchange of ratifications extended by the Senate 
January 5, 1881_; ratifications exchanged February 25, 1881_; pro-
claimed March 1, 1881. (Treaties- and Conventions, 1889, p. 80.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Officers authorized. IX. Applications to .local authorities. 
II. Privileges. 
III. Exemptions. 
X. Performance of notarial acts. 
XI. Authority as to shipping. 
IV. Testimony by consular officers. XII. Deserters from ships. 
XIII. Settlement of damages at sea. V. Arms and flags. 
VI. Inviolability of consulates. 
VII. Acting officers. 
XIV. 'Shipwreck proceedings. 
XV. Estates of deceased persons. 
VIII. Vice-consuls and consular agents. XVI. Duration; ratification. 
The President of the United States of America and His Majesty the 
King of the Belgians, being mutually desirous of defining the rights, 
privileges and immunities of consular officers in the two countries, 
deem it expedient -to conclude a consular convention for that purpose, 
and have accordingly named as their plenipotentiaries: _ 
.'The President of the United States, William Maxwell Evarts, Sec-
retary of State; and 
His Majesty the King of the Belgians, Maurice Delfosse, Commander 
of the Order of Leopold, &c., &c., his Envoy Extraordinary and Min-
ister Plenipotentiary in the United States; 
Who, after having communicated to each other their respective full 
powers, found to be in good and proper form, have agreed upon the 
following articles : 
ARTICLE I. 
Each of the high contracting parties agrees to receive from the 
other, consuls general, consuls, vice-consuls and consular agents, . 
in all its ports, cities and places, except those where it may not be 
convenient to recognize such officers. This reservation, however, 
shall not apply to one of the high contracting parties without also 
applying to every other power. 
ARTICLE II. 
The consuls general, consuls, vice-consuls and consular agents 
of each of the two high contracting parties shall enjoy reciprocally, in · 
the States of the other, all the privileges, exemptions and immunities 
that are enjoyed by officers of th.e same rank and quality of the most 
favored nation. The said officers, before being admitted to the exer-
cise of their functions and the enjoyment of the inimunities thereto 
pertaining, shall present their commissions in the forms established 
in their respective countries. The government of each of the two 
high contracting powers shall furnish them the necessary exequatur 
free of charge, and, on the exhibition of this instrument, they shall 
be permitted to enjoy the rights, privileges and immunities granted 
by this convention. · 
Federal case: Wildenhus' Case, 120 U.S. Rep., 1. 
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ARTICLE III. 
Consuls general, consuls, vice-consuls and consular agents, citi-
zens of the State by which they are appointed, shall be exempt from 
preliminary arrest except in the case of o:ff ences which the local legis-
lation qualifies as crimes and punishes as such; they shall be exempt 
from military billetings, from service in the regular army or navy, in 
the militia, or in the natio~al guard; they shall likewise be exempt 
from all direct taxes, national, state or:municipal, imposed upon per-
sons, either in the nature of capitation tax or in respect to their prop-
erty, unless such taxes become due on account of the possession of 
real estate, or for interest on capital invested in the country where 
the said officers exercise their functions. This exemption shall not, 
however, apply to consuls general, consuls, vice-consuls or c~n-
sular agents engaged in any profession, business or trade, but the 
said officers shall in such ca~e be subject to the payment of the same 
taxeR that would be paid by any other foreigner under the like 
circumstances. 
ARTICLE IV. 
When a court of one of the two countries shall desire to receive the 
judicial declaration or deposition of a consul general, consul, vice-
consul or consular agent, who is a citizen of the State which appointed 
him, and who is engaged in no commerQial business, it shall request 
him, in writing, to appear before it, and in case of his inability to do 
so, it shall request him to give his testimony in writing, or shall visit 
his residence or office to obtain it orally. 
It shall be the duty of such officer to comply with this request with 
as little delay as possible. 
In all criminal cases, contemplated by the sixth article of the amend-
ments to the constitution of the United States, whereby the right is 
ecured to persons charged with crimes to obtain witnesses. in their 
favor, the appearance in court of said consular officer shall be 
demanded, with all possible regard to the consular dignity and to the 
dutie of his office. A similar treatment shall also be extended to the 
con uls of the United States in Belgium, in the like cases. 
ARTICLE V. 
Consul. general, consuls, vice-consuls and consular agents may 
place over the outer door of their offices the arms of their nation, 
with thi in cription: consulate general, or consulate, or vice-con-
sulate, or consular agency of the United States or of Belgium. 
They may also raise the flag of their country on their offices, except 
in the capital of the country when there is a legation there. They 
may in lik mamp1•, rai e the flag of their country over th boat 
m,loy l by th min the port for the exerci ·e of their functions. 
RTICLE VI. 
Th iocal 
In no ca e 
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ARTICLE VII . . 
In the event of the death, incapacity or absence of consuls gen-
eral, consuls, vice-consuls and consular agents, their chancellors or 
secretaries, whose official character may have previously been made 
known to the Department of State at Washington, or to the Ministry 
for Foreign Affairs in Belgium, may temporarily exercise their func-
tions, and while thus acting they shall enjoy all the rights, prerogatives 
and immunities granted to the incumbents. 
ARTICLE VIII. 
Consuls general and consuls may, so far as the laws of their coun-
try allow, with the approbation of their respective governments, 
appoint vice-consuls and consular agents in the cities, ports . and 
places within their consular jurisdiction. These agents may be 
selected from among citizens of the United States or of Belgium, or 
those of other countries. They shall be furnished with a regular 
commission, and shall enjoy the privileges stipulated for consular 
officers in this convention, subject to the exceptions specified in Arti-
cles III, and IV. 
ARTICLE IX. 
Consuls general, consuls, vice-consuls and consular agents, shall 
have the right to address the administrative and judicial authorities, 
whether, in the United States, of the Union, the States or the munici-
palities, or in Belgium, of the State, the province or the commune, 
throughout the whole extent of their consular jurisdiction, in order 
to complain of any infraction of the treaties and conventions between 
the United States and Belgium, and for the purpose of protecting the 
rights and interests of their countrymen. If the complaint should 
not be satisfactorily redressed, the consular officers aforesaid, in the 
absence of a diplomatic agent of their country, may apply directly to 
the government of the country where they exercise their functions. 
ARTICLE X. 
Consuls general, consuls, vice-consuls and consular agents may 
take at their offices, at t,heir private residence, at the residence of the 
parties, or on board ship, the depositions of the captains and crews of 
vessels of their own country, of passengers on board of them, and of 
any other citizen of their nation. They may also receive at their 
offices, conformably to the laws and regulations of their country, all 
contracts between the citizens of their country and the citizens or 
other inhabitants of the country where they reside, and even all con-
tracts between the latter, provided they relate to property situated or 
to business to be transacted in the territory of the nation to which 
the said consular officer may belong. Such papers and official docu-
ments of every kind, whether in the original, in copies, or in·transla-
tion, duly authenticated and legalized by the Consuls general, ·consuls, 
vice-consuls and consular agents, and sealed with their official seal, 
shall be received as legal documents in courts of justice throughout 
the United States and Belgium. 
ARTICLE XL 
The respective Consuls general, consuls, vice-consuls and consular 
agent. shall have exclusive charge of the internal order of the mer-
chant vessels of their nation, and shall alone take cognizance of 
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all differ n which may arise, either at sea or in port, between the 
aptain , officer and crews, without exception, particularly in refer-
n e to the adju tment of wages and the execution of contracts. The 
lo al authorities shall not interfere except when the disorder that has 
ari en i of uch a natu e as to disturb tranquility and public order 
on hor , or in the port, or when a person of the country or not belong-
ino· to the crew shall be concerned therein. 
In all other cases, the aforesaid authorities shall confine themselves 
to lending aid to the consuls and vice-consuls or consular agents, if 
they are requested by them to do so, in causing the arrest and impris-
onm nt of any person whose name is inscribed on the crew-list, when-
ever, fo1· any cause, the said officers shall think proper. 
ARTICLE XII. 
The re pective Consuls general, consuls, vice-consuls and consular 
ag nts may cause to be arrested the officers, sailors, and all other 
p r ons making part of .the crews, in any manner whatever, of ships 
of war or merchant vessels of their nation, who may be guilty, or be 
accus d, of having deserted said ships and vessels, for the purpose of 
endinCY them on board or ba.ck to their country. To this encl they 
hall addrcs, the competent local authorities of the respective coun-
trie , in writing, and shall make to them a written request for the 
de er.ter , supporting it by the exhibition of the register of the vessel 
and li t of the crew, or by other official documents, to show that the 
p r ons claimed belong to the said ship's company. Upon such 
r qu t 1 thu · supported, the delivery to them of the deserters cannot 
b r fu ·ed, unless it should be duly proved that they were citizens of 
th country where their extradition is demanded at the time of their 
b inCY in ribed on the crew-list. All the necessary aid and protection 
·hall b furni h d for the pur uit, seizure and arrest of the deserters, 
who hall ven be put and kept in the prisons of the country, at the 
r q u t and expense of the consular officers until there may be an 
opportunity for sending them away. If, however, such an opportu-
ni y ·h uld not pre ·ent itself within the space of three months, counting 
from th day of the arr st, the deserters shall be set at liberty, nor 
,·lJall th y b again arrested for the same cause. 
Ifth d rt rha committ danymisdemeanor, and the court having 
th l'ight to tak ocrnizance of the offense shall claim and exercise it, 
th d Ji ry of the de erter ·hall be deferred until the decision of the 
ourt ha. b n pronounc d an l executed. 
ARTI LE XIII. 
ut of the Treaty by the 
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ARTICLE XIV. 
All proceedings relative to the salv°age of vessels of the United States 
wrecked upon the coasts of Belgium, and of Belgian vessels wrecked 
upon the coasts of the United States, shall be directe~ by the co_nsuls. 
general, consuls and vice-consuls of the two countries respectively, 
and until their arrival, by the respective consular agents, wherever 
an agency exists. In the places and ports where an agency does not 
exist the local authorities, until the arrival of the consul in whose 
district the wreck may have occurred, and who shall be immediately 
informed of the occurrence, shall take all necessary measures for the 
protection of persons and the preservation of wrecked property. The 
local authorities shall not otherwise interfere than for the maintenance 
of order, the protection of the interests of the salvors if these do not 
belong to the cr.ews that have been wrecked, and to carry into effect 
the arrangements made for the entry and exportation of the mer-
chandise saved. It is understood that such merchandise is not to be 
subjected to any custom-house charges, unless it be intended for con-
sumption in the country where the wreck may have taken place. 
The intervention of the local authorities in these different cases 
shall occasion no expense of any kind, except such as may be caused 
by the operations ·of salvage and the preservation of the goods saved, 
together with such as would be incurred under similar circumstances 
by vessels of the nation. 
ARTICLE XV. 
In case of the death of any citizen of the United States in Belgium, 
or of a citizen of Belgium in the United States, without having ·any 
known heirs or testamentary executor by him appointed, the compe-
tent local authorities shall give information of the circumstance to 
the consuls or consular agentR of the nation to which the deceased 
belongs, in order that the necessary informatioR may be immediately 
forwarded to parties interested. 
Consuls general, consuls, vice-consuls and consular agents shall 
have the right to appear, personally or by delegate, in all proceedings 
on behalf of the absent or minor heirs, or creditors, until they are 
duly represented. 
ARTICLE XVI. 
The present convention shall remain in force for the space of ten 
years, counting from the day of the exchange of the ratifications, 
which shall be made in conformity with the respective constitutions 
of the two countries, and exchanged at Washington as soon as pos-
sible within the period of six months. In case neither party gives 
notice, twelve months before the expiration of the said period of ten 
years, of its intention not to renew this convention, it shall remain in 
force one year longer, and so on from year to year, until the expira-
tion of a year from the day on which one of the parties shall have 
given such notice. 
In faith whereof, the respective plenipotentiaries have signed this 
convention, and have hereunto affixed their seals. 
Done at Washington, in duplicate, the ninth of March, one thousand 
eight hundred and eighty. 
WILLIAM MAXWELL Ev ARTS [SEAL.] 
MAURICE DELFOSSE [SEAL.] 
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1882. 
EXTRADITION CONVENTION. 
Concluded June 13, 1882_; ratification advised by the Senate August 
. 8, 1882_; rat~fied by the President November 16, 1882~· ratifications 
exchanged November 18, 1882~· proclaimed November 20, 1882. (Trea-
ties and Conventions, 1889, p. 85.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Mutual delivery of accused. VII. Proceedings. 
IL Extraditable crimes. VIII. Expenses. 
III. Limit of trials. IX. Limitations. 
IV. Political offenses. X. Articles in possession of accused. 
V. Persons not to be delivered. XI. Duration; ratification. 
VI. Persons committing crimes in 
country where found. 
The United States of America and his Majesty the King of the 
Belgians, having judged it expedient with a view to the better admin-
istration of justice and the prevention of crime within their respective 
territories and jurisdictions, that persons charged with or convicted 
of the crimes and offences hereinafter enumerated, and being fugitives 
from justice, should, under certain circumstances, · be reciprocally 
delivered up, have resolved to conclude a new Convention for that 
purpose, and have appointed, as their Plenipotent1aries: the Presi-
dent of the United States, Frederick T. Frelinghuysen, Secretary of 
State of the United States; and His Majesty the King of the Belgians, 
Mr. Theodore de Bounder de Melsbroeck, Commander of His Order of 
Leopold, &c., &c., His Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipo-
tentiary near the Government of the United States; who, after having 
communicated to each other their respective full powers found in 
good and due form, have agreed upon and concluded the following 
artiele : 
ARTICLE I. 
The Government of the United States and the Government of 
Belgium, mutually agree to deliver up persons who, having been 
charged, as principals or acces ories, with or convicted of any of the 
crimes and offences specified in the following article, committed within 
the juri di tion of one of the contracting parties, shall seek an a ylum, 
or be found within the territori of the other: Provided that this 
hall only b done upon uch vidence of crimina1ity as, accordino-to 
h law of tl1 plac wh re the fugitive or per on , o charged hall b 
f und, would ju ·tify hi or her appreh nsion an<l. commitment for 
tri, 1 if the rime had b nth re committ d. 
ARTI LE II. 
ino- h crim d . io-nat d in the lgian 
of parri id , a a .. ination, poisoning and 
mmi murd r. 
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3. Rape, or attempt to commit rape. Bigamy. Abortion. 
4. Arson. 
5. Piracy or mutiny on shipboard whenever the crew or part thereof 
shall have taken possession of the vessel by fraud or by violence 
against the commander. · 
··6. The crime of burglary, defined to be the act of breaking and 
entering by night into the house of another with the intent to commit 
felony; and the crime of robbery, defined to be the act of feloniously 
and forcibly taking from the person of another money or goods by 
violence or putting him in fear; and the corresponding crimes pun-
ished by the Belgian laws under the description of thefts committed 
in an inhabited house by night, and by breaJdng in by climbing or 
forcibly, and thefts committed with violence or by means of threats. 
7. The crime of forgery, by which is understood the utterance of 
forged papers, and also the counterfeiting of public, sovereign or gov-
ernmental acts. 
8. The fabrication or circulation of counterfeit money, either coin 
or paper, or of count~rfeit public bonds, coupons of the public debt, 
bank notes, obligations, or in general, anything being a title or 
instrument of credit; the counterfeiting of seals • and dies, impres-
sions, stamps, and marks of state and public administrations, and the 
utterance thereof. 
9. The embezzlement of public moneys committed within the juris-
diction of either party by public officers or depositaries. 
10. Embezzlement by any person or persons, hired or salaried, to 
the detriment of their employers, when the crime is subject to punish-
ment by the laws of the place where it was committed. 
11. Wilful and unlawful destruction or obstruction of railroads 
which endangers human life. 
12. Reception of articles obtained by means of one of ~he crimes or 
offenses provided for by the present convention. 
Extradition may also be granted for the attempt to commit any of 
the crimes above enumerated when such attempt is punishable by the 
laws of both contracting parties. 
ARTICLE III. 
A person surrAndered under this convention, shall not be tried or 
punished in the country to which his extradition has been granted, 
nor given up to a third power for a crime or offense, not provided for 
by the present convention and committed previously to his extradi-
tion, until he shall have been allowed one month to leave the country 
after having been discharged; and, if he shall have been tried and 
condemned to punishment, he shall be allowed one month after having 
suffered his penalty or having been pardoned. He shall morever not 
be tried or punished for any crime or offense provided for by this 
convention committed previous to his extradition, other than that · 
which gave rise to the extradition, without the consent of the Govern-
ment which surrendered him, which may, if it think proper, require 
the production of one of the documents mentioned in Article 7 of this 
convention. 
The con ent of that Government shall likewise be required for the 
extradition of the accused to a third country; nevertheless such con-
sent shall not be necessary when the accused shall have asked of his 
own accord to be tried or to undergo his punishment, or when he 
shall not have left within the space of time above specified the terri-
tory of the country to which he has been surrendered. 
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ARTICLE IV. 
The provisions of this convention shall no~ be applicable to persons 
guilty of any political crime or offense or of one connected with such 
a, crime or offense. A person who has been surrendered on account 
of one of the common crimes or offenses mentioned in Article II, 
shall consequently in no case be prosecuted and punished in the State 
to which his extradition has been granted on account of a political 
crime or offense committed by him previously to his extradition or on 
account of an act connected with such a political crime or offense, 
unless he has been at liberty to leave the country for one month after 
having been tried and, in case of condemnation for one month after 
having suffered his punishment or having been pardoned. 
An attempt against the life of the head of a foreign government or 
against that of any member of his family when such attempt com-
prises the act either of murder or assassination, or of poisoning, shall 
not be considered a political offense or an act connected with such an 
offense. 
ARTICLE V. 
Neither of the contracting parties shall be bound to deliver up its 
own citizens or subjects under the stipulations of this convention. 
ARTICLE VI. 
If the person whose surrender may be claimed pursuant to the stip-
ulations of the present treaty shall :have been arrested for the com-
mission of offenses in the country where he has sought an asylum, or 
shall have oeen convicted thereof, his extradition may be deferred 
1:1-ntil he shall have been acquitted, or have served the term of impris-
onment to which he may have been sentenced. 
ARTICLE VII. 
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ARTICLE VIII. 
The expenses of the arrest, detention, and transportation of the per-
sons claimed shall be paid by the government in whose name the 
requisition has been made. 
ARTICLE IX. 
Extradition shall not be granted, in pursuance of the provisions of 
this convention, if legal proceedings or the enforcement of the penalty 
foi· the act committed by the person claimed, has become barred by 
limitation, according to the laws of the country to which the requisi-
tion is addressed. · 
ARTICLE X. 
All articles found in the possession of the accused party and 
obtained through the commission of the act with which he is charged, 
or that may used as evidence of the crime for which his extradition 
is demanded, shall be seized if the competent authority shall so order, 
and shall be surrendered with his person. 
The rights of third parties to the articles so found shall nevertheless 
be respected. 
✓ ARTICLE XI. 
The present convention shall take effect thirty days after the 
exchange of ratifications. 
After it shall have taken effect, the convention of March 19, 1874,1 
shall cease to be in force and shall be superseded by the present con-
vention which shall continue to have binding force for six months 
after a desire for its termination shall have been expressed in due 
form by one of the two Governments to the other. 
It shall be ratified and its ratifications shall be exchanged at Wash-
ington as soon as possible. 
In witness whereof, the respective plenipotentiaries have signed 
the above articles, both in the English and French languages, and 
they have thereunto affixed their seals. 
Done, in duplicate, at the city of Washington, this 13th day of 
June 1882. 
FREDK. T. FRELINGHUYSEN. [SEAL. ] 
THRE. DE BOUNDER DE MELSBROECK. [SEAL.] 
1884. 
TRADE-MARK CONVENTION. 2 
Concluded April 7, 1884.; ratification advised by the Senate June 12, 
1884.,· ratified by the President July 7, 1884.,· ratifications exchanged 
July 7, 1884.,· proclaimed July 9, 1884. (Treaties and Conventions, 
1889, p. 88.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Mutual protection. 
II. Requirements. 
J III. Duration; ratification. 
The President of the United States of America and His Majesty the 
King of the Belgians, being desirous of securing reciprocal protection 
1 Seep. 46. 2 Art. XV, p. 50. 
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for the trade-marks and trade-labels of their respective citizens or 
subjects within the dominions or territories of the other country, have 
resolved to conclude a Convention for that purpose, and have appointe.d 
as their Plenipotentiaries: The President of the United States, Fred-
erick T. Frelinghuysen, Esquire, Secretary of State of the United 
States; and His Majesty the King of the Belgians, Theodore de 
Bounder de Melsbroeck, Commander of His order of Leopold, His 
Majesty's Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary in the 
United States; who, after reciprocal communication of their full pow-
ers, found in good and due form, have agreed upon the following 
articles, to wit: 
ARTICLE I. 
Citizens of the United States in Belgium and Belgian citizens in the 
United States of America shall enjoy, as regards trade-marks and 
trade-labels, the same protection as native citizens, without prejudice 
to any privilege or advantage that is or may hereafter be granted to 
the citbens of the most favored nation. 
ARTICLE II. 
In order to secure to their marks the protection provided for by the 
foregoing article, the citizens of each one of the contracting parties shall 
be requireC:. to fulfil the law and regulations of the other. 
ARTICLE III. 
The present arrangement shall take effect, on the day of its official 
publication, and shall remain in force until the expiration of the 
twelve months following the notice, given by either of the contract-
ing parties, of its desire for the cessation of its effects. 
The ratifications of this Convention shall be exchanged at Washing-
ton as soon as possible within one year from this date. 
In testimony whereof the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed 
this Convention in duplicate, in the English an<l F:r:.ench language , 
and affixed thereto the seals of their arms. 
Done at Washington the 7th day of April, in the year of our Lord, 
one thousand eigh_t hundred an<l eighty-four. 
FREDK. 11 • FRELINGHUYSEN [SEAL.] 
THRE DE BOUNDER DE MELSBROECK [SEAL.] 
BOLIVIA. 
1858. 
1'REATY OF PEACE, FRIENDSHIP, COMMERCE, AND NAVIGATION. 
Concluded May 13 1858 · ratification advised with amendments by the 
Senate June 26, 1860 _;., amendments proposed by. Constituent Assem-
bly of Bolivia consented to by the Senate and_ time for exchanqe of 
ratifications extended February 3, 1862 .,· rat~fied by the President 
February 17, 1862.,· ratifications exchanged November 9, 1862.,· pro-
claimed January 8, 1863. (Treaties anJ Conventions, 1889, p. 90.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Mutual amity. 
II. Mo t favor d nation clause. 
III. Fre dom of tracl ~; coasting 
trade; trav 1. 
IV Tonnag charges. 
V Nationality of Bolivian ships. 
VI. Import and export dutie,. 
VII. Liberty to trad . 
VIII. Steam vessele in Bolivia. 
IX. Asylum of ports, etc. 
X. As istance to shipwreck . 
XI. Captur s by pirates. 
XII. Prop rty of decedents. 
XIII. Protection to citizens. 
XIV. R ligious freedom. 
XV. Freedom of navigation. 
XVI. Neutral rights; free ships, free 
goods. 
XVII. Contraband of war. 
XVIII. Commerce permitted in case of 
war. · 
XIX. Delivery of contraband articles. 
XX. Blockade. 
XXI. Visitation and search. 
XXII. Proof of nationality in case of 
war. 
XXIII. Vessels under convoy. 
XXIV. Adjudication of prizes. 
XXV. Letters of marque forbidden. 
XXVI. Navigation of the Amazon and 
La Plata. 
XXVII. Tributaries of the Amazon and 
La Plata. 
XXVIII. Rights of citizens in case of 
war. 
XXIX. Confiscation forbidden. 
XXX. Privileges to diplomatic and 
consular officers. 
XXXI. Consular officers authorized. 
XXXII. Exequaturs. 
XXXIII. Consular exemptions. 
XXXIV. Deserters from ships. 
XXXV. Agreement for consular con-
vention. 
XXXVI. Duration; effect,etc. ,oftreaty; 
ratification. 
The United States of America and the Republic of Bolivia, desiring 
to make lasting and firm the friendship and good understanding which 
happily prevail between both nations, have resolved to fix, in a manner 
clear, di tinct, and positive, the rules which shall, in future, be relig-
iously observed between the one and the other, by means of a treaty 
of friendship, commerce, and navigation. For this most desirable 
object, the President of the United States of America has conferred 
full powers on John W. Dana, a citizen of the said States, and their 
Minister Resident to the said Republic, and the President of the 
Republic of Bolivia on the citizen Lucas Mendosa de la Tapia, Secre-
tary of St,ate in the Department of Exterior Relations and Public 
Instruction, who, after having exchanged their said full powers, in due 
and proper form, have agreed to the following articles: 
ARTICLE 1. 
There shall be a perfect, firm, and inviolable peace and sincere fr~end-
ship between the UnitedStateR of Americaand the Republic of Bolivia, 
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in all th t nt of th ir pos es ions and territories, and between th ir 
p pl and citizen , respectively, without distinction of person or 
plac . 
ARTICLE 2. 
If eith r party shall, hereafter grant to any other nation, its citizens 
or ubj ct , any particular favor in navigation or commerce, it shall, 
imm diat ly, become common to the other party, freely when freely 
grant d to such other nation, or on yielding the same compensation, 
wh n the grant is conditional. 
EXPLANATION. 1 
[ As in said article it is stipulated that any special favor in navigation and trade 
granted by one of the contracting parties to any other nation, extends and is com-
mon to the other party forthwith, it is declared that, in what pertains to the navi-
gation of rivers, this treaty shall only apply to conces;:;ions which the Government 
may authorize for navigating jluvial streams which do not present obstructions; 
thatis to say, those whose navigation may be naturally plain and current without 
there having been need 1,0 obtain it by the employment of labor and capital; that 
by con equence there remains rese!'ved the right of the Bolivian Government to 
grant privileges to any association or. company, as well foreign as national, which 
hould undertake the navigation of those rivers from which, in order to succeed, 
there are difficulties to be overcome, such as the clearing out of rapids, &c., &c.J 
ARTICLE 3. 
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or higher tonnage duties or port charges in such cases than would be 
paid by national vessels in like circumstances; an~ they shall be per-
mitted to load in like manner at different ports m the same voyage 
outwards. 
The citizens of either country shall also have the unrestrained right 
to travel in any part of the possessions of the other, and shall in all 
cases enjoy the same security and protection as the natives of the 
country in which they reside, on condition of their submitting to the 
laws decrees, and ordinances there prevailing. They shall not be 
called upon for any forced loan. or occasional contribution, nor shall 
they be liable to any embargo, or to be detained with their vessels, 
cargoes, merchandise, goods, or effects, for any military expedition, 
or for any public purpose whatsoever, without being allowed therefor 
a full and sufficient indemnification, which shall in all cases be agreed 
upon and paid in advance. 
ARTICLE 4. 
All kinds of produce, manufactures, or merchandise of any foreign 
country which can, from time to time, be.lawfully imported into the 
United States in their own vessels, may be also imported in vessels 
of the Republic of Bolivia; and no higher or other duties upon the 
tonnage of the vessel and her cargo shall be levied and collected, 
whether the importation be made in the vessels of the one country or 
of the other; and in like manner, all kinds of produce, manufactures, 
and merchandise of any foreign country that can be, from time to 
time, lawfully imported into the Republic of Bolivia in its own vessels, 
whether in her ports upon the Pacific, or her ports upon the tributa-
ries of the Amazon or La Plata, may be also imported in vessels of the 
United States; and no higher or other duties upon the tonnage of the 
vessel and her cargo shall be levied or collected, whether the impor-
tation be made in vessels of the one country or of the other. And they 
agree that what may be lawfully exported or re-exported from the one 
country in its own vessels, to any foreign country, may, in like man-
ner, be exported or re-exported in the vessels of the other country; 
and the same bounties, duties, and drawbacks shall be allowed and · 
collected, whether such exportation or re-exportation be made in 
vessels of the United States or of the Republic of Bolivia. In all 
these respects the vessels and their cargoes of the one country, in 
the ports of the other, shall, also, be on an equal footing with those 
of the most favored nation. It being further understood, that these 
principles shall apply, whether the vessels shall have cleared directly 
from the ports of the nation to which they appertain, or from the ports 
of any other nation. 
ARTICLE 5. 
For the better understanding of the preceding article, and taking 
into consideration the actnal state of the commercial marine of the 
Republic of Bolivia, it is Rtipulated and agreed, that all vessels be-
longing exclusively to a citizen or citizens of said Republic, and whose 
captain is also a citizen of the same, though the construction or the 
crew are or may be foreign, shall be considered, for all the objects of 
this treaty, as a Bolivian vessel. 
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ARTICLE 6. 
No higher or other duties shall be imposed on the importation inti<> 
the United States of any articles, the produce or manufactures of th 
Republic of Bolivia, and no higher or other duties shall be impo~ d 
on the importation into the Republic of Bolivia of any articles, the 
produce or manufactures of the United States, than are or shall be 
payable on the like articles, being the produce or manufacture. of 
any other country; nor shall any higher or other duties or charges be 
imposed, in either of the two countrie.s, on the exportation of any arti-
cles to the United States or to the Republic of Bolivia, respectively, 
than such as are payable on the exportation of the like articles to any 
other foreign country; nor shall any prohibitions be imposed on the 
exportation or importation of any articles the produce or manufacture 
of the United States or of the Republic of Bolivia, to or from the 
territories of the United States, or to or from the territories of the 
Republic of Bolivia, which shall not equally extend to all other nations. · 
ARTICLE 7. 
It i likewise agreed that ·it shall be wholly free for all merchants, 
commanders of ships, and other citizens of either country, to manage 
them elves, their own business, in all the ports and places subject to 
the jurisdiction of the other, as well with respect to the consignment 
and sale of their goods and merchandise by wholesale or retail, as 
with respect to the loading, unloading, and sending off their ships; 
they being in all these cases to be treated as citizens of the country 
in which they reside, or, at least, to be placed on a footing with the 
citizens or subjects of the most favored nation. 
ARTICLE 8. 
RTICLE !J. 
hall be 
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of war aR well as public, until the two high contracting parties may 
relinqu'.ish the right of that mode of warfare, in consideration of the 
general relinquishment of the right of capture of private property 
upon the high seas. 
ARTICLE 10. 
When any vessel belonging to the citizens of either of the contract-
ing parties shall be wrecked, or shall suffer any damage, in the seas, 
rivers, or channels within the dominions of the other, there shall be 
given to them all assistance and protection, in the same manner which 
is us-q.al and customary with the vessels of the nation where the dam-
age happens, permitting them to unload t,he said vessel, if necessary, 
of its merchandise, and effects, without exacting for it any duty, impost, 
or contribution whatever. 
ARTICLE 11. 
All the ships, merchandise, and the effects belonging to the citizens 
of one of the contracting parties, which may be captured by pirates, 
whether within the limits of its jurisdiction or on the high seas, and 
may be carried or found in the rivers, roads, bays, ports, or dominions 
of the other, shall be delivered up to the owners, they proving, in due 
form, their rights before the competent tribunals; it being well under-
stood, that the claim should be made within the term of one year, by 
the parties themselves, their attorneys, or agents of their respective 
Governments. 
ARTICLE 12. 
The citizens of each of the contracting parties shall have power to 
dispose of their personal goods within the jurisdiction of the other, 
by sale, donation, testament, or otherwise, and their representatives, 
being citizens of the other party, shall succeed to their said personal 
goods, whether by testament, or ab intestato, and they may take pos-
session thereof, either by themselves or others acting for them, and 
dispose of the same at their will, paying such duties only as the 
inhabitants of the country where such goods are, shall be subject to 
pay in like cases. And if in the case of real estate, the said heirs 
would be prevented from entering into the possession of the inherit-
ance on account of their character of aliens, there shall be granted to 
them the longest period allowed by the law, to dispose of the same as 
they may think proper, and to withdraw the proceeds without molesta-
tion, nor any other charges than those which are imposed by the laws 
of the country. 
ARTICLE 13. 
Both the contracting parties promise and engage, formally, to give 
their special protection to the persons and property of the citizens of 
each other, of all occupations, who maybe in the territories subject to 
the jurisdiction of the one or the other, transient or dwelling therein, 
leaving open and free to them the tribunals of justice, for their judicial 
recourse, on the same terms which are usual and customary with the 
natives of the country; for which they may employ, in defence of their 
rights, such advocates, solicitors, notaries, agents and factors, as they 
may judge proper, in all their trials at law; and such citizens or 
agents shall have free opportunity to be present at the accusations 
and sentences of the tribunals, in all cases which may concern them; 
and likewi,·e at the taking of all examinations and evidence which 
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may be exhibited on the said trials, in the manner established by the 
laws of the country. If the citizens of one of the contracting parties, 
in the territory of the other, engage in internal political questions, 
they shall be subject to the same measures of punishment and pre-
caution as the oitizens of the country where they reside. 
ARTICLE 14. 
The citizens of the two contracting parties shall enjoy the full liberty 
of conscience in the countries subject to the jurisdiction of the one or 
the other, without being disturbed or molested on account of their 
religious opinions, provided they respect the laws and established 
customs of the country. And the bodies of the citizens of the one 
who may die in the territory of the other shall be interred in the public 
cemeteries, or in other decent places of burial, which shall be pro-
tected from all violation or insult, by the local authorities. 
ARTICLE 15. 
It shall be lawful for the citizens of the United States of America, 
and of the Republic of Bolivia, to sail with their ships, with all man-
ner of liberty and security, no distinction being made who are the 
proprietors of the merchandises laden thereon, from any port, to the 
places of those who now are, or hereafter shall be, at enmity with 
either of the contracting parties. It, hall, likewise, be lawful for the 
citizens aforesaid to sail with their ships and merchandises before 
mentioned, and to t,raq_e wit,h the same liberty and security, not only 
from places and ports of those who are enemies of both, or either party, 
to the ports of the other, and to neutral placBs, but also from one 
place belonging to an enemy, to another place belonging to an enemy, 
whether they be under the jurisdiction of one power, or of several. 
ARTICLE 16. 
Th two high contracting parties recognise as permanent and immu-
table the following principles, to wit: 
1s t That free ships make free goods-that is to say, that the effects 
or goods belonging to subjects or citizens of a Power or State at war 
are free from capture or confiscation when found on board of neutral 
ve el , with the exception of articles contraband of war. 
2ct 'l.,hat the property of neutrals on board an enemy's vessel is not 
subject to confi cation, unless the same be contraband of war. 
The lik neutrality shall be extended to persons who are on board 
a neutral ship, with thi, effect, that, although, they may be enemies to 
both, or either party, they are not to be taken out of that ship, unless 
they ar fficers or soldi rs, and in the actual service of the enemies. 
Th ontra ting par ies engage iio apply these principles to the com-
m r and navio-ation of all uch Powers and States as shall con ent 
o adopt h ma· permanent and immutable. 
ARTICLE 17. 
hall extend to all kinds 
, ' pting tho only whi hare distinguished by the 
and of war; and under thi name shall be compre-
1 st ann n , mortar ·, h witz r , wivel , blund rbusses, muskets, 
fu · , rifl , ·ar in , pi · ols, pik . , sword , sabers, lances, spears, 
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halbreds and grena<l.es, bombs, powder, matches, balls, and all other 
things belonging to the use of these arms. ' 
2d Bucklers, helmets, breastplates, coats of mail, infantry-belts, and 
clothes made up in the form and for a military use. 
3d Cavalry-belts, and horses with their furniture . 
4th And, generally, all kinds of arms offensive and .defensive, _and 
instruments of iron, steel, brass, and copper, or any other materials, 
manufactured, prepared, and formed expressly to make war by sea or 
land. 
ARTICLE IS. -
All other merchandises and things not comprehended in the articles 
of contraband explicitly enumerated and classified as above, shall be 
held and considered as free, and subjects of free and lawful commerce, 
so that they may be carried and transported in the freest manner, by 
the citizens of both the contracting parties, even to places belonging 
to an enemy; excepting, only, those places which are, at that time, 
besieged or blockaded; and to avoid all doubt in this particular, it is 
declared, that those places or ports only are besieged or blockaded, 
which are actually attacked by a belligerent force capable of prevent-
ing the entry of the neutral. 
ARTICLE 1!). 
The articles of contraband before enumerated and classified, which 
may be found in a vessel bound to an enemy's port, shall be subject 
to detention and confiscation, leaving free the rest of the cargo and 
the ship, that the owners may dispose of them as they see proper. No 
vessel of either of the two nations shall be detained on the high seas · 
on account of having on board articles of contraband, whenever the 
master, captain, or supercargo of said vessel will deliver up the arti-
cles of contraband to the captor, unless the quantity of such articles 
be so great, or of so large a bulk, that they cannot be received on 
board the capturing ship without great inconvenience; but in this, as 
well as all other cases of just detention, the vessel detained shall 
be sent to the nearest convenient and safe port for trial and judgment 
according to law. 
ARTICLE 20. 
And whereas it frequently happens that vessels sail for a port or 
places belonging to an enemy without knowing that the same is 
besieged, blockaded, or invested, it is agreed, that every vessel so cir-
cumstanced may be turned away from such port or place, but shall not 
be detained, nor shall any part of her cargo, if not contraband, be con-
fiscated, unless, after warning of such blockade or investment, from 
any officer commanding a vessel of the blockading forces, they shall 
again attempt to enter; but she shall be permitted to go to any other 
port or place she shall think proper. Nor shall any Yessel of either, 
that may have entered into such port before the same was actually 
besieged, blockaded, or in vested, by the other, be restrained from 
quitting such place with her cargo; nor, if found therein after the 
reduction and surrender, shall such vessel or her cargo be liable to 
confiscatfon, but they shall be restored to the owners thereof. 
ARTICLE 21. 
In order to prevent all kinds of disorder in the visiting and exam-
ination of the ships and cargoes of both the contracting parties, on the 
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high sea , they mutually agree, that, whenever a vessel of war . hall 
meet with a neutral of the other contracting party, the first hall 
remain at a convenient di tance, and may send its boats with two or 
three men only, in order to execute the said examination of the paper 
concerning the ownership and cargo of the vessel, without camiinO' 
the lea t extortion, violence, or ill-treatment, for which the command-
rs of the said armed ships shall be responsible, with their person, and 
property; for which purpose the commanders of private armed v s-
sel shall, before receiving their commissions, give sufficient ecurity 
to answer for all the damages they may commit; and it is expre ly 
agreed, that the neutral party shall, in no case, be required to go on 
board the examining vessel for the purpose of exhibiting his paper , 
or for any other purpose whatever. 
ARTICLE 22. 
To avoid all kind of vexation and abuse in the e~ramination of the 
papers relating to the ownership of the vessels belonging to the citi-
zens of the two contracting parties, they agree, that, in ca e one of 
them should be engaged in war, the ships and vessels belonging to 
the citizens of the other must be furnished with sea-letter , or pa s 
ports, expressing the name, property, and bulk of the ship , as al o 
the name and place of habitation of the master and commander of 
aid vessel, in order that it may thereby appear that said hip truly 
belongs to the citizens of one of the parties; they likewise a<Yree, that 
such ships beino- laden, besides the said sea-letter8 or passports, ·hall 
also be provided with certificates, containing the several particular 
of the cargo, and the place whence the ship sailed, so that it may b 
known wh ther any forbidden or contraband goods be on board the 
same; which certificates shall be made out by the officers of the place 
whence the ship sailed, in the accustomed form; without such r qui-
ites, said ves els may be detained, fo be adjudged by the compet nt 
tribunal, and may bed clared leo-al prize, unless the said defect ·hall 
prove to b owing to accid nt, and ·uppli d by testimony ntirely 
equivalent. 
ARTICLE 23. 
It i. · further ao-reed, that th , •tipulations above expre eel, r lative 
to the vi. itilw and examination of vessel , shall apply only to tho e 
which , ail without convoy, ·ancl when said vessels shall be und r con-
voy, the verbal declaration of the commander of the convoy, on hi 
word of honor, that the ve els under his protection belong to the 
nation who · flao- h carrie , and, when th y are bound to an enemy' 
por , that th y hav no ontraband good on board, shall be ufficient. 
ARTICLE 24 
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ARTICLE 25. 
No citizen of the Republic of Bolivia shall take any commission, or 
letters of marque, for arming any ship or· ships to a?t as pri y~teers 
against the said United States or/any of them, or agamst the citizens, 
people or inhabitants of the said United States, or any of them, or 
against the property of any of the inhabitants of any of them, from 
any Prince or State with which the said United States shall be at war; 
nor shall any citizen or inhabitant of the United States, or any of 
them, take any commission, or letters of marque, for arming any ship 
or ships to act as privateers against the citizens of the Republic of 
Bolivia, or any of them, or the property of any of them, from any 
Prince or State with which the said Republic of Bolivia shall be at 
war; and if any person of either nation shall take such commissions, 
or letters of marque, he shall be punished according to their respec-
tive laws. 
ARTICLE 26. 
In accordance with fixed principles of international law, Bolivia 
regards the rivers Amazon and La Plata, with their tributaries, as 
high ways, or channels opened by nature for the commerce of all 
nations. In virtue of which, and desirous of promoting an exchange 
of productions through these channels, she will permit and invites, 
commercial vessels, of all descriptions, of the United States, and of 
all other nations of the world, to navigate freely in any part of their 
courses which pertain to her, ascending those rivers to Bolivian ports, 
and descending therefrom to the ocean, subject only to the conditions 
established by this treaty, and to regulations sanctioned, or which 
may be sanctioned, by the national authorities of Bolivia not incon-
sistent with the stipulations thereof. 
ARTICLE- 27. , 
The owners or commanders of vessels of the United States enter-
ing the Bolivian tributaries of the Amazon or La Plata shall have the 
right to put up or construct, in whole or in part, vessels adapted to 
shoal-river navigation, and to transfer their cargoes to them without 
the payment of additional duties; and they shall not pay duties 9f 
any description for sections or pieces of vessels, nor for the machinery 
or materials, which they may introduce for use in the construction of 
said vessels. 
All places accessible to these, or other vessels of the United States, 
upon the said B0livian tributaries of the Amazon or La Plata, -shall 
be considered as ports open to foreign commerce, and subject to the 
provisions of this treaty, under such regulations as the Government 
mi:ty deem necessary to establish for the collection of custom-house, 
port, light house, police and pilot duties. And such vessels may dis-
charge ~nd receive freight or cargo, being effects of the country or 
foreign, at any one of said ports, notwithstanding the provisions of 
Article 3. 
ARTICLE 28. 
If, by any fatality, which cannot be expected and which God for-
bjd, the two contracting parties should be engaged in a war with each 
other, they agree, now for then, that there shall be allowed the term 
of six months to the merchants residing on the coasts, and in the ports 
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of each other, and the term of one year to those who dwell in the inte-
rior, to arrano-e their business, and transport their effects, wherever 
they please, giving to them the safe-conduct necessary for it, which 
may serve as a sufficient protection until they arrive at the designated 
port. The citizen of all other occupations, who may be establi hed 
in the territories of the United States and the Republic of Bolivia, 
hall be respected and maintained in the full enjoyment of their per-
onal liberty and property, unless their particular conduct hall cau e 
them to forfeit this protection, which, in consideration of humanity, 
the contracting parties engage to give them. 
ARTICLE 29. 
either the debts due from the individuals of one nation to the 
individuals of the other, nor shares, nor moneys which they may 
have in the public funds, nor in public or private banks, shall ever, 
in any event of war or of national difference, be sequestered or con-
fi cated. 
ARTICLE 30. 
Both the contractino-parties being desirous of avoiding all inequality 
in relation to their public communications and official intercourse, 
agre , to grant to tho envoys, ministers; and other public agents, the 
ame favor , immunities and exemptions, which those of the most 
favored nation do, or may enjoy; it being understoou. that whatever 
favors, immunities, or privileges, the United States of America or the 
Republic of Bolivia may find it proper to give to the Minister and 
other public agents of any other power, shall, by tho sarue act, be 
extended to those of each of the contracting parties. 
ARTICLE 31. 
To make ffectual the protection which tho United States and the 
R public of Bolivia shall afford in future to the navigation and com-
m rce of th citizens of each other, they agree to receive anu. admit 
consul and vice-con. uls in all the ports open to forci 0·n commerce, 
who hall njoy in them all the rights, prerogatives, and immunitie , 
of th con ul and vice-consuls of the most favored nation; each con-
ra ting party, howev r, r maining at liberty to except tho. e ports 
and pla in which th admi sion and residence of such consul · and 
vie - on ul may not eem convenient. 
ARTICLE 32. 
RTWLE 33. 
r and p r on attached 
in y C'i iz n of th ountry in which the 
mpi 1 from all kinds of imposts and 
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contributions, except those which they shall be obliged to pay on 
account of their commerce or property, to which the citizens or inhab-
itants, native or foreign, of the country in which they reside are sub-
ject, being, in everything besides, subject to the laws of the respective 
States. The archives and papers of the consulates shall be respected 
inviolably, and, under no pretext whatever, shall any magistrate seize· 
or in any way interfere with them. 
ARTICLE 34. 
The said consuls shall have power to require the assistance of the 
authorities of the country for the arrest, detention, and custody of 
deserters from the public and private vessels of their country, and, 
for that purpose, they shall address themselves to the courts, judges, 
and officers competent, and shall demand the said deserters in writing; 
proving by an exhibition of the registers of the vessels or ships roll, 
or other public documents, that those men were part of the said crews, 
and on this demand, so proved, (saving, however, when the contrary 
is proved,) the delivery shall not be re_fused. Such deserters, when 
arrested, shall be put at the disposal of said consuls, and may be put 
in the public prisons, at the request and expense of those who reclaim 
them, to be sent to the ships to which they belonged, or to others of 
the same nation. But if they be not sent back within two months, to 
be counted from the day of their arrest, they shall be set at liberty, 
and shall be no more arre~ted for the same cause. 
ARTICLE 35. 
For the purpose of more effectually protecting their commerce and 
navigation, the two contracting parties agree, as soon hereafter as 
circumstances will permit them, to form a consular convention which 
shall declare especially the powers and immunities of the consuls and 
vice-consuls of the respective parties. -
ARTICLE 36. 
The United States of America and the Republic of Bolivia, desiring 
to make as durable as circumstances will permit the relations which 
are established between the two parties by virtue of this treaty of 
peace, amity, commerce and navigation, declare solemnly, and agree 
' to the following points: 
1st The present treaty shall remain in full force and virtue for the 
term of ten years, to be counted from the day of the exchange of t,he rati-
fications, and further, until the end of one year after either of the con-
tracting parties shall have given notice to the other of its intention 
to terminate the same; each of the contracting parties reserving to 
itself the right of giving such notice to the other at the end of said 
term of ten years; and it is agreed between them that, on the expira-
tion of one year after such notice shall have been received by either 
from the otherparty, this treaty, in all its parts relative to commerce and 
navigation, shall altogether cease and determine, and in all those 
parts which relate to peace and friendship, it shall be perpetual and 
perrnanently binding on both powers. 
2d If one or more of the citizens of either party shall infringe any of 
the articles of this treaty, such citizen shall be held personally respon-
sible for the same, and harmony and good correspondence between 
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the two nations shall not be interrupted thereby, each party engaging 
in no way to protect the offender, or sanction such violation. 
3d If, (what indeed cannot be expected) unfortunately, any of the 
article contained in the present treaty shall be violated or infringed 
in any other mode whatever, it is expressly stipulated, that neither of 
the contracting parties will order or authorize any act, of reprisal, nor 
declare war against the other, on complaints of injuries or damage , 
until the said party considering itself offended shall have first presented 
to the other a statement of such injuries or damages, verified by com-
petent proofs, and demanded justice, and the same shall have been 
either refused or unreasonably delayed. 
4th othing in this treaty shall, however, be construed or operate 
contrary to former and existing public treaties with other sovereigns 
and States. 
The present treaty of peace, amity, commerce, and navigation, shall 
be ratified by the President of the United States of America, by and 
with the advice and consent of the Senate thereof, and by the Presi-
dent of the Republic of Bolivia, with the approbation of the national 
Congress; and the ratifications shall be exchanged in the capital of 
the Republic of Bolivia within eight months, to be counted from the 
date of the ratification by both Governments. 
In faith whereof, we, the Plenipotentiaries of the United tates of 
America and of the Republic of Bolivia, have signed and sealed these 
presents. 
Done in La Paz, on the thirteenth (13 th ) day of May, in the year of 
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and fifty eight (A. D. 1858). 
[ EAL.] JOHN W. DANA 
[SEAL.] LUCAS M. DE LA TAPIA. 
BOLIVIA AND PERU. 
( EE PERU-BOLIVIA, PAGE 508.) 
BORNEO. 
1850. 
CONVENTION OF AMITY, COMMERCE, AND NAVIGATION. 
Concluded June 23, 1850_; ratification advised and time for exchange 
of ratifications extended by the Senate June 23, 1852_; ratified by the 
President January 31, 1853J· ratifications exchanged July 11, 1853J· 
proclaimed July 12, 1854. (Treaties and Conventions 1889, p. 102.) 
ARTICLES. · 
I. Amity. 
II. Liberty of commerce. 
III. Protection to United States citi-
zens. 
1V. Freedom of imports and exports. 
. V. Tonnage on American ships; ex-
emptions. 
VI. No export duty on products of 
Borneo. 
VII. Supplies for American ships of 
war. 
VIII. Shipwrecks. 
IX. Extraterritoriality in Borneo: 
ratification. 
His Highness Omar Ali Saifeddin e bn Marhoum Sultan Mahomed 
J amalel Alam and Pangiran Anak Mumin to whom belong the Govern-
ment of the Country of Bruni and all its provinces and dependencies, 
for themselves and their descendants on the one part, and the United 
States of America, on the other, have agreed to cement the friendship 
which has long and happily existed between them, by a Convention 
containing the following Articles. 
ARTICLE 1 
Peace, friendship, and good i;i.nderstanding shall from henceforwara: 
and forever subsist between the United States of America and His 
Highness Omar Ali Saifeddin, Sultan of Borneo and their respective 
successors and Citizens and Subjects. 
ARTICLE 2 
The Citizens of the United States of America shall have full liberty 
to enter into, reside in, trade with, and pass with their merchandise 
through all parts of the dominions of His Highness the Sultan of 
Borneo, and they shall enjoy therein all the privileges and advan-
tages with respect to commerce, or otherwise, which are now or which 
may hereafter be granted to the Citizens or Subjects of the most 
favored nation: and the subjects of His Highness the Sultan of Bor-
neo, shall in like manner be at liberty to enter into, reside in, trade 
with, and pass through with their merchandise through all parts of 
the United States of America, as freely as the citizens and subjects of 
the most favored nation, and they shall enjoy in the United States 
of America all the privileges and advantages with respect to commerce, 
or otherwise, which are now or which may hereafter be granted therein 
to the Citizens or Subjects of the most favored nation. 
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ARTICLE III 
Citizen of the United States shall be permitted to purchase rent 
or occupy, or in any other legal way to acquire all kinds of property 
within the Dominions of His Highness the Sultan of Borneo : and His 
Highne. s engages that such citizens of the United States of America 
hall, a far as lies in his power, within his dominions enjoy full and 
complete protection and security for themselves and for any property 
which they may so acquire in future, or which they may have acquired 
already before the date of the present convention 
ARTICLE IV 
No Article whatever shall be prohibited from being imported into or 
exported from the territories of His Highness the Sultan of Borneo; 
but the trade between the United States of America and the dominions 
of His Highness the Sultan of Borneo, shall be perfectly free and shall 
be ubject only to the custom duties which may hereafter be in force in 
reo-ard to such trade 
ARTICLE V. 
o duty exceeding one dollar per registered ton shall be levied on 
American vessels entering the ports of His Highness the Sultan of 
Borneo and this fixed duty of one dollar per ton to be levied on all 
American vessels shall be in lieu of all other charges or duties what-
soever. His Highness moreover engages that American trade and 
American goods shall be exempt from any internal duties ·and also 
from any injurious regulations which may hereafter, from whatever 
cause , be adopted in the dominions of the Sultan of Borneo 
ARTICLE VI 
Hi Ilio-hness- the Sultan of Borneo agrees that no duty whatever 
shall b 1 vied on the exportation from His Highness dominions of any 
articl , the growth, produce, or manufacture of those dominions. 
ARTICLE VII 
His Highness the Sultan of Borneo engages to permit the Ships of 
War of the United States of America freely to enter the Ports, rivers 
and ere k , situate within his dominions and to allow such ships to 
provide themselves at a fair and moderate price, with such supplies, 
tor and pro vi ions as they may from time to time stand in need of. 
ARTICLE VIII 
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ARTICLE IX 
His Highness the Sultan of Borneo, agrees that in all cases where a 
citizen of the United States shall be accused of any crime committed 
in any part of His Highness' dominions the person so accused shall 
be exclusively tried and adjudged by the American Consul, or other 
officer duly appointed for that purpose, and in all cases where dis-
putes or differences may arise between American Citizens, or between 
American Citizens and the subjects of His Highness or between Amer-
ican Citizens and the Citizens or subjects of any other foreign power, 
in the dominions of the Sultan of Borneo, the American Consul or 
other duly appointed officer shall have power to hear and decide the 
same without any interference, molestation or hindrance, on the part 
of any authority of Borneo, either before during or after the litigation. 
This Treaty shall be ratified and the ratifications .thereof shall be 
exchanged at Bruni at any time prior to the fourth day of July in 
the year, eighteen hundred and fifty four. 
Done at the city of Bruni, on this twenty third day of June, Anno 
Domini one thousand eight hundred and fifty and on the thirteenth 
day of the month Saa ban of the year · of the Hegira one thousand 
two hundred and sixty six. 
[SEAL.] 
[SEAL.] 
JOSEPH BALESTIER, 
OMAR ALI SAIFEDDIN. 
BRAZIL. 
1828. 
1,REATY OF AMITY, COMMERCE, AND NAVIGATION. 
Concluded December 12, 1828_; ratification advised by the Senate March 
10, 1829_; ratified by the President ¥arch 10, 1829_; ratifications 
exchanged March 18, 1829_; proclaimed March 18, 1829. (Treaties 
and Conventions, 1889, p. 105.) 
(By a notice given from the Emperor of Brazil this treaty, "only for articles 
relating to commerce and navigation," was terminated December 12, 1841.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Amity. 
II. Favored nation clause. 
III. Freedom of commerce and navi-
gation; coasting trade. 
IV. No discrimination on vessels. 
V. Import and export duties. 
VI. Freedom of trade. 
VII. Embargoes. 
VIII. Asylum in ports. 
IX. Captures by pirates. 
X. Shipwrecks. 
XI. Disposal of property. 
XII. Sp cial protection. 
XIII. Religious freedom. 
XIV. Rights of neutrals. 
XV. Neutral property und r enemies' 
flag. 
XVI. Contraband of war. 
XVII. Trade with nonblockaded ports. 
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XVIII. Seizure of contraband articles. 
XIX. Blockades. 
XX. Visitation and search . 
XXL Ship's papers in case of war. 
XXII. Vessels under convoy. 
XXIII. Prize courts. 
XXIV. Letters of marque forbidden . 
XXV. Protection in case of war. 
XXVI. Confiscation forbidden. 
XXVII. Diplomatic officers. 
XXVIII. Consular officers. 
XXIX. Exequaturs. 
XXX. Consular exemptions. 
XXXI. Deserters from ships. 
L"CXII. Consular convention. 
XXXIII. Duration; effect, etc.; ratifica-
tion. 
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Chief of Division in the Imperial and National Navy, Minister and 
Secretary of State for the Marine, who after having exchanged their 
said full powers, ih due and proper form, have agreed to the follow-
ing articles. 
ART. 1st . 
There shall be a perfect, firm and inviolable Peace and Friendship 
between the United States of America and their citizens, and His 
Imperial Majesty, his successors, and subjects throughout their pos-
sessions and territories respectively, without distinction of persons or 
places. 
The United States of America and His Majesty the Emperor of 
Brazil desiring to live in peace and harmony with all the other Nations 
of the . Earth, by means of a policy frank and equally friendly with 
all, engage mutually, not to grant any particular favor to other 
nations iri respect of commerce and navigation, which shall not imme-
diately become common to the_other party who shall enjoy the same 
freely, if the concession was freely made, or on allowing the same 
compensation if the concession was conditional It is understood 
however that the relations and Conventions which now exist, or may 
hereafter exist between Brazil and Portugal shall form an exception 
to this article. 
ART. 3. 
The two high contracting parties being likewise desirous of placing 
the commerce and Navigation of their respective countries on the 
liberal basis of perfect equality and reciprocity mutually agree, that 
the citizens and subjects of each may frequent all the coasts and 
countries of the other, and reside and trade there in all kinds of 
produce manufactures and merchandise: and they shall enjoy all the 
rights, privileges and exemptions, in navigation and commerce, which 
native citizens or subjects do, or shall enjoy, submitting themselves, 
to the laws, decrees and usages, there established, to which native 
citizens or subjects are subjected. But it is understood that this 
article does not include the coasting trade of either country, the 
regulation of which is reserved by the parties respectively, according 
to their own separate laws. 
They likewise agree that whatever kind of produce, manufactures, 
or merchandise, of any foreign country can be, from time to time, law-
fully imported into the United States, in their own vessels, may be 
also imported in vessels of Brazil: and that no higher or other duties 
upon the tonnage of the vessel and her cargo shall be levied and col-
lected whether the importation be made in the vessels of the one 
country or the other. And in like manner, that, whatever kind of 
produce manufactures, or merchandise of any foreign country can · 
be, from time to time, lawfully imported into the Empire of Brazil, 
in its own vessels, may be also imported in vessels of the United 
States: and that no higher or other duties upon the tonnage of the 
vessel and her cargo, shall be levied or collected whether the importa-
tion be made in vessels of the one country, or the other. And they 
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agree that whatever may be lawfully exported, or re-exported from the 
one country in its own vessels, to any foreign country, may in like 
manner, be exported or re-exported in the vessels of the other country. 
And the same bounties, duties, and drawbacks, shall be allowed and 
collected, whether such exportation or re-exportation be made in ves-
sels of the United States, or of the Empire of Brazil. The Govern-
ment of the United States however considering the present state of the 
navigation of Brazil, agrees that a vessel shall be considered as Bra-
zilian, when the Proprietor and Captain are subjects of Brazil and the 
papers are in legal form. 
No higher or other duties shall be imposed on the importation into 
the United States, of any articles the produce or manufactures of the 
Empire of Brazil, and no higher or other duties shall be imposed on 
the importation into the Empire of Brazil, of any articles the produce 
or manufactures of the United States, than are or shall be payable on 
the like articles, being the produce or manufactures of any other for-
eign country : nor sha11 any higher or other duties, or charges be 
imposed in either of the two countries, on the exportation of any 
articles to the United States, or to the Empire of Brazil, respectively, 
than such as are payable on the exportation of the like article to any 
other foreign country: nor shall any prohibition be imposed on the 
exportation or importation of any articles, the produce or manu-
factures of the United States, or of the Empire of Brazil, to or from 
the territories of the United States, or to or from tbe territories of 
the Empire of Brazil, which shall not equally extend to all other 
Nations. 
ART. 6th • 
It is likewise agreed, that it shall be wholly free for all merchants, 
commanders of ships, and other citizens or subjects of both countrie , 
to manage themselves their own business, in all the ports and places 
subject to the jurisdiction of each other as well with respect to the 
consio-nment and sale of their goods and merchandise by wholesale 
or retail as with respect to the loading, unloading and sending off 
th ir ships: they beino- in all these cases to be treated as citizens or 
ubj cts of the country in which they reside, or at least to be placed 
on a footing with the subjects or citizens of the most favored nation. 
ART. 7th • 
ART. th 
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to them all favor and protection, for repairing their ships, procuring 
provision , and placing themselves in a situation to continue their 
voyage without obstacle or hindrance of any kind. 
ART. 9th • 
All the Ships, merchandise and effects belonging to the citizens or 
subjects, of one of the contracting parties, which may be captured by 
pirates, whether within the limits of its jurisdiction, or on the high 
seas, and may be carried, or found in the rivers, roads, ports, bays, or 
dominions of the other, shall be delivered up to the owners, they 
proving in due and proper form their rights before the competent 
tribunals : it being well understood that the claim should be made 
within the term of one year by the parties themselves, their attorneys, 
or agents of their respective Governments. 
ART. 10th • 
When any vessel belonging to the citizens or subjects of either of 
the contracting parties, shall be wrecked, foundered, or shall suffer 
any damage on the coasts, or within the dominions of the other, there 
shall be given to them all assistance and protection, in the same man-
ner which is wmal and customary with the vessels of the nation, where 
the damage happens, permitting them to unload the said vessel, if 
necessary, of its merchandise and effects, without exacting for it any 
duty, impost or contribution whatever, until they may be exported, 
unless they be destined for consump_tion. 
ART. 11th • 
The citizens or subjects of each of the contracting parties shall 
have power to dispose of their personal goods within the jurisdiction 
of the other, by sale, donation, testament or otherwise, and their 
representatives, being citizens or subjects of the other party, shall 
succeed to the said personal goods whether by testament, or ab 
intestato, and they may take possession thereof, either by them-
selves, or others acting for them, and dispose of the same at their 
will, paying such dues only as the inhabitants of the country, wherein 
said goods are shall be subject to pay in like cases: and if in the 
case of real estate, the said heirs would be prevented from entering 
into the possession of the inheritance, on account of their character of 
aliens, there shall be granted to them the term of three years, to dis-
pose of the same, as they may think proper, and to withdraw the pro-
ceeds without molestation, nor any other charges than those which 
are imposed by the laws of the country. 
ART. 12th • 
Both the contracting parties promise and engage formally to give 
their special protection to the persons and property of the citizens 
and subjects of each other, of all occupations who may be in their 
territories, subject to the jurisdiction of the one or the other, tran-
sient or dwelling therein, leaving open and free to them the tribunals 
of justice for their judicial intercourse, on the same terms which are 
usual and customary with the natives or citizens and subjects of the 
country in which they may be for which they may employ in defence 
of their rights, such advocates, solicitors, notaries, agents, and factors 
as they may judge proper in all their trials at law. 
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ART. 13 th • 
It is likewise agreed that the most perfect and entire security of 
conscience shall be enjoyed by the citizens or subjects of both the 
contracting parties in the countries subject to the jurisdiction of the 
one and the other, without their being liable to be disturbed or 
molested on account of their religious belief so long as they respect 
the laws and established usages of the country. Moreover the bodies 
of the citizens and subjects of one of the contracting parties who may 
die in the territories of the other, shall be buried in the usual burying-
grounds, or in other decent or suitable places, and shall be protected 
from violation or disturbance. 
It shall be lawful for the citizens and subjects of the United States 
of America and of the Empire of Brazil, to sail with their ships, with 
all manner of liberty and security, no distinction being made who are 
the proprietors of the merchandise laden thereon, from any port to 
the places of those who now are, or who hereafter shall be at enmity 
with either of the contracting parties. It shall likewise be lawful for 
the citizens and subjects aforesaia, to sail with the ships and merchan-
dises before mentioned and to trade with the same liberty and security 
from the places, ports, and havens, of those who are enemies of either 
party, without any opposition, or disturbance whatsoever, not only 
directly from the places of the enemy before mentioned to neutral 
places, but also from one place belonging to an enemy to another 
place belonging to an enemy whether they be under the jurisdiction 
of one power, or under several. And it is hereby stipulated, that free 
hip shall also give freedom to goods, and that everything shall be 
deemed to be free and exempt, which shall be found on board the 
hip. belonging to the citizens or subjects of either of the contra ting 
partie , although the whole lading, or any part thereof should apper-
tain to the en mie of either, contraband goods being always e,rcept d. 
It i al o agr d in like manner that the same liberty be extended to 
p r on who are on board a free ship, with this effect, that althouo-h 
th y b nemi to both or either party, they are not to be tak n out 
of that fr e hip unles they are officers or soldiers and in the actual 
rvic f th nemies: Provided however, and it is hereby agre d, 
that th ipulation, in thi article contained, declaring that th flag 
hall ov r h prop rty, , hall be understood as applying to tho e 
pow r · only who recognize this principle; but if ither of the two 
on ra ting partie hall be at war with a third, and the oth r n utral, 
th flacr of th n utral hall cov r the property of enemie who e 
crov mm nt a knowl do-e thi prin iple and not of others. 
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but the contl'actino- parti . agree that four months having elapsed 
after the declaration, their citizens shall not plead ignorance thereof. 
On the con~rary, if the flag of the neutral, does not ~rotect the enemy's 
property, m that ca e the goods and merchandise of the neutral 
embarked in uch enemy's hip shall be free. 
ART. l(jtl'. 
Thi liberty of commerce and navigation shall extend to all kinds 
of merchandises, except1ng those only which are distinguished by the 
name of contraband, and under this name of contraband or prohibited 
goods, shall be comprehended-
1 st. Cannons, mortars, howitzers, swivels, blunderbusses, muskets, 
fuzees, rifles, carbines, pistols, pikes, swordR, sabres, lances, spears, 
halberds and grenades, bombs, powder, matches, balls and all other 
things belonging to the use of these arms: 
2ct. Bucklers, helmets, breast plates, coats of mail, infantry belts, 
and clothes made up in the form and for a military use: 
3c1, Cavalry belts, and horses with their furniture; 
4: th : And generally all kinds of arms and instruments of iron, steel, 
brass .and copper, or of any other ·materials manufactured, prepared 
and formed expressly to make war by sea or land .. 
ART. 17 th • 
All other merchandise and things not comprehended in the ar~icles 
of contraband, expressly enumerated and classified as above, shall 
be held and considered as free, and subjects of free and lawful com-
merce, so that they may be carried and transported in the freest 
manner by both the contractin()' parties, even to places belonging to 
an enemy, excepting only those places which are at that time besieged 
or blockaded: and, to avoid all loubt in this particular, it is declared 
that those places are only besieged or blocJrnded which are actually 
attacked by a force capable of preventing the entry of the neutral. 
The articles of contraband, before enumerated and classified, which 
may be found in a vessel bound for an enemy's port, shall be subject 
to detention and. confiscation, leaving free the rest of the cargo and 
the Ship, that the owner, may dispose of them as they see proper. 
:r o ve sel of eithei· of the two nations shall be detained on the high 
seas, on account of having on lJoard articles of cont.raband, whenever 
the master, captain, or supercargo of said vessels will deliver up the 
articles of contraband to the captor, unless the quantity of such arti-
cles be so great and of so large a bulk that they cannot be received 
on board the capturing ship without great inconvenience: but in this 
and all the other cases of just detention the vessel detained shall be 
sent to the nearest convenient and safe port, for trial and judgment, 
according to law. 
ART. 19 th • 
And whereas it frequently happens that vessels sail for a port or a 
place belonging to an enemy, without knowing that the same is 
be. ·ie 0 ·ed, blockaded, or invested, it is agreed that every vessel so cir-
cumstanced, may be turned away from such port or place, but shall 
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not be detained, nor shall any part of her cargo, if not contraband, 
b confi cated, unle s, after warning of such blockade or inve tment 
from any officer commanding a vessel of t,he blockading forces, . he 
hall ao·ain attempt to enter; but she shall be permitted to go to any 
other port or place, she shall think proper. Nor shall any -vessel of 
ither that may have entered into such port before the same was 
actually besieged, blockaded or invested by the other, be restrained 
from quitting such place with her cargo, nor if found -therein, after 
the reduction and surrender shall such vessel or her cargo, be liable 
to confi cation, but they shall be restored to the owners thereof. And 
if any ve sel having thus entered the port before the blockade took 
place, shall take on board a cargo after the bloq_kacle be established, 
, he shall be subject to being warned by the blockading forces to 
return to the port blockaded and discharge the said cargo, and if after 
receiving the sajcl warning the vessel shall persist in going out with 
the cargo, she shall be liable to the same consequences as a Yessel 
attemptin°· to enter a blockaded port after being warned off by the 
blockading force 
In order to prevent all kinds of disorder in the visiting and exam-
foation of the hips and cargoes of both the contracting parties on 
th hiO'h · a , they have agreed mutually, that whenever a vessel of 
war, public or pri-vate, shall meet with a neutral of the other con-
tra tin°· party, the first shall remain a1j the greatest distance compat-
ibl with making the visit under the circumstances of the sea and 
wind and the degre of suspicion attending the ve sel to be vi it cl 
and shall ,encl it mallest boat, in order to execute the said exami-
na ion of th pap r concerning the ownership and cargo of t,he ye, -
1, without cau inO' the least extortion, violence, or ill treatment, for 
whi h th commanders of the said armed ships shall be r sponsibl 
with h ir p r on. and property; for which purpose the commander,' 
of th ,·aid private armed ve el shall, before receiving th ir com-
mi.,. ·ion , 0 ·iv uffici nt ecurity to answer for all the damao·e they 
may ommi ; and it i expr ly agreed that the neutral party hall 
in no a.· l r quir d to 0·o on board the examininO' ve el, for th 
purpo of xhibitinO' h r paper., or for any other purpose whateYer. 
ART. 21 st . 
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the hip, ail d, in the accu. tomed form; without such requisit_es said 
vessel may be detain d, to b adjudged by the competent tribunal, 
and may be declared legal prize, unless the said defect shall be proved 
to be owing to accident, and be satisfied or supplied by testimony 
entirely equivalent. 
ART. 22a. 
It i , further agreed that the stipulations above expressed, relative 
to the visiting and examining of vessels, shall apply only to those 
which sail without convoy: and when said vessel shall be under con-
Yoy, the verbal declaration of the commander of the convoy, on his 
vrnrd of honor, that the vessels under his protection belong to the 
nation whose flag he carries; and when they are bound to an enemy's 
po1°t that they have no contraband goods on board, shall be suf-
ficient. 
ART. 23. 
It is furtlwr agreed, that in all cases the established courts for prize 
causes, in the countries to which the prizes may be conducted, shall 
alone take cognizance of them. And whenever such tribunal of 
either party shall pronounce judgment against any vessel or goods, 
-or property claimed by the citizens or subjects of the other party, the 
sentence or decree shall mention the reasons or motives, on which the 
same shall have been founded, and an authenticated copy of t,lie sen-
tence or decree, and of all the proceedings in the case, shall if 
demanded, be delivered to the commander or agent of said vessel, 
without any delay he paying the legal fees for the same. 
ART. 2-:1: th • 
·whenever one of the contracting parties shall be engaged in war 
with another State, no citizen or subject of the other contracting 
party, shall accept a commission or letter of marque for the purpose 
of assisting or co-operating hostilely, with the said enemy, against the 
aid party so at war, under the pain of being treated as a pirate. 
If by any fatality, which cannot be expected, and which God 
forbid! the two contracting parties should be engaged in a war with 
each other, they have agreed, and do agree, now for then, that there 
shall be allowed the term of six months to the merchants residing on 
the coasts and in the ports of each other and the term of one year to 
those who dwell in the interior, to arrange their business, and trans-
port their effects wherever they please, giving to them the safe 
conduct necessary for it, which may serve as a sufficient protection 
until they arrive at the designated port. The citizens and subjects 
of all other occupations, who may be established in the territories or 
dominions of the United States, and of the Empire of Brazil, shall be 
re pected and maintained in the full enjoyment of their personal 
liberty and property unless their particular conduct shall cause them 
to forfeit this protection, which in consideration of humanity, the 
contracting parties engago to give them. 
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.r either the debts due from the individuals of the one nation, to the 
individuals of the other, nor shares nor money which they may have 
in public funds, nor in public or private banks, shall ever in any 
event of war or national difference be sequestrated or confiscated. 
Both the contracting parties being desirous of avoiding all inequal-
ity in relation to their public communications and official intercourse, 
have agreed and do agree, to grant to their envoys, Ministers and 
other public Agents, the same favors, immunities and exemptions 
· which those of the most favored nation do or shall enjoy: it being 
understood thatwhateverfavors,_immunities, or privileges, the United 
States of America, or the Empire of Brazil may find it proper to give 
the Ministers and Public Agents of any other power, shall, by the 
same act, be extended to those of each of the contracting parties. 
To make more effectual the protection which the United States and 
the Empir of Brazil shall afford in future to the navigation and 
commerce of the citizens and subjects of each 9ther, they agree to 
receive and admit Consuls and Vice Consuls in all the ports open to 
foreign commerce, who shall enjoy in them all the rights, preroo-atives, 
and immunities, of the Consuls and Vice Consuls of the most favored 
nation : each contracting party however, remaining at liberty to except 
tho. e port. and places in which the admission and residence of such 
Con ul may not seem convenient. 
ART. 29 th . 
In order that the Consuls and Vice-Consuls of the two contracting 
parti , may enjoy the ria-hts, prerogatives, and immunities, which 
b long to th ,m, by their public character, they shall before entering 
on the x r i e of their functions, exhibit their commissions or patent 
in due form, to th a-overnmeut to which they are accredited : and 
havina- ol taine l their exequatur, they ·hall be held and considered a 
u h, 1 ' all he au horitie ma 0 ·i trate , and inhabitants in the Con-
ular li tri tin which they re ide. 
AR'l' 30th • 
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ART. 3pt_ 
The, aid Con uls hall have power to require the assistance of the 
authorities of the country, for the arrest, detention ~nd custody of 
deserters from the public and private vessels of their country, and 
for that purpose they shall address themselves ~o the Co11r~s, J u_d?es, 
and officers competent, and shall demand the said deserters m writmg, 
proving by an exhibition of the registers of the vessels or s!1ips roll, 
or other public documents, that those men were part of said crews; 
and on this demand so proved, (saving however, '\vhere the contrary 
is proved) the delivery shall not be refused. Such deserters, vdrnn 
arrested, shall be put at the disposal of said Consuls, and may be put 
in the public prison, at the request and expense of those who reclaim 
them, to be sent to the ships to which they belonged, or to others of 
the same nation. But if they be not sent back within two months, to 
be counted from the day of their arrest, they shall be set at liberty, 
and shall no more be arrested for the same cause. · 
ART. 32. 
For the purpose of more effectually protecting their commerce and 
navigation, the two contracting parties do hereby agree, as soon here-
after, as circumstances will permit them, to form a Consular Conven-
tion, which shall declare specially the powers and immunities of the 
Consuls and Vice Consuls of the respective parties. 
ART. 33c1_ 
The United States of America, and the Emperor of Brazil, desiring 
to make as durable as circumstances will permit, the relations which 
are to be established between the two parties by virtue of this rrreaty, 
or General Convention of Peace, Amity, Commerce and Navigation, 
have declared solemnly and do agree to the following points: 
First. The present Treaty shall be in force for twelve years from the 
date hereof, and further until the end of one year after either of the 
contracting parties shall have given notice to the other, of its inten-
tion to terminate the same: each of the contracting parties reserving 
to itself, the right of giving such notice to the other, at the end of said 
term of twelve years: and it is hereby agreed between them, that on 
the expiration of one year after such notice shall have been received 
by either from the other party, this treaty, in all the parts relating to 
commerce and navigation, shall altogether cease and determine, and 
in all those parts which relate to peace and friendship it shall be per-
manently and perpetually binding on both powers. 
Secondly. If any one or more of the citizens or subjects of either 
party shall infringe any of the articles of this Treaty, such citizen or 
subject shall b~ held personally responsible for the same, and the har-
mony and good correspondence between the nations shaffnot be inter-
rupted thereby : each party engaging in no way to protect the offender, 
or sanction such violation. 
Thirdly. If (which indeed cannot be expected) unfortunately, any 
of the articles contained in the present Treaty shall be violated or in-
fringed in any way whatever, it is expressly stipulated, that neither 
of the contracting parties will order or authorize any acts of reprisal, 
nor declare war acrainst the other, on complaints of injuries or dam-
ages until the said party considering itself offended, shall first have 
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p1· · nt <1 t he oth r a tatem nt of such .injuries or damage , veri-
fi :I. by mp tent proof, and demanded justice and satisfaction, and 
h ame hall have been either refused or unreasonably delayed. 
Fourthly. othin()' in thi · Treaty contained shall however, be con-
1Btru d, to operate ontrary to former and existing public Treaties 
with oth r 'overeigns or States. 
The pr ent Treaty of Peace, Amity, Commerce and Navigation 
hall b approved and ratified by the President of the United States 
by and wi h the advice and consent of the Senate thereof and by the 
Emperor of Brazil, and the ratifications shall be exchanged within 
io·ht months from the date of the signature hereof, or sooner if 
po.· ible. 
In faith whernof we, the Plenipotentiaries of the United States of 
Am rica and of His ~Iajesty the Emperor of Brazil have signed and 
ealed the e presents. 
Done in the City of Rio de Janeiro this twelfth day of the month 
of December in the year of our Lord Jesus Christ one thousand eight 
hundr cl and twenty eight. 
[SEAL. l [ EAL. 
[ 'EAL. 
W. TUDOR. 
MARQUEZ DE ARACATY 
MIGUEL DE SOUZA MELLO E ALVIM 
1849. 
O)l"VENTION FOR SATISFACTION OF CLAIMS OF CITIZENS OF THE 
UNITED STATES ON BRAZIL. 
Condudecl January 27, 1849_; ratification advised by the Senate Jan-
it iry 14, 1849_; ratified by the President Januciry 18, 1850_; ratifica-
tions exchanged Jcmuary 18, 1850_; proclaimed January 19, 1850. 
(Treati , and Conventions, 1889, p. 115.) 
Dy thi · onvention of ix articles, 530,000 milreis were paid by 
razil in ·a i faction of claims made by United States citizens, and 
th , mount wa distributed by the United States. 
l 78. 
DIPL :M TI GREEME.i: T CONCERNING TRADE-MARKS. 
on ·lu le l ptemu r 24 1878_; ratificcdion advisecl by the Senate Jan-
itaty 20 1 70 · ratified by the President F ebruary 5, 1879 _; proclaimed 
Jun 17 1870. and Conventions, 18 9, p. 11 . ) 
Ili()'h ontracting Partie hall 
of the other, th ·ame right. 
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a belong to native citizens or subjects, in everything relating to 
property in marks of manufacture and trade. 
It is under tood that any per ·on who desires to obtain the aforesaid 
protection must fulfill the formalities required by the laws of the 
respective countries. 
In witness whereof the undersigned duly authorized to this end, 
have signed the present agreement and have affixed thereto the seals 
of their arms. 
Done in duplicate at Rio de Janeiro the twenty fourth day of the 
month of september, one thousand eight hundred and seventy eight. 
[SEAL.] HENRY WASHINGTON HILLIARD. 
[ SEAL. l B. DE VILLA BELLA. 
BREMEN. 
( See GERMAN EMPIRE.) 
The Free Hanseatic City of Bremen (now incorporated in the 
German Empire), September 6, 1853, acceded to the extradition con-
vention bAt,ween the United States and Prussia of June 16, 1852. 
(Treaties and Conventions, 1889, p. 118.) See p. 520.) 
BRUNSWICK AND L UNEBURG. 1 
(See GERMAN EMPIRE.) 
1854. 
CONVENTION RESPECTING THE DISPOSITION OF PROPERTY. 
Concluded August 21, 1854_; ratification advised by the Senate with 
amendment March 3, 1855_; ratified by the President July 10, 1855J· 
ratifications exchanged July 28, 1855J· vroclaimed July 30, 1855. 
(Treaties and Conventions, 1889, p. 119.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Dispo ition of personal property. r III. Duration; ratification. 
II. Dispo ition of rel:tl estate. 
The Pre ident of the nited States of America and His Highne . 
the Duke of Brunswick & Luneburg, animated by the desire to 
ecure and xtend, by an amicable convention, the relation, happily 
exi. tino- between the two countries, have, to this effect, appointed a 
th ir plenipo entiarie , to wit: the President of the United tates of 
Ameri a , ·wmiam L. Marcy, ecretary of tate of the United tate ; 
and His Ili 0 ·hne the Duk of BrunRwick and Luneburg, Dr. Juliu 
am on, Ili, , aid Highn ' onsul at Mobile, Alabama; who, aft r 
tb x •han°· of their full pow 1· · , found in o·ood and due form, have 
c r d upon and io-n cl th following arti le. : 
RTICLE l. 
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intestato, or in any oth r manner; and their heirs, being citizens of 
the other party, hall inherit all such personal estates, whether by 
te tamcnt or ab intestato, an l they may take possession of the same, 
either per onally or by attorney, and dispose of them as they may 
think proper, paying to the respective governments no other charges 
than those to which the inhabitants of the country in ,vhich the said 
property shall be found would be liable in a similar case; and,· in the 
absence of such heir, or heirs, the same care shall be taken of the 
property that would be taken in the like case, for the preservation of 
the property of a cjtizen of the same country, until the lawful proprie-
tor shall have had. time to take measures for possessing himself of the 
same; and in case any di pute should arise between claimants to the 
same succession, as to the property thereof, the question shall be 
decided according to the laws, and by the judges, of the country in 
which the property is situated. 
ARTICLE II. 
If, by the death of a person owning real property in the territory of 
one of the high contracting parties, such property should descend, 
either by th6 laws of the country, or by testamentary disposition, to a 
citizen of th& other party, who, on account of his being an alien, could 
not be permitted to retain the actual possession of such propert,y, such 
term as the laws of the State or country will permit shall be allowed 
to him to dispose of such pToperty, and collect and withdraw the pro-
ceeds thereof, without paying to the Government any other charges 
than those wt.ich, in a similar case, would be paid by an inhabitant 
-0f the country in which such real property may be situated. 
ARTICLE III. 
11he present convention shall be in force for the term of twelve 
years from the date hereof; and further, until the end of twelve months 
after the Government of the United States on the one part, or that of 
His Highness the Duke of Brunswick and Luneburg on the other, 
hall have given notice of its intention of terminating the saine. 
This convention shall be ratified, and the ratifications shall be 
-exchanged at WashinO'ton within twelve months after its date, or 
sooner, if possible. 
In faith whereof, the respective plenipotentiaries have signed the 
pr , ent convention, and have thereunto affixed their seals. 
Done at ·washington, this twenty-first <lay of August in the year of 
Our Lord one thousand eight hundred and fifty-four, and of the Inde-
pendence of the United States the seventy-ninth. 
w. L. MARCY 
[SEAL. ] 
JULIUS SAMSON 
[SEAL.] 
CENTRAL AMERICA. 
1825. 
Co "VENTION QF PEACE, AMITY, COMMERCE AND NAVIGATION. 
Concluclecl December 5, 1825_; ratification advised by the Senate Deceni-
ber 29, 1825_; ratified by the President January 16, 1826_; ratifications 
exchanged August 2 , 1826_; proclaimed October 28, 1826. (Treati 
and Conventions, 1889, p. 121.) 
Thi· treaty, consisting of thirty-three articles, terminated as to 
article relatin<Y to commerce and navigation, August 2, 1838, by their 
own limitations, and t,he entire treaty was abrogated by the dissolution 
of the Republic in 1839. 
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CHILE. 
1832. 
CONVENTION OF PEACE, AMITY, COMMERCE, AND NAVIGATION. 
Concluded May 16, 1832_; ratification advised by the Senate December 
19, 1832_; _ratified by the President April 26, 1834_; ratifications 
exchanged April 29, 1834J· proclaimed April 29, 1834. (Treaties and 
Conventions, 1889, p. 131.) 
This treaty, containing thirty-one articles relating to commerce and 
navigation, consular and diplomatic privileges, etc., remained in force 
until January 20, 1850, when it was terminated on notice given by the 
Chilean Government. 
Federal case: U.S. v. Trumbull, 48 Fed. Rep. 94. 
1833. 
CONVENTION ADDITIONAL TO THE GENERAL TREATY OF 1832. 
Concluded September 1, 1833 J. ratification advised by the Senate April 
24, 1834J· , ratified by the President April 26, 1834J· ratifications 
exchanged April 29, 1834J· proclaimed April 29 , 1834. (Treaties and 
Conventions, 1889, p. 140.) 
This convention of four articles extended the time for the exchange 
of ratifications of the convention of 1832, and was explanatory of cer-
tain articles. It was terminated January 20, 1850, on notice given by 
the Chilean Government. · 
1858. 
CONVENTION FOR ARBITRATION OF MACEDONIAN CLAIMS. 
Concluded November 10, 1858J· ratification advised by the Senate 
March 8, 1859J· ratified by the President August 4, 1859J· ratifications 
exchanged October 15, 1859J· proclaimed December 22, 1859. (Treaties 
and Conventions, 1889, p. 142.) 
The c-laims of the owners of the property ref erred to in tlie treaty 
were submitted to the arbitration of the King of Belgium, who, on 
May 15, 1863, rendered an award in favor of the United States, allowing 
$42,400 with interest. 
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1892. 
CLAIMS CONVENTION. 
Concluded ·August 7, 1892 _; ratiffoation advised by the Senate Decem-
ber 8, 1892_; ratified by the President December 16, 18DB_; ratification 
exchcmged January 26, 1893_; proclaimed January 28, 1898. (U. '. 
Stats., Vol. 27, p. 965.) . • 
rrhis treaty of twelve articles provided for the submission of the 
daims of the United States citizens against Chile and of Chilean citi-
zens against the United Staties to a commission. The commi . ion, 
m~t in .. Washington, D. C., October 9, 1893, and held their final · -
sion April 9, 1894, awarding $240,56--1.35 to the United States for it. · 
citizens. 
CHINA. 
1844. 
TREATY OF PEACE, AMITY, AND . COMMERCE. 
Concluded July 3, 1844J· ratification advised by the Senate J anuary 
16, 1845_; ratified by the President Janiwry 17, 1845J· rat{fications 
exchanged Decernber 31, 1845J· proclaimed April 18, 1846. (Treaties 
and Conventions, 1889, p. 145.) 
As the Treaty of 1858 was negotiated as a substitute, the references. 
are here given to the corresponding articles in the later treaty, and 
the articles .not referred to therein are printed. 
ARTICLES. 
I. Peace and amity. (See Art. I, p. 96 .) 
II. Import and export duties. (See '.I1reaty of Novem-
ber 8, 1858, p. 105.) 
III. Open ports. (See Art. XIV, p. 100.) 
IV. Consular officers. (See Art. X, p. 98.) 
V. Commerce. (See Art. XV, p. 100.) 
VI. Tonnage duties. (See Art. XVI, p. 100.) 
ARTICLE VII. Passenger and cargo boats. 
No tonnage duty shall be required on boats belonging to citizens of 
the United States, employed in the conveyance of passengers, bag-
gage, letters and articles of provision, or others, not subject to duty 
to or from any of the five ports. All cargo boats however, conveying 
merchandise subject to duty shall pay the regular duty of one mace 
per ton, provided they belong to citizens of the United States, but not 
if hired by them from subjects of China. . 
VIII. Pilots, etc. (See Art. XVII, p. 101.) 
IX. Custom-house officers. (See Art. XVIII, p. 101.) 
X. Vessels arriving in China. (See Art. XIX, p. 101.) 
XI. Ascertainment of duties. (See Art. XX, p. 105.) 
ARTICLE XII. Standard weights and meas~ues. 
Sets of standard balances, and also weights and measures, duly pre-
pared, stamped and sealed according to the standard of the custom 
house at Canton shall be delivered by the superintendent of customs. 
to the Consuls of each of t he five ports to secure uniformity and pre-
vent confu ·ion in mea::;ure and weight of merchandise. 
XIII. Payment of cluties. (See Art. XXII, p. 103.) 
XIV. Transshipment of goods. (See \rt. XXIII, p. 103.) 
ARTICLE XV. Liberty to trade. 
The former limitation of the trade of foreign nations to certain per-
ons appointed at 9anton by th Government and commonly called 
Hong-merchant , having been abolished, citizen of the United States,. 
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en o·a()' d in h purcha e or sale of o·oocls of import or export, ar 
ad nitt cl to trad with any and all subjects of China without distinc-
tion· th :r shall not be subject to -any new limitations, nor impeded 
in th ir bu ine . by monopolies or other injurious restriction . 
_XVI. Collection of debts. (See Art. XXIV, p. 103.) 
.,I. , II. Privileges ,of open ports. (See Art. XII, p. 90.) 
XYIII. Chinese teachers, etc. (See Art. XXV, p. 103.) 
XIX. Protection to United States citizens. (See Art. XI, 
p. 98.) 
XX. Reexportation. (See Art. XXI, p. 102.) 
XXI. Punishment for crimes. (See Art. XI, p. 98.) 
XXII. Trade ,vith China in case of war. (See Art. XXVI, 
p. 10-:1.) 
ARTICLE XXIII. Reports by consuls. 
The Consuls of the United States at each of the five po'rts open to 
foreign traq.e shall make annually to the respective Governors Gen-
eral thereof a detailed report of the number of vessels belonging to 
th United States ·which have entered and left said ports during the 
year; and of the amount and value of goods imported or exported. 
in .:aid vessels for transmission to and inspection of the board of 
Revenue. 
XXIV. Communications with officials. (See Art. XXVIII, 
p. 104.) 
XXV. Right of United States citizens. (See Art. XXYII, 
p. 10-t) 
XXVI. Merchant vesse1s in Chinese water~. (See Art. XIII, 
p. 99.) 
XX, II. hipwrecks, etc. (See Art. XIII, p. 00.) 
ARTICLE XXVIII. Embargo. 
itiz n of th nited State. their vessels and property shall not 
b subj t to any embar()'o; nor shall they be seized and forcibly 
letain d for any pretence of the public service; but they shall be. uf-
f r cl to pro. e ute their commerce in quiet, and without mol station 
or mbarra ment. 
XXIX. Control over amen. (See Art. XVIII, p. 102.) 
XXX. Official corre pond nee. ( ee Art. VII, p. 97.) 
ommunications. ( ee Art. VIII, p. 8 . ) 
a valve. · ls in hine e waters. (See Art. IX, p. fJ . ) 
land in trad . ( ee Art. XIV, p. 100.) 
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part by the nii. d tat. and China, and by _every citizen and s1:b-
ject of each. And no individual State of the Umted States can appomt 
or send a Mini t.er to China to call in question the provisions of the 
same. 
The present Treaty of peace, amity, and commerce shall be ratified 
and approved by the President of the United States by and with the 
aJvice and con ent of the Senate thereof, and by the August Sover-
eign of the Ta 'ri-;ing Empire, and the ratifications shall be exchanged 
within eighteen months from the date of the ~ignature thereof or sooner 
if possible. . 
In faith whereof, we, the respective Plenipotentiaries of the United 
States of America and of the r:raT1sing Empire as aforesaid, ha Ye signed 
and sealed these Presents. 
Done at "'\Vano- Iliya, this third day of July in the year of our I~ord 
Jesus Christ, One thousand Eight hundred and forty four, and of Taou 
Kwang the twenty fourth year, fifth month and eighteenth clay. 
[SEAL.] 
C. CUSHING 
1.,SIYENG, ( in Manch.1u language.) 
[SEAL.] 
Th e Tariff of Duties to ue levied on importecl and exportecl JJ!lerchandise 
at the Five Ports. 
(See Convention of November 8, 188R, p. 107.) 
1858. 
TREATY OF PEACE, AMITY, AND COMMERCE. 1 
Concluded June 18, 1858J· ratification a&vised by the Senate December 
15, 1858J· ratified by the President December 21, 1858J· rat{fications 
exchanged Augiist16, 1859J· proclaimed Januar·y 26, 1860. (Treaties 
and Conventions, 1889, p. 159.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Declaration of amity. XVII. Pilots, etc. 
II. Deposit of treaty. XVIII. Control of ships, etc. 
III. Promulgation. XIX. Ships' papers, etc. 
IV. Diplomatic privileges. XX. Customs examinations. 
V . Visit of minister to Capital. XXI. Reexportation. 
VL Residence of minister at the Cap- XXII. Payment of duties. 
ital. XXIII. Transshipment of goods. 
VII. Correspondence. XXIV. Collection of debts. 
VIII. Personal interviews. XXV. Chinese teachers, etc. 
IX. Naval vessels in Chinese waters. XXVI. Trade with China in case of 
X. Consuls authorized. war. 
XI. United States citizens in China. XXVII. Rights of United States citi-
XII. Privileges in open ports. , zens. 
XIII. Shipwrecks; pirates. XXVIII. Communications with officers. 
XIV. Open ports; clandestine trade XXIX. Freedom of religion. 
prohibited. XXX. Mostfavorednationprivileges 
XV. Commerce permitted; 'tariff. to United States citizens; 
XVI. Tonnage duties. ratification. 
The United States of America and the Ta Tsing Empire, desiring 
to maintain firm, lasting, and sincere friendship, have resolved to 
1 See Treaty of July 4, 1868, p. 115. 
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r n w, in a manner clear ancl positive, by means of a Treaty or gen-
ral onv ntion of peace, amity and commerce, the rules which hall 
in futur b mutually observed in the intercourse of their respective 
countri . ; for which mo. t desirable object, the President of the United 
tat sand the August Sovereign of the 1.,a Tsing Empire have named 
for their Pl nipot,entiaries to wit: The President of the United States 
of America, William B. Reed, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister 
Pl nipotentiary to China and His Majes-by the Emperor of China, 
Kweiliano·, am mber of the Privy Council and Superintendent of the 
Board of Punishments; and Hwashana, President of the Board of 
1ivil Offic and Major General of .the Bordered Blue Banner Division 
of the Chinese Bannermen, bot,h of them being Imperial Commi ·-
" ioner " and Plenipotentiaries: And the said Ministers, in virtue of the 
respe tiv full powers they have received from their Government , 
have agreed upon the follo~ing articles. 
ARTICLE I. 
Th r shall he, as there have always been, peace and frien<::lship 
b t,v en the United States of America and the Ta Tsing Empire, and 
b tween th ir people respectively. They shall not insult or oppre s 
a ·h other for any trifling cause so as to produce an estrangement 
b tw nth m, and if any other nation should act unjustly or oppres-
iv ly, the nited States will exert their good offices, on being 
informed of the case, to bring about an amicable arrangement of the 
qu :tion, thu howing their friendly feelings. 
ARTICLE II. 
In ord r to p rpetuate frien lship, on the exchange of ratifications 
by the Pr ·ident, with the advice and consent of the Senate of the 
nite l tate , and by Hi.· Majesty the Emperor of China, this treaty 
. hall b k pt an l acredly guarded in this way: viz: The original 
tr aty a ratifi cl by the Pre ident of the United States, shall b , 
d po ·it cl at Pekin, the capital of His Majesty the Emperor of China 
in haro- of the Privy ouncil; and as ratified by His Maj sty th 
Emp ror of hina, shall be d posited at ·washington, the capital of 
th nit d 'tat . , in charge of the Secretary of State. 
ARTICLE III. 
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of the Privy Council at the capital, or with the Governors . General of 
the Two K wangs, the Provinces of Fuhkien and Chehkiang or of the 
Two !{fangs, and whenever he desire to have such correspondence 
with the Privy Council at the Capital he shall have the right to send 
it through either of the said Governors General or by the General Post, 
and all such communications shall be sent under seal which shall be 
most carefully respected. The Privy Council and Governors General, 
as the case may be, shall in an cases consider and acknowledge such 
communications promptly and respectfully. 
ARTICLE V. 
The Minister of the United States of America in China, whenever 
he has business, shall have the right to visit and sojourn at the capital 
of His Majesty the Emperor of China, and there confer with a mem-
ber of the Privy Council, or any other hjgh officer of equal rank 
deputed for that purpose, on matters of common interest and advan-
tage. His visit shall not exceed one in each year, and he shall com-
plete his business without unneces ary delay. He shall be allowed to 
go by land or come to the mouth of the Peiho, into which he shall not 
bring ships of war and he shall inform the authorities at that place 
in order that boats may be provided for him to go on his journey. 
He is not to take advantage of this stipulation to request visits to the 
capital on trivial occasions. ·whenever he means to proceed to the 
capital he shall communicate in writing, his intention to the Board 
of Rites at the capital, and thereupon the said Board shall give the 
necessary directions to facilitate his journey and give him necessary 
protection and respect on his way. On his arrival at the capital, he 
shall be furnished with a suitable residence prepared for him and he 
shall defray his own expenses and his entire suite shall not exceed 
twenty persons, exclusive of his Chinese attendants, none of whom 
shall be engaged in trade. 
..ARTICLE VI. 
If at any time Ilb Majesty the Emperor of China shall by Treaty 
voluntarily made, or for any other reason, permit i,he Representative 
of any friendly nation to reside at his Capital for a long or short time, 
then without any further consultation or express permission, the Repre-
. sentative of the United· States in China shall have the same privilege. 
ARTICLE VII. 
The superior authorities of the United States and of China in cor-
responding together, shall do so on terms of equality, and in form 
of mutual communication ( chau hwui). The Consuls and the local 
officers, civil and military, in corresponding together, shall likewise 
employ the style and form of mutual communication ( chau-hwui). 
When inferior officers of the one government address superior officers 
of the other, they shall do so in t,he style and form of memorial (shin-
chin). Private individuals in addressing superior officers, shall 
employ the style of petition (pinching). In no case shall any terms 
or style be used or suffered which shall be offensive or disrespectful 
to either party. And it is agreed that no presents, under any pretext 
or form whatever shall ever be demanded of the United States by 
China, or of China by the United States. 
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+\-RTICLE VIII 
In all future personal intercourse between the Representative of the 
nited States of America and the Governors General or Governors 
the interviews shall be had at the official residence of the said officers 
or n,t their temporary residence or at the residence of the Representa-
tive of the United States of America, whichever may be agreed upon 
between them nor shall they make any pretext for declinjng these 
interviews. Current matters shaU be dis~ussed by correspondence 
so as not to give the trouble of a personal meeting. 
ARTICLE IX. 
Whenever national vessels of the United States of America in cruis-
ing along the coast ancl among the ports opened for trade, for the pro-
tection of the commerce of 1,hefr country, or for the advancement of 
science, shall arrive at or near any of the ports of China, Commanders 
of said shjps and the superior local authorities of Government shall, 
if it be necessary, hold intercourse on terms of equality and courtesy 
in token of the friendly relations of their respective nations, and the 
said veHself:l shall enjoy all suitable facilities on the part of the Chinese 
Government in procuring provisions or other supplies and making 
necessary rnpairs. And the United States of America agree that in 
ca e of th shipwreck of any American vessel and its being pillaged 
by pil'ates or in casG any American vessel shall be pillaged or cap-
tured by pirates on the seas adjacent to the coast, without being ship-
wr eked, tho national vessels of the United States shall pursue the saiu 
pirate·, and. if captured deliver them over for trial and punishment. 
ARTICLE X. 
The nited tates of America shall have the right to appoint Con-
sul.· and oth r commercial agents for the protection of trade to reside 
at uch place · in the dominions of China as shall be agreed to be 
op ned, who shall hold official intercourse and correspondence with 
th lo ·al officers of tho Chinese Government (a Consul or a Vice-Con-
·ul in charge taking rank ·wjth an intendant of circuit or a prefect) 
ith r p r. ·onally or in writino- as occassions may require, on terms of 
quali y and reciprocal respect. And the Consuls and local officer 
,·hall mploy th tyle of mutual communication. If the officers of 
ith r nation ar di. -respectfully treated or aggrieved in any way by 
he th r authoriti . · they have the right to make representation of 
the , ·am to the ~ 'up rior Officers of the respective Governments who 
:hall ,'<' that full inquiry and strict justice shall be had in the prem-
i. ·cs · and he said Consuls and ag::.nts shall carefully avoid all a ·t · 
of offPn: to i.he offic· rs and I ople of China. On the arrival of a Con-
,· u_l <~ul a · 'l' <1i d at any port in China, it shall be the duty of the 
[1111.- r of the nit c1 tat::.: to notify the same to the Governor 
nPral of h pr vinC' wh r .-u ·h port is, who , hall forthwith recog-
h' .·~ i l , n ·ul and grant him authority to act. 
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themselves and everything appertaining to them the protection of the 
local authorities of government, who shall defend them from all insult 
or injury of any sort. If their dwellings or property be threatened or 
attacked by mobs, incendiaries, or other violent or lawless persons, 
the local officers, on requisition of the consul, shall immediately des-
patch a. military force to disperse the rioters, apprehend the guilty 
mdividuals and punish .them with the utmost rigor of the law. Sub-
jects of China guilty of any criminal act towards citizens of the United 
States shall be punished by the Chinese authorities according to the 
laws of China. And citizens of the United States, either on shore or in 
any merchant vessel, who may insult, trouble or wound the persons or 
injure the property of Chinese or commit any other improper act in 
China, shall be punished only by the Consul or other public functionary 
thereto authorized according to the laws of the United States. Arrests 
in order to trial may be made by either the Chinese or the United 
States authorities. 
ARTICLE XII. 
Citizens of the United States residing or sojourning at any of the 
ports open to foreign commerce shall be permitted to rent houses and 
places of business or hire sites on which they can themselves build 
houses or hospitals, churches and cemeteries. The parties interested 
can fix the rent by ·mutual and equitable agreement, the proprietors 
shall not demand an exorbitant price, nor shall the local authorities 
interfere unless there be some objections offered on the part of the 
inhabitants respecting the place. The legal fees to the officers for 
applying their seal shall be paid. The citizens of the United Stat,es 
shall not unreasonably insist on particular spots but each party shall 
conduct with justice and moderation. Any desecration of the ceme-
teries by natives of China shall be severely punished according to law. 
At the places where the ships of the United States anchor or their 
citizens reside, the merchants seamen or others can freely pass and 
repass in the immediate neighborhood, but in order to the preserva-
tion of the public peace, they shall not go into the country to the 
villages and marts to sell theil' goods unlawfully in fraud of the 
revenue. 
ARTICLE XIII. 
If any vessel of the United States be wrecked or stranded on the 
coast of China, and be subjected to plunder or other damage, the 
proper officers of Government, on receiving information of the fact, 
shall immediately adopt measures for its relief and security: the per-
sons on board shall receive friendly treatment and be enabled to 
repair at once to the nearest port, and shall enjoy all facilities for 
obtaining supplies of provisions and water. If the merchant vessels 
of the United. States, while within the waters over which the Chinese 
Government exercises jurisdiction, be plundered by robbers or pirates, 
then ·the Chinese local authorities civil and. military, on receiving 
information thereof, shall arrest the said robbers or pirates, and punish 
them according to law, and. shall cause all the property which can be 
recovered, to be restored to the owners or placed in the hands of the 
Consul. If by reason of the extent of territory and numerous popu-
lation of China, it shall in any case happen that the robbers cannot 
be apprehended, and the property only in part recovered, the Chinese 
Government shall not make indemnity for the goods lost. But if it 
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hall be proved that the local authorities have been in collusion with 
th robbers, the same shall be communicated to the superior author-
itie for memorializing the Throne, and these officers shall be severely 
punished and their propeirty be confiscated to repay the losses. 
ARTICLE XIV. 
The citizens of the United States are permitted to frequent the ports 
and cities of Canton and Chau-chau or Swatau, in the Province of 
Kwang-tung: Amoy, Fuh-chau, and Tai-wan in Formosa, in the Prov-
ince of Fuh-Kien: Ningpoin the Province of Cheh-Kiangand Shanghai 
in the Province of Kiang-su, and ·any other port or place hereafter by 
treaty with other powers or with the United States opened to com-
merce, and to reside with their families and trade there: and to pro-
ceed at pleasure with their vessels and merchandise from any of these 
ports to any other of them. But said vessels shall not carry on a 
clandestine and fraudulent trade at other ports of China not declared 
to be legal or along the coasts thereof; and any vessel under the 
American flag vio1atim.g. this provision shall, with her cargo, be sub-
ject to confiscation to the Chinese Government; and any citizen of 
the United States who shall trade in any contraband article of mer-
chandise, shall be subject to be dealt with by the Chinese Government, 
without being entitled to any countenance or protectiion from that of 
the United States; and the United States will take measures to pre-
vent their flag from being abused by the subjects of other nations as a 
cover for the violation of the laws of the Empire. 
ARTICLE xv. 
At each of the ports open to Commerce, citizens of the United States 
·hall be permitted to import from abroad and sell, purchase, and 
. port, all merchandise of which the importation or exportation is not 
prohibited by the laws of the Empire. The Tariff of duties to be paid 
by itizen of th United tates on the export and import of goods from 
and into China hall b the ame as was agreed upon at the treaty of 
Wanghia, exc pt so far as it may be modified by treaties with other 
nation ; it b ing xpre ly agre d that citizem; of the United States 
hall never pay higher dutie tha those paid by the most ·favored 
nation. 1 
ARTICLE XVI. 
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lectors at the other custom-houses, in which case the said vessel shall 
only pay duty on her cargo, and not be charged with tonnage duty a 
second time. The collectors of customs at the open ports shall con-
sult with the consuls about the erection of beacons or light houses, 
and where buoys and light-ships should be placed. 
ARTICLE XVII. 
Citizens of the United States shall be allowed to engage pilots to 
take their vessels into port, and when the lawful duties have all been 
paid, take them out of port. It shall be lawful for them to hire at 
pleasure servants, compradores, linguists, writers, labourers, seamen 
and persons for whatever necessary service with passage or cargo 
boats for a reasonable compensation, to be agreed upon by the parties, 
or determined by the Consul. 
ARTICLE XVIII. 
Whenever merchant vessels of .the United States shall enter a port, 
the collector of customs shall, if he see fit, appoint custom house offi-
cers to guard said vessels, who may live on board the ship or their 
own boats at their convenience. The local authorities of the Chinese 
Government shall cause to be apprehended all mutineers or deserters 
from on board the vessels of the United States in China on being 
informed by the Consul, and will deliver them up to the consuls or 
others officers for punishment. And if criminals, subjects of China, 
take refuge in the houses or on board the vessels of citizens of the 
United States, they shall not be harbored or concealed, but shall be 
delivered up to justice, on due requisition by the Chinese local officers, 
addressed to those of the United States. The merchants, seamen and 
other citizens of the United States, shall be under the superintendence 
of the appropriate officers of their Government. If individuals of 
either nation commit acts of violence or disorder, use arms to the 
injury of others, or create disturbances endangering life, the officers 
of the two governments will exert themselves to enforce or9-er, and to 
maintain the public.peace by doing impartial justice in the premises. 
ARTICLE XIX. 
Whenever a merchant vessel belonging to th~ United States shall 
cast anchor in either of the said ports, the supercargo, master or con-
signee, shall within forty eight hours, deposit the ship's papers in the 
hands of the Consul, or person charged with his functions, who shall 
cause to be communicated to the superintendent of customs, a true 
report of the name and tonnage of such vessel, the number of her 
crew and the nature of her cargo, which being done, he shall give a 
permit for her discharge. And the master, supercargo or consignee, 
if he proceed to discharge the cargo without such permit, shall incur 
a fine of five hundred dollars, aind the goods so discharged without 
permit shall be subject to forfeiture to the Chinese Government. 
But if a master of any vessel in port desire to discharge a . part only 
of the cargo, it shall be lawful for him to do so, paying duty on such 
part only, and to proceed with the remainder to any other ports. Or 
if the master so desire, he may within forty-eight hours after the 
arrival of the vessel, but not later, decide to depart without breaking 
bulk; in which case he shall not be subject to pay tonnage or other 
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dutie · or charge until, on his a:Tival at another port, he shall pro-
c ed to di charge cargo, when he shall pay the duties on vessel and. 
argo ac ordino· to law. And the tonnage duties shall be held due 
after th xpiration of the said forty-eight hours. In case of the 
ab· nee of the Consul or person charged with his functions, tho cap-
tain or. upercargo of the vessel may have recourse to the Consul of a 
friendly power, or if he please, directly to the Superintendent of cus-
tom·, who shall do all that is required to conduct the ship's business. 
fOn the 17th July. 1867, it had been agreed between the Chinese Government 
ana. Mr. Burlingame, United States Minister at Pekin, that, subject to ratification 
by the Government of the United States, Article XIX should be modified as here-
inafter stated. The proposed modification having been submitted to the Senate, 
that body, by its resolution of January 20, 1868, did'' advise and consent to the 
modification of the treaty between the United States and China concluded at Tjen-
tsin on the 18111 of June 1858, so that the nineteenth article shall be understood to 
include hulks and storeships of every kind under the term merchant vessels: and 
so that it shall provide that if the supercargo, master, or consignee shall neglect, 
within forty-eight hours after a vessel casts anchor in either of the ports named in 
the treaty. to deposit the ships papers in the hands of the consul, or person charged 
with his functions, who shall then comply with the requisitions of the nineteenth 
article of the treaty in question, he shall be liable to a fine of fifty taels for each 
day delay: the total amount of penalty however shall not exceed two hundred 
taels."] 
ARTICLE xx. 
The uperintendent of customs in order to the collection of the 
proper duties, shall on application made to him through the consul, 
appoint suitable officer , who shall proceed in the presence of the cap-
tain, sup rcargo or consignee, to make a just and fair examination 
of all good in the act of being discharged for importation, or laden 
for xportation, on board any merchant vessel of the United State . 
And if di putes occur in regard to the value of goods subject to ad 
valor m duty, or in regard .to the amount of tare, and the same can-
not b , ·ati factorily arranged by the parties, the question- may within 
tw nty four hour , and not afterwards, be referred to the said consul 
to adju ·t with the superintendent of customs. 
ARTICLE XXI. 
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Government. Foreign grain or rice brought into any port of China 
in a ship of the United States, and not landed, may be re-exported 
without hindrance. 
[On the 7th April, 1863, it was agreed between Mr. Burlingame, United States 
Minister at Pekin, and the Government of China, that, subject to the ratification 
of the Government of the United States, the twenty-first article of the treaty of 
June 18, 1858, "shall be so modified as to permit duties to he paid, when goods 
are re-exported from any one of the free ports of China, at the port into which 
they are finally imported, and that drawbacks shall be substituted for exemption 
certificates at all the ports, which drawbacks shall be regarded as negotiable and 
transferable articles and be accepted by the Custom House from whatsoever mer-
chant who may tender them either for import or export duty to be paid by him." 
The Senate advised and consented to this modification by resolution of February 
4, 1864; and it was accepted, ratified, and confirmed by the President· February 
22, 1864.J 
ARTICLE XXII. 
The tonnage duty on vessels of the United States shall he paid on 
their being a<l.mitted to entry. Duties of import shall be paid on the 
discharge of the goods, and duties of tjxport on the lading of the same. 
When all such duties shall have been paid and not before, the col-
lector of customs shall give a port clearance, and the Consul shall 
return the ship's papers. The duties shall be paid to the shroffs 
authorized by the Chinese Government to receive the same. Duties 
shall be paid and received either in sycee silver or in foreign money 
at the rate of the day. If the Consul permits a ship to leave the port 
before the duties an<l. tonnage dues are paid, he shall be held respon-
sible therefor. 
ARTICLE XXIII. 
When goods on board any merchant vessel of the United States in 
port require to be transshipped to another vessel, application shall be 
made to the consul, who shall certify what is the occasion therefor 
to the superintendent of customs, who may appoint officers to ex-
amine into the facts and permit the transshipment. And if any goods 
be transshipped. without written permits, they shall be subject to be 
forfeited to the Chinese Government. 
ARTICLE XXIV. 
Where there are debts dne by subjects of China to eitizens of the 
United State , the Jatter may seek redress in law; and on suihble 
repTosentations being made to the local authorities through the con-
sul, they will cause due examination in the premises, and take proper 
steps to compel satisfaction. And if citizens of the United States be 
indebted to subjects of China, the latter may seek re<lress by repre-
sentation through the consul, or by suit in the Consular Court. But 
neither Government will hold itself responsible fol' such debts. 
ARTICLE XXV. 
It shall be lawful for the officers or citizens of tho United States to 
employ scholars and people of any part of China without distinction 
of per ons to teach any of the languages of the Empire, and to assist 
in lit rary labor ; and the persons so employed shall not for that 
cause be subject to any injury on tho part either of the Government 
or of in<livid.uals; and it shall in like manner bo lawful for citizens of 
the nited 8tates to pnr<'hase all manner of books in China. 
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1\RTICLE XXVI. 
Relations of peace an.cl amity between the United States and China' 
b ino· e. tablished by this treaty, and the vessels of the United States 
b ino· admitted to trade, freely to and from the ports of China open 
to for ign commerce, it is further agreed, that in case at any time 
hereafter China should be at war wit h any foreign nation whatever, 
and should for that cause exclude such nation from entering her ports, 
still the vessels of the United States shall not the less continue to 
pursu their commerce in freedom and security, and to transport· 
O"oods to and from the ports of the belligerent powers, full respect 
b in a- paid to the neutrality of the flag of the United States : provided 
that the said flag sha~l not protect vessels engaged in the transporta-
tion of officers or soldiers in the enemy's service, nor shall said flag 
be fraudulently used to enable the enemy's ships, with their cargoes 
tc enter the ports of China : but all such vessels so offending shall be 
subject to fopfeiture and confiscation to the Chinese Government. 
ARTICLE XXVII. 
All questions in regard to rights whether of property or person, 
a1·ising b tween citizens of the United States in China shall be sub-
ject to the jurisdiction and regulated by the authorities of their own 
Government. And all controversies occurring in China between citi-
z n of the United States and the subjects of any other Government, 
, hall be regulated by the treaties existing between the United States 
and such Governments respectively without interference on the part 
of hina. 1 
ARTICLE XXVIII. 
If citizens of the United States.have special occasion to address any 
communication to the Chinese local officers of Government, t hey shall 
, ubmit the same to their consul or other officer to determine if the 
language be proper and respectful, and the matter just and r ight, in 
which v nt he hall tran mit the same to the appropriate authorit ies 
for heir con ideration and action in the premises. If subjects of 
China hav oc asion to addreE:s the Consul of the United States, they 
may adclre · him directly at the same time they inform their own offi-
c "r ', r pr en tin er the case for his consideration and action in the 
pr mi. eR. And if controversie arise between citizens of the United 
'tat s an 1 subjectR of China, which cannot be amicably settled other-
wi. , th ·am , hall be xamined and decided conformably to justice 
and quity by the public officers of the two nations acting in con-
jun · ion. Th extortion of ill gal f e, · i expressly prohibited. Any 
p c • abl pe1-.·on · ar allow cl to nter the court in order to interpret, 
l ,·t inju,· i h .don 
ARTI LE XXIX. 
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ARTICLE XXX. 
The cont.ra,cting parties hereby agree that should at any time the 
Ta Tsing Empire, grant to any nation or the merchants or citizens of 
any nation, any right, privilege or favor, connected either with navi 
gation, commerce, political or other intercourse which is not conferred 
by this treaty, such right, privilege and favor shall at once freely 
enure to the benefit of the United States, its public officers, merchants 
and citizens. · 
The present treaty of peace, amity and commerce shall be ratified 
by the President of the United States, by and with the advice and 
consent of the Senate, within one year, or sooner, if possible, and by 
the August Sovereign of the Ta Tsing Empire forthwith: and the 
ratifications shall be exchanged within one year from the date of the 
signatures thereof. 
In faith whereof, we the Respective Plenipotentiaries of the United 
States of America and of the '.ra Tsing Empire, as aforesaid, have 
signed and sealed these presents. 
Done at Tientsin, this eighteenth day of June, in the year of our 
Lord one thousand eight hundred and fifty eight, and the Independ-
ence of the United States of America the eighty second, and in the 
eighth year of Hienfung, fifth month and eighth day. 
1858. 
WILLIAM B. REED. 
[SEAL.] 
KWEILIANG. 
HWASHANA. 
[SEAL.] 
TREATY ESTABLISHING TRADE REGULATIONS AND TARIFF. 
Concluded November 8, 1858_; ratification advised by the Senate March 
1, 1859_; ratified by the President March 3, 1859_; ratifications 
exchanged August 15, 1859_; proclaimed---- (Treaties and 
Conventions 1889, p. 169.) · 
ARTICLE. 
I. Tariff and trade regulations. 
Whereas a treaty of Peace, Amity and Commerce between the Ta 
Tsing Empire and the United States of America was concluded at 
Tientsin, and signed at the Temple of Hai-Kwang on the eighteenth 
day of June in'the Year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and 
fifty eight, corresponding with the eight day of the fifth moon of the 
eighth year of Hienfung: which said Treaty was duly ratified by His 
Majesty the Emperor of China on the third day of July following and 
which has been now transmitted for ratification by the President of the 
United States with the advice and consent of the Senate: and whereas 
in the said Treaty it was provided among other things that the Tariff of 
duties to be paid by citizens of the United States on the export and 
import of goods from and into China shall be the same as was agreed 
upon at the Treaty of Wang-hia except so far as it may be modified 
by treaties with other nations, jt being expressly agreed that citizens of 
the United States shall never pay higher duties than those paid by the 
mo. t favored nations: and whereas since the signature of the said 
Tr aty material modificatjons of the said Tad:ff and other matters of 
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c1 tail on t d with and havin°· 1.:elation to the said treaty have b en 
made und r mu ual di ' CU ·ion · by Commis. ioners appointed to that 
nd b t,h Pl nipotentiarie of China, Great Britain and France to 
whi h th a.· ent of the nited tates of America is desired and now 
fr " ly giYen, it ha· b n d termined to record such as ent and agree-
m •nt in the form of a npplementary treaty to be as binding and of 
h , , ·am, ,ffi acy a though they had been inserted in the original 
r:>aty. 
ARTICLE I. 
Th Tari fE and R gulations of Trade and Transit hereunto attached, 
1warino· th, als of the resp ctive Plenipotentiaries of tho United 
'tat ,· and the Ta 'l, ing Empire, shall henceforward and until <luly 
alt r cl und r the provisions of Treaties be in force at the port and 
place · open to commerce. 
In faith whor of, the respective Plenipotentiaries of the U nite<l States 
of Ameri a and of tho Ta Tsing Empire, to wit, on the part of the 
nit d tat ,', .. William B. Reed Envoy Extraor<linary and Mini ter 
Pl 1 nipoi ntiary: and on the part of the Ta Tsing Empire, 
Kw iliang, am mb r of the Privy Council, Captain-general of the 
Plain ·white Banner Division of the Manchu Bannermen, and uper-
int nd nt of th Board of Punishments and 
IIwa:hana, la ical Reader at Banquets, President of the Boar<l of 
1ivil Office, aptain-o- n ral of th Bordered Blue Banner Divi ion of 
th hin · Bannerm n, both of them Plenipotentiaries, with 
Ho Kwei-t ino-, Governor General of the two Kiang provinces, Presi-
d nt of th Board of \Var, and Guardian of the Heir-apparent, 
1ino-,•h n, Pre id nt of the Ordnance office of the Imperial Hou e-
h 11, with th in i o-nia of the cond grade, and 
Twan, a titular PreRident of th Fifth Grade, member of thee, tab-
li, hm nt of the G noral Council, and one of the junior und r, ecre-
t,tri of th Board of Puni hm nt , all of them special Imp rial 
~ mmi ,• ion r · d put d for the purpo e, hav signed and sealed the e 
pr, nt, . 
Don at han<Yhai thi eio-hth day of November, in the Year of our 
Lor n thou and ight hundr d and fifty- i<Yht, and the Ind p nd-
n of th nit d ' at , of Am rica the eighty-third, and in th 
io-h h ar of Hi nfung, th tenth month and third day. 
[ EAL.] WILLIAM B. REED. 
[ EAL.] Ho KWEI-T I G. 
{
KWEILIA G. 
HWASHANA. 
TARIFF IMP PTS. 
MI GSHE . 
TWAN. 
T. M. C. C. 
0 1 5 0 
0 6 5 0 
1 0 0 0 
0 1 5 0 
0 0 7 5 
1 5 0 0 
0 3 5 0 
0 5 5 0 
0 4 5 0 
0 1 5 0 
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Buttons, brass ___________________________ - _____ - _________ per gross __ o· o 5 · 5 
Camphor, baroosclean ____ . ______________________________ per catty __ 
Camphor, baroos, refuse _______________ .. ___ _______ ___________ do ___ _ 
Canvas &cotton-duck, not exceeding 50 yards long _______ per piece __ 
Cardamoms, superior __ __ ___________ __ ________ .. _____ per 100 catties .. _ 
Cardamoms, inferior, o:r: grains-of-paradise ____________________ do ___ _ 
Cinnamon ___________________________ ___ _____ _____ ___________ do ___ _ 
1 3 0 0 
0 7 2 0 
0 4 0 0 
1 0 0 0 
·o 5 0 0 
1 5 0 0 
Clocks, five per cent. ad valorem. Cloves _______________ ___ _______ ___________ ____ _______________ do ___ _ 0 5 0 0 Cloves, mother _____________________________________ __ ________ do ___ _ 0 1 8 0 
g~~ti~~~!i~~-= ~ === = = = = ~ ~= =: ~ ~ ~ = === == = -== ~ == =-= = == = ==i>~i.-ioo~~~}i~~== 0 0 5 0 5 0 0 0 Coral ________ ___ ___ .. _________________________ ~ ___________ per ca tty __ 0 1 0 0 
Cordage, Manila _________ . _________________________ . per 100 catties __ 0 3 5 0 
Carnelians __________________ __ _____________________ . per 100 stones __ 0 3 0 0 
Carnelians, beads ________ . _____________ . ____________ per 100 catties __ 7 0 0 0 Cotton, raw_ _ _ _ . ________ ____ __ .. _____ _____ __ __ . _______________ do ___ _ 0 3 5 0 
Cotton piece goods, gray, white, plain and twilled, exceeding 34 inches 
,wide, and not exceeding 40 yards long _____ . ____________ per piece ~_ 
Cotton piece goods, exceeding 34 inches wide, and exceeding 40 yards 
long ___ . ___ ______ _________________ ____________ per every 10 yards __ 
Cotton piece goods, drills and jeans, not exceeding 30 inches wide, and 
not exceeding 40 yards long ______ . _____________________ per piece __ 
Cotton piece goods, drills and jeans, not exceeding 30 inches wide, and 
not exceeding 30 yards long ____ . ____ . __ . _______________ per piece __ 
Cotton piece goods, T cloths, not exceeding 34 inches wide, and not 
exceeding 48 yards long _________ _______ ____________ ___ _ per piece __ 
Cotton piece goods, T cloths, not exceeding 34 inches wide, and not 
exceeding 24 yards long ______ ______ ___________ __ _____ __ per piece __ 
Cotton, dyed, figured and plain, not exceeding 36 inches wide, and not 
exceeding 40 yards long _______ ____ __________ __ ___ ______ per piece __ 
Cotton, fancy, white brocade and white spotted shirtings, not exceed-
0 0 8 0 
0 0 2 0 
0 1 0 0 
0 0 7 5 
0 0 8 0 
0 0 4 0 
0 1 5 0 
ing 86 inches wide, and not exceeding 40 yards long ___ __ per piece __ 
Cotton, printed chintzes and furnitures, not exceeding 31 inches wide, 
arnl not exceeding 30 yards long ___________ _____________ per piece __ 
Cotton-cambrics, not exceeding 46 inches wide, and not exceeding 24 
0 1 0 0 
0 0 7 0 
cJtt~~~c~~ti•ics,-~~t- ~~~-ee-cii~g -4i i~ches- ;;fa~: a~a -~~t efceere~t~~\2 0 0 7 0 
yards long _______________ __ ____ . _______________________ per piece __ 
Cotton-muslins , not exceeding 46 inches wide, and not exceeding 24 
0 0 3 5 
yards long _________________________________ ___ _________ per piece __ 
Cotton-muslins, not exceeding 46 inches wide, and not exceeding 12 
0 0 7 ;5 
yards long __________________________________ . __ .. ______ per piece __ 
Cotton-damasks, not exceeding 36 inches wide, and not exceeding 40 
0 0 3 5 
yards long __________________ . __________________________ per piece __ 
Cotton-dimities, or quiltings, not exceeding 40 inches wide, and not 
exceeding 12 yards long ________________________________ per piece __ 
0 2 0 0 
0 0 6 5 
Cotton-ginghams, not exceeding 28 inches wide, and not exceeding 30 
yards long _____________ . _____________________________ ._per piece __ 
Cottqn-handkerchiefs, not exceeding one yard square ____ per dozen __ 
Cotton-fustians, not exceeding 35 yards long _____________ _ per piece __ 
Cotton-velveteens, not exceeding 34 yards long ________________ do __ _ _ 
Cotton-thread _________________ _______________ ______ per 100 catties __ 
0 0 3 5 
0 0 2 5 
0 2 0 0 
0 1 5 0 
0 7 2 0 
Cotton-yarn _________________________________ ~ __ ___ . __________ do ___ _ 0 7 0 0 
Cow-bezoar, Indian _______________________________ . ______ per ca tty __ 1 5 0 0 Cutch ________ _______ . ______________________________ per 100 catties __ 
Elephants' teeth, whole ______________________________________ do ___ _ 0 
1 8 0 
4 0 0 0 
Elephants' teeth, broken ______________________________________ do ___ _ 3 0 0 0 
Feathers, kingfisher's, peacock's ____________________________ per 100. _ 
Fish-maws _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ______ .. ___ ___________ per 100 catties ~_ 
Fish-skin ________ . __ ______ ______ _____ _________ . ______________ do _ _ _ . 
0 4 0 0 
1 0 0 0 
0 2 0 0 Flin ts __ ~ ______ __ __________________ . __________________________ do ___ _ 0 0 3 0 Garn bier _____________________ ____ _____ ___ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . __ do ___ _ 0 1 5 0 Garn boge _____________________ . ______________________________ do ___ . 
Ginseng, American crude ___ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _____________________ ____ do ___ _ 
Ginseng, American clarified _______________________ . _ .... ______ do _ . _ 
Gla ·s, window __________________________ per box of 100 square feet __ 
Glue --- __ . __ . ______ ··-- _____________________ .. ______ per 100 catties __ 
1 0 0 0 
6 0 0 0 
8 0 0 0 
0 1 5 0 
0 1 5 0 
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Gold-thread, real _________________ ___ . ___ - - - - - - - : - - - - - - - -per catty _ -
Gold-thread, imitation _________ ______ _______________________ do ___ _ 
Gum-ben~min __________________ _______ ________ ____ per 100 catties __ 1~1i;r:i~;; = =; '. =::;: '. '.; '. l l = l;;;;; ;-; : l ! i; =;;;;=;Iii i; ! 
Horns, buffalo ___________________ ___________ _____ . ____ . _____ _ do ___ . 
Horns, deer _____________ _ _________ ___________ _ . _______ . ____ do ___ . 
Horns, rhinoceros __ ___________________ . __ ____ __________ . _____ do ___ _ 
Indigo, liquid ________ . ____________________ ____ . ____________ ._do ___ _ 
f ~~~~~~d-wa~e : = = = = = = = = = = = = ~ = =: = = = = = = = : : : ~ = ~ = = = = : = = = == = = = = = ~ ~~ = = == Leather _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _____ _____ ___ ___ ___ ___ ____ ____ ____ ____ ________ do ___ _
Linen, fine, as I1ish or Scotch, not exceeding 50 yards long __ per piece __ 
Linen, coarse, as linen and cotton, or silk and linen mixture, not 
exceeding 50 yards long _______ . _________________ ___ ____ per piece __ 
Lucraban seed ___________________ ____ _______ .. ____ __ _ per 100 cattie::L _ 
Mace _____________ ______ _________ ___ . ________ ___ . ___ ___ __ ____ do ___ _ 
Mangrove bark ___ ___ _______ _____ ________ __ _________ ______ ____ do ___ _ 
Metals, copper, manufactured, as in sheets. rods, nails _________ do ___ _ 
Metals, copper, unmanufactured, as in slabs _________ . ________ do ___ _ 
Metals, copper, yellow-metal sheathing and nails ______ ____ ____ do ___ _ 
Metals, copper, Japan _______________ _____ __ ________ __ . _______ do ___ _ 
¥etals, !ron, manufactured, as in ~hee_ts, rods, bars, hoops _____ do ___ _ 
Metals, Hon, unmanufactured, as m pigs ___ ___________ . ______ do ___ _ 
Metals , iron, kentledge _____________________________ ____ ______ do ___ _ 
Metals, iron, wire ______ ___ _____________________ ____ . ________ _ do ___ _ 
Metals, lead, in pigs _____________________ __ . __ . ______________ _ do _ .. __ 
Metals, lead, in sheets ____ _______ __ _____ __ __ . ___ ___ __________ .. do ___ _ 
Metals, quicksilver ______ ______________ . ______ . ___ . ___ . ____________ _ 
Metals, spelter, saleable only under regulations appended per 100 
catties----------------- - -- - --- - ----------------------------------Metals, steeL ______________________________________ .per 100 catties __ 
Metals, tin _________________________________ ________ __________ do ___ _ 
Metals, tin plates ___ __________________________________________ do _ . __ 
Mother-of-pearl shell _ _ _ _ _ __ . __________________ ___ ________ ___ do ___ _ 
Musical boxes, five per cent. ad valorem. Mus els, d1ied _____________________________________________ ___ do ___ _ 
Nutmegs ____________________ . _________________________ ~ ______ do ___ _ 
Olives, unpickl d, salted or pickled ___________________________ do ___ _ 
Opium ___________________ ______ _______ _ .. __ ____________ _______ do ___ _ 
P epper , black ___________________________ . ___ _______ __________ do ___ _ 
P epper , white ______________________ ____ ________ ____ ____ . _____ do ___ _ 
Prawns, dried __________ . _______ . _____________________________ do ___ _ 
Putchuck _________________________________ . ____ .. _____________ do ___ _ 
Rattans _______________ ___ _____________ ______ ____ · _____________ do ___ _ 
R~ie fi~:~~~~= = == = = == ~ ~ = ~= = == = = = ~ ~ = == == = = =~ ~= = = == = = = =per-fio ~:m::: = Saltpetre, ( aleable only under r gulation appended), per hundred 
catties __________________ . ______ . _ .. ______ . ______ . ________ ________ _ 
andal wo d ___ . ________ . ___________________________ per l 00 catties __ 
Sa pan wood ___________________ . _______________________________ do __ _ . 
ea-hor e te th ________________________ . ____________ . _________ do ___ _ 
harks' fins black _. ____________ . __________ . _________________ . do ___ _ 
har ' fins whit _____ . ______________ . _________________ __ ___ _ do ___ _ 
t ~ ::~ ·r .::t~~i ~-:i-:-:-:~~-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-: :-:-::-:-:-:-:~:--: _ii~~l~f ;: : 
'inew uffal and d r ___________ ... _______ . ______ per 100 catties __ 
Skin fox lar _____________________ . ____ . ___________________ each __ 
kin f x m.all ___ . ____________ · __ . _ . _________________________ do ___ _ 
kin ma n _ _ _ _ _ . _ . __ .. ____ . ______________________________ do ___ _ 
kin r ____________ . _______ . ____________________ ______ do ___ _ 
~ : ·ga;er~~-~--:-~~-============:===··---------- --p·i:11~teci== 
T. 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
2 
0 
30 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
0 
1 
2 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
5 
M. C. C, 
6 0 0 
0 3 0 
6 0 0 
6 0 0 
4 5 0 
4 5 0 
4 5 0 
5 0 0 
4 2 0 
2 5 0 
2 5 0 
0 0 0 
1 8 0 
6 5 0 
0 0 0 
4 2 0 
5 0 0 
2 0 0 
0 3 5 
0 0 0 
0 3 0 
5 0 0 
0 0 0 
9 0 0 
6 0 0 
1 2 5 ~ 
0 7 5 
0 1 0 
2 5 0 
2 5 0 
5 5 0 
0 0 0 
2 5 0 
2 5 0 
2 5 0 
4 0 0 
2 0 0 
2 0 0 
5 0 0 
1 8 0 
0 0 0 
3 6 0 
s 0 0 
3 6 0 
6 0 0 
1 5 0 
0 0 0 
1 . 8 0 
5 0 0 
4 0 0 
1 0 0 
0 0 0 
5 0 0 
5 0 0 
0 0 0 
3 0 0 
0 3 0 
5 5 0 
1 5 0 
0 7 5 
1 5 0 
5 0 0 
1 5 0 
0 0 0 
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Skins, doe, hare and rabbit _______________ ~ ____ ----- ___ per hundred __ 
l$i.~~:~~~~~~=~==~~==~:~~-~~:~~~:::::~:::~~~~jJ~~~:~~li~~~: 
~ri~fi! g~·~~~- = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = ~ = = = = = ~ = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = i~ = = = = Stockfish ______________________________________________ . ______ do ___ _ 
Sulphur and brimstone, (saleable only under regulation appended,) per100 catties ___ ________________________________________________ _ 
Telescopes, spy and opera glasses, looking-glasses, mirrors, 5 per cent. 
0 5 0 0 
0 5 0 0 
2 0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 
1 5 0 0 
7 2 0 0 
0 3 0 0 
0 5 0 0 
0 2 0 0 
ad valorem. Tigers' bones _______________ . _____ . _______ . _________ per 100 catties __ 
Timber, masts and spars, hard-wood, not exceeding 40 feet ____ .. each __ 
Timber, masts and spars, hard-wood not exceeding 60 feet _____ do ___ _ 
Timber, masts and spars, hard-wood, exceeding 60 feet ________ do ___ _ 
Timber, masts and spars, soft-wood, not exceeding 40 feet ______ do __ _ _ 
Timber, masts and spars, soft-wood, not exceeding 60 feet _____ ~do ___ _ 
Timber, masts and spars, soft-wood, exceeding 60 feet _______ ._do ___ _ 
Timber, beams, hard-wood, not exceeding 26 feet long, and under 12 
inches square __________________________________ -· - ___ _______ each __ 
Timber, planks, hard-wood, not exceeding 24 feet long, 12 inches wide, 
and 3 inches thick _________________ ____ ______ . ______ ____ _ per 100 __ 
1 5 5 0 
4 0 0 0 
6 0 0 0 
10 0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 
4 5 0 0 
6 5 0 0 
0 1 5 0 
3 5 0 0 
Timber, planks, hard-wood, 11ot exceeding 16 feet long, 12 inches wide, 
and 3 inches thick __ .. ___ . __________________ . ____________ per 100 __ 2 0 0 0 
Timber, plank, soft-wood ___ . __________________ per 1,000 square feet __ 
Timber, plank, teak _______________ .. _________________ per cubic foot __ 
Tinder __ ___________________________________________ per 100 catties __ 
0 7 0 0 
0 0 3 5 
0 3 5 0 Tortoise-shell ______ __ ___________ . ______ ________________ per ca tty ___ _ 0 2 5 0 
Tortoise-shell, broken ____________________________________ __ ___ do ___ _ 0 0 7 2 Umbrellas ______________________________________ . _____________ each __ 0 0 3 5 
Velvets, not exceeding 34 yards long ______________________ per piece __ 
Watches ____________ . ___ _____ _____________________________ per pair __ o. 1 8 0 1 0 0 0 
Watches, emaillees a per les ___________________________________ do ___ _ 
Wax, Japan __________ _________________________________ per 100 catties 
Woods, camagon __________ ___ ______ ________ ________ _______ ___ do __ . _ 
Woods, ebony ___ . _____ ____________ ______ ___ _____ __________ ___ do ___ _ 
;~~i:: i::;~~~t= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = ==== = = == =· = = == = = = j~= = = = Woods, kranjee, 35 feet long, 1 foot 8 inches wide, and 1 foot thick, 
4 5 0 0 
0 6 5 0 
0 0 3 0 
0 1 5 0 
2 0 0 0 
0 4 5 0 
each- - ------------------------------------------------ - ---- - ----- 0 8 0 0 Woods, laka ________________________________________ per 100 catties __ 0 1 4 5 Woods, red. ___ _____ ______________ _________________ ______ ____ _ do_ . __ 0 1 1 5 
Woollen manufactures, viz, blankets ____ ____ ____ ____ ______ per pair __ 
Woollen broadcloth and Spanish stripes, habit and medium cloth, 
0 2 0 0 
51 a 64: inches wide ___________ ____ __ ___________ __ ______ per chang __ 
Woollen, long ells, 31 inches wide _______ ________ ________ ___ ___ do ___ _ 
Woollen camlets, English, 31 inches wide _____________________ do ___ _ 
Woollen camlets, Dutch, 33 inches wide ________ ____ _______ ___ do ___ _ 
0 1 2 0 
0 0 4 5 
0 0 5 0 
0 1 0 0 
Woollen camlets, imitation and bombazettes __________________ do ___ _ 0 0 3 5 
Woollen cassimeres, flannel, and narrow cloth ______________ __ do ___ _ 0 0 4 0 
Woollen lastings, 31 inches wide ______________________________ do ___ _ 
Woollen lastings, imitation and Orleans, 34 inches wide ____ __ _ do ___ _ 
W o_ollen bunting, not exceeding 24 inches wide, 40 yards long, per 
p1ece----- - ---------------- - -----------------------------~--------
0 0 5 0 
0 0 3 5 
0 2 0 0 
Woollen and cotton mixture, viz, lustres, plain and brocaded, not 
exceeding 31 yards long ___________ _______ ___ : _ . ________ per piece __ 
Woollen, inferior Spanish stripes __ __________ • ________ . __ per chang __ 
Woollen yarn _________________ . ____________________ .per 100 catties._ 
0 2 0 0 
0 1 0 0 
3 0 0 0 
TARIFF ON EXPORTS. 
1t;:t:.~~t~~ ~~~;;~'.-:-:: :-:-::-: :-: :_ :_ :_ :_:: :-: :-:-i: :-:-: :-: : r~ ! ~~:~~tr: 0 0 4 5 0 1 0 0 0 5 0 0 Anise-seed, broken _______________________ ___________________ _ do __ _ _ 0 2 5 0 Ani e-seed, oil ___________ ~ _________________________ ___________ do ___ _ 5 0 0 0 Apricot seeds,or almonds __________________________ __________ do ___ _ 0 4 5 0 
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Ar enic _______________________________ ___ __________ per 100 catties __ 0 4 5 0 
Artifi i:1,1 flowers _______ . ________ . ____ - - - ___ -- - - - - -- - _ - - - - - - __ do_ _ _ 1 5 0 0 
Barn boo ware ____________________ . - - - -- -- - . - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - -do_ _ _ _ 0 7 5 0 
Bangles, or gla s armlets _____ . ____ ... - . - __ - . - - . - - - - - .. - . _____ . do____ 0 
Beans and p a , ( xcept from New Chwang and Tang Chow,) _do____ 0 
Bean cake, ( except from New Chwang and Tang Chow,) _____ .. do____ 0 
Bone and horn ware ___________ - - --- - - - - -- - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . _do____ 1 
5 0 0 
0 6 0 
0 3 5 
5 0 0 
Bras buttons ______ . ___ - - __ - - - - - -- - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _do_ - - - 3 0 0 0 
Brass foil _________________ - -- - - . - - - - - -- - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - . - - -do ~ __ . 1 5 0 0 
Brass ware ____________________ . _ - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - -do - __ . 1 0 0 0 
Brass wire ____________________ _____ -- - - - _ - _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .. do _ _ _ _ 1 1 5 0 8:::s~~1~ -_-_ -_-_ -_ -_ -_-__ -_ -_-_ -_-_-_-_ -_ -_ -_-_ -_ -_-_-_ -_ -_-_-_ ~---_-_-_-_ -_-_ -_-_ -_-_-_-_ -_ -_ pe; tiio~~a°~a:: ~ 7 5 0 5 0 0 
Cantharides ------------------- -------- - ---- ________ per 100 catties __ 2 0 0 0 
Ca poor cutchery _________________ - - - . - - -_. ~. _ - - - _ - - - - _. _ - ___ . do____ 0 
Carpets and druggets ___ __ _____ _______________________ per hundred__ 3 
as ia lignea _______________________________________ per 100 catties __ 0 
Cas ia buds _________________________ . ___ - _____________ . ______ do_ _ _ _ 0 
3 0 0 
5 0 0 
6 0 0 
8 0 0 Ca sia twigs _________________ . ______________________ . ___ _____ do_ _ _ _ 0 
Cassia oil ______ ______ _____ . _ - - - _ - - - __ - - - ____ . _ - - - _________ ___ do_ _ _ _ 9 
1 5 0 
0 0 0 Castor oil ___________________________ . - . - ________ ~ _______ . ____ do_ _ _ _ 0 2 0 0 
h stnuts _______ ____________ _ . __ . ____ .. _. _____ . ___ _________ . _. do ____ 0 1 0 0 hina root _____________________ -______________________________ do __ _ _ 0 1 3 0 
Irina ware, fine _______________________________ __ . _ . _____ . ____ do_ _ _ _ 0 
hina ware, coar e ______________________ . ______ . __ . ______ . ___ . do ____ 0 
9 0 0 
4 5 0 Cinnabar ________________ _______ . _______ . ____ ________ ________ do_ _ _ _ 0 7 5 0 Clothing, cotton. _____________________ _______________ _________ do _ _ _ _ 1 
Clothing, ilk . _______________________ ____________ . __________ . do_ . _ _ 10 
Coal _______ . _____ . ____ . ____ . _________________________________ do ___ .. 0 
5 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 4 0 Coir ___ ______ . ____ . ___________ . - __ __ ______ __ . ____ . ___ ... __ ... do ___ . 0 1 0 0 
opper ore _______________________________ . _______ . ____ . ______ do _ _ _ _ 0 
opper ah ea thing, old ___________________________________ ____ . do_ ___ 0 
Copper ancl pewter ware _______________ .. ______________________ do_ _ _ _ 1 
oral , false ___________________________________ ____ _______ . ___ do_ _ _ _ 0 
·5 0 0 
5 0 0 
1 5 0 
3 5 0 
otton, raw ____________________ . ______________ _______________ do____ 0 3 5 0 Cotton, rags ______ . ____ . ______________________________________ do_ _ _ _ 0 
ow b z ar. _______ • _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ per catty__ 0 
'racker ,fireworks _________________________________ per 100 catties __ 0 
u b bs ____ ___ . _______________________ . _____________ __ . ______ do_ _ _ _ 1 
0 4 5 
3 6 0 
5 0 0 
5 0 0 
Curiosities, antique , 5 per cent. ad valorem. 
Date , black __________________________________________ _______ . do. _ _ _ 0 1 5 0 Date , red ___ __ ___ __ ___ _______________________________________ do ____ 0 0 9 0 
Dy ,green _____ __________________________ ___ ----------· _peir catty __ 0 
Egg pr ·ervecl ______________________________________ per thousand __ 0 
Fan ,feather _________________________________________ per hundred __ 0 
0 0 
3 5 0 
7 5 0 
Fan , pa per ________ ___ . ________ . _ _ _ _ ___________________ . ___ . do _ . _ _ 0 
Fan palm leaf trimmed _____________________________ per thousand __ 0 
Fan , palm 1 af, untrimmed _______________________________ ___ do_ _ _ _ 0 
0 4 5 
3 6 0 
2 0 0 Flt uttings, ________________________________________ per 100 catties 0 
F lt apR _____ __ ______________ _________ : _____________ .per hundred __ 1 1 0 0 2 5 0 
Fungu ,or argaric _________________________________ _ per 100 catties .. 0 6 0 0 
alangal _______ .4 _______ _______________ _______ ______________ do_ _ _ _ 0 
arHc ________________________________________________ _______ do___ _ 0 1 0 0 0 3 5 
in ng nativ , :- per c nt. ad valorem. 
in. ng, or anorJapan,l·tquality ___ ____ _____________ per catty __ 0 
in. ng, 'or an r Japan,2d quality _________________________ do ____ 0 
Ha .. b acl ---------- ----------------- ------------ _perlO0catties .. 0 la or vitiifi d war ___ . ___________________________________ do___ _ 0 
5 0 0 
3 5 0 
5 0 0 
5 0 0 
ra. - ·l th fin ________________________________ . __ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ do ____ 2 5 0 0 
'ra .. -cl th, oar · ____________ . ______________________________ do__ __ 0 7 5 0 
ronn -nut _______ _________________________________ _________ do ____ O 1 0 0 
'round-nut . . c·ak ____________________ ______________________ do ... _ 0 0 3 0 yp:um gr nu 1 r pla. t r f Paris. __________________________ do_ ___ O 
Hair cam 1 · · _ ..•.••... ___ . _ .. ________________________________ do _ _ _ 1 0 3 0 0 0 0 
;;:t:-~~-0~;;,;:,ii:: :: ::::=::=: ::: ::=: :: : : ::: : : : : :: : : : :: :: Jt:: ~ 1 0 5 5 0 3 5 0 
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!~r:." ;;~~i ~~~~i·-· :-:-:-_-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-~:: :-:: -: : : :-: ~: :-· : :1'01: 10~:tt. 
Horns, deer 's, old ___ _____________ _____ ______________ per 100 catties __ 
India ink ____________ . _____________ ___ - - ___ - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -do - - - -
0 3 5 0 
0 9 0 0 
0 9 0 0 
1 3 5 0 
4 0 0 0 }~!~:rc;t :· :·:: :· :· ::: : :·::·:-:·:·:·:·:·: ·:·:·:- :·:-::: :·:: : :·:·:-:ii~iti~l~i.:: 1 0 0 0 0 1 i5 0 0 2 0 0 
Kittysols, or paper umbrellas __ _______________________ per hundred __ 
Lacquered ware _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ______________ . ___ . ____ per 100 catties __ 
tm~itt.fcl~t~;i:: :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : • : : : : : : : : : : •: • •:::: • Jt::: 
Lead, yellow, ( massicot,) __ _____________ _______________ - ______ do ___ _ 
Leather articles, as pouches, purses _____ ______ ______________ __ do ___ _ 
tt:~~;· ' -~~~~~ -= = = = = = = = ~ = ~ = : = = ~ = = = = = = = = = ~ = = = = = = : = = = = = = = ~ : : = ~ : : ~~ = = : = Lily flowers, dried ______ ____ _________ __ _______ ~ __________ . __ · __ do __ _ _ 
Lily-seed, or lotus nuts _______________ ___ _______ ______________ do __ _ _ 
Licorice ____ ___________ ____ __________________ . _______ ________ do ___ _ 
0 5 0 0 
1 0 0 0 
0 6 0 0 
0 3 5 0 
0 3 5 0 
0 3 5 0 
1 5 0 0 
1 8 0 0 
0 2 0 0 
0 2 7 .o 
0 5 0 0 
0 1 3 5 
Lungngan ____________________________________________ . ______ do ___ _ 
Lungngan, without the stone _____ ___ _________ _______ _______ __ do ___ _ 
Manure-cakes, or poudrette __________ : ________________________ do __ _ _ 
Marble slabs _____ ____ __ ___ __________________________ ____ __ __ _ do ___ _ 
0 2 5 0 
0 3 5 0 
0 0 9 0 
0 2 0 0 
Mats of all kinds _____________________________________ per hundred __ 0 2 0 0 
Matting _______________ . ___ . ___________ __ ____ . _ per roll of 40 yards __ 
Melon-seeds ________________________ ___ _____________ per 100 catties __ 
0 2 0 0 
0 1 0 0 
l\fother-o'-pearl ware _____________ _______ _________ ______ __ per catty __ 
Mushrooms ______________________________ ____ .. _____ . per 100 catties __ 
0 1 0 0 
1 5 0 0 
Musk_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _______________ per ca tty __ 0 9 0 0 
Nankeen and native cotton cloths ___ ________________ per 100 catties __ 1 5 0 0 N utgalls ________________ _____________________________________ do _ . __ 
Oil, as bean, t ea, wood, cotton, and hemp seed _________________ do ___ _ 
0 5 0 0 
0 3 0 · 0 Oiled pa per _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . ___ _________________ ____ _ do ___ _ 
Olive-seed __ __ __ _____ __________________ ______ __ _______________ do ___ _ 0 4 5 0 0 3 0 0 
Oyster shells, sea shells ___________ . _________ ______ ________ ___ _ q.o ___ _ 
Paint, green ______________________ ~ ______ ________________ _ .. ___ do __ _ _ 
Palampore, or cotton bedquilts _________ . ______________ per hundred __ 
0 0 9 0 
0 4 5 0 
2 7 5 0 
Pa per, 1st quality _______ _____________________ · _______ per 100 catties __ 0 7 0 0 
Paper, 2d quality _______________________________ .. _____________ do ___ _ 0 4 0 0 Pearls, false _________________ .. _________________________ · _______ do ___ _ 2 0 0 0 P eel, orange ___ . _________ . ____________ ______ ______ ____________ do ___ _ 0 3 0 0 
P eel, pumelo, 1st quality ___________ . ______________ _ . _______ ___ do ___ _ 0 ,1 5 0 
P eel, pumelo, 2d quality ____ _____________________ __ ___ .. _____ __ do ___ _ 
P eppermint leaf_ __________________ . ____ ___ __________________ do ___ _ 0 1 5 0 0 1 0 0 P eppermint oil __ _______ . ___ . __ . _________ _____________________ do ___ _ 
Pictures and paintings _______________________________ _ . ______ each __ 
Pictures on pith or rice paper ______ ___________ __ _____ per hundred __ 
Pottery , earthenware _ _ _ _ __________________________ per 100 catties __ 
Preserve, comfits and sweetmeats ____________ . _______ . ________ do ___ _ 
3 5 0 0 
0 1 0 0 
0 1 0 0 
0 0 5 0 
0 5 0 0 Rattans, split _____________________________ . _______________ .. __ do __ .. 0 2 5 0 Rattan ware ____ ________________________ .. ___________________ do ___ _ 0 3 0 0 Rhubarb ___ ___________________ _________ ___ ______ ______________ do· ___ . 1 2 5 0 
Rice or paddy, wheat, millet , and other grains ________________ do ___ _ 
Rugs of·hair or skin ________ . _____________________ . ___________ each __ 0 1 0 0 0 0 \) 0 
1~[€~~~.:~!~~~~~~~~~:;:~~:~:~:::;:;:.:;:;:;;:-:~~-;-~}}!~~!i~: 
0 1 5 0 
0 1 0 0 
0 1 5 0 
0 1 3 5 
Shoes and boots, leather or satin __________ ._per ono hundred pairs __ 
Shoes, straw ____________________ .. __ . ____________________ __ ___ do ___ _ 3 0 0 0 0 1 8 0 
Silk, raw and thrown ___________________ ____________ perl00 catties __ 
Silk, yellow, from Szechuen _______________________ . ___ . ______ do ___ _ 
Silk, reeled from Dupions _____________ . _____ ______ . __________ do ___ _ 
Silk, wild raw ___ . ______________________________ . ____________ do ___ _ 
10 0 0 0 
7 0 0 0 
5 0 0 0 
2 5 0 0 Silk, l'efuse ____________ ____ ____________________ . ___ __ . ________ do ___ _ 1 0 0 0 Silk, cocoons _______ ________ _ ________________________________ do __ _ _ 3 0 0 0 
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Silk flo ,Canton ____ ____ : ____ _________ ____ __ ___ __ _ per100catties __ 4 3 0 0 
ilk, fl.o , from other provmces _______ __ - _ - . - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - _do_ - - _ 10 0 0 0 
ilk, ribbons and thread ____ ______ ______ _______________________ do ____ 10 0 0 0 
ilk, piece good , pongees, shawls, scarfs, crape, satm, gauze, v~lvet 
and embroidered goods _______ _____ _____ - - - - - - - - - -per 100 catties_ _ 12 0 0 0 
Silk,piecegoods,SzechuenandShantung ____________________ do ___ __ 4 5 0 0 
Ht·c~p ~1- _ ~ -_-_-_ -_ -_ -_-_ -_ -_ -_-_ -_ -_ -_ -_ -_ -_ -_-_-_ -_ -_-_ ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ -_ -_ -_ -_ ~ ~ -_ -_ -_ -_ ~ ~ p-e~-h~~~~ea: = 1i i i i 
ilk and cotton mixtures ___ . _____ ____ ______ ____ - ____ per 100 catties_ _ 5 5 0 0 
~~~f{ and_gold w-~~e- ~==~~~=~~~=== ========= =========== ==== ==== ~~ == == 1i i i i 
~riaw braid _____ ===~ =~============= == ==============~~=======~~~ ==== ~ i ~ ~ !~I ;}~#tt/UI)/II/I\I\I]F; ! !l ! 
Tin foil _____________________________ ___________ -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . do _ _ _ _ 1 2 5 0 
~~t:~~~ : f::r~-~~-======== ===================================~~ ==== ~ t ~ i Tortoise shell ware _____________ . _____ ____ _.. ______________ per ca tty_ _ 0 2 0 0 
Trunk, leather _____________________________________ per 100 catties __ 1 5 0 0 
Tmmeric _ . ____ ____________ ________________ ______ . _ . _____ ____ do ___ . 0 1 0 0 
I~~ ~:ifJ~~c~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::Jt::: ~ ~ g ~ 
Varni h, or crude lacquer __________________________ _________ . do ____ 0 5 0 0 
V rmicelli ____ . ____________________________ . ____ ___ : _________ do _ _ _ _ 0 1 8 0 
Vermillion ______ ____ ______ ____ _________ ____ _____ _____________ do_ _ _ _ 2 5 0 0 
Wax,white orinsect ________________ _____ ____________________ do ____ 1 5 0 0 
Wood, piles , polesandjoists ______________________ _____ ______ each __ 0 0 3 0 
Wood ware _______________________ . _______ __ ________ per 100 catties_ _ 1 1 5 0 
Wool _______________ __ _______ ______________ __________________ do _ _ _ _ O 3 5 O 
[ EAL.] WILLIAM B. REED. 
R ULE I. 
Unenumerated goods. 
Article not enum rated in the li t of exports, but enumerated in the list of 
imp rt , wh n xport d, shall pay the amount of duty set against them in the list 
f Import ; and . imilarly, articles not enumerated in the list of Imports, but 
numerateu. in the list of Export , when imported, will pay the amount of duty 
t again t th min th list of Exports. 
Article not enumerated in eith r li t, nor in the list of duty free goods, shall 
pay an ad valorem duty of five per cent. , calculated upon their market value. 
RULE II. 
Duty F1 ·ee Goods. 
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RULE TII. 
Contraband Goods. 
Import and Export Trade is alike prohibited in the following articles: 
Gunpowder, Shot, Cannon, Fowling-pieces, Rifles, Muskets, Pistols and all 
other munitions and Implements of war: and salt. 
RULE IV. 
Weights and Measures. 
In the calculations of the Tariff, the weight of a pecul of one hundred Catties is 
held to be equal to one hundred and thirty-three and one-third pounds avoirdu-
pois; and the length of a chang of ten Chinese feet to be equal to one hundred and 
forty-one English inches. 
One Chinese chih is held to equal fourteen and one-tenth inches English: and 
four yards English, less three inches, to equal one chang. 
RULE V. 
Regarding certain commodities heretofore contraband. 
The restrictions affecting trade in opium, cash, grain, pulse, sulphur, brimstone, 
saltpetre and spelter, are relaxed under the following conditions: 
1. Opium will henceforth pay thirty taels per· pecul, import duty. The importer 
will sell it only at the port. It will be carried into the interior by Chinese only, 
and only as Chinese property; the foreign trader will not be allowed to accompany 
it. The provision 01. the Treaty of Tien-tsin, conferring privileges by virtue of the 
most favored clause, so far as respects citizens of the United States going into the 
interior to trade, or paying transit-duties, shall not extend to the article of opium, 
the transit-duties on which will be arranged as the Chinese government see fit; 
nor in future revisions of the tariff is the same rule of revision to be applied to 
opium as to other goods. 
2. Copper Cash. The export of cash to any foreign port is prohibited: but it 
shall be lawful for citizens of the United States to ship it at one of the open ports 
of China to another, on compliance with the following regulation;-The shipper 
shall give notice of the amount of cash he desires to ship, and the port of its des-
tination, and shall bind himself, either by a bond with two sufficient sureties, or 
by depositing such other security as may be deemed by the Customs satisfactory, 
to return, within six months from the date of clearance, to the collector at the 
port of shipment, the certificate issued by him, with an acknowledgment thereon, 
of the receipt of the cash at the port of destination by the collector at that port, 
who shall thereto affix his seal: or failing the production of the certificate to 
forfeit a sum equal in value to the cash shipped. 
Cash will pay no duty inwards or outwards, but a freight, or part-freight of 
cash, though no other cargo be on board, will render the vessel carrying it liable 
to tonnage dues. · 
3. The export of rice and all other grains whatsoever, native or foreign, no mat-
ter where grown, or whence imported, to any foreign port, is prohibited; but these 
commodities may be carried by citizens of the United States from one of the open 
ports of China to another under the same conditions in respect of security as cash, 
on payment at the port of shipment of the duty specified in the Tariff. 
No import duty shall be levyable upon rice or grain, but a freight or part-freight 
of rice or ~rain, though no other cargo be on board, will render the vessel import-
ing it liable to tonnage dues. 
4. Pulse. The export of Pulse and Bean-cake from Tang-chau, and Nin-chwang, 
under the American flag is prohibited. From any of the other open ports they 
may be shipped on payment of the tariff duty , either to other ports of China or 
to foreign countries. ' 
5. Saltpetre, Sulphur, Brimstone and Spelter, being deemed by the Chinese to be 
munitions of war, shall not be imported by citizens of the United States save at 
the requisition of the Chinese government, or for sale to Chinese duly authorized 
to purcha e them. No permit to land them shall be issued until the customs have 
proof that the necessary authority has been given to the purchaser. It shall not 
be lawful for citizens of the United States to carry these commodities up the Yang-
t z'-Kiang, or into any port other than those open on the seaboard, nor to accom-
pany them into the interior on behalf of Chinese. They must be sold at the ports 
only, and except at the ports, they will be regarded as Chinese property. 
Infractions of the conditions, as above set forth, under which trade in opium, 
ca h, grain, pulse, sulphur , brimstone, saltpetr e and spelter, may be henceforward 
carried on, will be punishable by confiscation of all the goods concerned. 
7468-8 
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RULE VI. 
Liability of Vessels entering Port. 
For the pr v ntion f misunderstanding, it is agreed that American vessels must 
b r port d to the corn;ul within twenty-four hours, counting from the ti11:1-e the 
v el com s within the limits of the port; and that the same rule be applied to 
tho forty-eight hours allowed by art. 19 of the Treaty to remain in port without 
payment of tonnage dues. . . . . 
The limits of the ports shall be defined by the customs with all consideration 
for tho conv nience of trade compatible with due protection of the Revenue; also 
th limit of the anchorages within which lading and discharging are permitted 
by the Cu tom , and the same shall be notified to the consuls for public infor-
mation. 
RULE VII. 
Transit Dues. 
It is agreed that the amount of transit dues legally levyable upon merchandise 
imported or exported shall be one-half the Tariff duties, except in the case of the 
duty-freo good liable to a transit duty of two and a. half per cent. ad valorem, as 
pr vided in No. 2 of these Rules. · 
Merchandise shall be cleared of its transit dues under the following regulations:-
In the ca e of imports. Notice being given at the port of entry from w hich the 
imports are to be forwarded inland, of the nature and quantity of the goods, the 
i:;hip from from which they have been landed, and the place inland to which they 
arc bound, with all other necessary particulars, the Collector of Customs shall, on 
due inspection made, and on receipt of the transit duty due, issue a Transit Duty 
'ortificate. This must be produced at every barrier station and viseed.-No fur-
th r duty will be levyable upon imports so certificated, no matter how distant the 
pla of their destination. 
In the ca e of exports. Produce purchased by a citizen of the United States in 
th int rior, will be in pected and taken account of at the first barrier it passes on 
its way to tho port of shipment. A memorandum, showing the amount of the prod-
u , and th port at which it is to be hipped, w1ll be deposited there by the per-
on in charge of the produc . He will then receive a certificate, which must be 
xhibited and vi eed at every Barrier on his way to the port of shipment. On the 
arrival of the produce at the barrier nearest the port, notice must be given to the 
customs at the port, and the transit dues due thereon being paid it wi~l be passed. 
n xportation the produce will pay the tariff duty. 
Any att mpt to pa goods inwards or outwards otherwise than in compliance 
with th rule h r laid down, will render them liable to confiscation. Unauthor-
iz d ale in transit-ii of good that have been entered as above for a port, will 
r ncl r th m liable to confi cation. Any attempt to pass goods in excess of the 
quantity p ified in th c rtificate will render all the goods of the same denomi-
nation named in the certificate liable to confiscation. Permission to export 
pr du· which ·annot be proved to have paid its transit dues, will be refused by 
th ·u ·toms until the transit dues shall have been paid . 
. RULE VIII. 
Tracle with the Capital. 
It i agr cl tlul,t n itiz n of the United States, shall have the privilege of 
nt ring th ·apital ity of Peking for th purposes of trade. 
RULE IX. 
Abolition of the Meltage Fee. 
R LEX. 
ol lion of rlntie8 11 nder on system, at all Ports. 
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The high officer appointed by the Chinese Government to superintend foreign 
trade -will accordingly, from time to time, either himself visit, or will send a 
deputy to visit the different ports. The said high officer ·will be at liberty of his 
own choice, independently of the suggestion or nomination of any American 
authority, to select any citizen of the United States he may see fit to aid him in the 
administration of the customs revenue, in the prevention of smuggling, in the 
definition of port-boundaries, or in discharging the duties of harbor-master;-also 
in the distribution of lights, buoys, beacons, and the like, the maintenance of 
which shall be provided for out of the tonnage dues. 
The Chinese Government will adopt what measures it shall find requisite to 
prevent smuggling up the Yang-tsz' Kiang, when that river shall oe open to trade. 
[SEAL.] WILLIAM B. REED. 
1858. 
CLAIMS CONVENTION 
Concluded November 8, 1858J· ratification advised by the Senate ~March 
1, 185DJ· ratified by the President March 3, 1859J· rat(fications ex-
changed August 15, 1859. (Treaties an<l Conventions, 1889, p. 178.) 
The arrangement made at Tien-Tsin, and called a convention by 
the preamble to this convention, was made through the medium of 
correspondence, and the supplemental convention of November 8,-
1858, was entered into to carry it into effect. Under this convention 
$735,238.97 was paid to the United States minister to China, and a 
commission appointed to decide uponthe claims. The commission 
awarded claimants $488,187.95, and the Chinese Government refusing 
to receive the surplus it was finally transmitted to the United States 
and invested in Government bonds. From this fund there was paid 
out by the Secretary of State for claims against China $281,319.64, 
and on April 24, 1885, the balance, amounting to $45Q,400. 90, was 
returned to the Chinese minister at Washington. 
1868. 
TREATY OF TRADE, CONSULS, AND EMIGRATION. 1 
Concluclecl July 4, 1868J· r_cd~fication advised by the Senate with amend-
ments July 24, 1868J· amendments incorporated in the tr-eaty July 
28, 1868J· ratifiecl by the President October 19, 1868J· ratifications 
exchangecl November 23, 1869J· proclaimed February 5, 1870. (Trea-
ties and Conventions, 1889, p. 179.) • 
ARTICLES. 
I. Jurisdiction over land in China. V. Voluntary emigration. 
II. Re~ulation of commerce. VI. Privileges of travel and residence. 
III. Chmese consuls. VII. Education. 
IV. Religious freedom. VIII. Internal improvements in China. 
Whereas since the conclusion of the treaty between the United 
States of America and the Ta-Tsing Empire, (China) of the 18 th of 
1 See Treaty of June 18, 1858, p. 95. 
F deral cases: Chae Chan Ping v. U.S., 130 U.S., 581; Ex parte Lau Ow Bew, 
141 U.S., 583; Lau Ow Bew v. U.S., 144 U.S., 47; Fong Yue Ting v. U.S., 149 U.S., 
6!) ; In .r Ah Fong, 3 Sawyer, 144; Chapman v. Toy Long, 4 Sawy., 28; Baker v. 
Portland, 5 Sawy., 566; In re Wong Yung Quy, 6 Sawy., 237,442; In re Ah Chong, 
6 Sawy., 451; In re Panott, 1 Fed. Rep., 481; U.S. v. Douglas, 17 Fed. Rep., 634. 
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Jun 1 5 ', •ir •u111.·tan shave arisen showing the necessity of addi-
tional articl ,' th reto, th President of the United States and the 
uo-u •t ov r io·n of the Ta-'rsing Empire, have named for their Plen-
ip t n iari •, to wit: The President of the U~ited ~tates of America, 
\\ illiam II. ' ward, ecretary of State, and I-Iis MaJesty the Emperor 
f hina An on Burlingame, accredited as his Envoy Extraordinary 
all(l Mini ·t r Pl nipotentiary, and Chih-Kang and Sun Chia-Ku, of 
the :e ncl Chin" e rank, a sociated High Envoys and Ministers of his 
,•aid faje ,ty ;· and the aid Plenipotentiaries, after having exchanged 
th ir full pow rs, found to be in due and proper form, have agreed 
upon the following Articles: 
ARTICLE I. 
Ili · Maj ty the Emperor of China, being of the opinion that, in 
making con essions to the citizens or ubjects of foreign powers of 
t11 privileg of re iding on certain tracts of land, or resorting to cer-
tain wa,t r · of that Empire for purposes of trade, he has by no means 
r linqui heel his right of eminent domain or dominion over the said 
land and water , hereby agrees that no such concession or grant shall 
b on,-tru d to give to any power or party which may be at war with 
or ho. ti1 to th nited States the right to attack the citizens of the 
nit l tate or their property within the said lands or waters. And 
th nited tate , for themselves, hereby agree to abstain from 
!I n, ·iv ly attackin°· the citizens or subjects of any power or party or 
th fr prop rty with which they may be at war on any such tract of 
land or water, of the said Empire. But nothing in this article shall be 
onstru cl to pr v nt th U nitecl tate · from resisting an attack by any 
hostil pow r or party upon their citizens or their property. 
It i furth r agr cl that if any right or interest in any tract of land 
in hina ha been or hall hereafter ue granted b; the Government of 
~hina to th nited tat or their citizens for purposes of trade or com-
m r , hat o-rant hall in no event be construed to divest the Chine ·e 
auth riti · of th ir right of j uri diction over persons and property 
within , aid tra t of land, x ept o far as that right may have been 
'pr · 'ly r linqui h l by treaty. 
ARTICLE II. 
ARTI LE III. 
RTI LE l . 
trraty f th 1 th of .Jun 1 , c , ha vino- ,, ipu-
f lu-i, • ian •i iz n · of h" nit d 'tat and 
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Chinese converts from persecution in China on account of their faith, 
it is further agreed that citizens of the United States in Chin~ of every 
religious persuasion, and Chinese subjects in the United States, shall 
enjoy entire liberty of conscience, and shall be exempt from all dis-
ability or persecution on account of their religious faith or worship in 
either country. Cemeteries for sepulture of the dead, of whatever 
nativity or nationality, shall be held if1 respect and free from disturb-
ance or profanation. 1 
ARTICLE V. 
The United States of America and the Emperor of China cordially 
recognize the inherent and inalienable right of man to change his 
home and allegiance, and also the mutual advantage of the free 
migration and emigration of their citizens and subjects, respectively, 
from the one country to the other, for purposes of curiosity, of trade, or 
as permanent residents. The High contracting parties, therefore, join 
inreprobatinganyotherthananentirelyvoluntaryemigrationforthese 
purposes. They consequently agree to pass laws making it a penal 
offence for a citizen of the United States or Chinese subjects to take 
Chinese subjects either to the United States or to any other foreign 
country, or for a Chinese subject or citizen of the United States to 
take citizens of the United States to China or to any other foreign 
country, without their free and voluntary consent, respectively. 2 
ARTICLE VI. 
Citizens of the United States visiting or residing in China shall 
enjoy the same privileges, immunities or exemptions in respect to 
travel or residence as may there be enjoyed by the citizens or subjects 
of the most favored nation. And, reciprocally, Chinese subjects visit-
ing or residing in the United States, shall enjoy the same privileges, 
immunities, and exemptions in respect to travel or residence, as may 
there be enjoyed by the citizens or subjects of the most favored nation. 
But nothing herein contained shall be held to confer naturalization 
upon citizens of the United States in China, nor upon the subjects of 
China in the United States. 3 • 
ARTICLE VII. 
Citizens of the United States shall enjoy all the privileges of the 
public educational institutions under the control of the Government 
of China, and reciprocally, Chinese subjects shall enjoy all the privi-
leges of the public educational institutions under the control of the 
Government of the United States, which are enjoyed in the respec-
tive countries by the citizens or subjects of the most favored nation. 
The citizens of the United Stapes may freely establish and maintain 
schools within the Empire of China at those places where foreigners 
are by treaty permitted to reside, and, reciprocally, Chinese subjects 
may enjoy the same privileges and immunities in the United States. 
ARTICLE VIII. 
The United States, always disclaiming and discouraging all practices 
of unnec s ary dictation and intervention by one nation in the affairs 
01· domestic admini tration of another, do hereby freely disclaim and 
1 See Article XXIX, p.104. 
2 U. S. Stats., Vol. 1 :p. 477. a See Treaty of March 17, 1894, p. 122. 
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di avow any intention or right to intervene in the domestic adminis-
trat10n of China in regard to the construction of railroads, telegraphs 
or other material internal improvements. On the other hand, His 
Maje ty, the Emperor of China, reserves to himself the right to decide 
the time and manner and circumstances of introducing such imp1·ove-
ments within his dominions. With this mutual understanding it i 
agreed hy the contracting parties that if at any time hereaft~r His 
Imperial Majesty shall determine to construct or cause to be con-
structed works of the character mentioned within the Empire, and 
shall make application to the United States or any other Western 
power for facilities to carry out that policy, the United States will, in 
that case, designate and authorize suitable engineers to be employed 
by the Chin e Government, and will recommend to other nations an 
an qual compliance with such application, the Chinese Government 
in that case protecting such engineers in their persons and property, 
and paying them a reasonable compensation for their service. 
In faith whereof, the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed ijhis 
treaty, and thereto affixed the seals of their arms. 
Done at Washington the twenty eight day of July, in the year of 
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty-eight. 
1880. 
WILLIAM II. SEWARD . 
[SEAL.] 
ANSON BURLINGAME. 
CHIH-KANG. [SEAL.] 
SUN CHIA-KU. 
IMMIGRATION TREATY. 1 
oncluclecl ovember 17, 1880_; ratification advised by the Senate ],fay 
5, 1881 · ratified by th Presiclent May D, 1881_; ratifications excha,ngecl 
.July JD, 1881_; proclaime(l Octobe1· 5, 1881. (Treaties and Conven-
tion·, J 0, p. 1 2.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. u p nsion of Chine immigra-
1 
III. Protection of Chinese in the U nitecl 
tion. States. 
II. Rights of Chines in th United IV. Notification of legislation; ratifica-
. State . tion. 
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year of Tung Chih, Anno Domini, 1868., certain s_upplementary articles 
to the advantage of both parties, which supplementary articles were 
to be perpetually observed and obeyed :-and 
Whereas the Government of the United States, because of the con-
stantly increasing immigration of Chines~ laborers to the territory of 
the United States, and the embarrassments consequent upon such 
immigration, now desires to negotiate a modification of the existing 
Treaties which shall not be in direct contravention of their spirit:-
now, therefore, the President of the United States of America has 
appointed James B. Angell, of Michigan, John F. Swift, of California, 
· and William Henry Trescot, of South ·carolina as His Commissioners 
Plenipotentiary; and His Imperial Majesty, the Emperor of China, has 
appointed Pao Chiin, a Member of His Imperial Majesty's Privy Coun-
cil, and S-aperintendent of the Board of Civil Office; and Li Hungtsao, 
a Member of His Imperial Majesty's Privy Council, as his Commis-
sioners Plenipotentiary; and the said Commissioners Plenipotentiary, 
having conjointly examined their full powers, and having discussed 
the points of possible modification in existing Treaties, have agreed 
upon the following articles in modification. 
ARTICLE I. 
Whenever in the opinion of the Government of the United States, 
the coming of Chinese laborers to the United States, or their residence 
therein, affects or threatens to affect the interests of that country, or 
to endanger the good order of the said country or of any locality 
within the territory thereof, the Government of China agrees that the 
Government of the United States may regulate, limit, or suspend such 
coming or residence, but may not ahsolutely prohibit it. The limita-
tion or suspension shall be reasonable and shall apply only to Chinese 
who may go to the United States as laborers, other classes not being 
included in the limitations. Legislation taken in regard to Chinese 
laborers will be of such a character only as is necessary to enforce 
the 1·egulation, limitation, or suspension of immigration, and immi-
grants shall not be subject to personal maltreatment or abuse. 1 
ARTICLE II. 
Chine esubjects, whetherproceedingtothe United States as teachers, 
stud nts, merchants, or from curiosity, together with their body and 
hous hold Rervants, and Chinese laborerH who are now in the United 
States shall bo allowed to O'O and come of their own free will and 
accord, and , hall· be accorded all the rights, privileges, immunities, 
and excoptionH which arc accorded to the citizens and subjects of the 
most favor d nation . · 
ARTICLE III. 
If Chinese laborer,, or Chinese of any other class, now either per-
man ntly or temporarily r iding in the territory of the United States, 
meet with ill treatment at the hands of any other persons, the Gov-
ernm nt of the United States -will exert all its power to devise meas-
ur s for their protection, and to secure to them the same rights, privi-
1 U.S. Stats., Vol. 22, p. GS; Vol. 23, p. 1 if>; Vol. 25, pp. 476,504; Vol. 27, p. 2/3; Vol. 
2 ,p.7. 
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legcs, immunities, and exemptions as may be enjoyed by the citizens 
or subjects of the most favored nation, and to which they are entitle<l 
by treaty. 
ARTICLE IV. 
The high contracting Powers having agreed upon the foregoing arti-
cles, whenever the Government of the Uriited States shall adopt legis-
lative measures in accordance therewith, such measures will be com-
municated to the Government of China. If the measures as enacted 
are found to work hardship upon the subjects of China, the Chinese 
Minister at Washington may bring the matter to the notice of the 
Secretary of State of the United States, who will consider the subject 
with him; and the Chinese Foreign Office may also bring the matter 
to the notice of the United States Minister at Peking and consider the 
subject with him, to the end that mutual and unqualified benefit may 
re ult. 
In faith whereof the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed and 
scaled the foregoing at Peking, in English and Chinese, being three 
originals of each text of even tenor and date, the ratifications of which 
shall be exchanged at Peking within one year from date of its execu-
tion. 
Done at Peking, this seventeenth clay of November, in the year of 
Our Lord, 18 0. Kuanghsii, sixth year, tenth moon, :fifteenth day. 
JOHN F. SWIFT. [SEAL. 
JAMES B. ANGELL. [SEAL.l 
WM. HENRY TRESCOT. [SEAL. 
PAO CHUN. 
Lr HUNGTSAO. 
[SEAL.] 
1 80. 
'rRE TY AS TO OMMERCIAL INTERCOURSE AND .JUDICIAL 
PROCEDURE. 
Con luded ovember 17, 1880 J. mtijicatrion advised by the Sentite May 5, 
1881J· ratijiecl by the Pr sident May 9, 1881J· ratifications exchanged 
July 19, 1881J· pro ·laim d October 5, 1881. ('rreaties and Conven-
ion ·, 1 D, p. 1 4.) 
ARTICLE . 
I. omm rcial r lations. J III. Equality of duties. 
IL Importation of opium forbidd n. IV. Trials of actions in China. 
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ARTICLE I. 
The Governments of the United States and China, recognizing the 
l>ene.fits of their past commercial relations, and in order still further 
to promote such relations between the citizens and subjects of the two 
Powers, mutually agree to give the most careful and ~avorable 1?'tten-
t iou to the representations of either as to such special extens10n of 
commercial intercourse as either may desire. 
ARTICLE II. 
The Governments of China and of the United States mutually agree 
and undertake that Chinese subjects shall not be permitted to import 
opium into any of the ports of the United States; and citizens of the 
United States shall not be permitted to import opium into any of the 
open ports of China, to transport it from one open port to any other 
open port, or to buy and sell opium in any of the open ports of China. 
This absolute prohibititn which extends to vessels owned by the citi-
zens or subjects of either Power, to foreign vessels employed by them, 
or to vessels owned by the citizens or subjects of either Power, and 
employed by other persons for the transportation of opium, . shall be 
enforced by appropriate legislation on the part of China and the 
United States; and the benefits of the favored nation clause in exist-
ing 'I'reaties shall not be claimed by the citizens or subjects of either 
Power as against the provisions of this article. 
ARTICLE III . . 
His Imperial Majesty, the Emperor of China hereby promises and 
agrees that no other kind or higher rate of tonnage dues, or duties 
for imports or exports, or coastwise trade shall be imposed or levied 
in the open ports of China upon vessels wholly belonging to citizens 
of the United States, or upon the produce manufactures or merchan-
dise imported in the same from the United States, or from any foreign 
country; or upon the produce manufactures or merchandise exported 
in the same to the United States or to any foreign country, or trans-
ported in the same from one open port of China to another, than are 
imposed or levied on vessels or cargoes of any other nation or on those 
of Chinese subjects. · 
'rhe United States hereby promise and agree that no other kind or 
higher rate of tonnage dues or duties for imports shall be imposed or 
levied in the ports of the United States upon vessels wholly belonging 
to the subjects of His Imperial Majesty, and coming either directly or 
by way of any foreign port, froin any of the ports of China which are 
open to foreign trade, to the ports of the United States, or returning 
therefrom either directly or by way of any foreign port, to any of the 
open ports of China; or upon the produce, manufactures, or merchan-
di e imported in the same from China or from any foreign country, 
than are imposed or levied on vessels of other nations which make no 
discrimination against the United States in tonnage dues or duties on 
imports, exports, or coastwise trade; or than are imposed or levied 
on ve sels and cargoes of citizens of the United States. 
ARTICLE IV. 
When controversies arise in the Chinese Empire between citizens of 
the United. tates and subjects of His Imperial Majesty, which need 
to b examined and decided by the public officers of the two nations, 
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it jE,; a,gr d between the Governments of the United States and China 
that , ·uch cas s shall be tried by the proper official of the nationality 
of h defendant. The properly authorized official of the plaintiff', 
nationality shall be freely permitted to attend the trial and shall be 
tr ated with the courtesy due to his position. He shall be granted 
all prop r facilities for watching the proceedings in the interests of 
ju tice. If he so desires, he shall have the right to present, to exam-
foe and to cross examine witnesses. If he is dissatisfied with the pro-
ceedino· , he shall be permitted to protest against them in detail. The 
law administered will be the law of the nationality of the officer try-
ino· th ca e. 
In faith whereof the_ respective Plenipotentiaries have signed and 
seal d the fore 0·oing at Peking in English and Chinese, being three 
original of each text, of even .tenor and date, the ratifications of 
which shall be exchanged at Peking within one year from the date of 
its ex cution. 
Dono at Peking this seventeenth day of November, in the year of 
our Lord, 1 80. Kuanghsii, sixth year, tenth moon, fifteenth day . 
. JAMES B. ANGELL. !SEAL.] 
JOHN F. SWIFT. SEAL.] 
Wi\"- HENRY TRESCOT. SEAL.] 
PAO CHUN. 
Lr HUNGTSAO. 
[SEAL.] . 
1 94. 
0 VE TION REGULATI G CHINESE IMMIGRATION. 
on ludecl March 17, 1894_; ratification advised by the Senate .Aug'ltst 
1 , 1894.,· ratified by the President .August 22, 1894.,· ratifications 
.xx·hang d D cember· 7, 18.94.,· proclaimed D cember 8, 1894. (U. '. 
i 'tat .. , ol. 29, p. 1210.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Immigration of Chine e laborer 
pr hibit d for ten year . 
II. R gulations for r turn to the 
nit d tat . 
III. la of Chine e not aff ct d. 
IV. Protection of Chinese in the Unit d 
State . 
V. Registration of citizens in China. 
VI. Duration. 
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Now therefore, the President of the United States has appointed 
\Valte; Q. Gresham, Secretary of State of the United States, as his 
Plenipotentiary, and His Imperial Majesty, the Emperor of China 
has appointed Yang Yi.i, Officer of the second rank, Sub-Direct,or of 
i1l10 Court of Sacrificial Worship, and Envoy Extraordinary and Min-
ister Plenipotentiary to the United States of America, as his Pleni-
potentiary; and the said Plenipotentiaries havirig exhibited their 
respective Full Powers found to be in due and good form, have agreed 
upon the following articles : · 
ARTICLE I. 
The High Contracting Parties agree that for a period .of ten years, 
beginning with the date of the exchange of the ratificationS-of this 
Convention, the coming, except under the conditions hereinafter 
specified, of Chinese laborers to the United States shall be absolutely 
prohibited. 
ARTICLE II. 
The preceding Article shall not apply to the return to the United 
States of any registered Chinese laborer who has a lawful wife, ohild, 
or parent in the United States, or property therein of the value of 
one thousand dollars, or debts of like amount due him and pending 
settlement. Nevertheless every such Chinese laborer shall, before 
leaving the United States, deposit, as a condition of his return, with 
the collector of customs of the district from which he departs, a full 
description in writing of his family, or property, or debts, as aforesaid, 
and shall be furnished by said collector ·with such certificate of his 
right to return under this Treaty as the laws of the United States 
may now or hereafter prescribe and not inconsistent with the pro-
visions of this Treaty; and should the written description aforesaid 
be proved to be false, the right of return thereunder, or of continued 
residence after return, shall in each case be forfeited. And such right 
of return to the United States shall be exercised within one year from 
the date of leaving the United States; but such right of return to the 
United States may be extended for an additional period, not to exceed 
one year, in cases where by reason of sickness or other cause of dis-
ability beyond his control, such Chinese laborer shall be rendered 
unable sooner to return-which facts shall be fully reported to the 
Chinese consul at the port of departure, and by him certified, to 
the satisfaction of the collector of the port at which such Chinese 
subject shall land in the Ui1ited States. And no such Chinese laborer 
shall be permitted to enter the United States by land or sea without 
protlucing to the proper officer of the customs the return certificate 
herein required. 
ARTICLE III. 
· The provisions of this Convention shall not affect the right at pres,_ 
ent enjoyed of Chinese subjects, being officials, teachers, students, 
merchants or travellers for curiosity or pleasure, but not laborers, of 
coming to the United States and residing therein. To entitle such 
Chinese subjects as are above described to admission into the United 
tate , they may produce a certificate from their Government or the 
Government whei~e they last resided vised by the diplomatic or con-
, nlar representative of the United. States in the country or port whence 
fuydp~~ ' 
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It is also agreed that Chinese laborers shall continue to enjoy the 
privilege of transit across the territory of the United States in the 
cour e of their journey to or from other countries, subject to surh 
regulations by the Government of the United States as may be neces-
sary to prevent said privilege of transit from being abused. 
ARTICLE IV. 
In pursuance of Article III of the Immigration Treaty between the 
United States and China, signed at Peking on tho 17 th day of Novem-
ber, 1880, (the 15 th day of the tenth month of Kwanghsii, sixth year) 
it is hereby understood and agreed that Chinese laborers or Chinese 
of any other class, either permanently or temporarily residing in tho 
United States, shall have for the protection of their persons and 
property all rights that are given by the laws of the United States to 
citizens of the most favored nation, excepting the right to become 
naturalized citizens. And the Government of the United States reaf-
firms its obligation, as stated in said Article III, to exert all its power 
to secure protection to the persons and property of all Chinese sub-
jects in the United States. 
ARTIC!,E V. 
The Government of the United States, having by an Act of the 
ConITT'e s, approved May 5, 1892, as amended by an Act approved 
ovember 3, 1893, required all Chinese laborers lawfully within the 
limits of the United States before the passage of the first named Act 
to be registered as in said Acts provided, with a view of affording 
them better protection, the Chinese Government will not object to 
the enforcement of such acts, and reciprocally the Government of the 
United tates recognizes the right of the Government of China to 
enact and enforce similar l aws or regulations for the registration, free 
of charo-e, of all laborers, skilled or unskilled, (not merchants a 
defin d by said Acts of Congress), citizens of the United States in 
hina, whether residing within or without the treaty ports. 
And the Gov rnment of the United States agrees-that within twelve 
month from the date of the exchang of the ratifications of this Con-
v ntion, and annually, thereafter, it will furnish to the Government 
f hina r gi t r or report howing the full name, age, occupation 
and number or place of re ·idenc of all other citizens of the United 
at , incluclino- mi ionari , residing both within and without the 
tr a p rt of 'lhina, not including, however, diplomatic and other 
ffi r of th nit d tat re iding or travelling in China upon 
ffi. ial bu in ,. , too- th r with their body and household ervant , 
ARTI LE VI. 
for a period of ten year 
of ratifica ion , and, if ix 
COLOMBIA._ 
The Republic of Colombia, established in 1819, was divided in 
November, 1831, into three independent republics, N'ew Grenada, 
Venezuela, and Ecuador. In 1862 its name was changed to the 
United States of Colombia, and in 1886 the Stat,es were abolished and 
the country became the Republic of Colombia. The treaties with 
New Grenada are given in chronological order with those of Colombia. 
1824. 
TREATY OF AMITY, COMMERCE, AND NAVIGATION. 
Concluded October 3, 1824J· ratification advised by the Senate March 3, 
1825J· ratified bythePresident March 7, 1825J· ratifications exchanged 
May _27, 1825J· proclaimed May 31, 1825. (Treaties and Conven-
tions, 1889, p. 186.) 
This treaty of thirty-one articles expired·by its own limitation Octo-
ber 3, 1836. · 
(NEW GRAN ADA). 
1846. 
TREATY OF PEACE, AMITY, NAVIGATION, AND COMMERCE. 
Concluded December 12, 1846J· ratification advised by the Senate June 
3, 1848J· ratified by the President June 10, 1848J· ratifications ex-
changed June 10, 1848J· proclaimed June 12, 1848. (Treaties and 
Conventions, 1889, p. 195.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Amity. 
II. Most-favored-nation clause. 
III. Commerce and navigation. 
IV. Mutual privileges of shipping. 
V. Customs duties. 
VI. Declaration of reciprocal 
treatment. 
VII. Freedom of trade. 
VIII. Embargo. 
IX. Asylum to vessels. 
X. Captures by pirates. 
XI. Shipwrecks. 
XII. Disposal of property. 
XIII. Mutual protection. 
XIV. Religious freedom. 
XV. Neutrality; free ships, free 
goods. 
XVI. Enemy's property. 
XVII. Contraband goods. 
XVIII. Trade by neutrals 
XIX. Confiscation of contraband. 
XX. Blockade. 
XXI. Visitation and search. 
XXII. Proof of nationality of vessels. 
XXIII. Vessels under convoy. 
XXIV. Prize cases. 
XXV. Conduct of hostilities. 
XXVI. Letters of marque. 
XXVII. Protection in case of war. 
XXVIII. Confiscation prohibited. 
XXIX. Diplomatic privi'.leges. 
XXX. Consular officers. 
XXXI. Consular rights. 
XXXII. Consular exemptions. 
XXXIII. Deserters from ships. 
XXXIV. Agreement for consular con-
vention. 
XXXV. Isthmus of Panama; dura-
tion; violations. 
XXXVI. Ratification. 
Additional article. Acceptance of na-
tionality of vessels. 
The United States of North America and the Republic of New Gran-
ada in South America, desiring to make lasting and firm the friend-
hip and good understanding which happily exist between both nations 
' 125 
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hav r .. c"olv d to fix in a manner clear, distinct and positive, the rules 
whi •h Hhall in future be religjously observed between each other by 
m 'an. · of a treaty, or general convention of peace and friendship, 
comm rce and navigation. 
For thi • desirable object the President of the United States of 
America ha conferred full powers on Benjamin A. Bidlack a citizen 
of th aid States and their Charge d' Affaires in Bogota, and the 
Prcsiucnt of the Republic of ew Granada has conferred similar and 
qua.I powers upon Manuel Maria lVlallarino Secretary of State and 
for ign relations, who, after l1aving exchanged their said full powers 
in due form, have agreed to the following articles. 
ARTICLE l st . 
Thern shall be a perfect, firm and inviolable peace and ·inc'3re 
fri ndshjp hetwe n the United ·states of America and the Republic of 
ew Gnmada, in all the extent of their possessions and tenitories, 
and between their citizens respectively, without distinction of persons 
or plac s. 
Th nited tate · of America and the Republic of New Granada, 
<le. ·iring to live in peace arnl harmony with all the nations of the earth, 
by m an · "of a policy frank and equally friendly with all, engage 
mutualJy not to 0Tant any particular favor to other nations, in respect 
of comm rce and navigation, which shall not immediately become 
ommon to th other party, who shall enjoy the same fre<;ly, if the 
·on ion was freely made, or on allowing the same compensation, if 
the cone ion was conditional. 
RTI LE 4th • 
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Republic of New Granada, in its own vessels, may be also imported in 
vessels of the United States; and that no higher or other duties, upon 
the tonnage of the vessel and her cargo, shall be levied or collected, 
whether the importation be made in vessels of the one country or the 
other. 
And they further agree, that whatever may be lawfully exported or 
re-exported from the one country, in its own vessels to any foreign 
country, may in like manner be exported or reexported in the vessels. 
of the other country.. And the same bounties, duties and drawbacks, 
shall be allowed and collected, whether such exportation or reexpor-
tation be made in vessels of the United States or of the Republic of _ 
New Granada. 
No higher or other duties shall be imposed on the importation into 
the United States of any articles the produce or manufacture of the 
Republic of New Granada, and no higher or other duties shall be 
jmposed on the importation into the Republic of New Granada of any 
articles the produce or manufactures of the United States, than are 
or shall be payable on the like articles being the _produce or manu-
factures of any other foreign country; nor shall any higher or other 
duties or charges be imposed in either of the two countries on the 
exportation of any articles to the United States or to the Republic of 
New Granada respectively, than such as are payable on the exporta-
tion of the like articles to any other foreign country, nor shall any 
prohibition be imposed on the exportation or importation of any arti-
cles, the produce or _manufactures of the United States or of the 
Republic of New Granada to or from the territories of the United 
tates or to or from the territories of the Republic of New Granada 
which shall not equally extend to all other nations. 
ARTICLE 6th . 
In order to prevent the possibility of any misunderstanding, it is 
hereby declared that the stipulations contained in the three preceding 
articles are to their full extent aplicable to the vessels of the United 
tates and their cargoes arriving in the port,s of New Granada, and 
reciprocally to the vessels of the said Republic of New Granada 
and their cargoes arrivin°· in the ports of the United States; wh ther 
they proceed from the ports of the country to which they respectively 
belong, or from the ports of any other foreign country; and in either 
ca e no discriminating duty shall be imposed or collected in the ports 
of either country on ·aid vessels or their cargoes, whether th~ same 
shall be of native or foreign produce or manufacture. 
ARTICLE 7th • 
It is likewise agreed, that it shall be wholly free for all merchants 
commanders of ships, and other citizens of both countrfos to manag~ 
by them elves or agents their own business in all the ports and places 
subj ct to the jurisdiction of each other, as well with respect to the 
consignments and sale of thefr goods and merchandize by whole sale 
or r tail, a with re pect to the loading, unloading and sending off 
their hips; they being, in all these cases, to be treated as citizens of 
the country in which they re ide, or at least to be placed on an equality 
with the subjects or citizens of the most favored nation. 
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ARTICLE 8th • 
Th citizens of neither of the contracting parties shall be liable to 
any mbargo, nor b detained with their vessels, cargoes, merchandize 
or ff ct for any military expedition, nor for any public or private 
purpo e whatever, without allowing to those interested an equitable 
and ·ufficient indemnification. 
ARTICLE 9th . 
WheneYer the citizens of either of the contracting parties shall be 
for ed to seek refuge or assylum in the rivers, bays, ports or dominions 
of th other with their vessels, whether merchant or of war, public or 
private, through stress of weather, pursuit of pirates or enemies, or 
want of provisions or water, they shall be received and treated with 
humanity, giving to them all favor and protection for repairing their 
Rhip , procuring provisions, and placing themselves in a situation to 
continue their voyage, without obstacle or hindrance of any kind or 
th payment of port fees or any charges other than pilotage, except 
uch ve el continu in port longer t,h::iin forty eight hours counting 
from the time they ca ·t anchor in port. 
ARTICLE 10th . 
All the ships, m rchandize and effects belonging to the citizens of 
on of the contracting parties, which may be captured by pirates, 
wh th r within the limit of its jurisdiction or on the high seaR, and 
may b arried or found in the rivers, roads, bays, ports or dominions 
of th ther, hall b delivered up to the owners, they proving in due 
and prop r form th ir rio-ht , b fore the competent tribunals: it being 
w 11 und r tood that th claim hall be made within the term of one 
ar by he I arti ' th m ·elve , their attorneys, or agents of their 
r .·p tive Gov rnm '.>nt ' . 
ARTICLE 11 th • 
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ARTICLE 13 th • 
Both contracting parties promise and engage formally to give their 
special protection to the persons and property of the citizens of each 
other, of all occupations, who may be in the territories subject to the 
jurisdiction of one or the other, transient or dwelling therein, leaving 
open and free to them the tribunals of justice for their judicial 
recourse, on the same terms which are usual and customary with the 
natives or citizens of the country; for which purpose they may 
either appear in proper person or employ in the prosecution or 
defense of their rights such advocates, solicitors, notaries, agents and 
factors as they may judge proper in all their trials at law; and such 
citizens or agents shall have free opportunity to be present at the 
decisions or sentences of the tribunals, in all cases which may concern 
them, and likewise at the taking of all examinations and eyidence 
which may be exhibited in the said trials. 
ARTICLE 14th • 
The citizens of the United States residing in the territories of the 
Republic of New Granada, shall enjoy the most perfect and entire 
security of conscience without being annoyed prevented, or disturbed 
on account of their religious belief. Neither shall they be annoyed, 
molested or disturbed on the proper exercise of their religion in private 
houses or in the chapels or places of worship appointed for that pur-
pose, provided that jn so doing they observe the decorum due to 
divine worship, and the respect due to the laws, usages and customs 
of the country. Liberty shall also be granted to bury the citizens of 
the United States who may die in the territories of the Republic of 
New Granada in convenient and adequate places to be appointed 
and established by themselves for that purpose, with the knowledge 
of the local authorities, or in such other places of sepulture as may 
be chosen by the friends of the deceased; nor shall the funerals or 
sepulchres of the dead be disturbed in anywise nor upon any account. 
In like manner the citizens of New Granada shall enjoy, within 
the Government and territories of the United States, a perfect and 
unrestrained liberty of conscience and of exercising their religion, 
publicly or privately, within their own dwelling houses, or on the 
chapels and places of worship appointed for that purpose, agreeably 
to the laws, usages & customs of the United States. 
ARTICLE 15 th • 
It shall be lawful for the citizens the United States of America and 
of the Republic of New Granada to sail their ships with all manner 
of liberty and security, no distinction .being made who are the pro-
prietors of the merchandize laden thereon, from any port to the 
places of those who now are or hereafter shall be at enmity with either 
of the contracting parties. It shall likewise be lawful for the citi-
zens aforesaid to sail with the ships and merchandjze before men-
tioned and to trade with the same liberty and security from the 
places, ports and havens of those who are enemies of both or either 
party, without any opposition or disturbance whatsoever, not only 
-directly from the places of the enemy before mentioned to neutral 
place , but al o from one place belonging to an enemy to another place 
b longing to an enemy, whether they be under the jurisdiction of one 
7468-9 
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power or under several. And it is herebystip11:lated t~at free ships shall 
also give freedom to goods, and that everythmg which shall be found 
on board the ships belonging to the citizens of either of the contract-
ing parties, shall be deemed to be free and exempt, although the 
whole lading or any part thereof should appertain to the enemies of 
either ( contraband goods being always excepted.) It is also agreed 
in like manner, that the same liberty shall be extended to persons who 
are on board a free ship, with this effect, that although they be enemie 
to both or either party, they are not to be taken out of that free ship, 
unless they are officers and soldiers, and in the actual service of the 
enemie : provided however, and it is hereby agreed, that the stipu-
lations in this article contained, declaring that the flag sh~ll cover the 
property, shall be understood as applying to those powers only, who 
recognize this principle, but if either of the two contracting parties 
shall be at war with a third, and the other remains :i;ieutral, the flag of 
the neutral shall cover the property of enemies whose Governments 
acknowledge this principle and not of others. 
ARTICLE 16 th • 
It is likewise agreed, that in the case where the neutral flag of one 
of the contracting parties shall protect the property of the enemies of 
the other, by virtue of the above stipulation, it shall always be under-
tood that the neutral property found on board such enemy's vessels, 
hall be held and considered as enemy's property, and as such shall 
be liable to detention and confiscation, except such property as was 
put on board such vessel before the declaration of war, or even after-
ward , if jt were done without the knowlege of it; but the contracting 
partie a 0 T e that, two months having elapsed after the declaration 
of war, th ir citizens shall not plead ignorance thereof. On the con-
trary, if the flag of the neutral does not protect the enemy's property, 
in that a , the o-oods and merchandise -of the neutral embarked on 
ucb enemy's ship shall be free. 
f 
l 
ARTICLE 17th • 
RTI LE 1 th . 
d in h article 
t 
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manner by the citizens of both the contracting parties, even to places 
belonging to an enemy, excepting those places only which are at that 
time besieged or blockaded; and to avoid all doubt in this particu-
lar, it is declared that those places only are besieged, or blockaded, 
which are actually attacked by a belligerent force capable of prevent-
ing the entry of the neutral . 
.ARTICLE 19 th . 
The articles of contraband, before enumerated and classified, which 
may be found in a vessel bound for an enemy's port, shall be subject 
to detention and confiscation, leaving free the rest of the cargo and 
the ship, that the owners may dispose of them as they see proper. No 
vessel of either of the two nations shall be detained on the high seas 
on account of having on board articles of contraband, whenever the 
the master, captain or supercargo of said vessels will deliver up the 
articles of contraband to the captor, unless the quantity of such arti-
cles be so great and of so large a bulk, that they cannot be received 
on board the capturing ship without great inconvenience; but in this 
and all other cases of just detention, the vessel detained shall be 
sent to the nearest convenient and safe port, for trial and judgment 
according to law. 
.ARTICLE 20 th . 
And whereas it frequently happens, that vessels sail for a port or 
place belonging to an enemy, without knowing that the same is 
besieged or blockaded or invested, it is agreed that every vessel so 
circumstancied may be turned away from such port or place, but shall 
not be detained, nor shall any part of her cargo: if not, contraband, be 
confiscated, unless, afterwarningof such blockade or investment, from 
the commanding officer of the blockading forces, she shall again 
attempt to enter; but she shall be permitted to go to any other port 
or place she shall think proper. Nor shall any vessel that may have 
entered into such port before the same was actually besieged, block-
aded or invested by the other, be restrained from quitting that place 
with her cargo, nor if found therein, after the reduction and sur-
render, shall such vessel or her cargo be liable to confiscation, but 
they shall be restored to the owners thereof . 
.ARTICLE 21 st . 
In order to prevent all kind of disorder in the visiting and examina-
tion of the ships and cargoes of both the contracting parties on the 
high seas, t,hey have agreed mutually that whenever a national vessel 
of war, public or private, shall meet with a neutral of the other con-
tracting party, the first shall remain out of cannon shot, unless in 
st,res · of weather, and may senu. its boat with two or three men only, 
in order to execute the ,•aid examination of the papers concerning the 
owner hip and cargo vf the vessel, without causing the least extortion, 
violence or ill treatment, for which the commanders of said •armed 
ship shall be reRponsible with their persons and property; for which 
purpose the commanders of private armed vessels shall, before receiv-
ing their commissions, give sufficient security to answer for all the 
damages they may commit. .And it is expressly agreed, that the 
neutral party, hall in no case be required to go on board the examin-
ing vessel, for the purpose of exhibiting her papers, or for any other 
purpo e whatever. 
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ARTICLE 2211(1• 
To avoid all kind of vexation and abuse in the examination of the 
papers relating to the ownership of the vessels belonging to the citi-
zens of the two contracting parties, they have agreed, and do hereby 
agree, that in case one of them should be engaged in war, the ship 
and vessels belonging to the citizens of the other must be furnished 
with sea letters or passports, expressing the name, property and bulk 
of the ship, as also the name and place of habitation of the master and 
commander of the said vessel, in order that it may thereby appear, 
that the ship really and truly belongs to the citizens of one of the 
parties; they have likewise agreed, that when such ships have a cargo, 
they shall also be provided, besides the said sea letters or passports, 
with certificates containing the several particulars of the cargo, and 
the place whence the ship sailed, so that it may be known, whether 
any forbidden or contraband goods ·are on board the same, which 
certificates shall be made out by the officers of the place whence the 
ship sailed, in the accustomed form, without which requisites, said 
vessel may be detained, to be adjudged by the competent tribunal, 
and may be declared lawful prize, unless the said defect shall be 
proved to be owing to accident and shall be satisfied or supplied by 
testimony entirely equivalent. 
ARTICLE 23C1• 
It is further agreed, that the stipulations above expressed, relative 
to the visiting and examination of vessels, shall apply only to those 
which sail without convoy, and when said vessels shall be under 
convoy, the verbal declaration of the commander of the convoy, on 
his word of honor, that the vessels under his protection belong to the 
nation whose flag he carries, and when they may be bound to an 
enemy's port, that they have no contraband goods on board, shall be 
u:fficient. 
ARTICLE 24th • 
It i further agreed, that, in all cases, the established courts for prize 
•au ·, in the country to which the prizes may be conducted, shall 
alon take cognizance of them. And whenever such tribunals of either 
party hall pronounce judgment against any vessel or goods or prop-
rty laim d by the citizens of the other party, the sentence or decree 
·hall m ntion the rea ons or motives upon which the same shall have 
b n found d, and an auth nticated copy of the sentence or decre 
and of all th proc edin o- in the ca e, hall, if demanded, be delivered 
to he mmand r or a ent of aid ve el, without any delay, he pay-
in ,. h 1 gal fee for th ·ame. 
ARTWLE 25 th • 
of war, the two high con-
a war hould unfortunately 
nl b carried on by per on 
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ARTICLE 2G th • 
Whenever one of the contracting partfos shall be engaged in war 
with another State, no citizen of the other contracting party shall 
accept a commission or letter of marque, for the purpose of assisting 
or cooperating hostilely with the said enemy against the said parties 
so at war, under the pain of being treated as a pirate. 
ARTICLE 27 th • 
If by any fatality which cannot be expected, and God forbid, the 
two contracting parties should be engaged in a war with each other, 
they have agreed and do agrBe now for then, that there shall be 
allowed the term of six months to the merchants residing on the coasts 
and in the ports of each other, and the term of one year to those who 
dwell in the interior, to arrange their business ~nd transport their 
effects wherever they please, giving to them the safeconduct necessary 
for it, which may serve as a sufficient protection until they arrive at 
the designated port. The citizens of all other occupations, who may 
be established in the territories or dominions of the United States or 
of New Granada, shall be respected, and maintained in the full enjoy-
ment of their personal liberty and property, unless their particular 
conduct, shall cause them to forfeit this protection, which in consid-
eration of humanity, the contraoting parties engage to give them. 
ARTICLE 28 th • 
Neither the debts due from individuals of the one nation to the in-
dividuals of the other, nor shares, nor money which they may have 
in public funds, nor in public or private banks, shall ever in any event 
of war or of national difference be sequestered or confiscated. 
ARTICLE 29 th • 
Both the contracting parties being desirous of a voiding all inequality, 
in relation to their public communications and official intercourse, 
have agreed and do agree to grant to the envoys, ministers, and other 
public agents, the same favors, immunities and exemptions, which 
those of the most favored nations do or shall enjoy, it being under-
stood that, whatever favors, immunities or privileges, the United States 
of America or the Republic of New Granada may find it proper to give 
to the ministers and public agents of any other power, shall, by the 
same act, be extended to those of each of the contracting parties. 
ARTICLE 30 th • 
To make mor effectual the protection which the United States and 
the Republic of New Granada shall afford in future to the navigation 
and commerce of the citizens of each other, they agree to receive and 
admit Con uls and Viceconsuls in all the ports open to foreign com-
merce, who shall enjoy in them all the rights, prerogatives and immu-
nities of the Consuls an<l. Viceconsuls of the most favored nation, 
each contracting party, however, remaining at liberty to except those 
ports and places in which the admission and residence of such Consuls 
may not seem convenient. 1 
1 See Treaty of May 4, 1850, p. 137. 
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ARTICLE 31st . 
In order that the Consuls and Viceconsuls of the two contracting 
parties may enjoy the rights, prerogatives and immunities which 
belong to them, by their public character, they shall, before entering 
on the exercise of their functions, exhibit their commission or patent, 
in due form to the Government to which they are accredited, and 
having obtained their Exequatur, they shall be held and considered as 
uch by all the authorities, magistrate~ and inhabitants in the con-
sular district in which they reside. 1 · 
ARTICLE 32c1. 
It is likewise agreed that the Consuls, their Secretaries, officers and 
persons attached to the service of Consuls, they not being citizens of 
the country in which the Consul resides, shall be exempt from all 
public service, and also from all kind of taxes, imposts and contri-
butions, except those which they shall be obliged to pay on account 
of commerce or their property, to which the citizens and inhabitants 
native and foreign of the country in which they reside are subject, 
being in everything besides subject to the laws of the respective States. 
The archives and papers of the Consulates shall be respected invio-
lably, and under no pretext, whatever, shall any magistrate seize, or, 
in any way, interfere with them. 1 · 
ARTICLE 33c1. 
The said Consuls shall have power to require the assistance of the 
authorities of the country, for the arrest, detention and custody of 
deserters from the public and private vessels of their country, and 
for that purpose they shall address themselves to the courts, judges, 
and officers competent, and shall demand in writing the said deserters, 
proving by an exhibition of the registers of the vessel's or ship's roll, 
or other public documents, that those men were part of the said crews; 
and on this demand so proved (saving however where the contrary 
i proved by other te.·timonies) the delivery shall not be refused: 
uch deserters, when arre· ted, shall be put at the disposal of the said 
on ul , and may be put in the public prisons, at the request and 
exp n e of those who reclaim them, to be sent to the ships to which 
th y belonged, or to others of the same nation. But if they be not 
ent back within two months, to be counted from the day of their 
arre t, they shall be set at liberty, and shall be no more arrested for 
the. ame cau e. 1 
ARTICLE 34th • 
For the purpose of rnor_:e ffectually protecting their commerce and 
naviga ion, the two contracting parties do hereby agree to form a 
oon h r aft r a. ircum tanc swill permit, a consular convention, 
hi h hall d clar sp cially the power and immunities of the Con-
uls and icecon ul of the respective parties. 1 
ARTI LE 35 th • 
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1st. For the better understanding of the preceding articles, it is, and 
has been stipulated, between the high contracting parties, that the 
citizens, vessels and merchandize of the United States shall enjoy in 
the ports of New Granada, including those of the part of the grana-
dian territory generally denominated .Isthmus of Panama, from its 
southernmost extremity until the boundary of Costa Rica, all the 
exemptions, privileges and immunities, concerning commerce and 
navigation, which are now, or may hereafter be enjoyed by Granadian 
citizens, their vessels and merchandize; and that this equality of 
favors shall be made to extend to the passengers, correspondence 
and merchandize of the United States in their transit across the said 
territory, from one sea to the other. The Government of New Granada 
guarantees to the Government of the United States, that the right of 
way or transit across the Isthmus of Panama upon any modes of 
communication that now exist, or that may be, hereafter, constructed, 
shall be open and free to the Government and citizens of the United 
States, .and for the transportation of any articles of produce, manu-
factures or merchandize, of lawful commerce, belonging to the eitizens 
of the United States; that no other tolls or charges shall be levied or 
collected upon the citizens of the United States, or their said merchan-
dize thus passing over any road or canal that may be made by the 
Government of New Granada, or by the authority of the same, than 
is under like circumstances levied upon and collected from the 
granadian citizens: that any lawful produce, manufactures or mer-
chandize belonging to citizens of the United States, thus passing 
from one sea to the other, in either direction., for the purpose of 
exportation to any other foreign country, shall not be liable to any 
import duties whatever; or having paid such duties, they shall be 
en.titled to drawback, upon their exportation : nor shall the citizens 
of the United States be liable to any duties, tolls, or charges of any 
kind to which native citizens are not subjected for thus passing the 
said Isthmus. And, in order to secure to themselves the tranquil and 
constant enjoyment of these advantages, and as an especial compen-
sation for the said advantages and for the favours they have acquired 
by the 4th, 5th and 6th articles of this Treaty, the United States guar-
antee positively and efficaciously to New Granada, by the present 
stipulation, the perfect neutrality of the beforementioned Isthmus, 
wi.th the view that the free transit from the one to the other sea, may 
not be interrupted or embarassed in any future time while this Treaty 
exists; and in consequence, the United States also guarantee, in the 
same manner, the rights of sovereignty and property which New 
Granada has and possesses over the said territory. 
2d. The present 'Treaty shall remain in full force and vigor for the 
term of twenty years, from the day of the exchange of the ratifica-
tions; and, from the same day, the treaty that was concluded between 
the United States and Colombia on the 13 th of October 1824, shall 
cease to have effect, notwithstanding what was disposed in theist 
point of its 31st article. 
3rd • otwithstanding the foregoing, if neither party notifies to the 
other it intention of reforming any of, or all, the articles of this 
treaty twelve months before the expiration of the twenty years, stipu-
lated above, the said treaty shall continue binding on both parties, 
beyond the said twenty years, until twelve months from the time that 
one of the parties notifies its intention of proceeding to a reform. 
4th • If any one or more of the citizens of either party shall infringe 
any of the articles of this treaty, such citizens shall be held personally 
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responsible for the same, and the harmony and good correspondence 
between the nations shall not be interrupted thereby; each party 
engaging in no way to protect the offender, or sanction such violation. 
5th • If, unfortunately, any of the articles contained in this treaty 
should be violated or infringed in any way whatever, it is expressly 
stipulated that neither of the two contracting parties shall ordain 
or authorize any acts of reprisal, nor shall declare war against the 
other on complaints of injuries or damages, until the said party con-
sidering itself offended shall have laid before the other a statement 
of such injuries or damages, verified by competent proofs, demand-
ing justice and satisfaction, and the same shall have been denied, in 
violation of the laws and of international right. 
6th • Any special or remarkable advantage that one or the other 
power may enjoy, from the foregoing stipulations, are and ought to be 
always understood in virtue and as in compensation of the obligations 
they have just contracted and which have been specified in the first 
number of this article. 
ARTICLE 36th • 
The present treaty of peace, amity, commerce and navigation shall 
be approved and ratified by the President of the United States, by 
and with the advice and consent of the senate thereof; and by the 
President of the Republic of New Granada with the consent and 
approbation of the Congress of the same, and the ratifications shall 
be exchanged in the city of Washington, within eighteen months 
from the date of the signature thereof, or sooner, if possible. 
In faith whereof, we the Plenipotentiaries of the United States of 
America, and of the Republic of New Granada have signed and 
ealed these presents in the city of Bogota, on the twelfth day of 
D cember, in the year of Our Lord one thousand eight hundred and 
forty ix. 
BA. BIDLACK 
M M MALLARINO 
ADDITIONAL ARTICLE 
[SEAL.] 
[SEAL.] 
Th R publics of th nit d tates and of ew Granada will hold 
and admi a national hip of one or the other, all those that shall be 
pr vid d by the re p ctive Government with a Patent issued accord-
inO' t it. law . 
Th pr , nt additional article shall have the same force and validity 
a. if it w r in rt d, word for word, in the Treaty igned this day. It 
h U b r tified, and th ratifications shall be exchanged at the ame 
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1850. 
CONSULAR CONVENTION. 
Concluded May 4, 1850 _; ratific0tion advised by the Senate S~ptem:ber 
24, 1850_; ratified by the President November 14, 1850_; ratifications 
exchanged October 30, 1851J· proclaimed December 5, 1851. ('rreaties 
and Conventions, 1889, p. 206.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Officers authorized. VI. Legal status of . consuls. 
II. Exequaturs. 
III. Functions. 
VII. Passports. 
VIII. Ratification. 
IV. Good offices. IX. Duration. 
V. Prerogatives, exemptions, etc. 
In the name of the Most Holy Trinity.- · 
The Governments of the Republics of New Granada and the United 
States of America, having engaged by the thirty-fourth article 1 of the 
Treaty of Peace, ·amity, navigation and commerce, concluded on the 
12 of December 1846, to form a Consular Convention, which shall 
declare specially, the powers and immunities of the Consuls and Vice 
Consuls of the respective parties, in order to comply w:ith this article 
and more effectively to protect their commerce and navigation, they 
have given adequate authority liO their respective plenipotentiaries,-
to wit: the Government of New Granada to Raphael Rivas its Charge 
d'affaires in the United States, and the Government of the United 
States to John M. Clayton, Secretary of State, who after the exchange 
and examination of their full powers, found to be sufficient and in due 
form, have agreed upon the following articles.--
ARTICLE L 
Each of the two contracting Republics may maintain in the princi-
pal cities, or commercial places of the other, and in the ports open to 
foreign commerce, Consuls of its own, charged with the protection of 
the commercial rights and interests of their nation, and to sustain their 
countrymen in the difficulties, to which they may be exposed. They 
may likewise. appoint Consuls General, as Chiefs over the other Con-
suls, or to attend to the affairs of several commercial places at the 
same time, and Vice Consuls for Ports of minor importance, or to act 
under the direction of the Consuls. Each Republic may however 
except those cities, places or ports in which it may consider the resi-
dence of such functionaries inconvenient; such exception being 
common to all nations. All that is said in this Convention of Consuls 
in general, shall be considered as relating not only to Consuls prop-
erly so called, but to Consuls General and Vice Consuls, in all the 
cases to which this Convention refers. 
ARTICLE II. 
The Consuls appointed by one of the contracting parties to reside 
in the ports or places of the other, shall present to the Government 
of the Republic in which they are to reside their letters patent or 
1 See Article XXXIV, p. 134. 
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commission, in order that they may receive the proper exequatur if 
it be deemed expedient to give it, which shall be granted without any 
charge; and this exequatur when obt,ained, is to _be exhibited to the 
chief authorities of .the place in which the Consul is to exercise his 
functions, in order that they may cause him to be recognized in his 
character, and that he may be sustained in his proper prerogatives, 
in his respective Consular district. The government receiving the 
Consul may withdraw the exequatur or his Consular commission, 
whenever it may judge proper to do so, but in such case shall state a 
l'easonable ground for the proceeding. 
ARTICLE III. 
may exercise in their 
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sons interested in such losses and injuries, there should be inhabit-
ants of- the country where the Consul resides and not belonging to 
the nation in whose service he is, the cognizance of such losses and 
injuries appertains, to the local authorities. · 
7. They may compromise amicably and out of Court, the differences 
arising between their fellow countrymen; provided that those persons, 
agree voluntarily to submit to such arbitration; in which case, the 
document containing the decision of the Consul authenticated by 
himself and by his chancellor or Secretary, shall have all the force of 
a notarial copy authenticated so as to render it obligatory on the 
interested parties. 
8. They may cause proper order to be maintained on board of ves-
sels of their nation, and may decide on the disputes arising between 
the captains, the officers and the members of the crew, unless th~ 
disorders taking place on board should disturb the publ_ic tranquillity, 
or persons not belonging to the crew or to the nation in whose service _ 
the Consul is employed; in which case the local authorities may 
interfere. 
9. They may direct all the operations for saving vessels of their 
nation which may be wrecked on the coasts of th"e district where the 
Consul resides. In such cases the local authorities shall interfere 
only in order to maintain tranquillity, to give security to the interests 
of the parties concerned, and _to cause the dispositions which should 
be observed for the entry and export of the property to be fulfilled. · 
In the absence of _the Consul, and until his arrival, the said authori-
ties shall take all the measures necessary for the preservation of the 
effects of the wrecked vessel. 
10. They may take possession, make inventories, appoint appraisers 
to estimate the value of articles and proceed to the sale of the movea-
ble property of individuals of their nation who may die in the coun-
try where the Consul resides, without leaving executors appointed by 
their will or heirs at law. In all such proceedings, the Consul shall 
act in conjunction with two merchants, chosen by himself, for draw-
ing up the said papers or delivering the property or the produce of 
its sales, observing the laws of his country and the orders which he 
may receive from his own Government; but Consuls shall not dis-
charge these functions in those States whose peculiar legislation may 
not allow it. Whensoever there is no Consul in the place where the 
death occurs, the local authorities shall take all the precautions in 
their power to secure the property of the deceased. 
11. They may demand from the local authorities the arrest of sea-
men deserting from the vessels of the nation in whose service the 
Consul is employed, exhibiting, if necessary, the register of the ves-
sel, her muster roll, and any other official document in support of 
this demand. The said. authorities shall take such measures as may 
be in their power for the discovery and arrest of such deserters, and 
shall place them at the disposition of the Consul, but if the vessel to 
which they belong shall have sailed, and no opportunity for sending 
them away should occur they shall be kept in arrest, at the expense 
of the Consul for two months; and if at the expiration of that time, 
they should not have been sent away, they shall be set at liberty by 
the respective authorities and cannot again be arrested for the same 
cause. 
. 12. They may give such documents as may be necessary for the 
mtercourse between the two countries and countersign those which 
may have been given by the authorities. They may also give bills of 
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health, if necessary, to vessels sailing from the port where the Consul 
resides to the ports of the nation to which he belongs; they may also 
certify invoices, muster rolls, and other papers, necessary for t he com-
merce and navigation of vessels. 
13. They may appoint a chancellor, or Secretary, whensoever the 
Consulate has none and one is required for authenticating documents. 
14. They may appoint Commercial agents to employ all the means 
in their power, in behalf of individuals of the nation in whose service 
the Cons-i:i-1 is, and for executing the Commissions which the Consul 
may think proper to intrust to them out of the place of his residence; 
provided however, that such agents are not to enjoy the prerogatives 
conceded to Consuls, but only those which are peculiar to commercial 
agents. 
ARTICLE IV. 
The Consuls of one of the contracting Republics residing in another 
country may employ their good offices in favor of individuals of the 
other Republic which has no Consul in that country. 
ARTICLE V. 
The contracting Republics recognize no diplomatic character in 
Consuls, for which reason they will not enjoy in either country the 
immunities granted to public agents accredited in that character; 
but in order that the said Consuls may exercise their proper functions 
without difficulty or delay, they shall enjoy the following prerogatives. 
1. The archiYes and papers of the Consulate shall be inviolable and 
cannot be seized by any functionary of the country in which they 
may be. . · 
2. Consuls, in all that exclusively concerns the exercise of their 
functions, shall be independent of the State in whose territory they 
reside. 
3. The Consuls and their Chancellors or Secretaries shall be exempt 
from all public service and from contributions personal and extraor-
dinary imposed in the country where they reside. Thjs exemption 
does not comprehend the Consuls or their Chancellors or Secretaries 
who may be natives of the country in which they reside. 
4. Whenever the presence of Consuls may be required in Courts or 
offices of Justice, they hall be summoned ju writing. 
5. In order that the dw llinO's of Consuls may be easily and gener-
ally known, for th conv ni n of those who may have to resort to 
them, th y hall b allow d to hoi t on them the flag and to place 
ov r their doors th coat of arms of the nation in whose service the 
on ul may be, with an in ·cription expressing the functions discharged 
b>7 him; but th in ignia hall not be considered as importing a 
r1 ht f a 1nm, nor a pla ·in°· th hou e or its inhabitant beyond 
h au b ri f h magi, rat who may think proper to search them, 
and , ho h 11 ha that righ in refrard to them in the ame manner 
a wi hr ard t h hou f the other inhabitant in the cases 
pr db th law. 
RTI LE I. 
ubj t to the laws 
not 
ame 
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ARTICLE VII. 
Consuls shall not give passports to any individual of their nation 
or going to their nation who may be held to answer before any author-
ity, Court or Judge of the country for delinquencies committed by 
them or for a demand which may have been legally acknowledged 
provided that in each case proper notice thereof shall have been given 
to the Consul; and they shall see that the vessels of their nation do 
not infringe the rules of neutrality when the nation in which the 
Consul resides is at war with another nation. 
ARTICLE VIII 
The present Convention shall be ratified by the Governments of the 
two contracting Republics and the ratifications shall be exchanged 
at Bogota, within the term of eighteen months co1mted from this date, 
or sooner if possible. 
ARTICLE IX. 
The present Convention shall be binding upon the contracting parties 
so long as the Treaty of Peace, Friendship, Navigation and Commerce 
between the United States and New Granada, the ratifications of 
which were exchanged at Washington on the tenth of June, one 
thousand eight hundred and forty eight, shall remain in force. 
In faith whereof, we, the Plenipotentiaries of the United States and 
of New Granada have signed the present and have affixed to it our 
respective seals at Washington, the fourth day of May, in the year of 
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and fifty. 
1857. 
JORN M. CLAYTON [SEAL.] 
RAFAEL RIV AS [SEAL.] 
CLAIMS CONVENTION. 
Concluded September 10, 1857_; ratification advised bythe Senate with 
amendments March 8, 1859 _; ratified by the President March 12, 1859 _; 
tim~for~xchange ofrat~fications extended by the Senate May 8, 1860_; 
ratifications exchanged November 5, 1860_; proclaimed November 
8, 1860. (Treaties and Conventions, 1889, p. 210.) 
The commission under this treaty met at Washington June 10, 
1861, and adjourned March 9, 1862. Amount of awards $496,235.47. 
Not having completed all the cases presented to them, the following 
treaty was concluded, extending the commission. 
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(COLOMBIA.) 
1864. 
CLAIMS CONVENTION. 
Concluded February 10, 1864_; ratification advised by the Senate June 
10, 1864_; ratified by the President July 9, 1864_; time for exchange 
of ratifications extended by the Senate June 25, 1864_; ratifications 
exchanged August 19, 1865_; proclaimed August 19, 1865. (Treaties 
and Conventions, 1889, p. 213.) 
Under this convention a, new commission was organized, which met 
at Washington .August 4, 1865, and adjourned May 19, 1866. The 
awards amounted to $88,267.68. 
1888. 
-EXTRADITION CONVENTION. 
Co-:icluded May 7, 1888_; ratification advised by the Senate with amend-
ments March 26, 1889J· ratification with amendments proposed by 
Colombia advised by the Senate F ebruary 27, 1890J· ratified by the 
President March 12, 1890 J. ratifications exchanged November 12, 1890J· 
proclaimed February 6, 1891. (U. S. Stats. Vol. 26, p. 1534.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Reciprocal delivery of accused. VIII. Evidence required. 
II. Extraditable crimes. 
III. Proceedings. 
IV. Persons under arrest. 
IX. Delivery of foreigners . 
X. Persons not to be delivered. 
XI. Persons under obligations. 
V. Political offenses. XII. Expenses. 
VI. Requisitions and surrender. XIII. Duration; ratification. 
VII. Temporary detention. 
ni1 cl i t,. t . of m rica, and th .,-ov rn-
'olom hia u ncl 'l' 1 he r . ·trirtion. · and limita-
1 arr,, to cl •l ivPr 1·e ·ipr ·ally, all p r ·on 
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accused, or convicted, as principals or accessories, of any of the crimes 
mentioned in Article II of this Convention, committed within terti-
tories or jurisdiction of the one and who are found within the territories 
or jurisdiction of the other Government. 
ARTICLE II. 
The crimes for which extradition is to be reciprocally accorded, are 
as follows: 
1. Murder and attempts t.o commit murder, by assault, poison or 
otherwise. 
2. Counterfeiting, or altering money, or knowingly uttering or 
bringing into circulation counterfeit or altered money; counterfeiting 
or altering certificates or coupons of public indebtedness, ba,nk notes 
or other instruments of public credit; or knowingly uttering or circu-
lating the same. 
3. Forgery, or altering, or uttering whatj is forged or altered. 
4. Embezzlement, being the criminal misapplication of public or 
private funds, documents or property; or the funds, documents or prop-
erty of municipal or other corporations, held in trust by a public officer, 
or as a :fiduciary agent, or a confidential employe. 
5. Robbery. 
6. Burglary, defined to be the breaking into or entering, either in 
day or night time, the house, office or other building of a government, 
corporation or private person, with the intent of committing a felony 
therein. 
7. Perjury, or the subornation of perjury 
8. Rape, 
9. Arson 
10. Piracy, as defined by the Law of Nations. 
11. Murder, manslaughter, or assault with intent to kill, on the high 
seas, on board of vessels sailing under the flag of the demanding 
party. 
12. Malicious destruction, or attempted destruction, of railways, 
bridges, tramways, vessels, dwellings, public edifices, or other build-
ings, when the act endangers human life. 
ARTICL_E III. 
When the extradition of a criminal, charged or convicted of any of 
the foregoing offenses, is demanded, it must be supported by the pro-
duction of a duly authenticated warrant of arrest, made in accord-
ance with the laws of the country making the demand, and the 
depositions upon which it is based. If the person whose extradition 
is demanded has already been convicted, the demand must be accom-
panied by a duly authenticated copy of the sentence of the court 
in which he was convicted, and with the attestation of the proper 
executive authority; the latter of which must be certified by the Min-
ister or Consul of the Government upon which the demand is made. 
ARTICLE IV. 
If the person demanded be held for trial in the country on which 
the demand is made, it shall be optional with the latter to grant 
extradition, or to proceed with the trial: Provided, that unless the 
trial shall be for the crime for which the fugitive is claimed, the 
delay shall not prevent ultimate extradition. 
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ARTICLE V 
If it be made to appear that the extradition is sought with the view 
of trying or punishing the person demanded for an offense of a polit-
ical character, surrender shall not take place; nor shall any person 
surrendered be tried or punished fQr a political offense, committed 
previously to extradition, or for any offense other than that for which 
extradition was granted. 
ARTXCLE VI 
The requi ition for extradition shall be made through the diplo-
matic agents of the contractiing parties, or in the event of the absence 
of these from the country or from the seat of government, by superior 
consular officers. The fugitive shall be surrendered on1y on such 
evidence of criminality as would justify his arrest and trial under 
the laws of the country where he is found, had the crime been there 
committed. 
ARTICLE VII 
On being informed by telegraph, or other written communication, 
through the diplomatic channel, that a lawful warrant has been issue~, 
by a competent authority, upon probable cause, for the arrest of a fugi-
tive criminal, charged with any of the crimes enumerated in Article II 
of this Convention, and on being assured, t,hrough the same source, that 
a request for the surrender of such criminal is about to be made, in 
accordance with the provisions of this Convention, each government 
will endeavor to procure, so far as it lawfully may, the personal arrest 
of such criminal, and may keep him in safe custody, for a reasonable 
time, not exceeding three months, to await the production of the doc-
ume'nts, upon which the claim for extradition is founded. 
ARTICLE VIII 
When a person is extradited under the formalities prescribed in 
this Convention, all documents and other objects, which may tend to 
establish his guilt, may be delivered to the demanding Government, 
as well a all money or effects which he may have or may have had in 
his possession or subject to his control, the unlawful posses ion or 
taking of which constitutes the offense, in whole or in part, for which 
his extradition is requested. 
ARTICLE IX 
RT! LE 
hound d liv r 
nv nt,ion. 
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ARTICLE XI 
The fact that the person whose extradition is demanded, has con-
tracted obligations of which extradition would hinder the perform-
ance, shall be no bar to his extradition. 
ARTICLE XII 
The expenses of the arrest, detention, examination and transporta-
t ion of the accused shall be paid by the Government requesting the 
extradition. 
ARTICLE XIII 
The present Convention shall commence to be effective sixty days 
after the exchange of ratifications thereof, ~ut offenses committed, 
anterior to that time, shall furnish no grounds for a demand for · 
extradition. For the termination of this convention twelve months 
notice must be given by either of the high contracting parties. 
This Convention shall be ratified, and the ratifications exchanged 
in the City of Bogota, as soon as possible. 
In faith whereof, we, the Plenipotentiaries of the United States of 
America, and of the Republic of Colombia, have signed and sealed 
these presents, in the City of Bogota, this seventh day of May in the 
year of Our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight. 
[SEAL.] JOHN G. WALKER. 
[SEAL.] VICENTE RESTREPO 
CONGO. (See Kongo.) 
COREA. (See Korea.) 
7468-10 
COSTA RICA. 
1851. 
TREATY OF FRIENDSHIP, COMMERCE AND NAVIGATION. 
Concluded July 10, 1851J· ratification advised by the Senate March 11, 
1852J· ratified by the President JJfay 25, 1852J· ratifications exchanged 
JJ!lay 26, 1852J· proclaimed May 26, 1852. (Treaties and Conven-
tions, 1889, p. 222.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Amity. 
II. Freedom of commerce and navi-
gation. 
III. Most favored nation privileges. 
IV. No discrimination in duties. 
V. Tonnage duties. 
VI. No discrimination on vessels. 
VII. Equal trade privileges. 
Y.III. Equal treatment of citizens. 
IX. Exemption from military serv-
ice, etc. 
X. Consular and diplomatic privi-
leges. 
XI. Rights in case of war. 
XII. Property rights. 
XIII. Duration. 
XIV. Ratification. 
In the Name of the Most Holy Trinity 
Commercial intercourse having been for some time established 
between the United States and the Republic of Costarica, it seems 
O'OOd for the security as well as the encouragement of such com-
mercial intercourse, and for the maintenance of good understanding 
between the United States and the said republic, that the relations 
now sub i ting between them, should be regularly acknowledged and 
confirmed by the signature of a Treaty of Amity, Commerce and Nav-
igation; 
For this purpose they have named their respective Plenipotentiaries, 
that is to say: -
The Pre, ident of the nited States, Daniel Webster, Secretary of 
tate; 
And hi Exe Heney the President of the Republic of Co taTica, 
efior Don F lipe folina Envoy ExtTaordinary and Minister Pleni-
pot ntiary of that R public to the United States; 
ho aft r having communicated to each other their full power , 
f und to b in du and proper form, have agreed upon and concluded 
th foll ing Arti 1 s: 
RTI LE I 
RTI LE II 
R public of o ta-
nit d at anl 
jpr al fr dom 
t-v o ountri 
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respectively shall have liberty freely and securely to come with. their 
ships and cargoes to all places ports and rivers in the territories afore-
said, to which other foreigners are or may be permitted to come; to 
enter into the same, and to remain and reside in any part thereof, 
respectively; also to hire and occupy houses and ware houses for the 
purposes of their commerce; and generally the merchants and 
traders of each nation respectively, shall enjoy the most complete pro-
tection and security for their commerce, subject always to the laws 
and statutes of the two countries, respectively. 
In like manner the respective ships of war and post office packets 
of the two countries shall have liberty freely and securely to come 
to all harbors, rivers and places, to which other foreign ships of war 
and packets are or may be permitted to come; to enter into the same, 
to anchor and to remain there and refit, subject always to the laws 
and statutes of the two countries respectively. 
By the right of entering the places ports and rivers mentioned in 
this Article, the privilege of carrying on the coasting trade is not 
understood, in which trade national vessels only of the country where 
the trade is carried on are permitted to engage. 
ARTICLE III 
It being the intention of the two High Contracting Parties to bind 
themselves by the preceding Articles to treat each other on the foot-
ing of the most favored nation it is hereby agreed between them, that 
any favor, privilege or immunity whatever, in matters of commerce 
and navigation, which either Contracting Party has actually granted, 
or may hereafter grant, to the subjects or citizens of any other State, 
shall be extended to the subjects or citizens of the other High Con-
tracting Party, gratuitously, if the concession in favor of that other 
nation shall have been gratuitous; or in return for compensation as 
nearly as possible of proportionate value and effect, to be adjusted 
by mutual agreeme 1t, if the concessions shall have been conditional. 
ARTICLE IV 
No higher nor other duties shall be imposed on the importation into 
the territories of the United States, of any article being of the growth, 
produce or manufacture of the Republic of Costarica and no higher 
or other duties shall be imposed on the importation into the territories 
of the Republic of Costarica of any articles being the growth, prod-
uce or manufacture of the territories of the United States than are 
or shall be payable on the like articles, being the growth produce or 
manufacture of any other foreign country; nor shall any other or higher 
duties or charges be imposed in the territories of either of the High 
Contracting Parties, on the exportation of any articles to the territories 
of the other, than such as are or may be payable 9n the exportation 
of the like articles to any other foreign country, nor shall any prohi-
bition be imposed upon the exportation or importation of any articles 
the growth produce or manufacture of the territories of the United 
States, or of the Republic of Costarica, to or from the said territories 
of the Un ited States, or to or from the Republic of Costarica, which 
shall not equally extend to all other nations. 
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ARTICLE V 
No higher nor other duties or payments on account of tonnage of 
light or harbor dues, of pilotage, of salvage in case either of damage 
or shipwreck, or on account of any other local charges, shall be 
imposed ·in any of the ports of the Republic of Costarica ·on vessel 
of the United States, than those payable in the same ports by Costa-
rican vessels; nor in any of . the ports of the United States, on Costa-
rican vessels, than shall be payable in the same ports on vessels of 
the United States. 
ARTICLE VI 
The same duties shall be paid on the importation into the terri-
tories of the Republic of Costarica, of any article being of the growth, 
produce or manufacture of the territories of the United States whether 
such importation shall be made in Costarican or in vessels of the 
United States; and the same duties shall be paid on the importation 
into the territories of the United States of any article, being the growth, 
produce or manufacture of the Republic of Costarica, whether such 
importation shall be made in the United States or in Costarican 
vessels. 
The same duties shall be paid, and the same bounties and draw-
backs allowed, on the exportation to the Republic of Costarica, of 
any articles being the growth, produce or manufacture of the terri-
tories of the United States whether such exportations shall be made 
in Costarican or in United States vessels; and the same duties shall 
be paid, and the same bounties and drawbacks allowed, on the expor-
tation of any articles, being the growth, produce or manufacture of 
the Republic of Costarica to the territories of the United States, 
whether such exportations shall be made in United States or in Cm,ia-
rican vessels. 
ARTICLE VII 
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ARTICLE VIII 
In whatever relates to the police of the ports, the lading and unlad-
ing of ships, the safety of merchandise, goods and effects, the suc-
cession to personal estates by will or otherwise, and the disposal of 
personal property of every sort and denomiuation, by sale, donation, 
exchange, testament, or in any other manner whatsoever, as also the 
administration of justice; the citizens of the two high contracting 
parties, shall reciprocally enjoy the same privileges, liberties and 
rights, as native citizens, and they shall not be charged in any of 
these respects, with any higher imposts or duties than those which are 
paid or may be paid by native citizens; submitting of course to the 
local laws and regulations of each country, respectively. 
If any citizen of either of the two High Contracting Parties shall die 
without will or testament in any of the Territories of the other, the 
Consul-General or Consul of the nation to which the deceased belonged, 
or the representative of such Consul-General or Consul in his absence, 
shall have the right to nominate curators to take charge of the prop-
erty of the deceased, so far as the laws of the country will permit, for 
the benefit of the lawf~1l heirs and creditors of the deceased; giving 
proper notice of such nomination to the authorities of the country. 
ARTICLE IX 
The citizens of the United States residing in the Republic of Costa-
rica, and the citizens or the Republic of Costarica residing in the 
United States, shall be exempted from all compulsory military serv-
ice whatsoever, either by sea or by land, and from all forced loans or 
military exactions or requisitions; and they shall not be compelled, 
under any pretext whatsoever, to pay other ordinary charges, requisi-
tions or taxes, greater than those that are paid by native citizens of 
the Contracting Parties respectively. 
ARTICLE X 
It shall be free for each of ~he two High Contracting Parties to 
appoi~t Consuls for the protection of trade, to reside in any of the ter-
ritories of the other Party; hqt before any Consul 1::1hall act as such, 
he shall, in the usual form be approved and admitted by the Govern-
ment to which he is sent; and either of the High Contracting Parties 
may except from the residence of Consuls such particular places as 
they judge fit to be excepted. 'rhe Costarican Diplomatic Agents and 
Consuls shall enjoy in the territories of the United States whatever 
privileges, exemptions, and immunities are or shall be granted to 
agents of the same rank belonging to the most favored nation; and in 
like manner the Diplomatic Agents and Consuls of the United States 
in the Costarican territories shall enjoy according to the strictest 
reciprocity whatever privileges, exemptions and immunities are or 
may be granted in the Republic of Costarica to the Diplomatic 
A.gents and Consuls of the most favored nation. 
ARTICLE XI 
Forthe bettersem::.rity of commerce between the citizens of the United 
tates a~d t~e cit~zens of the Republic of Costarica, it ;s agreed, that if 
at any trme any rnterruption of friendly intercourse, or any rupture 
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should unfortunately take place between the two High Contracting 
Parties, the citizens of either of the two High Contracting Parties who 
may be ·within any of the territories of the other, shall, if residing upon 
the coasts, be allowed six months, and if in the interior, a whole year to 
wind up their accounts and dispose of their property; and a safe-
conduct shall be given them to embark at the port which they them-
selves shall select; and even in the event of a rupture all such citizens 
of either of the two High Contracting Parties who are established in 
any of the territories of the other, in the exercise of any trade or special 
employment, shall have the privilege of remaining and of continuing 
such trade and employment therein without any manner of interrup-
tion, in the full enjoyment of their liberty and property as long as 
tney behave peaceably, and commit no offence against the laws ; and 
their goods and effects of whatever description they may be whether 
in their own custody or intrusted to individuals or to the State, shall 
not be liable to seizure or sequestration, nor to any other charges or 
demands than those which may be made upon the like effects or prop-
erty belonging to the native citizens of the country in which such 
citizens may reside. In the same case debts between individuals, 
property in public funds, and shares of companies, shall never be con-
:fi cated, sequestered nor detained. 
ARTICLE XII 
The citizens of the United States and the citizens of the Republic 
of Co. tar ica, respectively, re iding in any <1'f the territories of the 
other party shall enjoy in thcil' houses, persons, and properties, the 
protection of the Government, and shall continue in possession of the 
guarantee: which they now enjoy. They shall not be disturbed, 
molested or annoyed in any manner on account of their religious 
belief, nor in the proper exercise of their religion, either within their 
own private houses or in the places of worship destined for that pur-
, po e, ao-r ably to the y tern of tolerance established in the territorie 
of the two Jlio-h Contracting Partie ; provided they respect the religion 
of the nation in which they r ide, as well as the constitution, laws 
and u tom. of the country. L1.berty shall also be granted to bury 
the citizen. , of eith r of the two High Contracting Parties who may die 
in th t rritorie · afore ·aid., in burial-phices of their own which in the 
am manner may b freely establi heel and maintained; nor shall th 
funerals or · pulchre ' of the dead be disturbed in any way or upon 
any account. 
ARTI LE XIII 
may have the oppor-
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ARTICLE XIV 
The present Treaty shall be ratified, and the ratifications shall be 
exchanged at Washington or at San Jose de . Costarica within the 
space of one year, or sooner if possible · 
In witness whereof the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed the 
same and have affixed thereto their respective seals. 
Done at Washington this tenth day of July, in the year of our Lord 
one thousand eight hundred and fifty one. 
1860. 
CLAIMS CONVENTION. 
DAN1 WEBSTER 
[SEAL.] 
F. MOLINA 
[SEAL.] 
Concluded July 2, 1860 .,· ratification advised by the Senate January 16, 
1861.,· ratified by the President November 7, 1861.,· time for exchange 
. of ratifications extended by the Senate March 12, 1861 .,· ratifications 
exchanged November 9, 1861.,· proclaimed November 11, 1861. (Trea-
ties and Conventions, 1889, p. 227.) 
This convention of nine articles provided for a commission of three, 
who met at Washington February 8, 1862, and adjourned November 
6, 1862. The amount awarded against Costa Rica was $25,704.14. 
DENMARK. 
1826. 
CONVENTION OF FRIENDSHIP, COMMERCE AND NAVIGATION. 1 
Concluded April 26, 1826_; ratification advised by the Senate May 4, 
1826_; ratified by the President May 6, 1826~· ratifications exchanged 
August 10, 1826~· proclaimed October 14, 1826. (Treaties and Con-
ventions, 1889, p. 231.) 
(This convention was abrogated by notice April 15, 1856, and renewed by the 
convention of April 11, 1857, except Article V.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Most favored nation clause. 
II. Freedom of trade. 
VII. Property rights. 
VIII. Consular officers. 
III. Equality as to shipping. 
IV. Import and export duties. 
IX. Consular privileges. 
X. Consular exemptions. 
V. Sound and belts dues. XI. Duration. 
VI. Trade with Danish colonies. XII. Ratification. 
The Unite9- States of America and His Majesty, the King of Den-
mark, being de irous to make firm and permanent the peace and 
fri ndship which happily prevail bet.ween the two nations, and to 
extend the commercial relations which subsist between their respec-
tive territories and peopl , have agreed to fix, in a manner clear and 
po i iv , the rules which hall in future be observed between the one 
and the oth r party, by means of a general convention of friendship, 
omm rce and navigation.-With that object, the President of the 
nit d tat of Am rica ha conferred full powers on Henry Clay, 
their er tary of tate, and Hi Majesty, the King of Denmark, has 
onf rr d like power.· on P ter Peders n, Ilis Privy Counsellor of 
L gation, and Mini ter Re ident n ar the said States, Knight of the 
D nn brog, who, after havino- xchanged their said full powers, 
found to be in du and prop:>r form, hav agreed to the following 
I i 1 : 
ARTI LE 1. 
d ral 
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ARTICLE 2. 
The contracting parties being likewise desirous of pl~cing the com-
merce and navigation of their respective countries on the liberal basis 
of perfect equality and reciprocity, mutually agree that the Citizens 
and subjects of each may frequent all the coasts and countries of the 
other (with the exception hereafter provided for in the sixth article) 
and reside and .trade there in all kinds of produce, manufactures 
and merchandize, and they shall enjoy all the rights privileges and 
exemptions, in navigation and commerce, which native Citizens or 
subjects do or shall enjoy, submitting themselves to the laws, decrees 
and usages there established, to which native Citizens or subjects are , 
subjected. But it is understood that this Article does not include the 
coasting trade of either country, the regulation of which is reserved 
by the parties, respectively, according to their own separate laws. 
ARTICLE 3. 
They likewise agree that whatever kind of produce, manufacture, 
or merchandize, of any foreign country, can be, from time to time, 
lawfully imported into the United States, in vessels belonging wholly 
to the Citizens thereof, may be also imported in vessels wholly belong-: 
ing to the subjects of Denmark; and that no higher or other duties 
upon the tonnage of the vessel or her Cargo shall be levied and col-
lected, whether the importation be made in vessels of the one country 
or of the other. And, in like manner, that whatever kind of produce, 
manufacture or merchandize, of any foreign country, can be, from 
time to time, lawfully imported into the dominions of the King of 
Denmark, in the vessels thereof, (with the exception hereafter men-
tioned in the sixth article) may be also imported in vessels of the 
United States, and .that no higher or other duties, upon the tonnage 
of the vessel or her cargo shall be levied and collected, whether the 
importation be made in vessels of the one country, or of the other. 
And they further agree that whatever may be lawfully exported or 
re-exported, from the one country in its own vessels to any foreign 
cour;i.try, may, in like manner, be exported 01; re-exported in the ves-
sels of the other country. And the same bounties, duties and draw-
backs shall be allowed and collected, whether such exportation or 
re-exportation, be made in vessels of the United States or of Denmark. 
Nor shall higher or other charges of any kind be imposed, in the ports 
of one party, on vessels of the other, than are or shall be payable, in 
the ame ports, by native vessels. 
ARTICLE 4. 
No higher or other duties shall be imposed on the import-ation into 
the United States of any article, the produce or manufacture of the 
dominions of His Majesty, the King of Denmark, and no higher or 
other duties shall be imposed on the importation into the said Domin-
ion of any article, the produce or manufacture of the United States, 
than are or shall be payable on the like articles, being the produce or 
manufacture of any other foreign country. Nor shall any higher or 
other duties or charges ~e imposed in either of the two countries, on the 
exportation of any articles to the United States, orto the dominions of 
His Majesty, the King of Denmark, respectively, than such as are or 
may be payable on the exportation of the like articles to any other 
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foreign country. Nor shall any prohibition be imposed on the expor-
tation or importation of any articles the produce or manufacture of 
the United States or of the dominions of his Majesty, the King of Den-
mark, to or from the territories of the United States, or to or from the 
said dominions, which shall not equally extend to all other nations. 
ARTICLE V. 1 
[Neither the vessels of the United States nor their cargoes shall, 
when they pass the Sound or the Belts, pay higher or other duties than 
those which are or may be paid by the most favoured nation.] · 
ARTICLE 6. 
The present Convention shall not apply to the Northern possessions 
of His .Majesty, the King of Denmark, that is to say, Iceland, the 
Ferroe Islands, and Greenland; nor to places situated beyond the 
Cape of Good Hope, the right to regulate the direct intercourse with 
which possessions and places, is reserved by the parties respectively. 
And it is further agreed that this Convention is not to extend to the 
direct trade between Denmark and the West India Colonies of His 
Danish Majesty, but in the intercourse with those Colonies, it is agreed 
that whatever can be lawfully imported into or exported from the 
said Colonies in vessels of one party from or to the ports of the United 
States, or from or to the. ports of any other foreign country, may, in 
like manner, and with the same duties and charges, applicable to 
vessel and cargo, be imported into or exported from the said Colonies, 
in vessels of the other party. · 
ARTICLE 7. 
Th United States and His Danish Majesty mutually agree that no 
higher or other duties, charges or taxes of any kind shall be levied in 
the territories or dominion of either party, upon any personal prop-
erty, money, or effects of their re pective Citizens or subjects, on the 
r moval of the same from their territories or dominions reciprocally, 
ither upon the inheritance of such property, money, or effects, or 
otherwi e than are or shall be payable in each State, upon the same, 
when removed by a itizen or subject of such State, respectively. 
ARTICLE 8. 2 
~ S Convention of July 11, 1 61, p. 159. 
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ARTICLE 9. 
In order that the Consuls and Vice-Consuls of the contracting par-
Lies may enjoy the rights, privileges and immunities which belong to 
them, by their public character, they shall, before entering on the 
exercise of their functions, exhibit their Commission or Patent in due 
form to the Government to which they are accredited; and, having 
obtained their Exequatur, which shall be granted gratis, they shall be 
held and considered as such by all the authorities, magistrates and 
inhabitants in the Consular District in which they reside. 
ARTICLE 10. 
It is likewise agreed that the Consuls and persons attached to their 
necessary service, they not being natives of the country in which the 
Consul resides, shall be exempt from all public service, and also from 
all kind of taxes, imposts and contributions, except those which they 
shall be obliged to pay, on account of commerce, or their property, to 
which inhabitants, native and foreign, of the country in which such 
Consuls reside, are subject, being in everything, besides, subject to the 
laws of the respective States. !The Archives and papers of the Con-
imlate shall be respected inviolably, and, under no pretext, whatever, 
shall any magistrate seize or in any way interfere with them; 
ARTICLE 11. 
The present Convention shall be in force for ten years from the date 
hereof, and further until the encl of one year after either of the con-
tracting parties shall have given notice to the other of its intention 
to terminate the same, each of the contracting parties reserving to 
itself the right of giving such notice to the other at the end of the said 
term of ten years; and it is hereby agreed between them, that, on the 
expiration of one year after such notice shall have been received by 
either from the other party, this Convention and all the provisions 
thereof shall altogether cease and determine. 
ARTICLE 12. 
This Convention shall be approved and ratified by the President of 
the United States, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate 
thereof, and by His Majesty, the King of Denmark, and the ratifica-
tions shall be exchanged in the City of Copenhagen within eight 
months from the date of the signature hereof, or sooner if possjble. 
In faith whereof We the Plenipotentiaries of the United States of 
America and of His Danish Majesty, have signed and sealed these 
presents. 
Done, in triplicate, at the City of Washington on the twenty-sixth 
da,y of April, in the year of our Lord, one thousand eight hundred and 
twenty six, in the fiftieth year of the Independence of the U nitecl States 
of America. 
H. CLAY 
pr. PEDERSEN 
[SEAL.] 
[SEAL.] 
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ADDENDUM. 
Mr. Clay to Mr. Pedersen. 
DEPARTMENT OF ST.A.TE, 
Washington, April 25, 1826. 
The undersigned, Secretary of State of the United States, by direction of the 
President thereof, has the honor to state to Mr. Pedersen, Minister Resident of . 
His Majesty the King of Denmark, that it would have been satisfactory to the 
Government of the United States if Mr. Pedersen had been charged with instruc-
tions in the negotiation which has just terminated, to treat of the indemnities to 
citizens of the United States, in consequence of the seizure, detention, and con-
demnation of their property in the ports of His Danish Majesty. But as he has 
no instructions to that effect, the undersigned is directed, at and before proceed-
ing to the signature of the Treaty of Friendship, Commerce, and Navigation on 
which they have agreed, explicitly to declare, that the omission to provide for 
those indemnities is not hereafter to be interpreted as a waiver or abandonment 
of them by the Government of the United States, which, on the contrary, is firmly 
resolved to persevere in the pursuit of them, until they shall be finally arranged, 
upon principles of equity and justice. And, to guard against any misconception 
of the fact of the silence of the Treaty in the above particular, or of the views of 
the American Government, the undersigned requests thatMr. Pedersen will trans-
mit this official declaration to the Government of Denmark. And he avails him-
self of this occasion to tender to Mr. Pedersen assurances of his distinguished con-
sideration. 
H. CLAY. 
The Chevalier PEDERSEN, 
Minister Resident from Denmark. 
The Chevalier Peter Pedersen to Mr. Clay. 
WASHINGTON, 25th Apr·il 1826. 
The undersigned, Minister Resident of His Majesty the King of Denmark, has 
the honour, herewith, to acknowledge having received Mr. Clay's official note of 
this day, declaratory of the advanced claims against Denmark, not being waived 
on the part of the United States, by the Convention agreed upon, and about to be 
signed, which note he, as requested, will transmit to his Government. And he 
avails himself of this occasion to re.new to Mr, Clay assurances of his distingui hed 
consideration. 
P. PEDERSEN. 
To the Hon. HENRY CLAY, 
Secretary of State of the United States. 
1 30_ 
CLAIMS O VE TION. 
Concluded 1!farch 28, 18JO_; ratification advised by the Senate May 29, 
18 O_; ratified by the f?r sident June 2 , 18JO_; ratifications exchanged 
June 5, 18 O_; ptodaim dJune5, 18 0. Crr ati and Conv ntion, 
1 n, p. 235.) 
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1857. 
CONVENTION DISCON'l'INUING THE SOUND DUES. 
Concluded .April 11, 1857; ratifications advised by the Senate January 
5, '1858; ratified by the President January 7, 1858_; ratifications 
exchanged January 12, 1858_; proclaimed January 13, 1858. (Trea-
ties and Conventions, 1889, p. 238.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Sound and Belts dues abolished. 
II. Lights, buoys and pilots. 
III. Payment by the United States. 
IV. Most favored natio1; privileges. I 
V. Convention of 1826 revived. 
VI. Effect. 
VII. Ratification. 
The United States of America and his Majesty the King of Den-
mark, being desirous to terminate amicably the differences which 
have arisen between them in regard to the tolls levied by Denmark 
on American vessels and their cargoes passing through the Sound 
and Belts, and commonly called the Sound Dues, have resolved to 
conclude a Convention for that purpoAe, and have named as their 
plenipotentiaries, that is to say, the President of the United States, 
Lewis Cass, Secretary of State of the United States, and his Majesty 
the King of Denmark, Torben Bille, Esquire, Knight of the Danne-
brog and decorated with the Cross of Honor of the same order, his 
said Majesty's Charge d'Affaires near the Government of the United 
States; who, after having communicated to each other their full 
powers, in due form, have agreed to and signed the following articles: 
ARTICLE I. 
His Majesty the King of Denmark declares entire freedom of the 
navigation of the Sound and the Belts in favor of American vessels 
and their cargoes, from and forever after the day when this Conven-
tion shall go into effect as hereinafter provided. And it is hereby 
agreed that American vessels and their cargoes after that day shall 
not be subject to any charges whatever in passing the Sound or the 
Belts, or to any detention in the said waters, and both Governments 
will concur, if oecasion should require it, in taking measures to pre-
vent abu e of the free flag of the United States by the shipping of 
other nations which shall not have secured the same freedom and 
exemption from charges enjoyed by that of the United States. 
ARTICbE II. 
His Danish Majesty further engages that the passages of the Sound 
and Belts shall continue to be lighted and .buoyed as heretofore with-
out any charge upon American vessels or their cargoes on passing the 
Sound and the Belts, and that the present establishments of Danish 
pilot in these waters shall continue to be maintained by Denmark. -
His Danish Majesty agrees to make such additions and improvements 
in reo-ard to the lights, buoys and pilot establishments in these waters 
as circum tances and the increasing trade of the Baltic may require. 
Federal cases: Bartram v. Robertson, 122 U. S. 116; Thingvalla Line v. U.S., 
24 Ct. CL 255. 
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He further engages that no charge shall be made, in consequence of 
such additions and improvements, on American ships and their 
cargoes passing through the Sound and the Belts. 
It is understood, however, to be optional for the masters of Ameri-
can vessels either to employ in the said waters Danish pilots at rea-
sonable rates fixed by the Danish Government, or to navigate their 
vessels without such assistance. 
ARTICLE III. 
\ 
In consideration of the foregoing agreements and stipulations on the 
part of Denmark whereby the free and unincumbered navigation of 
American vessels through the Sound and the Belts is forever secured, 
the United States agree to pay to the Government of Denmark, once 
for all, the sum of seven hundred and seventeen thousand, eight hun-
dred and twenty nine Rix dollars, or its equivalent, three hundred and 
ninety-three thousand and eleven dollars in United States currency, 
at London on the day when the said convention shall go into full 
effect as hereinafterwards provided. 
ARTICLE IV. 
It is further agreed that any other or further privileges, rights or 
advantages which may have been or may be granted by Denmark to 
the commerce and navigation of any other nation at the Sounds and 
Belts, or on her coasts and in her harbors, with reference to the transit 
by land through Danish territory of merchandise belonging to the 
citizens or subjects of such nation, shall also be fully extended to and 
enjoyed by the citizens of the United States, and by their vessels and 
property in that quarter. 
ARTICLE V. 
The general convention of friendship, commerce and navigation,1 
concluded between the United States and his Majesty the King of 
Df'nmark on the 26th of April, 1826, and which was abrogated on the 
15th of April, 1856, and the provisions contained in each and all of its 
article , the 5th article alone excepted, shall after the ratification of 
thi present Convention, again become binding upon the United States 
and Denmark; it being, however, understood that a year's notice shall 
suffice for the abrogation of the stipulations of the said Convention 
hereby renewed. 
ARTICLE VI. 
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pation of the payment of the sum stipulated in Article III; it being 
understood however, that in that event the Government of the United 
States shali also pay to that of Denmark four per cent interest on the 
said sum from the day the said immunity shall have gone into opera-
tion until the principal shall have been paid as aforesaid. 
ARTICLE VII. 
'fhe present Convention shall be duly ratified and the exchange of 
ratifications shall take place in Washington within ten months from 
the date hereof, or sooner if practicable. 
In faith whereof the respective plenipotentiaries have signed the 
present Convention, in duplicate, and have thereunto affixed their seals. 
Done at Washington this eleventh day of April in the year of our 
Lord one thousand eight hundred and fifty-seven, and of the Independ-
ence of the United States the eighty-first. 
1861. 
CONSULAR CONVENTION. 1 
LEWIS CASS. 
[SEAL.] 
TORBEN BILLE 
[SEAL.] 
Concluded July 11, 1861_; ratification advised by the Senate July 17, 
1861_; ratified by the President August 25, 1861_; ratifications ex-
changed September 18, 1861J· proclaimed September 20, 1861. ('rrea-
ties and Conventions, 1889, p. 240.) 
· (This convention consisted of two additional articles to the general convention 
of commerce and navigation, 1826, renewed April 11, 1857, extending the powers of 
consuls.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Authority of consuls over shipping I II. Deserters from ships; ratification. 
disputes. 
The United States of America and His Majesty the King of Den-
mark, wishing to favor their mutual commerce by affording, in their 
ports, every necessary assistance to their respective vesselR, the Under-
signed Plenipotentiaries, being duly empowered for that purpose, 
have agreed upon the followip.g additional articles to the General Con-
vention of friendship, commerce and navigation, concluded at Wash-
ington on the twenty-sixth day of April, 1826, between the contracting 
parties. 
ARTICLE I. 
The respective Consuls General, Consuls, Vice Consuls and Com-
mercial Agents, shall have the right as such to sit as judges and arbi-
trators in such differences as may arise, either at sea or in port, 
between the Captain, officers and crew of the vesseh; belonging to the 
nation whose interests are committed to their charge, particularly in 
1 See Convention of 1826, p. 152. 
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reference to the adjustment of wages and the execution of contracts, 
without the interference of the local authorities, unless the conduct 
of the crew and the officers, or of the Captains, should disturb the 
order or tranquillity of the country. 
It is however, understood that this species of judgment or arbitra-
tion shall not deprive the contending parties of the right they have 
to resort on their return to the judicial authority of their country. 
ARTICLE II. 
The Consuls General, Consuls, Vice Consuls and Commercial Agents 
are authorized to require the assistance of the local authorities for 
the search, arrest and imprisonment of the deserters from the ships 
of war and merchant vessels of their country. For this purpose they 
Rhall apply to the competent tribunals, judges and officers, and shall 
in writing demand said deserters, proving by the exhibition of the 
registers of the vessels, the rolls of the crews, or by other official doc-
uments, or, if the vessel shall have departed, by copy of said docu-
ments duly certified by them, that such individuals form part of the 
crew; and on this reclamation being thus substantiated, the surrender 
shall not be refused, unless there be sufficient proof of the said per-
sons being citizens or subjects of the country where their surrender 
is demanded. Such deserters when arrested shall be placed at the 
disposal of said Consuls General, Consuls, Vice Consuls or Commer-
cial Agents, and may be confined in the public prisons at the request 
and cost of those who shall claim them, in order to be detained until 
the time when they shall be restored to the vessels to which they 
belonged, or sent back to their own country by a vessel of the same 
nation, or any other vessel whatsoever. But if not sent back within 
three months from the day of their arrest, they shall be set at liberty 
and shall not be again arrested for the same cause. 
However if the deserter should be found to have committed any 
crime or offence, his surrender may be delayed until the tribunal 
before which his case shall be depending shall have pronounced its 
sentence, and such sentence shall have been carried into effect. 
T.he present additional articles shall have the same force and value 
a. if they were in erte<l., word for word, in the Convention signed at 
"\Va hington on th twenty-sixth day of April, one thou and eight 
hundred and twenty- ix, and being approved and ratified by the 
Pr ident of the United tates, by and with the ad vice and consent 
of th nate th reof, and by Ili Majesty the King of Denmark, 
th ratification hall be ex hanged at Wahington within ix months 
from the date her of, or ooner, if po ,•ible. 
In faith wh r of, we, th un<l.er igned, in virtue of our re pective 
full p , r , hav si<Yned the present additional articles, and have 
h r to affix d our al . 
n in triplicat at h City of Wa hington on the eleventh day 
f Jul , in h y ar of our Lord one thousand eight hundr d and 
n. 
WILLIAM H. EWARD. 
[ EAL.] 
W.R. RAASL FF. 
[SE L.] 
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1872. 
NATURALIZATION CONVENTION. 
Concluded July 20, 1872_; ratification advised by the Senate January 
13, 1873_; rat~fied by the President January ~2, 1873_; ratijicatio_ns 
exchanged March 14, 1873_; proclaimed April 15, 1873. (Treaties 
and Conventions, 1889, p. 241.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Naturalization recognized. I IV. Duration. 
II. Readmission to former status. j V. Ratification. 
III. Renunciation of acquired status. 
The United States of America and his Majesty the King of Den-
mark being desirous to regulate the citizenship of the citizens of the 
United St,ates of America who have. emigrated, or who may emigrate, 
from the United States of America to the Kingdom of Denmark, and 
of Danish subjects who have emigrated, or who may emigrate from 
the Kingdom of Denmark to the United States of America, have 
resolved to conclude a Convention for that purpose, and have named 
as their Plenipotentiaries, that is to say, 
The President of the United States of Ame~·ica: 
Michael J. Cramer, 
Minister Resident of the United States of America at Copenhagen; 
and His Majesty the King of Denmark: 
Otto Ditlev Baron Rosenorn-Lehn, 
Commander of Danebrog and Danebrogsmand, Chamberlain, His 
Majesty's Minister for Foreign Affairs, &c., &c., &c.; who, after hav-
ing communicated to each other their respective full . Powers, found 
to be in good and due form, have agreed upon and concluded the 
following Articles, to wit: 
ARTICLE I. 
Citizens of the United States of America who have become, or shall 
become, and are naturalized, according to law, within the Kingdom 
of Denmark as Danish subjects, shall be held by the United States of 
America to be in all respects and for all purposes Danish subjects, and 
shall be treated as such by the United States of America. 
In like manner, Danish subjects who have become, or shall become, 
and aw~ naturalized, according to law, within the United States of 
America a citizens thereof, shall be held by the Kingdom of Denmark 
to be in all respects and for all purposes as citizens of the United 
Stat ' of America, and shall be treated as such by the Kingdom of 
Denmark. 
ARTICLE II. 
If any such citizen of the United States, as aforesaid, naturalized 
within the Kingdom of Denmark as a Danish subject, should renew 
his residence in the United States, the United States Government 
may, on his application, and on such conditions as that Government 
may see fit to impose, readmit him to the character and privileges of 
a citizen of the United States, and the Danish Government shall not, 
in that case, claim him as a Danish subject on account of his former 
naturalization. 
In like manner, if any such Danish subject, as aforesaid, natural-
ized within the United States as a citizen thereof, should renew his 
7468-11 
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residence within the Kingdom of Denmark, His Majesty's Government 
may, on his application, and on such conditions as that Government 
may think fit to impose, Teadmit him to the character and privileges 
of a Danish subject, and the United States Government shall not, in 
that case, claim him as a citizen of the United States on account of 
his fOl'mer ·naturalization. 
ARTICLE III. 
If, however, a citizen of the United States, naturalized in Denmark, 
shall renew his residence in the former country without the intent to 
·return to that in which he was naturalized, he shall be held to have 
renounced his naturalization. 
In like manner, if a Dane, naturalized in the United States, shall 
renew his residence in Denmark without the intent to return to the 
former country, he shall be held to have renounced his naturalization 
in the United States. • . . 
The intent not to return may be held to exist, when a person natural-
ized in the one country shall reside more than two years in the other 
country. 
ARTICLE IV. 
The present convention shall go into effect immedia,tely on or after 
the exchange of the ratification~, and shall continue in force for ten 
years. If neither party shall have given to the other six months 
previous notice of its intention then to terminate the same, it shall 
further remain in force until the end of twelve months after either of 
the Contracting Parties shall have given notice to the other of such 
intention. 
ARTICLE V. 
The present Convention hall be ratified by the President of the 
Unit d tates of America, by and with the advice and consent of the 
na,te ther of, and by His Majesty the King of Denmark, and the 
ratifications shall be exchanged at Copenhagen as soon as may be 
within eight month from the late hereof. 
In witn s whereof, the respective Plenipotentiaries have ·igned 
th am , and have affix d th r to their respective seals. 
Done at op nha0 • n th tw ntieth day of July, in the year of our 
Lord On Thou ·and Eight Hundred and Seventy Two. 
1:. 'RRE 1 TT • ' B :1ITTI 
MICHAEL J. CRAMER. 
[SEAL.] 
0. D. ROSENORN-LEHN. 
[SEAL.] 
BUTTERFIELD & ~ ., 
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1892. 
TRADE-MARK CONVENTION. 
Concluded June 15, 1892_; ratification advised by the Senate July 21, 
1892_; ratified by the President July 29, 1892_; ratifications exchanged 
September 28, 1892_; proclaimed October 12, 1892. (U. S. Stats. Vol. 
27, p. 963.) 
I. Reciprocal rights. 
II. Formalities. 
· ARTICLES. 
I III. Duration. IV. Ratification. 
With a view to secure for the manufacturers in the United States 
of America, and those in Denmark, the reciprocal protection of their 
Trade Marks and Trade Labels, the Undersigned, duly authorised to 
that effect, have agreed on the following dispositions. 
ARTICLE I. 
The subjects or citizens of each of the High Contracting Parties 
shall in · the Dominions and Possessions of the other have the same 
rights as belong to native subjects or citizens, in everything relating to 
Trade Marks and Trade Labels of every kmd. 
Provided, always, that in the United States the subjects of Den-
mark, and in Denmark, the citizens of the United States of America, 
cannot enjoy these rights to a greater extent or for a longer period of 
time than in their native country. 
ARTICLE II. 
Any person in either country desiring protection of his Trade Mark 
in the Dominions of the other must fulfil the formalities required by 
the law of the latter; but no person, being a subject or citizen of one 
of the contracting States, shall be entitled to claim protection in the 
other by virtue of the provisions of this convention, unless he shall 
have first secured protection in his own country in accordance with 
the laws thereof. 
ARTICLE Ill. 
This arrangement shall go into effect immediately on or after the 
exchange of the ratifications and shall be in force until.a year after it 
has been 1·ecalled by the one or the other of ·the two High Parties. 
ARTICLE IV. 
The present convention shall be ratified by the President of the 
United States of America by and with the advice and consent of 
the Senate ·thereof and by His Majesty the King of Denmark, and 
the ratifications shall be exchanged at Copenhagen as soon as may be 
within ten months from the date hereof. 
In witness whereof the- Undersigned have signed the present con-
vention and. have affixed thereto the seal of their arms. 
Done at Copenhagen in double expedition the 15. June 1892. 
CLARKE. CARR. 
[SEAL.] 
REEDTZ TROTT. 
[SEAL.] 
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC. 
1867. 
CONVENTION OF AMITY, COMMERCE AND NAVIGATION, AND EXTRA-
DITION. 
Concluded February 8, 1867_; ratification advised by the Senate March 
·20, 1867_; rat~fied by the President July 31, 1867J· ratijicati~ns 
exchanged October 5, 1867J· proclaimed October 24, 1867. (Treaties 
and Conventions, 1889, p. 244.) 
This convention of thirty-two articles terminated January 13, 1898, 
by notice from the Dominican Government. 
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ECUADOR. 
1839. 
TREATY OF PEACE, FRIENDSHIP, NAVIGATION, AND COMMERCE. 
Concluded June 13, 1839J· ratification advised by the Senate July 15, 
1840J· ratified by the President July 31, 1840J· ratifications exchanged 
April 9, 1842J· proclaimed September 23, 1842. (Treaties and Con-
ventions, 1889, p. 255.) 
This treaty of thirty-five articles was abrogated August 25, 1892, by 
notice from the Ecuadorian Government. 
1862. 
CLAIMS CONVENTION. 
Concluded November 25, 1862J· rcdificaiion advised by the Senate Jan-
uary 28, 1863J· ratified by the Presiclent February 13, 1863J· ratifica-
tions exchanged July 27, 1864J· proclaimed September 8, 18fJ4. ('I'rea-
ties and Conventions, 1888, p. 265.) 
Under this convention of seven articles the commission of two mem-
bers and an arbitrator met at Guayaquil August 22, 1864, and termi-
nated its session August 17, 1865. The amount awarded against 
Ecuador was $94,799.56. ' 
1872. 
NATURALIZATION CONVENTION. 
Concluded May 6, 1872J· ratification advised by the Senate May 23, 
1872J· ratified by the President May 25, 1872J· ratifications exchanged 
November 6, 1873J· proclaimed November 24, 1873. (Treaties and 
Conventions, 1888, p. 267.) 
This convention of seven articles wa8 abrogated August 25, 1892, 
upon notice given by the Ecuadorian Government. 
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1872. 
EXTRADITION CONVENTION. 
Concluded June 28, 1872_; ratification advised by the Senate January 
6, 1873_; ratified by the President January 10, 1873_; ratifications 
exchanged November 12, 1873_; procza,imed December 24, 1873. 
(Treaties and Conventions, 1889, p. 269.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Persons to be delivered. V. Procedure. 
II. Extraditable crimes. VI. Expenses. 
III. Political offenses, etc. VII. Duration ; ratification. 
IV. Persons under arrest in country 
where found. 
The United Statss of America and the Republic of Ecuador having 
deemed it conducive to the better administration of justice and the 
prevention of crime within their respective territories, that all per-
sons convicted of, or accused of the crimes enumerated below, being 
being fugitives from justice, shall be, under certain circumstances 
reciprocally delivered up have resolved to conclude a Treaty upon the 
subject, and the President of the United States has for this purpose 
named Rumsey Wing, a citizen of the United States, and their Min-
ister Resident in Ecuador, as Plenipotentiary on the part of the United 
States; and the President of Ecuador has named Francisco Ta vier 
Leon, Minister of the Interior and ·of Foreign Affairs, as Plenipot,en-
tiary on the part of Ecuador; who having reciprocally communicated 
their full powers, and the same having been found in good and due 
form, have agreed upon the followino- articles, viz: 
ARTICLE l st . 
The Government of the United States, ·and the Government of 
Ecuador mutually agree 1io deliver up, uch persorn, as may have b en 
convicted of, or may b accused of the crimes set forthin the follow-
ino- arti le, committ d within the jurisdiction of one of the contracting 
pa1'ti , and who may have , ought refuge, or be found within the 
T rritory of the other: it being understood that this is only to be done 
wh nth criminality, hall be proved in such manner that accordin(T 
to th laws of th country, wh r th fugitive or accused may be found 
uch p r. ons might b lawfully arre, ted and tried, had the crime been 
committ d within it juri diction. 
ARTICLE 2~d 
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4th • The crime of forgery: which is understood to be the wilful 
use or circulation of jorged papers or public documents. 
5th • The fabrication or circulation of counterfeit money, either coin 
or paper, of public bonds, bank bills and securities, and in general 
of any kind of titles to or instruments of credit, the counterfeiting of 
stamps, dies, seals, and marks of the State, and of the administrative 
authorities, and the sale or circulation thereof . 
. 6th • Embezzlement of public property, committed within the juris-
diction of either party by public officers or depositaries. 
ARTICLE 3'~ 
The st,ipulations of this treaty shall not be applicable to crimes or 
offences of a political character; and the person or persons delivered 
up charged with the crimes specified in the foregoing article shall not 
be prosecuted for any crime committed previously to that for which 
his or their extradition may be asked. 
ARTICLE 4t~ 
If the person whose extradition may have been applied for in accord-
ance with the stipulations of the present 'rreaty, shall have been 
arrested for ·offences committed in the country where he has sought 
refuge, or if he shall have been sentenced therefor, his extradition 
may be deferred until his acquittal, or the expiration of the term for 
which he shall have been sentenced. 
ARTICLE 5t~ 
Requisitions for +.he extradition of fugitives from justice shall he 
made by the respective diplomatic agents of the contracting parties, 
or in case of the absence of these from the country or its capital, they 
may be made by superior Consular officers. If the person whose extra-
dition is asked for shall have been convicted of a crime, the requisi-
tion must be accompanied by a copy of the sentence of the Court that 
has convicted him, authenticated under its seal, and an attestation of 
the official character of the judge who has signed it, made by the 
proper executive authority; also by an authentication of the latter by 
the Minister or Consul of the United States or Ecuador respectively. 
On the contrary however, when the fugit,ive is merely charged with 
crime, a duly authenticated copy of the warrant for his arrest in the 
country where the crime has been committed, and of any evidence in 
writing upon which such warrant may have been issued, must accom-
pany the aforesaid requisition. The President of the United States 
or the proper executive authority of Ecuador, may then order the 
arrest of the fugitive, in order that he may be brought before the judi-
cial authority, which is competent to examine the question of extra-
dition. · 
If, then, according to the evidence and the law, it be decided that 
the extradition is due in conformity with this 'rreaty, the fugitive shall 
be delivered up, according to the forms prescribed in such cases. 
ARTICLE 6t? 
The expenses of the arr st, detention and transportation of persons 
claimed, shall be paid by the Government in whose name the requisi-
tion shall have b en made. 
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This treaty shall continue in force for ten years (10) from the day of 
the exchange of ratifications, but in case neither party shall have given 
to the other one year's (1) previous notice of its intention to terminate 
the same, then this Treaty shall continue in force for ten years (10) 
longer, and so on. 
The present Treaty shall be ratified, and the ratifications exchanged 
in the Capital of Ecuador, within two months from the day on which 
the session of the coming Congress of Ecuador shall terminate, which 
will be in October 1873. 
In testimony whereof the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed 
the present Treaty in duplicate, and have hereunto affixed their seals. 
Done in the city of Qu1to, Capital of the Republic of Ecuador, this 
twenty eight day of June one . thousand eight hundred and seventy 
two. 
RUMSEY WING 
FRANCISCO r_rA VIER LEON 
1893. 
[SEAL.] 
[SEAL.] 
CONVENTION FOR ARBITRATION OF CLAIM OF JULIO R. SANTOS. 
Concluded February 28, 1893_; ratification advised by the Senate Sep-
tember 11, 1893_; ratified by the President September 16, 1893_; ratifi-
cations exchanged November 6, 1894.,· proclaimed November 7, 1894. 
(U. S. Stats. Vol. 28, p. 1205.) 
Upon the submission of the claim to the arbitrator an award in 
favor of Santos was made amounting to $40,000. 
EGYPT. 
1884. 
COMMERCIAL AGREEMENT. 
Concluded November 16, 1884.,· ratification advised by the Senate 
March 18, 1885.,· ratified by the President May 7, 1885.,· proclaimed 
May 7, 1885. (Treaties and Conventions, 1889, p. 272.) 
(As this agreement adopts the convention with Greece a synopsis of 
the articles of that convention is given below.) 
The Undersigned, N. D. Comanos, Vice-Consul General of the 
United States of America in Egypt, and His Excellency Nu bar Pasha, 
President of the Council of Ministers, Minister of Foreign Affairs and. 
of Justice of the Government of His Highness the Khedive of Egypt, 
duly authorized by their respective Governments, have held a Con-
ference this day on the subject of a Commercial Convention to be 
concluded between the Egyptian Government and the Foreign Powers, 
and have agreed to the following. 
The Government of the United States of America consents that the 
Regulations of the Egyptian Customs applicable, in virtue of a Com-
mercial and Customs Convention concluded on the 3rd of March, 1884, 
between the Hellenic Government and the Egyptian Government, to 
the Hellenic subjects, vessels, commerce and navigation, may also be 
applied to the citizens of the United States, vessels commerce and 
navigation. 
Every right, privilege oi· immunity that the Egyptian Government 
now grants, or that it may grant in future, to the subjects or citizens, 
vessels, commerce and navi2:ation of whatsoever other foreign power, 
shall be granted to citizens of the United States, vessels, commerce 
and navigation, who shall have the right to enjoy the same. 
The present agreement shall become operative immediately upon 
the consent of the Senate of the United States being given to the 
same. 
In testimony whereof, the undersigned have signed the present act 
and have affixed their seals. 
Done in Cairo, the sixteenth day of November Eighteen hundred 
and eighty four. 
N. D. COMANOS. 
[SEAL] 
N. NUBAR 
[SEAL] 
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[The following is a translation of the printed official French version of the Con-
vention between the Hellenic Government and the Egyptian Government con-
cluded March 3, 1884, the provisions of which have been made applicable to the 
United States by the foregoing Agreement.] 
A CONVENTION RELATIVE TO COMMERCE AND CUSTOMS. 
ARTICLES . 
I. Most favored nation clause. .X.. Effects of consular officers. 
II. Prohibitions. 
III. importations into Egypt. 
IV. Egyptian customs duties. 
V. Goods excluded. 
XI. Shipping regulations. 
XII. Customs declarations. 
XIII. Customs officials. 
XIV. Fines and confiscations., 
VI. Firearms. XV. Administrative regulations. 
VII. Reexportations. XVI. Duration. 
VIII. Drawbacks on reexported goods. Additional article.-Taking effect of 
modified tariff. IX. Egyptian export duties. 
· His Excellency Nubar Pasha, President of the Council of Ministers, Minister of 
Foreign Affairs of His Highness the Khedive, and Mr. Anasthasius Byzantios, 
Diplomatic Agent and Consul-General of Greece, having been duly authorized by 
their respective Governments, have agreed upon the following: 
ARTICLE FIRST 
Greek commerce in Egypt and Egyptian commerce in Greece shall be treated, 
as regards customs duties, both when goods are imported and exported, as the 
comr::1erce of the most favored nation. 
ART. 2. 
No prohibitory measure shall be adopted in respect to the reciprocal import or 
export trade of the two countries, without being likewise extended to all other 
nations. It is nevertheless understood that this restriction shall not apply to such 
special measures as may be adopted by either country for the purpose of protecting 
itself against epizooty, phylloxera or any other scourge. 
ART. 3. 
The Egyptian Government pledges itself, with the exceptions mentioned in 
articl 6 h reinafter, not to prohibit the importation into Egypt of any article, 
th product of the oil and industry of Greece, from whatever place such article 
may ccme. 
ART. 4. 
to the p nalties provided. 
ART. 5. 
alt natron, ha hi h and 
articl , 
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the regime of which shall be applicable to Greek subjects on the same terms as to 
its own subjects. 
The Egyptian Government may institute, in warehouses or dwellings, any 
immediate search that it may deem necessary. A duplicate of the order of search 
shall be sent to the Greek consular officer, who may repair to the spot at once, if 
he think proper, although that formality shall not delay the search. 
ART. 6. 
By way of exception to the stipulations of article 3, the importation into Egypt 
of arms used in war (including firearms and side-arms) and munitions of war 
shall not be permitted. · 
The above restriction does not apply to weapons used in hunting or for orna-
ment or amusement, nor does it apply to gunpowder used in hunting; the impor-
tation of these articles shall form the subject of special regulations to be adopted 
by the Egyptian Government. 
ART. 7. 
Goods imported into Egypt and re-exported within a period not exceeding six 
months , shall be considered as goods in transit, and shall pay, as such, only a 
transit duty of one per cent., computed on their value in the port of discharge. 
After such period of six months, they shall be subject to the full import duty. 
If the re-exportation takes place from the port of discharge, after a simple trans-
shipment, or after the goods have been discharged and kept on land, under sur-
veillance, as provided by th& customs regulations, for a period not exceeding one 
month, such goods shall be liable to no duty; but the transit duty shall be paya-
ble, if, after having been discharged and temporarily deposited, either in the ware-
houses of the custom-house, or in private warehouses, whether :floating or not, 
the goods are reexported, after having been the object of a commereial operation. 
ART. 8. 
If goods, after the import duty has been levied upon them in Egypt, are sent to 
other countries before the expiration of the term of six months from the day of 
their discharge, they shall be treated as goods in transit, and the Egyptian cu::itom-
house shall return to the exporter the difference between the duty paid and the 
transit duty mentioned in article 7. 
In order to obtain the drawback, the exporter must furnish proof that the 
import duty has been paid on the re-exported goods. 
ART. 9. 
The productions of the soil and industry of Egypt when sent to Greece, shall 
pay an export duty of one per cent. ad valorem, computed on the value of the 
goods in the port of exportation. 
For greater facility, these productions shall, as far as possible, be periodically 
tariffed, by mutual agreement, by the representatives of the merchants engaged 
in the export trade and the Egyptian customs authorities. 
ART. 10. 
Articles and personal effects belonging to Consuls-General and Consuls not 
engaged in other than consular business, not performing other duties, not engaged 
in commercial or manufacturing business, and not owning or controlling real 
estate in Egypt, shall be exempt from any examination, both when imported and 
exported, and likewise from the payment of duties. 
ART. 11. 
Within 36 hours at most after the arrival of a vessel in an Egyptian road-
stead or port, the captain or the agent of the owners shall deposit at the 
custom-house two copies of the manifest of cargo, certified by him to agree with 
the or_iginal. In like manner, captains shall, before their departure from an 
Egyptian port, present at the custom-houie a copy of the manifest of the goods 
on board of their vessels. The original manifest, either on arrival or departure, 
shall be presented at the same time with the copies, in order to be compared with 
them. 
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If a vessel stops in an Egyptian port for a reason that appears suspicious to the 
custom-house, the latter may require the presentation of the manifest, and may 
immediately make any search that it may deem nec~ssary; the order of search 
shall, in that case, be addressed to the Greek consular officer, as provided in 
article 5. · 
Any surplus or deficit that may be shown by the comparison of the manifest 
with the cargo shall furnish ground for the imposition of the fine·s provided for 
by the customs regulations which shall be issued by the Egyptian Government. 
ART. 12. 
Any custom-house operation in Egypt, either on arrival or departure, must be 
preceded by a declaration signed by the owner of the goods or his representative. 
The custom-house may, moreover, in case of dispute, require the presentation of 
all the documents that are to accompany any shipment of goods, such as invoices, 
letters, etc. 
Any refusal to make the declaration on arrival or departure, any delay in 
making the said declaration, or any excess or deficiency found to exist between 
the goods and the declaration shall furnish ground for the imposition of the fines 
provided for by the Egyptian custom-house regulations, in each of the cases 
specified. 
ART. 13. 
The custom-house officers, the officers of the vessels belonging to the Egyptian 
postal-service, and the officers of national vessels, may board any sailing or steam-
vessel of less than 200 tons' burden, be that vessel at anchor or tacking, at a dis-
tance not exceeding ten kilometers from the·shore, without furnishing evidence 
of vis majo1·; they may ascertain the nature of the cargo, seize any prohibited 
goods, and secure evidence of any other infraction bf the customs regulations. 
ARTICLE 14. 
Any illicit importation of goods shall furnish ground for the confiscations and 
fine provided for by the Egyptian customs regulations. 
Decisions ordering confiscations and fines shall be communicated, within the 
period fixed by law, to the Greek consular officer. 
ARTICLE 15. 
It is understood that this convention can in no wise impair the administrative 
rights of the two contracting Governments, and that they may enforce any regu-
lations calculated to promote the efficiency of the service and the repression of 
fraud. 
ARTICLE 16. 
The present convention shall be operative for seven years from the twentieth 
day of Marc~, 01:1-e thou and ei~ht hundred and eighty-fom. . . . 
At the expirat10n of that penod, the present convention shall remam m force 
during the year following , and so on from year to year, until one of the contra t-
ing parties hall notify the other of its desire for the cessation of its effects, or 
until the conclusion of another convention. 
ADDITIO AL ARTICLE. 
N. NUBAR. 
AN. BYZANTIO . 
FRANCE. 
1778. 
':rREATY OF AMITY AND COMMERCE. 
Concluded at Paris February 6, 1778_; ratified by Congress May 4, 
1778. (Treaties and Conventions, 1889, p. 296.) 
This treaty, abrogated by the act of Congress July 7, 1798, consisted 
of thirty-one articles, and in many important respects formed the basis 
of subsequent treaties of commerce. 
Federal cases: Glass v. "The Betsey," 3 Dall., 6; Geyer v. Michel, 3 Dall., 285; 
Moodie v. "The Phoebe Anne," 3 Dall., 319; Chirac v. Chirac, 2 Wheat., 259; Car-
neal v. Banks, 10 Wheat., 181; British Consul v. "The Favorite," Bee's Adm. Rep., 
39; Stannickv." The Friendship," Bee's Adm. Rep., 40; Salderondo v. "TheNostra 
Signora del Camino," Bee's Adm. Rep., 43; Williamson v. "The Betsey," Bee's 
Adm. Rep., 67; British Consul v. '' The Mermaid," Bee's Adm. Rep., 69; Bolchos v. 
Slaves,Bee'sAdm.Rep.,74; Gray v.U.S.,21 Ct.Cl.,340; Hooper v.U.S.,22 Ct. 
CL, 408; '! The Brig William," 23 Ct. CL, 201; "The Venus," 27 Ct. Cl., 116. 
1778. 
TREATY OF ALLIANCE. 
Conclud(:,d at Paris F ebruary 6, 1778_; ratijied--Oy Congress- JYiay 4, 
1778. (Treaties and Conventions, 1889, p. 307.) 
':rhis treaty, consisting of twelve articles, provided for an alliance 
to carry on the war with Great Britain, for the sovereignty of the 
lands to be acquired as the result of the war, and the guaranty of 
the French possessions in America and the dominions of the United 
States. 
An additional article was agreed to at the same time reserving to 
the King of Spain the right to participate in the two treaties. This 
additional article was also ratified by Congress May 4, 1778. (Treaties 
and Conventions, 1889, p. 309.) 
By an act of Congress approved July 7, 1798, the treaties with France 
then in force were abrogated. 
1782. 
CONTRACT FOR THE REPAYMENT OF LOANS MADE BY THE KING OF 
FRANCE. 
Concluded July 16, 1782_; ratified by Congress January 22, 1783. 
(Treaties and Conventions, 1889, p. 310.) 
Under this contract the United States pledged itself t,o pay in twelve 
qual annual installments of 1,500,000 livres each the amount of the 
indelJtedne s to the King of France, which was_18,000,000 livres. It 
was al o ao-reed to pay the loan obtained from Holland of 10,000,000 
livres in ten annual payments. 
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1783. 
CONTRACT FOR A NEW LOAN AND THE REPAYMENT OF THE OLD 
LOANS MADE BY THE KING OF FRANCE. 
Concluded February 25, 1783_; ratified by Congress October 31, 1783. 
(Treaties and Conventions, 1889, p. 314.) 
By this agreement 6,000,000 livres were to be loaned the United 
States from the royal treasury in the course of the year, and to be 
repaid in six annual installments beginning in 1797. It was also 
agreed that the payments under the contract of 1782 should commence 
in 1787. · · 
1788. 
CONSULAR CONVENTION. 
Concluded November 14, 1788_; ratification advised by_ the Senate July 
29, 1789_; ratified by the President September 9, 1789J· ratificat-ions 
exchanged January 6, 1790 (dated January 1, 1790L' proclaimed 
----. (Treaties and Conventions, 1889, p. 316.) 
'rhis convention of sixteen articles was abrogated by the act of July 
7, 1708. 
Federal case: U. &. v . Lawrence, 3 Dall., 42. 
1800. 
TREATY OF PEACE, COMMERCE, AND NAVIGATION. 
Concluclecl September 0, 1800 J. ratification advised by the Senate with 
c1,menclments F bruary , 1801J· ratified by the President F ebruary 
18, 1801J· mt~fi l by the 13"ir ·t Consul of France on condition of 
ace :ptan ·e of imendm nts proposed by him July 31, 1801J· ratifi-
·ations x ·hang d July 1, 1 0lJ· proclaimed December 21, 1801. 
(Tr ati · and 10n nti n , 1 SU, p. 322.) 
FRANCE-APRIL 30, 1803. 
1803. 
TREATY FOR THE CESSION OF LOUISIANA. 
175 
Concluded Apr.il 30, 1803J· ratification advised by the Senate October 
20, 1803_; ratified by the President October 21, 1803_; ratifications 
exchanged October 21, 1803J· proclaimed October 21, 1803. (Treaties 
and Conventions, 1889, p. 331.) 
(This treaty although execut,ed is given on account of its historical -
value in defining the extent of the cession.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Cession of the colony of Loui- VI. Treaties with Indians. 
siana. VIL Privileges to French and Spanish 
II. Extent of cession. ships. 
III. Citizenship to inhabitants. VIII. Most favored nation clause. 
IV. Transfer of territory. IX. Approval of other conventions. 
V. Assumption of possession. X. Ratification. 
The President of the United States of America, and the First Con-
sul of the French Republic in the name of the French People desir-
ing to remove all source of misunderAtanding relative to objects of 
discussion mentioned in the Hecond and fifth articles of the Conven-
. { 8t h Vendemiaire an 9 } . · . · t10n of the 30 September 1800 relative to the rights claimed by 
the United States in virtue of the Treaty concluded at Madrid the 27 
of. October 1795, between Ilis Catholic Majesty, & the said United 
States, & willing to strengthen the union and friendship which at the 
Lime of the said Convention was happily reestablished between the 
two nations have respectively named their Plenipoten'tiaries to wit the 
President of the United States, .by and with the advice and consent 
of the Senate of the said States; Robert R. Livingston Minister Plen-
ipotentiary of the United States and James Monroe Minister Plenipo-
tentiary and Envoy extraordinary of the said States near the Govern-
ment of the French Republic; And the First Consul in the name of 
the French people, Citizen Francis Barbe Marbois Minister of the pub-
lic treasmy ,,.,,ho after having respectively exchanged their full powers, 
have agreed to the following Articles.-
ARTICLE I 
Wherea.s by the Article the third of the Treaty concluded at St. 
{ 
9t1J Vendemiairo an 9} · Idelfonso the 1st October 1800 between the First Consul of the 
French Republic and his Catholic Majesty it was agreed as follows.- · 
"His Catholic Majesty promises and engages on his part to cede to 
"the French Republic six months after the full and entire execution 
"of the conditions and stipulations herein relative to his Royal High-
'' ness th Duke of Parma, th,e Colony or Province of Louisiana with _ 
Federal cases: Foster v. Neilson, 2 Pet., 253; Soulard v. U. S., 4 Pet., 511; Delas-
sus v. U. 8., 9 Pet., 117; New Orleans v. De Armas, 9 Pet., 224; Smith v. U.S., 10 
Pet., 326; New Orleans v. U.S., 10 Pet., 662; Strother v. Lucas, 12 Pet., 410; Garcia 
v. Lee, 12 Pet., 511; Keene v. Whitaker, 14 Pet., 170; Chouteau v. Eckhart, 2 How., 
3~; Pollard v. Hagan, 3 How., 212; McDonogh v. Millaudon, 3 How., 693; U.S. v. 
Kmg, 3 How., 773; U.S. v. Reynes, 9 How., 127; Davis v. Police Jury of Concordia, 
9 How., 280; U.S. v. D'Auterive, 10 How., 609; U.S. v. Philadelphia and New 
Orleans, 11 How., 609; U. S. v . Turner, 11 How., 663; U. s:v. Lynde's Heirs, 
11 Wall., 632; Slidell v. Grandjean, 111 U.S., 412; Bryan v. Kennett, 113 U.S., 179; 
Jo ephs v. U. S., 1 Ct. CL, 197, 2 Ct. Cl., 586; Gray v. U.S., 21 Ct. 01. 1 340; "The Ship Tom," 29 Ct. Cl., 68. 
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"the same extent that it now has in the hands of Spain, & that it had 
'' when France possessed it; and such as it should be after the Trea-
" ties subsequently entered into between Spain and other States" 
And whereas in pursuance of the 'J.1reaty and particularly of the 
third article the French Republic has an incontestible title to the 
domain and to the possession of the said Territory-The First Consul 
of the French Republic desiring to give to the United States a strong 
proof of his friendship doth hereby cede to the said United States 
in the name of the French Republic forever and in full sovereignty 
the said territory with all its rights and appurtenances as fully and 
in the same manner as they have been acquired by the French Repub-
lic in virtue of the above mentioned Treaty concluded with his Cath-
olic Majesty. 
ART: II 
In the cession made by the preceding article are included the adja-
cent Islands belonging to Louisiana all public lots and squares, vacant 
lands and all public buildings, fortifications, barracks and other edi-
fices which are not private property. The Archives, papers and docu-
ments relative to the domain and sovereignty of Louisiana and its 
dependences will be left in the possession of the Commissaries of the 
United States, and copies will be afterwards given in due form to the 
Magistrates and Municipal officers of such of the said papers and doc-
uments as may be necessary to them. 
ART: III 
The inhabitants of the ceded territory shall be incorporated in th 
Union of the United States and admitted as soon as possible accord-
ing to the principl s of the Federal Constitution to the enjoyment of 
all th rights, advantages and immunities of citizens of the nit d 
tates; and in the mean time they shall be maintained and protected 
in the free enjoyment of their liberty, property and the Religion which 
th y profe s. 
ART: IV 
Ther hall b s nt by the Government of France a Commi ary to 
Loui iana to the encl that he do every act necessary as w 11 to r ceiv 
from th O:ffi r of hi Catholic Majesty the said countl'y and it.· 
d p nd n · · in the name of th French Republic if it ha · not be n 
alr ady don a · to tran ·mit it in the name of the French Republic to 
th ommi ·ary or ag nt of the United tates. 
ART: V 
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ART: VI 
The United States promise to execute such treaties and articles as 
may have been agreed between Spain and the tribes and nations of 
Indians until by mutual consent of the United States and the said 
tribes or nations other suitable articles shall have been agreed upon-
ART: VII 
As it is reciprocally advantageous to the commerce of France and the 
United States Lo encourage the communication of both nations for a 
limited time in the country ceq_ed by the present treaty until general 
arrangements relative to the commerce of both nations may be agreed 
on: it has been agreed between the contracting parties that the French 
ships coming directly from France or any of her colonies loaded only 
with the produce and manufactures of France or her said Colonies; 
and the ships of Spain coming directly from Spain or any of her col-
onies loaded only with the produce or manufactures of Spdiin or her 
Colonies shall be admitted during the space of twelve years in the Port 
of New-Orleans and in all other legal ports-of-entry within the ceded 
territory in the same manner as the ships of the United States ~oming 
directly from France or Spain or any of their Colonies without being 
subject to any other or greater duty on merchandize or other or greater 
tonnage than that paid by the citizens of the United States.-
During the space of time above menttonedno other nation shall have 
a right to the same privileges in the Ports of the ceded territory-the 
twelve years shall commence three months after the exchange of rati-
fications if it shall take place in France or three months after it shall 
have been notified at Paris to the French Government if it shall take 
place in the United States; It is however well understood that the 
object of the above article is to favour .the manufactures, commerce, 
freight and navigation of France and of Spain so far as relates to 
the importations that the french and Spanish shall make into the !Said 
ports of the United States without in any sort affecting the regula-
tions that the United States may make concerning the exportation of 
the produce and merchandize of the United States, or any right they 
may have to make such regulations. -
ART: VIII 
In future and forever after the expiration of the twelve years, the 
ships of France shall be treated upon the footing of the most favoured 
nations in the ports above me:B.tioned-
ART: IX 
rrhe particular Convention signed this day by the respective Minis-
ter having for its object to provide for the payment of debts due to 
the Citizens of the United States by the French Republic prior to the 
30th eptr 1800 (8 th Vendemiaire an 9) is approved and to have its exe-
cution in the same manner as if it had been inserted in this present 
treaty and it shall be ratified in the same form and in the same time 
so that the one shall not be ratified distinct from the other-
Another particular Convention signed at the same date as the pres-
ent treaty relative to a definitive rule bP.tween the contracting parties 
is in the like manner approved and will be ratified in the same form, 
and in th sam time and jointly.-
7468-12 
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A.RT X 
The present treaty shall be ratified in good and due form and the 
ratifications shall be exchanged in the space of six months after the 
date of tbe signature by the Ministers Plenipotentiary or sooner if 
possible. 
In faith whereof the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed these 
articles in the French and English languages; declaring nevertheless 
that the present Treaty was originally agreed to in the French language; 
and have theretrnto affixed their · seals. 
Done at Paris the tenth day of Floreal, in the eleventh year of the 
French Republic; and the 30th of April 1803 
1803. 
ROBT R LIVINGSTON 
[SEAL.] 
J As MONROE. 
. [ SEAL.] 
BARBE MARBOIS 
[SEAL.] 
CONVENTION FOR THE PAYMENT OF THE PURCHASE OF LOUISIANA. 
Concluded April 30, 1803_; ratification advised by the Senate October 
20, 1803J· ratified by the President October 21, 1803J· ratifications 
exchanged October 21, 1803J· proclaimed October 21, 1803. (Treaties 
and Conventions, 1889, p. 334.) 
Under this convention a stock amounting' to $11,250,000 wa. created 
to be paid, with G per cent interest, in annual payments of not 1 ss 
than '3,000,000, the fir. t paym nt to commence after fifteen y ar 
from the exchange of ratifications. ( ee U. S. Stats., Vol. 2, p. 245.) 
1 03. 
CL IMS CONVENTION. 
he paym nt of claim of nit d ta 
d · ,0 0, 00 franc . Th om-
n n ion h ld it fir t meeting July 
r 1, 1 04. 
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1822. 
CONVENTION OF NAVIGATION AND COMMERCE. 
Concluded June 24, 1822_; ratific"ation advised by the Senate Janitary 
31, 1823_; rat~fied by the President February 12, 1823J· ratifications 
exchanged February 12, 1823J· proclaimed February 12, 1823. 
(Treaties and Conventions, 1889, p. 343.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Extra duties by American vessels. VI. Deserters from ships. 
VII. Duration; reduction of extra 
duties. 
II. Extra duties by French vessels. 
III. Transit and reexportation. 
IV. Ton described. VIII. Ratification. 
V. Shipping charges. Separate article. Refund of extra duties. 
The United-States of America, and His Majesty the King of France 
and Navarre, being desfrous of settling the relations of Navigation· 
and Commerce between their respective Nations, by a temporary Con-
vention reciprocally beneficial and satisfactory, and thereby of leading 
to a more permanent and comprehensive arrangement, have respec-
tively furnished their full powers in manner following, that is to say: 
The President of the United States to John Quincy Adams, their 
Secretary of State; and His Most Christian Majesty to the Baron Hyde 
de N euville, Knight of the Royal and Military Order of S~ Louis, 
Commander of the Legion of Honor, Grand Cross of the Royal Ameri- -
can Order of Isabella the Catholic, His Envoy extraordinary and Min-
i~ter plenipotentiary near the United States; Who, after exchanging 
their full powers, have agreed on the following Articles. 
ARTICLE l ~t 
Articles of the growth, produce, .ormanufacture, of the United-States, 
imported into France in vessels of the United-States, shall pay an 
aduitional <luty, not exceeding twenty francs per ton of merchandise, 
over and above the duties paid on the like articles, also of the growth, 
produce, or manufacture, of the United States when imported in 
French vessels. 
ARTICLE 2. 
Articles of the growth, produce, or ID;anufacture of France, imported 
into the United-States in French vessels, shall pay an additional duty 
not exceeding three dollars and seventy-five cents · per ton of ·mer-
chandise over and above the duties collected upon the like articles, 
also of the growth, produce or manufacture of France, when hnported 
in vessels of the United-States. - · 
ARTICLE 3. 
No discriminating duty shall be levied upon the productions of the 
_ oil or industry of France, imported in French bottoms into the Ports 
of th United States for tran it or re-exportation. 
or shall any such du ti s be levied upon the productions of the soil 
or industry of the United- tates, imported in vessels of the United-
State into the ports of France for transit or re-exportation. 
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ARTICLE 4. 
The following quantities shall be considered as forming the ton of 
merchandise for each of the Articles h~reinafter specified : 
Wines-four 61 gallon-hogsheads or 244 gallons of 231 cubic inches 
American measure. 
Brandies-and all other liquids, 244 gallons. 
Silks, and all other dry goods, and all other articles usually subject to 
measurement: forty two cubic feet French in France, and fifty cubic 
feet American measure in the United-States. · 
Cotton-804 '.~ avoirdupois or 365 kilogrammes. 
Tobacco-1,600 '.~ avoirdupois or 725 kilogrammes. 
Ashes, pot and pearl, 2,240 '.~ avoirdupois, or 1,016 kilogs. 
Rice-1,600 '.~ avoirdupois or 725 kilogrammes. 
And for all weighable articles, not specified, 2,240 '.~avoirdupois, or 
1,016 kilogrammes. 
. ARTICLE 5. 
The duties of Tonnage, light money, Pilotage, Port-charges, broker-
age and all other duties upon foreign shipping, over and above tliose 
paid by the national shipping in the two Countries respectively, other 
than those specified in Articles I and 2 of the present Convention, shall 
not exceed in France, for vessels of the United States, five francs per 
ton of the vessel's American register, nor, for vesRels of France in 
the United-States, ninety four cents per ton of the vessel's French 
passport. 
ARTICLE VL 
ARTI LE 7. 
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the parties shall have declared its intention to renounce it; which 
declaration shall be made at least six months beforehand. 
And in case the present Arrangement should remain without such 
declaration of its discontinuance by either party the extra duties 
Rpecified in the 1st and 2c1 Articles shall, from the expiration of the 
said two years, be on both sides diminished by one-fourth of their 
whole amount, and, afterwards by one fourth of the said amount from 
year to year, so long as neither party shall have declared the intention 
of renouncing it as above stated. . -
· ARTICLE 8. 
The present Convention shall be ratified on both sides, and the rati-
fications shall be exchanged within one year from the date hereof, 
or sooner if possible. But the execution of the said Convention 
shall, commence in both countries on the first of October next, and 
shall be effective, even in case of non-ratification, for all such 
vessels as may have sailed bona fide for the Ports of either Nation, in 
the confidence of its being in force. 
In faith whereof, the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed the 
present Convention, and have thereto affixed their seals, at the city 
of Washfogton, this 24 th day of June, A. D. 1822. 
[SEAL.] JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
[SEAL.] G. HYDE DE NEUVILLE. 
SEPARATE ARTICLE. 
The extra-duties levied on either side before the present day, by 
virtue of the act of Congress of 15 May 1820, and of the Ordinance 
of 26 July of the same year, and others confirmative thereof, and which 
have not already been paid back, shall be refunded. 
Signed and Sealed as above, this 24 th day of June 1822. 
[SEAL.] JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
[SEAL.] G. HYDE DE NEUVILLE. 
1 31. 
CONVENTION AS TO CLAIMS A D DUTIES ON WINES AND COTTON. 
Concluded July 4, 1831_; rat(fication advised by the Senate January 
27, 1832.: ratified by the President F ebruary 2, 1832J· ratifications 
exchanged February 2, 1832J· proclaimed July 13, 1832. ('I'reaties 
and Conventions, 1 89, p. 345.) 
By this convention France ao-reed to pay to the United States in 
ttl ment of all claims of United States citizens 25,000,000 francs, 
and the United States agrned to pay in Rettlement of claims of the 
Fr nch Gov rnment ancl p ople 1,500,000 francs. Other claims not 
included in the provi ions of the treaty weTe to be brought before 
th appropriat authorities in either country. 
Federal ca es: Frevall v. Bashe, 14 Pet., 95; Gray v. U.S., 21 Ct. 01s., 340. 
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1843. 
EXTRADITION CONVENTION. 
Concluded November 9, 1843J· ratification advised by the Senate 
February 1, 1844J· ratified by the President February 2, 1844; 
ratifications exchanged April 12, 1844J· proclaimed April 13, 1844. 
(Treaties and Conventions, 1889, p. 348.) 
I. Delivery of accused. 
II. Extraditable crimes. 
III. Delivery. 
ARTICLES. 
j IV. Expenses. 
I 
V. Political crimes, etc. 
VI. Duration; ratification. 
The United States of America and His Majesty the King of the 
French having judged it expedient, with a view to the better admin-
istration of justice, and to the prevention of crime within their resp2c-
tivc territories and jurisdictions, that persons charged with the crimes 
hereinafter enumerated, and being fugitives from justice, should, 
under certain circumstances, be reciprocally delivered up; the said 
United States of America and His Majesty the King of the Frerich 
have named as their Plenipotentiaries to conclude a Convention for 
thi purpose; that is to say, the President of the United States of 
America, Abel P. Upshur, Secretary of State of the United States, 
and His Majesty the King of the French, the Sieur Pageot, Officer of 
th Royal Order of the Legion of Honor, his Minister Plenipotentiary, 
ad interim, in the United States of America; who, after having com-
municated to each other their respective full powers, found in good 
and due form, have agreed upon and concluded the following articles: 
ARTICLE I. 
ARTI LE II. 
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ARTICLE III. 
On the part of the French Government, the surrender shall be made 
only by authority of the Keeper of the Seals, ,Minister of Justic~; and 
on the part of the Government of the United States, the surrender 
shall be made only by authority of the Executive thereof. 
ARTICLE IV. 
The expenses of any detention and delivery effected in vfrtue of the 
preceding provisions shall be borne and defrayed by the Government 
in whose name the requisition shall have been made. 
ARTICLE V. 
The prov1s10ns of the present convention shall not be applied in 
any manner to the crimes enumerated in the second article, committed 
anterior to the date thereof, nor to any crime or offence of a purely 
political character. 
ARTICLE VI. 
This Convention shall continue in force until it shail be abrogated . 
by the contracting parties, or one of them; but it shall not be abro-
gated except by mutual consent, unl~ss the party desiring to abro-
gate it shall give six months' previous notice of his intention to do so. 
It shall be ratified, and the ratifications shall be exchanged within the 
space of six months, or earlier, if possible. · 
In witness whereof, the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed the 
present Convention in duplicate, and have affixed thereto the seal of 
their arms. 
Done at Washington, the ninth day of November, Anno Domini one 
thousand eight hundred and forty-three. 
[SEAL.] 
[SEAL.] 
1845. 
A. P. UPSHUR. 
A. PAGEOT. 
ADDITIONAL ARTICLE TO EXTRADITION CONVENTION. 1 
Concluded February 24, 1845J· ratification advised by the Senate March 
12, 1845J· ratified by the President May 5, 1845J· ratifications 
exchanged,June 21, 1845J· proclaimed July 24, 1845. (Treaties and 
Conventions, 1889, p. 349.) 
The crime of Robbery, defining the same to be, the felonious and 
forcible taking from the person of another, of goods, or money to any 
value, by violence or putting him in fear;-and the crime of Burglary, 
defining the same to · be, breaking and entering . by night into a 
man ion house of another with intent to commit felony; and the cor-
responding crimes included under the French law in the words vol 
qualifie crime,-not being embraced in the second article of the con-
vention of Extradition concluded between the United States of 
America and France, on the ninth of November, 1843, it is agreed, by 
th present article, between the high contracting parties, that persons 
1 Seep. 182. 
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charged with those crimes shall be respectively delivered up, in con-
formity with the first article of the said convention; and the present 
·articl~ when ratified by the parties, shall constitute a part of the said 
convention, and shall have the same force as if it had been originally 
inserted in the same. 
In witness whereof, the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed 
the present article, in duplicate, and have affixed thereto the seal of 
their arms. 
Done at Washington this 'twenty-foJ].rth of February, 1845. 
1853. 
J. C. CALHOUN [SEAL. ] 
A. PAGEOT [SEAL. ] 
CONSULAR CONVENTION. 
Concluded F ebruary 23, 1853j· ratification advised by the Senate with 
amendments March 29, 1853j· ratified by the President April 1, 1853j· 
ratifications exchangedAugustll, 1853j· proclaimed August 12, 1853. 
(Treaties and Conventions, 1889, p. 350.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Officers recognized; exequaturs. VIII. Settlement of shipping disputes. 
II. Privileges ancl immunities. 
III. Iuviolability of consulates. 
IV. Complaints to authorities. 
V. Agencies. 
VI. Notarial authority. 
VII. Property rights. 
IX. Deserters from ships. 
X. Anthority as to shipping. 
XI. Shipwrecks. 
XII. Most favored nation privileges. 
XIII. Duration; ratif-ication. 
a •h oth r th ir full pow r,, found 
l up n th followin O' arti 1 
RTI LE 1. 
IIow., 1; 1 e ., 258; 
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established in their respective countries. The necessary exequatur 
for the exercise of their functions shall be furnished to them without 
charge, and on the exhibition of this exequatur they shall be 
admitted at once and without difficulty by the territorial author-
ities, . federal or state, judicial qr executive, of the ports, cities a~d 
places of their residence and district, to the enjoyment of the preroga-
tives reciprocally granted. The Government that furnishes the 
exequatur ieserves the right to withdraw it on a statement of the 
reasons for which it has thought proper to do so. · 
ARTICLE 2. 
T.he Consuls General, CQn.suls, Vice Consuls or Consular agents of 
the United States and France, shall enjoy in the two countries the 
privileges usually accorded to their offices, such as personal immunity, 
except in the case of crime, exemption from military billetings, from 
service in the militia or the national guard and other duties of ·the · 
same nature; and from all direct and personal taxation whether 
federal, state or municipal. If, however, the said Consuls General, 
Consuls, Vice Consuls or Consular Agents are citizens of the country 
fa which the reside, if they are or become owners of property there 
or engage in commerce, they shall be subject to the same taxes and 
imposts, and with the reservation of the treatment granted to com-
mercial agents, to the same jurisdiction, as other citizens of the 
country who are owners of property or merchants. 
'rhey may place on the outer door of their offices or of their dwell-
ing houses, the arms of their nation with an inscription in these 
words: " Consul of the United States," or. " Consul of France; " and 
they shall be allowed to hoist the flag of their country thereon. 
They shall never be compelled to appear as witnesses before the 
courts. When any declaration for judicial purposes or deposition 
is to be received from them in the administration of justice, they 
shall be invited in writing to appear in court, and if unable to do so, 
their testimony shall be requested in writing or be taken orally at 
their dwellings. 
Consular pupils shall enjoy the same personal privileges and immu-
nities as C.onsuls General, Consuls, Vice Consuls or Consular agents. 
In case of death, indisposition or absence of the latter, the Chan:-
cellors, Secretaries and Consular pupils attached to their offices, shall 
be entitled to discharge ad interim the duties of their respective posts, 
~nd shall enjoy, whilst thus acting the prerogatives granted to the · 
mcumbents. 
ARTICLE 3. 
The consular offices and dwellings shall be inviolable. The local 
authorities shall not invade them under any pretext. In no case shall 
they examine or seize the papers there deposited. In no case shall 
those offices or dwellings be used as places of asylum. 
ARTICLE 4. 
The Consuls General, Consuls, Vice Consuls or Consular Agents of 
both countries, shall have the right to complain to the authorities 
of the respective governments, whether federal or local, judicial or 
x cutive, throughout the extent of their consular district, of any 
infraction of the treaties 01· Conventions existing between the United 
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States and France, or for the purpose of protecting informally the 
rights and interests of their countrymen, especially in cases of 
absence. Should there be no Diplomatic Agent of their nation, they 
shall be authorized in case of need, to have recourse to the general 
or federal government of the country in which they exercise their 
functions. 
ARTICLE 5. 
The respective Con;uls General and Consuls shall be free to estab-
lish, in. such part,s of their districts as they may see fit, Vice Consuls 
or Consular Agents, who may be taken indiscriminately from among 
Americans of the United States, Frenchmen or citizens of other coun-
tries. These agents, whose nomination, iii is understood, shall be 
submitted to the approval of the rnspective governments, shall be 
provided with a certificate given to them by the Consul by whom 
they are nam,ed and under whose orders they are to a~t. 
ARTICLE 6. 
'rhe Consuls General, Consuls, Vice Consuls or Consular Agents 
shall have the right of taking at their offices or bureaux, at the 
domicil of the parties concerned or on board ship, the declaration. 
of Captains,. crews, passengers, merchants or citizens of their country, 
and of executing there all requisite papers. 
The respective Consuls General, Consuls, Vice Consuls or Consular 
Agents shall have the right, also, to receive at their offices or bur aux, 
conformably to the laws and regulations of their country, all acts of 
ao-reement executed betwe n the citizens of their own country and citi-
zens or inhabitants of the country in which they reside, and oven all 
such act between the latter,. provided that these acts rolat to prop-
erty situated, or to business to be transacted, in the territory of the 
nation to which the Consul or the agent before whom they ar 
x cutod may b lonO'. Copi s of uch papers duly authenticated by 
the on. uh; General, Con. uls, Vice Con uls or Consular AO'ent, , and 
al cl wit,h th official seal oC their Consulate or Consular Ag ncy, 
sha11 h admitt d in mt:-i oE .Ju tic throughout the United 'tate' 
and Fran , in lik mann r a,• th oriO'inals. 
ARTI LE 7. 
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Government of France accords to the citizens of the United States 
the same rights within its territory in respect to real and personal 
property and to inheritance, _!1S are enjoyed there by its own citizens. 
ARTICLE 8. 
1,he respective Consuls General, Consuls, Vi9e Consuls or Consular 
Agents, shall have exclusive charge of the internal order of the mer-
chant vessels of their nation, and shall alone take cognizance of 
differences which may arise, either at sea or in port, between the· 
Captain, officers and crew, without exception, particularly in refer-
ence to the adjustment of wages and the execution of contracts. The 
local authorities shall not, on any pretext, interfere in these differ-
ences, but shall lend forcible aid to the Consuls when they may ask 
it, to arrest and imprison all persons composing the crew whom they 
may deem it necessary to confine. Those persons shall be arrested ' 
at the sole request of the Consuls addressed in writing to the local 
authority and supported by an official extract from the register of 
the ship or the list of the crew, and shall be held, during the whole 
time of their stay in the port, at the disposal of the Consuls. Their 
rele.ase shall be granted at the mere request of the Consuls made in 
writing. The expenses of the arrest and detention of those persons 
shall be paid by the Consuls. 
ARTICLE 9. 
The respective Consuls General, Consuls, Vice Consuls or Consular 
Agents may arrest the officers, sailors and all other persons making 
part of the crews of ships of war, or merchant vessels of their nation, . 
who may be guilty or be accused of h&ying deserted said ships and 
ves3els, for the purpose of sending them on board, or back to their 
country. 'I,o that end the Consuls of France in the United States 
shall apply to the magistrates designated in the act of Congress of 
May 4, 1826, that is to say, indiscriminately to any of the federal, 
State or municipal authorities; and the Consuls of the United States 
in Frnn·ce shall apply to any of the competent authorities and make 
a request in writing for the deserters, supporting it by an exhibition 
of the registers of the vessel and list of the crew, Oll' by other official 
documents, to show that the men whom they ·claim belonged to said 
crew. Upon such request alone, thus supported, and without the 
exaction of any oath from the Consuls, the deserters, not being citizens 
of the country where the demand is made, either at"the time of their 
shipping or of their arrival in the port, shall be given up to them. All 
aid and protection shall be furnished them for the pursuit, seizure, and 
arrest of the deserters, who shall even be put and kept in the prisons 
of the country at the request and at the expense of the Consuls until 
these agents may find an opportunity of sending them away. If, 
however, such opportunity should not present itself within the space 
of three months, counting from the day of the arrest, the deserters 
shall be et at liberty and shall not again be arrested for the same 
cause. 
ARTICLE 10. 
The respective Consul General, Consuls, Vice Consuls or Consular 
Agent. , hall receive the declarations, protests and reports of all 
captains of ves els of their nation in reference to injuries experienced 
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at sea; they shall examine. and take note of the stowage ; and when 
there are no stipulations to the contrary between the owners, freighters 
or insurers, they shall be charged with the repairs. If any inhabit-
. ants of the country in which the Consuls reside, or citizens of a third 
nation are interested in the matter and the parties cannot agree, the 
competent local authority shall decide. 
ARTICLE 11. 
All proceedings relative to the salvage of American vessels wrecked 
upon the coasts of France, and of French vessels wrecked upon .the 
coasts of the U:riited States, shall be respectively directed by the 
Consuls General, .Consuls and Vice Consuls of the United States in 
France, and by the Consuls General, Consuls and Vice Consuls of 
France in the United States, and until their arrival by the respective 
Consular Agents, wherever an Agency exists. In the places and pOTts 
where an agency does not exist, the local authorities, until the arrival 
of the Consul in whose district the wreck may have occurred, and who 
shall be immediately informed of the occurrence, shall take all neces-
sary measures for the protection of persons and the preservation of 
property. 
The local authorities shail not otherwise interfere than for the main-
tenance of order, the protection of the interests of the salvors, if they 
do not belong to the crews that have been wrecked, and to carry into 
effect the arrangements made for the entry and exportation of the mer-
chandize saved. 
It is understood that such merchandize shall not be subjected to any 
custom house duty if it is to be re-exported, and if it be entered for 
consumption, a diminution of such duty shall be allowed in conformity 
with the regulations of the respective countries. 
ARTICLE 12 
The re pective Cornmls General, Consuls, Vice Consuls or Consular 
Agent , a w 11 as their Con, ular pupils, Chancellors and Secretaries, 
hall enjoy in the two countries all the other privileges, exemptions 
and immuniti which may at any future time be granted to the 
a()' n . of the ame rank of the most favored nation. 
ARTICLE 13. 
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1858. 
ADDITIONAL ARTICLE TO EXTRADITION CONVENTION. 
Concluded February 10, 1858_; ratification advised by the Senate, with 
amendment June 15, 1858_; ratified by the President June 28, 1858_; 
ratifications exchanged February 12, 1859_; proclaimed February 14, 
1859. ('Treaties and Conventions, 1889, p. 354.) 
It is agreed between the High Contracting Parties that the provi-
sions of the treaties for the mutual extradition of criminals betweeh 
the United States of America and France, of November gt\ 184-3, and 
February 24th, 1845, and now in force between the two Governmei).ts, 
shall extend not only to persons charged with the crimes therein men-
tioned, but also to persons charged with the following crimes, whether 
as principals, accessories or accomplices, namely, forging or know-
ingly passing or putting in circulation counterfeit coin or bank notes 
or other paper current as money, with intent to defraud any person 
or persons-Embezzlement by any person or persons hired or salaried 
to the detriment of their Employers, when these crimes are subject to 
infamous punishment -
In witness whereof the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed the 
present article in triplicate, and have affixed thereto the seal of their 
arms. 
Done at Washington the tenth of February, 1858. 
1869. 
TRADE-MARK CONVENTION. 
LEW CASS. 
[SEAL.] 
SARTIGES. 
[SEAL.] 
Concluded April 16, 1869 _; ratification advised by the Senate April 19, 
1869_:ratifiedby thePresirlent April 30, 1869J· ratifications exchanged 
July 3, 1869 J. proclaimed July 6, 1869. (Treaties and Conventions, 
1889, p. 355.) 
I. Protection of trade-marks. 
II. Registration. 
ARTICLES. 
I 
III. Duration. 
IV. Ratification. 
The United States of America and His Majesty the Emperor of the 
French, desiring to secure in their respective territories a guarantee 
of property in trade marks, have resolved to conclude a special Con-
vention for this purpose, and have named as their Plenipotentiaries, 
the President of the United States, Hamilton Fish, Secretary of State 
and His Majesty the Emperor of the French, J. Berthemy, Commande; 
Federal cases: Lacroix v. Sarrazin, 4 Woods, 174; "La Republique Francaise" v. 
Schultz, 57 Fed. Rep., 37. 
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of the Imperial Order of the Legion of Honor, &c. &c. &c., accred-
ited as his Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary to the 
United States; and the said Plenipotentiaries, after an examination 
of their respective full powers, which were found to be in good and 
due form, have agreed to and signed the following articles: 
ARTICLE I. 
Every reproduction in one of the two countries of trade marks 
affixed in the other to certain merchandise, to prove its origin, and 
quality, is forbidden, and shall give ground for an action for damages 
in favor of the injured party, to be prosecuted in the courts of the 
country in which the counterfeit shall be proven, just as if the plain-
tiff were a subject or citizen of that country. 
The exclusive right to use a trade mark for the benefit of citizens 
of the United States in France, or of French subjects in the territory 
of t,he United States, cannot exist for a longer period than that fixed 
by the law of the country for its own citizens. 
If the trade mark has become public property in the country of its 
origin, it shall be equally free to all in the other country. 
ARTICLE II. 
If the owners of trade marks residing in either of the two countries, 
wish to secure their rights in the other country, they must deposit 
duplicate copies of those marks in the Patent Office at Washington, 
and in the Clerk's office of the ,.rribunal of Commerce of the Seine, 
at Paris. 
ARTICLE III. 
The pre ent arrano-ement shall take effect ninety days after the 
ex hano-e of mtifications by the two Governments, and shall continue 
in force fort n years from this date. 
In ·a, e n ith r of the two High Contracting Parties gives notice of 
i , · in ention to discontinue thi Convention, twelve months b for it 
, piration, it ·hall remain in force one year from the time that either 
of th Iligh Contmcting Parti · announces its discontinuance. 
ARTICLE IV. 
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1880. 
CLAIMS CONVENTION. 
Concluded January 15, 1880_; ratification advised by the Senate March 
29, 1880_; ratified by the President April 3, 1880_; ratifications ex-
changed June 23, 1880J· proclaimed June 25, 1880. (Treaties ·and 
Conventions, 1889, p. 356.) 
By this convention of twelve articles, claims of United States citi-
zens against France arising out of the French-Mexican war and the 
war with Germany, and claims of French citizens against, the United 
States arising out of the civil war, were referred to three commis- · 
sionerA. The commission met in Washington, November 5, 1880, 
and adjourned March 31, 1884. Awards against the United States 
amounte<l to $625,566.35, and against France to 13,659 francs 14 
centimes. 
Federal -case: Burthe v. Denis, 133 U. S., 514. 
1882. 
CLAIMS CONVENTION. 
Concluded July 19, 1882J· ratification advised by the Senate August 8, 
1882J· rat~fied by the President December 28, -1882J· ratifications 
exchanged Decemuer 29, 1882J· proclaimed December 29, 1882. 
(Treaties and Conventions, 1889, p. 360.) 
T4is convention extended the term of the Claims Commission 
under the Convention of 1880 until July 1, 1883_. 
1883. 
CLAIMS CONVENTION. 
Concluded February 8, 1883 J. ratification · advised by the Senate 
with _ an amendme11:t Fe~ruary 21, 1883 J. ratified by the President 
April 3, 1883 J. ratifications exchanged June 25, 1883 J. proclaimed 
June 25, 1883. ('rr~aties and Conventions, 1889, p. 361.) 
The term of the Claims Commission under the Convention of 1880 
was further extended by this convention to April 1, 1884. 
GERMAN EMPIRE. 
The formation of the German Empire in 1871 by the consolidation 
of the North German Union, etc., has in some instances abrogated 
the treaties entered into with the independent German governments 
now embraced in the Empire, but reference is here given to all the 
separate governments with which treaties have been concluded. 
See Baden, p. 28; Bavaria, p. 33; Bremen, p. 88; Brunswick and 
Liineberg, p. 88; Hanover, p. 288; Hanseatic Republics, p. 289; Hesse, 
p. 295; lVIecklen burg-Schwerin, p. 383; lVIecklen burg-Strelitz, p. 388; 
Nassau, p. 438; North German Union, p. 466; Oldenburg, p. 472; 
Prussia, p. 510; Saxony, p. 567; Schaumburg-Lippe, p. 568; Wiirttem-
burg, p. 656. 
1871. 
CONSULAR CONVENTION. 
Concluded December 11, 1871 _; ratificatio'YI, advised by the Senate J anu-
ary 18, 1872_; rat{fied by the President January 26, 1872_; rat'ifications 
exchanged April 29, 1872_; proclaimed June 1, 1872. (Treaties and 
Convention , 1880, p. 3G3.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Consular officers. 
II. Exeq uaturs. . 
III. Privileges and immunities. 
IV. Arm8 and flags. 
V. Inviolability of consulates. 
VI. Temporary vacancies. 
VII. Consular agenei . 
VIII. Communieatiouswith authorities. 
IX. otaria,l authority. 
X. Property of decedents. 
XI. Effects of deceased sailors and 
pas engen.1. 
XII. Authority over ships. 
XIII. Dh;putes between officers and 
crews of ships. 
XIV. Deserters from ships. 
XV. Damages to vessels at sea. 
XVI. Shipwrecks. 
XVII. Trade-mark protection. 
XVIII. Duration; ratification. 
Protocol. As to meaning of "prop-
erty," and deceased citizens. 
of America and His lVIaje ty the 
RT: I. 
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its ports, cities and places, except those where it may not be con-
venient to recognize such officers. This reservation however, shall 
not apply to one of the Contracting Parties without also applying ~o 
every other power. 
ART: II. 
The Consuls general, Consuls, Vice-Consuls or Consular-Agents 
shall be reciprocally received and recognized, on the presentation of 
their commissions in the forms established in their respective coun-
tries. rrhe necessary exequatur for the exercise of their functions 
shall be furnished to them free of charge, and on the exhibition of 
this instrument, they shall be admitted at once, and without difficulty, 
by the territorial authorities, federal, State or communal, judicial, or 
executive, of the ports, cities and places of their residence and dis-
trict, to the enjoyment of the prerogatives reciprocally granted. The 
government that furnishes the exequatur reserves the right to with-
draw the same on a statement of the reasons for which it has thought 
proper to do so. 
ART: III. 
The respective Consuls general, Consuls, Vice-Consuls or Consular-
Agents, as well as their chancellors and secretaries, shall enjoy in 
the two countries all privileges, exemptions and immunities which 
have been granted or may in future be granted, to the agents of the 
same rank of the most favored nation. Consular officers not being 
citizens of the country where they.are accredited, shall enjoy in the 
country of their residence, personal immunity from arrest or impris-
onment except in the case of crimes, exemption from military billet-
ings and contributions, from military service of every sort, and other 
public duties, and from all direct or personal or sumptuary taxes, 
duties and _contributions, whether federal, State or municipal. If 
however the said consular officers are or become owners of property1 
in the country in which they reside, or engage in commerce, they 
shall be subject to the same taxes and imposts, and to the same juris-
diction, as · citizens of the country, property, holders, or merchants. 
But under no circumstances shall their official income be subject to 
any tax. Consular officers who engage in commerce shall not plead 
their consular privileges to avoid their commercial liabilities. Con-
sular officers of either character shall not in any event be interfered 
with in the exercise of their official. functions, further than is indis-
pensable for the administration of the laws of the country. 
ART: IV. 
Consuls general, Consuls, Vice-Consuls and Consular-Agents may 
place over the outer door of their offices, or of their dwellings, the 
arms of their nation with the proper inscription indicative of the 
office. And they may also hoist the flag of their country on the con-
sular edifice except in places where a legation of their country is 
established. 
They may also hoist their flag on board any vessel employed by them 
in port for the discharge of their duty. 
7468-13 
1 See Protocol, p. 198. 
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ART: V. 
The consular archives shall be at all times inviolable, and under no 
pretence whatever shall the local authorities be allowed to examine 
or seize the papers forming part of them. When, however, a consu-
lar officer is engaged in other business, the papers relating to the Con-
sulate shall be kept in a separate enclosure. 
The offices and dwellings of Consules "missi wh'o are not citizens of 
the country of their residence shall be at all times inviolable. The 
local authorities shall not except in the case of the pursuit for crimes 
under any pretext, invade them. In no case sha11 they examine or 
seize the papers there deposited. In no event shall those offices or 
dwellings be used as places of asylum. 
ART: VI. 
In the event of the death, prevention or absence of Consuls general, 
Consuls, Vice-Consuls and Consular-Agents, their chancellor· or 
secretaries, whose official character may have previously been made 
known to the respective authorities in Germany or in the.United States, 
may temporarily exercise their functions, and while thus acting they 
shall enjoy all the rights, prerogatives, and immunities, granted by 
this convention to the incumbents. 
ART: VII. 
onsuls general and Consuls may, with the approbation of their 
r ·p ctive eovernments, appoint Vice-Consuls and Consular-Agents 
in the cities, port and places within their consular jurisdiction. 
Th officers may b citizens of Germany, of the United State , or 
any other country. They Rhall be furnished with a commis ion by 
th on ul who appoints them and under whose orders. they are to 
act, or by the o-ov rnment of the country which he represents. They 
shall njoy the privileges stipulated for consular officers in this con-
vention, ·ubject to the exceptions specified in Article 3. 
ART: VIII. 
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1, to take at their office or dwelling, at the residence of the parties, 
or on board of vessels of their own nation, the depositions of the cap-
tains and crews, of passengers on board of them, of merchants, or any 
other citizens, of their own co-1.mtry; 
2, to receive and verify unilateral acts, wills and bequests of their 
countrymen, and any and all acts of agreement entered upon between 
citizens of their o-wn country and between such citizens and the citi-
zens or other inhabitants of the country where they reside; anq. also 
all contracts between the latter, provided they relate to property 1 sit-
uated or to business to be transacted in the territo1·y of the nation by 
which the said Consular officers are appointed. 
All such acts of agreement and other instruments, and also copies 
and translations thereof, when duly authenticated by such Consul 
general, Consul, Vice-Consul or Consular-Agent, under his official 
seal, shall he received by public officials and in courts of justice as 
legal documents, or as authenticated copies, as the case may be, and 
shall have the same force and effect as if drawn up or authenticated 
by competent public officers of one or the other of the two countries. 
ART: x. 1 
In case of the death of any citizen of Germany in the United States 
or of any citizen of the United States in the German Empire without 
having in the country of his decease any known heirs or testamentary 
executors by him appointed, the competent local authorities shall at 
once inform the nearest consular officer of the nation to which the 
deceased belongs of the circumstance, in order that the necessary 
information may be immediately forwarded to parties intereste_d. 
The said consular officer shall have the right to appear personally 
or by delegate, in all proceedings on behalf of the absent heirs or 
creditors until they are duly represented. 
In all successions to inheritances citizens of each of the Contracting 
Parties shall pay in the country of the other such duties only as they 
would be liable to pay, if they were citizens of the country in which 
the property iH situated or the judicial administration of the same 
may be exercii::ied. 
AR'l': XI. 
Consuls geneml, Consuls, Vice-Consuls and Consular-Agents of 
the two countries arc exclusively charged with the inventorying and 
the safe-keeping of o·oods and effects of every kind left by sailors or 
pas, eng rs on shipH of their nation who die either on board ship or 
on land., during the voyage or in the port of destination. 
ART: XII. 
Consuls general, Consul , Vice-Consuls and Consular-Agents shall 
b at liberty to go either in person 01· by proxy, on board vessels of 
their nation admitted to entry and to examine the officers and crews 
to examine the ship papers, to receive declarations concerning thei{· 
voyage, their destination, and the incidents of the voyage, also to 
draw up manifests and lists of freight, to facilitate the entry and 
elearance of their vessels, and finally to accompany the said officers 
or crews before the judicial or administrative authorities of the coun-
try, to a. ·si ·t them as their interpr ters or agents. 
1 
'oe Protocol, p. 198. 
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The judicial authorities and custom house officials shall in no case 
pro e d to the examination or search of merchant vessels without 
having given previous notice to the consular officers of the nation to 
which the said vessels belong, in ord~r to enable the said consular 
offi er to be present. 
r:rh y hall also give due notice to the said consular officers in order 
to enable them to be present at any depositions or statements to be 
made in courts of law or before local magistrates, by officers or per-
ons belonging to the crew, thus to prevent errors or false interpreta-
tion which might impede the correct administration of justice. The 
notice to .Consuls, Vice-Consuls or Consular-Agents shall name the 
hour fixed for such proceedings. Upon the non-appearance of the 
said officers or their representatives, the case may be proceeded with 
in their absence. 
ART: XIII. 
Uonsuh, general, Consuls, Vice-Consuls or Consular-Agents shall 
hav exclusive charge of the internal order of the merchant vessels 
of their nation, and hall have the exclusive power to take cognizance 
of and to det rmine differences of every kind which may arise, either 
at s a, or in port, between captains, officers and crews, and specially in 
r f r nee to wages and the execution of mutual contracts. Neither 
any court or authority, shall, on any pretext, interfere in these differ-
enc xc~pt in cases where the differences on board ship are of a 
natur to disturb the p ace and public order in port, or on shore, or 
when per ·ons other than the officers and crew of the vessel, are parties 
to th di, turbance. 
Exe. pt a afore aid, the local authorities shall confine themselves 
to the r nd ring of efficient aid to the consuls, when they may ask it 
in ord r to ane t and hold all persons, whose names are borne on the 
. ·hip's a,rticl s, and whom they may deem it necessary i,o detain. Those 
p 1· ·on ,•hall be arre ·ted at the sole request of the consuls, addres ed 
in writinO' to the local authorities and supported by an official xtract 
from th r o-i. •ter of the hip or the list of the crew, and shall be held, 
luring th whol tim of th ir tay in the port at the dispo al o:fi the 
· n ,•uL. Th ir r 1 a e shall be granted only at the request of the 
·on ul ·, made in writing. 
Th xp n. ' of th arre. t and d t ntion of those per on hall be 
pai l 1 y th ·on. ul ·. 
ART: IV. 
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where the demand. is made either at the time of their shipping or of 
their arrival in the port), shall be given up to the Consuls. All aid and 
protection shall be furnished them for the pursuit, seizure, and arrest 
of the deserters, who shall be taken to the prisons of the country and 
there detained at the request and at the expense of the Consuls, until 
the said Consuls may find an opportunity of sending them away. 
If, however, such opportunity should not present itself within the 
space of three months, counting from the day of the arrest, the 
deserters shall b~ set at liberty, and shall not again be arrested for 
the same cause. 
ART: xv. 
In the absence of an agreement to the contrary between the owners, 
freighters, and insurers, all damages suffered at sea by the vessels of 
the two countries, whether they enter port voluntarily or are forced 
by stress of weather, shall be settled by the Consuls general, Consuls, 
Vice-Consuls, and Consular-Agents of the respective countries. If,. 
however, any inhabitant of the country, or citizen or subject of a third 
power, shall be interested in the matter, and the parties cannot agree, 
the competent local authorities shall decide. 
ART: XVI. 
In the event of a vessel belonging to tho government, or owned. by a 
citizen of one of the two Contracting Parties being wrecked, or cast 
on shore, on the coast of the other, tho local authorities shall inform 
the Consul general, Consul, Vice-Consul, or Consular-Agent of the 
district of the occurrence or, if there be no such consular Agency, 
they shall inform the Consul genePal, Consul, Vice-Consul, or Con-
sular-Agent of the nearest district. 
All proceedings relative to the salvage of American vessels wrecked 
or cast on shore in the territorial waters of the German Empire, shall 
take place in accordance with the laws of Germany; and reciprocally, 
all :measures of salvage relative to German vessels wrecked or cast 
on shore in the territorial waters of the United States shall take place 
in accordance with the laws of the United States. 
The e.onsular authorities have in both countries to intervene only to 
superintend the proceedings having reference to the repair and revict-
ualling, or if nece1:1 ary, to the sale of the vessel wrecke<l, or cast on 
shore. 
For the intervention of the local authorities no cha1·ge8 shall be 
made except such as in similar cases are pai<l by vessels of the nation. 
In case of a doubt concerning the nationality of a shipwrecked ves-
sel, the local authorities shall have exclusively the direction of the 
proceedings provided for in this article. 
AU merchandise anrl goods, not destin d for consumption in the 
country where the wreck takes place, hall be frQe, of all dutj es. 
ART: XVII. 
With regard to the mark. or labels of goods, or of their packages, 
and al o with regard to patterns and marks of manufacture and. 
· trade, th citizen, of Germany shall enjoy in the United States of 
Am rica, and American citiz ns shall enjoy in Germany the same 
protection as native citiz n . 
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ART: XVIII. 
The present convention shall remain in force for the space of ten 
years counting from the day of the exchange of the ratifications 
which shall be exchanged at Berlin within the period of six months. 
In case neither party gives notice, twelve months before the expira-
tion of the ::,aid period of ten years, of its intention not to renew thi. 
convention, it shall remain in force one year longer, and so on from 
year to year, until the expiration of a year from the clay on which 
one of the parties shall have given such notize. 
In faith whereof the Plenipotentiaries have signed and sealed this 
Convention. 
Berlin the 11. of December 1871. 
PROTOCOL. 1 
GEO BANCROFT 
B KOENIG 
[SEAL. ] 
[SEAL.] 
The Undersigned met' this clay in order to effect the exchange of 
the ratifications of the Consular Convention signed on the 11t h day of 
December 1 71 between the United States of America an<l Germany. 
Before proceeding to this Act, the Undersigned, ·Envoy extraordi-
nary and Minister plenipotentiary of the Unite<l States of America, 
declared: 
1. that, in accordance with the instruction given him by Ms o-ov-
ernment, with the advice and consent of the Senate, the expression 
"property" used in t,he English text of articles III2 and IX 3 is to b 
con trued as meaning and intendfog "real estate:" 
2. hat, a ordin<r to the laws and the Constit,ntion of the United 
tate, , Arti •l X 4 applies not only to persons of the male sex hut aL o 
to p rson f the f male sex. 
After th nd r, igned, Pr sident of the office of the Chancellor of 
the Empire had expr sed his concurrence with this declaration, the 
A ts of ratifi ation, found to be in good an<l <lue fol'm, were exchanged, 
and th pr , nt protocol wa,• in duplicate ('X<'cntr<l. 
B rlin, th 20. April 1 72. 
GEO. BA ROFT 
DELBRUECK. 
1 By rPsolutionof April 2-J, 1 72, tho, onai<' ndvisecl a1Hl C'onsented to tli1· cxe"ution 
of this protocol. 
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GREAT BRITAIN. 
(UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND.) 
The treaties leading to the establishment of peace between the 
United States and Great Britain, forming such an important factor in 
settling the territory and establishing the Government of the United 
States, are reprinted, although many of the articles have been abro-
gated by subsequent wars or modified by later conventions. 
1782. 
PROVISIONAL TREATY OF PEACE. 
Concluded at Paris November 30, 1782_; proclamation ordered by 
Congress April 11, 1783. ( 'rreaties and Conventions, 1889, p. 370.) 
(As the provisions of ah the articles except the separate articles are repeated in 
the defini tive treaty of peace, only the titles of the articles are he1·e gi yen.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Independence n,cknowl etlgcd. 
II. Boundaries. 
III. Ftshery rights. 
IV. Recovery of debts. 
V. Restitution of e tates. 
VI. Conftscations :mu prosecutions to 
cease. 
VII. Withdrawal of British armies. 
VIII. Navigation of the Mis s is s ippi 
River. 
IX. Restoration of territory . 
SeparateArticle. Boundary of West 
Florida. 
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1783. 
DEFINITIVE TREATY OF PEACE. 
Concl-urlecl at Paris September 3, 1783_; ratified by Congress January 
14, 1784 · proclairned January 14., 1784. ( Treat,ies and Uo1iven-
tion , 1 fJ, p. 375.) 
ARTlCtES. 
I. Independence n.cknow1edgec1. 
II. Boundaries. 
III. Fishery rights. 
IV. Recovery of debts. 
V. Restitution of estates. 
Vl. Confiscations and prosecntions to 
cease. 
VII. Withdrawal of British n,Tmies. 
VIII. Navigation of the Mississippi 
River. 
IX. Restorntion of territory. 
X. Ratification. 
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from the State of Pennsylvania, President of the Convention of the 
sd State, and Minister Plenipotentiary from the United States of 
America at the Court of Versailles; John Jay, Esq re, late President of 
Congress, and Chief Justice of the State of New-York & Minj:ster 
Plenipotentiary from the said United States at the Court of Madrid; 
to be the Plenipotentiaries for the concluding and signing the present 
Definitive Treaty; who after having reciprocally communicated their 
respective full Powers, have agreed upon and corrtirmed the following 
Articles: 
ARTICLE 1~~ 
His Britannic Majesty acknowledges the sd United States, viz. 
New-Hampshire, Massachusetts Bay, Rhode-Island & Providence 
Plantations, Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Dela-
ware, Maryland, Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina & Georgia, 
to be free sovereign & Independent States; that he treats with them 
as such, and for himself his Heirs and Successors, relinquishes all 
claims to the Government Propriety & 'Territorial Rights of the same 
& every Part thereof. 
ARTICLE 2'.'. 
And that all Disputes which might arise in future on the Subject of 
the Boundaries of the said United States, may be prevented, it is 
hereby agreed and declared, that the following are and shall be their 
Boundaries, viz. From the North West Angle of Nova Scotia, viz. That 
Angle which is formed by a Line drawn due North from the Source of 
Saint Croix River to the Highlands. along the said Highlands which 
divide those Rivers that empty themselves into the River St Lawrence, 
from those which fall into the Atlantic Ocean, to the Northwestern-
most Head of Connecticut Ri ve1 : Thence down along the middle of 
that River, to the forty fifth Degree of North Latitude; From thence by 
a Line due West on said Latitude until it strikes the River Iroquois or 
Cataraquy; 1.,hence along the middle of said River into Lake Ontario; 
through the Middle of said Lake until it strikes the-Communication by 
Water between that Lake & Lake Erie; Thence along the middle of 
said Communication i.nto Lake Erie; through the middle of said Lake 
until it arrives at the Water Communication between that Lake & 
Lake Huron; '"rhence along the middle of said Water-Communication 
into the Lake Huron, thence through the middle of said Lake to the 
Water Communication between that Lake & Lake Superior, thence 
through Lake Superior Northward of the Isles Royal & Phelipeaux, 
to the Long Lake; 1.,hence through the Middle of said Long-Lake, and 
the Water Communication between it & the Lake qf thE; Woods, to 
the said Lake of the Woods; Thence through the said Lake to the most 
Northwestern Point thereof, and from thence on a due West Course to 
the River Mississippi, Thence by a Line to be drawn along the Middle 
of the said River Missi sippi until it shall intersect the Northernmost 
Part of the thirty first Degree of orth Latitude. South, by a Line to 
be drawn due East from the Determination of the Line last mentioned, 
in the Latitude of thirty one Degrees North of the Equator, to the Mid-
dle ofth River Apalachicola or Catahouche. Thencealongthe middle 
th reof to its Junction with the Flint River, Thence stTait to the Head 
of t. Mary's River, and thence down along the middle of St. Mary's 
River to the Atlantic Ocean. East, by a Line to be drawn along the 
Middle of the River St. Croix, from its Mouth in the Bay of Fundy to 
it ource, and from its ource directly North to the aforesaid High-
land , which divide the Rivers that fall into the Atlantic Ocean from 
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those which fall into the River St. Lawrence; comprehending all Islands 
within twenty Leagues of any Part of the Shores of the United States, 
& lying between Lines to be drawn due East from the Points where 
the aforesaid Boundaries between Nova Scotia on the one Part and 
East Florida on the other, shall respectively touch the Bay of Fundy 
and the Atlantic Ocean, excepting such Islands as now are or hereto-
fore have been within the Limits of the said Province of Nova Scotia. 
-
ARTICLE 3~ 
It is agreed that the People of the United States shall continue to 
enjoy unmolested the Right to take Fish of every kind on the Grand 
Bank and on all the other Banks_of New-foundland, also in the Gulph 
of St Lawrence, and at all other Places in the Sea where the Inhab-
itants of both Countries used at any time heretofore to fish. And 
also that the Inhabitants of the United States shall have Liberty to 
take Fi h of every kind on such Part of the Coast of New-foundland 
as British Fishermen shall use, (but not to dry or cure the same on 
that Island) and also on the Coasts Bays & Creeks of all other of 
his Britannic Majesty's Dominions in America, and that the Ameri-
can Fishermen shall have Liberty to dry and cure Fish in any of 
the un ettled Bays, Harbours and Creeks of Nova Scotia, Magdalen 
Island , and Labrador, so long as the same shall remain unsettled 
but so soon as the same or eith~r of them shall be settled, it shall not 
be lawful for the aid Fishermen to dry or cure Fish at such Settle-
ment, wjthout a previous Agreement for that purpose with the 
Inhabitant , Proprietors or Possessors of the Ground. 
ARTICLE 4t~'. 
It i, agr cd that reditors on either Side shall meet with no lawful 
Imp dim nt t the R cov ry of the full Value in Sterling Money of 
all bona fid D bt h retofore contracted. 
ongr . , hall earnestly recommend it to the 
tate to provide for the Restitution of all 
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have paid on purchasing any of the said Lands, Rights or Properties, 
since the Confiscation. 
And it is agreed that all Persons who have any Interest in confis-
cated Lands, either by Debts, . Marriage Settlements, or otherwise, 
shall meet with no lawful Impediment in the Prosecution of their just 
Rights. 
ARTICLE 6t~ 
That there shall be no future Confiscations made nor any :Prosecu-
tions commenc'd against any Person or Persons for or by Reason of 
the Part, which he or they may have taken in the present War, and 
that no Person shall on that Account suffer any future Loss or Dam-
- age, either in his Person Liberty or Property; and that those who may 
be in Confinement on such Charges at the Time of the Ratification of 
the Treaty in America shall be immediately set at liberty, and the 
prosecutions so commenced be discontinued. 
There shall be a firm and perpetual Peace between his Britannic 
Majesty and the said States and between the Subjects of the one, and 
the Citizens of the other, wherefore all Hostilities both by Sea and 
Land shall from henceforth cease: All Prisoners on both Sides shall 
be set at Liberty, and his Britannic Majesty shall with all convenient 
speed, and without causing any Destruction, or carrying away any 
Negroes or other Property of the American Inhabitants, withdraw all 
his Armies, Garrisons & Fleet5 from the said United States, and from 
every Port, Place and Harbour within t,he same; leaving in all Fortifi-
cations the American Artillery that may be therein: And shall also 
order & cause all Archives, Records, Deeds & Papers belonging to any 
of the said States, or their Citizens, which in the Course of the War 
may have fallen into the Hands of his Officers, to be forthwith restored 
and deliver'd to the proper States and Persons to whom they belong. 
ARTICLE gt)! 
The Navigation of tho River Misstssippi, from its source to the 
Ocean shall for ever remain free and open to the Subjects of Great 
Britain, and the Citizens of the United States. 
ARTICLE gt.~ 
In Case it should so happen that any Place or Territory belonging 
to great Britain or to the United States should have been conquer'd 
by the Arms of either from the other before the arrival of the said 
Provi ioual Articles in America it is agreed that the same shall be 
re tored without Difficulty and without requiring any Compensation. 
The solemn Ratifications of the present Treaty expedited in good & 
due Form shall be exchanged between the contracting Parties in the 
pac of ix Months or sooner if possible to be computed from the 
Day of the ignature of the, present Treaty. In Witness whereof we 
the undersigned their Ministers Plenipotentiary hav~ in their Name 
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and in Virtue of our Full Powers signed with our Hands the present 
Definitive Treaty, and caused the Seals of our Arms to be affix'd 
thereto. 
Done at Paris, this third Day of September, In the year of our 
Lord one thousand seven hundred & eighty three. 
1794. 
D HARTLEY. 
[SEAL.] 
JOHN ADAMS. 
[SEAL.] 
B FRANKLIN 
[SEAL.] 
JOHN JAY. 
[SEAL.] 
TREATY OF AMITY, COMMERCE, AND NAVIGATION. 
(JAY TREATY . ) 
Concluded November 19, 1794.,· ratification advised by the Senate 
with amendment June 24, 1795.,· ratified by the President.,· ratifi-
cation exchanged October 28, 1795.,· proclaimed February 29, 1796. 
(Tr aties and Conventions, 1889, p. 379.) 
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1796. 
ARTICLE EXPLANATORY TO ARTICLE III, TREATY OF 1794. 
Concluded Ma11. 4, 1796 _; ratification advised by the Senate May 9, 1796. 
(Treaties and Conventions, 1889, p. 395.) 
This article related to the passage of Indians into the territories 
of both nations. The trGaty of 1794 terminated by the declaration of 
the war of 1812. 
1798. 
ARTICLE EXPLANATORY TO ARTICLE V, TREATY OF 1794. 
Concluded March 15, 1798 _; ratification advised by the Senate June 
5, 1798. (1,reaties and Conventions, 1889, p. 396.) 
This article aNthorized the commission under Article V of the tre;:i,ty 
of 1794 to designate the source of the St. Croix River. The declara-
tion was made October 25, 1798. 
1802. 
CONVENTION FOR PAYMENT OF INDEMNITIES AND SETTLEMEN'f OF 
DEBTS. 
Concluded January 8, 1802 _; ratification advised by the Senate April 
26, 1802 _; ratified by the President April 27, 1802 J. ratifications 
exchangecl July 15, 1802J· proclaimed April 27, 1802. (Treaties and 
Conventions, 1889, p. 398.) 
This convention of five articles provides for the payment to Great 
Britian of £600,000 in full for the claims submitted under Article VI 
of the treaty of 1794, and for the continuation of the commission 
under Article VII, and it was agreed that the awards should be paid in 
three annual installments. It was also agreed that creditors of either 
country should meet with no impediment in the collection of their 
debts. 
Federal cases: Hopkirk v. Bell, 3 Cranch, 454, 4 Cranch, 164; Duulop v. Alex-
ander, 1 Cranch C, C., 498. 
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1814. 
TREATY OF PEACE AND AMITY. 
(TREATY OF GHENT.) 
Concluded at Ghent December 24, 1814_; ratification advised by the 
Senate February 16, 1815_; ratified by the President February 17, 
1815_; ratifications exchanged February 17, 1815~· proclaimed Febrii-
ary 18, 1815. (Treaties and Conventions, 1889, p. 399.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Peace declared; restoration of terri-
tory, archives, etc. 
II. Cessation of hostilities. 
III. Release of prisoners. 
IV. Boundaries; determination of north-
eastern . 
V. Boundaries; determination of north-
ern, from St. Croix River to St. 
Lawrence River. 
VI. Boundaries; determination of north-
ern, from St. Lawrence River to 
Lake Superior. 
VII. Boundaries; determination of 
northern, from Lake Huron to 
Lake of the Woods. 
VIII. Powers of boundary commissions, 
etc. 
IX. Cessation of hostilities with 
Indians. 
X. Abolition of slave trade. 
XI. Ratification. 
His Britannic Majesty and the United States of America d~sirous 
of terminating the War which has unhappily subsisted between the 
two Countries and of restoring upon principles of perfect reciprocity, 
Peace, Friendship and good Understanding between them, have for 
that purpose appointed their respective Plenipotentiaries, that is to 
say, His Britannic Majesty on his part, has appointed the Right Hon-
ourable James Lord Gambier, late Admiral of the White, now Admiral 
of the Red quadron of His Majesty's Fleet; Henry Goulburn Esquire, 
a Member of the Imperial Parliament and Under Secretary of State; 
and William Adams Esquire, Doctor of Civil Law : and th Pre i-
1 nt of th nited ~ates by and with the advice and con ent of the 
enate thereof has appointed John Quincy Adams, James A Bayard, 
Henry Clay, Jonathan Rus 11 and Albert Gallatin Citiz n of the 
ni d tat ; who aft r a reciprocal communication of their respec-
tive Full Powers have agreed upon the following articles.-
ARTICLE THE FIRST. 
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have fallen into the hands of the officers of either party, shall be as 
far as may be practicable forthwith restored and delivered to the 
proper authorities and ·persons to whom they respectively belong. 
Such of the Islands in the Bay of Passamaquoddy as are claimed by 
both parties shall remain in the possession of the party in whose 
occupation they may be at the time of the Exchange of the Ratifica-
tions of this Treaty until the decision respecting the title to the said 
Islands shall have been made in conformity with the fourth .Article of 
this Treaty. No disposition made by this Treaty as to such posses-
sion of the Islands and territories claimed by both parties shall in any 
manner whatever be construed to affect the right of either . 
.ARTICLE THE SECOND 
Immediately after the ratifications of this Treaty by both parties as 
hereinafter mentioned, orders shall be sent to the .Armies, Squadrons, 
Officers, Subjects and Citizens of the two Powers to cease from all hos-
tilities: and to prevent all causes of complaint which might arise on 
account of the prizes which may be taken l;l,t Sea after the said ratifi-
cations of this Treaty, it is reciprocally agreed that all vessels and 
effects which may be taken after the space of twelve days from the 
said Ratifications upon all parts of the Coast of North America from 
the Latitude of Twenty three degrees North to the Latitude of Fifty 
degrees North and as far eastward in the .Atlantic Ocean as the Thirty 
sixth degree of West Longitude from the Meridian of Greenwich shall 
be restored on each side :-that the time shall be thirty days in all 
other parts of the Atlantic Ocean North of the Equinoctial line or 
Equator :-and the same time for the British and Irish Channels, for 
the Gulf of Mexico, and all parts of the West Indies :-forty days for 
the North Seas, for the Baltic, and for all parts of the Mediterranean:-
sixty days for the Atlantic Ocean South of the Equator, as far as the 
Latitude of the Cape of Good Hope :-ninety days for every other part 
of the W orlcl South of the Equator and one hundred and twenty days 
for all other parts of the World .without exception . 
.ARTICLE THE THIRD 
.All Prisoners of War taken on either side as well by land as by 
sea shall be restored as soon as practicable after the Ratifications of 
this Treaty as hereinafter mentioned on their paying the debts which 
they may have contracted during their captivity. The two Contract-
ing Parties respectively engage to discharge in specie the advances 
which may have been made by the other for the sustenance and 
maintenance of such prisoners . 
.ARTICLE THE FOURTH 
Whereas it was stipulated by the second .Article in the Treaty of 
peace of One thousand seven hundred and eighty three between His 
Britannic Majesty and the United States of America that the Boun-
dary of the United States should comprehend all Islands within 
Twenty Leagues of any part of the Shores of the United States and 
lying between lines to be drawn due East from the points where the 
aforesaid boundaries between Nova Scotia on the one part and East 
Florrnla on the other shall re pectively touch the Bay of Fundy and 
the Atlantic Ocean, excepting such Islands as now are, or heretofore 
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have been, within the limits of Nova Scotia, and whereas the several 
Islands in the Bay of Passamaquoddy, which is part of the Bay of 
Fundy, and the Island of Grand Menan in the said Bay of Fundy, 
are claimed by the United States as being comprehended within their 
aforesaid Boundaries, which said Islands are claimed as belonging to 
His Britannic Majesty as having been_ at the time of, and previous 
to, the aforesaid Tmaty of one Thousand seven hundred and eighty 
three within the limits of the Province of Nova Scotia : In order 
therefore finally to decide upon these claims it is agreed that they 
shall be referred to two Commissioners to be appointed in the follow-
ing manner viz: One Commissioner shall be appointed by His 
Britannic Majesty, and one by the President of the United States by 
and with the advice and consent of the Senate thereof and the said 
two Commissioners so appointed shall be sworn impartially to exam-
ine and decide upon the said claims according to such evidence as 
shall be laid before them on the part of His Britannic Majesty and of 
the United States respectively. The said Commissioners shall meet 
at St A.ndrews in the Province of New Brunswick and shall have 
power to adjourn to such other place or places as they shall· think fit. 
The said Commissioners shall by a declaration or report under their 
hands and seals decide to which of the two Contracting Parties the 
several Islands aforesaid do respectively belong in conformity with 
the true intent of the said Treaty of Peace of one thousand seven hun-
dred and eighty three. A.nd if the said Commissioners shall agree in 
their decision both parties shall consider such decision as final and 
conclusive. It is further agreed that in event of the Two Commis-
sioners differing upon all or any of the matters so referred to them, 
or in the event of both or either of the said Commissioners refusing 
or declining or wilfully omitting to act as such they shall mak 
jointly or separately a report or reports as well to the Government 
of His Britannic Majesty as to that of the United States stating in 
detail the points on which they differ, and the- grounds upon which 
their re~pective opinions have been formed, or the grounds upon 
which they or either of them have- so refused declined or omitted 
to act. A.nd His Britannic Majesty and the Government of the 
United States hereby agree to refer the report or reports of the said 
ommissioners to som friendly Sovereign or State to be then named 
for that purpo ·e, and who hall be requested to decide on the di:ff r-
n · which may be tat d in the said report or reports or upon the 
report of one Commi ion r together with the grounds upon which 
th other Commis ion r shall have refused declined or omitted to 
a t a the cas may b . A.nd if the Commissioner so refusing, 
d lining or omittin<Y to act shall also wilfully omit to state the 
gro md upon which h has so done in such manner that the said 
,ta m n m y b · f rr d to such fri ndly Sovereign or tate 
t g h 1· wi h h r port of such oth r Commi sioner th n u h 
r iQTI r 't t , hall id parte upon th aid r port alon . 
Ii ri a i 1 j , r nd h ov rnm nt of the nit d tat 
n l'a t n i r h d i, ion f u ·h fri ndly, overeign or tate to 
final nd c n ·lu i n all the matt r, · ·o ref n d. 
lying du orth from 
in the form r rrr at 
est A.ngle of o a 
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Scotia, nor the North Westernmost head of Connecticut River has yet 
been ascertained; and whereas that part of the boundary line between 
the Dominions of the Two Powers which extends from the source of 
the River St Croix directly North to the abovementioned North West 
Angle of Nova Scotia, thence along the said Highlands which divide 
t,hose Rivers tkat empty themselves into the River St. Lawrence from 
those which fall into the Atlantic Ocean to the North Westernmost 
head of Connecticut River, thence down along- the middle of that 
River to the forty fifth degreo of North Latitude, thence by a line due 
west on said Latitude until it strikes the River Iroquois or Cataraquy, 
has not yet been surveyed : it is agreed that for these several pur-
poses two Commissioners _ shall be appointed, sworn, and authorized 
to act e~ actly in the manner directed with respect to those mentioned 
in the next preceding Article unless otherwise specified in the pres-
ent Article: 'l'he said Commissioners shall meet at St Andrews in 
the Province of New Brunswick and shall have power to adjourn to 
such other place or places as they shall think fit.-The said Commis-
sioners shall have power to ascertain and determine the points above-
mentioned in conformity with the provisions of the said 1,reaty of 
peace of one thousand seven hundred and eighty three and shall 
cause the boundary aforesaid from the source of the river St. Croix 
to the River Iroquois or Cataraquy to be surveyed and marked 
according to the said provi ions. The said Commissioners shall make 
a map of the said- boundary and annex to it a declai·ation under their 
hands and seals certifying it to be the true Map of the said Boundary, 
and particularizing the latitude and longitude of the North Wost Angle 
of Nova Scotia, of the North Westernmost head of Connecticut River, 
and of such other points of the said boundary as they may deem 
proper. And both parties agree to . consider such map and declara-
tion as finally and conclu.sively fixing the said Boundary. And in 
the event of tho said two Commissioners tli:ffering, or both, or oither 
of them refusing declining or wilfully omitting to act, such reports 
declarations or statements ·hall be made by them or either of them, 
and such reference to a friendly Sovereign or State sha11 bo made in 
all respects as in the latter part of the fourth Articlo is contained and 
in as full a manner as if tho ame was herein repeated. 
ARTICLE 'fHE SIXTH 
Whel'eas by the former 'l'l'caty of Peaco that portion of the bound-
ary of the United States from the point where the forty fifth degree 
of orth Latitude strike,· the River Iroquois 01· Catamquy t,o the Lake 
uperior was declared to be "along the middle of said River into 
"Lake Ontario, through the mitldle of said Lake until it strikes the 
"communication by water between that Lake and Lake Eric thence 
"along the middle of aid communication into Lake Erie through the 
'' middle of said Lake until it anive · at the water communication into 
'' the Lake Huron; th nee through the middle of said lake to the water 
"communication betw en that lake and Lake Superior:" and whereas 
doubts have arisen what was th middle of the said River, Lakes and 
water communications and wh ther certain Islands lying in the same 
w re within the dominion of His Britannic Majesty or of the United 
~ tate : In order therefore finally to d cide these doubts, th y shall 
b r fened to two Commi sionerH to be appointed, sworn and author-
iz d to act exa ·tly in the mann •r directed with re pect to those men-
tioned in th next preceding Ar icle unless otherwise specified in this 
7468-14 
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present Article. The said Commissioners shall meet in the first 
instance at Albany in the State of New York and shall have power 
to adjourn to such other place or places as they shall think fit. The 
said Commissioners shall by a report or declaration under their 
hands and seals designate the boundary through the said river, lakes, 
and water communications and decide to which of the two Contract-
ing Parties the several Islands lying within the said Rivers, Lakes and 
water communications do respectively belong in conformity with the 
true intent of the said Treaty of one thou.sand seven hundred and 
eighty three. And both parties agree to consider such designation 
and decision as final and ·conclusive. And in the event of the said 
two Commissioners differing or both or either of them refusing 
declining or wilfully omitting to act such reports, declarations or 
statements shall be made by them or either of them, and such refer-
ence to a friendly sovereign or State shall be made in all respects as 
in the latter part of the Fourth Article is contained and in as full a 
manner as if the same was herein repeated. 
ARTICLE THE SEVENTH 
\. TI 'LE TIIE I HTII. 
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may be respectively appointed and authorized to manage the business 
on behalf of their respective governments. The said Commissioners 
shall be respectively paid in such manner as shall be agreed between 
the two contracting parties, such agreement being to be settled at the 
time of the Exchange of the Ratifications of this Treaty. And all 
other expenses attending the said Commissions shall be defrayed 
equally by the two parties. And in the case of death, sickness, res-
ignation or necessary absence the place of every such Commissioner 
respectively shall be supplied in the same manner as such Commis-
sioner was first appointed, and the new Commissioner shall take the 
same oath or affirmation, and do the same duties. It is further agreed 
between the two Contracting Parties that in case any of the Islands 
mentioned in any of the preceding Articles, which were in the pos-
session of one of the parties prior to the commencement of the present 
War between the two Countries should by the decision of any of the 
boards of Commissioners aforesaid, or of the Sovereign or State so 
referred ·to as in the four next preceding Articles contained fall within 
the dominions of the other party, all grants of Land made previous to 
the commencement of the War by the party having had such posses-
sion shall be as valid as if such Island or Islands had by such decision 
or decisions been adjudged to be within the dominions of the party 
having had such possession. 
ARTICLE THE NINTH 
The United States of America engage to put an end immediately 
after the ratification of the present Treaty to hostilities with all the 
"fribes or Nations of Indians with whom they may be at war at the 
time of such ratification and forthwith to restore to such Tribes or 
Nations respectively all the possessions, rights and privileges which 
they may have enjoyed or been entitled to in one thousand eight 
hundred and eleven p1·evious to such hostilities. Provided always 
that such Tribes or Nations shall agree to clesist from all hostilities 
against the United States of America, their Citizens and Subjects, 
upon the ratification of the present Treaty being notified to such 
Trjbes or Nations, and shall so desist accordingly. And Ilis Britannic 
Majesty engages on his part to put an end immediately after the 
ratification of the present 1,reaty to hostilities with all the Tribes or 
Nations of Indians with whom Ile may be at War at the time of such 
Ratification, and forthwith to restore to such Tribes or Nations respec-
tively all the possessions, rights and privileges which they may have 
enjoyed or been entitled to in one thousand eight hundred and eleven 
previous to such hostilities. Provided always that such Tribes or 
ations shall agree to desist from all hostilities against His Britannic 
faje ty and Ilis Subjects upon the ratification of the present Treaty 
being notified to such Tribes or Nations, and shall so desist accord-
ingly. · 
ARTICLE THE TENTH 
Whereas the traffic in laves is irreconcilable with the principles of 
humanity and Justice and whereas both His Majesty and the United 
tates arc d sirous of continuing their efforts to promote its entire 
abolition, it is her by agre d that both the contracting parties shall 
u e their best endeavours to accomplish so desirable an object. 
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ARTICLE THE ELEVENTH. 
This Treaty when the same shall have been ratified on both side 
without alteration by either of the Contracting- parties, and the Ratifi-
cations mutually exchanged, shall be binding on both parties, and th 
Ratifications shall be exchanged at Washington in the space of four 
Months from this day or sooner if practicable. 
In faith whereof We the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed 
this 'rreaty, and have thereunto affixed our Seals. 
Done in triplicate at Ghent the twenty fourth day of December 
one thousand eight hundred and fourteen. 
[SEAL.] 
[SEAL.] 
[SEAL.] 
[SEAL.] 
[SEAL.] 
[SEAL.] 
[SEAL.] 
[SEAL.] 
GAMBIER. 
HENRY GOULBURN 
WILLIAM ADAMS 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
J. A . . BAYARD 
H. CLAY 
JoNa RUSSELL 
ALBERT GALLATIN 
COMMISSION UNDER ARTICLE IV.-ISLANDS IN PASSAMAQUODDY BAY 
PART OF BAY OF FUNDY. 
The commission appointed under Article IV met September, 1816, and decided 
November 24, 1817, as to the ownership of the islands in Passamaquoddy Bay .. The 
uonndary line in Passamaquoddy Bay was marked l,y commissioners appomted 
under the treaty of 1892, p. 264. 
Decis'ion of the Cornrnissioners uncler the four th article of the Treaty of Ghent. ovembcr 
24, 1817. 
By Thomas Bar lay arnl J ohu Holmes Esquires Commissioners, appointed by virtue 
of th fourth Article of the Tr aty of Peace aud Amity b etween His Brita.nnic M~j-
esty au<l Tho United States of America co11clude<l at Ghent on the twenty fourth 
day of december Ono Thousand eight hnndred and fourteen to decide t o which of 
tho two Contracting parties to the sai<l Treaty the several Islands in the Bay of P8'. -
amaquoddy wliich is part of the Bay of Fundy and the Island of Grand Menan m 
the ai<l Bay of Fuudy do respectively uelong, in conformity with the true intent 
of th econd Article of th Tr aty of Peace of' One Thousand sev n hundr d and 
ei •hty three l>etween His ai<l Britannic 1ajesty an<l· the aforesaid United States of 
Am ri a,. 
'\Ve tl1 said Thomas Barclav arnl J olrn Holmes 'ommissioners as afor aid hav-
ing be n duly worn impartia1ly to exmuino and d cicle upon the said laims ace rd-
iug to such vidence as should be laicl 1Jel'orous 011 the part of His Britannic M8\iesty 
and Tho nited, 'tates r . pectiv ly I rave clecicl 1l and clo lecide that Moo Island, 
Du<ll y I. land, arnl Froderi ·k Island, in tho Bay of Pa samaquoddy which is part 
of tb Bay of Fundy do au<l a.ch of t!Jem do '8 l>elong to The nit d , 'tate of 
merirn an<l w bavo al o l ·cid •d aml do cl cide that all the other Islands a.11d 
:wh au<l Y ry of them in th said Bay of Passamaquoddy which is pa.1·t of the 
lh y of Fnndy and th I laud of 'rand 1enan in th said Bay of Fundy do l> long 
to lli aicl Britannic ~laj ty in c 11formity with the true inte11t of the said e · nd 
Arti h- · aifl 'fr aty of Ou Th n and seven hundred and ighty thre . 
In faith an<l Ti• timon wher of Wl' h ve et our hand and affixed our ea] at the 
'i y f ~· wY rkin the ,·tateof wYorkin the nited tat sof America 
'I hi tw nt · f ur Ii cla f ' o lllb r, in the year of our Lord on thou and ight 
bundr l a1ul v ·nt · n. 
.Jou llOL:\JE~ [:--EAL.] 
Tm> BAH LAY [ 'EAL.] 
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COMMISSION UNDER ARTICLE V.-BOUNDARY FROM THE SOURCE OF 
THE SAINT CROIX RIVER TO THE SAINT LA WREN CE RIVER. 
'rhe commission met September 23, 1816, a11<1, having disagreed, held t,heir last 
meeting April 13, 1822. By the convention of 1~27 the c~ispute was left to the deci-
sion of the King of the Netherlands, who ,lel1vered bis award Jqnuary 10, 1831, 
which was not accepted by either Government, and the boundary was finally agreed 
to in the Webster-Ashburton Treaty, p. 225. 
COMMISSION UNDER ARTICLE VI.-BOUNDARY FROM THE SAINT LAW-
RENCE RIVER TO LAKE SUPERIOR. 
The commission met November 18, 1816, and, having agreed, hel<1 their last meet-
ing June 22, 1822. The following is their decision: 
DECISION OF THE COMMISSIONERS UNDER THE SIXTH ARTICLE OF THE 
TREATY OF GHENT. DONE AT UTICA, IN THE STATE OF NEW YORK, 
18TH ,JUNE. 1822. 
The Undersigned Commissioners, appointed, sworn, and anthorized, in virtue of 
the Sixth Article of the treaty of Peace and Amity between His Britannic Majesty 
and the Unit<-1rl States of America, concluded at Ghent, on the twenty fourth day of 
Decem lier, in the year of our Lord, One thousand eight hundred and fourteen., impar-
tially to examine, and, by a Report or Decla.ration, under their hands & seals, to des-
ign at, "that portion of the boundary of the United States, from the point where the 
'' 45th degree of north latitude, strikes the river Iro'luois or Catara(Jna, along the mid-
" dle of said river into Lake Ontario, through the middle of said lake until it strikes 
"the communication by water between that lake nnd lake Erie, thence along the mid- .. 
"dle of said communication, into Lake Erie, through the middle of said Lake, until it 
"arrives at the water communication into Lake Huron, thence through the middle of 
''said water communication into Lake Huron, thence, through tbemiddleofsaicllake, 
"to the water communication between that lake and Lake Snperior,'1 and, to '' decide 
"to which of the two contracting parties the several islands, lying within the said 
"rivers, lakes and water communications, do respectively belong, in conformity 
"with the true intent of the treaty of 1783 :" Do Decide ancl Declare, that the fol~ 
lowing described line (which is more clearly indicated on a eeries of Maps accom-
pa11ying this report, exhibiting, correct surveys and delineations of all the rivers, 
lakes, water commnnications and islands, cm braced by the sixth Article of the 
Treaty of Ghent, by a black ·line, shaded on the British side with red, and on the 
American side wi~ blue; and each sheet of which series of Maps is identified by 
certificate, subscribed by the Commissioners and by the two principal snrveyors 
employed by them) is the true boundary intended by the two before mentioned 
treaties: That is to say, 
Beginning at a Stone monument, crecte<l by Andrew Ellicott Esquire, in tl:re year 
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventeen, on the south bank or shore 
of tbe said river Iroquois or Catara()ua,, (now calle<l. the St Lawrence,) which 
Monument hears sonth seventy four degrees arnl forty five minutes west, and is · 
eighteen hundred and forty yards distant from thfl stone chnrch in the Indian vil-
lage of St Regis, an<l indicates the point at which the forty fifth parallel of north 
latitude strike the said river: Thence running north thirty five degrees and forty 
five minutes west, into the river, on a line at right angles with the southern shore, 
to a point one hundrecl yards south of the opposite islaml, called Cornwall Island; 
Thence, tnrning westerly, and passing around the southern and western sides of 
said island, keepino- one hundred yards distant therefrom, rind foll.0wing the cur-
vatures of its shores, to a point opposite to-the north west corn er or angle of said 
island: Thence to and along tho middle of the main river, nntil it approaches the 
eastern extremity of Barnbart's Island: Thence northerly, along the channel which 
divid~s tbc la t mentioned island from the Canada Shore,'keeping one hunclr cl yards 
distant from the isl:md, until it approaches Sheiks Island: Theuce along the middle 
of the strait which divides Barnhart's and Sheik's islands, to the channel, called the 
long, 'ault, which separates the two last mentioned islands from the lower Long Sault 
Island: Th ence we terly (crossing th centre of the last mentioned channel) until it 
approach s within one hundred yards of the north shore of the Lower Sault Island: 
Thence up th ' north branch of the river, keeping to th e north of, n,ndnear, the Lower 
ault lslanr1 , and also north of, and near, the Upper Sault (sometimes called Baxter's) 
Isl an cl,_ ~Lndsouthofthe two small islands, marked on the Map A and B to the western 
extte1mty of the Upper ault, or Baxter's I land; Thence, pa sing between the two 
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islands callecl The Cats, to the middle of the river above: Thence, along the middle 
of the river, keeping to the north of the small islands marked C .and D; and north 
also of Chrystlers Island and of the small island next above it, marked E, until 
it approaches the north east angle of Goose N eek Island; Thence along the passage 
which divides the last mentioned island from the Canada shore, keeping one hnn-
dred yards from the Island, to the upper end of the same; Thence south of, and n"ar, 
the two small islands called The Nut I slands: Thence north of, and near, the island 
marked F. and also of the island called Dry or Smuggler's, Island : Thence passing 
between the islands marked G and H, to the north of the island called Isle au Rapid 
Plat: Thence along the north side of the last mentioned island, keeping one hundred 
yards from the shore, to the upper end thereof: Thence along the middle of the river, 
keeping to the south of, and near, the islands called Cousson ( or Tassin) and Presque 
Isle: Thence up the river, k eeping north of, and near, the several Gallop Isles, 
numbered on the Map 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. & 10, and also of 1'ick, Tibbet's and 
Chimney Islands: and south of, and near, the Gallop Isles numbered 11. 12. & 13, 
and also of Duck Drummond and Sheep Islands: Thence along the middle of the 
river, passing north of Island No. 14-, south of 15. & 16, nort,h of 17, south of 18. 
19. 20. 21. 22. 23. 24. 25. and 28, and north of 26. & 27: Thence along the middle of 
the river, north of Gull I sland, and of the islands N°. 29. 32. 33. 34. 35, Bluff Island, 
and N°. 39. 44. & 45, and to_ the south of N°. 30. 31. 36. Grenadier Island, & N°. 
37. 38. 40. 41. 42. 43. 46. 47. & 48, until it approaches the east end of Well's Island: 
Then ce, to the north of Well's Island, and along the strait whic4 divi<les it from 
Rowe's Island, keeping to the north of the small islands N°. 51. 52. 54. 58. 59. & 
61, and to the south of the small islands numbered and marked 49. 50. 53. 55. 57. 60 
& X, until it approaches t he north east point of Grindstone Island : Then re to tbe 
north of Grindstone Island , and keeping to the north also of the small islands N". 
63. 65. 67. 68. 70. ·12. 73. 74. 75. 76. 77. & "78, and to the south of N°. 62. 64. ?6· 69 
and 71, until it approaches the southern point of Hickory Island: Thence pass10g to 
the south of Hickory Island and of the two small islands lying near it's south~rn 
extremity numbered 79. & 80: Thence, to the south of Grand or Long Isfand, k ee~mg 
near its southern shore, and passing to the north of Carlton Island, nn1,il it arnves 
"'opposite to the south western point of said Grana !Aland in lake Ontario: Then_ce 
pa sing to the north of Grenadier, Fox, Stony, and the Gallop Islands in lake Ontano, 
and to the south of, and near, the islands called The Ducks, to the middle. of tlie, 
said lake: Thence, westerly al ong t,he middle of said lake, to a point opposite th P 
mouth of the Niagara Rivel': Thence, to and up the middlo of the said river, to the Great 
Falls: Thence up the Falls, through the point of the Horse Shoe, keeping to the w_est 
of Iris or Goat Islnnd, and of t he group of small islands at its head, and fo]lowrng 
the bends of the river, so as to enter the strait between Navy and Grand Islands: 
Thence, along the middle of said strait to the head of Navy Island: Thence t o tl1c west 
and south of, and near to, Grand and Beaver Islands, and to the west of, trawberry, 
Squaw and Bird Islands, to Lake Erie : Thence, southerly and westerly, along 
the middle of Lake hrie, in a direction to enter the passage immediately on:th of 
Mi<ldle Island , b eing one of the easternmost of the group of islands lying 111 the 
western part of said lake : Thence along the said passage, proceeclincr to the north 
of Cunnino-ham's Island, of the three Bass Islands, and of the Western Sister, and 
t o th south of the I slands called The Hen and Chickens, and of the En t er-!1 
Middle ' i t ers : Thence, to the middle of the month of the Detroit river, in a d1rrc-
tion to enter the channel which divides Bois blanc and Sugar Islands: Thence, up 
the aid channel to the \Ve t of Bois Blanc Island, and to tho east of Sugar, Fox 
ancl tony, Islands, until it approaches Fighting or Great Tnrkey Island : T hen e, 
along tbe western , ide, and n ar the shore, of said last mentioned i sla1l(1, to ~he 
mid<lle of be riv r above th am : Thence, along the middle of sai<l rivH, ke p111g 
to th son th east of, and near, Hog Island, n.nd to the north west of, and near, tl_1e 
i land call cl I sl : l:l. 1:'ache, to Lake , t. Clair: Thence, throuo-h the m i,1c1le of Ra1_cl 
lal«•, in a dire ·tion to rnt r tliat mouth or channel of the river St. Clair which Hl 
nsnally cl nominrt cl Th Id, 'bip 'hannel: The11ce, along the middl of sai,1 cban-
n I, b t n , qnirr 1 J land on the south a:t, and UerRon'R Island on the north w • t, 
t the upp r ncl of th la. t m ntione,1 iRland, which is nearly opposit to Point an . 
( 'h n on th Americ·an shor : Th nc aloncr the midcllo of the river, 't lair, l ep-
ing t thew t of, ancl n ar, the islan& rall 71 B 11 RivierP Isle, ancl I le n.nx C rf , 
to ake Huron: Tlwnc , thr ugh th midcll of lake Hnron, in a dircction to entrr 
th s r i r pa a 1, tw<· n Drummond's L larl<l on the we. t, and Th little• lani-
to11 I lancl on ~be a._ : ' h uc<' through th. mid<llo of tho pas nge which divide th 
w la · m nt1on d 1 land : Th n<· , tnrnmg northrrly and wc•st rl.v around ~he 
a t m and northern hor •. of I rnmmoncls i land, and proc<· cling in • dir tion 
h p. . g I w . n th i. lancl of , 't .Tos ph'R , nd the am ·ri ·an shor , 
t th n rth of h int rmelli: t i . 1anc1H , ·,._ HI. 11. 10. 12. 9. G. 4. 2, and 
h uth f tho. nnmh ·r cl 1:,. 13. 5. ~ · 1: Th •01• , np th said la t 10 nti n cl 
ag , k pin r t lw I J: ncl .'t. Jo. c•ph' , ancl pa8 in r to th north and 
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east of Isle a la Crosse, and of the small islands numbered 16. 17. 18. 19 & 20, and 
to the son th and west of those numbered 21. 22. & 23, until it strikes a line (drawn 
on the Map with black ink. and shaded on one side of the point of intersection with 
blue and on the other with red) passing across the river at the head of St .Joseph's 
Island, and at the foot of the N eebish Rapids; Which line denotes the termination of 
the boundary directed to be run by the sixth Article of the Treaty of Ghent. 
And . the said Commissioners Do further decide and declare, that all the Islands 
lying in the Rivers, Lakes and Water Communications, between the before described 
Boundary Line and the adjacent shores of Upper Canada, Do, and each of them Does, 
belong to bis Britannic Majesty: and that all the Islands lying in the rivers, lakes, 
and water communications, between the said Boundary Line and the adjacent shores 
of the United States, or their Territories, Do, and each of them Does, belong to the 
United States of America, in conformity with the true intent of the second article 
of the said Treaty of 1783, and of the sixth article of the Treaty of Ghent. , 
In faith whereof We, the Commissioners aforesaid, have signed this Declaration, 
and thereunto affixed our Seals. 
Done, in quadruplicate, at Utica, in the State of New York, in the United States 
of America, this eighteenth day of June, iu the year of our Lord one thousand eight 
hundred and twenty two. 
PETER B. PORTER [Seal] 
ANTH : BARCLA y [Seal] 
COMMISSION UNDER ARTICLE VIL-BOUNDARY FROM LAKE HURON TO 
THE LAKE OF THE WOODS. 
The commission met June 22, 1822, and, having disap:reed, held their final meeting 
December 21, 1827. By the Convention of 184-2 (p. 22~), the l>oundary was agreed 
to by the two Governments. 
1815. 
CONVENTION OF COMMERCE AND NAVIGATION. 
Concluded July 3, 1815j· ratification advised by the Senate, subject to 
exception as to the island of St. H elena, December 19, 1815j· ratified 
by the President December 22, 1815j· ratifications exchanged Decem-
ber 22, 1815j· proclaimed December 22, 1815. (,.freaties and Conven-
tions, 1889, p. 410.) 
This convention was continued in force for ten years by .Article IV, 
treaty of 1818, p. 221, and indefinitely extended by convention of 
.Augm.;t 0, 1827, p. 223. 
ARTICLE . 
I. Freedom of commer ce and n:wiga-
t,ion. 
11. Imvort and export duties; sl1ippiug; 
trade with British possessions in 
West Indies and orth America. 
III. Trade with BritiRh East Indies, etc. 
IV. Consuls. 
V. Duration; ratification. 
Declaration. Vesse1A excln<le<l from is-
land of St. Helena. 
,.rhe United States of .America and His Britannick Majesty being 
cl sirous, by a Convention, to rngulate the Commerce and Navigation, 
b tw n their respective Countries, Territories, and people, in such 
a mann r a to render the ame reciprocally beneficial and satisfac-
1,ory, Ilav re p ctive]y named Plenipotentiaries and given them full 
powers to treat of and conclude ·uch Convention that is to say 
11he Pr sid nt of th Unit d tat by and with the advice and 
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consent of the Senate thereof hath appointed. for their Plenipoten-
t,iaries John Quincy Ad.ams, Henry Clay, and Albert Gallatin Citi-
zens of the United States, and His Royal Highness The Prince 
Regent, acting in the n.ame & on the behalf of His Majesty has named 
for His Plenipotentiaries The Right Honourable Frederick John 
Robinson vice president of the Committee of Privy Connc:i:1 for 
Trade and Plantations, Joint Paymaster of His Majesty's Forces, and 
a :Member of the Imperial Parliament, Henry Goulburn, Esquire, a 
Member of the Imperial Parliament and Under Secretary of St,ate, 
and William Adams Esquire, - Doctor of Civil Laws, and the said 
Plenipotentiaries having mutually produced and shown their said 
full powers, and exchanged copies of the same, have agreed on and 
concluded the followitig articles, vide licet. 
ARTICLE THE FIRST 
There shall be between the Territories of the United States of 
America and all the rrerritories of His Britannick Majesty in Europe 
a reciprocal liberty of Commerce. The Inhabitants of the two Coun-
tries respectively shall have liberty freely and securely to come with 
their ships and cargoes to all such places, Ports and Rivers in the 
Territories aforesaid to which other Foreigners are permitted to come, 
to enter into the same, and to remain and reside in any parts of the 
said r:rerritories respectively, also to hire and occupy House and 
Warehouses for the purposes of their commerce, and generally the 
Merchants and rrraders of each Nation respectively shall enjoy the 
most complete protection and security for their Commerce but subject 
always to the Laws and Statutes of the two countries respectively 
ARTICLE THE SECOND 
p; i,1 rn 1h i11portat.ion jnt th 
gl'Owt h pn ,luc·c 01· manufa •tur 
TJlit 1 
of Ii, 
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Britannick Majestys territories in Europe, whether such importation 
shall be in vessels of the United States or in British vessels, and the · 
same duties shall be paid on the importation into the ports of any of 
His Britannick ·J\fajestys Territories in Europe of any article the 
growth produce or manufacture of the United States whether such 
iwportation shall be in British vessels, or in vessels of the United 
States. 
The same Duties shall b~ paid and the same Bounties allowed on 
the exportation of any articles the growth produce or manufacture 
of His Britannick Majesty's Territories in Europe to the United States 
whether such exportation shall be in vessels of the United States or 
in British Vessels, and the ·same duties shall pe paid and the same 
Bounties allowed on the expctrtation of any articles the growth, prod-
uce or manufacture of the United States to His Britannick Majesty's 
Territories in Europe whether such exportation shall-be in British 
Vessels or in Vessels of the United States. 
It is further agreed that in all cases where Drawbacks are or may 
be allowed upon the reexportation of any Goods the gro,,'th, produce 
or manufacture of either Country respectively the amount of the 
said drawbacks Rhall be the same whether the said goods shall have 
been originally impol'ted fo a British or an American vessel-But 
when such reexportation shall take place from the United States in 
a British vessel or from the Territories of His Britannick Majesty in 
Europe in an American vessel to any other foreign nation the two 
Contracting Parties reserve to themselves respectively the Right of 
regulating or diminishing in such case the amount of the said 
drawback. 
,.rhe intercourse between the United States and His Britannick 
Majesty's possessions in the West indies and on the Continent of 
North America shall not be affected by any of the provisions of this 
article, but each party shall remain in the complete possession of its 
rights with respect to such au Intercourse. 1 
ARTICLE THE THIRD 
His Britannick Majesty agrees that the vessels of the United 
States of America shal1 be admitted and hospitably received at 
the principal -settlements of ,the British Dominions in the East 
Indies vide licit, Calcutta, Madras Bombay and Prince of Wales' 
Island, ano that the Citizens of the said United States may freely carry 
on Trade between the said principal settlements and the said United 
States in all artieles of which the importation and exportation respec-
tively to and from the sakl territories shall not be entirely prohibited-
provided only that it shall not be lawful for them in any time of War 
b Lwe n the British Government and any State or Power whatever to 
xport from the said 'I'erritories without the special permission of the 
Bri1,i h Gov rnment any military stores or naval stores or Rice. The 
Citizen of t he United States, hall pay for their vessels when admitted 
no hi 0·h r or other duty or charg than shall be payable on the vessels 
of th mo ·t favord European nations and they shall pay no higher 
or ther duties or charges on th importation or exportation of the Car-
go , of the said Ve 1 than 'hall be payabl on the same articles when 
1 Ry proclamation of Pre. ident .Tnckson, Octoher 5, 1830 (U. , . Stats, Vol. 4, p. 
17), t be trade with British orth America ancl West Indian possessions was opened 
to vessels of the United. 'tates. 
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imported or exported in the vessels of the most favored European 
nations. But it is expressly agreed that the vesseli-i of the United 
States shall not carry any articles from the said principal settlements 
to any Port or place Except to some Port or Place in the United States 
of America where the same shall be unladen. 
It is also understood that the permission granted by this article is 
not to extend to allow the vessels of the United States to carry on any 
part of the coasting Trade of the said British Territories, but the ves-
sels of the United States having in the first instance proceeded to one 
of the said principal settlements of the British Dominions_ in the East 
Indies and then going with their original Cargoes or part thereof 
from one of the said principal settlements to another shall not be con-
sidered as carrying on the coasting Trade. The vessels of the United 
States may also touch for refreshment but not for commerce in the 
course of their voyage to or from the British Territories in India, or to 
or from the Dominions of the Emperor of China, at the Cape of Good 
Hope the Island of St Helena or such other places as may be in the 
possession of Great Britain in the African or Indian Seas, it being 
well understood that in all that regards this article The Citizens of the 
United States shall be subject in all respects to the laws and regula-
tions of the British Government from time to time Established. 
ARTICLE THE FOURTH 
It shall be free for each of the two Contracting Parties respectively 
to appoint Consuls for the protection of 1."rade to re ide in the domin-
ion and Tenitories of the other party, but before any Con ul shall 
act as uch Ile shall in the usual form be approved and admitted by 
the Government to which He is sent, and it- is hereby declared that 
in case of illegal or improper conduct towards the Laws or Gov rnment 
of th ountry to which Ile is sent such Consul may eith r be pun-
i h d a oeding to law if th laws will reach the case or be sent back 
the off nded Government assigning to the other the rea ons .for th 
am. 
It i.· Jp1• by d lared that eith r of the contractin()' parti , may 
pt from th r . id nc of Con ·uls, uch particular plac s a.· , u b 
Party, hall juda fit to h . ·o e_ c pt,t>d 
ARTIULE 'PHE Ji'IFTH 
ur Lord n 
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DECLARATION. 
The Undersigne<l, His Britannick Majesty's Charge d'affaires in the United States 
of America, is commanded by His Royal Highness the Prince Regent, acting in the 
name and.on the behalf of His Majesty, to explain and declarenpon the Exchange of 
the Ratifications of the Convention concluded at London on the thirtl of July of the 
present year, for regulating the commerce and navigation between tho two Countries, 
that in consequence of events which have happened in Europe snbsequeut to the 
signature of the Convention aforesaid, it has been deemed expedient, and determined, 
in conjunction with the Allied Sovereigns, that St Helena shall be the place 
allotted for the future residence of General Napoleon Bonaparte, under snch regula-
tions as may be necessary for the perfect security of his person; ancl it has been 
resolved, for that purpose, that all ships and vessels whatever, as ,vell British ships 
and vessels aA others, excepting only ships belonging to the East India Company 
shall be excluded from all communication with or approach to that Island. 
It has therefore, becori.ie impossible to comply with so much of the third a.rticle of 
the Treaty as relates to the liberty of touchin-g for refreshment at the Island of St 
Helena, and the Ratifica,tions of the said Treaty will be exchanged nncler the explicit 
Declaration and Understanding that the Vessels of the United States cannot be 
allowed to touch at, or hold any communication :vhatever with the said Island, so 
long as the said Island shall continue to be the place of residence of the said Napoleon 
Bonaparte. 1 
ANTHONY ST. JNo. BAKER. 
W .ASHINGTON, No1Jember ~4, 1815. 
1 In consequence of the death of Napoleon Bonaparte, the British Government 
notified the Minister of the United States at London of the cessation of this restric-
tion, on the 30th July, 1821. 
1818. 
CONVENTION RESPECT!NG FISHERIES, BOUNDARY, AND THE RES'l'ORA-
TION OF SLAVES. 
Concluded October 20, 1818 _; rat{fication advised by the Senate 
January 25, 1819 _; rat{fied by the President January 28, 1819 _; 
ratifications exchanged January 30, 1819_; proclaimed Jan'uary 30, 
1819. (Treaties and Conventions, 1889, p. 415.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Fisheries. I IV. Commercial convention extended. 
II. lloun<lary from the L.ake of tlte ,Voods V. Claims for restitntion of slaves. 
to the Stony Mountaius. VI. Ratification. 
III. Country west of the Stony Mountains. 
The United StateR of America, and IIis Majesty The King of the 
nited Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, desirous to cement 
the good Understanding which happily subsists between them, have, 
for that purpose, named their respective Plenipotentiaries, that is to 
, ay: rrhe President of the United States, on his part, has appointed, 
Alb rt Gallatin, Their Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipoten-
tiary to the Court of France; and Richanl Rush, Their Envoy Extraor-
dinary and Minister Plenipotentiary to the Court of IIis Britannic 
Maj , ty:-And His Maje tyhas appointed rrhe Right Honorable Fred-
erick John Robinson, 1.,reasurnr of IIi. Majesty's Navy, an<l. President 
of th Com mitt e of Privy Council for rrrade and Plantations; and 
II nry Goulburn E ·quir , one of IIi Majesty's Under Secretaries of 
tat :-Who, after having ex hanged their respective Full Powers, 
found to b in du and prop r Form, have agreed to and concluded 
the following Articles.-
Federal ca e: McKay v. arupue ll, 2 'a,vy. 118. 
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ARTICLE I. 
Whereas differences have arisen respecting the Liberty claimed by 
the United States for the Inhabitants thereof, to take, dry, and cure 
Fish on certain Coasts, Bays, Harbours, and Creeks of His Britannic 
Majesty's Dominions in America, it is agreed between 'I1he High Con-
tracting Parties, that the Inhabitants of the said United States shall 
have forever, in common with the Subjects of His Britannic Majesty, 
the Liberty to take Fish of evary kind on that part of the Southern 
Coast of Newfoundland which extends from Cape Ray to the Rameau 
Islands, on the Western and Northern Coast of Newfoundland, from 
the said Cape Ray to the Quirpon Islands on the Shores of the Magda-
len Islands, and also on the Coasts, Bays, H~rbours, and Creeks from 
Mount Joly on the Southern Coast of Labrador, to and through the 
Streights of Belleisle and thence N orthwardly indefinitely along the 
Coast, without prejudice however, to any of the exclusive Rights of 
the Hudson Bay CG1npany : and that the American Fishermen shall 
also have liberty forever, to dry and cure Fish in any of the unsettled 
Bays, Harbours, and Creeks of the Southern part of the Coast of New-
foundland hereab9ve described, and of the Coast of Labrador; but so 
soon as the same, or any Portion thereof, shall be settled, it shall not 
be lawful for the said Fishermen to dry or cure Fish at such Portion so 
settled, without pr -vious agreement for such purpose with the Inhab-
itants, Proprietors, or Possessors of the Ground.-And the United 
States hereby renounce forever, any Liberty heretofore enjoyed or 
claimed by the Inhabitants thereof, to take, dry, or cure Fish on, or 
within three marine Miles of any of the Coasts, Bays, Creeks, or Har-
bours of llis Britannic Majesty's Dominions in America not included 
within the above mentioned limits; prov1ded however, that the Ameri-
can Fishermen shall be admitted to enter such l3ays 01· Harbours for 
the purpose of Shelter and of repairing Damages therein, or purcha. -
ing Wood, and of obtaining Water, and for no other purpose what-
v r. But they hall be under such Restrictions as may be necessary 
to p1· nt their takino-, drying or curing Fish therein, or in any oth r 
mann~r what v r abu ing th Privileges hereby reserved to them. 
ARTI LE II. 
TI 'LE lll. 1 
1 
, • DY n ion f 1 27, p. 
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Navigation of all Rivers within the same, be free ·and open, for the 
term of ten years from the date of the Signature of the Present Con-
vention, to the Vessels, Citizens, and Subjects of the 'rwo Powers: it 
being ·well understood, that this Agreement is not to be construed -to 
the Prejudice of any Claim, which .either of the Two High Contracting 
Parties may have to any part of the said Country, nor shall it be 
taken to affect the Claims of any other Power or State to any part of 
the said Country; the onzy object of the High Contracting Parties, 
in that respect, being to prevent disputes and differences amongst 
Themselves.-
ARTIGLE IV. 1 
All the Provisions of the Convention '' to regulate the Comme\.ce 
between the 1.,erritories of the United States and of His Britannic Maj-
esty" concluded at London on the third day of July in the year of 
our Lord one Thousand Eight Hundred and Fifteen, with the excep-
tion of the Clause which limited its duration to Four years, & except-
ing also so far as the same was affected by the Declaration of His 
Majesty respecting the Island of St. Helena, are .hereby extended and 
continued in force for the term of ten years from the date of the Sig-. 
nature of the present Convention, in the same manner, as if all the 
Provisions of the said Convention were herein specially recited.-
ARTICLE V. 2 
Whereas it was agreed by the first Article of the Treaty of Ghent, 
that "All Territory, Places, and Possessions whatsoever taken by 
"either Party from the other during the War, or ·which may be taken 
"after the signing of this Treaty, excepting ·Only the Islands herein-
" after mentioned, shall be restored without delay, and without cans-
'' ing any destruction, or carrying a way any of the Artillery or other 
"public Property originally captured in the said Forts or Places 
"which shall remain therein upon the Exchange of the Ratifications 
"of this ~rreaty, or any Slaves or other private Property", and whereas 
under the aforesaid Article the United States claim for their Citizens, 
and as their private Property, the Restitution of, or full Compensation 
for all Slaves who, at 'the date of the Exchange of the Ratifications of 
the , ·aid Treaty, were in any Territory, Places, or Possessions:whatso-
ever directed by the said Treaty to be restored to the United States, 
but then still occupied by the British Forces, whether such Slaves 
were, at the date aforesaid, on Shore, or on board any British Vessel 
lying in Waters within the Territory or Jurisdiction of the United 
::itates; and whereas differences have arisen, whether, by the true 
intent and meaning of the aforesaid Article of the 'rreaty. of ·Ghent 
the nited States are entitled to the Restitution of, or full Compen-
·ation for all or any Slaves as above described, the High Contracting 
Pal'tie hereby agr.ee to refer the said differences to some Friendly 
overeign or State to be named for that purpose; and the High Con-
ractino- Parties further engage to consider the decision of such 
Fri ndly overeign or tate, to be final and conclusive on all the 
matt r r f rred. 
1 ee Convention of 1815, p. 215. 
2 Referred to Emperor of Russia. See Couventiou of 1822, p. 222, 
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ARTICLE VI. 
This Convention, when the same shall have been duly ratified by The 
President of the United States, by and with the Advice and Consent of 
their Senate, and by His Britannic Majesty, and the respective Ratifi-
cations mutually exchanged, shall be binding and obligatory on the 
said United States and on His Majesty; and the Ratifications shall be 
exchanged in Six Months from this date, or sooner, if possible.- · 
In witness whereof the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed the 
same, and have thereunto affixed the Seal of their Arms.-
Done at London this Twentieth day of October, in the Year of Our 
Lord One Thousand Eight Hundred and Eighteen.-
• ALBERT GALLATIN 
RICHARD RUSH 
FREDERICK JOHN ROBINSON 
HENRY GOULBURN 
1822. 
CLAIMS CONVENTION. 
[SEAL.l 
[
SEAL.l 
SEAL. 
SEAL. 
Concluded July 12, 182~J· ratification advised by the Senate January 
3, 1823J· ratified by the President January, 1823J· ratifications 
exchanged January 10, 1823J· proclaimed January 11, 1823. ('rreat-
ies and Conventions, 1889, p. 418.) 
The Emp ror of Russia having deckled the United States to be 
ntitled, under Articl I of the Treaty of Ghent, to the re titution of 
, laves arriecl away by the British forces, thi convention provid d 
f r a eommission 1,o ascertain the average value of the slaves and to 
u j<l upon th claims for in<lemnity. The commission met in Wash-
ino-ton Augu t 25, 1 23, and having fixed the average value of the 
·lave ·, on pt mber 13, 1 24, met to consider the claims. Being 
unabl to a,gr , a n w conv nti n was neO'otiat d ovemb r 13, 1826, 
and 111 ('Ommi8 ion wa · dis ·olv cl larch 26, 1 27. 
1 8 . 
E TO I Dl£M ITY J;' R, I ' L E , . 
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1827. 
CONVENTION CONTINUING IN FORCE ARTICLE Ill, TREATY OF 1818. 
Concluded August 6, 1827_; ratification advised by the Senate Febru-
, ary 5, 1828_; ratified by the President February 21, 1828_; ratifica-
tions exchanged April 2, 1828_; proclaimed May 15, 1828. (Treaties 
and Conventions, 1889, p. 426.) 
This convention provided for the joint temporary occupancy of the 
territory west of the line that had been established to the Rocky 
Mountains. The boundary from t,he Rocky Mountains to the Paci.fie 
Ocean was agreed to by the Treaty of 1846, p . 231. 
1827. 
COMMERCIAL CONVENTION. 
Condu,ded August 6, 1827_; ratification advised by the Senate January 
9, 1828_; ratified by the President January 12, 1828_; ratifications 
exchanged April 2 , 1828_; rroclaimed May 15, 1828. (Treaties and 
Conventions, 1889, p. 428. 
This convention indefinitely extended in force the Commercial Con-
vention of July 3, 1815. 
ARTICLES. 
I. Commercial convention continued. 
II. Duration. 
III. Ratification. 
The United States of Amel'ica, and His Majesty the King of the 
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, being desirous of con-
tinuing in force the existing commernial regulations between the two 
Countries, which are contained in the Convention concluded between 
Them on the Third of July 1815, and further renewed by the Fourth 
Article of the Convention of the Twentieth of October 1818,-have, for 
that purpose, named Their respective Plenipotentiaries, that is to say: 
Th President of the nited States of America, Albert Gallatin, 
their Envoy Extra01·dinary and Minister Plenipotentiary to His Bri-
tanni k Majesty: 
And His Majesty The King of the United Kingdom of Great BTitain 
and Ireland, The Ri 0·ht Ilonomable Charles Grant, a Member of His 
Raid Majesty's Most Honourable Privy Council, a Member of Parlia-
ment, and Vice President of the Committee of Privy Council for 
.Affairs of Trade and Foreign Plantations;-and Henry Unwin 
Addington, Esquire:-
Who, aft r having communicated to each other their respective 
Full Power , found to be in due and proper form, have agreed upon 
and concluded the following Articles:-
ARTICLE I. 
All th Provision of th onvention concluded between the United 
tat , of Am rica, and Ilis Maj sty The King of the United Kingdom 
of r at Britain and Ireland, on the Third of July 1815, an<l. further 
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continued for the term of ten Years by the fourth Article of the Con-
vention of the Twentieth of October 1818, with the exception therein 
contained, as to St Helena, are hereby further indefinitely, and with-
out the said exception, extended and continued in force, from the date 
of the expiration of the said ten Years, in the same manner as if all 
the Provisions of the said Convention of the ,.rhird of July 1815, were 
herein specifically recited. 
ARTICLE II. 
It shall be competent, however, to either of the Contracting Parties, 
in case either should think fit, at any time after the expiration of the 
said ten years,-that is, after the Twentieth of October, 1828,-on 
giving due notice of twelve months to the other Contracting Party, 
to annul and abrogate this Convention ~-and it shall, in su~h case, 
be accordingly entirely annulled and abrogated, after the expiration 
of the said term of notice. 
ARTICLE III. 
The present Convention shall be ratified, and the Ratifications shall 
b exchanged in Nine Months, or sooner if possible. 
In Witness whereof: the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed the 
same, and have· affixed thereto the Seals of their Arms.-
Done at London the Sixth day of Au.gust, in the Year of Our Lord 
One Thou and Eight Hundred and Twenty- even. 
SEAL. CHA.. GRANT. [
SEAL.] ALBERT GALLATIN 
SEAL. j HENRY UNWIN ADDINGTON. 
1 27. 
REL TI E TO THE ORTllEASTER BO DAR . 
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1842. 
CONVENTION AS TO BOUNDARIES, SUPPRESSION OF SLAVE TRADE, 
AND EXTRADITION. 
(WEBSTER-ASIIBURTON TREATY.) 
Concluded Aiigust 9, 1842J· ratification advised by the Senate August 
20, 1842J· ratijiecl by the President August 22, 1842J· ratifications 
exchan<jed Octobe1· 13, 1842J· proclaimed November 10, 1842. 
(Treaties and Conventions, 1889, p. 432.) 
ARTICLES, 
I. Northeastern boundary agreed to. 
II. Northern boundary, Lake Huron to 
Lake of the Woods. 
III. Navigation of St. John River. 
IV. Confirmation of prior land grants: 
V. Distribution of '· Disputed terri-
tory funcl." 
VI. Commis ion to mark northeast,ern 
boundary line. 
VII. Channels open to both parties. 
VIII. Suppression of slave trnde. 
IX. Remonstrances with .other powers. 
X. Extradition of fugitives from jus-
tice. 
XI. Duration. 
XII. Ratification. 
Whereas certain portions of the line of boundary between the United 
States of America and the British Dominions in North America, de-
scribed in the second article of the treaty of peace of 1783, have not 
yet been ascertained and determined, notwithstanding the repeated 
attempts which have been heretofore made for that purpose, and 
whereas it is now thought to be for the interest of both Parties, that, 
avoiding further discussion of their respective rights, arising in this 
respect un<l.er the said Treaty, they should agree on a conventional line 
in said portions of the said boundary, such as may be convenient to both 
· Parties, with such equivalents and compensations, as are deemed just 
an<l. 1·casonable :-And wherea8 by the treaty concluded at Ghent, on 
the 24 th <lay of December 1814-, between the United States and His Bri-
tannic Majesty, an article was agreed to and inserted of the following 
tenor, vizt. "Art. 10.----:-Whereas the traffic in slaves is irreconcilable 
with the principles of humanity and justice: And whereas both His 
Majesty and the United States are desirous of continuing their efforts 
to promote its entire abolition, it is hereby agreed that both the con-
tracting Partjes shall use their best endeavors to accomplish so desir-
able an object:" and whereas, notwithstanding the laws which have 
at variou. · times been passed by the two Governments, and the efforts 
li'ed~ral cases: In ro Kaine, 14 How., 103; U. S. v. Rauscher, 119 U. S., 407; Bryant 
v. U. S., 167 U. S., 104; In re Kelly, 2 Lowell, 339; lu re Dugau, 2 Lowell, 367; Ex 
parte Ro:;s, ~ Bond, 252; The British Prisoners, 1 Wood. & M. 1 66; Ex parte Kaine, 
3 Blatch., 1; Ex parte Van Acrnam, 3 Blatcb., 160; U.S. v. Caldwell, 8 Blatch., 131; 
In re Mac Donnell, 11 Blatch., 79, 170; U.S. v. Lawrence, 13 Blatch., 295; Inrel! owler, 
4. Fed. Rep., 303; Ex parte Lane, 6 Fed. Rep., 34; U.S. v. Watts, 14 Fed, Rep., 130; 
In_ re Wad~e, 15 Fed. Rep., 64-, 16 Fed. Rep., 332; In re Tully, 20 Fed. Rep., 812 ; In re 
M ~ller, 23 ~ ed. Rep., 32; lure Kelley, 25 Fed. Rep., 268, 26 Fed. Rep., 852; Ex parto 
Hihbs,26:J:ted. Rep., 421; In re Ferrelle, 28 Fetl. Rep., 878; In re McPhun, 30Fed 
Rep., 57; In re Fergus, 30 Fed. Rep., 607; In re Herres, 33 Feel. Rep., 165; In re 
'barleston, 34 Fed. Rep., 531; In re Reinitz, 39 Fed. Rep., 204; In re Cross, 43 Fed. 
Rep., i517; I~1 re Minean, 45 Feel. ~fop., 188; Hall v. Patterson, 45 Fed. Rep., 352; In re 
Carner, 57 l! ed. Rep., 578; In re ternaman, 77 Fed. Rep., 595; In re Newman, 79 Fed, 
lfop., 622; In re Bryaut, 80 Fed. Rep., 282; In re Orpen1 86 Fed. Rep.1 760, 740 -15 
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made to suppress it, that criminal traffic is still prosecuted and car-
ried on: and whereas the United States of America and Her Majesty 
the Queen of the United Kingdom of Great ·Britain and Ireland 
are determined that, so far as may be in their power, it shall be 
effectually abolished :-and whereas it is found expedient for the 
better administration of justice and the prevention of crime within 
the territories and jurisdiction of the two Parties, respectively, that 
persons committing' the crimes hereinafter enumerated, and being 
fugitives from justice, should, under certain circumstances, be recip-
rocally delivered up: The United States of America and Her Britan-
nic Majesty, having resolved to treat on these several subjects, have 
for that purpose appointed their respective Plenip'otentiaries to nego-
tiate and conclude a treaty, that is to say: the President of the 
United States has, on his part, furnished with full powers, Daniel 
Webster, Secretary of State of the United States; and Her Majesty 
the Queen of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, has, 
on her part, appointed the Right honorable Alexander Lord Ashbur-
ton, a Peer of the said United Kingdom, a member of Her Majesty's 
· most honorable Privy Council, and Her Majesty's Minister Plenipo-
tentiary on a special Mission to the United States; who, after a recip-
rocal communication of their respective full powers, have agreed to 
and signed the following articles: 
ARTICLE I. 
It is hereby agreed and declared that the line of boundary shall be 
as follows: Beginning at the monument at the source of the river 
S. Croix, as designated and agreed to by the Commissioners under 
the fifth article of the treaty of 1794, between the Governments of the 
United States and Great Britairi; thence, north, following the explor-
ing line run and marked by the surveyors of the two Governments in 
the years 1817 and 1818, under the fifth article of the treaty of ·Ghent, 
to its intersection with the river S. John, and to the middle of the 
channel thereof: thence, up the middle of the main channel of the 
said river S. John, to the mouth of the river S. Francis; thence up 
the middle of the channel of the said river S. Francis, and of the 
lakes .through which it flows, to the outlet of the Lake Pohenaga-
mook; thence, southwestel'ly, in a straight line to a point on the 
northwest branch of the river S. John, which point sha11 be ten miles 
distant from the main branch of the S. John, in a straight line, and in 
the nearest u.irection; but if the said point shall be found to be less 
than seven miles from the nearest point of the summit or crest of the 
h.i.ghlan~s that divide tho. e rivers which empty themselves into the 
nver amt Lawr nee from those which fall into the river Saint John, 
th n h said point hall be made to reced down the said northwe t 
branch of h riv r t. John, to a point seven miles in a straight line 
from th ·aid summit or crest; thence in a straight line in a course 
ab _ut ,· uth iO'ht d O'r e west, to the point where th~ parallel of 
lat1 ud of 46° 25' nor h, int r cts the outhwe t branch of the St. 
?ohn • · . h n , ,·outh rly, by the said branch, to the source thereof 
m. h ~1 hland: a . h . I. jarmette PortaO' ; th nee, down along the 
aid 1~1 rhla;i~• , h1 h Jiv1d h water· whi h mpty them lv s into 
th 1·1v l' , am La, r n · fr m tho whi h fall into the Atlantic 
. th h ~ f Hall . , 'tr am; th nc , down the middle of aid 
111 tJ lm thu. run in r .· ·t h old line of boundary sur-
mark d by al . n ine j:\,nd _ ollin reviously to the ye& 
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1774, as the 45th degree of north latitude, and which has been known 
and understood to be the line of actual division between the States 
of_ New York and Vermont on one side, and the British Province 
of Canada on the other; and, from said point of intersection, west, 
along the said dividing line as heretofore known and understood. to 
the Iroquois or St. Lawrence River. 
ARTICLE II. 
It is moreover agreed, that from the place where the joint Commis-
sioners terminated their labors under the sixth article of the treaty 
of Ghent, to wit: at a point in the Neebish Channel, near Muddy 
Lake, the line shall run into and along the ship channel between 
Saint Joseph and St. Tammany Islands, to the division of the chan-
nel at or near the head of St. Joseph's Island; thence, turning east-
wardly and north,vardly, around the lower end of St. George's or 
Sugar Island, and following the middle of the channel which divides 
St. George's from St. Joseph's Island; thence, up the east Neebish 
channel, nearest to St. George's Island, through the middle of Lake 
George;-thence, west of Jonas' Island, into St. Mary's River, to a 
point in the middle of that river, about one mile above St. George's 
or Sugar Island, so as to appropriate and assign the said Island to 
the United States; thence, adopting the line traced on the maps by 
the Commissioners, thro' the river St. Mary and Lake Superior, to a 
point north of Ile Royale in said Lake, one hundred yards to the 
north and east of Ile Chapeau, which last mentioned Island lies near 
the northeastern point of Ile Royale, where the line marked by the 
Commissioners terminates; and from the last mentioned point, south-
westerly, through the middle of the Sound between Ile Royale and 
the northwestern mainland, to the mouth of Pigeon river, and up 
the said river to, and through, the north and south Fowl Lakes, to 
the Lakes of the height of land between Lake Superior and the Lake 
of the Woods; thence, along the water-communication to Lake 
Saisaginaga, and through that Lake; thence, to and through Cypress 
Lake, Lac du Bois Blanc, Lac la Croix, Little Vermililon Lake, and 
Lake N amecan, and through the several smaller lakes, straits, or 
streams, connecting the lakes here mentioned, to that point in Lac la 
Pluie, or Rainy Lake, at the Chaudiere Falls, from which the Com-
missioners traced the line to the most northwestern point of the Lake 
of the Woods;-thcnce, along the said line, to the said most north-
westem point, being in latitude 49° 23' 55" north, and in longitude 
95° 14' 38" west from the Observatory at Greenwich; thence, accord-
fog to existing treaties, due south to its intersection with the 49th 
parallel of north latitude, and along that parallel to the Rocky 
Mountains. It being understood that all the water-communications 
and all the usua~ portages along the line from Lake Superior to the 
Lake of the vV oods; and also Grand Portage, from the shore of Lake 
Superior to the,Pigeon river, as now actually used, shall be free and 
open to the use of the citizens and subjects of both countries. · 
ARTICLE III. 
In order to promote the interests and encourage the industry of all 
the inhabitants of the countries watered by the river St. John and its 
tributaries, whether living within the State of Maine or the Province 
of New Brunswick1 it is agreed that, where7 by the provisions of the 
/ 
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present treaty, the river St. John is declared to be the line of bound-
. ary, the navigation of the said river shall be free and open to both 
Pai,'ties, and shall in no way be obstructed by either: that all the 
produce of the ,forest, in logs, lumber, timber, boards, staves, or 
shingles, or of agriculture not being manufactured, grown on any of 
those parts of the State of Maine watered by the river St. John, or by 
its tributaries, of which fact reasonable evidence shall, if required, 
be produced, shall have free access into and through the said river 
and its said tributaries, having their source within the State of 
Maine, t,o and from the seaport at the mouth of the said river St. 
John's, and to and round the Falls of the said river, either by boats, 
rafts, or other conveyance: that when within the Province of New 
Brunswick, the said produce shall be dealt with as if it were the 
produce of the said Province: that, in like manner, the inhabitants 
of the territory of the upper St John, determined by this treaty to 
belong to her Britannic Majesty, shall have free access to and 
through the river for their produce, in those parts where the said 
river runs wholly through the State of Maine: Provided always, that 
this agreement shall give no right to either party to interfere with 
any regulations not inconsistent with the terms of this treaty which 
the Governments, respectively, of Maine or of New Brunswick may 
make respecting the navigation of the said river, where both banks 
thereof shall belong to the same party . 
.ARTICLE IV . 
.All grants of land heretofore made by either Party, within the limits 
of the territory which by this treaty falls within the dominions of the 
other Party, shall be held valid, ratified, and confirmed to the persons 
in possession under such grants, to the same extent as if such terri-
tory had. by this treaty fallen within the dominions of the Party by 
whom such grants were made: .And all equitable possessory claims, 
arising from a possession and improvement of any lot or parcel of land 
by the person actually in possession, or by those under whom such 
person claims, for more tb.an six years before the date of this treaty, 
shall, in like manner, be deemed valid, and be confirmed and quieted 
by a relea, e to the person entitled thereto, of the title to such lot or 
parcel of land., so described as best to include the improvements made 
thereon; and in all other respects the two contracting parties agree to 
deal upon the most liberal principles of equity with the settlers 
actually dwelling upon the territory falling to them, respectively, 
which has heretofore been in dispute between them . 
.ARTICLE V. 
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Massachusetts, and any bonds or securities appertaining thereto shall 
be paid and delivered over to the Government of the United States; 
and the Government of t,he United States agrees to receive for the J1se 
of, and pay over to the States of Maine and Massachusetts, their 
respective portions of said fund: And further to pay and satisfy said 
States, respectively, for all claims for expenses incurred by them in 
protecting the said heretofore disputed territory, and making a survey 
thereof, in 1838; the Government of the .United States agreeing with 
the States of Maine and Massachusetts to pay them the further sum 
of three hundred thousand dollars, in equal moieties, on account of 
their assent to the line of boundary described in thts treaty, and in 
consideration of the conditions and equivalents received therefor, 
from the Government of Iler Britannic Majesty. 
ARTICLE VI. 
It is -furthermore understood and agreed that, for the purpose of 
running and tracing those parts of the line between the source of the 
S! Croix and the S~ Lawrence river which will requi~e to be run 
and ascertained, and for marking the residue of said line by proper 
monuments on the land, two Commissioners shall be appointed, one 
by the President of the United States, by and with the advice and 
consent of the Senate thereof, and one by Her Britannic Majesty: 
and the said commissioners shall meet at Bangor, in the State of 
Maine, on the first day of May next, or as soon thereafter as may be, 
and shall proceed to mark the line above described, from the source 
of the St. Croix to the river S~ John; a:r;i.d shall trace on proper maps 
· the dividing line along said river, and along the river S~ Francis to 
the outlet, of the Lake Pohenagamook; and from the outlet of the 
said Lake they shall ascertain, fix, and mark by proper and durable 
monuments on the land, the line described in the first article of this 
treaty; · and the said Commissioners shall make to each of their 
respective Governments a joint report or declaration, under their 
hands and seals, designating such line of boundary, and shall accom-
pany such report or declaration with maps certified by them to be 
true maps of the new boundary. 
ARTICLE VIL 
It is further agreed that the channels in the river St Lawrence on 
both sides of the Long Sault Islands and of Barnhart Island; the 
channels in the river Detroit on both sides of the Island Bois Blanc, 
and between that Island and both the American and Canadian shores; 
and all the several channels and passages between the various Islands 
lying near the junction of the river St. Clair with the lake of that 
name, shall be equally free and open to the ships, vessels, and boats 
of both Parties. 
ARTICLE VIII. l 
The parties mutually stipulate that each shall prepare, equip, and 
maintain in service on the coast of Africa a sufficient and adequate 
squadron, or naval force of vessels, of suitable numbers and descrip-
tions, to carry iii all not less than eighty guns, to enforce, separately 
and respectively, the laws, rights, and obligations of each of the two 
1 Sec Treaty of 1862, p. 238; Treaty of 1863, p. 244; Convention of 1870, }). 247, and 
General Act of July 2, 1890, p. 706. 
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countries, for the suppression of the Slave Trade, the said squadrons 
to be independent of each other, but the two Governments stipulating, 
ne-vertheless, to give such orders to the officers commanding their 
respective forces, as shall enable them most effectually to act in con-
cert and cooperation, upon mutual consultat,ion, as exigencies may 
arise, for the attainment of the true object of this article; copies of 
all such orders to be comI9-unicated by each Governmen1i to the other 
respectively. _ 
ARTICLE IX. 
Whereas, notwithstanding all efforts which may be made on the coast 
of Africa for suppressing the slave trade, the facilities for carrying 
on that traffic and avoiding the vigilance of cruisers, by the fraudu-
lent use of flags and other means, are so great, and the temptations 
for pursuing it, wp.ile-a market can be found for Slaves, so strong, as 
that the desired result may be long delayed unless all markets be 
shut against the purchase of African negroes, the Parties to this treaty 
agree that they will unite in all becoming representations and remon-
st-rances with any and all Powers within whose dominions such 
markets are allowed to exist; and that they will urge upon all such 
Powers the propriety and duty of closing such markets effectually at 
once and forever. 
ARTICLE X. 1 
It is agreed that the United States and Her Britannic Majesty shall, 
upon mutual requisitions by them, or their Minist,ers, Officers, or 
Authorities, respectively made, deliver up to justice, all persons who, 
being cha-rged with the crime of Murder, or assault with intent to 
commit Murder, or Piracy, or Arson, or robbery, or forgery, or the 
utterance of forged paper, committed within the jurisdiction of either, 
shall seek an asylum, or shall be found, within the territories of the 
other: Provided, that this shall only be done upon such evidence 
of criminality as, according to the laws of the place where the fugi-
tive or person so charged, shall be found, would justify his apprehen-
Rion anu commitment for trial, if the crime or offence had there been 
committed: And the respective Judges and other Magistrates of the 
two Governments shall have power, jurisdiction, and authority, upon 
complaint made under oath, to issue a warrant for the apprehension 
_of the fugitive or per on o charged, that he may be brought before 
such Judges or other Magistrates, respectively, to the end that the 
evid nee of criminality may be heard and considered; and if, on 
uch hearing, the evidence be deemed sufficient to sustain the charge 
it hall be the duty of th examining Judge or Magistrate to certify 
th , am to the proper Executive Authority, that a warrant may issue 
for h urrender of uch fugitive.-The expense of such apprehen-
' i n and d livery hall b borne and defrayed by the Party who 
mak h r quisition, and r eives the fugitive. 
ARTICLE XI. 
f th rati:fi ations, and afterward until 
1
,' , 'onv nti n of 1 !), p. 2JO. 
The 
of th 
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ARTICLE XII. 
The present treaty shall be duly ratified, and the mutual exchange 
of ratifications shall take place in London, within six months from 
the date hereof, or earlier if possible. 
In faith whereof, we, the respective Plenipotentiaries, have signed 
this treaty, and have hereunto affixed our seals. 
Done, in duplicate, at Washington, the ninth day of August, Anno 
Domini one thousand eight hundred and forty-two. 
1846. 
DAN1 WEBSTER 
[SEAL.] 
ASHBURTON 
[SEAL.] 
TREATY ESTABLISHING BOUNDARY WEST OF THE ROCKY MOUN-
TAINS. 
Concluded June 15, 1846_; ratification advised by the Senate June 18, 
1846_; ratified by the President June 19, 1846_; ratifications exchanged 
July 17, 1846_; proclaimed August 5, 1846. (Treaties and Conven-
tions, 1889, p. 438.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Boundary established; free naviga- I IV. Property of Puget's Sound Agricul-
tion. tural Company. ' 
II. Navigation of Colnmbia River. V. Ratification. 
III. Property rights. · 
The Unit~d States of America and Her Majesty the Queen of the 
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, deeming it to be desir-
able for the future welfare of both countries that the state of doubt 
and uncertainty which has hitherto prevailed respecting the sover-
eignty and government of the territory on the northwest coast of 
America lying westward of the Rocky or Stony Mountains, should 
be finally terminated by an amicable compromise of the rights mutu-
ally asserted by the two Parties over the said Territory, have respec-
tively named plenipotentiaries to treat and agree concerning the terms 
of such settlement, that is to say: the President of the United States 
of America, has, on Ii.is part, furnished with Full Powers, James 
Buchanan, Secretary of State of the United States, and Her Majesty 
the Queen 4i>f the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, has, 
on her part, appointed the Right Honorable Richard Pakenham, a 
Member of Her Majesty's Most honorable Privy Council, and Her 
Majesty's Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary to the 
United States; who, after having communicated to each other t_heir 
respective full Powers, found in good and due form, have agreed upon 
and concluded the following articles: 
Fe<leral cases: McKay v. Campbell, 2 Sawy., 118; Town v. DeHaven, 5 Sawyer, 
146. · 
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ARTICLE I. 
From the point on the forty-ninth parallel of north latitude where 
the b<mndary laid down in existing treaties and conventions between 
_ the United States and Great Britain terminates, the line of boundary 
between the territories of the United States and those of Her Britan-
ntc l,VIajesty shall be continued westward along the said forty-ninth 
parallel of north latitude to the middle of the channel which separates 
the continent from Vancouver's Island; and thence southerly through 
the middle of the said channel, and of Fuca's Straits to the Pacific 
Ocean; Provided, however, that ·the navigation of the whole of the 
said channel and Straits, south of the forty ninth parallel of north 
latitude, remain free and open to both parties. 
ARTICLE II. 
From the point at which the forty-ninth parallel of north latitude 
shall be found to intersect the great northern branch of the Columbia 
River, the navigation of the said branch shall be free and open to the 
Hudson's Bay Company, and to all British subjects kading with the 
same, to the point where the said branch meets the main stream of the 
Columbia, and thence down the said main stream to the ocean, with 
free access into and through the said River or Rivers, it being under-
stood that all the usual portages along the line thus described shall 
in like manner be free a:µ.d open. In navigating the said River or 
Rivers, British subjects, with their goods and produce, shall be treated 
on the same footing as citizens of the United States, it being however 
always understood that nothing in this article shall be construed as 
preventing, or intended to prevent, the Government of the United 
States from making any regulations respecting the navigation of the 
said river or rivers, not inconsistent with the present treaty. 
ARTICLE III. 
In the future appropriation of the territory, south of the forty-ninth 
parallel of north latitude, as provided in the first article of this treaty, 
the posse sory rights of the Hud on's Bay Company, and of all British 
subject who may be already in the occupation of land or other property 
lawfully acquired within the said territory, shall be respected. 
ARTICLE IV. 
The farms, lands, and other property of every description belonging 
to the Puo-et's ound Agrieultural Company, on the north side of the 
Uolumbia River, , hall be confirmed to the said company. In case 
how v r h ituation of those farms and lands should be considered 
b th ni d, 'taL . to b of public and political importance, and the 
nit d ' at . ' overnm nt should sio-nify a de ire to obtain posses ion 
f h wh 1 , r of any part th r of, the property so required shaH be 
t.ran. ·f rr d to h . ai 1 . , ov rnm 'nt, at a proper valuation, to be agreed 
up n w n h par 1 •. 1 
1 
'ee Tretity of July 1, 1 63, p. 2°15. 
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ARTICLE V. 
The present treaty shall be ratified by the President of the United 
States, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate thereof, and 
by Her Britannic Majesty; and the ratifications shall be exchanged at 
London, at the expiration of six. months from the date hereof, or sooner 
if possible. 
In witness whereof, the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed the 
same, and have affixed thereto the seals of their arms. 
Done at Washington the fifteenth day of .June, in the year of our 
Lord one thousand eight hundred and forty-six. 
[SEAL. ] JAMES BUCHANAN 
[SEAL.] RICHARD P AKENHAM. 
Declamtion apprnt'ing and adoptin_q the maps prepared by the Joint Com'ntission of the 
Korthwest Boundary fo1· sun:eyiug and marking the Bo1.tnda1·y between the British 
pos.ses8ions and the United Statrs along the 49th Parnllel of North Latit·ude, nnder the 
first article of tlte 1'relity of 15th Jirne, 1846. 
The Undersigned Hamilton Fish, Secretary of State of the Unit,ed States, and 
Edward Thornton, Esquire, Her Britanuic Majesty's Envoy Extraordinary and 
MinistPr Plenipotentiary to the United States, duly authorized by their respective 
Governments, having met together: 
The set of ma.ps, seven in number, which have been prepared by the CommiA-
sioners appointed by the two Powers to survey and mark out the Boundary between 
their respective Territories under the first Article of the Treaty coucluderl between 
them at Washington on the 15th of June 1846, having been produced: 
And it appearing that they do correctly indicate the said Boundary, from the point 
where the J1oundary laid down in Treaties and Conventions prior to Jnne 15th , 1846, 
terminntes Westward on the 49 th Parallel of North Latitude to the Eastern shore of 
the Gulf of Georgia, which Boundary has been defined by the Commissioners by 
mn,rks upon the ground: 
The Un<lersigned, without prejudice to the rights of their respective Governments 
as to the settlement and the determhiation of the remainder ot the saicl Boundary, 
hereby declare that the said maps certified and authenticated under the signatures 
of Archibald Campbell, Esquire, the Commissioner of the United States, and of 
Colonel John Summerfield Hn,wkirn,, Her Britannic Majesty's Commissioner, and of 
wllich duplicate copies similarly certifie<l and authenticated are in the possession· 
of the Government of Her Britannic Majesty have been dnly examined and con-
sidered, and, as well as the marks by which the Bonndary to the Eastern shore of 
the Gulf of Georgia has been defined upon the ground, are approved, agreed to, and 
adopted by both Governments. 
In witness whereof the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed the same and 
lrnve affixed thereto their respective seals. 
Done at Washington the Twenty fourth day of February, in the year of our Lord, 
one thousand eight hundred and seventy. 
HAMILTON FISH 
[SEAL. ] 
Evw•1. THORNTON 
[SE~L.] 
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1850. 
CONVENTION AS TO SHIP-CANAL CONNECTING ATLANTIC AND 
PACIFIC OCEANS. 
(CLAYT0N-BULWER TREATY.) 
Concluded .April 19, 1850_; ratification advised by the Senate May 22, 
1850_; ratified by the President May 23, 1850_; ratifications exchanged 
July 4, 1850_; proclaimed July 5, 1850. (Treaties and Conventions, 
1889, p. 440.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Declaration as to control of canal, 
occupation of ter,ritory, and com-
mercial advantages. 
II. Neutrality of canal in case of war. 
Ill. Protection of construction. 
IV. Mutnal influence to facilitate con-
struction. 
V. Guarantee of neutrality. 
VI. Cooperntion of other States. 
VII. Mutual enconragement to speedy 
construction. 
VIII. Protection to other communica-
tions. 
IX. Ratification. 
The United States of Amerie.a and Her Britannic Majesty, being 
desi.rous of consolidating the relations of amity which so happily subsist 
bet,ween them, by setting forth_ and fixing in a Convention their vie':s 
and intentions with reference to any means of communication by Ship 
Canal, which may be constructed between the Atlantic and Pacific 
Oceans by the way of the River San Juan de Nicaragua and either or 
both of the Lakes of Nicaragua or Managua, to any port or place on 
the Pacific Ocean,-The President of the United States has conferred 
full powers on John M. Clayton, Secretary of State of the United 
States; and Her Britannic Majesty on the Right Honourable Sir Henry 
Lytton Bulwer, a Member of Her Majesty's Most Honourable Privy 
Council, Knight Commander of the Most Honourable Order of the 
Bath, and Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary of Her 
Britannic Majesty to the United States, forthe aforesaid purpose; and 
the said Plenipotentiaries having exchanged their full powers, which 
· were found to be in proper form, have agreed to the following articles. 
ARTICLE I. 
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subjects of the one, any rights or advantages in regard to commerce or 
navigation through the said canal which shall not be offered on the 
same terms to the citizens or subjects of the other. 
ARTICLE II: 
Vessels of the United States or Great Britain, traversing the said 
Canal shall, in case of war between the contracting parties, be exempt-
ed from blockade, detention or capture, by either of the belligerents; 
' and this provision shall extend to such a distance from the two ends 
of the said Canal as may hereafter be found expedient to establish. 
ARTICLE III. 
In order to secure the construction of the said Canal, the contract-
ing· parties engage that, if any such Canal shall be undertaken upon 
fair and equitable terms by any parties having the authority of the 
local Government or Governments through whose territory the same 
may pass, then the persons employed in making the said Canal and 
their property used, or to be used, for that object, shall be protected, 
from the commencement of the said Canal to its completion, by the 
Governments of the United States and Great Britain, from unjust de-
tention, confiscation, seizure or any violence whatsoever. 
ARTICLE IV. 
The contracting parties will use whatever influence they respectively 
exercise, with any State, States or Governments pos.sessing, or claim-
ing to possess, any jurisdiction or right over the territory which the 
said Canal shall traverse, or which shall be near the waters applicable 
thereto; in order to induce such States, or Governments, to facilitate 
the construction of the said Canal by every means in their power: and 
furthermore, the United States and Great Britain agree to use their 
good offices, wherever or however it may be most, expedient, in order _ 
to procure the establishment of two free Ports,-one at each end of the 
said Canal. · 
ARTICLE V. 
The contracting parties further engage that, when the said Canal 
· shall have been completed they will protect it from interruption, seiz-
ure or, unjust confiscation, and that they will guarantee the neutrality 
thereof, so that the said Canal may forever be open and free, and the 
capital invested therein, secure. Nevertheless, the Governments of 
the United States and Great Britain, in accordjng their protection to 
the construction of the said Canal, and guaranteeing its neutrality and 
security when completed, always unders'tand that, this protection and 
guarantee are granted conditionally, and may be withdrawn by both 
Governments, or either Government, if both Governments or either 
Government, should deem that the persons or company, undertaking 
or managing the same, adopt or establish such regulations concerning , 
the traffic thereupon, as are contrary to the spirit and intention of this 
Convention,-either by making unfair discriminations in favor of the 
commerce of one of the contracting parties over the commerce of the 
other, or by imposing oppressive exactions or unreasonable tolls .upon 
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passengers, vessels, goods, wares, merchandize or ~ other articles. 
Neither party, however, shall withdraw the aforesaid protection and 
guarantee, without first giving_six months notice to the other. 
ARTICLE VI. 
The contracting parties in this Convention engage to invite every 
State with which both or either have friendly intercourse, to enter into 
stipulations with them similar to those which they have entered into 
with each other; to the end that all other States may share in the honor 
and advantage of having contributed to a work of such general interest 
and importance as the Canal herein contemplated. And the contract-
ing parties likewise agree that, each shall enter into Treaty stipulations 
with such of the Central American States, as they may deem advisable, 
for the purpose of more effectually carrying out the great design of 
this Convention, namely,-that of constructing and maintaining the 
said Canal as a ship-communication between the two Oceans, for the 
benefit of mankind, on equal terms to all, and of protecting the same; 
and they, also, agree that, the good offices of either shall be emp~oy~d, 
when requested by t,he other, in aiding and assisting the negotiation 
of such Treaty stipulations; and, should any differences arise as to 
right or property over the territory through which the said Canal 
shall pass,-between the States or Governments of Central America,-
and such differences should, in .any way, impede or obstruct the 
· execution of the said Canal, the Governments of the United States 
and Great Britain will use their good offices to settle such differences 
in the manner best suited to promote the interests of the said Canal, 
and to strengthen the bonds of friendship and .11lliance which exist 
between the contracting parties. 
ARTICLE VII. 
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ARTICLE VIII. 
The Governments of the United States and Great Britain having 
not only desired in entering into this Convention, to accomplish a 
particular object, but, also, to establish a general principle, they here by 
agree to extend their protection, by Treaty stipulations, to any other 
practicable communications, whether by Canal or rail-way, across the 
Isthmus which connects North and South America; and, especially to 
the interoceanic cornmunications,-should the same prove to be practi-
cable, whether by Canal or rail-way,-which are now proposed to be 
. established by the way of Tehuantepec, or Panama. In granting, how-
ever, their joint protection to any such 0anals or rail-ways, as are by 
this Article specified, it is always understood by the United States and 
Great Britain, that the parties constructing or owning the same, shall 
impose no other charges or conditions of traffic thereupon, than the 
aforesaid Governments shall approve of, as just and equitable; and, 
that the same Canals or rail-ways, being open to the· citizens and sub-
jects of the United States and Great Britain on equal terms, shall, also, 
be opeii on like terms to the citizens and subjects of every other State 
which is willing to grant thereto, such protection as the United States 
and Great Britain engage to afford. 
ARTICLE IX. 
The :rat,ifications of this Convention shall be exchanged at Washing-
ton, within six months from this day, or sooner, if possible. 
In faith whereof, we, the respective Plenipotentiaries, have r:;igned 
this Convention, and have hereunto affixed our Seals. 
Done, at Washington, the nineteenth day of April, Anno Domini 
one thousand eight hundred and fifty. 
JOHN M. CLAYTON [SEAL.] 
HENRY LYTTON BULWER [SEAL.] 
1853. 
CLAIMS CONVENTION. 1 
Concluded F ebruary 8, 1853.,· ratification advised by the Senate ]!larch 
15, 1853.,· 'ratified by the President ]!larch 17, 1853.,· ratifications 
exchanged July 26, 1853.,· proclaimed August 20, 1853. (Treaties 
and Conventions, 1869,' p. 445.) 
The commission authorized by this conventfon of seven articles met 
at ~ondon S~ptember 15, 1853, and adjourned January 15, 1855. The 
clanns considered by the commission were all those arising since 
December 24, 1814, and remaining unsettled. The awards in favor of 
American claimants amounted to $329,734.16, and to British claimants 
$277,102.88. 
1 See Convention of July 17, 18547 p. 237, 
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1854. 
RECIPROCITY TREATY AS TO FISHERIES, DUTIES, AND NAVIGATION, 
BRITISH NORTH AMERICAN COLONIES. 
Concluded June 5,1854J· ratification advised by the Senate August 2, 
1854J· ratified by the President August 9, 1854J· ratifications ex-
changed September 9, 1854J· proclaimed September 11, 1854. (Treaties 
and Conventions, 1889, p. 448.) 
This treaty, consisting of seven articles, granted mutual liberty of 
sea fisheries on the northeastern coast of the United States and the 
British North American provinces; it provided for the reciprocal free 
admission of certain articles, the produce of the British colonies or of 
the United States, and the right to navigate S. Lawrence River and 
the canals connecting the Great Lakes with the Atlantic and Lake ' 
Michigan. It was terminated by notice from the United Sta~es 
March 17, 1866. The commission authorized by Article I to desig-
nate the places reserved. from the common right of fishing met in 
August, 1855, and ceased to exist by the termination of the treaty. 
Nearly all the work had been accomplished when the commission. 
dissolved. 
Federal case: Pine Lumber, 4 Blatch., 182. 
1854. 
CLAIMS CONVENTION. 
Concluded July 17, 1854J· ratificab:on advised by the Senate July 21, 
1854J· rat~fied by the President July 24, 1854J· ratjfications exchanged 
August 18, 1854J· proclaimed September 11, 1854. (Treaties and 
Conventions, 1889, p. 453.) 
By thj8 convention the existence of the claims commission under 
the Convention of 1853 (p. 238) was extended four months. 
1 62. 
TREATY FOR THE SUPPRESSION OF AFRICAN SLAVE 'I'RADE. 1 
Conduclerl A1n·il 7, 18U""J. rntification wlvisecl uy the Senate A1Jril 24, 
1862J· rnt~fiecl U!J th PresirlentApril 25, 1862J· ru,tifications exchanged 
]fay 0, 1862J· 1Jrodaimed June 7, 1862. (Treaties and Conventions, 
1 ~ 0, p. 454.) 
AH.TWLES. 
l Hlav ~rs by war 
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render more effectual the means hitherto adopted for the suppression 
of the Slave Trade carried on upon the coast of Africa, have deemed 
it expedient to conclude a Treaty for that purpose, ap.d have named 
as their Plenipotentiaries, that is to say: 
The President of the United States of America, William H . Seward, 
Secretary of State; 
And Her Majesty the Queen of the United Kingdom of Great Britain 
and Ireland, The Right Honorable Richard Bickerton Pernell Lord 
Lyons, a Peer of Her United Kingdom, a Knight Grand Cross of Her 
Most Honorable Order of the Bath, and Her Envoy Extraordinary 
and Minister Plenipotentiary to the United Stat,es of America; 
vVho, after having communicated to each other their respective full-
powers, found in good and due form, have agreed upon and concluded 
the following Articles: 
ARTICLE I. 
The two High Contracting Parties mutually consent that those ships 
of their respective navies which shall be provided with special Instruc-
tion for that purpose; as hereinafter mentioned, may visit such mer-
chant vessels of the two nations as may, upon reasonable grounds, 
be suspected of being engaged in the African Slave Trade, or of 
having been fitted out for that purpose; or of having, during the 
voyage on which they are met by the said cruizers, been engaged in 
the African Slave Trade, contrary to the provisions of this Treaty; 
and that such cruizers may detain, and send or carry away, such 
vessels, in order that they may be brought to trial in the manner 
hereinafter agreed upon. 
In order to fix the reciprocal right of search in such a manner as 
shall be adapted. to the attainment of the object of this Treaty, and 
at the same time avoid doubts, disputes, and complaints, the said right 
of search shall be understood in the manner and according to the rules 
following:-
First. It shall never be exercised except by vessels of war, author 
ized expressly for that object, according to the stipulations of this 
Trea·ty. 
Secondly. 'I'he right of search shall in no case be exercised with 
respect to a vessel of the navy of either of the two Powers, but shall 
be exercised only as 1;cgards merchant vessels; and it shall not be 
exercised by a vessel of war of either Contracting Party within the 
limits of a settlement or port, nor within the teuitorial waters of the 
other Party. 
Thirdly. Whenever a merchant vessel is searched by a ship of war, 
the Commander of the said ship shall, in the act of so doing, exhibit 
to the Commander of the merchant-vessel the special Instructions by 
which he is duly authorized to search; and shall deliver to such Com-
mander a certificate, signed by himself, stating his rank in the naval 
serYice of his country, and. the name of the vessei he commands, and 
also declaring that the only object of the search is to ascertain whether 
the vessel is employed in the African Slave Trade, or is fitted up for 
the said Trade. When the search is made bv an officer of the cruizer 
·who is not the Commander, such officer shall exhibit to the CaptaiI~ 
of the merchant-vessel a copy of the before-mentioned 'special Instruc-
tions, signed by the Commander of the cruizer; and he shall in like 
rnann~r <l~liver "'c~rtificate signed by -himself, stating his.rank in the 
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Navy, the name of the Comma,nder by whose orders b_e proceeds to 
- make the search, that of the cruizer in which he sails, and the object 
of the search, as above described. Hit appears from the search that 
the papers of the vessel are in regular order, and that it is employed 
on lawful objects, the officer shall enter in the log-book of the vessel 
that the search has been made in pursuance of the aforesaid special 
Inst,ructions; and the vessel shall be left at liberty to pursue its 
voyage. The rank of the officer who makes the search must not bEp 
less than that of Lieutenant in the navy, unless the command, either 
by reason of death-or other cause, is at the time held by an officer of 
inferior ranlc 
Fourthly. The reciprocal right of search and detention shall be 
exercised only within the distance of two hundred miles from the. 
Coast of Africa, and to the southward of the thirty-second parallel of 
north latitude; and ·within thirty leagues from the Coast of the Island 
of Cuba. 1 
ARTICLE II. 
In order to regulate the mode of carrying the provisions of the pre-
ceding Article into execution, it is agreed,- · · 
First. T'hat all the ships of the navies of the two nations which shall 
be hereafter employed to prevent the African Slave Trade shall be 
- furnished by their respective Governments with a copy of the present 
Treaty, of the Instructions for cruizers annexed thereto (marked A), 
and of the regulations for the Mixed Courts of Justice annexed theret,o, 
marked B, which Annexes respectively shall be considered as integral 
parts of the present Treaty. 
Secondly. That each of the High Contracting Parties shall, from 
time to time, communicate to the ot,her the names of the several ships 
furnished with such Instructions, the force of each, and the names of 
their several Commanders. The said Commanders shall hold the rank 
of Captain in the navy, or at least that of Lieutenant: it being never-
theless understood that the instructions originally issued to an officer 
holding the rank of Lieutenant of the navy, or other superior rank, 
shall, in case of his death or temporary absence, be sufficient to 
authorize the officer on whom the command of the vessel has devolved 
to make the search, although such officer may not hold the aforesaid 
rank in the service. 
Thirdly. That if at any time the Commander of a cruizer of either 
of the two nations shall suspect that any merchant-vessel under the 
escort or convoy of any ship or ships of war of the other nation car-
ries negroes on board, or has been engaged in the African Slave rrrade, 
or i fitted out for the purpose thereof, the Commander of the cruizer 
shall communicate his si:.1spicions to the Commander of the convoy, 
who, a companied l>y the Commander of the cruizer, shall proceed to 
h arch of the su pected. vessel; and in case the suspicions appear 
well found d, a cording to the tenor of this r:rreaty, then the said ves-
. 1 hall b co~ lucted or s nt to one of the places where the Mixed 
mt f Ju t1ce are station cl, in order that it may there be adjudi-
·at upon. 
11 1~ hl . I is furth r_ mutua1ly agreed, that the Commanders of 
th_ ,·hip .. f th_. tw 11av1 • , r p ctively, who , hall be employed on 
th1: : rv1c· ·hall adh 'I' ,trictly to the xact tenor of the aforesaid 
In tru · ion·. 
1
, e additional articl , p. 244. 
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ARTICLE III. 
As the two preceding articles are entirely reciprocal, the two High 
Contracting Parties engage mutually to make good any losses which· 
their respective subjects or citizens may incur by an arbitrary and 
illegal detention of their vessels; it being imderstood that this indem-
nity shall be borne by the Government whose cruizer shall have been 
guilty of such arbitrary and illegal detention; and that the search .and 
detention of vessels specified in the First Article of this Treaty shall 
be effected only by ships which may form part of the two navies, 
respectively, and by such of those ships only as are provided with 
the special instructions annexed to the present Treaty, in pursuance 
of the provisions thereof. 1.,he indemnification for the damages of 
which this Article treats shall be paid within the term of one year, 
reckoning from the day in which the Mixed Court of Justice pro~ 
nounces its sentence. 
ARTICLE IV. 
In order to bring t,o adjudication, with as little delay and incon-
venience as possible, the vessels which may be detained according to -
the tenor of the First Article of this Treati, there shall be established, 
as soon as may be practicable, three Mixed Courts of Justice, formed 
of an equal number of individuals of the two nations, named for 
this purpose by their respective Governme1its. These Courts shall 
reside, one at Sierra Leone; one at the Cape of Good Hope; and one 
at New York. 
But each of the two High Contracting Parties reserves to itself the 
right of changing,· at its pleasure, the place of residence of the Cour~ 
or Courts held within its own territories. 
These Courts shall judge the causes submitted to them according to 
the provisions of the present Treaty, and according to.the Regulations 
and instructions which are annexed to the present Treaty, and which 
are considered an integral part thereof; and there shall be no appeal 
from their decision. 1 
ARTICLE V. 
In case the commanding officer of any of the ships of the navies of 
- either country, duly commissioned a9cording to the provisions of the 
First Article of this Treaty, shall deviate in any respect from the 
stipulations of the said Treaty, or from the Instructions afmexed to 
it, the Government which ghall conceive itself to be wronged thereby 
shall be entitled to demand reparation; and in such case the Govern-
ment to which such commanding officer may belong, binds its.elf to 
cause inquiry to be made into the subject of the complaint, and to 
inflict upon the said officer a punishment prop9rtioned to any wilful 
transgression which he may be proved to have committed. 
ARTICLE VI. 
It is hereby further mutually agreed, that every American or British 
merchant-vessel which shall be searched by virtue of the present 
1.,reaty, may lawfully l>e detained, and sent or brought before the 
1 Abolished, see Convention of 1870, p. 247. 
7460-16 
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Mixed Courts of Justice established in pursuance of the provisions 
thereof, if, in her equipment, there shall be found any of the things 
hereinafter mentioned, namely:- . 
1st Hatches with open gratings, instead of the close hatches which 
are usual in merchant-vessels. 
2nd Divisions or bulk-heads in the hold or on deck, in greater num-
ber than are necessary for vessels engaged in lawful t1~ade. 
3rd Spare plank, fitted for laying down as a second or slave deck. 
4th Shackles, bolts, or handcuffs. . .. 
5th A larger quantity of water in casks or in tanks than 1s reqms1te 
for the consumption of the crew of the vessel as a merchant-vessel. 
6th An extraordinary number of water-casks, or of other vessels for 
holding liquid; unless the master shall produce a certificate from ~he 
Custom-house at the place from which he cleared outwards, statmg 
that a sufficient security had been given by the owners of such vessel 
that such extra quantity of casks, or of other vessels, should be used 
only to hold palm oil, or for other purposes of lawful commerce. 
7th A greater number of mess-tubs or kids than requisite for the 
use of the crew of the vessel as a merchant-vessel. · 
8th A boiler, or other cooking apparatus, of an unusual size, and 
l~rger, or capable of being made larger, than requisite for the us~ of 
tne crew of the vessel as a merchant vessel; or more than one b01ler, 
or ~ther cooking apparatus, of the ordinary size. . 
. 9th An extraordinary quantity of rice, of the flour of Brazil,. of 
manioc or cassada, commonly called farinha, of maize, or of Indian 
corn, or of any other article of food whatever, . beyond the probable 
wants of the crew; unless such rice, flour, farinha, maize, Indian corn, 
or other article of food, be entered on the manifest as part of the cargo 
· for trade. 
10th A quantity of mats or matting greater than is necessary for 
the use of the crew of the vessel as a merchant-vessel, unless such 
mats or matting be entered on the manifest as part of the cargo for 
trade. . 
If it be proved that any one or more of the articles above specified 
is or are on board, or have been on board during the voyage _in _;Vhic?-
the vessel was captured, that fact shall be considered as prirna-facie 
evidence that the vessel was employed in the African Slave 11rade, 
and she shall in consequence be condemned and declared lawful prize; 
unless the master or owners shall furnish clear and incontrovertible 
evidenc , proving to the satisfaction of the Mixed Court of Justice, 
~hat at the time of her detention or capture the vessel was employed 
m a lawful undertaking, and that such of the different articles above 
specified as were found on board at the time of detention, or as may 
hav been embarked during the voyage on which she was engaged 
when captured, were indispensable for the lawful object of her voyage. 
ARTICLE VII. 
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ARTICLE VIII. 
It is ao-reed between the two High Contracting Parties that in all 
cases in ~hich a vessel shall be detained under this Treaty, by their 
respective cruizers, as having been engaged in the African Slave Trade, 
or as having been fitted out for the purposes thereof~ and shall conse-
quently be adjudged and condemned by one of the Mixed Courts of 
Justice to be established as aforesaid, the said vessel shall, imme-
diately after its condemnation, be broken up entirely, and shall be 
sold in separate parts, after having been so broken up; unless either 
of the two Governments should wish to purchase her for the use of 
its navy at a price to be fixed by a competent person chosen for that 
purpose by the Mixed Court of .Justice; in which case the Government 
whose cruizer shall have detained the condemned vessel shall have the 
first option of purchase. 
ARTICLE IX. 
The captain, master, pilot, and crew of any vessel condemned by the 
Mixed Courts of Justice shall be punished according to the laws of 
the country to which such vessel belongs, as shall also the owner or 
owners, and the persons interested in her equipment or cargo, unless 
they prove that they had no participation in the enterprize. 
For this purpose the two High Contracting Parties agree that, in so 
far as it may not be attended with grievous expense and inconveni-
ence, the master and crew of any vessel which may be condemned by 
a sentence of one of the Mixed Courts of Justice, as well as any other 
persons found on board the vessel, shall be sent and delivered up to 
the jurisdiction of the nation under whose flag the condemned vessel 
was sailing at the time of capture; and that the witnesses and proofs 
necessary to establish the guilt of such master, crew, or other per-
sons, shall also be sent with them. . 
The same course shall be pursued with regard to subjects or citizens 
of either Contracting Party who may be found -by a cruizer of the 
other on board a vessel of any third Power, or on board a vessel sail-
ing without flag or papers, which may be condemned by any competent 
Court for having engaged in the African Slave Trade. 
ARTICLE X. 
The negroes who are found on board of a vessel condemned by the 
Mixed Courts of Justice, in conformity with the stipulations of this 
Treaty, shall be placed at the disposal of the Government whose cruizer 
has made the capture; they shall be immediately set at liberty and 
shall remain free, the Government to whom they have been delivered 
guaranteeing their liberty. · 
ARTICLE XI. 
The Acts or Instruments annexed to this 1.,reaty and which it is 
mutually agreed shall form an integral part thereof, ~re as follows: 
(A.) Instructions for the ships of the navies of both nations destined 
to prevent the African Slave 1,rade. · -· · · · · , 
(B.) Regula;tions for the Mi . ed. Qoi1rts of Justice, 
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ARTICLE XII. 
The present Treaty shall be ratified, and the ratifications thereof 
shall be exchanged at London in six months from this date, or sooner 
if possible. 
It shall continue and remain in full force for the term of ten years, 
from the day of exchange of the ratifications, and further, until the 
end of one year after either of the contracting parties shall have given 
notice to the other of its intention to terminate the same; each of the 
contracting parties reserving to itself the right of giving such notice 
to the other at the end of said term of ten years: And it is hereby 
agreed between them, that, on the expiration of one year after such 
notice shall have been received by either, from the other party, this 
Treaty shall altogether cease and determine. 
In witness whereof the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed the 
present Treaty, an9- have thereunto affixed the seal of their arms. 
Done at Washington the l?eventh day of April, in the year of our 
Lord one thousand eight hundred .and sixty-two. 
[SEAL.] WILLIAM H. SEWARD. 
[SEAL.] LYONS 
Annexes A and B to this treaty were superseded by the Convention of 1870 and 
by Instructions annexed thereto, p. 247. 
1863. 
ADDITIONAL ARTICLE TO THE '"fREATY FOR THE SUPPRESSION OF 
SLAVE TRADE, 1862. 
Concluded F ebruary 17, 1863 _; · ratification advised by the Seri:ate F_'eb-
ruary 27, 1863_; ratified by the President March 5, 1863_; ratifications 
exchanged April 1, l863_; proclaimed April 22, 1863. (Treaties and 
Conventions, 1889, p. 466.) 
(This treaty extends the right of visit and detention to within 30 leagues of 
Madagascar, Puerto Rico , and Santo Domingo.) 
Whereas by the first' Article 1 of the treaty between the United 
States of America and Her Majesty the Queen of the United King-
dom of Great Britain and Ireland, for the suppressiop. of the African 
lave trade, signed at Washington on the 7th of April, 1862, it was 
tipulated and agreed that those ships of the respective navies of the 
two High Contracting Parties which shall be provided with special 
in ·truction for that purpose, as thereinafter mentioned, may visit 
·uch merchant vessel of the two nations as may, upon reasonable 
O'round , be suspected of beino- engaged in the African slave trade, 
or of havino- been fitted out f0r that purpo e, or of having, during 
h voyag on which they ar met by the said crui ers, been engaged 
in h . fri ·an lav trade •ontrary to the provi ions of the said 
1· aty; ancl hat ·u h cruis r.· may detain and send or carry away 
u ·h •,. _l. in rd r hat h y may b - brought to trial in the man-
n r. h r maf r ~gr d up n: nd wh reas it was by the said 
1 1 fm h r :ipula d and ae-reed, that th T ciprocal right of 
· ,ll' ·h an d ~ ion , h ul l b x r i d only within the di ·tance of 
w hun 1T cl mil . · from h 10a ·t f fri a and to the south ward 
of h thiI -.· · n l parall l f nor h latit{1 le, and within thil'ty 
1 See .Article I, p. 230. 
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leagues from the coast of the Island of Cuba: and whereas the two 
High Contracting Parties are desirous of rendering the said treaty 
still more efficacious for its purpose; the Plenipotentiaries who signed 
the said treaty have, in virtue of · their full powers, agreed that the 
reciprocal right of visit and detention, as defined in the Article afore-
said, may be exercised also within thirty leagues of the Island of . 
Madagascar, within thirty leagues of the Island of Puerto Rico, and 
within thirty leagues of the Island _of San Domingo. 
The present Additional Article shall have the same force and valid- · 
ity as if it had been inserted word for word in the treaty concluded 
between the two High Contracting Parties on the 7th of April, 1862, 
and shall have the same . duration as that treaty. It shall be ratified, 
and the ratifications shall be exchanged at London in six months 
from this date, or sooner if possible. 
In witness whereof, the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed 
the same, and have thereunto affixed the seal of their arms. 
Done at Washington the 17th d~y of February, in the yea1· of our 
Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty:-three. 
[SEAL.] WILLIAM H. SEWARD 
[SEAL.] LYONS. 
1863. 
CLAIMS TREATY. 
Concluded July 1, 1863_; ratification advised by the Senate January 18, 
1864_; ratified by the President March 2, 1864J· ratifications exchanged 
March 3, 1864J· proclaimed March 5, 1864. (Treaties and Conven-
tions, 1889, p. 467.) 
By this treaty the claims of the Hudson's Bay Company and the 
Puget's Sound Agricultural Company against the United States were 
referred to a commission. The commission met in Washington Jan-
uary 7, 1865, and on September 10, 1869, rendered their award, of 
$450,000 to the Hudson's Bay Company, and $200,000 to the Puget's 
Sound Agricultural Company. 
1870. · 
NATURALIZATION CONVENTION. 
Concluded May 13, 1870J· ratification advised by the Senate July 8, 
1870J· ratified by the President July 19, 1870J· ratifications exchanged 
August 10, 1870J· proclaimed September 16, 1870. (Treaties and 
Conventions, 1889, p. 470.) 
ARTICLES . 
. I. Naturalization recognized. I III. Resumption of original citizenship. 
II. Renunciation of previous naturali- IV. Ratification. 
zation. · 
The President of the United States of America, and Her Majesty 
the Queen of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland 
being desirous to regulate the citizenship of citizens of the United 
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States of America who have emigrated or who may emigrate from the 
United States of America to the British dominions, and of British 
subjects who have emigrated or who may emigrat~ from the British 
dominions to the United States of America,. have resolved to conclude 
a Convention for that purpose, and have named as their Plenipoten-
tiaries, that is to say: 
The President ·of the United States of America, John Lothrop Mot-
ley, Esquire, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary of 
the United States of America to Her Britannic Majesty; 
And Her Majesty the Queen of the United Kingdom of Great 
Britain and Ireland, the Right Honourable George William Frederick, 
Earl of Clarendon, Baron Hyde of Hindon, a Peer of the United 
Kingdom, a member of Her Britannic Majesty's Most Honourable 
Privy Council, Knight of the Most Noble Order of the Garter, Knight 
Grand Cross of the Most Honourable Order of Bath, Her Britannic 
Majesty's Principal Secret,ary of State for Foreign Affairs; 
Who,. after having communicated to each other their respective full 
powers, found to be in g od and due form, have agreed upon and 
concluded the following Articles: 
ARTICLE I. 
Citizens of the United States of America who have become, or shall 
become, and are naturalized according to law within the British 
dominions as British Subjects, shall, subject to the provisions of 
Article II, be held by the United States to be in all respects and for 
all pl1rposes British Subjects, and shall be treated as such by the 
United States. 
Reciprocally, British Subjects who have become, or shall become, 
and are naturalized accoTding to law within the United States of 
America as Citizens thereof, shall, subject to the provisions of Article 
II, be held by Great Britain to be in all respects and for all purposes 
Citizens of the United 'States, and shall be treated as such by Great 
Britain. 
ARTICLE II. 
Such Citizens of the United States as aforesaid who have become 
and arn naturalized within the Dominions of Her Britannic Majesty 
as British Subjects, shall be at liberty to renounce their naturaliza-
tion and to resume their nationality as Citizens of the United States, 
provided that such renunciation be publicly declared within two years 
after t,he exchano-e of the ratifications of the present Convention. 
'uch British Subjects as aforesai<l. who have become and are natu-
ralized a,s citizens within the United States, shall be at liberty to 
r n unce their na,turalization and to resume their British nationality, 
provid cl that su h T nunciation be publicly declared within two years 
af r th Twelfth day of May, 1 70. 
Th mann r in which thi, renunciation may b made and publicly 
d 1<1' c1 ,•hall h agr d upon hy th Gov rnment. of the respective 
011niri . . 1 
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on his own application and on such conditions as that Government 
may think fit to impose, readmit him to the character and privilege 
of a Citizen of the United States, and Great Britain shall not, in that 
case, claim him as a British Subject on account of his former na-tu-
ralization. 
In the same manner, if any such British Subject as aforesaid natural-
ized in the United States should renew his residence within the Domin-
ions of Her Britannic Majesty, Her Majesty's Government may, on his 
own application and on such conditions as that Government may think 
fit to impose, readmit him to the character and privileges of a British 
Subject, and the United States shall not, in that case, claim him as a 
Citizen of the United States on account of his former naturalization. 
ARTICLE IV. 
The present Convention shall be ratified by the President of the 
United States, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate 
thereof, and by Her Britannic Majesty, and the ratifications shall be 
exchanged at London as soon as may be within twelve months from 
the date hereof. 
In witness whereof the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed the 
same, and have affixed thereto their respective seals. 
Done at London, the Thirteenth clay of May, in the Year of our Lord 
One Thousand Eight Hundred and Seventy. 
[SEAL. l JOHN LOTHROP MOTI.EY 
[SEAL.] CLARENDON 
1870. 
CONVENTION FOR THE SUPPRESSioN OF SLAVE 1,RADE. 1 
Concluded June 3, 1870 _; ratification advised by the Senate July 8, 
1870 _; ratified by the President July 19, 1870 J. ratifications exchanged 
August 10, 1870 J. proclaimed September 16, 1870. (Treaties and 
Conventions, 1889, p. 472.) 
ARTICLES . 
I. Mixed courts abolished. 
II. Jurisdiction over vessels seized. 
III. Procedure. 
IV. Instructions to war ships. I 
V. Former treaty continued. 
VI. Notification of effect of conven-
tion. 
VII. Duration; ratification. · 
The United States of America, and Her Majesty the Queen of the 
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, having come to the 
conclusion that it is no longer necessary to maintain the three Mixed 
Courts of Justice established at Sierra Leone, at the Cape of Good 
Hope, and at New York, in pursuance of the 1,reaty 2 concluded at 
Washington on the 7th day of April, 1862, for the suppression of the 
African Slave Trade, they have resolved to conclude an Additional 
Convention for the purpose of making the requisite modifications of 
the said Treaty, and have named as their Plenipotentiaries, that is to 
say:-
The President of the United States of America, Hamilton Fish, Sec-
retary of State, 
And Iler Majesty the Queen of the United Kingdom of Great Britain 
1 See General Act for Suppression of Slave Trade, p. -. 2 See p. 238. 
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and Ireland, Edward Thornton, Esquire, Companion of the Order of 
the Bath, and Her Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary 
to the United States of America. 
Who, after having communicated to each other their respective full 
powers, found in good and due form, have agreed upon and conclude~ 
the following Articles:-
ARTICLE I. 
Everything contained ·in the Treaty concluded at Washington on 
the 7th of April, 1862, between the United States of America and Her 
Majesty the Queen of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ire-
land, for the suppression of the African Slave Trade, and in the 
Annexes A and B thereto, which relates to the establishment of three 
Mixed Courts of Justice at Sierra Leone, at the Cape of Good Hope, 
and at New York, to hear and decide all cases of capture of vessels 
which may be brought before them as having been engaged in the 
African Slave 11rade, or as having been fitted out for the purposes 
thereof, as well as to the composition, jurisdiction, and mode of pro-
cedure of such Courts, shall cease and determine as regards the said 
Mixed Courts, from and after the exchange of the ratifications of the 
present Additional Convention, except in so far as regards any act or 
proceeding done or taken in virtue thereof, before this Additional 
Convention shall be officially communicated to the said Mixed Courts 
of Justice. The said Courts shall nevertheless have the power, and 
it shall be their duty, to proceed with all practicable dispatch to the 
final det(;3rmination of .all causes and proceedings which may be pend-
ing and undetermined in them, or either of them, at the time of 
receiving notice of the ratification of this Convention. 
ARTICLE II. 
The jurisdiction heretofore exercised by the said Mixed Courts in 
pursuance of the provisions of the said Treaty shall, after the exchange 
of the ratifications of the present Additional Convention, be exercised 
by the Courts of one or the other of the High Contracting Part,ies 
according to their respective modes of procedure in matters of mari-
time prize; and all the prs)Visions of the said Treaty with regard to 
the sending ·or bringin<Y in of captured vessels for adjudication before 
the said Mixed Courts, and with regard to the adjudication of such 
vessels by the said Courts, and the rules of evidence to be applied, 
and th proceedings consequent on such adjudication, shall apply, 
mutai'i. mutandis, to th Court of the High Contracting Parties. It 
i , how v r, provided that there may be an appeal from the decision 
of any 1ourt of the IIiO'h Contracting Parties, in the same manner as 
b th le w of the country wh 1· the Court sits is allowed in other 
·a. s of rnaritim priz . 
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of the capture; and that, in the corresponding case of a British mer-
, chant-vessel searched by an United States cruiser being detained as 
having been engaged in the African Slave Trade, or as having been 
fitted out for the purposes thereof, she shall be sent for adjudication 
to the nearest or most accessible Britjsh Colony, or shall be handed 
· over to a British cruiser, if one should be available in the neighbor-
hood of the capture. 
All the witnesses and proofs necessary to establish the guilt of the 
master, crew, or other persons found on board of any such vessel, 
shall be sent and handed over with the vessel itself, in order to be 
produced to tho Court before which such vessel or persons may be 
brought for trial. 
All negroes or others (necessary witnesses excepted) who may be on 
board either an American or a British vessel for the purpose of being 
consigned to slavery, shall be handed over to the nearest British 
authority. They shall be immediately set at liberty, ·and shall remain 
free, Her Britannic Majesty guaranteering their liberty. With regard 
to such of those negroes or others as may be ·sent in with the detained 
vessel as necessary witnesses, the Government to which they may 
have been delivered shall set them at liberty as soon as their testi-
mony shall no longer be required, and shall guarantee their liberty. 
Where a detained vessel is handed over to a cruiser of her own 
nation, an officer in charge, and other necessary witnesses and proofs, 
shall accompany the vessel. 
ARTICLE IV. 
It is mutually agreed that the Instructions for the ships of the 
navies of both nations destined to prevent the African Slave Trade, 
which are annexed to this Convention, shall form an integral part 
thereof, and shall have the same force and effect as if they had been 
annexed to the Treaty of the 7th of April, 1862, in lieu of the instruc-
·tions forming Annex A to that Treaty. 
ARTICLE V. 
In all other respects the stipulations of the Treaty of April 7, 1862, 
shall remain in full_ force and effect until terminated by notice given 
by one of the High Contracting Parties to the other, in the manner 
prescribed by Article XII thereof. 
ARTICLE VI. 
,..rhe High Contracting Parties engage to communicate the present 
convention to the Mixed Courts of Justice, and to the officers in com-
mand of their respective cruisers, and to give them the requisite 
instructions in pursuance thereofJ with the least possible delay. 
ARTICLE VII. 
The present Additional Convention shall have the same duration 
as tho 'I'reaty of the 7th of April, 1862, and the additional Article 
thereto of the 17 th of February, 1863. It shall be ratified and the 
ratifications shall be exchanged at London as soon as possible. 
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In witness whereof, the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed 
the same, and have affixed thereto their respective seals. 
Done at Washington, the third day of June, in the year 0£ our 
Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy. 
[SEAL.] HAMILTON FISH. 
[SEAL.] EDWD. THORNTON. 
ANNEX TO THE ADDITIONAL CONVENTION BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES OF 
AMERICA AND GREAT BRITAIN, FOR THE SUPPRESSION m~ THE AFRICAN 
SLAVE TRADE, SIGNED AT WASHINGTON ON THE THIRD DAY OF JUNE, 1870. 
Instriwtions. fo1· the Ships of the United States' and British Navies employed to 
prevent the African Slave Trade. 
ARTICLE I. 
The Commander of any ship belonging to the United States' or British Navy, 
which shall be furnjshed with these Instructions, shall have a right to search and 
detain any United States' or British merchant-vessels which shall be actually 
engaged, or suspected to be engaged, in the African Slave Trade, or to be fitted 
out for the purposes thereof, or to have been engaged in such Trade durin~ ~he 
voyage in which she may be met with by such ship of the United States' or British 
navy: and such Commander shall thereupon bring or send such merchant vessel 
( save in the case provided for in Article V of these Instructions) as soon as pos-
sible for judgment, in the manner provided by Article III of the Additional 
Convention of this date, that is to say:- . 
In tb.e case of an American vessel searched and detained as aforesaid by a Brit-
ish cruiser, she shall be sent to New York or Key W est, whichever shall be mo_st 
accessible, or be handed over to an United States' cruiser, if one should be avail-
able in the neighborhood of the capture. . 
In the case of a British vessel searched and detained as aforesaid by an U mted 
States' cruiser, she shall be sent to the nearest or most accessible British Colony, 
or shall be handed over to a British cruiser, if one should be available in the 
neighborhood of the capture. 
ARTICLE IL 
Whenever a ship of either of the two navies, duly authorized as aforesaid, shall 
meet a merchant-vessel liable to be searched under the provisions of the Treaty of 
the 7th of April, 1862, and of this Additional Convention, the search shall be con-
ductedwith the courtesy and consideration which ought to be observed between 
allied and friendly nations; and the search shall, in all cases, be made by an officer 
holding a rank not lower than that of Lieutenant in the Navy, or by the offi.c~r 
who at the time shall be second in command of the ship by which such search is 
made. 
ARTICLE Ill. 
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The officer in charge of the detained vessel shall, at the time of delivering the 
vessel's papers and the certificate of the Commander into Court, deliver also a 
certificate, signed by himself, and verified on oath, stating any changes which 
may have taken place in repect to the vessel, her crew, and her cargo, between 
the time of her detention and the time of delivering in such paper. 
Where a detained vessel is handed over to a cruiser of her own nation, an officer 
in charge and other necessary witnesses and proofs shall accompany the vessel. 
ARTICLE IV. 
All the negroes or others (necessary witnesses excepted), who may be on board 
either an American or a British detained vessel, for the purpose of being con-
signed to slavery, shall be handed over by the Commander of the capturing ship 
to the nearest British authority. 
ARTICLE V. 
In case any merchant-vessel detained in pursuance of the present Instructions 
should prove to be unseaworthy, or in such a condition as not to be taken in for 
adjudication as directed by the additional Convention of this date, the !Com-
mander of the detaining cruiser may take upon himself the r esponsibility of 
abandoning or destroying her, provided the exact causes which made such a step 
imperatively necessary be stated in a certificate verified on oath. Such certificate 
shall be drawn up and formally executed by him in duplicate at the time, and 
shall be received as prima facie evidence of the facts therein stated, subject to 
rebuttal by counter proof. 
In case of the abandonment or destruction of a detained vessel, the master and 
crew, together with the papers found on board, and other necessary proofs and 
witnesses, and one of the certificates mentioned in the preceding paragraph of 
this Article, shall be sent and delivered at the earliest possible moment, to the 
proper Court before which the vessel would otherwise have been sent. Upon the 
production of the said certificate, the Court may proceed to adjudicate . upon 
the detention of the vessel in the same manner as if the vessel had been sent in. 
The negroes or others intended to be consigned to slavery shall be handed over 
to the nearest British authority. 
The undersigned Plenipotentiaries have agreed, in conformity with the IVth 
Article of the Additional Convention, signed by them on this day, that the 
present Instructions shall be annexed to the said Convention, and be considered 
an integral part thereof. 
Done at Washington, roe third day of June, in the year of our Lord one thou~ 
sand eight hundred and seventy. 
[SEAL.] HAMILTON FISH. 
[SEAL.] EDWD. ·THORNTON. 
1871. 
CONVENTION AS TO RENUNCIATION OF NATURALIZATION. 
Concluded F'ebruary 23, 18'71:,· ratification advised by the Senate JJ!Iarch 
22, 1871_; ratified by the Presi~ent JJfarch 24, 1871:,· rat(jications 
exchanged Ivlay 4, 1871:,· proclaimecl May 5, 18'71. (rrreaties and 
Conventions, 1889, p. 476.) 
The Naturalization Convention of 1870 (p. 245) provided for the 
renunciation of citizenship acquired prior fo t,hat timo in either coun-
try, and agreed that the manner of making such renunciation should 
b_e subsequently <l.eterm~nod upon. This convention designated the 
tnno and method of rnakmg such renuncia;tion of acquired citizenship. 
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1871. 
TREATY FOR THE SETTLEMENT OF ALL CAUSES OF DIFFERENCE. 
(TREATY OF WASHINGTON.) 
Concluded May 8, 18'7 lJ· ratification advised by the Senate May 24, 
18'7 lJ· ratified by the Presj,dent May 25, 18'7 lJ· ratifications exchanged 
June 17, 18'7 lJ· proclaimecl July 4, 1871. (Treaties and Conventions, 
1889, p. 478.) 
(Only the articles now in force are printed.) 
ARTICLES. 
I to XI, inclusive, relate to the Tribunal 
for arbitration of the Alabama 
Claims, and terminated by the ren-
dering of the award at Geneva, 
September 14, 1872, of $15,500,000 to 
the United States. 
XII to XVII, inclusive, provided for the 
reference of civil war claims against 
both Governments to a commission 
which met at Washington, Septem-
ber 26, 1871, and held its final meet-
ing September 25, 1873, awarding 
$1,929,819 gold to Great Britain. 
The claims of United States citizens 
against Great Britain were all dis-
allowed. 
XVIII to XXV, relating to the Fisheries, 
were terminated July 1, 1885, upon 
notice given in pursuance of a joint 
resolution of March 3, 1883 (U. S. 
Stats., Vol. 22, p. 641). Articles 
XXII to XXV, inclusive, provided 
for the appointment of a commission 
to ascertain the amount of compen-
sation to be awarded Great Britain 
for fishery privileges granted under 
Article XVIII. The commission 
met at Halifax, Nova Scotia, June 
15, 1877, and November 23, 1877, 
awarded to Great Britain 5,500,000 
in gold. 
XXVI. Navigation of St .. Lawrence, 
. Yukon,Porcupine,andStik-
ine rivers. 
XXVII. Reciprocal use of canals. · 
XXVIII. Navigation of Lake Mic•higan. 
XXIX. Transshipment of merchan-
dise. 
XXX. Reciprocal transportation in 
vessels. This article was 
terminated July 1, 1885, 
upon notice given by the 
United States. 
XXXI. Timber on river St. John. 
XXXII and XXXIII relate to the fish-
eries and were terminated 
,T uly 1, 1885. 
XXXIV to XLII provide for the arbitra-
tion by the Emperor of Ger-
many of the northwestern 
water boundary. (See p. 
255.) 
XLIII. Ratification. 
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of Ripon, Viscount Goderich, Baron Grantham, a Baronet, a Peer of 
the United Kingdom, Lord President of Her Majesty's Most Honour-
able Privy Council, Kn_ight of the Most Noble Order of the Garter, 
etc etc· the Right Honourable Sir Stafford Henry Northcote, Baro-
net, on~ of Her Majesty's Most Honourable Privy Council, a Member 
of Parliament, a Companion of the Most Honourable Order of the 
Bath, etc etc; Sir Edward Thornton, Knight Commander of the 
Most Honourable Order of the Bath, Her Majesty's Envoy Extraordi-
nary and Minister Plenipotentiary to the United States of America; 
Sir John Alexander Macdonald, Knight Commander of the Most Hon-
ourable Order of the Bath, a Member of Her Majesty's Privy Council 
for Canada, and Minister of Justice and Attorney General of Her 
Majesty's Dominion of Canada; and Mount.ague Bernard, Esquire, 
Chichele Professor of International Law in the University of Oxford. 
· And the said Plenipotentiaries, after having exchanged their full 
powers, which were found to be in due and proper form, have agreed 
to and concluded the following Articles: 
ARTICLES I TO XI. 
[These articles relate to Alabama claims arbitration.] 
ARTICLES XII TO XVII. 
[These articles relate to civil war claims commission.] 
I 
ARTICLES XVIII TO XXV. 
[These articles relate to fisheries. J 
ARTICLE XXVI. 
The navigation of the river St Lawrence, ascending and descend-
ing, from the forty-fifth parallel of north latitude, where it ceases to 
form the boundary between the two countries, from, to, and into the 
sea, shall forever remain free and open for t.he purpos·es of commerce 
to the citizens of the United States, subject to any laws and regulations 
of Great Britain, or of the Dominion of Canada, not inconsistent with 
such privilege of free navigation. 
'rhe navigation of the rivers Yukon, Porcupine, and Stikine, ascend-
ing a;nd descending, from, to, and into the sea, shall forever remain 
free and open for the purposes of commerce to the subjects of Her 
Britannic Majesty, and to the citizens of the United States, subject to 
any laws and regulations of either country within its own territory, 
not i;1consistent with such privilege of free navigation. 
ARTICLE XXVII. 
The Government of Iler Britannic Majesty engages to urge upon 
the Government of the Dominion of Canada to secure to the citizens 
of the United States the use of the Welland, St. Lawrence and other 
canals in the Dominion on terms of equality with the inh~bitants of 
the Dominion; and the Government of the United States engages that 
the _subjects of Her Britannic Majesty shall enjoy the use of the St. 
Clau Flats Canal on terms of equality with the inhabitants of the 
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United States, and further engages to urge upon the State Govern-
ments to secure to the subjects of Her Britannic Majesty the use of 
the several State canals connected with the navigation of the lakes or 
rivers traversed by or contiguous to the boundary line between the 
possessions of the I-Iigh Contracting Parties, on terms of equality 
with the inhabitants of the United States. 
ARTICLE XXVIIL 
The navigation of Lake Michigan shall also, for the term of years 
mentioned in Article XXXIII of this treaty, be free and open for the 
purposes of commerce to the subjects of Her Britannic Majesty, sub-
ject to any laws and regulations of the United States or of the States 
bordering thereon not inconsistent with such privilege of free navi-
gation. 
ARTICLE XXIX. 
It is agreed that for the term of years mentioned in Article XXXIII 
of this treaty, goods, wares, or merchandise arriving at the ports of 
New York, Boston, and Portland, and any other ports in the United 
States which have been or may from time to time be specially desig-
nated by the President of the United States, and destined for Her 
Britannic Majesty's possessions in North •America, may be entered at 
the proper custom-house and conveyed in transit, without the pay-
ment of duties, through the territory of the United States, under such 
rules, regulations, and conditions for the protection of the revenue 
as the Government of the United States may from time to time pre-
scribe; · and, under like rules, regulations, and conditions, goods, 
wares, or merchandise may be conveyed in transit, without the pay-
ment of duties, from such Possessions through the territory of the 
United States for export from the said ports of the United States. 
It is further agreed that for the like period goods, wares, or mer-
chandise arriving at any of the ports of Her Britannic Majesty's Pos-
sessions in North America and destined for the United States may be 
entered at the proper custom-house and conveyed in transit, without 
the payment of duties, through the said Possessions, under such rules 
and regulations, and conditions for the protection of the revenue, as 
the Governments of the said Possessions may from time to time pre-
scribe; and under like rule·, regulations, and conditions, goods, wares, 
O! merchanuise may be conveyed in transit, without payment of du-
ti s, from the United States through the said Possessions to-other 
p1ac_e in the United tates, or fo1· export from ports in the said Pos-
. 'lOn . 
ARTICLE XXX. 
[Thi. ' ai-ti 1 r latinO' to 1· ciprocal transpoi-tation in vessels termi-
nat d .Jul 1,1 5.] 
RTICLE XXXI. 
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tributaries, and floated down that river to the sea, when the same is 
shipped to the United States from the province of New Brunswick. 
And, in case any such export Jr other duty continues to be levied 
after the expiration of one year from the date of the exc_hange of the 
ratifications of this Treaty, it is agreed that the Government of the 
United States may suspend the right of carrying hereinbefore granted 
under Article XXX of this Treaty for such period as such export or 
other duty may be levied. 
ARTICLES XXXII AND XXXIII. 
[These articles relate to :fisheries and terminated July 1, 1885.] 
ARTICLES XXXIV TO XLII. 
[These articles relate to arbitration by the Emperor of Germany of 
northwestern water boundary, whose award follows this treaty.] 
ARTICLE XLIII. 
The present treaty .:;hall he duly ratified by the President of the 
United States of America, by and with the advice and consent of the 
Senate thereof, and by Her Britannic Majesty; and the ratifications 
shall be exchanged either at Washington or at London within six 
months from the date hereof, or earlier if possible. 
In faith whereof, we, the respective Plenipotentiaries, have signed 
this Treaty and have hereunto affixed our seals. 
Done in duplicate at Washington the Eighth day of May, in the 
year of our Lord om, thousand eight hundred and seventy one. 
[SEAL.] HAMILTON FISH 
[SEAL.]' ROBT. C. SCHENCK 
[SEAL.] SAMUEL NELSON 
[SEAL.] EBENEZER ROCKWOOD HOAR. 
[SEAL.] GEO. H. WILLIAMS 
[SEAL.] DE GREY & RIPON 
[SEAL.] STAFFORD H. NORTH COTE 
[SEAL.] EDW0 • THORNTON. 
[SEAL.] .JOHN A MACDONA'LD 
[SEAL.] MOUNTAGUE BERNARD 
AWARD OF THE EMPEROR OF GERMANY UNDER THE XXXIVTH ARTICLE OF THE 
TREATY OF MAY 8, 1871, GIVING THE ISLAND OF SAN JUAN TO THE UNI'l'ED 
STATES. 
[Translation.] 
We, William, by the grace of God, German Emperor, King of Prussia, &c., &c., &c. 
After examination of the Treaty conclude·d at Washington on the 6th 1 of May, 
1~71, bet:ween the G9vernment_s of Her B~itannic Majesty and of the United States 
of America, according to which the said Governments have submitted to Our 
Ar~itrament Jhe question at issue between them, whether the boundary-line 
~h1ch, accoramg to the Treaty _of Washington of June 15, 1846, after being ear-
ned westward along the forty-nm th parallel of northern latitude to the middle of 
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the channel which separates the continent from Vancouver's Island is thence to 
be dra"\\'Il southerly through the middle of the srud channel and of the Fuca 
Straits to the Pacific Ocean, should be drawn through the Rosario Channel as the 
Government of Her Britannic Majesty claims, or through the Haro Channel as the 
Government of the United States claims; to the end that We may finally and 
without appeal decide which of these claims is most in accordance with the true 
interpretation of the treaty of June 15, 1846. 
After hearing the report made to Us by the experts and jurists summoned by 
Us upon the contents of the interchanged memorials and their appendices-
Have decreed the following award: 
Most in accordance with the true interpretations of the Treaty concluded on 
the 15th of June, 1846, between the Governments of Her Britannic Majesty and of 
the United States of America, is the claim of the Government of the United States 
that the boundary-line between tbe territories of Her Britannic Majesty and the 
United States should be drawn through the Haro Channel. 
Authenticated by Our Autographic Signature and the impression of the imperial 
great seal. 
Given at Berlin, October the 21st, 1872. 
[SEAL.] WILLIAM. 
PROTOCOL OF A CONFERENCE AT WASHINGTON, MARCH 10, 1873, RESPECTING 
THE NORTHWEST WATER-BOUNDARY. 
Whereas it was provided by the First Article of the Treaty between the United 
States of America and Great Britain, signed at Washington on the 15th of June, 
1816, as follows: 
" ARTICLE L " 
"From the point of the 49th Parallel of North Latitude, where the Boundary 
"laid down in existing Treaties and Conventions between the United States and 
,; Great Britain terminates, the line qf Boundary between the territories of the 
"United States and those of Her Britannic Majesty shall be continued westw~rd 
'' along the said 49 th parallel of North Latitude, to the middle of the channel which 
"separates the continent from Vancouvers Island; and thence southerly through 
'' the middle of the said channel,and of Fuca's Straits, to the Pacific Ocean; provided, 
"however, that the navigation of the whole of the said channel and straits, south 
"of the 49 th parallel of North Latitude, r emain free and open to both parties." 
And whereas it was provided by the XXXIV,th Article of the Treaty between 
the United States of America and Great Britain, signed at Washington on the 
8th of May, 1871, as follows: 
"ARTICLE XXXIV." 
" Whereas it was stipulated by Article I of the Treaty concluded at W~shin~-
" ton, on the 15 th of June 1846, between the United States and Her Bntanmc 
"Majesty, that the line of boundary between the territories of the United States 
"and those of Her Britannic Majesty, from the point on the 49 th parallel of North 
' Latitude up to which it had already been ascertained, should be continued west-
" ward along the said parallel of North Latitude to the middle of the channel 
"which separates the continent from Vancouvers Island, and thence southerly, 
'' through the middle of the said channel and of Fuca Straits to the Pacific Ocean-
" and whereas the Commissioners appointed by the two High Contracting Parties 
'., to_ determine that portion of the Boundary which rnns southerly through the 
rmddle of the channel afor aid were unable to agTee upon the same; and whereas 
"th Government of H r Britannic Majesty claims that such boundary line should 
"under th t rms of the Tr aty above recited, be run thl'Ough the Rosario Straits, 
' and th overnm nt of the nited States claim that it should be run through 
' the aI?-al de Har , it i. ar· ed that th r pective claims of the Government of 
' , th :m d ta an~ . th Gov rnment of Her Britannic Majesty, shall be 
'nbrmtt d t _h arbitration and award of His Maje ty, the Emperor of Ger-
ma1,1y wh haV1ng r gard to the abov m ntioned Articl of the said Treaty, shall 
.. l ·u1 h r upon finally and without app al which of tho e claims is most in 
"a<·c·ordauc: - wi h. h' try. intei1)r tation f th~ tr aty of June 15th 1846." 
1d whc,r a.·. Hi· faJ t-y th Em1Pror of ermany has, by his award dated 
th 21 ~ of ctobcr 1 •l, clec1de<l that I Mit der richtigen Auslegung des zwischen 
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"den Regierungen Ihrer Britischen Majestat und der Vereinigten Staaten von 
"Amerika geschlossenen Vertrages de dato Washington den 15 Juni 1846, steht 
"der Auspruch der Regierl.Hlg der Vereinigten Staaten am meisten im Einklange, 
"dass die Grenzlinie zwischen den Gebieten Ihrer Britischen Majestat und den 
"Vereinigten Staaten durch den .Haro-Kanal gezogen -warde." 
The undersigned, Hamilton Fish, Secretary of State of the United States, and 
the Right Honourable Sir Edward Thornton, one of Her Majesty's Most Honour-
able Privy Counci1, Knight Commander of the Most Honourable Order of the 
Bath, Her Britannic Majesty's Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary 
to the United States of America, and Rear Admiral James Charles Prevost, Com-
missioner of Her Britannic Majesty in respect of the Boundary aforesaid, duly 
authorized by their respective Governments to trace out and mark on charts pre-
pared for that purpose, the line of Boundary in conformity with the award of His 
Majesty, the Emperor of Germany, and to complete the determination of so much 
of the Boundary line between the territory of the United States and the posses-
sions of Great Britain, as was left uncompleted by the commissioners heretofore 
appointed to carry into effect the First Article of the Treaty of 15th June 1846, 
have met together at Washington, and have traced out and marked the said Bound-
ary line on four charts, severally entitled-" North America, West Coast, Strait 
"of Juan de Fuca and the channels between the Continent and Vancouver Id, 
" showing the Boundary line between British and American Possessions, from the 
"Admiralty surveys by Captains H. Kellett R. N. 1847, and G. H. Richards R. N. 
"1858-1862" and having on examination agreed that the lines so traced out and 
marked on the respective charts are identical, they have severally signed the said 
charts on behalf of their respective Governments, two copies thereof to be retained 
by the Government of the United States, and two copies thereof to be retained by 
'the Government of Her Britannic Majesty, to serve with the "definition of the 
Boundary line," attached hereto, showing the general bearings of the line of 
Boundary as laid down on the charts, as a perpetual record of agreement between 
the two Governments in the matter of the line of Boundary between their respect-
ive dominions under the First Article of the Treaty concluded at Washington on 
the 15th of June 1846. 
In witness whereof, the undersigned have signed this Protocol and have here-
unto affixed their seals. 
Done in duplicate at Washington, this tenth day of March in the year 1873. 
HAMILTON FISH [SEAL.] 
EDW 0 • THORNTON. [SEAL.] 
JAMES C PREVOST. [SEAL.] 
DEFINITION OF THE BOUNDARY LINE. 
The Chart upon which the Boundary Line between the British and ·united 
States Possessions is laid down, is entitled" North America, West Coast, Strait 
"of Juan de Fuca and the channels between the Continent and Vancounr Id, 
"showing the Boundary line between British and American Possessions, from the 
"Admiralty surveys by Captains H. Kellett, R. N~ 1847, and G. H. Richards, R. N. 
"1858-1862." 
The Boundary line thus laid down on the chart is a Black line shaded Red on 
the side of the British possessions, and Blue on the side of the possessions of the 
United States. 
The Boundary line thus defined commences at the point on the 49th Parallel of 
North Latitude on the West side of Point Robarts which is marked by a stone 
monument, and the line is continued along the said Parallel to the middle of the 
channel which separates the continent from Vancouver Island, that is to say, to a 
point in Longitude 123° 19' 15" W, as shown in the said chart. 
· It then proceeds in a direction about S 50° E (true) for about fifteen geographical 
miles, when it curves to the Southward passing equidistant between- the West 
point of Patos Island and the East point of Saturna Island until the point midway 
on a line drawn between Turnpoint on Stewart Island and Fairfax point on 
Moresby Island bears S. 68° W. (true) distant ten miles then on a course south 
68° W (true) ten miles to the said point midway between Turnpoint on Stewart 
Island and Fairfax point on Moresby Island, thence on a course about South 
12° 30' East (true) for about eight and three-quarter miles to a point due east one 
mile from the northernmost Kelp Reef which Reef on the said chart is laid down · 
as in Latitude 48° 33' North and in longitude 123° 15' West, then its direction con-
tinues about S 20° 15' East, (true) six and one eighth miles to a point midway 
7468-17 
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between Sea Bird Point on Discovery Island and Pile Point on San Juan Island 
thence in a straight line S 45° E. (true) until it touches the North end of the 
middle Bank in between 13 and 18 fathoms of water; from this point the line 
takes a general S 28°. 30' W direction (true) for about ten miles when it reaches 
the center of the fairway of the Strait of Juan de Fuca, which by the chart is in 
the Latitude of 48° 17' north and longitude 123° 14' 40'' W. 
_ Thence the line runs in a direction S, 73° W (true) for twelve miles to a po~nt 
on a straight line drawn from the Light House on Race Island to Angelos Pomt 
midway between the same. . 
Thence the line runs through the center of the Strait of Juan de Fuca.first ma 
direction N. 80° 30' W, about 5¼ miles to a point equidistant on a straight line 
between Beechey Head on Vancouver Island and Tongue point on the shore.of 
Washington Territory, second in a direction N. 76° W, about 13½ miles to a pomt 
equidistant in a straight line between Sherringham Point on Vancouver lsh~,nd 
and Pillow Point on the shore of Washington Territory , third, in a direction 
N. 68° W, about 30¼ miles to the Pacific Ocean at a point equidistant between 
Bonilla point on Vancouver Island and Tatooch Island Light House on the 
American shore-the line between the points being nearly due North and South 
(true.) 
The ·courses and distances as given in the foregoing description are not assumed 
to be perfectly accurate-but are as nearly so as is supposed to be necessary to a 
practical definition of the line laid down on the chart and intended to be the 
Boundary line. 
1873. 
HAMILTON FISH 
EDWD. THORNTON 
JAMES C PREVOST. 
ADDITIONAL ARTICLE TO TREATY OF MAY 8, 1871, RESPECTING 
MEETING PLACES FOR THE COMMISSION UNDER ARTICLE XII. 
Concluded January 1~, 1873_; ratification advised by the Senate F~b-
ruary 14, 1873_; ratified by the President February 28, 1873_; ratifi-
cations exchanged April 10, 1873_; proclaimed April 15, 1873. 
(Treaties and Conventions, 1889, p. 494.) 
This article permitted the commission to hold its meetings at other 
places than Washington. 
1877. 
DECLARATION AFFORD! G RECIPROCAL PROTECTION TO TRADE-
MARKS. 
Concluded October 24, 1877 _; ratification advised by the Senate May 
22, _18781• ratified by the P_resident May 25, 1878_; no exchange of 
ratificatwns madeJ· proclaimed July 17, 1878. (Treaties and Con-
vention , 1889, p. 501.) 
Th 
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It is understood that any per~on who desires to obtain the aforesaid 
protection must fulfil the formalities required by the laws of the 
respective countries. 
In witness whereof the undersigned have signed the present decla-
ration, and have affixed thereto the seal of their arms. 
Done at London, the twenty fourth day of October 1877. 
[SEAL.] EDWARDS PIERREPONT 
[SEAL.] DERBY 
· 1889 . 
. EXTRADITION CONVENTION. 
Concluded July 12, 1889_; ratification advised by the Senate with 
amendments February 18, 1890_; ratified by the President February 
25, 1890_; ratifications exchanged March 11, 1890_; proclaimed March 
25, 1890. (U. S. Stats., Vol. 26, p. 1508.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. · Additional extraditable crimes. 
II. Political crimes. 
III. Prior offenses. 
IV. Delivery of articles seized. 
V. Crimes committed in other coun~ 
tries. 
VI. Procedure. 
VII. Escaped convicts. 
VIII. No prior effect. 
IX. Ratification; duration. 
Whereas by the '11enth Article of the Treaty concluded between the 
United States of America and Her Britannic Majesty on the ninth day 
of August, 1842, provision is made for the extradition of persons 
charged with certain crimes;1 · 
And Whereas it is now desired by the High Contracting :Parties that 
the provisions of the said Article should embrace certain crimes not 
therein specified, and should extend to fugitives convicted of the crimes 
specified.in the said Article and in this Convention; 
The said High Contracting Parties have appointed as their Pleni-
potentiaries to conclude a Convention for this purpose, that is to say: 
The President of the United States of America, James G.· Blaine, 
Secretary of State of the United States; 
And Her Majesty, the Queen of the United Kingdom of Great Britain 
and II-eland, Sir Julian Pauncefote, Knight Grand Cross of the Most 
Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint George, Knight Com-
mander of the Most Honorable Order of the Bath, and Envoy Extra-
ordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary of Her Britannic Majesty to 
the United States; 
Who, after having communicated to each other their respective full 
powers, found in good and due form, have agreed upon and concluded 
the following Articles: 
ARTICLE I. 
The provisions of the said Tenth Article are hereby made applicable 
to the following additional crimes: 
1. Manslaughter, when voluntary. 
1 See Article X, p.230. 
Federal cases: Bryant v. U.S., 167 U.S., 104; In re Breen, 75 Fed. Rep., 458; In 
re Bryant 80 Fed. Rep., 282. 
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2 . . Counterfeiting or altering money; uttering or bringing into cir-
culation counterfeit or altered money. 
3. Embezzlement; larceny; receiving any money, valuable security, 
or other property, knowing the same to have been embezzle~, stolen, 
or fraudulently obtained. 
4. Fraud by a bailee, banker, agent, factor, trustee, or director or 
member or officer of any company, made criminal by the laws of both 
countries. 
5. Perjury, or subornation of perjury. 
6. Rape; abduction; child-stealing; kidnapping. 
7. Burglary; house-breaking or shop-breaking. 
8. Piracy by the law of nations. 
9. Revolt, or conspiracy to revolt. by two or more persons on board 
a ship on the high seas, against the authority of the master; wrong-
fully sinking or destroying a vessel at sea, or attem·pting to _do so; 
assaults on board a ship on the high seas, with intent to do grievous 
bodily harm. 
· 10. Crimes and offenses again.st the laws of both countries for the 
suppression of slavery and slave-trading. 
Extradition is also to take place for participation in any of the 
crimes mentioned in this Convention or in the aforesaid Tenth Article, 
provided such participation be punishable by the laws of both countries. 
ARTICLE II. 
A fugitive criminal shall not be surrendered, if the offense in respect 
of which his surrender is demanded be one of a political character, or 
if he proves that the requisition for his · surrender has in fact been 
made with a view to try or punish him for an offense of a political . 
character. 
No person surrendered by either of the High Contracting Parties tu 
the other shall be triable or tried, or be punished for any political 
crime or offense, or for any act connected therewith, committed pre-
viously to his extradition. 
If any question shall arise as to whether a case comes within the 
provisions of this Article, the decision of the authorities of the gov-
ernrnent in whose jurisdiction the fugitive shall be at the time shall 
be final. 
ARTICLE III. 
o per ·on surrendered by or to either of the High Contracting Par-
ties hall be triable or be tried for any crime or offense, committed prior 
to hi extTadition, other than the offense for which he was surrendered, 
until he shall have had an opportunity of returning to the country 
from which h was sur;rendered. 
ARTICLE IV. 
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ARTICLE V. 
If the individual claimed by one of the two High Contracting Par-
ties, in pursuance of the present Convention, should also pe claimed 
by one or several other Powers on account of crimes or offenses com-
mitted within their respective jurisdictions, his extradition shall be 
granted to that state whose demand is first received. 
The provisions of this Article, and also of Articles II to IV, inclu-
sive, of the present Convention, shall apply to surrender for offenses 
specified in the aforesaid rrenth Article, as well as to surrender for 
offenses spe_cified in this Convention. · 
ARTICLE VI. 
The extradition of fugitives under the provisions of this Conven-
tion and of the said Tenth Article shall be carried out in the United 
States and in Her Majesty's dominions, respectively, in conformity 
with the laws regulating extradition for the time being in force in the 
surrendering State. 
ARTICLE VII. 
The provisions of the said Tenth Article and of this Convention 
shall apply to persons convicted of the crimes therein respectively 
named and specified, whose sentence therefor shall not have been 
executed. 
In case of a fugitive criminal alleged to have been convicted of the 
crime for which his surrender is asked, a copy of the record of the 
conviction and of the sentence of the court before which such convic-
tion took place, duly authenticated, shall be produced, together with 
the evidence proving that the prisoner is the person to whom such 
sentence refers. 
ARTICLE VIII. 
The present Convention shall not apply to any of the crimes herein 
specified which shall have been committed, or to any conviction which 
shall have been pronounced, prior to the date at which the Convention 
shall come into force. 
ARTICLE IX. 
This Convention shall be ratified, and the ratifications shall be 
exchanged at London as soon as possible. _ 
It shall come into force ten days after its publication, in conformity 
with the forms prescribed by the laws of the High Contracting Par-
ties, and shall continue in force until one or the other of the High 
Contracting Parties shall signify its wish to terminate it, and no 
longer. 
In witness whereof, the undersigned have signed the same and have 
affixed thereto their seals. 
Done in duplicate at the city of Washington, this twelfth day of 
July, 1889: 
[SEAL.] 
[SEAL.] 
JAMES G. BLAINE. 
JULIAN P AUNCEFOTE. 
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.' 1892. 
CONVENTION RELATING TO FUR-SEALS IN BEHRING SEA. 
Concluded February 29, 1892; ratification advised by the Senate 
March 29, 1892_; ratified by the President April 22, 1892_; ratifica-
tions exchanged llfay 7, 1892_; proclaimed May 9, 1892. (U. S. 
Stats., Vol. 27, p. 947.) 
By this convention of fifteen articles the questions "concerning 
the jurisdictional rights of the United States in the waters of Behrin~'s 
Sea, and concerning also the preservation of the fur-seal in, or habit-
ually resorting to, the said Sea, and the rights of the citizens and 
subjects of either. country as regards the taking of fur-seal in, or 
habitually resorting to, the said waters," were submitted to a tribunal 
of seven arbitrators, appointed, two by the President of the United 
States, two by Her Britannic Majesty, one by the President of the 
French Republic, one by the King of Italy, and one by the King of 
Sweden and Norway. It was provided by Article VI that . 
"In deciding the matters submitted to the Arbitrators, it 1s 
agreed that the following five points shall be submitted to them, 
in order that their award shall embrace a distinct decision upon 
each, of said five points, to wit: 
1. What exclusive jurisdiction in the sea known as the Beh-
ring's Sea, and what exclusive rights in the seal fisheries therein, 
did Russia assert and exercise prior and up to the time of the 
cession of Alaska to the United States? 
2. How far were these claims of jurisdiction as to the seal 
fisheries recognized and conceded by Great Britain? . 
3. Was the body of water now known as the Behring's Sea 
included in the phrase '' Pacific Ocean", as used in the Treaty ?f 
1825 between Great Britain and Russia; and what rights, if any, m 
the Behring's Sea were held and exclusively exercsied by Russia 
after said Treaty? 
4. Did not all the rights of Russia as to jurisdiction, and as 
to the seal fisheries in Behring's Sea east of the water boundary, in 
the Treaty between the United States and Russia of the 30th March, 
1867, pass unimpaired to the United States under that Treaty? 
5. Has the United States any right, and if so, what right of 
protection or property in the fur-seals frequenting the islands 
of the United States in Behring Sea when such seals are found 
outside the ordinary three-mile limit?" 
T:11,_ tribunal met at Paris, February 23, 1893, and delivered their 
decis10n August 15, 1893. The decision having been against the con-
t ntion of the nited States, a convention was concluded February 
, 1 06 ( p. 267), for the creation of a commission to assess the 
damag to b paid to the British claimants. 
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1892. · 
CONVENTION FOR THE RENEW AL OF THE EXISTING MODUS VIVENDI 
IN BEHRING SEA. 
Concluded April 18, 1892_; :atificatio:i advised by t_he S~nate April 19, 
1892J· ratified by the President April 22, 1892J· ratifications exchanged 
May 7, 1892J· proclaimed May 9, 1892. (U.S. Stats., Vol. 27, p. 952:) 
By this convention of seven articles both Governments prohibited 
the killing of fur seals by their respective citizens and subjects in the 
eastern part of Behring Sea during the pendency of the fur-seal 
arbitration. 
1892. 
TREATY FOR THE RECOVERY OF DESERTERS FROM MERCHANT 
VESSELS. 
Concluded June 3, 1892J· ratification advised by the Senate June 30, 
1892J· ratified by the President July 14, 1892J· ratifications exchanged 
August 1, 1892J· proclaimed August 1, 1892. (U. S. Stats., Vol. 27, 
p. 961.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Arrests of deserting seamen. 
II. Ratification. 
j III. Duration. 
Whereas the Governments of the United States of America and of 
Great Britain are desirous to make provision for the apprehension, 
recovery and restoration of persons who may desert from merchant 
vessels of their respective countries while in the ports of the other 
country, and to conclude a treaty for the above purpose, the High 
Contracting Parties have accordingly appointed as their Plenipoten-
tiaries to conclude the said treaty, that is to say: 
The President of the United States of America, James G. Blaine, 
Secretary of State of the United States; and _ 
I-far Majesty the Queen of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and 
Ireland, Sir Julian Pauncefote, G. C. M. G., K. C. B., Her Majesty's 
Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary to the United 
States; .-
Who, after having communicated to each other their respective 
full powers found in due and good form, have agreed upon the fol-
lowing articles. 
ARTICLE I. 
The Consuls Gfmeral, Consuls, Vice-Consuls and Consular Agents 
of either of the High Contracting Parties, residing in the dominions, 
possessions or colonies of the other, shall have power to require from 
the proper authorities the assistance provided by law for the appre-
hension, recovery and restoration of seamen who may desert from any 
ship belonging to a citizen or subject of their respective countries, 
while in the ports of the other country. If, however, auy such 
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deserter shall have committed · any crime · or offence in the country 
where he is found, his surrender or restoration may be delayed until 
the proper tribunal before which the case shall be pending or may be 
cognizable, shall have pronounced its sentence and the sentence shall 
have been carried into effect.- ·. 
It is understood that the preceding stipulations shall not apply to 
the citizens or subjects of the country where the desertion shall take 
place. 
ARTICLE II. 
The present Treaty shall be ratified and the ratifications shall be 
exchanged at Washington or at London without delay. 
ARTICLE Ill. 
The present Treaty shall come into operation at the expiration of 
thirty days from the date of the exchange of ratifications. It shall 
remain in force for five years after that date and thereafter until ter-
minated by a twelve months' notice to be given by either High Con-
tracting Party to the other. 
In faith whereof, we, the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed 
this Treaty and have hereunto affixed our Seals. 
Done in duplicate at Washington, this third day of June, one thou-
sand eight hundred and ninety-two. 
. JAMES G. BLAINE [SEAL.] 
JULIAN PAUNCEFOTE [SEAL.] 
1892. 
CONVENTION FOR DELIMITING BOUNDARIES NOT PERMANENTLY 
MARKED. 
· Concluded July 22, 1892.,· ratification advised by the Senate July 25, 
1892.,· ratified by the President July 29, 1892.,· ratifications exchanged 
August 23, 1892.,· proclaimed August 26, 1892. (U.S. Stats., Vol. 27, 
p. 955.) _ 
ARTICLES. 
I 
I. Commissions to survey Alaskan boundary. 
II. Commission to mark the boundary in Passamaquoddy Bay. 
III. Ratification. 
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Her Majesty the Queen of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and 
Ireland, The Honorable Michael H. Herbert, Charge d'Affaires ad 
interim of Great Britain, 
Who, after having communicated to each other their respective full 
powers, which were found to be in due and proper form, have agreed 
to and concluded the following Articles: 
ARTICLE I. 
The High Contracting Parties agree that a coincident or joint survey 
(as may be found in practice most convenient) shall be made of the 
territory adjacent to that part of the boundary line of the United States 
of America and the Dominion of Canada dividing the Territory of 
Alaska from the Province of British Columbia and the Northwest Ter-
ritory of Canada, from the latitude of 54 ° 40' North to the point where 
the said boundary line encounters the 14pt degree of longitude west-
ward from the meridian of Greenwich, by Commissions to be appointed 
severally by the High Contracting Parties, with a view to the ascer-
tainment of the facts and data necessary to the permanent delimita-
tion of said boundary line in accordance with the spirit and intent of 
the existing treaties in regard to it between Great Britain and Russia 
and between the United States and Russia. 
Application wiHbe made without delay to the respective legislative 
bodies for the appropriations necessary for the prosecution of the sur-
vey, and the Commissions to be appointed by the two governments 
shall meet at Ottawa within two months after said appropriation shall 
have been made, and shall proceed as soon as practicable there after 
to the active discharge of their duties. 
The respective Commissions shall complete the survey and submit 
their final reports thereof within two years from the date of their first 
meeting. 
The Commissions shall, so far as _they may be able to agree, make a 
joint report to each of the two governments, and they shall also report, 
either jointly or severally, to each government on any points upon 
which they may be unable to agree. 
Each government shall pay the expenses of the Commission ap-
pointed by it. 
Each government engages to facilitate in every possible way any 
operations which, in pursuance of the plan to be agreed upon by the 
Commissions, may be conducted within its territory by the Commis-
sion of-the other. 
The High Contracting Parties agree that, as soon as practicable after 
the report or reports of the Commissions shall have been received, 
they will proceed- to consider and establish the boundary line in 
question. 
ARTICLE II. 
The High Contracting Parties agree that the Governments of the 
United States and of Her Britannic Majesty in behalf of the Dominion 
o! Canada shall, with as lit~le delay as possible, appoint two Commis-
s10ners, one to be named by each party, to determine upon a method 
of more accurately marking the boundary line between the two coun-
tries in the waters of Passamaquoddy Bay in front of and adjacent to 
Eastport, in the State of Maine, and to place buoys or fix such other 
boundary marks as they may determine to be necessary. , 
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Each government shall pay th~ expenses of its own Commissioner, 
and cost of marking the boundary in such manner as shall be deter-
mined upon shall be defrayed by the High Qontracting Parties in 
equal moieties. 
ARTICLE Ill. 
The present Convention shall be duly r~tified by the President of 
the United States of America, by and with the advice and consent of 
the Senate thereof, and by Her Britannic Majesty; and the ratifica-
tions shall · be exchanged at Washington within twelve months from 
the date hereof, or earlier if possible. 
In faith whereof we, the respective Plenipotentiaries, have signed 
this Convention and have hereunto affixed our Reals. 
Done in duplicate at Washington the 22d day of July one thousand 
eight hundred ~nd ninety-two. 
JOHN W. FOSTER. [SEAL.] 
MICHAEL H HERBERT [SEAL.] 
1894_ 
CONVENTION EXTENDING THE TERMS OF THE ALASKAN BOUNDARY 
COMMISSIONS. 
Concluded _February 3, 1894.,· ratification advised by the Senate !eb-
ruary 12, 1894.,· ratified by the President February 15, 1894.,· ratifica-
tions exchanged March 28, 1894.,· proclaimed March 28, 1894. (U.S. 
Stats., Vol. XXVIII, p. 1200.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Term of commissions extended. I II. Ratification. 
The Governments of the United States of America and of Her Maj-
esty the Queen of° the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, 
being credibly advised that the labors of the Commission organized 
pur uant to the Convention which was concluded between the High 
Contracting Parties at Washington, July 22, 1892, providing for the 
delimitation of the existing boundary between the United States and 
Iler Maje ty's posses ions in North America in respect to such por-
tion of said boundary line as may not in fact have been permanently 
mark din virtue of treaties heretofore concluded, can not be accom-
pli h d within the period of two years from the first meeting of the 
Commi ion as fixed by that Convention, have deemed it expedient 
t n lud a upplementary convention extending the term for a 
furlh r p riod and for this _purpose have named as their respective 
pl ni t n iari : 
Th Pr id nt of he nited tate., vValter Q. Gresham, Secretary 
of ate of th ni d tat . , and 
II r aj t h u n of the nited Kingdom of Great Britain 
anl Ir l n IIi Ex 11 n y ir Julian Pauncefote, G. C. B., G. C. M. 
b a 1· ~x raordinary and Pl nipotentiary of Great Britain; 
o af . . r h vm ommunicat d to a h oth r their respective full 
P r:, h1 ·h w r f un l t be in due and proper form have agreed 
up n f 11 wing ar icle ' 
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ARTICLE I. 
The third paragraph of Article I of the Convention of Ju1y·22, 1892, 
states that the respective Commissions shall complete the survey and 
submit their final reports thereof within two years from the date of 
their first meeting. The Joint Commissioners held their first meeting 
November 28, 1892 ; hence the time allowed by that Convention expires 
November 28, 1894. Believing it impossible to complete the required 
work within the specified period, the two Governments hereby mutu-
.ally agree to extend. the time to December 31, 1895. 
ARTICLE II. 
The present Convention shall be duly ratified by the President of 
the United States of America, by and with the advice and consent of 
the Senate thereof, and by Her Britannic Majesty, and the ratifica-
tions shall be exchanged at Washington at the earliest practicable 
date. 
In faith whereof we, the respective Plenipotentiaries, have signed 
this Convention and have hereunto affixed our seals. 
Done in duplicate at Washington, the 3d day of F~bruary, one 
thousand eight hundred and ninety-four. 
[SEAL.] W. Q. GRESHAM 
[SEAL.] JULIAN PAUNCEFOTE 
1896. 
CLAIMS CONVENTION. 
Concluded February· 8, 1896_; ratification advised by the Senate with 
amendments April 15, 1896_; ratified· by the President April 23, 1896_; 
ratifications exchanged June 3, 1896_; proclaimed June 11, 1896. 
(U. S. Stats., Vol. 29, p. 844.) 
This convention provided for a commission to settle the claims pre-
sented by Great Britain for the losses sustained by the seizures of 
British vessels for fur sealing in the Bering Sea, under the provisions 
of the award of the Paris Tribunal of 1893. The two commissioners 
authorized by the convention held their first session at Victoria, 
British Columbia, November 25, 1896, and December 17, 1897, ren-
der~d aL. award of $473,151.26 against the United States. 
GREECE. 
1837. 
TREATY OF COMMERCE AND NAVIGATION. 
Concluded December 22, 1837 .,· ratification advised by the Sena~e Ma_rch 
26, 1838; ratified by the President April 12, 1838.,· ratifi.,catio_ns 
exchanged June 13, 1838.,· proclaimed August 30, 1838. (1reaties 
and Conventions, 1889, p. 502.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Freedom of commerce. 
II. Tonnage duties, etc. 
III. Imports. 
IV. Exports. 
V. Coasting trade. 
VI. Government purchases. 
VII. Navigation duties. 
VIII. No discriminating prohibitions. 
IX. Transit, bounties, and draw-
backs. 
X. Vessels entering without un-
loading. 
. XL Unloading part of cargo. 
XII. Consular officers and privileges. 
XIII. Deserters from ships. 
XIV. Shipwrecks. 
XV. Quarantine. 
XVI. Blockades. 
XVII. Duration. 
XVIII. Ratification. 
The United States of America and His. Majesty the King of ·Gre~ce, 
equally animated with the sincere desire of maintaining the relations 
of good understanding which have hitherto so happily subsisted 
between their respective States, of extending also and consolidatin_g 
the commercial intercourse between them; and convinced that th~s 
object cannot better be accomplished than by adopting the system of 
an entire freedom of Navigation, and a perfect reciprocity, hased 
upon principles o{ equity equally beneficial to both countries; Haye, 
in consequence, agreed to enter into negotiations for the conclusion 
of a 'lreaty of Commerce and Navigation, and for that purpose have 
appointed Plenipotentiaries; The President of the United States of 
America, Andrew Stevenson, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Pleni-
potentiary of the United States, near the Court of Her Britannic 
Majesty, and His Majesty the King of Greece, Spiridion Tdcoupi 
Councillor of State on Special Service, his Envoy Extraordinary, and 
Mini t r Plenipotentiary near the same Court, Grand Commander of 
the Royal Order of the aviour, Grand Cross of the American Order 
of I abella th Catholic, Who, after having exchanged their full 
pow_ r,•, found in g od and due form, have agreed upon the following 
Art1cl.: 
ARTICLE I. 
, ve els, and cargoes, 
Territories of the 
i p rmitt d. 'They shall be at 
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liberty to sojourn and reside in all parts whatsoever of said terri-
tories; to rent and occupy houses and warehouses for their commerce, 
and they shall enjoy, generally, the most entire security and protection 
in their Mercantile Transactions, on conditions of their submitting to 
the Laws and Ordinances of the Respective Countries. 
ARTICLE II. 
Greek vessels arr1vmg either laden or in ballast, into the Ports 
of the United States of America, from whatever place they may 
come, shall be treated on their entrance, during their stay, and at 
their departure upon the same footing as National Vessels coming 
from the same place, with respect to the duties of tonnage, light 
houses, pilotage, and port charges, as well as to the perquisites of 
Public Officers, and all other duties or charges of whatever kind or 
denomination, levied in the name, or to the profit of th~ Government, 
the Local Authorities, or of any Private Establishment whatsoever. 
And, reciprocally, the Vessels of the United States of America 
arriving either laden, or in ballast, into the Ports of the Kingdom of 
Greece, from whatever place they may come, shall be treated on their 
entrance, during their stay, and at their departure upon the same 
footing as National Vessels coming from the same place, with respect 
to the duties of tonnage, light-houses, pilotage, and port charges, as 
well as to the perquisites of Public Officers; and all other duties or 
charges, of whatever kind or denomination, levied in the name, or to 
the profit of the Government, the Local Authorities, or of any Pri-
- vate Establishments whatsoever · 
ARTICLE III. 
All that may be lawfully imported into the. United States of Amer-
ica, in Vessels of the said States, may also be thereinto imported in 
Greek Vessels, from whatever place they may come, without paying 
other or higher duties or charges, of whatever kind or denomination, 
levied in the name or to the profit of the Government, the Local 
Authorities, or of any Private Establishments whatsoever, than if 
imported in National Vessels. 
And, reciprocally, all that may be lawfully imported into the King-
dom of Greece, in Greek Vessels, may also be thereinto imported, in 
Vessels of the Uni~ed States of America, from whatever place they 
may come, without paying other or higher duties or charges, of what-
ever kind ar denomination, levied in the name, or to the profit of the 
Government, the Local Authorities, or of any Private Establishments 
whatsoever, than if imported in National Vessels. 
ARTICLE IV. 
All that may be lawfully exported from tb0 United States of Amer-
ica, in Vessels of the said States, may also be exported therefrom in 
Greek Vessels, without paying other or higher duties or charges of 
whatever kind or denomination, levied in the name or to the profit of 
the Government, the Local Authorities, or of any Private Establish-
ments whatsoever, than if exported in National Vessels. 
And, reciprocally, all that may be lawfully exported from the King-
dom of Greece, in Greek Vessels, may also be exported therefrom in 
Vessels of the United States of America, without paying other or 
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higher duties or charges, of whatever kind or denomination, levied 
in the name, or to the profit of the Government, the Local Authori-
ties, or of any Private Establishments whatsoever, than if exported 
in National Vessels. 
ARTICLE V. 
It is expressly understood that the foregoing second, third, and 
fourth Articles are not applicable to the Coast-wise Navigation from 
one Port of the United States of America to another Port of the said 
States; nor to the navigation from one port of the Kingdom of Greece 
to another port of the said Kingdom, which navigation each of the two 
High Contracting Parties reserves to itself. 
ARTICLE VI. 
Each of the two High Contracting Parties engages not to grant, in 
its purchases, or in those which might be made by Companies or 
Agents acting in its name, or under its authority, any preference to 
importations made in its own vessels, or in those of a third Power, 
over those made in the vessels of the other Contracting Party. 
ARTICLE VII. 
The two High Contracting Parties engage not to impose upon the 
Navigation between their respective Territories, in the vessels of 
either, any tonnage or other duties of any kind or denomination, 
which shall be higher or other than those which shall be imposed on 
every other Navigation, except that which they have rnserved to 
themselves respectively by the fifth Article of the present Treaty. 
ARTICLE VIII. 
There shall not be established in the United States of America, 
upon the products of the soil or industry of the Kingdom of Greece, 
any prohibition or restriction of importation or exportation, nor any 
duties of any kind or denomination whatsoever, unlei$S such prohibi-
tions, restrictions, and duties shall likewise be established upon 
articles of like nature, the growth of any other Country; 
And, reciprocally, there shall not be established in the Kingdom 
of Greece on the product of the soil or industry of the United States 
of America, any prohibition or restriction of importation or exporta-
ion, nor any duties of any kind or denomination whatsoever, unless 
·u ·h r,r hibi ion , r striction , and duties be likewise established 
upon article of like nature, th growt1?- of any other Country. 
RTICLE IX. 
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ARTICLE X. 
The Citizens or Subjects of one of the High Contracting Parties, 
arriving with their Vessels on the Coasts belonging to the other, but 
not wishing to enter the Port, or after having entered therein, not 
wishing to unload any part of their cargo, shall be at liberty to depart 
and continue their voyage without paying any other duties, imposts, 
or charges whatsoever, for the vessel and cargo, than those of pilot-
age, wharfage, and for the support of Light-houses, when such duties 
shall be levied on National Vessels in similar cases. It is understood, 
however, that they shall always conform to such regulations and 
ordinances concerning navigation, and the places and ports which 
they may enter, as are, or shall be, in force with regard to National 
Vessels, and that the custom house officers shall be pe_rmitted to visit 
them, to remain on board, and to take all such precautions as may 
be necessary to prevent all unlawful Commerce, as long as the Ves-
sels shall remain within the limits of their Jurisdiction. 
ARTICLE XL 
It is further agreed that the Vessels of one of the High Contracting 
Parties, having entered into the ports of the other, will be permitted 
to confine themselves to unloading such part only of their cargoes as 
the Captain or owner may wish, and that they may freely depart with 
the remainder, without paying any duties, imposts, or charges what-
soever, except for that part which shall have been landed, and which 
shall be marked upon, and erased from, the manifest exhibiting the 
enumeration of the articles with which the vessel was laden, which 
manifest shall be presented entire at the Custom House of the place 
where the vessel shall have entered. Nothing shall be paid on that 
part of the cargo which the vessel shall carry away, and with which 
it may continue its voyage, to one or several other ports of the same 
Country, there to dispose of the remainder of its cargo, if composed of 
articles whose importation is permitted, on paying the duties charge-
able upon it; or it may proceed to any other Country. It is under-
stood, however, that all duties, imposts, or charges whatsoever, which 
are or may become chargeable upon the vessels themselves, must be 
paid at the first port where they shall break bulk, or unlade part of 
their cargoes; but that no duties, imposts, or charges, of the same 
descriptibn shall be demanded anew in the ports of the same Country, 
which such vessels might, afterwards wish to enter, unless National 
Vessels be in similar cases, subject to some ulterior duties. 
ARTICLE XII. 
Each of the High Contracting Parties grants to the other the privilege 
of appointing in its commercial ports and places, Consuls, Vice Con-
suls, and Commercial Agents, who shall enjoy the full protection and 
receive every assistance necessary for the due exercise of their :func-
tions; .. But _it is expressly declared that in case of illegal or improper 
conduct, with respect to the laws or government of the Country in 
which said Consuls, Vice Consuls, or Commercial Agents shall reside, 
they may be prosecuted and punished conformably to the laws, and 
deprived of the exercise of their·functions by the offended Government, 
which shall acquaint the other with its motives for having thus acted; 
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it being understood, however, that the archives and documents rela-
tive to the affairs of the Consulate shall be exempt from all search; 
and shall be carefully preserved under the seals of the Consuls, Vice 
Consuls, or Commercial Agents, and of the authority of the place 
where they may reside. . -
The Consuls, Vice Consuls, or Commercial Agents, or the persons 
duly authorized to supply their places, shall have the right as su~h, 
to sit as Judges and Arbitrators in such differences as may ai:1se 
between the Captains and Crews of the vessels belonging to the N at10n 
whose interests are committed to their charge, without the interference 
of the Local Authorities, unless the conduct of the Crews, or of the 
Captain, should disturb the order or tranquillity of the country, or t_he 
said Consuls, Vice Consuls, or Commercial Agents should reqmre 
their assistance to cause their decisions to be carried into effect or 
supported It is, however, understood, that this species of judg~~nt 
or arbitration shall not deprive the contending parties of the rig~t 
they have to resort on their return to the· judicial authority of their 
Country. 
ARTICLE XIII. 
The said Consuls, Vice Consuls, or Commercial Agents are author-
ized to require the assistance of the Local Authorities for the arrest, 
detention, and imprisonment of the Deserters from the ships of War 
and Merchant Vessels of their Country; and for this purpose, they 
shall apply to the competent Tribunals Judges, and Offi~ers, and shall 
in writing demand said Deserters, proving by the exhibition of t?e 
registers of the vessels, the rolls of the Crews, or by other Official 
Documents that such Individuals formed part of the Crews;-and on 
this reclapiation ·being thus substantiated, the surrender shall not be 
refused. 
Such Deserters, when arrested, shall be placed at the disposal of the 
said Consuls, Vice Consuls, or Commercial Agents,-and may be D~n-
fined in the Public Prisons at the request and cost of those who claim 
them, in order to he sent to the vessels to which they belonged, or to 
others of the same country.-But if not sent back within the space of 
two months, reckoning from the day of their arrest, they shall be set 
at liberty, and shall not be again arrested for the same cause. 
It is understood, however, that if the deserter should be found to 
have committed any crime or offence, his surrender may be delayed, 
until the Tribunal before which the case shall be depending, shall 
have pronounced its sentence, and such sentence shall have been car-
ried into effect. 
ART-ICLE XIV. 
el of one of the High Contracting Parties shall have 
hipwr eked, or shall have suffer d any other dam-
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acceptance of their services, except in the same cases and after the 
same delays as shall be granted to the captains and crews of national 
vessels. Moreover, the respective Governments will take care that 
these companies do not commit any vexatious or arbitrary acts. 
ARTICJ;,E XV. 
It is agreed that vessels arriving directly from the United States 
of America, at a port within the dominions of His Majesty The King 
of Greece, or from the Kingdom of Greece at a port of the United 
States of America, and provided with a bill of Health granted by an 
Officer having competent power to that effect, at the port whence such 
vessel shall have sailed, setting forth that no malignant or contagious 
diseases prevailed in that port, shall be subjected to no other Quaran-
tine than such as may be necessary for the visit of the Health Officer 
of the Port where such vessels shall have arrived, after which said 
vessels shall be allowed immediately to enter, and unload their car-
goes-Provided always that there shall be on board no person who 
during the voyage, shall have been attacked with any malignant or 
contagious Diseases; that such vessels shall not, during their passage, 
have communicated with any vessel liable itself, to undergo a quar-
antine, and thatthecountrywhencethey cameshallnot, at that time, be 
so far infected or suspected, that, before their arrival an ordinance had 
been issued, in consequence of which all vessels coming from that 
Country should be considered as suspected, and consequently subject 
to Quarantine. 
ARTICLE XVI. 
Considering the remoteness of the respective Countries of the two 
High Contracting Parties, and the uncertainty resulting therefrom, 
with respect to the various events which may take place; It is agreed 
that a merchant-vessel belonging to either of them, which may be 
bound to a Port supposed at the time of its departure to be blockaded, 
shall not, however, be captured or condemned for having attempted 
a first time to enter said port, unless it can be proved that said vessel ' 
could and ought to have learned during its voyage that the blockade 
of the place in question still continued-But all Vessels which after 
having been warned off once, shall, during the same voyage attempt 
a second time to enter the same blockaded port, during the continu-
ance of said Blockade, shall then subject themselves to be detained 
and condemned. 
ARTICLE XVII. 
The present Treaty shall continue in force for ten years, counting 
from the day of the exchange of the ratifications; and if before the 
expi~ation of the first nine years, neither of the High Contracting 
Parties shall have announced by an Official Notification to the other 
it~ i~tention to arrest the operation of said Treaty, it shall remain 
~mdmg for one year beyond that time, and so on, until the expira-
t10n of the twelve months which will follow a similar Notification, 
whatever the time at which it may take place. 
7468-18 
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ARTICLE XVIII. 
The present Treaty shall be ratified by the President of the United 
States of America, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, 
and by His Majesty The King of Greece, and the ratific~tions to be 
exchanged at tondon within the space of twelve months from the 
signature, or sooner if possible. 
In faith whereof the respective Plenipotentiaries of the High Con-
tracting Parties have signed the present treaty, both in English and 
French, and have affixed thereto their seals. 
Done in duplicatt at London, the twen:~~!~cond of December in the year 
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and thirty seven. 
[SEAL.] · A. STEVENSON 
[SEAL.] - . S TRICOUPI 
-
GUATEMALA. 
1849. 
TREATY OF PEACE, FRIENDSHIP, COMMERCE, AND _ NAVIGATION. 
• Concluded March 3, 1849J· ratification advised by the Senate Septem-
ber 24, 1850J· time for exchange of ratifications extended by the Sen-
ate September 27, 1850, and again June 7, 1852J· ratified by the 
President November 14, 1850J· ratifications exchanged May 13, 1852J· 
proclaimed July 28, 1852. (Treaties and Conventions, 1889, p. 508.) 
This treaty of thirty-three articles was terminated by notice Novem-
. ber 4, 1874. 
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HAITI. 
1864. 
TREATY OF AMITY, COMMERCE AND NAVIGATION, AND EXTRADITION. 
Concluded November 3, 1864.,· ratification advised by the Senate Jan-
. uary 17, 1865.,· ratified by the President May 18, 1865.,· ratifications 
exchanged May 22, 1865.,· proclaimed July 6, 1865. (Treaties and 
Conventions, 1889, p. 551.) 
ARTICLES . . 
I. Amity. 
II. Most favorved nation treat-
ment. 
III. Immunity in case of war. 
IV. Confiscations prohibited. 
V. Petsonal exemptions of citizens. 
VI. Trade privileges. 
VII. Privacy of books and papers. 
VIII. Religious freedom. 
IX. Disposal of personal property. 
X. Imports. 
XI. Exports. 
XII. Coasting trade. 
XIII. Equality of duties and prohibi-
tions. 
XIV. Discriminating duties. 
XV. Rights of asylum. 
XVI. Shipwrecks. 
XVII. Neutrality of vessels. 
XVIII. Blockades. 
XIX. Free ships, free goods. 
XX. Contraband articles. 
XXI. Goods not contraband. 
XXII. Merchant ships. 
XXIII. Papers of neutral vessels. 
XXIV. Right of search. 
XXV. Ships under convoy. 
XXVI. Captures. 
XXVII. Care of property captured. 
XXVIII. Prize courts. 
XXIX. Entry of captured vessels .. 
XXX. Restriction on foreign pri-
vateers. 
XXXI. Letters of marque forbid-
den. 
XXXII. Diplomatic privileges. 
XXXIII. Consular service. 
XXXIV. Exequaturs. 
XXXV. Consular privileges. 
XXXVI. Deserters from ships. 
XXXVII. Consular convention to be 
concluded. 
XXXVIII. Extradition of fugitives 
from justice. 
XXXIX. Extraditable crimes. 
XL. Surrender; expenses. 
XLI. Political offenses. 
XLII. Duration. 
XLIII. Ratification. 
The United States of America and the Republic of Hayti, desiring 
to make la ting and firm the friendship and good understanding 
which happily prevail between both nations, and to place their com-
mercial relations upon the most liberal basis, have resolved to fix, in 
a manner cl ar, di tinct, and po itive, the rules which shall, in future, 
b r ligion ly ob erved between the one and the other, by means of a 
r aty f mity, Commerce, and Navigation, and for the Extradition 
f Fugitiv riminal . 
For hi purpo th y hav appointed a their Plenipotentiaries, to 
wit: 1:1 . Pr ident of the nited State , Benjamin F. Whidden, 
mm1 1 n r and on ul Gen ral of the United States to the Re-
pu bli f Ila i; and th Pr ident of Hayti, Boyer Bazelais, Chef 
l " ·adr n, hi id d camp and ecretary, who, after a reciprocal 
<· mmnni ·a i n f h ir r p iv full power. , found in due and 
pr p r for , ha agr d to h following articles: 
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ART. 1. 
There shall be a perfect, firm, and inviolable peace and sincere 
friendship between the United States of America and the Republic 
of Hayti, in all the extent of their possessions and territories, and 
between their people and citizens, respectively, without distinction of 
persons or places. 
ART. 2. 
The United States of America and the Republic of Hayti, desiring 
to live in peace and harmony with all the other nations of the earth, 
by means of a policy frank and equally friendly with all, agree that 
any favor, exemption, privilege, or immunity whatever, in matters of 
commerce or navigation, which either of them has granted or may 
hereafter grant, to the citizens or subjects of any other government, 
nation, or state, shall extend in identity of cases and circumstances, 
to the citizens of the other contracting party; gratuitously, if the 
concession in favor of that other government, nation, or state shall 
have been gratuitous; or, in return for an equivalent compensation, 
if the concession shall have been conditional. 
ART. 3. 
If by any fatality, (which cannot be expected, and which God forbid) 
the two nations shall become involved in war, one with the other, the 
term of six months after the declaration thereof shall be allowed to 
the merchants and other citizens and inhabitants respectively, on each 
side, dur'ing which time they shall be at liberty to withdraw them-
selves, with their effects and movables, which they shall have the 
right to carry away, send away, or sell, as they please, without the 
least obstruction; nor shall their effects, much less their persons, be 
seized during such term of six months; which immunity is not in any · 
way to be construed to prevent the execution of any existing civil or 
commercial engagements; on the contrary, passports shall be valid 
for a term necessary for their return, and shall be given to them for 
their vessels and their effects which they may wish to carry with them 
or send away, and such passports shall be a safe conduct against the 
insults and captures which privateers may attempt against their 
persons and effects. 
ART. 4. 
Neither the money, debts, shares in the public funds or in banks, 
or any other property of either party, shall ever, in the event of war 
or national difference, be sequestered or confiscated. 
ART. 5. 
The_ citiz~ns of ea~h of the high contracting parties, residing or 
established m the terntory of the other, sha11 be exempt from all com-
pulsory military duty by sea or by land, and from all forced loans or 
military exactions or requisitions; nor shall they be compelled to pay 
any contributions whatever higher or other than those that are or 
may be paid by native citizens. 
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ART. 6. 
The citizens of each of the contracting parties shall be permitted to 
enter, sojourn, settle, and reside in all parts of the territor ies of the · 
· other, engage in business, hire and occupy warehouses, provided they 
submit to the laws, as well general as special, relative to the rigtts of 
travelling, residing, or trading. While they conform to the laws and 
regulations in force, they shall be at liberty to manage themselves -
their own business, subject to the jurisdiction of either party respec-
tively, as well as in respect to the consignment and sale of their 
goods as with respect to the loading, unloading, and sending off their 
vessels. They may also employ such agents or brokers as they may 
deem proper; it being distinctly understood that they are subject also 
to the same laws. The citizens of the contracting parties shall have 
free access to the tribunals of justice, in all cases to which they may 
be a party, on the same terms which are granted by the laws and 
usage of the country to -native citizens, furnishing security in the 
cases required; for which purpose they may employ in the defence of 
their interests and rights such advocates, solicitors, attorneys, and 
other agents as they may think proper, agreeably to the laws and 
usage of the country. 
ART. 7. 
There shall be no examination or inspecti•-n of the books, papers, or 
accounts of the citizens of either country residing within the juris-
diction of the other without the legal ordet of a competent tribunal or 
judge. . 
ART. 8. 
The citizens of each of the high contracting parties, residing within 
the territory of the other, shall enjoy full liberty of conscience. They 
shall not be disturbed or molested on account of their .religious opin-
ions or worship, provided they respect the laws and established cus-
toms of the country. And the bodies of the citizens of the one who 
may die in the territory of the other shall be interred in the public 
cemeteries, or in other decent places of burial, which shall be pro-
tected from all violation or insult by the local authorities. 
ART. 9. 
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ART. 10. 
The high contracting parties hereby agre8 that whatever kind of 
produce, manufactures, or merchandise of any foreign country can 
be, from time to time, lawfully imported into the United States in 
their own vessels, may also be imported in the vessels of the Republic 
of Hayti, and no higher or other duties upon the tonnage ·or cargo of 
the vessels shall be levied or collected than shall be levied or collected 
of the vessels of the most favored nation. 
And reciprocally whatever kind of produce, manufactures, or mer-
chandise of ariy foreign country can be, from time to time, lawfully 
imported into Hayti in her own vessels, may be also imported in the 
vessels of the United States, and no higher or other duties upon the-
tonnage or cargo of the vessels sha}J be levied or collected, than shall 
be lev1ed or collected of the vessels of the most favored nation. 
ART. 11. 
It js also hereby agreed that whatever may be lawfully exported or 
re-exported from the one country in its own vessels, to any foreign 
country, may in like manner be exported or re-exported in vessels of 
the other; and the same duties, bounties, anu drawbacks shall be col-
lected and allowed as are collected of and allowed to the most favored 
nation. 
It is also understood that the foregoing principles shall apply whether 
the vessels shall have cleared directly from the ports of the nation to 
which they appertain, or from the ports of any other nation. 
ART. 12. 
The provisions of this treaty are not to be understood as applying 
to the coasting trade of the contracting parties, which is respectively 
reserved by each exclusively, to be regulated by its own laws. 
ART. 13. 
No higher or other duties shall ·be imposed on the importation into 
the United States of any article tb.e growth, produce, or manufacture 
of Hayti or her fisheries; and no higher or other _duties shall be 
imposed on the importation into Hayti of any article the growth, prod-
uce, or manufacture of the United States or their fisheries, than are 
or shall be payable on the like articles the growth, produce, or manu-
facture of any other foreign country or its fisheries. 
No other or higher duties ·or charges shall be imposed in the United 
States on the exportation of any article to Hayti, nor in Hayti on the 
exportation of any article to the United States, than such as are or 
shall be payable on the exportation of the like articles to any foreign 
country. 
No prohibition shall be imposed on the importation of any article 
the growth, produce, or manufacture of the United States or their 
fisheries, or of Hayti and her fisheries, from or to the ports of the 
United States or Hayti, which shall not equally extend to any other 
foreign country. · , 
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ART. 14. 
It is hereby agreed that if either of the high contracting parties 
should hereafter impose discriminating duties upon the products of 
any other nation, the other party shall be at liberty to determine the 
origin of its own products intended to enter the country by which the 
discriminating duties are imposed. 
ART. 15. 
Whenever the citizens of either of the contracting parties shall be 
forced to seek refuge or asylum in the rivers, ports, or dominions of 
the other with their vessels, whether merchant or war, through stress 
of weather, pursuit of pirates or enemies, or want of prnvisi?ns or 
water, they shall be received and treated with humanity, givmg_ to 
them all favor and protection for repairing their vessels and placmg 
themselves in a condition to continue their voyage without obstacle 
or hindrance of any kind. . 
And the provisions of this article shall apply to privateers or priv~te 
vessels of war as well as public, until the two high contracting parties 
may relinquish that mode of warf11,re, in consideration of the general 
relinquishment of the right of capture of private property upon the 
high seas. 
ART. 16. 
When any vessel of either party shall be wrecked, stranded, or 
otherwise damaged on the coasts or within the jurisdiction of the 
other, their respective citizens' shall receive, as well for themselves 
as for their vessels and effects, the same assistance which would be 
due to the inhabitants of the country where the accident happened; 
and they shall be liable to pay the same charges and dues of salvage 
as the said inhabitants would be liable to pay in like cases. . 
If the repairs which a stranded vessel may require shall render it 
necessary that the whole or any part of her cargo should be unloaded, . 
no duties of custom, cha1·ges, or fees on such cargo as may be carried 
away shall be paid, except such as are payable in like cases by 
national vessels. 
ART. i7. 
It, hall be lawful for the citizens of either Republic to sail with their 
ship and merchandise ( contraband goods excepted) with all manner 
of lib rty and security, no distinction being made who are the pro-
p1·i tor of the merchandi e laden thereon, from any port to the places 
of tho. who now are, or hereafter shall be, at enmity with either of 
th contTa ·ting partie . 
I ,·hall lik wi, e be lawful for the citizens aforesaid to sail with their 
hip. · and m r handi ,• b for -mentioned, and to trad with the same 
lib r and, · ·uri y, not only from ports anl place, of those who are 
<'n mie: f h th or ith r party, to ports of the other, and to neutral 
pla(• ,. _lm al o from on pla •eh longing to an enemy to another place 
h lon~m~ to an n m: whether th(•y h under th juri. cli •tion of on 
or ·. eventl Pow ·r ·, mle:.· ,u ·h port or place~ are blockaded, besieged 
r 111v, ·t • . , 
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ART. 18. 
And whereas it frequently happens that vessels sail for a port or 
place belonging to an enemy without knowing that the same is eithe.i 
· besieged, blockaded, or invested, it is hereby agreed by the high con-
tracting parties that every vessel so circumstanced may be turned 
away from such port or place, but she shall not be detained, nor any 
part of her cargo, if not contraband, be confiscated, unless, after 
notice of such blockade or investment, she shall again attempt to 
enter; but she shall be permitted to go to any other port or place she 
shall think proper; provided the same be not blockaded, besieged, or 
invested. Nor shall any vessel of either of the parties that may have 
entered into such port or place before the same was actually besieged, 
blockaded, or invested by the other, be restrained from quitting such 
place with her cargo, nor if found therein after the reduction and 
· surrender of such place shall such vessel or her cargo be liable to con-
fiscation, but they shall be restored to the owners thereof. 
· ART. 19. 
The two high contracting parties recognize as permanent and immu-
table the following principles, to wit: 
ist. That free ships make free goods; that is to say, that the effects 
or goods belonging to subjects or citizens of a Power or State at war 
are free from capture or confiscation when found on board neutral 
vessels, with the exception of articles contraband of war. 
2nd• That the property of neutrals on board of an enemy's vessel is 
not subject to confiscation, unless the i-:ame be contraband of war. 
The like neutrality shall be extended to persons who are on board 
a neutral ship, with this effect, that although they may be enemies of 
both, or either party, they are not to be taken out of that ship unless 
they are officers or soldiers, and in the actual service of the enemy. 
The contracting parties engage to apply these principles to the. com-
merce and navigation of all such Powers and States as shall consent 
to adopt them as permanent and immutable. 
ART. 20. 
r:rhe liberty of navigation and commerce shall extend to all kip.ds 
of merchandise, excepting those only which are distinguished by the 
name of contraband of war; and under this name shall be compre= 
hended- • 
1. Cannons, mortars, howitzers, swivels, blunderbusses, muskets, 
fusees, rifles, carbines, pistols, pikes, swords, sabres, lances, spears, 
halberds, grenades, bombs, powder, matches, balls, and everything· 
belonging to the use of arms. 
2. Bucklers, helmets; breastplates, coats-of-mail, accoutrements, 
and clothes made up in military form, and for military use. 
3. Cavalry belts, and horses, with their harness. 
4. And generally, all offensive or defensive arms made of iron, steel, 
brass, copper, or of any other material prepared and formed to make 
wai- by land or at sea. 
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ART. 21 
All other merchandises and things not comprehended in the articles 
of contraband explicitly enumerated and classified as above shall be 
held an.d considered as free, and subjects of free and lawf~l com-
merce, so that they be carried and transported in the freest manner 
by the citizens of both the contracting parties, even to places belong-
ing to an enemy, excepting only those places which are at the time 
besieged or blockaded. 
ART. 22. 
-In time of war the merchant ships belonging to the citizens of either 
of the contracting parties which shall be bound to a port of the enemy 
of one of the parties, and concerning whose voyage and _the articles of 
their cargo there may be just grounds of suspicion, shall be obliged 
to exhibit not only their passports but likewise their certificates, _ 
showing that their goods are not of the quality of those specified as 
contraband in this treaty. · 
ART. 23 
To avoid all kind of vexation and abuse in the examination of the 
papers relating to the ownership of the vessels belonging to the citi-
zens of the contracting parties, it is hereby agreed, that when one 
party shall be engaged in war and the other party shall be neutral, 
the vessels of the neutral party shall be furnished with passports, 
that it may appear thereby that they really belong to citizens of the 
neutral party. These passports shall be valid for any number of 
voyages, but shall be renewed every year. 
If the vessels are laden, in addition to the passports above named, 
they shall be provided with certificates, in due form, made out by the 
officers of the place whence they sailed, so that it may be known 
whether they carry any contraband goods. And if it shall not appear 
from the said certificates that there are contraband goods on board, the 
v_essels shall be permitted to proceed on their voyage. If it shall appear 
from the certificates that there are contraband goods on board any such 
vessel, and the commander of the same shall offer to deliver them up, 
that offer shall be accepted, and a receipt for the same shall be given, 
and the vessel shall be at liberty to pursue her voyage unless the q uan-
t,ity of contraband goods be greater than can be conveniently received 
on board the ship of war or privateer, in which case, as in all other 
a. s of ju t detention, the ves el shall be carried to the nearest safe 
and conv nient port for th delivery of the same . 
. In as any ves el shal3: not be furnished with such passport or cer-
t1fi at . a are above reqmr d for the same, such case may be examined 
h a pro r judg Ol' tribunal; and if it shall appear from other docu-
m nt or pro f , admi i 1 by the u a<,.e of nations that the vessel 
1 1 no-: t itiz n · r ubj ct . of the neutral part)~, it shall not be 
·onfi ·at d, but , hall b r l a cl with her cargo ( ontraband goods 
· p cl) and b p rmitt d to pro e don h r voyage. 
T. 24. 
f di ord r in th visiting and exam-
of b th h on ra tino- parti on 
that, wheuev r a hip of war shall 
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meet with a neutral of the other contracting party, the first shall 
remain at a convenient _distance, and may send its boats, with two or 
three men only, in order to execute the examination of the papers 
concerning the ownership and cargo of the vessel, without causing the 
least extortion, violence, or ill-treatment, for which the commanders of 
the said arm~d ships shall be responsible with their persons and prop-
erty; for which purpose the commanders of.all private armed vessels 
shall, before receiving their commissions, give sufficient security to 
answer for all damages they may commit; and it is hereby agreed and 
understood that the neutral party shall in no case be required to go on 
board the examining vessel for the purpose of exhibiting his papers;. 
or for any other purpose whatever. 
ART . . 25. 
1t is expressly agreed by the high contracting parties that the stipu-
lations before mentioned relative to the conduct to be observed on the 
sea by the cruisers of the belligerent party toward the ships of the 
neutral party, shall be applicable only to ships sailing without a con-
voy; and when the said sl1ips shall be convoyed, it being the intention 
of the parties to observe all the regards due to the protection of the 
flag diRplayed by public ships, it shall not be lawful to visit them; 
but the verbal declaration of the commander of the convoy that the 
ships he convoys belong to the nation whose flag he carries, and that 
they have no contraband goods on board, shall _ be considered by _the 
respective cruisers as fully sufficient; the .two parties reciprocally 
engaging not to admit, under the protection of their convoys, ships 
which shall have on board contraband goods destined to an enemy. 
ART. 26. 
Whenever vessels shall be captured or detained, to be carried into 
port under pretence of carrying to the enemy contraband goods, the 
captor shall give a receipt for. such of the papers of the vessel as he 
shall retain, which receipt shall be annexed to a copy of said papers; 
and it shall be unlawful to break up or open the hatches, chests, 
trunks, casks, bales, or vessels found on l;>0ard, or remove the small-
est part of the goods, unless the lading be brought on shore in pres-
ence of the competent officers, and an inventory be made by them of 
the same. Nor shall it be lawful to sell, exchange, or alienate the 
said articles of contraband in any manner, unless there shall have 
been lawful process, and the competent judge, or judges, shall have 
pronounced against such goods sentence of confiscation. · 
ART. 27. 
That proper care may be taken of the vessel and cargo, and embez-
zlement prevented, in time of war, it is hereby agreed that it shall 
not be lawful to remove the master, commander, or supercargo of any 
captured vessel from on board thereof, during the time the vessel 
may be at sea after her capture, or pending the proceedings against 
her, or her cargo, or anything relating thereto; and in all cases where 
a vessel of the citizens of either party shall be captured or seized and 
h~ld for adjudication, her officers, passengerA, and crew shall be hos-
pitably treated. 1~hey shall not be imprisoned or deprived of any part 
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of their wearing apparel, nor of the possession and use of their money, 
not exceeding for the captain, supercargo, mate, and passengers five 
hundred dollars each, and for the sailors one hundred dollars each. 
ART. 28. 
It is further agreed tha in all cases the established courts for prize 
causes, in the country to which the prizes may be conducted, shall 
alone take cognizance of them. And whenever such tribunal of either 
of the parties shall pronounce judgment against any vessel, or goods, 
or property claimed by the citizens of the other party, the sentenc.e 
or decree shall mention the reasons or motives on which the same 
shall have been founded, and an authenticated copy of the sentence 
or decree, and all of the proceedings in the case, shall, if demanded, 
be delivered to the commander or agent of the said vessel without any 
delay, he paying the legal fees for the same. 
ART. 29. 
When the ships of war of the two contracting parties, or those 
belonging to their citizens which are armed in war shall be admitted 
to enter with their prizes the ports of either of the two parties, the 
said public or private ships, as well as their prizes, shall not be obliged 
to pay any duty either to the officers of the place, the judges, or any 
others; nor shall such prizes, when they come to and enter the ports 
of either party, be arrested or seized, nor shall the officers of the place 
make examination concerning the lawfulness of such prizes; but they 
may hoist sail at any time and depart and carry their prizes to the 
places expressed in their commissions, which the commanders of such 
ships shall be obliged to show. It is understood, however, that the 
privileges conferred by this article shall not extend beyond those 
. allowed by law or by treaty with the most favored nation. 
ART. 30. 
It , hall not be lawful for any foreign privateers who have commis-
ions from any prince or state in enmity ·with either nation to :fit their 
ships in the ports of either, to sell their prizes, or in any manner to 
exchange them; neither shall they be allowed to purchase provisions, 
except such as shall be necessary to their going to the next port of 
that prince or tate from which they have received their commissions. 
ART. 31. 
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ART. 32. 
The high contracting parties, desiring to avoid all inequality in their 
public communications and official intercourse, agree to grant to their 
Envoys, Ministers, and other diplomatic agents, the same favors, 
privileges, immunities, and exemptions, which the most favored 
nations do or shall enjoy; it being understood that whatever favors, 
privileges, immunities, or exemptions, the United States of America 
or the Republic of Hayti may find it proper to give to the Envoys, 
Ministers, and other diplomatic agents, of any other Power, shall by 
the same act be extended to those of each of the contracting parties. 
ART. 33. 
To protect more effectually the commerce and navigation. of their 
respective citizens, the United States of America and the Republic of 
Hayti agree to admit and receive, mutually, consuls and vice-consuls 
in all their ports open to foreign commerce, who shall enjoy, within 
their respective consular districts, all the rights, prerogatives, and 
immunities of the consuls and vice-consuls of the most favored nation. 
ART. 34. 
In order that the consuls and vice-consuls of the two contracting 
parties may enjoy the rights, prerogatives, and immunities which 
belong to them by their public character, they shall, before exercising 
their official functions, exhibit to the Government to which they are 
accredited their commissions or patents in due form; and, having 
obtained their exequatur, they shall be acknowledged, in their official 
character, by the authorities, magistrates, and inhabitants, in the 
consular district in which they reside. 
ART. 35. 
It is also agreed that the consuls, their secretaries; officers, and per-
sons attached to· the service of consuls, they not being citizens of the 
country in which the consul resides, shall be exempt from all kinds of 
imposts, taxes, and contributions, except those which they shall be 
obliged to pay on account of their commerce or property, to which the 
citizens or inhabitants, native or foreign, of the country in which they 
reside, are subject; being, in everything besides, subject to the laws 
of the respective States. 
The archives and papers of the consulates shall be respected invi-
olably; and under no pretext whatever shall any person, magistr.ate, 
or other public authority seize or in any way interfere with them. 
ART. 36. 
The said consuls and vice-consuls shall have power to require the 
assistance of the authorities of the country for the arrest, detention, 
and custody of deserters from the ships of war and merchant vessels 
of_ their co1;1ntry. For this purpose they shall apply to the competent 
tribunals, JUd&"es, and officer~,. ~nd shall, in writing, demand such 
deserters, provmg by the exh1b1tion of the registers of tp.e vessels, 
the m_ust_er:rolls of the crews, or by any other official documents, that 
such md1v1duals formed a part of the crews; and on this claim being 
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substantiated the surrender shall not be refused. Such deserters, 
when arrested, shall be placed at the disposal of the consuls and vice-
consuls, and may be confined in the public prisons at the request and 
cost of those who shall claim them, in order to be sent to the vessels 
to which they belong, or to others of the same country. But if not 
sent back within three months, to be counted from the day of their 
arrest, they shall be set at liberty, and shall not again be arrested for 
the same cause. 
ART. 37. 
For the purpose of more effe~tually protecting their commerce and 
navigation, the two contracting parties do hereby agree, as soon here-
after as circumstances will permit, to form a consular convention, 
which shall declare specially the powers and immunities of the consuls 
and vice-consuls of the respective parties. 
ART. 38. 
It is agreed that the high contracting parties shall, on requisitions 
made in their name, through the medium of their respective diplo-
matic agents, deliver up to justice persons who, being charged with 
the crimes enumerated in the following article, committed within the 
jurisdiction of the requiring party, shall seek an asylum or shall be 
found within the territories of the other: 
· Provided,' That this shall be done only when the fact of the com-
mission of the crime shall be so established as to justify their appre-
hension and commitment for trial, if the crime had been committed 
in the country where the persons so accused shall be found; in all of 
which the tribunals of said country shall proceed and decide according 
to their· own laws. 
ART. 39. 
Persons shall be delivered up, according to the provisions of this 
treaty, who shall be charged with any of the followi~g crimes, to wit: 
murder, (including assassination, parricide, infanticide, and poison-
ing); attempt to commit murder; piracy; rape; forgery; the counter-
feiting of money; the utterance of forged paper; arson; robbery ; 
and embezzlement by public officers; or by persons hired or salaried, 
to the detriment of their employers; when these crimes are subject to 
infamous punishment. 
ART. 40 
The urrender shall b made, on the part of each country, only by 
th authority of th Executive thereof. The expenses of the deten-
ti n and d liv ry, ff cted in virtue of the preceding articles, shall 
b at the cost of th party making the demand. · 
ART. 41 
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ART. 42. 
The present treaty shall remain in force for the term of eight years, 
dating· from the exchange of ratifications; and if one year before the 
expiration of that period neither of the contracting parties shall have 
given notice to the other of its intention to terminate the same, it shall 
continue in force, from year to year, until one year after an official 
notification to terminate ,the same, as aforesaid. 
ART. 43 
The present treaty shall be submitted on both sides to the approval 
and ratification of the respective competent authorities of each of the 
contracting parties, and the ratifications shall be exchanged, at Wash-
ington, within six months from the date hereof, or sooner if possible. 
In faith whereof the respective plenipotentiaries have signed the 
foregoing articles, in the English and French languages, and they 
· have hereunto affixed their seals. 
Done in duplicate, at the city of Port-au-Prince, this third day of 
November, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and 
sixty-four. 
B. F. WHIDDEN 
BOYER BAZELAIS 
[SEAL.] 
[SEAL. l 
HANOVER. 
Hanover was conquered and merged into Prussia in 1866, and is now 
included in the German Empire, p. 192. 
1840. 
TREATY OF COMMERCE AND NAVIGATION. 
Concluded May 20, 1840_; ratification advised by the Senate J_uly 
15, 1840_; ratified by the President July 28, 1840_; ratifications 
exchanged November 14, 1840_; proclaimed January 2, 1841. (Trea-
ties and Conventions~ 1889, p. 528.) 
This treaty, consisting of ten articles, was superseded by the Treaty 
of 1846. 
1846. 
'rREATY OF COMMERCE AND NAVIGATION. 
Concluded June 10, 1846_; ratification advised by the Senat8; Janu_ary 
6, 1847; ratified by the President July 28, 1847_; ratifications 
exchanged March 15, 1847_; proclaimed April 24, 1847. (Treaties 
and Conventions, 1889, p. 523.) 
This treaty of thirteen articles terminated on the merging of the 
country into the Kingdom.of Prussia. 
Federal case: Valk v. U. S. et al, 29 Ct. Cl., 62. 
1855 . 
. EXTRADITION TREATY. 
Concluded January 18, 1855.,· ratification advised by the Senate March 
13, 1855.,· ratified by the President March 18, 1855.,· ratifications 
exchanged April 17, 1855.,· proclaimed May 5, 1-855. (Treaties and 
Convention , 1889, p. 528.) 
Thi treaty of six articles terminated in 1866 when Hanover was 
merged into the Kingdom of Prussia. 
1 61. 
BOLI 'HING TADE OR BRUNSHAUSEN DUES. 
onclulled ovember 6, 1861; ratification advised by the Senate Feb-
" '!a ty a, 1862.,· ratified by the President February 7, 1862.,· ratifica-
lton · ex ·7wnger7 April 29, 1862.,· proclaimed Jivne 17 1862. (Trea-
ti an 1onv n i n , 1 9, p. 530.) ' 
HANSEATIC REPUBLICS. 
(BREMEN, HAMBURG, AND LUBECK.) 
The Hanseatic Republics were incorporat,ed into the North German 
Union July 1, 1867. (Page 466.) 
1827. 
CONVENTION OF FRIENDSHIP, COMMERCE, AND NAVIGATION. 
Concluded December 20, 1827_; ratification advised· by the Senate Jan-
uary 7, 1828_; ratified by the President· ratifications exchanged June 
2, 1828_; proclaimed June 2 , 1828. (Treaties and Conventions, 1889, 
p. 533.) 
I. Equality of duties. 
II. Import and export duties. 
III. Government purchases. 
IV. Proof of Hanseatic vessels. 
V. Rights to trade. _ 
VI. Commercial privileges. 
ARTICLES. 
VII. Property rights. 
VIII. Special protection to persons and 
property. 
IX. Most favored nation privileges. 
X. Duration. 
XI. Ratification. 
The United States of America, on the one part, and the Republic and 
free Hanseatic City of Lubeck, the Republic and free Banseatic City 
of Bremen, and the Republic and free Hanseatic City of Hamburg, 
(each State for itself separately,) on the other part, being desirous to 
give greater facility to their commercial intercourse, and to place the 
privileges of their navigation on a basis of the most extended liberality, 
have resolved to fix in a manner clear, distinct and positive, the rules 
which shall be observed between the one and the other, by means of a 
Convention of Friendship, Commerce and Navigation. 
For the attainment of this most desirable object, the President of the 
United States of America has conferred Full Powers on Henry Clay, 
their Secretary of State; and the Senate of the Republic and free 
IIanseatic City of Lubeck, the Senate of the Republic and free Han-
seatic City of Bremen, and the Senate of the Republic and free Han-
seatic City of Hamburg, have conferred Full Powers on Vincent 
Rumpff, their Minister Plenipotentiary near the United States of 
America; who, after having exchanged their said Full Powers-, found 
in due and proper form, have agreed to the following articles: 
ARTICLE I. 
The Contracting Parties ag1·ee, That whatever kind of produce, 
manufacture, or merchandise of any foreign country can be from time 
to time, lawfully imported into the United States, in their own vessels, 
may be also imported in vessels of the said free Hanseatic Republics 
Federal case: North German Lloyd S.S. Co. v. !_Iedden, 43 Fed. Rep., 17. 
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of Lubeck, Bremen and Hamburg; and that no higher, or other duties, 
upon the tonnage or cargo of the vessel, shall be levied or collected, 
whether the importation be made in vessels of the United States, or 
of either of the said Hanseatic Republics. And, in like manner, that 
whatever kind of produce, manufactureor merchandise of any foreign 
country, can be, from time to time, lawfully imported into either of 
the said Hanseatic Republics, in its own vessels, may be also imported 
in vessels of the United States; and that no higher, or other, duties 
upon the tonnage or cargo of the vessel, shall be levied or collected, 
whether the importation be made in vessels of the one Party or of the 
other. And they further agree, that whatever may be lawfully 
exported, or re-exported, by one party, in its own vessels, to any for-
eign country, may, in like manner, be exported, or re-exported, in the 
vessels of the other Party. And the same bounties, duties and 
draw-backs shall be allowed and ccHlected, whether such exportation 
or re-exportation be made in vessels of the one Party or of the other. 
Nor shall higher or other, charges, of any kind, be imposed in the 
ports of the one Party, on vessels of the other, than are or shall be 
payable, in the same ~6rts by national vessels. 
ARTICLE II. 
o higher or other duties shall be imposed on the importation into 
the United States, of any article, the produce or manufacture of the 
free Hanseatic Republics of Lubeck, Bremen, and Hamburg; and no 
higher or other duties shall be ·imposed on the importation into either 
of the said Republics, of any article the produce or manufacture of 
the United States, than are, or shall be payable on the like article 
being the produce or manufacture of any other foreign country ; nor 
shall any other, or higher, duties or charges l>e imposed by either 
Party on the exportation of any articles to the United States or to the 
free Hanseatic Republics of Lubeck, Bremen, or Hamburg, respect-
ively, than such as are, or shall be, payable on the exportation of the 
like articles, to any other foreign country; nor shall any prohibition 
be imposed, on the importation or exportation of any article, the 
produce or manufacture of the United States, or of the free Hanseatic 
Republic of Lubeck, Bremen or Hamburg to, or from, the ports of 
the nited States; or to, or from the ports ~f the other Party, which 
hall not equaliy extend to all other nations. 
ARTICLE III. 
o pri?rity or preference shall be given, directly, or indirectly, by 
any O~' either of the <?ntracting Parties, nor· by any Company, Cor-
poration, or Agent, actmo- on their behalf, or under their authority, 
m th )_)U~' ha. of any articl , the growth, produce, or manufactur 
f '.h 1r • tat ,', r . p tively, import d into the other, on account of, 
r m r f ren . i th chara t r of the ves el, whether it be of the 
on. art ·, r . f th oth r, in whi h such article was imported: it 
h. 11 ." t~ tru' I?\ nt ancl meaning of th ontracting Parties that no 
11: m · 1011 or chfI r n what v r. hall b made in this respect. 
RTI LE IV. 
In c•~n'.-icl _r, ion of i11 limit 1 xtent of th t rritori , of h 
·1rnhlt.<· · of. Lnh ·k Brc•m<'n ancl Ilaml urg, and of th in imate 
·mm •c·tion <,f 1 ra l · ancl nayig, 1 i n :uh:i:ting l twe n the e epub-
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lies it is hereby stipulated and agreed, that any vessel which shall 
be owned exclusively by a citizen or citizens of any, or either, of 
them and of which the master shall also be a citizen of any, or either 
of th'em, and provided three fourths of the crew shall be citizens or 
sutjects of any or either of the said Republics, or of any, or either 
of the States of the Confederation of Germany, such vessel, so owned, 
and navigated, shall, for all the purposes of this Convention, be taken 
to be and considered as, a vessel belonging to Lubeck, Bremen, or 
Hamburg. 
ARTICLE V. 
Any vessel, together with her cargo, belonging to either of the free 
Hanseatic Republics of Lubeck, Bremen, or Hamburg, and coming 
from either of the said ports, to the United States, shall, for all the 
purposes of this Convention, be deemed to have cleared from the 
Republic to which-such vessel belongs; although, in fact, it may not 
have been the one from which she departed; and any vessel of the 
United States, and her cargo, trading to the ports of Lubeck, Bremen, 
or Hamburg, directly, or fn succession, shall, for the like purposes, be 
on the footing of a Hanseatic vessel, and her cargo, making the same 
voyage. 
ARTICLE VI. 
It is, likewise, agreed, that it shall be wholly free for all merchants, 
commanders of ships, and other citizens of both Parties, to manage, 
themselves their own business, in- all the ports an<l. places subject to 
the jurisdiction of each other, as well with respect to the consignment 
and sale of their goods and merchandize, by wholesale or retail, as 
with respect ·to the loading, unloading, and sending off their ships, 
submitting themselves to the laws, decrees, and usages there estab-
lished, to which native citizens are subjected; they being in all these 
cases, to be treated as citizens of the Republic in which they reside, 
or, at least, to be placed on a footing with the citizens or subjects of 
the most favored nation. 
. ARTICLE VII. 
The Citizens of each of the Contracting Parties shall have powei· to 
dispose of their personal goods, within the jurisdiction of the other, 
by sale, donation, testament, or otherwise; and their representatives, 
being citizens of the other Party, shall succeed to their said personal 
goods, whether uy testament, or ab fotestato, and they may take pos-
session thereof, either by themselves or. others acting for them, and 
dispose of the same at their will, paying such dues only as the inhabi-
t~nts of the cou1:tr.)'." wherein said goods are, shall be subject to pay in 
hke cases: and 1f, m the case of real estate, the said heirs would be 
prevented from entering into the possession of the inheritance on 
account of their character of aliens, there shall be '~;ranted to them 
the term of three years to dispose of the same, as they may think 
proper, and t? withdraw the proceeds, without molestation, and exempt 
from all duties of detraction, on the part of the Government of the 
respective States. 
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ARTICLE VIII. 
Both the Contracting Parties promise and engage formally, to give 
. their special protection-to the persons and property, of the citizens of 
each other, of all occupations, who may be in the territories subject 
to the jurisdiction of the one or the other, t,ransient or dwelling 
therein, leaving open and free to them the tribunals of justice for 
their judicial recourse, on the same terms which are usual and cus-
tomary with the natives or citizens of the country in which they may 
be; for which they may employ, in defence of their rights, such advo-
cates, solicitors, notaries, agents, and factors, as they may judge 
proper, in all their trials at law; and such citizens or agents shall have 
as free opportunity as native citizens to be present at the decisions 
and sentences of the tribunals, in all cases which may concern them; 
and, likewise, at the taking of all examinations and evidence which 
may be exhibited in the said trials. 
ARTICLE IX. 
The Contracting Parties, desiring to live in peace and harmony with 
all the other nations of the earth, by means of a policy frank and 
equally friendly with·all, engage mutually not to grant any particular 
favor to other nations, in respect of Commerce and navigation, which 
shall not immediately become common to the other Party, who shall 
enjoy the same freely, if the concession was freely made, or on allow-
ing the same compensation, if the concession was conditional. 
ARTICLE X. 
The present Convention shall be in force for the term of twelve years 
from the date h ereof, and. further, until the end of twelve months after 
the Government of the United States, on the one part, or the free Han-
seatic Republics of Lubeck, Bremen or Hamburg, or either of them, on 
the other pal't; shall have given notice of their intention to terminate 
the same; each of the said Contracting Parties reserving to itself the 
right of giving such notice to the other, at the end of the said term of 
tw lve years; and it is hereby agreed between them, that, at the expi-
ration of tw lve months after such notice shall have been received by 
either of the Parties from the other, this Convention, and all the pro-
vi~on. thereof, shall, altogether, cease and determine, as far as 
regard the tat s giving and receiving such notice; it being always 
und r tood. and agreed, that, if one, or more of the Ilanseatic Repub-
li s af01' Raid, shall, at the expiration of tw lve years, from the date 
h r of, give or re eive notice of the proposed termination of this Con-
v ntion, it , hall n v0 rth le ·s r main in full force and operation, as 
fc r a. · r gar<1: h r maining Han atic Republic , or Republic which 
not ha, ri nor r c iv d such notice. 
RTI LE I. 
Th pr : nJ . nve,ntion 1 C'ing app_r v <l ancl ratifi d by the Pre i-
1<:>n of th· mt ·<l, tat'-', h and with th advi and con ent of the 
, ·c•m 1 tlwr •of a}1(1 l y th , 'rm tr. of the Ifan. ati R public, of 
Luh •<·k Br 11wn anc1 I .. mlrnrg 11w l'atifi ·ation .. hall be xchano- d 
~ t, \Ya ·hington within 11in month. · from th dat h •reof, or soon "r if 
1 . ihl . 
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In faith whereof, We, the Plenipotentiaries of the Contracting Par-
ties, have signed the present Convention; and have thereto affixed 
· our seals. 
pone in quadruplicates, at the City of Washington, on the twentieth 
day of December, in the year of our Lord, 'one thousand, eight hun--
dred and twenty seven, in the fifty second year of the Independence 
of the United States of America. 
[SEAL.] 
[SEAL.] 
1828. 
H. CLAY. 
V. RUMPFF. 
ADDITIONAL ARTICLE TO CONVENTION OF 1827. 
Concluded June 4, 1828_; ratification advised by the Senate December 
29, 1828_; ratified by the President· ratifications exchangecl January 
14, 1829_; proclaimed July 29, 1829. (Treaties and Conventions, 1889, 
p. 537.) 
This article, relating to the arrest of deserters at the request of con-
suls, was superseded by the consular convention with the German 
Empire, 1871. (See page 192.) 
1852. 
CONSULAR CONVENTION. 
Concluded April 30, 1852_; ratification advised by the Senate August 
30, 1852_; ratified by the President September 24, 1852_; ratifications 
exchanged February 25, 1853_; proclaimed June 6, 1853. ('rreaties 
and Conventions, 1889, p. 538.) 
This convention of three articles was superseded by the general 
consular convention of the German Empire, 1871, page H)2. 
HAWAIIAN ISLAN-DS. 
The cession of the Hawaiian Islands to the United States having 
been accepted by the resolution approved by the President July 7, 
1898, (U. S. Stats. Vol. 30, p. 75. ), the treaties with that country ter-
minated upon the formation of the government for the islands. 
1849. 
TREATY OF FRIENDSHIP, COMMERCE, AND NAVIGATION AND 
EXTRADITION. 
Concluded December 20, 1849_; ratification advised by the Senate Janu-
ary 14, 1850_; ratified by the President February 4, 1850j· ratifica-
tions exchanged August 24, 1850j· proclaimed November 9 1850. 
('freaties and Conventions, 1889, p. 540.' 
1875. 
TREATY OF RECIPROCITY. 
Concluded January 30, 1875_; ratification advised by the Senaie March 
18, 1875j· ratified by the President May 31, 1875j· ratifications 
exchanged Jv;ne 3, 1875J· proclaimed June 3, 1875. (Treaties and 
Conventions, 1889, p. 546.) 
By this treaty of six articles certain specified articles were admitted 
free of duty into the Uniteu States and the Hawaiian Islands respec-
tively. 
Federal case: Netherclift v. Robertson, 23 Blatch., 548. 
1 84. 
TREATY OF RECIPROCITY. 
C1onr·lw7erl December 6, 1884J· ratification advised by the Senate with 
mnen,<1,nents ,:[aml~lry 20, 1887J· ratified by the President Noven:i,b r 
7 188 J. rotifirntwn. · exchanged .1 ovember D 1887 · proclairned 
T 1. l J 
o ernuet D, 1887. ('Ir ati and Conv ntion , 1889, p. 1187.) 
. h ipr city Tr aty of 1875 was extended for a 
rm of •.' v 1.1- yNu. and th ro wa. · grant d to the nited 
x ·lu:1v n ,111, to ·:tal li ·ha, coaling ·tation at Pearl Riv r 
HESSE. 
(SEE NORTH GERMAN CONFEDERATION.) 
1844. 
CONVENTION ABOLISHING DROIT D'AUBAINE AND TAXES ON 
EMIGR,.A.TION. 
Concluded March 26, 1844J· ratification advised by the Senate June 
12, 1844J· ratified by the President June 22, 1844J· ratifications 
exchanged October 16,1844J· time for exchange of ratifications extended 
io July 4, 1845, and exchange previous thereto declared regi'1lar by the 
Senate Janua_ry 13, 1845J· proclaimed JJ!fay 8, 1845. rrreaties and 
Conventions, 1889, p. 562.) · 
ARTICLES. 
I. Droit d'aubaine, etc., abolished. 
II. Disposition of real estate. 
III. Disposition of personal pr<;>perty. I IV. Rights of absent heirs. V. Inheritance disputes. VI. Ratification. 
The United States of America, on the one part, and His Royal High-
ness the Grand Duke of Hesse, on the other part, being equally 
desirous of removing the restrictions which exist in their territories 
upon the acquisition and transfer of property by their respective citi-
zens and-subjects have agreed to enter into negotiation for this pur-
pose. 
For the attainment of this desirable object, the President of the 
United States of America has conferred full powers on Henry Whea-
ton, their Envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary at the 
Court of His Majesty the King· of Prussia, and His Royal Highness 
the Grand Duke of Hesse, upon Baron Schaeffer Bernstein, his Cham-
berlain, Colonel, Aide-de-Camp, and minister resident near His 
Majesty the King of Prussia; who, after having exchanged their said 
full powers, found in due and proper form, have agreed t~ the fol-
lowing articles: 
ART. 1. 
Every kind of droit d'aubaine, droit de retraite, and droit de detrac-
tion, or tax on emigration, is, hereby, and shall remain abolished, 
· between the two Contracting Parties, their States, citizens, and sub-
jects, respectively. 
ART. 2. 
Where, on the death of any person holding real property within the 
territories of one Party, such real property would, by the laws of the 
land, descend on a subject or citizen of the other, were he not dis-
qualified by alienage, such citizen or subject shall be allowed a term 
of two years to sell the same, which term may be reasonably prolonged 
a~cording to cir?umstances, and t,o withdraw the proceeds thereof, 
without molestation, and exempt from all duties of detraction on the 
part of the Government of the respective States. 
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ART. 3. 
The citizens or subjects of each of the Contracting Parties shall 
have power to dispose of their personal property within the States of 
the other, by testament, donation, or otherwise; and their heirs, being 
citizens or subjects of the other Contracting Party, shall succeed to 
their said personal property, whether by testament or ab intestato, 
and may take possession thereof, either by themselves or by ot~er 
acting for them, and dispose of the same at their pleasure, pay1~g 
such duties only as the inhabitants of the country, where the said 
property lies shall be liable to pay in like cases. 
ART. 4 
In case of the absence of the heirs; the same care shall be tak~n 
provisionally, of such real or personal property as would be taken i~ 
a like case of property belonging to the natives of the country, until 
the lawful owner, or the person who has a right to sell the same, 
according to article 2, may take measures to receive or dispose of the 
inheritance. 
ART. 5. 
If any dispute should arise between different claimants to the same 
inheritance, they shall be decided, in the last resort, according to the 
laws, and by the judges of the country where the property is situated. 
ART. 6 
This Convention shall be ratified by the President of the United 
States of America, by and with the advice and consent of t,heir Se~ate, 
and by His Royal Highness the Grand Duke of Hesse, and the ratifi-
cations shall be exchanged at Berlin within the term of six months 
from the date of the signature hereof, or sooner if possible. 
In faith of which the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed the 
abo_ve articles, b~th in French and English, and have thereto affixed 
their seals declaring, nevertheless that the signing in both languages 
shall not 1?-er~after, be cited as a precedent, nor in any way, operate 
to the preJudrne of the Contracting Parties. 
Done in quadruplicata in the city of Berlin, on the twenty sixth day 
of Mar h in the year of our Lord one Thousand. Eight Hundred and 
Forty Four, and the Sixty eighth of the l_ndependence of the United 
tate of America. 
[SEAL.] HENRY WHEATON. 
[ EAL.] B'ON DE SCHAEFFER-BER STEIN. 
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1868. 
NATURALIZATION CONVENTION. 
Concluded August 1, 1868_; ratification advised by the Senate April 
12, 1869 _; ratified by the President April 18, 1869 J. ratifications 
· exchanged July 23, 1869J· proclaimed August 31, 1869. (Treaties 
and Conventions, 1889, p. 563.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Naturalization recognized. V. Duration. 
II. Prior offenses. VI. Ratification. 
III. Extradition. 
IV. Renunciation of acquired citizen-
ship. 
Whereas an agreement was made on the 22c1 of February 1868 
between the United States of America and the North German Con-
federation, to regulate the citizenship of those persons, who emigrate 
from the United States of America to the territory of the North Ger-
man Confederation and from the North German Confederation to the 
United States of America and whereas this agreement by publica-. 
tion in the bulletin of the laws of that Confederation has obtained 
binding force in the parts of the Grand Duchy of Hesse belonging to 
the North German Confederation, it has seemed proper in like man-
ner to establish regulations respecting the citizenship of such persons 
as emigrate from the United States of America to the parts of the 
Grand Duchy of Hesse not belonging to the North German Confed-
eration and from the above described parts of Hesse to the United 
States of America. 
The President of the United States of America and His Royal High-
ness the Grand Duke of Hesse and by Rhine have therefore resolved 
to treat on this subject, and for that purpose have appointed pleni-
potentiaries to conclude a convention, that is to say: 
the President of the United States of America: 
George Bancroft, Envoy extraordinary and Minister plenipotentiary 
and 
His Royal Highness the Grand Duke of Hesse and by Rhine, 
Dr. Frederick Baron: von Lindelof, President of his council of State, 
Minister of Justice, & actual Privy Counsellor, 
who have agreed to, and signed the following articles: 
ARTICLE 1. 
Citizens of the parts of the Grand Duchy of Hesse not included in 
the North German confederation, who have become or shall become 
naturalized citizens of the United States of America, and shall have 
resided uninterruptedly within the United States five years, shall be 
held by the Grand Ducal Hessian Government to be American citizens, 
and shall be treated as such. 
Reciprocally: Citizens of the United States of America, who have 
become, or shall become naturalized citizens of the above described · 
parts of the Grand Duchy Hesse, and shall have resided uninterrupt-
edly therein five years, shall be held by the United States to be citi-
zens of the Grand Duchy Hesse, and shall be treated as such. 
'rhe declaration of an intention to become a citizen of the one or the 
other country, has not for either party the effect of naturalization. 
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ARTICLE 2. 
A naturalized citizen of the one party on return to the territory of 
the other party, remains liable to trial and punishment for an action 
punishable by the laws of his original country, and committed before 
bis emigration; saving always the limitation established by the laws 
Jf his original country. 
ARTICLE 3. 
'rhe convention for the mutual delivery of criminals, fugitives from 
justice, in certain cases, concluded between the U nit.ed States of 
America and the Grand Duchy Hesse on the 16 th of June 1852, remains 
in force, without change. 
ARTICLE 4 . . 
If a Hessian, naturalized in America, but originally a citizen of the 
parts of the Grand Duchy not included in the North German Confed-
eration, renews·his residence in those parts without the intent.to r_etu~n 
to America, he shall be held to have renounced his naturalization m 
the United States. . . 
Reciprocally: If an American, naturalized in the Grand Duchy of 
Hesse, (within the above described parts,) renews his residence in the 
United States without the intent to return to Hesse, he shall be held 
to have renounced his naturalization in the Grand Duchy. 
The intent not to return may be held to exist, when the person nat-
uralized in the one country resides more than two years in the other 
country. · 
ARTICLE 5. 
The present convention shall go into effect immediately on the 
exchange of rat ifications, and shall continue in force for ten yearR. 
If nei"'.:iher party shall have given to the other six months previous 
notice of its intention then to terminate the same, it shall further 
remain in force until the end of twelve months after either of the con-
tracting parties shall have given notice to the other of such intention. 
ARTICLE 6. 
I 
The present convention shall be :ratified by the President of the 
nited States of America and by His Royal Highness the Grand 
Duke of Ile e and by Rhine etc. The ratification of the first is to 
tak effect by arnl with the ad vice and consent of the Senate of the 
nit cl 'tate ; on h Grand Ducal Hessian side, the assent of the 
~ 'tat 8 of the Grand Duehy is r served in so far as it is required by 
h ·on. titution. ' 
'l'h ratifi ati n. · xchanO'ed at Berlin within one year of 
tlw pr , <:>n dat . 
In faith wh reof h Pl nipotentiari s have igned and eal d thi. 
t:onv ntion. 
Dann ·ta . ill 
LI DELOF. 
[SEAL. ] 
LSEAL. ] 
HONDl]RAS. 
1864. 
TREATY OF FRIENDSHIP, COMMERCE, AND NA:VIGATION. 
Concliided July 4, 1864_; ratification advised by the Senate February 
20, 1865_; ratified by the President }ifarch 9, 1865_; ratifications 
exchanged May 5, 1865_; proclaimed May 30, 1865. (Treaties and 
Conventions, 1889, p. 566.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Amity. 
II. Freedom of commerce; coasting 
trade. 
III. Most favored nation privileges. 
IV. Equality of import and export 
duties. 
V. Shipping dues. 
VI. Reciprocal treatment of vessels 
VII. Protection of property, etc. 
VIII. Disposal of property, etc. 
IX. Exemptions from military serv-
ice, loans, etc. 
X. Diplomatic and consular privi-
leges. 
XI. Protection in case of war. 
XII. General liberties. 
XIII: Duration of Articles IV, V, and 
VI. 
XIV. Neutrality of Honduras Inter-
oceanic Railway. 
XV. Ratification. 
Commercial intercourse having been for some time established 
between the United States and the Republic of '.Honduras, it seems 
good for the security as well as the encouragement of such commer-
cial intercourse, and for the maintenance of good understanding 
between the United States, and, the said Republic, that the relations 
now subsisting between them should be regularly acknowledged and 
confirmed by the signature of a treaty of amity, commerce and nav-
igation. 
For this purpose, they have named their respective Plenipotenti-
aries, that is to say: , 
The President of the United States, Thomas H. Clay, Minister Resi-
dent of the United States to the Republic of Honduras; 
And his Excellency, the President of the Republic of Honduras, 
Senor Licenciado Don Manuel Colindres, Minister of Foreign Rela-
tions of that Republic; 
Who after having communicated to each other their full powers, 
found to be in due and proper form, have agreed upon and concluded 
the following Articles: 
ARTICLE I. 
There shall be perpetual amity between the United States and their 
citizens on the one part, and the Government of the Republic of Hon-
duras and its citizens on the other. 
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ARTICLE II. 
There shall be, between all the territories of the United States and 
the territories of the Republic of Honduras, a reciprocal freedom of 
commerce. The subjects and citizens of the two countries respec-
tively shall have liberty, freely and securely, to come with their ships 
and cargos to all places, ports and rivers in the territories aforesaid, 
to which other foreigners are or may be permitted to come; to enter 
into the same, and to remain and reside in any part thereof, respec-
tively; also to hire and occupy houses and warehouses for the pur-
poses of their commerce; and, generally, the merchants and trad~:s 
of each nation respectively, shall enjoy the most complete protect10n 
and security for their commerce; subject, always to the laws and 
statutes of the two countries respectively. · 
In like manner, the respective ships of war and post office packets of 
the two countries shall have liberty, freely and securely, to come to all 
harbors, rivers and places to which ofoer foreign ships of war and 
packets are, or may ·be permitted to come, to enter into the same, to 
anchor and to remain there and refit; subject always to the laws and 
statutes of the two countries respectively. . 
By the right of entering the places, ports and rivers mention_ed m 
this_ Article, the privilege of carrying on the coasting trade 1s not, 
understood; in which trade national vessels only of the country where 
the trade is carried on are permitted · to engage. 
ARTICLE III. 
It being the intention of the two high contracting parties to b~nd 
themselves by the preceding Articles, to treat each other on the footmg 
of the most favored nation, it is hereby agreed between them, that any 
favor, privilege or immunity whatever in matters of commerce and 
navigation, which either contracting party has actually granted, or may 
hereafter grant to the subjects or citizens of any other State, shall be 
extended to the subjects or citizens of the other high contracting party 
gratuitously, if the concession in favor of that other nation shall have 
been gratuitous; or in return for a compensation as nearly as possible 
?f proportionate value and effect, to be adjusted by mutual agreement, 
if the concession shall have been conditional. 
ARTICLE IV 
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United States or of the Republic of Honduras, to or from the said 
territories of the United States, or to or from the Republic of Hon-
duras, which shall not extend equally to all other n;:i,tions. 
ARTICLE V. 
No higher nor other duties or payments on account of tonnage, of 
light, or harbor dues, of pilotage, of salvage, in case either of damage 
or shipwreck, or on account of · any other local charges, shall be, 
imposed, in any of the ports of the Republic of Honduras, on vessels 
of the United States, thau those payable in the same ports by vessels 
of Honduras; nor in any of the ports of the United States, on vessels 
of Honduras, than shall be payable in the same ports on vessels of 
-the United States. 
ARTICLE VI. 
Tq.e same duties sl.all be paid on the importation into the territories 
of the Republic of Honduras, of any article being of the growth, pro-
duce or manufacture of the territories of the United States; whether 
such importation shall be made in vessels of Honduras or of the 
United States; and the same dut,ies shall be paid on the importation 
into the territories of the United States of any article being the growth, 
produce, or manufacture of the Republic of Honduras, whether such 
importation shall be made in United States or in Honduras' vessels. 
The same dues shall be paid, and the same bounties and drawbacks 
allowed, on the exportation to the Republic of Honduras of any 
articles being the growth, produce or manufacture of the territories 
of the United States whether such exportations shall be made in 
vessels of Honduras or of the United States; and the same duties 
shall be paid, and the same bounties and drawbacks, allowed on the 
exportation of any articles being the growth, produce, or m·anufacture 
of the Republic of Honduras, to the territories of the United States, 
whether such exportation shall be made in United States or in 
Honduras' vessels. 
ARTICLE VII. 
All mm·chants, commanders of ships, and others citizens of the 
-United States, shall have full liberty, in all the territories of the 
Republic of Honduras, to manage their own affairs themselves, or to 
commit them to the management of whomsoever they please as broker, 
factor, agent or interpreter; nor shall they be obliged to employ any 
other persons in those capacities than those employed by cit,izens of 
Honduras, nor to pay them any other sal.ary or remuneration than 
such as is paid in like cases by citizens of Honduras; and absolute 
freedom in all cases shall be allowed to the buyer and seller to bargain · 
and fix the price of any goods, wares, or merchandise imported into 
or exported from the Republic of Honduras, as they shall see good, 
observing the laws and established customs of the country. 
The same privileges shall be enjoyed in the territories of the United 
States by the citizens of the Republic of Honduras under the same 
conditions. ' 
T4e ~itizens of the high contracting parties shall reciprocally receive 
and enJ oy full and perfect protection for their persons and property, 
and sh~ll have free and open access to the courts of justice in the said 
countries respectively, for the prosecution and defense of their just 
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rights; and they shall be at liberty to employ, in all cases, the advo-
cates, attorneys, or agent of whatever description, whom they may 
think proper, and they shall enjoy in this respect, the -same rights 
and privileges therein, as native citizens. 
ARTICLE VIII. 
In whatever relates to the police of the ports, the lading and un1ad-
ing of ships, the safety of the merchandise, goods, and effects, the 
succession to personal estates by will or otherwise, and the dispo3al 
of personal property of every sort and denomination, by sale, dona-
tion, exchange, testament, or in any other manner whatsoever, as also 
the administration of justice, the citizens of the two high contracting 
parties shall reciprocally enjoy the same privileges, liberties and 
rights as native citizens, and they shall not be charged in any of 
these respects, with any higher imposts or duties than those which are 
paid or may be paid by native citizens; submitting of course to the 
local laws and regulations of each country respectively. . 
If any citizen of either of the two high contracting parties shall die 
without will or testament in any of the territories of the other, the 
Cqnsul-general or Consul of the nation to which the deceased belonged, 
or the representative of such Consul-general or Consul in his absence, 
shall have the right to nominate curators to take charge of the prop-
erty of the deceased so far as the laws of the country will permit, for 
the benefit of the lawful -heirs and creditors of the deceased, giving 
proper notice of such nomination to the authorities of the country. 
ARTICLE IX. 
'I1he citizens of the United States r esiding in the Republic of Hon-
duras, and the citizens of the Republic of Honduras residing in the 
United States shall be exempted from all compulsory military service 
whatsoever, either by sea or by land, and from all forced loans or 
military exactions or requisitions, and they shall not be compelle~, 
under any pretext whatsoever, to pay other ordinary charges, requi-
sition or taxes greater than those that are paid by native citizens of 
th contracting partie r espectively. 
ARTICLE X. 
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ARTICLE XI. 
For the better security of commerce between the citizens of the 
United States and i;he citizens of the Republic of Honduras it is 
agreed, that if at any time any interruption of friendly intercourse! or 
any rupture should unfortunately take place between the two high 
contracting parties, the citizens of either of the two high contracting 
parties who may be within any of the terrftories of the other, shall, if 
residing upon the coast,, be allowed·six months, and if in the interior, 
a whole year, to wind up their accounts and dispose of their property; 
and a safe conduct shall be given them to embark at the port which 
they themselves shall select; and even in the event of a rupture, all 
such citizens of either of the two high contracting parties who are 
established · in any of the territories of the other, in the exercise of 
any trade or special employment, shall have the privilege of remain-
ing and of continuing such trade and employment, therein without 
any manner of interruption, in the full enjoyment of their liberty 
and property as long as they behave peaceably, amd commit no offense 
against the laws; and their goods and effects, of whatever description 
they may be, whether in their own custody or intrusted to individuals 
or to the State, shall not be liable to seizure or sequestration, nor to 
any other charges or demands than those which may be made upon 
the like effects or property belonging to the native citizens of the 
country in which such citizens may reside. In the same case debts 
between individuals, property in public funds, and . shares of com-
panies, shall never be confiscated sequestered nor detained. 
ARTICLE XII 
The citizens of the United States and the citizens of the Republic 
of Honduras respectively residing in any of the territories of the 
other party, shall enjoy in their houses persons and properties, i,he 
protection of the government, and shall continue in possession .of 
the guarantees which they now joy. They shall not be disturbed, 
molested or annoyed in any manner on account of their religious 
belief, nor in the proper exerc_ise of their religion, either within their 
own private houses or in the places of worship destined for that pur-
pose, agreeably to the system of tolerance established in the terri-
tories of the two high contracting parties; provided they respect the 
religion of the nation in which they reside, as well as the constitu-
tion, laws and customs of the country. Liberty shall also be granted 
to bury the citizens of either of the two high contracting parties, who 
may die in the territories aforesaid in burial places of their own, which 
in the same manner, may be freely established and maintained, nor shall 
the funerals or sepulchres of the dead be disturbed in any way or 
upon any account. 
ARTICLE XIII. 
In order that the two high contracting parties may -have the oppor-
tunity of hereafter treating and agreeing upon snch other• arrange-
ments, as may tend still further to the improvement of their mutual 
intercourse, and to the advancement of the interests of their respec-
tive citizens, it is agreed, that at any time after t,he expiration of seven · 
years from the date of exchange of the rat1fications o~ the present 
treaty, either of the high contracting parties shall have the right of 
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giving to the other party notice of its intention to terminate Articles 
IV, V, and VI of the present treaty; and that at the expiration of 
twelve months after such notice shall have been received by either 
party from the· other, the said articles and all the stipulations con-
-tained therein shall cease to be binding on the two high contracting 
parties. 
.ARTICLE XIV 
Inasmuch as a contract was entered into by the Government of 
Honduras and a company entitled the "Honduras Inter-oceanic Rai~-
way Company", for the construction of a Railway from the Atlantic 
to the Pacific oceans, through the territories of Honduras, which con-
tract was-ratified by the Constitutional Powers of the State, and pro-
claimed as a law on the 28 th April 1854; and inasmuch, by the terms 
of Article 5 section VI of said contract "the Government of Hondu-
" ras, with the view to secure the route herein contemplated from all 
"interruption and disturbance from any cause, or under any circum-
" stances engages to open negotiations with the various governments 
"with which it may have relations, for their separate recognition ?f 
"the perpetual neuti·ality, and for the protection of the aforesaid 
"route:" therefore to carry out the obligations thus incurred ; 
1 The Government of Honduras agrees that the right of way on or 
transit over such route or road, or any other that may be constructed 
within its territories, from sea to sea, shall be at all times open and 
free to the Government and citizens of the United States, for all law-
ful purposes whatever. No tolls, duties or charges of any kind. shall 
be imposed by the Government of Honduras on the transit of prop-
erty belonging tQ the Government of the United States, or on the 
public mails sent under authority of the same, nor on the cit~zens of 
the United States. And all lawful produce, manufactures, merchan-
dise or other property belonging to the citizens of the United States 
passing from one ocean to the other, in either direction, shall be sub-
ject to no import or export duties whatever, nor to any discriminating 
tolls or ch~rges for conveyance or transit, on any such route or r~ad 
as aforesaid, and shall be secure arnfprotected from all interrupt10n 
or detention on the part of the State. The Republic of Honduras 
further agrees that any other privilege or advantage commercial or 
other, which is or may be granted to the subjects or citizens of any 
other country, in regard to such route or road as aforesaid, shall also, 
and at the same time be extended to citizens of the United States; 
and finally as an evidence of its disposition to accord to the travel 
and ommerce of the world, all the advantages resulting from it 
P~•·i ion in re.-pect to ~he two great oceans, Honduras of her own good 
will nga<)'e to e tabh. h the Port at the extremities of the contem-
plat d road a · Fr port , for all the purpose of commerce and trade 
2° In n. id ration of the conces ion in order to secure the con-
. trn · i n and p rman n of th route or'road herein contemplated, 
and al to 1 ·ur f r th b nefit of mankind the uninterrupted 
c lvant <)' ' f ·u ·h mmunication from ,•ea to sea the United tat 
r · <rniz , th . ·igh , · f • v reig-nty and property of Hondura in 
an<~ . v 1 h lm of , ·ai<l road, and for th ame rea on QUarantee 
~>0:1 iv !Y _and • ffi ·a ·iou 1 r t1: nti.r n utrality of the same, o lon()' 
• th . nnt d '. tat ·.' .-}~all n.J y th privil ge. conceded to it in th 
drn,r :ec·hon { tlu ~ 1'tic-l . ncl wh nth propo. d road hall 
·n · mpl d, h nit d 'tat · equally engages in conjunction 
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with Honduras to protect the same from interruption seizure or unjust 
confiscation from whatsoever quarter the attempt may proceed. 
3 Nevertheless the United States in according its protection to the 
said route or road and guaranteeing its neutrality when com_pleted, 
always understand that this protection and guarantee are granted 
conditionally and may be withdrawn if the United States should deem 
that the persons or company undertaking or managing the same adopt 
or establish such regulations concerning the traffic thereupon as are 
contrary to the spirit and intention of this article, either by making 
unfair discriminations in favor of the commerce of any nation or 
nations over the commerce of any other nation or nations, or by 
imposing oppressive exactions or unreasonable tolls upon passengers, 
vessels, goods, wares, merchandise, or other articles. The aforesaid 
protection and guarantee shall not however be withdrawn by the 
United States without first giving six months' notice to the Republic 
of Honduras. 
ARTICLE XV. 
The present treaty shall be ratified, and the ratifications shall be 
exchanged at Comayagua within the space of one year, or sooner if 
possible. 
In witness whereof the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed the 
same and have affixed thereto their respective seals. · 
Done at Comayagua this fourth day of July, in the yea:r of our 
Loed, one thousand eight hundred and sixty four. 
7468-20 
THOS. H. CLAY. [SEAL.] 
M. COLINDRES. [SEAL.] 
ITALY. 
1868. 
CONSULAR CONVENTION. 
Concluded February 8, 1868 ,· ratification advised by the Senate J_une 
17, 1868,· ratified by the President June 22, 1868,· ratifications 
exchanged September 17, 1868,· proclaimed February 23, 1869. 
(Treaties and Conventions, 1889, p. 573.J 
This convention, consisting of seventeen articles, was superseded by 
the Convention of 1878 upon the exchange of ratifications September 
17, 1878. (See page317.) 
1868. 
EXTRADITION CONVENTION. 
Concl1.ulecl ]farch 23, 1868,· ratification advised 1vith an amendment 
by the Senate June 17, 1868, ratifierl by the President June 22, 1868; 
ratifications exchanged September 17, 1868; proclaimed September 
30, 1868. (Treaties and Conventions, 1889, p. 578.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Delivery of accused. I V. Procedure. 
II. Extraditable crimes. VI. Expenses. 
III. Political offenses. VII. Duration; ratification. 
IV. Persons under arrest. 
The United States of America, and His Majesty the King of Italy, 
having judged it•expedient, with a, view to the better administration 
of justice, and to the prevention of crimes within their respective 
territories and jurisdiction, that persons convicted of or charged with 
the crimes hereinafter specified, and being fugitives from justice, 
should, under certain cireum~tances, be reciprocally delivered up, 
hav re olv d to conclude a Ccnvention for that purpos~, and have 
appoint d as th ir Plenipotentiaries: 
~lh Pre. ident of the "United tates, William II. Seward, Secretary 
f ~ 'tat . His Iaj . ty the King of Italy, the Commander Marcello 
C rrnti, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary who, after 
r c·ir roeal communi aiion of their full power , found in good and due 
form, hav agreed upon the fo1lowing articles, to wit: 
RTICLE I 
Th Gov rnm nt of the Pnit <1 ~ tates and th Government of Italy 
mut,uall · agr to d<~liv r up per.·on: who havino- been convicted of, 
1·. ·h< rg. 1 _witl1 1~H!. ·r~m~: . p ifi d in' th fo1lowing article, com· 
m1t 1 r1thm h .JlHl, chc·t10n of on of th ontracting Partie , shall 
· 'ia ·oma, 12 Blat ·h. 301. 
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seek an asylum, or be found within the territories of the other: Pro-
vided, that this shall only be done upon such evidence of criminality, 
as, according to the laws of the place where the fugitive or person so 
charged shall be found would _ justify his or her .. apprehens_ion, and 
commitment for trial, if the crime had been there committed. 
ARTICLE II°1 
Persons shall be delj.vered up, who shall have been convicted of, or 
be charged according to the provisions of this Convention, with any 
of the following crimes: 
I Murder, comprehending the crimes designated in the Italian 
penal code, by the terms of parricide, assassination, poisoning and 
infanticide. 
II. The attempt to commit murder. 
III. The crimes of rape, arson, piracy and mo.tiny on board a ship, 
whenever the crew or part thereof by fraud or violence against the 
commander, have taken possession of the vessel. 
IV. The crime of burglary, defined to be the action of breaking and 
entering by night into the house of another with the intent to commit 
felony, and. the crime of robbery, defined to be the action of feloni-
ously and forcibly taking from the person of another, goods or money, 
by violence or putting him in fear. 
V. The crime of forgery, by which is understood the utterance of 
forged papers, the counterfeiting of public, sovereign or Government 
acts. 
VI. The fabrication or circulation of counterfeit money, either coin 
or paper, of public bonds, bank notes and obligations, and in general 
of any title and instrument of credit whatsoever, the counterfeiting of 
seals, dies, stamps and marks of state and public administrations and 
the utterance thereof. 
VII. The embezzlement of public moneys committed within the 
jurisdiction of either party, by public officers or depositors. 
VIII Embezzlement by any person or persons hired or salaried, to 
the detriment of their employers, when these crimes are .subject to 
infamous punishment. 2 
ARTICLE III 
The provisions of this treaty shall not apply to any crime or offence 
of a political character, and the person or persons delivered up for 
the crimes enumerated in the· preceding article shall in no case be 
tried for any ordinary crime committed previously to that for which 
his or the~r surrender is asked. 
ARTICLE IV 
If the person whose surrender may be claimed pursuant to the stipu-
lations of the present treaty, shall have been arrested for tho commis-
sion of offences in the country where he has sought an asylum, or shall 
have been convicted thereof, his extradition may be deferred, until 
he shall have been acquitted, or have served the term of imprison-
ment to which he may have been sentenced. 
ARTICLE V 
Requisitions for the surrender of fugitives from justice shall be 
ma~le by the respective Diplomatic agents of the contracting Parties, 
or m the event of the absence of these from the country, or its seat of 
1 See Convention of 1884, p. 324. 2 See Convention of 1869, p. 309. 
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Government, they may be made by superior Consular officers. If the 
person whose extradition may be asked for shall have been convicted 
of a crime, a copy of the sentence of the Court in which he may have 
been convicted, authenticated under its seal, and an attestation of the 
official character of the Judge by the proper Executive authority, and 
of the latter by the Minister or Consul of the United States or of Italy 
respectively, shall accompany the requisition. When, however, the 
fugitive shall have been merely charged with crime, a duly authenti-
cated 'copy of the warrant for his arrest in the country where the 
crime may have been committed, or of the depositions upon which 
such warrant may have been issued, must accompany the requisition 
as aforesaid. The President of the United States, or the proper 
Executive authority in Italy, may then issue a warrant for the appre-
hension of the fugitive, in order that he may be brought before the 
proper judicial authority for examination. If it should then be 
decided, that, according to law and the evidence the extradition is due 
pursuant to the treat,y, the fugitive may be given up according to the 
forms prescribed in such cases. 1 
ARTICLE VI 
The expenses of the arrest, detention and transportation of the 
persons claimed, shall be paid by the Government in whose name the 
requisition shall have been made. 
ARTICLE VII 
This Convention shall continue in force during five (5) years from 
the day of exchange of ratifications, but if neither party shall have 
given to the other six ( 6) months previous notice of its intention to 
terminate the same, the Convention shall remain in force five years 
longer and so on. 
The present Convention shall be ratified, and the ratifications 
exchanged at Washington, within six ( 6) months, and sooner if pos-
sible. 
In witness whereof, the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed 
the pre ent Convention in duplicate, and have thereunto affixed their 
seals. 
Done at Washington the Twenty third day of March A. D. one 
thou and eight hundred and sixty eight, and of the Independence of 
the nitcd States the ninety second. 
[ E L.] 
[SEAL.l 
1 69. 
WILLIAM II. SEW ARD. 
M. CERRUTI. 
10 Ts LAR Co VENTION. 
onrlnclerl_ .Jon_1mry ~1, 18GO_; ratification advised by the Senate F~b-
r w_ru Hi, 1860J· r llifi cl uy the Pre. ident February 24, 186[)/ ratifi-
c·rd,ons c.,·r·lwnyNl Jfr,y 7 1 'GD · proclaimed May 11, 1869. (Treatie 
ancl my n ion · 1 D, :p. 577.) 
xl<111c1 ing h tim for th x •hang of th 
'on. nlar ( onv nt ion of 1 G . 
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1869. 
CONVENTION ADDITIONAL TO EXTRADITION CONVENTION, 1868. 
Concluded January 21, 1869J· ratification advised by the Senate Feb-
ruary 16, 1869J· ratiji,ed by the President February 23, 1869/ ratifi-
cation exchanged May 7, 1869~· proclaimed ll!lay 11, 1869. (Treaties 
and Conventions, 1889, p. 580.) 
ADDITIONAL ARTICLE RELATING TO THE CRIME OF EMBEZZLEMENT. 1 
It is agreed that the concluding paragraph of the second Article of 
the Convention aforesaid shall be so amended as to read as follows: 
8. Embezzlement by any person or persons hired or salaried, to the 
detriment of their employers when these crimes are subject to infa-
mous punishment according to the laws of the United States, and 
criminal punishment according to the laws of Italy. 
In witness whereof the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed the 
present Article in duplicate and have affixed thereto the seal of their 
arms. 
Done at Washington the 2l8t day of January, 1860, 
WILLIAM H. SEWARD. [S-EAL. l 
M. CERRUTI. [SEAL.] 
1.871. 
TREATY OF COMMERCE AND NAVIGATION. 
Concluded F ebruary 26, 1871J· ratification advised by the Senate April 
15, 1871~· ratified by the President April 29, 1?7 lJ· ratifications 
exchanged .November 18, 187 lJ· proclaimed November 23, 1871. 
(Treaties and Conventions, 1889, p. 581.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Freedom of commerce and navi-
gation. 
II. Liberty to trade and travel. 
III. Rights of person and property; 
exemptions. 
IV. Embargo. 
V. No shipping diseriminations. 
VI. No discriminations of imports 
and exports. 
VII. Shipping· privileges. 
VIII. Exemptions from shipping dues, 
etc. 
IX. Shipwrecks. 
X. Completing crews. 
XI. Piratical captures. 
Xll. Exemptions in war. 
XIII. Blockade. 
XIV. Regulation of blockades. 
XV. Contraband articles. 
XVI. Rights of neutrals; tree ships, 
free goods. 
XVII. Proof of nationality of vessels. 
XVIII. Right of search. 
XIX. Vessels under convoy. 
XX. Conduct of commanders of war 
vessels. 
XXI. Protection in case of war. 
XXII. Disposal of property. 
XXIII. Legal rights. 
XXIV. Most favored nation privileges. 
XXV. Duration. . · 
XXVI. Ratification . 
. The United Stateso~~mericaandHisMajestytheKingofltaly, desir-
mg to extend and facilitate the relations of commerce and navigation 
1 See Article II, p. 307. 
Federal case: Cantini v. Tillman, 54 Fed. Rep., 969. 
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between the two countries, have determined to conclude a treaty for 
that purpose and have named as their respective plenipotentiaries: 
The United States of America, George Perkins Marsh, their Envoy 
Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary near His Majesty the 
King of Italy; 
And His Majesty the King of Italy, the Noble Emilio Visconti 
Venosta, Grand Cordon. of his Orders of the Saints _Maurice and Laz-
arus, and of the Crown of Italy, Deputy in Parliament, and his Min-
ister Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs. 
And the said plenipotentiaries, having exchanged their full powers, 
found in good and due form, have concluded and signed the follow-
ing articles: 
ARTICLE I. 
There shall be between the territories of the High Contracting Par-
ties a reciprocal liberty of Commerce and Navigation. 
Italian citizens in the United States, and citizens of the United 
States in Italv, shall mutually have liberty to enter with their ships 
and cargoes ail the ports of the United States and of Italy respectively, 
which may be open to foreign commerce. 
They shall also have liberty to sojourn and reside in all parts what-
ever o.i: 9aid territories. They shall enjoy respectively, within the 
states and possessions of each party, the same rights, privileges, 
favors, immunities and exemptions for their commerce and naviga-
tion as the natives of the country wherein they reside, without payin~ 
other or higher du t es or charges than are paid by the natives, on condi-
tion of their submitting to the laws and ordinances there prevailing. 
"'\Var vessels of the two Powers shall receive, in their respective 
ports, the treatment of those of the most favored nation. 
ARTICLE II. 
The citizens of each of the high contracting parties shall have lib-
erty to travel in the states and territories of the other, to carry on 
trade, wholesale and retail, to hire and occupy houses and warehouses, 
to employ ag~nts of their choice, and generally to do anything inci-
dent to or necessary for trade upon the same terms us the natives of 
t)lc ountry, submitting themselves to the la.ws there established. 
ARTICLE III. 
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ARTICLE IV. 
The citizens of neither of the contracting parties shall be liable, in 
the states or territories of the other, to any embargo nor shall they 
be detained with their vessels, cargoes, merchandise, or effects, for 
any military expedition, nor for any public or private purpose what- _ 
soever, without allowing to those interested a sufficient indemnifica-
tion, previously agreed upon when possible. 
ARTICLE V. 
The high contracting parties agree, that whatever kind of produce, 
manufactures or merchandize of any foreign country can be from 
time to time lawfully imported into the United States, in their own 
vessels, may be also imported in Italian vessels; that no other or 
higher duties upon the tonnage of the vessel or her cargo shall be 
levied and collected, whether the importation be made in vessels of 
the one country or of the other; and in like manner, that whatsoever 
kind of produce, manufactures or merchandize of any foreign country 
can be from time to time lawfully imported into Italy, in its own ves-
sels, may be also imported in vessels of the United 8tates, ~nd that 
no higher or other duties upon the tonnage of the vessel or her cargo 
shall be levied and collected, whether the importation be made in 
vessels of the one country or of the other; and they further agree 
that whatever may be lawfully exported and re-exported from the one 
country, in its own vessels, ·to any foreign country, may in the like 
manner be exported or re-exported in the vessels of the other country, 
and the same bounties, duties and drawbacks shall be allowed and 
collected whether such exportation or re-exportation be made in ves-
sels of t,he United States or of Italy. 
ARTICLE VI. 
No higher or other duties shall be imposed on the importation into 
the United States 01 any articles, the produce or manufactures of 
Italy, and no higher or other· duties shall be imposed on the importa-
tion into Italy of any articles the produce or manufactures of the 
United States, than are or shall be payable on the like articles, being 
the produce or the manufactures of any other foreign country; nor 
shall any other or higher du.ties or charges be imposed, in either of 
the two countries, on the exportation of any articles to the United 
States or to Italy respectively, ·than such as are payable on the 
exportation of the like articles to any foreign country, nor shall any 
prohibition be imposed on the importation or the exportation of any 
articles, the produce or manufactures of the United States or of Italy, 
to or from the territories of the United States, 01· to or from the terri-
tories of Italy, which shall not equally extend to all other nations. 
ARTICLE VIL 
Vessels of the United States arriving at a port of Italy, and recipro-
cally Yessels of Italy arriving at a port of i;he United States, may 
proceed to any other port of the same country, and may there dis-
charge such part of the~r original cargoes as may not have been dis-
charged at the port where they first arrived; it is however understood 
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and agreed, that nothing contained in this article shall apply to the 
coast-wise navigation, which each of the two contracting parties 
reserves exclusively to itself. 
ARTICLE VIII. 
The following shail be exempt from paying tonnage, anchorage and 
clearance duties in the respective ports: 
ist. Vessels entering in ballast; and leaving again in ballast, from 
whatever port they may come. . 
2. Vessels passing from a port of either of the two states into one 
or more ports of the same state, therein to diRcharge a part or all of 
their cargo, or take in or complete their cargo, whenever they shall 
furnish proof of having already paid the aforesaid duties. 
3. Loaded vessels entering a port, either voluntarily or forced from 
stress of weather, and leaving it without having disposed of the whole 
or part of their cargoes, or having therein completed their cargoes. 
No vessel of the one country which may be compelled to enter a 
port of the other, shall be regarded as engaging in trade if it merely 
breaks bulk for repairs, transfers her cargo to another vessel on 
account of unseaworthiness, purchases stores or sells damaged goods 
for re-exportation. It is, however, understood that all portions_ of 
such damaged goods destined to be sold for internal consumption 
shall be liable to the payment of custom duties. 
ARTICLE IX. 
When any vessel belonging to the citizens of either of the contract-
ing parties shall be wrecked, foundered, or shall suffer any damage, 
on the coasts or within the dominions of the other, there shall be 
given to it all assistance and protection in the same manner which is 
usual and customary with_ the vessels of the nation where the damage 
happens, permitting them to unload the said vessel, if necessary, of 
its merchandize and effects, and to reload the same, or part thereof, 
paying no duties whatsoever but such as shall be due upon the arti-
cles left for consumption. 
ARTICLE X. 
Vessels of either of the contracting parties shall have liberty, 
within_ the territories and dominions of the other, to complete their 
crew, m order to continue their voyaae, with sailors articled in the 
country, provided they submit to the local regulations, an<l. their enrol-
m nt be voluntary. 
ARTI LE XI. 
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ARTICLE XII. 
The high contracting parties agree that in the unfortunate event 
of a war between them, the private property of their respective citi-
zens and subjects with the exception of contraband of war, shall be 
exempt from capture or seizure on the high seas or elsewhere, by the 
armed vessels or by the military forces of either party; it being under-
stood that this exemption shall not extend to vesselt and their cargoes, 
which may attempt to enter a port blockaded by the naval forces of 
either party. 
ARTICLE XIII. 
The high contracting parties having agreed that a state of war 
between one of them and a third Power shall not, except in the cases 
of blockade, and contraband of war, affect the neutral commerce of 
the other, and being desirous · of removing every uncertainty which 
may hitherto have, arisen respecting that which upon principles of 
fairness and justice ought to constitute a legal blockade, they hereby 
expressly declare, that such places only shall be considered blockaded 
as shall be actually invested by naval forces capable of preventing 
the entry of neutrals, and so stationed as to create an evident danger 
on their part to attempt it. · 
ARTICLE XIV. 
And whereas it frequently happens that vessels sail for a port or a 
place belonging to an enemy, · without knowing that the same is 
besieged, blockaded or invested, it is agreed that every vessel so cir-
cumstanced may be turned away from such port or place, but shall 
not be detained, nor shall any part of her cargo, if not contraband of 
war, be confiscated, unless, after a warning of such blockade or invest-
ment from an officer commanding a vessel of the blockading forces, 
by an endorsement of such officer on the papers of the vessel men-
tioning the date, and the latitude and longitude where such endorse-
ment was made, she shall again attempt to enter; but she shall be 
permitted to go to any other port or place she shall think proper. 
Nor shall any vessel of either that may have entered into such a port 
before the same was actually besieged, blockaded or invested by the 
other, be restrained from quitting such place with her cargo, nor, if 
found therein after the reduction and surrender, shall such vessel or 
her cargo be liable to confiscation, but they sha~l be restored to the 
owners thereof; and if any vessel, having thus entered any port before 
the blockade took place, she shall take on board a cargo after the 
blockade be established, she shall be subject to being warned by the 
blockading forces to return to the port blockaded, and discharge the 
said cargo, and if after receiving the said warning, the vessel shall 
persist in going out with the cargo, she shall be liable to the same 
consequences as a vessel attempting to enter a blockaded port, after 
being warned off by the blockading forces. 
ARTICLE . XV. 
The liberty of navigation and commerce secured to neutrals by t,he 
stipulations of this Treaty shall extend to all kinds or merchandize 
excepting those only which are distinguished by the name of .contra-
band of war. And, in order to remove all causes of doubt and mis-
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understanding upon this subject, the contracting parties expressly 
agree and declare that the following articles and no others shall be 
considered as comprehended under this denomination; 
1. Cannons, mortars, howitzers, swivels, blunderbusses, muskets, 
fusees, rifles, carbines, pistols, pikes, swords, sabers, lances, spears, 
halberds, bombs, grenades, powder, matches, balls, and all other 
things belonging to and expressly manufactured for the use of these 
arms. 
2. Infantry belts, implements of war, and defensive weapons, clothes 
cut or made up in a military form, and for a military use. 
3. Cavalry belts, war saddles and holsters. 
4. And generally all kinds of arms and instruments of iron, steel, 
brass, and copper or of any other materials, manufactured, prepared. 
and formed expressly to make war by sea or land. 
ARTICLE XVI. 
It shall be lawful for the citizens of the United States, and for the 
subjects of the Kingdom of Italy, to sail with their ships with all man-
ner of liberty and security, no distinction being made who are the 
proprietors of the merchandize laden thereon, from any port, to the 
places of those who now are, or hereafter shall be at enmity with 
either of the contracting parties. It shall likewise be lawful for the 
citizens aforesaid to sail with the ships and merchandize before men-
tioned, and to trade with the same liberty and security from the places, 
ports and havens of those who are enemies of both or either party, 
without any opposition or disturbance whatever, not only directly 
from the places of the enemy before mentioned to neutral places, -~mt 
also {rorn one place belonging to an enemy to another place belongmg 
to an enemy, whether they be under the jurisdiction of one power or 
under several; and it is hereby stipulated that free ships shall also 
give freedom to goods, and that everything shall be deemed to be f~ee 
and exempt from capture which shall be found on board the ships 
belonging to the citizens of either of the contracting parties, although 
the whole lading or any part thereof should appertain to the enemies 
of the other, contraband goods being always excepted. It is also 
aO'reed, in like manner, that the same liberty be extended to persons 
who are on board of a free ship; and they shall not be taken out of that 
free ship, unless they are officers or soldiers; and in the actual service.of 
the enemy. Provided howev.er, and it is hereby agreed, that t,he stip-
ulation in this article contained, declaring that the flag shall cover 
the property, shall be understood as applying to those Powers only who 
re ·ognize this principle; but if either of the two contracting parties 
·hall b at war with a third, and the other neutral, the fl.a~ of the 
n .u ral hall ·over th property of enemies whose governments 
a ·knowled(T this principle, and not of others. 
ARTICLE XVII. 
tates, and fnrni hed 
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ARTICLE XVIII. 
In order to prevent all kinds of disorder in the visiting and examina-
tion of the ships and cargoes of both the contracting parties on the 
high seas, they have agreed mutually that, whenever a vessel of war 
shall meet with a vessel not of war of the other contracting party, 
the first shall remain at a convenient distance, and may send its boat 
with two or three men only, in order to execute the said examination 
of the papers, concerning the ownership and cargo of the vessel, with-
. out causing the least extortion, violence, or ill treatment, and it is ~ 
expressly agreed that the unarmed party shall in no case be required 
to go on board the examining vessel for the purpose of exhibiting his 
papers, or for any other purpose whatever. 
ARTICLE XIX. 
It is agreed that the stipulations contained in the present rrreaty 
relative to the visiting and examining of a vessel, shall apply only to 
those which sail without a convoy; and when said vessels shall be 
under convoy the verbal declaration of the Commander of the convoy, 
on his word of honor, that the vessels under his protection belong to 
the nation whose flag he carries, and, when bound to an enemy's port, 
that they have no contraband goods on board, shall be sufficient. 
ARTICLE xx. 
In order effectually to provide for the security of the citizens and 
subjects of the contracting parties, ·it is agreed between them that all 
Commanders of ships of war of each party respectively, shall be 
strictly enjoined to forbear from doing any damage to, or committing 
any outrage against, the citizens or subjects of the other, or against 
their vessels or property; and if the said Commanders shall act con-
trary to this stipulation, they shall be severely punished, and made 
answerable in their persons and estates for the satisfaction and 
reparation of said damages, of whatever nature they may be. 
ARTICLE XXI. 
If by any fatality which cannot be expected, and which may God 
avert, the two contracting parties should be engaged in a war with 
each other, they have agreed, and do agree, now for then, that there 
shall be allowed the term of six months to the merchants residing on 
the coasts and in the ports of each other, and the term of one year to 
those who dwell in the interior, to arrange their business and trans-
port their effects wherever they please with the safe conduct necessary 
to protect them and their property, until they arrive at the ports 
designated for their embarkation. And all women and children 
scholars of every faculty, cultivators of the earth, artisans, mechanics, 
manufacturers and fishermen, unarmed and inhabiting the unfortified 
towns, villages or places, and, in general, all others whose occupations 
are for the common subsistence and benefit of mankind, shall be allowed 
to continue their respective employments, and shall not be molested in 
their persons, nor shall their houses or goods be burnt, or otherwise 
destroyed, nor their fields wasted by the armed force of the belligerent, 
~n whose power, by the events of war, they may happen to fall; but if 
1t be necessary that anything should be taken from them for the use 
of such belligerent, the same shall be paid for at a reasonable price. 
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And it is declared that neither the pretence that war dissolves 
treaties, nor any other whatever, shall be considered as annulling or 
suspending this article; but on the contrary, that the state of war is 
precisely that for which it is provided, and during which its provisions 
are to be sacredly observed, as the most acknowledged obligations in 
the law of nations. 
ARTICLE XXII. 
The citizens of each of the contracting parties shall have power to . 
dispose of their personal goods within the jurisdiction of the other, 
by sale, donation, testament or otherwise, and their representatives, 
being citizens of the other party, shall succeed to their personal goo~s, 
whether by testament or ab intestato, and they may take possession 
thereof, either by themselves or others acting for them, and dispose 
of the same at their will, paying such dues only as the inhabitants_ of 
the country wherein such goods are shall be subject to pay in hke 
cases. 
As for the case of real estate, the citizens and subjects of the two 
contracting parties Rhall be treated on the footing of the most favored. 
nation. 
ARTICLE XXIII. 
The citizens of either party shall have free access to the Courts of 
Justice, in order t,o maintain and defend their own rights, without any 
other conditions, restrictions, or taxes than such as are imposed upon 
the natives; they shall, therefore, be free to employ, in defense of 
their rights, such advocates, solicitors, notaries, agents and factors, 
as they may judge proper, in all their trials at law, and such citizens 
or agents shall have free opportunity to be present _at the decisions 
and sentences· of the Tribunals in all cases which may concern them; 
and likewise at the taking of all examinations and evidences which 
may be exhibited in the said trials. 
ARTICLE XXIV. 
The United States of America and the Kingdom of Italy mutually 
engage not to grant any particular favor to other nations, in respect 
to commerce anu navigation, which shall not immediately become 
common to the other party, who shall enjoy the same freely if the con-
e ion was fr ely made, or on allowing the same compensation if the 
oncession was conditional. 
ARTICLE XXV. 
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ARTICLE XXVI. 
The present Treaty shall be approved and ratified by His Majesty 
the King of Italy, and by the President of the United States by and 
with the advice and consent of the Senate thereof, and the ratifica-
tions shall be exchanged at Washington within twelve months from 
the date hereof or sooner if possible. 
In faith whereof the plenipotentiaries of the contracting partie 
have signed the present treaty in duplicate, in the English and Italian 
languages, and thereto affixed t,heir respective seals. 
Done at Florence this twenty sixth day of February: in the year of 
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy one. 
GEORGE P. MARSH. [SEAL.] 
VISCONTI VENOSTA. [SEAL.] 
1878. 
CONSULAR CONVENTION. 
Concluded May 8, 1878_; ratification advised by the Senate 11foy 28, 
1878_; ratified by the President June 4, 1878_; ratifications exchanged 
September 18, 1878_; proclaimed September 27, 1878. (Treaties and 
Conventions, 1889, p. 538.) 
I. Consular reeognition. 
II. Exequaturs. 
III. Exemptions. 
IV. Status in legal proeeedings. 
V. Arms and flags. 
VI. Archives. 
VII. Vacancies. 
VIII. Vice-consuls and agents. 
IX. Dealings with officials. 
X. General powers. 
ARTICLES. 
XI. Shipping disputes. 
XII. Disputes between passengers 
and officers of vessels. 
XIII. Deserters from ships. 
XIV. Damages at sea. 
XV. Shipwrecks. 
XVI. Death of citizens. 
XVII. Most favored nation privileges. 
XVIII. Duration; ratification. 
The President of the United States and His Majesty the Kittg of 
Italy, recognizing the utility of defining the rights, privileges- and 
immunities of consular officers in the two countries, have determined 
to conclude a consular convention for that purpose, and accordingly, 
have named: 
The President of the United States, William M. Evarts, Secretary 
of State of the United States: His Majesty the King of Italy, Baron 
Alberto Blanc, his Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary 
to the United States. 
Who, after communicating to each other their full powers, found in 
good and due form, have agreed upon the following articles: 
ARTICLE I. 
Each of the high contracting parties pledges itself to admit the 
Consuls General, Consuls, Vice-Consuls and Consular Agents of the 
other, in all its ports, places and cities, with the exception of those 
in which it may not be deemed proper to recognize such functionaries. 
This reservation, however, shall not be applied to one of the high 
contracting parties without being applied in like manner to all the 
other Powers. 
Federal case: The Salomoni, 29. Fed. Rep., 534. 
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ARTICLE II. 
Consular officers shall receive, after presenting their commissions, 
and according to the formalities established in the respective coun-
tries, the exequatur required for the exercise of their functions, which 
shall be furnished to them free of cost; and on presentation of this 
dpcument,, they shall be admitted by all the authoritieH of their place 
of residence, to the enjoyment of the rights, prerogatives and immu-
nities granted them by this Convention. 
ARTICLE III 
Consular officers, citizens of the State by which they were appointed, 
shall be exempt from arrest or imprisonment in civil cases and fr?m 
preliminary arrest in penal cases, except in the case of offences which 
the local la,w qualifies as_ crimes and punishes as such; and they 1:,hall 
be exempt from military billettings and from the performance of 
service in the army, in the militia, or national guard, and in the navy. 
The aforesaid consular officers shall be exempt from all national, 
state or municipal taxes, imposed upon persons either in the nature of 
capitation tax or in respect to their property unless such taxes become 
due on account of the possession of real estate or for interest on cap-
ital invested in the state in which they reside. If they are engaged 
in trade, manufactures or commerce, they shall not enjoy such exemp-
tion, but shall be ,obliged to pay the same taxes as are paid by other 
foreigners under similar circumstances. 
ARTICLE IV. 
Consular officers, citizens of the State which appointed them, and 
who are not engaged in trade, professional business or any kind of 
manufactures, shall not be obliged to appear as witnesses before the 
Courts of the Country in which they reside. If their testimony should 
be necessary, they shall be requested in writing to appear in Court, 
and in case of impediment their written deposition shall be requested, 
or it shall be received viva voce at their residence or office. 
It shall be the duty of the aforementioned consular officers to com-
ply with such request without unnecessary delay. 
In all the criminal cases contemplated by the VPh Article of the 
amendments of the Constitution of the United States, by virtue of 
which the right is guaranteed to persons cha1'gecl with crimes, of 
obtaining witne., es in their favor, Uon,•ular officers shall he required 
to app ar, an po. sibl , reO'ard being paid to their dignity and to the 
lutie f heir offic . 
011, ul. of th nit d 't1a.t 8 in Italy shall re •eivc the, ame treat-
rn nt in ,·imilar •as ·. 
ARTI LEV. 
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ARTICLE VI. 
The Consular offices shall be at all times inviolable. The lo-cal 
authorities shall not be allowed to enter them under any pretext, nor 
shall they in any case examine or sequestrate the papers therein 
deposited. These offices, however, shall never serve as places of 
asylum. 
When the Consular officer is engaged in trade, professional business, 
or manufactures, the papers relating to the business of 'the Consulate 
must be-kept separate. 
ARTICLE VII. 
In case of death, incapacity or absence 'of the Consuls General, 
Consuls, Vice-Consuls and Consular Agents, their Chancellors and Sec-
retaries, whose official character shall have been previously announced 
to the Department of State at Washington, or to the Ministry of For-
eign Affairs in Italy, shall be permitted to discharge their functions 
ad interim, and they shall enjoy, while thus acting, the same rights, 
prerogatives and immunities as the officers whose places they fill, on 
the condition and with the reserves pres·cribed for those offices. 
ARTICLE VIII. 
Vice-Consuls or Consular Agents may be appointed by the respec-
-tive governments or by the Consuls General or Consuls, with the 
approval of said governments in the cities, ports, and places of each 
Consular district. These Agents may be selected from the citizens of 
the United States or from Italian citizens or other foreigners, and they 
shall be furnished with a commission by the government or by the 
Consul appointing them, under whose orders they are to discharge 
their functions. 
They shall enjoy the privileges provided in this Convention for con-
sular officers, subject to the exce12tions and reservations provided for 
the same. 
ARTICLE IX. 
Consuls General, Consuls, Vice-Consuls and Consular Agents may 
have recom e to the authorities of the respective countries within their 
district, whether federal or local, judicial or executive, for the pur-
pose of complaining of any infraction of the treaties or conventions 
existing between the United States and Italy, as also in order to defend 
the rights and interests of their countrymen. If the complaint should 
not be satisfactorily redressed, the Consular officers aforesaid, in the 
absence of a diplomatic agent of their country, may apply directly to 
the Government of the country where they reside. 
ARTICLE X. 
Consuls General, Consu]s, Vice-Consuls, and Consular Agents, and 
their Chancellors or Consular Clerks, shall have the right to take in 
their offices, at the residence of the parties, in their own dwelling and 
even on board ship, the depositions of captains and crews of the vessels 
of their nation, of passengers on board of the same, an<l of any other 
citizen or subject of their country. 
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They shall also have the right to receive at their offices, conform-
ablyto the laws and regulations of their countr_y, any contract between 
citizens or subjects and other inhabitants of the country in which they 
reside, and also any contract between these latter, provided it relates 
to real estate situated in the territory of the nation to which the con-
sular officer belongs, or to business which is to be transacted in said 
country. 
Copies of papers relative to such contracts and official documents of 
all kinds, whether origina·ls, copies or translations, duly authenticated, 
by the Consuls General, Consuls, Vice-Consuls and Consular Agents, 
and sealed with the seal of office of the Consulate, shall be received 
as evidence in the United States and Italy. 
ARTICLE XL 
[ Abrogated and Article I, Convention of 1881, p. 322, substituted 
in its place.] 
ARTICLE XII. 
According to the Act of Congress of March 5, 1855, to regulate the 
carriage of passengers ,i,n steamships and other ,vessels,1 all ~isputes 
and questions of any nature that may arise between Captams and 
officers on the one hand, and passengers on board of vessels on the 
other, shall be brought to and decided by the Circuit or district cour~s 
of the United States to the exclusion of all other courts and authori-
ties. 
ARTICLE, XIII 
The respective Consuls General, Consuls, Vice-Consuls and Con-
sular Agents, may arrest, the officers, seamen and any other perso_n 
forming part of the crew of the merchant and war vessels of thell' 
nation, who have been guilty of or charged with <leserting from said 
vessels, in order to return them to their vessels, or to send them 
back to their country. 
To this effect the consular officers of Italy in the United States, 
may apply in writing, to either the Courts or the Federal, State or 
Municipal aut,horities of the United States and the consular officers 
?f the United State may apply to any of the competent author~ti~s 
m Italy, and make a demand for the deserters showing by exh1b1t-
ino- the register of the vessel and the crew-list, ~r other official <locu-
m nt., that the persons claimed really belonged to said crew. Upon 
such reque t, alone, thus supported, and without the exaction of any 
oa ~ from the Con. ·ular officers, the deserters, not being citizens or 
sub:ie t. of the country in which the demand is made, at the time of 
th n· , h1pm nt, shall b giv n up. 
11 a i tan and n essary aid moreover, shall be furnished for 
h. ar h and arr 't of aid d erter , who shall be placed in th 
pri ·on, of h ountry, and kept there at the request and at the 
·p n. of h n ·ular offic r, until he find an opportunity to nd 
h mh m. 
If hc~w v r . ·n ·h , n oppor uni y. hall not pr . ent it elf within th 
·r a· of thr ·mon h .·, rounting from th da of the arr ·t th d ert r 
• hall h ' • <·t a lil r · 11 r . ·}uill h I a 1rain impri •oned 'for the am 
. u .. 
1 ~ • .'.,'tat:. ol. 1 . p. ,Hi (ac:t of March 3, 1 55). 
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ARTICLE XIV. 
In the absence of an agreement to the contrary, between the own-
ers, freighters and insurers, all damages suffered at sea, by the vessels 
of the two countries whether they enter the respective ports volun-
tarily, or are forced by stress of weather or other causes over which 
the officers have no control, shall be settled by the Consuls General, 
Consuls, Vice· Consuls and Consular Agents of the country in which 
they respectively reside; in case, however, any citizen of the country 
ill which said consular officers reside, or subjects of a third power, 
should be interested in these damages, and the parties cannot come 
to an amicable agreement, the competent local authorities shall decide. 
ARTICLE XV. 
All operations relative to the salvage of United States vessels 
wrecked upon the coasts of Italy, and of Italian vessels upon the coasts 
of the United States, shall be directed by the respective (fonsuls Gen-
eral, Consuls and Vice Consuls of the two countries, and until their 
arrival, by the respective Consular Agents, where Consular Agencies 
exist. 
In :p1aces and ports where there is no such agency, the local author-
ities shall give immediate notice of the shipwreck to the Consul of the 
district in which the disaster has taken place, and until the arrival of 
the said Consul, they shall take all necessary measures for the 
protection of persons and the preservation of property. 
The local authorities shall intervene only to preserve order, and to 
protect the interests of the salvors, if they do not belong to the crew 
of the wrecked vessel, and to secure the execution of the arrangements 
made for the entry and exportation of the merchandise saved. It is 
understood that such merchandise is not to be subjected to any custom-
house charges, unless it be intended for consumption in the country 
in which the wreck took place. 
ARTICLE XVI. 
In case of the death of a citizen of the United States in Italy, or of 
an Italian citizen in the United States, who has no known heir, or tes-
tamentary executor designated by hi~, the competent local authori-
ties shall give notice of the fact to the Consuls or Consular Agents of 
the nation to which the deceased belongs, to the end that information 
may be at once transmitted to the parties interested. 
ARTICLE . XVII. 
The respective Consuls General, Consuls, Vice Consuls and Consular 
Agents, as likewise the Consular Chancellors, Secretaries, Clerks or 
attaches, shall enjoy in both countries, all the rights, prerogatives, 
immunities and privileges which are or may hereafter be granted to 
the officers of the same grade, of the most favored nation. 
ARTICLE XVIII. 
This Convention shall remain in force for the space of ten years 
from the date of the exchange of the ratifications, which shall take 
place in conformity with the respective constitutions of the two coun-
tries, at Washington or at Rome, within the period' of six months, or 
sooner, if possible. 
7468-21 
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In case neither party gives notice twelve months pi-eviously to the 
expiration of said period of ten years, of. its intention not to renew the 
Convention, this shall remain in force until the expiration of a year 
from the day on which one of the parties shall have made such 
announcement. 
In faith whereof, the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed this 
Convention, and have thereunto affixed their seals. 
Done at Washington the Eighth day of May, Anno Domini, one 
thousand eight hundred and seventy-eight. 
WILLIAM MAXWELL EV ARTS. [SEAL.] 
A. BLANC. [SEAL.] 
1881. 
CONVENTION SUPPLEMENTAL TO . CONSULAR CONVENTION, 1878. 
Concluded February 24, 1881.,· rat,ification advised by the Senate J,fay 
5, 1881.,· ratified by the President May 10, 1881.,· ratifications ex-
changed June 18, 1881.,· proclaimed June 29, 1881. (Treaties and 
Conventions, 1889, p. 593.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Shipping disputes; substitute for Ar- J rt Ratification and effect. 
ticleXI. 
· Whereas question has arisen at divers times between the govern-
ment of the United States of America and the government of His 
Majesty the King of Italy, touching the interpretation of the eleventh 
article of the Convention between the two countries, concerning the 
rights, privileges and immunities of Consular officers, signed at Wash-
ington on the eighth day of May, one thousand eight hundred and 
seventy-eight, and especially with respect to so much of said article 
as defines and limits the jurisdiction of the authorities of the country 
and of the Consular officers, with regard to offenses and disturbances 
on shipboard, while in port; and whereas the high contracting par-
ties, have deemed it expedient to remove for the future all ground of 
que tion in the premi e , by substituting a new article in place of the 
'aid eleventh article of that Couvention;·the United States of America 
and Ilis Majesty the King of Italy, have resolve<l to conclude a special 
supplem ntary Convention to that end and have appointed as their 
Plenipotentiarie : 
Th Pr ident of the nited tates: William Maxwell Evarts, See-
r tary of tat of th nited tates, and His Majesty the King o! 
Italy, Paul B ccadelli Bologna Prince of Camporeale, his Charge 
d' AffaiT . in he nit d tat of America· 
h , aft r ommnnica ing to ach oth~r their full pow .rs, found 
and du form, ha a()'r d upon the following article 
RTI LE J. 
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of their nation and shall alone take cognizance of differences which 
may ari8e either at sea or in port between ~he captains, officers and 
crews, without exception, particularly in reference to the adjustment 
· of wages and the execution of contracts. In case any disorder should 
happen on board of vessels of either party, in the territorial waters of 
the other, neither the Federal, State or Municipal Authorities or Courts 
in the United States nor any Court or Authority in Italy, shall on any , 
pretext interfere except when the said disorders are of such a nature 
as to cause or be likely to cause a breach of the peace or serious trou-
ble in the port or on shore; or when, in such trouble or breach of the 
peace, a person or persons shall be implicated, not forming a part of 
the crew. In any other case, said _Federal, State or Municipal Author-
ities or Courts in the United States, or Courts or Authority in Italy, 
shall not interfere but shall render forcible aid to Consular officers, 
when they may ask it, to search, arrest and imprison all persons com-
posing the crew, whom they may deem it necessary to confine. Those 
persons shall be arrested at the sole request of the Consuls addressed 
in writing to either the Federal, State or Municipal Courts or Author-
ities in the United States, or to any Court or Authority in Italy, and 
supported by an official extract from the register of the ship or the 
list of the crew, and the prisoners shall be held during the whole time 
of their stay, in the port at the disposal of the Consular officers. 
Their release shall be granted at the mere request of such officers 
made in writing. The expenses of the arrest and detention of those 
persons, shall be paid by the Consular officers. 
ARTICLE IL 
This supplementary Convention shall be ratified in conformity with 
the laws of the respective countries, and the ratifications thereof shall 
be exchanged at Washington, as soon as possible after the date hereof, 
and immediately upon such exchange, the foregoing form of the said 
article XI shall become effective and have the same force as the other 
articles of the Convention of the eighth day of May of the year 1878 
and the same duration. 
In faith whereof, the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed this 
Convention and have thereunto affixed their seals. 
Done in duplicat~ at Washington, the twenty-fourth day of Febru-
ary Anno Domini, one thousand eight hundred and eighty-one. 
-
WILLIAM MAXWELL Ev ARTS. [SEAL.] 
CAMPO REALE. [SEAL.] 
1882. 
TRADE-MARK DECLARATION. 
Signecl Jwne 1,_ 1882_; ratffication advise(l by the Senate February ·25, 
1884_; proclaimed March 19, 1884. (Treaties and Conventions 1889 
p. 595.) ' ' 
The Government of the U1~ited States of America and the Govern:-
ment of His Majesty the King of Italy, wishing to provide for the recip-
rocal protection of the marks of manufacture and trade, have agreed 
as follows: 
The ci:ti~ens of each of t~e high contracting parties shall enjoy, in 
the domm1ons and possess10ns of the other the same rights as belong 
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to native citizens, or as are now granted or may hereafter be granted 
to the subjects or citizens of the most favored nation, in everything 
relating to property in trade-marks and trade-labels. 
It is understood that any person who desires to obtain the aforesaid 
p1·otection must fulfill the formalities required by the laws of the 
respective countries. 
· In witness whereof the undersigned, having been duly authorized to 
this effect; have signed the present declaration, and have affixed thereto 
the seal of their arms. 
Done in duplicate original at Washington, this first day of June, one 
thousand eight hundred and eighty-two. 
FREDK T. FRELINGHUYSEN. [SEAL.] 
FAVA. [SEAL.] 
[NOTE.-As the act of Congress, entitled "An act to authorize the registration 
of trade-marks and protect the same." approved March 3, 1881 (U.S. Stats., Vol. 21, 
p. 502), gives the right of trade-mark registry to subjects of any foreign_country 
which by law admits the like right for citizens of the United States, th1s Decla-
ration ts held to be an establishment of the fact that such reciprocal privilege 
exists, and is therefore effective from June 1, 1882, the date uf its signature.] 
1884. 
CONVENTION ADDITIONAL TO EXTRADITION CONVENTION, 1868, 1 
Concluded June 11, 1884_; ratification advised by the Senate July 5, 
1884.,_· ratified by the President April 10, 1885_; ratifications exchanged 
April 24, 1885J· proclaimed April 24, 1885. (Treaties and Conven-
tions, 1889, p. 595.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Kidnapping added to extraditable \ II. Preliminary detention. 
crimes. III. Effect; ratification. 
The President of the United States of America and His Majesty the 
King of Italy, being convinced of the necessity of adding some stip-
ulations to the extradition convention concluded between the United 
'tates and Italy on the 23d of March, 1868, with a, view to the better 
administration of justice and the prevention of crime in their respec-
tive territories and jurisdiction , have resolved to conclude a sup-
pl mentary convention for this purpose, and have appointed as their 
Pl nipotentiaries, to-wit: 
Th Pre ident of the United States, Frederick T. Frelinghuysen, 
r tary of State of the nited States; 
nd Ili Maj ·ty the King of Italy, Baron averio Fava, His Envoy 
Ex raordinary and ini t r Plenipotentiary at Washington; 
"\ h , af r r ipro al o'mmunication of their full powers,. which 
: r f _und o in good and due form, have agreed upon the follow-
m art1cl : 
RTICLE I. 
'onv ntion of 1 6 , p. :306. 
on ac ount 
rticle II of the 
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ARTICLE II. 
The following clause shall be inserted after Article V of the afore-
said-Convention of March 23, 1868: 
Any competent judicial magistrate of either. of the two countries 
shall be authorized after the exhibition of a certificate signed by the 
Minister of Foreign Affairs [of Italy J or the Secretary of State ~ of the 
United States] attesting that a requisition has been made by the Gov-
ernment of the other country to secure the preliminary arrest of a 
person condemned for or charged with having therein committed a 
crime for which, pursuant to this convention, extradition may be 
granted, and on complaint duly made under oath by a persdn cogni-
zant of the fact, or by a diplomatic or consular officer of the demand-
ing Government,, being duly authorized by the latter, and attesting 
that. the aforesaid crime was thus perpetrated, to issue a warrant for 
the arrest of the person thus inculpated, to the end that he or she 
may be brought before the said magistrate, so that the evidence of his 
or her criminality may be heard and considered; and the person thus 
accused and imprisoned shall from time to time be remanded to prison 
until a formal demand for his or her extradition shall be made and 
supported by evidence as above provided; if, however, the requistion 
together with the documents above provided for, shall not be made, 
as required, by the diplomatic representative of ·the demanding Gov-
ernment, or, in his absence, by a consular officer thereof, within forty 
days from the date of the arrest of the accused, the prisoner shall be 
set at liberty. 
ARTICLE III. 
These supplementary articles shall be considered as an integral 
part of the aforesaid original extradition convention of March 23, 1868, 
and together with the additional article of January 21, 1869, as hav-
ing the same value and force as the convention itself, and as destined 
to continue and terminate in the same manner. 
The present convention shall be ratified, and the ratifications ex-
changed at Washington as speedily as possible, and it shall take effect 
immediately after the said exchange of ratificat.ions. 
In testimony whereof, the respective plenipotentiaries have signed 
the present convention in duplicate, and have thereunto affixed their 
seals. 
_ Done at Washington, this eleventh day of the month of June in the 
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-four. 
FREDk T. FRELr'NGHUYSEN. [SEAL.] 
FAVA. [SEAL.] 
JAPAN. 
1854. 
TREATY OF .PEACE, AMITY, AND COMMERCE. 
Concluded March 31, .1854.,· ratification advised by the Senate July_ 15, 
1854.,· ra#fied by the President August 7, 1854.,· ratifications 
exchanged February 21, 1855.,· proclaimed June 22, 1855. ('J.1reaties 
and Conventions, 1889, p. 597.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Peace and amity. 
II. Opening of Simoda and Hako-
dade. 
III. Shipwrecks. 
IV. Treatment of shipwrecked per-
sons. 
V. Shipwrecked persons at Simoda 
and Hakodade. 
VI. Business. 
VII. Trade. 
VIII. Supplies to vessels. · . . 
IX. Most favored nation privileges. 
X. Open ports. 
XI. Consuls. 
XII. Ratification. 
(As this treaty has been superseded in part by the Treaty of 1858, only such por-
tions are reprinted as were not definitely referred to in the latter treaty.) 
ARTICLE III. 
Whenever Ships of the United States are thrown or wrecked on tl~e 
Coast of Japan, the Japanese vessels will assist them) and carry thell' 
crews to Simoda, or Hakodade, and hand them over to their Country-
men, appointed to receive them; whatever articles the shipwrecked 
men may have preserved shall likewise be restored, and the expenses 
incurred in the rescue and support of Americans and Japanese who 
may thus be thrown upon the shores of either nation are not to be 
refunded. 
ARTICLE IV. 
1ho. e. hipwre k d p rsons and other Citizens of the United States 
a· in oh r Countri s, and not subjected to confinement, 
am nal>le to just laws. 
ARTICLE V. 
nited States, tempora-
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1857. 
COMMERCIAL AND CONSULAR TREATY. 
Concluded Ji1;ne 17, 1857J· ratificat,ion advised by the Senate June 15, 
1858J· ratified by the President June 30, 1858J· proclaimed June 30, 
1858. ('"rreaties and Conventions, 1889, p. 599.) 
This treaty of nine articles was superseded by the Treaty of 1858. 
Federal case: Ross v. McIntyre, 140 U.S., 453. 
1858. 
TREATY OF COMMERCE AND NAVIGATION. 
Concluded July 29, 1858J· ratification advised by the Senate December 
15, 1858J· ratified uy the President Apr'il 12, 1860J· ratifications 
exchanged May 22, 1860J· proclaimed May 23, 1860. (Treaties and 
Conventions, 1889, p. 601.), 
'I1his treaty will be superseded July 17, 1899, when the Treaty of 
November 22, 1894 (p. 352), goes into effect. 
ARTICLES. 
I. Amity; diplomatic and consular 
officers. 
II. Mediation and assistance by the 
· United States. 
III. Ports oper~ed; trade regulations. 
IV. Duties; naval supplies; opium. 
V. Coins authorized. · 
VI. Consulat courts, etc. 
VII. Limits of open ports. 
VIII. Religious freedom. 
IX. Deserters and fugitives from jus-
tice. 
X. Purchases of ships, etc., by Ja-
pan. 
XI. Trade regulations. 
XII. Revocation of former treaties. 
XIII. Duration. 
XIV. Effect; ratification. 
'1"1he President of the United States of America, and His Majesty 
the 'ry-coon of Japan, desiring to establish on firm and lasting founda-
tions, the relations of peace and friendship now happily existing 
between the two Countries, and to secure the best interest of Their 
respective Citizens and Subjects by encouraging, facilitating, and 
regulating their industry and trade, have resolved to conclude a 
'Treaty of amity and commerce, for this purpose, and have therefore 
named, as their Plenipotentiaries, that is to say: 
The President of the United States, His Excellency Townsend 
Harris, Consul General of the United States of America, for the Empire 
of Japan, and His Majesty the Ty-coon of Japan, Their Excellencies 
Ino-ooye Prince of Sinano and I wasay Prince of Hego, who, after 
having communicated tq each other their respective Full Powers, and 
found them to be in good and due form, have agreed upon and con-
cluded the following Articles: 
ARTICLE FIRST 
There shall he~ceforward be, perpetual peace and friendship 
between the United States of America, and His Majesty the 'Ty-coon 
of Japan, and His Successors. 
Federal case: Ross v. McIntyre, 140 U.S., 453. · 
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The President of the United States may appoint a Diplomatic 
Agent to reside at the City of Y edo, and Consuls or Consular Agents 
to reside at any or all of the Ports in Japan which are opened for 
American Commerce by this Treaty. 'I.1he Diplomatic Agent and Con-
sul General of the United States shall have the right to travel freely, 
in any part of the Empire of Japan from the time they enter on the 
discharge of their official duties. 
The Government of Japan may appoint a Diplomatic Agent to 
reside at Washington, and Consuls or Consular Agents, for any or 
all of the ports of the United States. The Diplomai,ic Agent and 
Consul General of Japan, may travel freely in any part of the United 
States from the time they arrive in the country. 
ARTICLE SECOND. 
The President of the Unit'ed StMes, at the request of the Japanese 
Government, will act as a friendly Mediator, in such matters of dif-
ference, as may arise between the · Government of Japan and any 
European Power. 
The ships of war of the United States shall render friendly aid and 
assistance, to such Japanese vessels, as they may meet on the high 
seas, so far as can be done without a breach of neutrality, and all 
American Consuls, residing at Ports, visited by Japanese vessels shall 
also give them, such friendly aid as may be permitted by the Laws of 
the respective Countries, in which they reside. 
ARTICLE THIRD. 
In addition to the Ports of Simoda and Hakodade, the following 
Ports and Towns shall be opP:ned on the dates respectively appended 
to them, that is to say: 
Kanagawa, on the (4 t h of July 1859) fourth day of July, one thou-
sand, eight hundred and fifty nine. 
Nagasaki, on the (4th of July 1859) fourth day of July, one thousand 
eight hundred and fifty nine. 
Nee-e-gata, on the (1st of January 1860) first day of January, one 
thousand eight hundred and sixty. 
Iliogo, on the (ist of January 1863) first day of .January, one thou-
and, eight hundred and sixty three. 
If ee-e-gata is found to be unsuitable as a Harbour, another Port, 
on the West coast of Nipon, shall be selected by the two Governments 
in lieu thereof. 
ix months after the opening of Kanagawa, the port of Simoda shall 
b clo d a. a place of residence and trade, for American Citizen . 
In all th for o-oing Ports and 'rowns, American Citizens may per-
man ntly r _id_, they hall have the right to lease ground, and pur-
ba. h bu~ldm~s th r on, and may er ct dwellings and warehou e . 
Bu n f r rfi at10n ~r pl.: e of military treno-th, , •hall be erected 
u~<l r i>_r t :nr of building dw Hing or warehou es, and to se that 
tln:· rti ·1 1.· h:_ r cl, th .Japan , eAuthoriti . shall have the right 
i m:p <· fron~ tim to tim any buildings, which are being er cted, 
alt r l r r P< ued. 
rl h J>la · ' whi h th m ri an. shall o upy for their building. , 
i rnl th , , IIa.rl ur O'U!~ti n., shall 1 anano- l hy th Am ri an 
m. 11 auc11h n h nh . of ('a,rh pla<•(', and if th cannot ao-r , 
111 ~n: tt r hall h~ r<,fnr cl to ancl :c•ti1<1cl by th m rican Diplo-
rnaf 1 • ,\" nt al1<11h' .Jap; n<._., HovPrnrn nt,. 
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No wall, fence, or gate shall be erected by the Japanese, around the 
place of residence of the Americans, or anything done, which may 
prevent a free egress and ingress to the same. 
From the (1 st of January 1862) first day of J a ..  rnary, one thousand, 
eight hundred and Sixty two, Americans shall be allowed to reside, in 
the City of Y edo, and from the (1st of January 1863) first day of Jan-
uary one thousand, eight hundred and sixty three, in the City of 
Osaca, for the purposes of trade only. In each of these two Cities a 
suitable place, within which they ip.ay hire houses, and the distance 
they may go, shall be arranged by the American Diplomatic Agent, 
and the Goverment of Japan. 
Americans may freely buy from Japanese and sell to them, any 
articles, that either may have for sale, without the intervention of any 
Japanese officers, in such purchase or sale or in making or receiving 
payment for the same, and all classes of Japanese, may purchase, sell, 
keep or rise, any articles sold to them, by the Americans. 
The Japanese Government will cause this clause to be made pub-
lic, in every part of the Empire, as soon as the Ratifications of this 
'rreaty shall be exchanged. 
Munitions of war shall only be sold to the Japanese Government and 
Foreigners. · 
No rice or wheat shall be exported from Japan, as cargo, but all 
Americans resident in Japan, and ships for their crews and passen-
gers, shall be furnished with sufficient supplies of the same. The 
Japanese Government will sell from time to time, at public auction, 
any surplus quantity of copper, that may be produced. 
Americans residing in Japan, shall have the right to employ Jap-
anese as servants, or in any other capacity. 
ARTICLE FOURTH, 
' Duties shall be paid, to the Government of Japan, on all goods 
landed in the Country, and on all Articles of Japanese production, 
that are exported as cargo, according to the Tariff hereunto appended. 
If the Japanese Custom House Officers are dissatisfied, with the 
value, placed on any goods by the owner, theymayplace a value thereon, 
and offer to take the goods, at that valuation. If the owner refuses 
to accept the offer, he shall pay duty on such valuation. If the offer 
be accepted, by the owner, the purchase money shall be paid to him, 
without delay, and without any abatement or discount. 
Supplies for the use of the United States Navy may be landed at 
Kanagawa, Hakodade and Nagasaki, and stored in warehouses .in the 
custody of an Officer of the American Government, without the pay-
ment of any duty. But if any such supplies are sold in Japan, the 
Purchaser shall pay the proper duty, to the Japanese Authorities. 
The importation of opium is prohibited, and any American vessel 
coming to Japan, for the purposes of trade, having more than (3) 
three catties, (four pounds avoirdupois) weight of opium on board, 
such surplus quantity shall be seized, and destroyed by the J ap3,nese 
Authorities. 
All goods imported into Japan, and which have paid the duty fixed 
by this Treaty, may be transported, by the Japanese, into any part 
of the Empire, without the payment of any tax, excise or transit duty 
whatever. 
. o higher duties shall be paid, by Americans, on goods imported 
mto Japan, than are fixed by-this Treaty, nor shall any higher duties 
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be paid, by Americans, than are levied on the same description of 
goods, if imported in Japanese vessels, or the vessels of any other 
Nation. 
ARTICLE FIFTH 1 
All foreign coin shall be current in Japan, and pass for its corre-
sponding weight of ,Japanese coin, of the same description. . 
Americans and Japanese may freely use foreign or Japanese com, 
in making payments to each other. 
As some time will elapse, before the Japanese will be acquainted 
with the value of foreign coin, the Japanese Government will for the 
period of one year, after the opening of each Harbour, furnish the 
Amerjcans with Japanese coin, in exchange for theirs, equal weights 
being given, and no discount taken for recoinage. . 
Coins of all description ( with the exception of Japanese copper ?om) 
may _be exported from Japan, and foreign gold and silver uncomed. 
ARTICLE SIXTH. 
Americans committing offences against Japanese, shall be tried 
in American Consular Courts, and when guilty, shall be punished 
according to American law. 
Japanese committing offences against Americans, shall be tried by 
the Japanese Authorities, and punished according to Japanese law. 
The consular courts shall be open to J·apanese Creditors, to enable 
them, to recover their just claims, against American Citizens, and the 
Japanese Courts shall in like manner be open to American citizens, 
for the recovery of their just claims, against Japanese. 
All claims for forfeitures or penalties, for violations of this Treaty, 
or of the .Articles regulating trade which are appended hereunto, sha11 
be sued for in the Consular Courts, and all recoveries shall be delivered 
to the Japanese authorities. 
Neither the American or Japanese Governments are to be held 
responsible for the payment of any d.ebts, contracted by their respective 
Cit,izens or Subjects. 
ARTICLE SEVENTH. 
ma g , inl any part of th imp rial 
rticle I of the 
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The boundaries of N ee-e-gata, or the place that may be substituted 
for it, shall be settled by the American diplomatic Agent, and the 
Government of Japan. 
Americans who have been convicted of felony, or twice convicted 
of misdemeanours, shall not go more than (J) one .Japanese Ri inland, 
from the places of their respective residences, and all Persons so con-
victed, shall lose their right of permanent residence in Japan, and 
the Japanese Authorities may require them, to leave the Country. 
A reasonable time shall be allowed to all such Persons to settle 
their affairs, and the American Consular authority, shall after an 
examination into the circumstances of each case, determine the time 
to be allowed, but such time shall not in any case exceed one year, 
to be calculated from the time, the Person shall be free to attend to 
his affairs. • 
ARTICLE EIGHTH. 
Americans in Japan, shall be allowed ~he free exercise of their 
Religion, and for this purpose shall have the right to erect suitable 
places of worship. No injury shall be done to such buildings, nor 
any insult be offered to the religious worship of the Americans. 
American Citizens shall not injure any Japanese temple or mia, or 
offer any insult or injury, to Japanese religious ceremonies, or to the 
objects of their worship. 
The Americans and Japanese shall not do anything, that may be 
calculated to excite religious animosity. The Government of Japan 
has already abolished the practice of trampling on religious emblems. 
ARTICLE NINTH. 
When requested by the American Consul, the Japanese Authori-
ties will cause the arrest of all deserters and fugitives from justice, 
receive in jail, all persons held as Prisoners by the Consul, and give 
to the Consul such assistance, as may be required to enable him, to 
enforce the observance of the Laws, by the Americans, who are on 
land, and to 111aintain order among the shipping. For all such serv-
ices, and for the support of prisoners kept in confinement, the Consul 
shall in all cases, pay a just compensation. 
ARTICLE TENTH. 
The Japanese Government may purchase or construct in the United 
States, ships of war, steamers, merchantships, wharleships, cannon, 
munitions of war, and arms of all kinds, and any other things it may 
require. It shall have the right to engage in the United States, sci-
entific, naval, and military men, artisans of all kinds, and mariners 
to enter into its service. All purchases made by the Government of 
,Japan may be exported from the United States, and all Persons 
engaged for its service may freely depart from t,he United States: 
Provided. That no Articles that are contraband of war, shall be 
exported, nor any persons engaged to act . in a Naval or military 
c.-1pacity, while Japan shall be at war, with any Power in amity with 
the United States. 
ARTICLE ELEVENTH. 
The Article for the regulation of trade, which are appended to this 
,.rreaty, , hall be considered as forming a part of the same, and shall 
be equally binding on both the contracting Parties to this Treaty, 
and on their Citizens a1Hl Subjects. · 
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ARTICLE TWELFTH 
Such of the provisions of the Treaty made by Commodore Perry, 
and signed at Kanagawa, on the 31st of March 1854, as conflict with 
the provisions of this Treaty are hereby revoked; and as all the pro-
visions of a Convention executed· by the Consul General of the United 
States and the Governors of Simoda, on the 17th of June 1857, are 
incorporated in this Treaty, that Convention is also revoked. . 
The person charged with the Diplomatic relations of the Umted 
States in Japan, in conjunction with such Person or Persons as may 
be appointed for that purpose, by the Japanese Government, shall 
have power, to make such rules and regulations, as may be required 
to carry into full and complete effect the provisions of this Treaty, 
and the provisions of the Articles regulating trade appended thereunto. 
ARTICLE THIRTEENTH 
After the (4th of July 1872) fourth day of July, one thousand, eight 
hundred and seventy two, upon the desire of either the American or 
Japanese Governments, and on one year's notice given, by either Party, 
this Treaty, and such portions of the '"freaty of Kanagawa. as remam 
unrevoked by this Treaty, together with the regulations of trade, here-
unto annexed, or those that may be hereafter introduced, shall be sub-
ject to revision by Commissioners appointed on both sides, for this 
purpose, who will be empowered to decide on, and insert therein, such 
amendments, as experience shall prove, to be desirable. 
ARTICLE FOURTEENTH. 
RRIS. [ E L.] 
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Regulations under which American Trade, is to be conducted in Japan. 1 
REGULATION FIRST. 
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Within (48) forty eight hours (Sundays excepted), after the arrivalof anAmer-
ican ship, in a Japanese Port, the Captain or Commander shall exhibit to the 
Japanese Custom House Authorities the receipt of the American Consul, showing 
that he has deposited the ship's register and other papers, as required by the laws 
of the United States, at the American Consulate, and he shall then make an entry ' 
of his ship, by giving a written paper, stating the name of the ship, and the 
name of the Port from which she comes, her Tonnage, the name of her Captain or 
Commander, the names of her passengers (if any) and the number of her crew, 
which paper shall be certified by the Captain or Commander to be a true state-
ment, and shall be signed by him, he shall at the same time deposit a written 
Manifest of his cargo, setting forth the marks and numbers of the packages, and 
their contents, as they are described in his Bills of Lading, with the names of the 
Person or Persons, to whom they are consigned. A list of the stores of the ship 
shall be added to the Manifest. The Captain or Commander shall certify the 
manifest to be a true account of all the cargo arid stores on board the ship, and 
shall sign his name to the same. 
If any error is discovered in the Manifest, it may be corrected within (24) 
twenty four hours (Sundays excepted), without the payment of any fee, but for 
any alteration or post entry to the Manifest made after that time, a fee of (15) 
fifteen dollars shall be paid. 
All goods not entered on the manifest shall pay double duties on being landed. 
Any Captain or Commander that shall neglect to enter his vessel, at the Jap-
anese Custom House within the time prescribed by this Regulation shall pay a 
penalty of (60) Sixty Dollars, for each day, that he shall so neglect to enter his 
ship. 
REGULATION SECOND. 
The Japanese Government shall have the right to place Custom House Officer~, 
on board of any ship in their Ports, (men of war excepted). All Custom House 
· Officers shall be treated with civility, and such reasonable accommodation shc1.ll 
be allotted to them, as the ship affords. 
No goods shall be unladen from any ship between the hours of sunset and sun-
rise, except by special permission of the Custom House Authorities, and the 
hatches and all other places of entrance, into that part of the ship, where the 
cargo is stowed, may, be secured by Japanese officers, between the hours· of sun-
set and sunrise, by affixing seals, locks or other fastenings, and if any Person 
shall, without due permission, open any entrance, that has been so secured, or 
shall break or remove, any seal, lock 01, other fastening, that has been affixed by 
the Japanese Custom House Officers, every Person so offending shall pay a fine 
of (60) Sixty dollars, for each offence. Any goods, that shall be discharged, or 
attempted to be discharged from any ship, without having been duly ente:red, at 
the Japanese Custom House, as here in after provided, shall be liable to seizure 
and confiscation. 
Packages of goods, made up with an attempt to defraud the Revenue of Japan, 
by concealing therein Articles of value, which are not set forth in the Invoice, 
shall be forfeited. · 
American ships, that shall smuggle or attempt to smuggle goods, in any of the 
non opened Harbours of Japan, all such goods shall be forfeited to the Japanese 
Government, and the ships shall pay a fine of (1,000) one thousand Dollars for 
each offence. 
Vessels needing repairs may land their cargo, for that purpose without the pay-
D?,ent of duty. Allgoodssolandedshallremain inchargeoftheJapaneseAuthori-
ties, an<i all just charges for storage, labor, and supervision shall be paid thereon. 
But if any portion of such cargo be sold, the regular duties shall be paid, on the 
portion so disposed of. 
Cargo may be transhipped to another vessel, in the same Harbour without the 
payment of duty, but all tran~ipments shall be made, under the supervision of 
J apane~e_Officers.; anu after satisfactor;y- proof has be_en given to the Custom House 
Authorities, of tne bona fide nature of the transact10n, and also, under a permit, 
to be granted for that purpose, by such authorities. 
The importation of opium bein.g prohibited, if any person or persons shall 
smuggle or attempt to smuggle any opium, he ·or they shall pay a fine of (15) 
1Amended by the Convention of June-25, 1866, p. 336. 
, . 
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fifteen dollars, for each catty of Opium so smuggled, or attempted to be smuggled, 
and if more than one Person shall be engaged in the offence, they shall collec-
tively be held responsible, for the payment of the foregoing penalty. 
REGULATION THIRD. 
The owner or consignee of any goods, who desires to land them, sha~r ma~~ an 
entry of the same, at the Japanese Custom House. The entry shall be m wntmg, 
and shall set forth the name of the Person making the entry, and the name of the 
ship, in which the goods were imported, and the marks, numbers, package~, and 
the contents thereof , with the value of each package, extended separately m on~ 
amount, and at the bottom of the entry shall be placed, the aggregate va~ue of 
all the goods, contained in the entry. On each entry, the owner or consignee, 
shall certify in writing, that the entry then presented, exhibits the actual cost of 
the goods, and that nothing has been concealed, whereby the customs of Japan, 
would be defrauded, and the owner or Consignee shall sign his name, to such 
certificate. 
The original Invoice or Invoices of the goods so entered, shall be prese~ted to 
the Custom House Authorities, and shall remain in their possession, until they 
have examined the goods, contained in the entry. 
The Japanese officers may examine any or all the packages so entered, and for 
this purpose may take them to the Custom House, but such examination ~hal~ be 
-without expense to the importer, or injury to the goods, and aft~r exammat10n, 
the Japanese sh::>ll restore the goods, to their original condition, m the_packages, 
(so far as may be practicable) and such examination shall be made, without any 
unreasonable delay. 
If any owner or Importer discovers, that his goods have been damaged on the 
voyage of impOTtation, before such goods have been delivered to him, he may 
notify the Custom House Authorities, of such damage, and he may have the dam-
aged goods appraised, by two or more competent and disinterested persons, who, 
after due examination, shall make a certificate, setting forth the amount per cent 
of damage, on each separate package, describing it by its mark and number, 
which certific~t~s shall be signed by the Appraisers, in p~esence of _thb Custom-
House Authonties, and the Importer may attach the Certificate to his entry, and 
make a corresponding deduction from it. But this shall not prevent th_e Cus~om 
House Authorities, from appraising the goods in the manner provided, m Article 
Fourth of the Treaty, to which these regulations are appended. . . 
After the duties have been paid, the Owner shall receive a Permit, authonzmg 
the delivery to him of the goods, whether the same are at the Custom House or on 
shipboard. 
All goods, intended to be exported, shall be entered at the J a-panese Custom 
House, before they are placed on shipboard. The entry shall be in writir;g, and 
shall state the name of the ship, by ,vhich the goods .are to be exported, with th~ 
ma~·ks and numbeTS 0f tl).e packages, and the quantity, description and_ value of 
theu- contents. The Exporter shall certify in writing, that the entry 1s a true 
account, of all the goods, contained therein, and shall sign his name thereto. 
Any goods that are put on board of a ship for exportation, bef~re theY: ~ave 
b e? entered at the Custom House, and all packages, which contam proh1b1ted 
articles, shall be forfeited to the Japanese Government. . 
_o entry at the Custom House shall be required for supplies for the use of ships, 
their crews and passengers, nor for the clothing, etc. of pa5sengers. 
REGULATION FOURTH. 
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The word ship whenever it occurs, in thes; Regulations, or in the Treaty, to 
which they are attached, is to be held as meaning, Ship, Barque, Brig, Schooner, 
Sloop or steamer. · 
REGULATION FIFTH. 
Any Person signing a false declaration _or Certificate, with the intent to defraud 
,, the Revenue of Japan, shall pay a fine of (125) one hundred and twenty five 
Dollars, for each offence. 
REGULATION SIXTH. 1 
No Tonnage duties shall be levied on American ships in the Ports of J~p~n, 
but the following fees shall be paid, to the Japanese Custom House Authonties. 
For. the entry of a ·ship (15) fifteen Dollars. 
For the clearance of a ship (7) Seven Dollars. 
For each Permit (1½) one dollar and alialf 
For each Bill of Health (1½) one dollar and a half 
For any other document (1t) one dollar and a half. 
REGULATION SEVENTH. 
Duties shall be paid to the Japanese Government, on all goods landed in the 
Country, according to the following tariff. 
Class One. 
All Articles in this class shall be free of duty. 
Gold and silver, coined or uncoined. 
Wearing apparel in actual use. 
Household furniture and printed books, not intended for sale, but the property 
of persons who come to reside in Japan. 
Class Two. 
A duty of (5) five per cent shall be paid on the following articles. 
All Articles used for the purpose of building rigging, repairing or fitting out of 
ships. 
Whaling gear of all kinds 
Salted provisions of all kinds. 
Bread and breadstuffs 
Living animals of all-kinds. 
Coals. 
Timber for building houses. 
Rice. 
Paddy. 
Steam machinery 
Zinc. 
Lead. 
Tin. 
Raw silk. 
C las.c; Three. 
A duty of (35) thirty five per cent shall be paid on all intoxicating liquors, 
whether prepared by distillation, fermentation, or in any other manner. 
Class Four. 
All goods not included in any of the preceding classes shall pay a duty of (20) 
Twenty per cent. 
. All articles of Japanese production, which are exported as cargo, shall pay a 
duty of (5) five per cent, with the exception of gold and silver coin, and copper 
in bars. 
(5) Five years after the opening of Kanagawa, the Import and Export duties 
shall be subject to revision, if the J,t}anese Government desires it. 
TOWNSEND HARRIS. [SEAL.] 
1 This regulation is amended by Article III of the Convention of 1866, p. 338. 
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1864. 
CONVENTION FOR THE REDUCTION OF IMPORT DUTIES. 
Concluded January 28, 1864.,· rat~fication advised by the Senate !f'eb-
ruary 21, 1866.,· ratified by the President April 9, 1866.,· proclaimed 
April 9, 1866. erreaties and Conventions, 1889, p. 610.) 
This convention of four articles was superseded by th~ Convention 
of 1866, below. 
1864. 
/ 
CONVENTION FOR THE PAYMENT OF 'fHE SIMONOSEKI lNDEM~ITIES. 
Concluded October 22, 1864.,· ratification advised by the Senate [!eb-
ruary 21, .1866.,· ratified by the President April 9, 1866.,· proclaimed 
April 9,
1 
1866. (Treaties and Conventions, 1889, p. 611. ) 
'rhis convention, between Japan and the United States, Great 
Britain, France, and the Nether lands, provided for the payment of 
$3,000,000 to the four powers. 
1866. 
CONVENTION ESTABLISHING TARIFF OF DUTIES BETWEEN JAPAN AND 
THE UNITED STATES, GREAT BRITAIN, FRANCE, AND THE NETHER-
LANDS. 
Concluded June 25, 1866; rat·~fication advised by the Senate June 17, 
1868. (~rreaties and Conventions, 1889, p. 612.) 
(This treaty was not proclaimed and will be superse'ied July 17, 1899, by the 
Treaty of November 22, 1894.) 
I. Effect. 
II. Revision. 
III. Permits. . 
IV. Warehousing. 
V. Transit charges. 
VI. Coins. 
VII. Prot ction of trade. 
ARTWLES. 
VIII. Japanese vessels; tonnage. 
IX. Freedom of trade. 
X. Importations; travel; employ-
ment of Japanese. 
XI. Aids to navigation. 
XII. Effect; ratification. 
Tariff and rules. 
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to proceed immediately to the Revision of the ,..rariff in question on 
the general basis of a duty of five per cent on the value of all articles 
Imported or Exported:-
And the Government of Japan being desirous of affording a fresh 
proof of their wish to p1·omote trade and to cement the friendly rela-
tions which exist between their country and foreign nations:-
His Excellency Midzuno Idzumi no Kami, a Member of the Gorojiu 
and a Minister of Foreign Affairs, has been furnished by the Govern-
ment of Japan with the necessary powers t,o conclude with the Rep-
resentatives of the above-named four Powers; that is to say; 
Of the United States of America:-A. L. C. Portman, Esq., Charge 
d' Affaires ad interim; · 
Of Great Britain:-Sir Harry S. Parkes, Knight Commander of the 
· Most Honorable Order of the Bath, Her Britannic Majesty's Envoy 
Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary in Japan; 
Of France :-Monsieur Leon Roches, Commander of the Imperial 
Order of the Legion of Honor, Minister Plenipotentiary of His Majesty 
the Emperor of t,he French in Japan; 
And of Holland:-Monsieur Dirk de Graeff van Polsbroek, Knight 
of the Order of the Nether lands Lion, Political Agent and Consul 
General of his Majesty the King of the Netherlands:- · 
The following Convention comprising Twelve Articles. 
ARTICLE I 
The contracting parties declare in the n:tmes of .their respective 
Governments that they accept, and they hereby do formally accept 
as binding on the citizens of their respective countries, and on the 
subjects of their respective Sovereigns the Tariff hereby established 
and annexed to the present convention. ' 
This ,..rariff is substituted not only for the original Tariff attached 
to the Treaties concluded with the abovenamed four Powers but also 
for the special Conventions and arrangements relative to the same 
Tariff, which have been entered int,o at different dates up to this time 
between- the Governments of the United States, Great Britain and 
France on one side, and the Japanese Government on the other. 
'l.,he new Tariff shall come into effect in the port of Kanagawa 
(Yokohama) on the first day of July next, and in the ports of Nagasaki 
and Hakodate on the first day of the following month. 
ARTICLE II 
The Tariff, attached to this convention, being incorporated from the 
date of its signature in the Treaties concluded between Japan and 
the above named four powers; is subject to revision on the first day 
of July, 1872. Two years, however, after the signing of the present 
convention, any of the contracting parties, on giving six months' 
notice to the others, may claim a re-adjustment of the duties on Tea 
and Silk on the basis of 5 per cent on the average valu.e of those 
articles during the three years last, preceding. On the demand also 
of any of the contracting parties, the duty on timber may be changed 
from an ad valorem to a specific rate six months after the ·signature 
of this convention. 
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ARTICLE III 
The Permit fee, hitherto levied under the VPh Regulation attached 
to the above named Treaties, is hereby abolished. Permits for the 
landing or shipment of cargo will be required as formerly, but -will 
hereafter be issued free of charge. 
ARTICLE IV 
On and from the first day of July next at the port of Kanagawa 
(Yokohama) and on and from the pt day of October next at the ports 
of Nagasaki and Hakodate, the Japanese Government will be pre-
pared to warehouse imported goods, on the application of the 
importer or owner without payment of duty. ,..rhe .Japanese Govern-
ment will be responsible for the safe custody of the goods so long as 
they remain in their charge, and will adopt all the precautions neces-
sary to render t,hem insurable against fire. When the importer or the 
owner wishes to remove the goods from the warehouse, he must pay 
the duties fixed by the 'rari:ff, but if he should wish to re-export them, 
he may do so without payment of duty. Storage charges will in 
either case be paid on deli very of the goods. The amount of these 
charges together with the regulations necessary for the management 
of the said warehouses, will be established by the common consent of 
the contracting parties. 
ARTICLE V 
' All articles of Japanese production may be 9onveyed from any 
place in Japan to any of the Ports open to foreign trade, free of any 
tax or transit duty other than the usual tolls levied equally on all 
traffic, for the maintenance of roads or navigation. 
ARTICLE VI 
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The rates to be charged as the cost of coinage shall be determined 
hereafter, by the common consent of the contracting parties. 
ARTICLE vrr 
In order to put a stop to certain abuses and inconvenie~ces com-
plained of at the open Ports, relative to the transaction of business at 
the Custom-house, the landing and shipping of cargoes, and the hiring 
of boats, coolies, servants &c the Contracting parties have agreed that 
the Governor at each open port shall at once enter into negotiations 
with the foreign Consuls with a view to the establishment, by mutual 
consent, of such regulations as shall effectually put an end to those 
·abuses and inconveniences and afford all possible facility and security 
both to the operations of trade and to the transactions of individuals. 
It is hereby stipulated that, in order to protect merchalidize from 
exposure to weather, these regulations shall inelude the covering in at 
each port of one or more of the landing places used by foreigners for 
landing or shipping cargo. · 
ARTICLE VIII 
Any Japanese subject shall be free to purchase, ~ither in the open 
ports of Japan or abroad, every description of sailing or steam vessel 
intended to carry either passengers or cargo; but ships of war may 
only be obtained under. the authorization of the Japanese government. 
All foreign vessels purchased by Japanese subjects shall be regis-
tered as Japanese vessels, on payment of a fixed -duty of three Boos 
per ton for steamers, and one Boo per ton for sailing vessels. The 
tonnage of each vessel shall be proved by the Foreign Register of the 
ship, whic:b. shall be exhibited through the Consul of the party inter-
ested, on the demand of the Japanese Authorities, and shall be certi-
fied by the Consul as authentic. 
ARTICLE IX 
In conformity with the ::rreaties concluded between Japan and the 
aforesaid Powers and with the special arrangements made by the En-
voys of the Japanese Government, in their note to the British Gov-
ernment of the 6th of June 1862, and in their note to the French 
Government, of the sixth of October of the same year, all the restric-
tions on trade and intercourse between foreigners and Japanese alluded 
to in the said notes, have been entirely removed, and proclamations 
to this effect have already been published by the Government of Japan. 
'l1he latter, however, do not hesitate to declare that Japanese mer-
ehants and traders of all classes are at liberty to trade directly, and 
without the interference of Government officers, with foreign mer-
chants not only at the open Ports of Japan, but also in all Foreign 
countries, on being authorized to leave their country in the manner 
provided for in Article X of the present convention, without being sub-
ject to higher taxation by the Japanese Government than that levied 
on the native trading classes of Japan in their ordinary transactions 
with each other. 
And they further declare that all Daimios, or persons in the employ 
of Daimios are free to visit, on the same condition, any foreign coun-
ti-y as well as all the open Ports of Japan, and to trade there with 
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foreigners as they please without the interference of any Japanese 
officer, provided always they submit to the existing Police regulations 
and to the payment of the established duties. 
ARTICLE X 
All Japanese subjects may ship goods to or from any open Port in 
Japan, or to and from the Ports of any Foreign Power, either in ves-
sels owned by Japanese, or in the vessels. of any nation having a 
Treaty with Japan. Furthermore, on being provided with passports 
through the proper Department of the Government, in the manner 
specified in the Proclamation of the Japanese Government, dated the 
twenty third day of May 1866, all Japanese subjects may travel to 
any foreign country for purposes of study or trade. They may also 
accept employment in any capacity on board the vessels of any nation 
having a Treaty with Japan. Japanese in the employ of Foreigners 
may obtain Government passports to go abroad on application to the 
Government of any open port. 
ARTICLE XI 
The Government of Japan will provide all the Ports open to Foreign 
trade with such lights, buoys and beacons as may be necessary to 
render secure the navigation of the approaches to the said Ports. 
ARTICLE XII 
The undersigned being of opinion that it is unnecessary that this 
Convention should be submitted to their respective Governments for 
ratification before it comes into operation, it will take effect on an<l. 
from the first day of July, one thousand eight hundred ano. sixty six. 
Each of the Contracting Parties having obtained the approval of 
his Gov rnment to this Convention shall make known the same to the 
other , and the communication in writing of this approval shall take 
the place of a formal exchange of Ratifications. 
In witness whereof the above named Plenipotentiaries have signed 
the pr . ent Convention and have affixed thereto their seals. 
Done at Yedo in the English, French, Dutch and Japanese lan-
guages this twenty fifth day of June, one thousand eight hundred and 
sixty six. 
[SEAL.] 
[SE L.] 
A. L. C. PORTMAN, 
Charge cl' A.If a ires a. i. of the Unitecl States in Japan. 
lIARRY S. PARKES, 
H.B. M's Envoy Extraordinary & 
:Minister Plenipotentiary in Japan. 
[ SE L.] LEON ROCHES, 
linislre Plenipr• de 8. 1. l'Empereur cles Fram;ais av, Japan. 
l,'EAL. 1 D. DE GR EFF v A POLSBROEK, 
JI l's 1 olit ir-ol Aueni & Consul General v Japan. 
lrnz o InzuMr o KAMI. [, 'EAL.] 
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Import tar~tf. 1 
CLASS 1.-SPECIFIC DUTIES. 
Duty. 
No. Article. 
Per. 
1 Alum ______________________________________________________________ 100 catt ______ _ 
~ ~~~;~ ~~It-•lls-::: :_-_-: ::::_-=----_-::::::: :: _- =:: ::: = = :::::::: :.-: : : _-:::: -Gi·o~s-:::: :::: 4 Candles. ___________ ___ _________________ . ___ . ____ ._. _______ ----- ____ 100 catt_ _____ _ 
; 3f~~ra:~::{l~:-~:-:~~:::::::::::::;:::::::::~:::::~·==·:::::::: f:lIE~~:::::: 
8 Cochineal ----------------------· ____ -- ------ ---- ------------ ------ ---- -"---------
15 8~Ifi;,1.=ia:w ::: :::: :: : :::::~ :: : :::: ::: : : ::::: :: ::::: :::::: ::::: :::: ::::: :: : :::: :::: 
COTTON MANUFACTURES. 
11 Shirtings, Grey, White and Twilled; White Spotted or Figured, 
DrillsandJeans; WhiteBrocades; T-Cloths; Cambrics; Mus-
lins; Lawns; Dimities; Quiltings; Cottonets; all the above 
goods Dyed; Printed Cottons' Chintzes, and Furnitures; 
A. Not exceeding 34 in wide ___________________ ------------------ 10 y~rds _____ _ 
B. " " 40 " ., -------------·----------------------- _____ _ _______ _ 
C. 46" ------------------------------------- ----- ---- - -- --
D. Exceeding 46 '' --------------------------------- , ___ -----"" ________ _ 12 Taffachelass not exceding 31 inches ____________________ _____________ _ " ________ _ 
" exceeding 31 inches and not exceeding '13 inches _______ " ________ _ 
13 Fustians.as Cotton Velvets, Velveteens, Satins, Satinets;and Cotton Damasks,not exceeding 40 inches ______________________ -----" ________ _ 
14 Ging;?ams. ~~i :~~::~1~f ~§ i~~t:~ :-_-_-_:::::: :-_-_::::::-_::::-_-_:::: ::::: ;; ::::::::: 
15 Handkerchiefs ______ ____ __________________ -----------·----------·- Dozen _______ _ 
~~ ~~JI1~t1if~ ~-1:~~~~~-:::: :: : : : : : ::: : :: : : : : : : :: :: : : : : :: : : : : ::: : : : : -Eac~ : :_-_-:: : : : 
18 Cotton Thread, Plain or Dd.ed in reel or ball. ___________________ 100 catt ___ -___ _ 
~ 8~\~'!t~-~~~~~1-~i-~ -~~ -~~~----: :::::: ::::: ::::::::.-.-:::::::: :::: :::: -ioo-;·ieces-:::: 21 Feathers(Kingfisher, Peacock,.&c) _______________________________ 100 catt ____ __ _ 
22 Flints ______________ . ________________________________________ ___ _________ " . __ _. ____ _ 
23 Gambier ______________ _________________________________________________ " ________ _ 
~ gi:1s~~Tndow:::: :: : :: : : : : ::: : : : ::: : : : ~=:::: ::: : : : : : :: : ::: ::: : : : : foo ~m~~~--~~--
26 Glue _______________ __ ________ -------------------------------------- -----" ---------! ;;;.~;:Ji::::if f 0"iia"~~:::;::::)::::\ :;:;\::::: :ti : ::~\~::: 
31 Horns,-Buffalo and Deer _____________________________________________ " ________ _ 
32 " Rhinoceros ____________________________________________________ " ________ _ 
33 Hoofs ________________________ ___________________________________________ " ________ _ 
34 Indigo, liquid ___________________________________________________________ " ________ _ 
35 " dry _______________________ ___ ________ ___________________________ " ________ _ 
36 Ivory,-Elephants' Teeth, all qualities ________________________________ " ________ _ 
37 Paints,-as Red, White, and Yellow lead, (Minium, Ceruse, .and · 
38 L~t~~\~~~'.~ ~~~-~-~i~~--~i!~:: _-_-:: :: : : : :_-_-:::: :: : : : ::_-::::::: :: : :: : : -ioo -~~tL:: ::: 
ro tl:i:r~~:1i~l~-1~~~~~: = :: : : : : : : =: :: _-: :: :: _-: =::::: := =:: :=:: ::=: =::: 1&t~i~::: :: : 41 Matting, floor. __ _________ _________ ___ ____________________________ Roll of 40yds_ 
METALS. 
4.2 Copper and Brass in Slabs, Sheets, R~ds, Nails---.----·--------- 100 c~~t.--,----43 Yellow metal,-Muntz Metal, Sheathmg and Nails__________________ _ ______ _ 
« Iron, manufactured, as in Rods, Bars, Nails, &c ______________________ " _______ _ 
;; Ir~n, manuf~?tured, ~~ m wf~i~~~~~:=~~~~:=~=~:::·:~:=:~:=:= ===: =~:::~ :: :::===~= 
48 Lead, pigs _____________ _______ ___________________________________________ " _______ _ 
4.9 " sheet _________ __ __________________________________ , _______________ " _______ _ 
50 Spelter and Zinc _________ ____________________________________________ _ ,_" _______ _ 
51 Steel. ___ ____ ________ ___________ __________________________________________ " _______ _ 
52 Tin _________________ ___ _______ ________ ___ ________________________________ " _______ _ 
53 Tin plates _________________ __ ___ ___________________________________ Bx. not ex. 90 
Boos Cents. 
0 
0 
0 
2 
0 
0 
1 
21 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
7 
5 
0 
1 
0 
0 
3 
0 
0 
2 
1 
0 
1 
1 
3 
0 
0 
3 
15 
1 
2 
0 
0 
0 
3 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
3 
0 
15 
45 
22 
25 
25 
25 
00 
00 
25 
25 
07½ 
08¼ 
10 
llt 
17t 
25 
20 
06 
09 
05 
30 
. 06 
50 
00 
75 
50 
12 
45 
75 
35 
60 
40 
80 
08 
20 
05 
50 
30 
75 
75 
00 
50 
00 
20 
15 
75 
50 
50 
30 
15 
06 
80 
80 
00 
60 
60 
00 
70 
· catt. ~ ~Jl ~!~t~!fhe~irdfhgfoi.-Fui·nffure::::::::::::====:::::::::=:::: -~~-~~~~~----------= g ~ 
g~ ~~~fi;~k ~1~~~- ~~~-~-~~~~: : ::_-_- _-::: :=:::::: :::: :::: ::: : :: .-::=:::_- -~~-~~~~::: :::: ~ ~ 58 Quicksilver _______ __ ________ -- · ____ _________________ ____________________ " ____ ____ 6 00 
1 By the protocol November 22, 1894 (p. 359), it was agreed that the general statutory tariff of 
Japan should be made a:pplicable to importations of goods and merchandise of the United States, 
one month after the ratifications of the treaty of the same date were exchanged, March 21, 1895. 
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Import tari.ff-Conti:nued. 
CLASS 1.-SPECIFIC DUTIES-Continued. 
Duty. 
No. Article. 
Per- Boos. Cents. 
WOOLLEN MANUFACTURES 
76 Broad, Habit, Medium, and narrow cloth: t n,?t exce,~ding t i~ches::::::::: :::::::::========= :::=-- _ ---- - _10 Y~,~·ds_ -----
77 ~p!;r~i\~~·Ypes--~--- -~· ___ ::::::::::=:::::::::::::::: :::: :::: ____ -___ _ ::: :::::::: 
78 Cassi~eres, Flannel, Long-Ells and Serges ______________________ ------'.'.--------
~~ ~~~!~~f, -~~~~i~=~=========== = === = == ==== ===== ======== ==== ==== :::: : : :::= :: ====: ::: 82 
L~1r\~1t~e/)wEii~:~~~~~, :~tdci!is~8d~n~~;~~'. ?trinos, and 
. ½: :iJe~a.l~;d;ll1g 34 inc,~e~:::::: :::::::::~:::::::=::::::::::::::: : ::::: '.; :::::: :: 
83 Woolen and Cotton Mixtures, as Imitation Camlets; Imitation 
Lastings; Orleans, (plain and figured, ) Lustres, (plain and 
figured,) Alpacas; Baratheas, Damasks: Italian Cloth; Taffa-
chelass; Russell Cords; Cassandras; Woolen Fancies; Camlet 
Cords, and all other Cotton and Woolen Mixtures : 
84 t!f J:~]1ttii:r: ~~:::: ::::: ===:: =~== = = = ====: ~= = ==== ===: =: === : i6 :~i~~= = = = = =:: i~ Traveling Rugs; Plaids and Shawls ________________ _____________ Each ------- ·--
: ?~~r :£ f i~~t~il:~fe~:t:~i-i;~l~i= = = == = = = = = = == = === = = = == == == :~~~~:~ ~; ~ ~= ~~ = 89 Woolen Yarn, plam and dyed ____ __ -------------·- ·· ·-··---------- 100 catties ___ _ 
CLASS lI.-DUTY FREE GOODS. 
All animals used for food or draught 
Anchors and chain cables 
oal 
1 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
7 
1 
7 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
1 
9 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
o. 
0 
0 
1 
0 
10 
50 
45 
00 
75 
25 
40 
50 
00 
50 
30 
50 
75 
40 
75 
00 
80 
00 
60 
00 
25 
75 
45 
15 
75 
41. 
30 
45 
30 
45 
50 
50 
75 
00 
60 
00 
Clothing (foreign) not being of articles named in this tariff 
old and Silver, coined and uncoined. 
rain including Rice, Paddy, Wheat, Barley, Oats; Rye, Peas; Beans, Millet, 
Indian-corn. 
Flour and meal pr pared from th above 
il ak . 
Pa ·king matting 
Prin d Book 
, lt 
, 'alt a. k. 
,' ltp tr 
, >lcl r 
T r ancl Pi h 
T a iring pan.· arnl ba:k 
Te~ el cl 
Trav lin , Ba , a r 
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CLASS Ill.-PROHIBITED GOODS 
Opium. 
CLASS IV.-GOODS · SUBJECT TO AN AD VALOREM DUTY OF FIVE PER CENT ON 
Arms and munitions of war. 
Articles de Paris 
Boats and Shoes. 
ORIGIN AL VALUE. 
Clocks, Watches and Musical Boxes 
Coral. Cutlery. 
Drugs and Medicines such as Ginseng, &c. 
Dyes. 
Porcelain and Earthenware. 
Furniture of all kinds new and second hand. 
·Glass and Crystal Ware. · 
Gold and Silver lace and thread. 
Gums and Spices not named in Tariff. 
Lamps, Looking Glasses. 
Jewellery _ 
Machinery and Manufactures in Iron or Steel. 
Manufactures of all kinds in Silk, Silk and Cotton, or Silk and Wool, as Vel-
vets, Damasks, Brocades, &c · 
Pain.tings and Engravings 
Perfumery, Scented Soap. 
Plated ware 
Skins and Furs. 
Telescopes and Scientific instruments 
Timber 
Wines, Malt and Spirituous Liquors. 
Table stores of all kinds. 
And all other unenumerated Goods. 
NOTE.-According to the VIIP11 Article of the Convention of Yedo, a duty 
will be charged on the sale of Foreign Vessels to Japanese of three Boos per ton 
for Steamers, an4 one Boo per ton for Sailing Vessels. 
Export tariff. 
CLASS !.-SPECIFIC DUTIES. 
Duty. 
No. Article. 
Per-
1 Awabe _______________ ·-- ____________________________ --------·----- 100 catt ______ _ 
2 " shells ____________ .· -- ___________________________________________ " ________ _ 
i 8~~!~~~~--~~l~~~~i~x~~~=~~ ===:::::::: =====~==== :::::::: :::::::::: ::::: :: : :::: :::: 6 " buds ______________ ------------------ _______________ -------------"---------
7 Coal ____________________________________ . ______ ------_------------- -----". ---- ----
8 Cotton,Raw ___________________________ : __________________________ -----" ---------
9 Coir ______________ _______________________________ ---- ---- ------ ---- -----" - ---- ----
~~ F!~h, ~~\11eo~--~-~~t-~~: ~-~!-~-~~-~-~?~:--========= ====== ======== ==== ===== '.'. ===== ==== 12 Gall nuts ________________________ _. ______________________________________ " --- -. ----
f~ i!~;~!_?~·-~~~i~-==== ==== ============= :==== = = ===== ============ ==== ==== = :: = === = ==== 15 Honey _______________ ____ ______________________ ---------- __________ -----" ---- -----
16 Horns,Deer, old ______ __ _______________________________________________ " ________ _ 
17 Irico or Beche cle :Mer __ ______ ____________________________________ -----" ________ _ 
~ ~!f j~~~-~~~;;=:~::::: :::::::: ::::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::: :::: ::::: :: ::::: :::: 
I l~i!I;~ ii~'.r:'.~\\j'.'.11!!!:~ill:ll\::::\\'.li!;i !i!i iii i~iil 1~11 
Boos. Cents. 
3 
0 
1 
0 
0 
2 
0 
2 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
2 
1 
0 
3 
0 
2 
0 
5 
0 
1 
3 
1 
0 
3 
0 
0 
0 
00 
08 
80 
75 
30 
25 
04 
25 
45 
75 
05 
90 
45 
00 
05 
90 
00 
60 
25 
90 
00 
30 
05 
00 
00 
30 
75 
15 
12 · 
90 
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Export tariff-Co~tinued. 
CLASS 1.-SPECIFIC DUTIES-Continued. 
Dc~y. 
No. Article. 
P er - Boos. Cents. 
~ Sea'f,eed, g~;_~~:: ::::::: =~== := =::=: = ====: =: ===:= = = ==~= :::~ :: :: :::: _ ~~ 5?'~~::: :::: 0 30 0 60 33 Seeds, Rape ___________________________ __ ______________________________ _ " ______ __ _ 
31 Do. Sesamum ------------------------ ------ --•-- ---------- ---- -- --- --" ___ ____ _ _ 
0 45 
0 90 35 Shark's fins _______________________________________________________ __ ___ _ " ___ _____ _ 1 80 36 Shrimps and Prawns, Dried Salt_ ___________ ___ __________________ ____ _ " ________ _ 1 80 
75 00 
20 00 
7 50 
20 00 
7 00 
12 00 
2 25 
0 07½ 
0 45 
0 30 
3 50 
0 75 
0 75 
1 50 
0 45 
1 50 
2 50 
CLASS IL-DUTY-FREE GOODS. 
Gold and Silver, coined. 
Gold, Silver, and Copper, uncoined, of Japanese production, to be sold only by 
the Japanese Government at public auction. 
CLASS Ill.-PROHIBITED GOODS. 
Rice; Paddy; Wheat and Barley. 
Flour made from the above 
Saltpetre. 
CLASS IV .-GOODS SUBJECT ro AN AD V ALO REM DUTY OF FIVE PER CENT TO BE 
CALCULATED O THEIR MARKET VALUE. 
Bamboo Ware. 
Copper Utensils of all kinds. 
harcoal. 
Ginsing and unenumerated Drugs. 
Horns, de r, young or soft. 
Mats and Matting. 
ilk ch· se , manufacture. or embroideries. 
Timb r. 
And all other un numerated go c1s. 
RULES. 
RULE I.' 
n num ra d Importfl if mention cl in th Export li t shall not pay duty under 
tba li, t, but ball b pa . cl ad valor m, ancl the ·ame shall apply to any unenu-
m rat d Ex1.> rt: th t may b nam d in the Import list. 
R LE II. 
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RULE Ill 
The Catty mentioned in this Tariff is equal to one pound and a third English 
avoirdupois weight. The Yard is the English measure of three feet,-the English 
foot being one-eighth of an inch larger than the Japanese Kan Ishaku. The Boo 
is a silver coin weighing not less than 134 grains Troy weight and containing not 
less than nine parts of pure silver and not more than one part of alloy. The Cent 
is the one hundredth part of the Boo. 
[SEAL.] A. L. C. PORTMAN, 
Charge d'Affaires a. i. of the United States in Japan. 
[SEAL.] HARRY S. PARKES, 
H.B. M.'s Envoy Extraordinary & Minister 
Plenipotentiary in Japan. 
[SEAL.] LEON ROCHES, 
Ministre plenipotentiaire de S. M. L'Ernpereur des 
Fran,;ais, au Japon. 
[SEAL.] D. DE GRAEFF VAN POLSBROEK, 
H. N . . llf's Political Agent & Consul Geneml in Japan. 
[SEAL.] MIDZUNO IDZUMI No KAMI. 
1878. 
COMMERCIAL CONVENTION. 
Concluded July 25, 1878J· ratification advised by the Senate December 
18, 1878J· ratified by the President January 20, 1879J· ratifications 
exchanged April 8, 18'79J· proclaimed April 8, 1879. (Treaties and 
Conventions, 1889, p. 621.) 
It is provided by Article X that this convention shall take effect 
when existing treaties with other powers have been revised, and July 
17, 1899, it will 'be superseded by the Treaty of November 22, 1894 . . 
ARTICLES. 
I. Previous treaties annulled; Jap-
anese authority recognized. 
II. No discrimination of duties. 
III. Export duties abolished. 
IV. Jurisdiction of consular courts. 
V. Coasting trade. 
VI. Unloading portions of cargo; 
port charges. 
VII. Additional open ports. 
VIII. Coinage. 
IX. Annulment of former treaties; 
revision. 
X. Effect; ratification. 
The President of the United States of America, and His Majesty 
the Emperor of Japan, both animated with the desire of maintaining 
the good relations which have so happily subsisted between their 
respective countries, and wishing to strengthen, if possible, the bond 
of friendship and to extend. and consolidate commercial intercourse 
between the two countries by means of an additional convention, 
have for that purpose named as their respective plenipotentiaries; 
that is to say; the President of the United States, William Maxwell 
Evarts, Secretary of State of the United States, and His Majesty the 
Emperor oE .Japa11, Jushie Yoshida Kiyonari, of the Order of the 
R:ising un, and of the 'I'hird Class, and His Majesty's Envoy Extraor-
~mary and Minister Plenipotentiary to the United States of Amer-
~ca, who, after reciprocal communication of their full powers, found 
m <rood. and due form, have agrned upon the following articles: 
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ARTICLE I. 
It is agreed by the high contracting parties that the Tariff Conven-
tion, signed at Yedo on the 25th day of ,J urie, 1866, or the 13th of 
the 5th month of the second year of Keio, by the respective repre-
sentatives of the United States, Great Britain, France and Holland 
on the one hand, and Japan on the other, together with the schedules 
of tariff on imports and exports and the bonded warehouse regula-
tions, both of which are ·attached to the said convention, shall hereby 
be annulled and become inoperative as between the United States 
and Japan under the condition expressed in Article X. of this present 
convention; and all such provisions of the treaty of 1858, or the fifth 
year of Ansei, signed at Yedo, as appertain to the regulations of har-
bors, customs and taxes; as well as the whole of the trade-regulations, 
which are attached to the said treaty of 1858, or the fifth year of 
Ansei, shall also cease to operate. 
It is further understood and agreed that from the time when this 
present convention shall take effect, the United States will recognize 
the exclusive power and right of the Japanese Government to adjust 
the customs tariff and taxes and to establish regulations appertaining 
to foreign commerce in the open ports of Japan. 
ARTICLE II. 
It is, however, further agreed that no other or higher duties shall 
be imposed on the importation into Japan of all articles of merchan-
dise from the United States, than are or may be- imposed upon the 
like articles of any other foreign country; and if the Japanese Gov-
ernment should prohibit the exportation from, or importation into, its 
dominions of any particular article or articles, such prohibition shall 
not be discriminatory against the products, vessels or citizens of the 
United States. 
ARTICLE III. 
It is further agreed, that, as the United States charge no export 
duties on merchandi e shipped to Japan, no export duties on mer-
·handi e hipped in the latter country for the United States shall be 
char()' dafter thi · -treaty shall go into effeet. 
ARTICLE IV. 
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ARTICLE V. 
It is understood and declared by the high contracting parties, that 
the right of controlling the coasting trade of Japan belongs solely, 
and shall be strictly reserved, to the Government of that Empire. · 
ARTICLE VI. 
It is, however, agreed, that vessels of the United States arriving at 
any port of Japan open to foreign commerce, may unload, in con-
formity with the customs laws of that country, such portions of their 
cargoes as may be desired, and that they may depart with the remain-
der, without paying any duties, imposts or charges whatsoever, except 
for that part which shall have been landed, and which shall be so 
noted on the manifest. The said vessels may continue their voyage 
to one or more other open ports of Japan, there · to land th_e part or 
residue of their cargoes, desired to be landed at such port or ports. 
It is understood, however, that all duties, imposts, or charges what-
soever, which are or may become chargeable ~pon the vessels them-
selves, are to be paid only at the first port where they shall break bulk 
or unload part of their cargo; and that at any subsequent port used 
in the same voyage only the local port charges shall be exacted for 
the use of such port. 
ARTICLE VII. 
In view of the concessions made by the United States in regard to 
the customs tariff, and the customs and other regulations of Japan, as 
above stipulated in Article I., the Government of Japan will, on the prin-
ciple of reciprocity, make the following concessions, to wit: that two 
additional ports (whereof one shall be Shimono-seki, and the other 
shall be hereafter decided upon by the contracting parties jointly), 
from the date when the present convention may go into effect, shall 
be open to citizens and vessels of the United States, for the purposes 
of residence and trade. 
ARTICLE VIII. 
It is also agreed that, as the occasion for Article V. of the treaty of 
1~58, or the fifth year of Ansei, between the two countries is considered 
to have passed away, that article shall, after the present treaty shall 
have gone into effect, be regarded as no longer binding. 
ARTICLE IX. 
It is further agreed, that such of the provisions of the treaties or 
conventions heretofore concluded between the two countries and not 
herein expressly abrogated, as conflict with any provisions of the 
present convention are hereby revoked and annulled; that the present 
convention shall be considered to be and form a part of the existing 
treaties between the two countries; that the revision of .such portions 
of the said treaties as are not modified or revoked by the present con-
vention, as also the revision qf the present convention itself, may be 
demanded hereafter by either of the high contracting parties; and 
that this convention, as well as the previous treaties as modified . 
thereby, shall continue in force until, upon such a revision of the 
whole, or any part thereof, it shall be otherwise provided. 
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ARTICLE X. 
The present convention shall take effect when Japan shall have con-
cluded such conventions or revisions of existing treaties with all the 
other treaty powers holding relations with Japan as shall be similar 
in effect to the present convention, and such new conventions or revi-
sions shall also go into effect. 
The present convention shall be ratified and the ratification shall 
be exchanged at Washington as soon as may be within fifteen months 
from the date hereof. 
In faith whereof the above named Plenipotentiaries have hereunto 
set their hands and seals, at the city of Washington, this twenty-fifth 
day of July, one thousand eight hundred and seventy-eight, or twenty-
fifth day of the seventh month of the eleventh year of Meiji. 
WILLIAM MAXWELL EV ARTS. [SEAL.] 
YOSHIDA KIYONARI. [SEAL.] 
1880. 
CONVENTION FOR REIMBURSING SHIPWRECK EXPENSES. 1 
Concluded May 17, 1880J· . ratification advised by the Senate March 23, 
1881J· ratified by the President April 7, 1881J· ratifications exchanged 
June 16, 1881J· proclaimed October 3, 1881. (Treaties and Conven-
tions, 1889, p. 624.) 
1
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No charge shall be made by the Government of the United States 
nor by that of Japan for the expenses of the Government officers, 
police or local functionaries who shall proceed to the wreck, for the 
travelling expenses of officers escorting the shipwrecked men, nor for 
the expenses of 'official correspondence. Such expenses shall be borne 
by the Government of the country, to which such officers police and 
local functionaries belong. · 
This convention shall be ratified by the respective Governments in 
due form of law, and the ratifications shall be exchanged at Wash-
ington as soon as may be. It shall take effect in the respective coun-
tries .thirty days after the Exchange of said _ratifications. 
In witness whereof the respective Plenipotentiaries have hereunto 
affixed their signatures and seals. · 
Done, in duplicate in the Englishand Japanese languages at the 
City of Tokio, Japan, this 17th day of May in the year 1880. (17 th day 
of the 5th month of the 13 th year Meiji). 
1886. 
JOHN A. BINGHAM [SEAL.] 
INOUYE KAO RU [ SF AL.] 
EXTRADITION TREATY. 
Concluded April 29, 1886.,· ratification advised by the Senate with 
amendments June 21, 1886.,· ratified by the President July 13, 1886.,· 
ratifications exchanged September 27, 1886.,· proclaimed November 
3, 1886. (Treaties and Con:ventions, 1889, p. 625.) · 
ARTICLES. 
I. Delivery of accused. 
II. Extraditable crimes. 
III. Persons under arrest. 
IV. Political offenses. 
VI. Temporary detention. 
VII. Delivery of citizens. 
VIII. Expenses. 
IX. Durati0n; ratification. 
V. Procedure. 
The President of the United States of America and his Majesty the 
Emperor of Japan having judged it expedient, with a view to the better 
administration of justice, and to the prevention of crime within the two 
countries and their jurisdictions, -that persons charged with or con-
victed of the crimes or offences hereinafter named and being fugitives 
from justice, should, under certain circumstances, be re.ciprocally 
delivered up, they have named as their Plenipotentiaries to conclude 
a Treaty for this purpose, that is to say: 
rrhe President of the United States of America, Richard B. Hubbard, 
t,heir Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary near His 
Imperial Majesty, and His Majesty the Emperor of .Japan Count 
Inouye Kaoru, J insammi, His Imperial Majesty's Minister of State 
for Foreign AffRiirs, First Class of the Order of the Rising Sun &c. 
&c. _&c. who, after having communicated to each other their respec-
tive full powers, found in good and due form, have agreed upon and 
concluded the following Articles: 
ARTICLE I. 
The Ilig~ Contracting Parties engage to deliver up to each other, 
under the mrcumstances and conditions stated in the present rrreaty, 
all persons, who being accused or convicted of one of the crimes or 
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offences named below ~n Art,icle II, and committed within the juris-
diction of the one Party, shall be found within the jurisdiction of the 
other Party. 
ARTICLE II. 
1. Murder, and assault with intent to commit murder. 
2 .. Counterfeiting or altering money, or uttering or bringing into 
circulation counterfeit or altered money; counterfeiting certificates 
or coupons of public indebtedness, bank notes, or other instruments 
of public credit of either of the parties, and the utterance or circu-
lation of the same. 
3. Forgery or altering, and uttering wJ\at is forged or altered. 
4. Embezzlement or criminal malversation of the public funds, 
committed within the jurisdiction of either party, by public officers 
or depositaries. 
5. Robbery. · · 
o. Burglary, defined to be the breaking and entering by night-time 
into the house of another person with the intent to commit a felony 
therein; and the act of breaking and entering the house of another, 
whether in the day or night-time, with the· intent to commit a felony 
therein. 
7. The act of entering, or of breaking and entering, the offices of 
the Government and public authorities, or the offices of banks, 
banking-houses, savings-banks, trust companies, insurance or other 
companies, with the intent to commit a felony therein. 
8. Perjury, or the subornation of perjury. 
9. Rape. 
10. Arson. 
11. Piracy by the law of nations. . 
12. Murder, assault with intent to kill, and manslaughter, com-
mitted on the high seas, on board a ship bearing the tlag of the 
demanding country. 
13. Malicious destruction of, or attempt to destroy, railways, trams, 
vessels, bridges, dwellings, public edifices, or other buildings, when 
the act endangers human life. 
ARTICLE III. 
If th per ·on demanded be held for trial in the country on which 
th demand is made, it shall be optional with the lat,ter to grant 
extradition or io proceed with the trial: Provided that, unle s the 
trial shall be foe the crime for which the fugitive is claimed, the delay 
shall not prevent ultimate xtradition_. 
ARTICLE IV. 
RTI' E 
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' If the person whose extradition is requested shall nave been con-
victed of a crime, a copy of the sentence of the court in which he was 
convicted, authenticated under it_s seal, and an attestation of the official 
character of the judge by the proper executive authority, and of the 
latter by the Minister or Consul of the United States or of Japan, as 
the case may be, shall accompany the requisition. When the fugitive 
is merely charged with crime, a duly authenticated copy of the warrant 
of _arrest in the country making the demand and of the depositions on 
which such warrant may have been issued, must accompany the requi-
sition. 
The fugitive shall be surrendered only on such evidence of criminal-
ity as according to the laws of the place where the fugitive or person 
so charged shall be found, would justify his apprehension and commiii-
ment for trial, if the crime had been there committed. 
ARTICLE VI. 
On being informed by telegraph or other written communication 
through the diplomatic channel, that a lawful warrant has been issued 
by competent authority upon probable cause for the arrest of a fugi-
tive criminal charged with any of the crimes enumerated in Article II 
of this Treaty, and, on being assured from the same source that a 
request for t,he surrender of such criminal is about to be made in 
accordance with the provisions of this Treaty, each Government will 
endeavor to procure so far as it lawfully may the provisional arrest of 
such criminal, and keep him in safe custody for a reasonable time, not 
exceeding two months, to await the production of the documents upon 
whieh the claim for extradition is founded. 
ARTICLE VII. 
Neither of the contracting parties shall b0 bound to deliver up its 
own citizens or subjects under the stipulations of this convention, but 
they shall have the power to deliver them up if in their discretion it 
be deemed proper to do so. 
ARTICLE VIII. 
The expenses of the arrest, detention, examination and transportation 
of the accused shall be paid by the Government which has requested 
the extradition. 
ARTICLE IX. 
The present Treaty shall come into fofoe sixty days after the exchange 
of the ratifications thereof. It may be terminated by either of them, 
but shall remain in force for six months after notice has been given of 
it termination. · · 
The treaty shall be ratified, and the ratifications shall be exchanged 
at Washington, as soon as possible. 
In witness whereof the respective Plenipotentiaries have s igned the 
prnsent 'rreaty in duplicate and have thereunto affixed their seals . 
. Done at t,he city of Tokio, the Twenty-ninth day of April, in the 
eighteen hundred and eighty-sixth year of the Christian Era corre-
sponding to the 1~wenty-ninth day of the Fourth month of th~ Nine-
teenth year of Meiji. ' 
LSEAL.] 
[SEAL.] 
RICHARD B. HUBBARD. 
INOUYE KAORU. 
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1-894. 
TREATY OF COMMERCE AND NAVIGATION. 
Concluded November 22, 1994_; ratification advised by the Senate witli 
amendments February 5, 189{>_; rat~fied by the Presiden_t February 
15, 1895_; ratifications exchanged ~March 21, 1895_; proclaimed March 
21, 1895. (U. S. Stats. Vol. 29, p . 848.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Mutual freedom of trade, travel, 
etc.; taxes; exemptions. 
II. Commerce and navigation. 
III. Inviolability of dwellings, etc. 
IV. Import duties. 
V. Export duties. 
VI. Transit dues, etc. 
VII. Equality of shipping. 
VIII. Tonnage, etc., dues. 
IX. Port r egulations. 
X. Coasting trade. 
XI. Vessels in distress, shipwrecks, 
etc. 
XII. Nationality of vessels. 
XIII. Deserters from ships. 
XIV. Favored nation privileges. 
XV. Consular officers. 
XVI. Patents, trade-marks, and de-
signs. 
XVII. Abolition of foreign settlements 
in Japan. 
XVIII. Former treaties superseded. 
XIX. Date of taking effect. 
XX. Ratification. 
Proctocol. 
The President of the United States of America and His Majesty the -
Emperor of Japan, being equally desirous of maintaining the relations 
of good understanding which happily exist between them, by extend-
ing and increasing the intercourse between their respective States, and 
being convinced that this object cannot better be accomplished t~an 
by revising the Treaties hitherto existing between the two countries, 
have resolvec"!. to complete such a revision, based upon principles ~f 
equit) and mutual benefit, and, for that purpose, have named as their 
Plenipotentia1·ies, that is to say: 
The President of the United States of America, Walter Q. Gresham, 
Secl'etary of State of the United States, and His Majesty the Emperor 
of Japan, Jushii Shinichiro Kurino, of the Order of the Sacred -Treas-
ure, and of the Fourth Class; who, after having communicated to 
each other their full powers, found to be in good and due form, have 
agreed upon and concluded the following Articles:-
ARTICLE I. 
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shall be subject to no higher imposts or charges in these respects than 
native citizens or subjects or citizens or subjects of the most favored 
. nation. The citizens or subjects of each of the Contracting Parties 
shall enjoy in the territories of the other entire liberty of conscience, 
and, subject to the laws, ordinances, and regulations, shall enjoy the 
right of private or public exercise of their worship, and also the right 
of burying their respective countrymen, according to their religious 
customs, in such suitable and convenient places as may be established 
and maintained for that purpose. 
They shall not be compelled, under any pretext whatsoever, to pay 
any charges or taxes other or higher than those that are, or may be 
paid by native citizens or subjects, or citizens or subjects of the most 
favored nation. 
T.he citizens or subjects of either of the Contracting Parties residing 
in the territories of the other shall be exempted from all compulsory 
military service whatsoever, whether in the army, navy, national 
guard, or militia; from all contributions imposed in lieu of personal 
service; and from all forced loans or military exactions or contributions. 
ARTICLE -IL 
There shall be reciprocal freedom of commerce and navigation 
between the territories of the two High Contracting Parties. 
The citizens or subjects of each of the High Contracting Parties 
may trade in any part of the territories of the other by wholesale or 
retail in all kinds of produce, manufactures, and merchandize of 
lawful commerce, either in person or by agents, singly or in partner-
ship with foreigners or native citizens or subjects; and they may there 
own or hire and occupy houses, manufactories, warehouses, shops and 
premises which may be necessary for them, and lease land for resi-
dential and commercial purposes, conforming themselves to the la,vs, · 
police and cu~toms regulations of the country like native citizens or 
subjects. 
They shall have liberty freely to come with their ships and cargoes 
to all places, ports, and rivers in the territories of the other, which are 
or may be opened to foreign commerce, and shall enjoy, respectively, 
the same treatment in matters of commerce and navigation as native 
citizens or subjects, or citizens or subjects of t,he most favored nation, 
without having to pay taxes, imposts or duties, of whatever nature or 
under whatever denomination levied in the name or for the profit of 
the Government, public functionartes, private individuals, corpora-
tions, or establishments of any kind, other or greater than those paid 
by native citizens or subjects, or citizens or subjects of the most 
favored nation. 
It is, however, understood that the stipulations contained in this 
and the preceding Article do not in any way affect the laws, ordi-
nances and regulations with regard to trade, the immigration of 
laborers, police and public security which are in force or which may 
.hereafter be enacted in either of the two countries. 
ARTICLE III. 
The ~wellings, manufactories, warehouses, and shops of the citizens 
or subJects of each of the High Contracting Parties in the territories of 
the ot~er, and all premises appertaining thereto destined for purposes 
of residence or commerce, shall be respected. 
7408-23 
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It sh&ill not be allowable to proceed to make a search of, or a domi-
ciliary visit to, such dwellings and premises, or to examip.e or inspect 
books, papers, or accounts, except under t.he conditions and with the 
forms prescribed by the laws, ordinances and regulations for citizens 
or subjects of the country. 
ARTICLE IV. 
No other or higher duties shall be imposed on the importation into 
the territories of the United States of any article, the produce or manu-
facture of the territories of His Majesty the Emperor of Japan, from 
whatever place arriving; and no other or higher duties shall be imposed 
on the importation into the territories of His Majesty the Emperor of 
Japan of any article, the produce or manufacture of the territories 
of the United States, from whatever place arriving, than on the like 
article produced or manufactured in any other foreign country; nor 
shall any prohibition be maintained or imposed on the importation of 
any article, the produce or manufacture of the territories of either 
of the High Contracting Parties, into the territories of the other, from 
whatever place arriving, which shall not equally extend to the importa-
tion of the like article, being the produce or manufacture of any other 
country. This last provision is not applicable to the sanitary and 
other prohibitions occasioned by the necessity of protecting the safety 
of persons, or of c.attle, or of plants useful to agriculture. 
·ARTICLE V. 
No other or higher duties or charges shall be imposed in the terri-
tories of either of the High Contracting Parties on nhe exportation of 
any article to the territories of the other than such as are, or may 
be, payable on the exportation of the like article to any other foreign 
country; nor shall any prohibition be imposed on the exportation of 
any article from the territories of either of the two High Contracting 
Partie to the territories of the other which shall not equally extend 
to the exportation of the like article to any other country. 
ARTICLE VI. 
The citizen or subjects of each of the High Contracting Partie 
hall enjoy in the territories of the othe;e exemption from all transit 
dutie , and a perfect equality of treatment with native citizens or 
subj cts in all that relates to warehousing, bounties, facilities, and 
drawbacks. 
ARTICLE VII. 
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imported in vessels of the United States. Such reciprocal equality of 
treatment shall take effect without distinction, whether such articles 
come directly from the place of origin or from any other place. 
In the s~me manner, there shall be perfect e~uality of treatment in 
regard to exportation, so that the same export duties shall be paid, 
aud the same bounties and drawbacks allowed, in the territories 
of either of the High Contracting Parties on the exportation of any 
article _which is or may be legally exported therefrom, whether such 
- exportation shall take place in Japanese vessels or in vessels of the 
United States, and whatever may be the place of destination, whether 
a port of either of the High Contracting Parties or of any third Power .. 
ARTICLE VIII. 
No duties of tonnage, harbor, pilotage, lighthouse, quarantine, or 
other similar or corresponding duties of whatever nature, or under 
whatever denomination levied in the name or for the profit of Gov-
ernment, public functionaries, private individuals, corporations, or 
· establishments of any kind, shall be imposed in the ports of the ter-
ritories of either country upon the vessels of the other country which 
shall not equally and under the same conditions be imposed in the 
like cases on national vessels in general or vessels of the most favored 
nation. Such equality of treatment shall apply reciprocally to the 
respective vessels, from whatever port or place they may arrive, and 
whatever may be their place of destination. 
ARTICLE IX. 
In all that regards the stationing, loading, and unloading of vessels 
in the ports, basins, docks, road~t8ads, harbors or rivers of the terri-
tories of the two countries, no privilege shall be granted to national 
vessels which shall not be equally granted to vessels of the other coun-
try; the intention of the High Contracting Parties being that in this 
respect also the respective vessels shall be treated on the footing of 
perfect equality. 
ARTICLE X. 
The coasting trade of both the High Contracting Parties is excepted 
from the rrovisions of the present Treaty, and shall be regulated 
according to the laws, ordinances and regulations of the United 
States and Japan, respectively. It is, however, understood that citi-
zens of the United States in the territories of His Majesty the Emperor 
of Japan and Japanese subjects in the territories of t,he. United States, 
shall enjoy in this respect the rights which are, or may be, granted 
under such laws, ordinances and regulations to the citizens or sub-
jects of any other country. 
A vessel of the United States ladenin a foreign country with cargo 
destined for two or more ports in the territorie~ of His Majesty the 
Emperor of Japan, and a Japanese vessel laden in a foreign country 
with cargo destined for two or more ports in the territories of the . 
nitecl States, may discharge a portion of her cargo at one port, and 
continue her voyage to the other port or ports of destination where 
fol'eign trade is permitted, for the purpose of landing the remainder 
of her original cargo there, subject always to the laws and customs 
regulations of the two countries. · 
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The Japanese Government, however, agrees to allow vessels of the 
United States to continue, as heretofore, for the period of the dura-
tion of the present Treaty, to carry cargo between the existing open 
ports· of the Empire, excepting to or from the ports of Osaka, Niigata, 
and Ebisuminato. 
ARTICLE XI. l 
Any ship-of-war or merchant vessel of either of the High Contract-
ing Parties which may be compelled by stress of weather, or by reason 
of any other distress, to take shelte~· in the port of the other, shall be 
at liberty to refit therein, to procure all necessary supplies, and to 
put to sea again, without paying any dues other than such as would 
be payable by national vessels. In case, however, the master of a 
merchant vessel should be under the necessity of disposing of a part 
of his cargo in order to defray the expenses, he shall be bound to 
conform to the regulations and tariffs of the place to which he may 
have come. 
If any ship-of-war or merchant-vessel of one of the High Contract-
ing Parties should run aground or be wrecked upon the coasts of the 
other, the local authorities shall inform the Consul General, Consul, 
Vice-Consul, or Consular Agent of the district, of the occurrence, or 
if there be no such consular officers, they shall inform the Cons_ul 
General, Consul, Vice-Consul, or Consular Agent of the nearest dis-
trict. , 
All proceedings relative to the salvage of Japanese vessels, wrecked 
or cast on shore in the territorial waters of the United States, shall 
take place in accordance with the laws of ·the United States, and, 
reciprocally, all measures of salvage relative to vessels of the Unite~ 
States, wrecked or cast on shore in the territorial waters of His MaJ-
esty the Emperor of J a.pan, shall take place in accordance with the 
laws, ordinances, and regulations of Japan. 
Such stranded or wrecked ship or vessel, and all parts thereof, and 
all furnitures and appurtenances belonging thereunto, and all goods 
and merchandize saved therefrom, including those which may have 
been cast into the sea, or the proceeds thereof, if sold, as well as all 
papers found on board such stranded or wrecked ship or vessel, shall 
be given up to the owners or their agents, when claimed by them. If 
nch owners or agents are not on the spot, the same shall be delivered 
to the respective Con uls General, Consuls, Vice-Consuls, or Consular 
Agent upon being claim d by them within the period fixed by the 
law , ordinances and regulations of the country, and such Co;rnmlftr 
offi r., owner , or ao- nt hall pay only the expenses incurred in the 
pre· rvation of the property, together with the salvage or oth r 
~xp n.· s which would have been payable in the case of the wreck of 
a, national v · 1. 
The good. and m r handize , aved from the wreck shall be exempt 
fro~1 all th du i . of he 1u ·tom. unle . cl ar d for consumption, in 
wh1 ·h ·a. h y ,'hall pay the Ol'dinary dutie . 
. W1wn av ,·._- l bf•louging to he itiz n.· or subjects of one of the 
Ihrrh 'ontra · 111" Parti · i. · , rand cl or wrecked in the tenitori of 
t lw other h r • :p <· i on. ·ul. · , n ral, 10n. uls, Vice-Consul , and 
n. nh r , n _. .-hall b • au horiz d, in a e the own r or ma:trr, 
>l' ~>1 h r :- :1 n cf th· o, 'n r, i, · not pr .- nt, to lend th ir offi. ·ial 
a 1 t:- n<· ! m or l •r to affor th n ce.- ·ary a ·i tan<·e 1 o i he •itiz n: 
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or subjects of the respective St.ates. The same rule shall apply in 
case the owner, master, or other agent is present, but requires such 
assistance to be given. 
ARTICLE XII. 
All vessels which, according to United States law, are to be deemed 
vessels of the United States, and all vessels which, according to Jap-
anese law, are to be deemed Japanese vessels, shall, for the purposes 
of this Treaty, be deemed vessels of the United States and Japanese 
vessels, respectively. 
ARTICLE XIII. 
, The Consuls General, . Consuls, Vice-Consuls, and Consular Agents 
of each of the High Contracting Parties, residing in the territories of 
the other, shall receive from the local authorities such assistanc_e as 
can by law be given to them for the recovery of deserters from t,he 
vessels of their respective countries. 
It is understood that this stipulation shall not apply to the citizens 
or subjects of the country where the desertion takes place. 
ARTICLE XIV. 
The High Contracting Parties agree that, in all that concerns com-
merce and navigation, any privilege, favor or immunity which either · 
High Contracting Party has actually granted, or may hereafter grant, 
to the Government, ships, citizens or subjects of any other State, shall 
be extended to the Government, ships, citizens, or subjects of the 
other High Contracting Party, gratuitously, if the concession in favor 
of that, other State shall have been gratuitous, and on the same or 
equivalent conditions if the concession shall have been conditional; 
it being their intention that the trade and navigation of each country 
shall be placed, in all respects, by the other upon the footing of the 
most favored nation. 
ARTICLE XV. 
Each of the High Contracting Parties may appoint Consuls General, 
Consuls, Vice-Consuls, Pro-Consuls, and Consular Agents, in all the 
ports, cities, and places of the other, except in those where it may not 
be convenient to recognize such officers. 
This exception, however, shall not be made in regard to one of the 
High Contracting Parties without being made likewise in regard to 
every other Power. 
The Consuls General, Consuls, Vice-Consuls, Pro-Consuls, and Con-
sular Agents may exercise all functions, and shall enjoy all privileges, 
exemptions, and immunities which are, or may hereafter be, granted 
to Consular officers of the most favored nation. 
ARTICLE XVI. l 
The citizens or subjects of each of the High Contracting Parties · 
shall enjoy in the territories of the other the same protection as native 
citizens or subjects in regard to patents, trade-marks and designs, 
upon fulfilment of the formalities prescribed by law. 
1 In effect March 8, 1897; seep. 360. 
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ARTICLE XVII. 
The High Contracting Parties agree to the following arrangement:-
The several Foreign Settlements in Japan shall, from the date this 
Treaty comes into force, be incorporated with the respective Japanese 
Communes, and shall thenceforth form part of the general municipal 
system of Japan. The competent Japanese Authorities shall there-
upon assume all municipal obligations and duties in respect thereof, 
and the common funds and property, if any, belonging to such Settle-
ments shall at the same time be transferred to the saic. Japanese 
Authorities. 
When such incorporation takes place existing leases in perpetuity 
upon which property is now held in the said Settlements shall be con-
firmed, and no conditions whatsoever other than those contained in 
such existing leases shall be imposed in respect of such property. It 
is, however, undersf;ood that the Consular Authorities mentioned in 
the same are in all cases to be replaced by the Japanese Authorities. 
All lands which may previously have been granted. by the Japanese 
Government free of rent for the public purposes of the said Settle-
ments shall, subject to the right of eminent domain, be permanently 
reserved free of all taxes and charges for the public purposes for 
which they were originally set apart. 
ARTICLE XVIII. 
This treaty shall, from the date it comes into force, be substituted 
in place of the Treaty of Peace and Amity concluded on the 3c1 day of 
the 3ci month of the 7th year of Kayei, corresponding to the 31st day 
of March, 1854; the Treaty of Amity and Commerce concluded on the 
19 th day of the 6th month of the 5th year of Ansei, corresponding to 
the 29 th day of July, 1858; the Tariff Convention concluded on the 
13 th day of the 5th month of the 2nd year of Keio, corresponding to 
the 25 th day of June, 1866; the Convention concluded on the 25 th day 
of the 7th month of the 11 th year of Meiji, corresponding to the 25t 11 
day of July, 1878, and all Arrangements and Agreements subsidiary 
thereto concluded or existing between the High Contracting Partie ; 
and from the same date such· Treaties, Conventions, Arrangements 
and Agreements shall cease to be binding, and, in consequence, the 
j-uri diction then exercised by Courts of the United States in Japan 
and all the exceptional privileges, exemptions and immunities then 
enjoyed by citiz n of the United States as a part of, or appurtenant 
to uch jurisdiction, shall absolutely and without notice cease and 
det rmin , and thereaft r all sueh jurisdiction shall be assumeu and 
xerci d by Japane e ourts. 
ARTI LE XIX. 
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ARTICLE XX. 
This Treaty shall be ratified, and the ratifications thereof shall be 
exchanged, either at Washington or Tokio, as soon as possible and 
not later than six ~onths after its signature. 
In witness whereof the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed the 
present Treaty in duplicate and have thereunto affixed their seals. 
Done at the City of vVashington the 22d day of November in the 
eighteen hundred and. ninety-fourth year of the Christian .era, corre-
sponding to the 22ct day of the 11 th month of the 27 th year of Meiji. 
WALTER Q. GRESHAM [SEAL] 
SHINICHIRO KURINO. [SEAL] 
PROTOCOL. 
The Government of the United States of America and the Government of His 
Majesty the Emperor of Japan, deeming it advisable in the interests of both coun-
tries to regulate certain special matters of mutual concern, apart from the Treaty 
of Commerce and Navigation signed this day, have, through their respective 
Plenipotentiaries, agreed upon the following stipulations:-
1. It is agreed by the Contracting Parties that one month after the exchange of 
the ratifications of the Treaty of Commerce and Navigation signed this day the 
Import Tariff now in ope1 ation in Japan in respect of goods and merchandize 
imported into Japan by citizens of the United States shall cease to be binding 
From the same date the General Statuto·ry Tariff of Japan shall, subject to the 
provisions of Article IX of the Treaty of March 31, 1854, at present subsisting 
between the Contracting Parties, so long as said Treaty remains in force, and, 
thereafter, subject to the provisions of Article IV and Article XIV of the Treaty 
signed this day, be applicable to goods and merchandize being the growth, prod-
uce or manufacture of the Territories of the United States upon importation into 
Japan. 
But nothing contained in this Protocol shall be held to limit or qualify the right 
of the Japanese Government to restrict or to prohibit the importation of adulter-
ated drugs, medicines, food or beverages; indecent oi obscene prints, paintings, 
books, cards, lithographic or other engravings, photographs or any other indecent 
or obscene articles; articles in violation of the patent, trade-mark or copy-right 
laws of Japan; or any other article which for sanitary reasons, or in view of pub-
lic security or morals, might offer any danger. 
2. The Japanese Government, pending the opening of the country to citizens 
of the United States, agrees to extend the existing passport system "in such a 
manner as to allow citizens of the United States, on the production of a certifi-
cate of recommendation from the Representative of the United States at Tokio, 
or from any of the Consuls of the United States at the open ports of Japan, to 
obtain upon application passports available for any part of the country and for 
any period not exceeding twelve months, from the Imperial Japanese Foreign 
Office in Tokio, or from the Chief Authorities in the Prefecture in which an open 
port is situated, it being understood that the existing Rulef:i and Regulations gov-
erning citizens of the United States who visit the interior of the Empire are to be 
maintained. 
3. The undersigned Plenipotentiaries have agreed that this Protocol shall be 
submitted to the two High Contr-acting Parties at the same time as the Treaty of 
Commerct and Navigation signed this day, and that when the said Treaty is rati-
fied the agreements contained in the Protocol shall also equally be considered as 
approved, without the necessity of a further formal ratification. 
It is agreed that this Protocol shall terminate at the same time the said Treaty 
ceases to be binding. 
In witness whereof the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed the-same and 
have affixed thereto their seals. 
_Done at Washingto? the 22~ ~ay of November in the eighteen hundred and 
nmety-fourth year of the Christian era, corresponding to the 22d day of the 11 th 
month of the 27th year of Meiji. 
WALTER Q. GRESHAM: 
SHINICHIRO KURINO 
[SEAL] 
[SEALJ 
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1897. 
CONVENTION AS TO PATENTS, TRADE-MARKS, AND DESIGNS. 
Concluded January 13, 1897J· ratification aclvisecl by the Senate Feb-
riiary 1, 1897J· ratified by the President F ebriiary 2, 1897J· ratifica-
tions e:1xhanged lYiarch 8, 1897J· p_roclairnerl March 9, 1897. (U. S. 
Stats. Vol. 29, p. 860.) 
The President of the United States of America and His Majesty the 
Emperor of Japan, being desirous of securing immediate reciprocal 
protection for patents, trade-marks and designs, have resolved to 
conclude a Convention for that purpose, and have appointed as their 
Plenipotentiaries: 
The President of the United States, the Honorable Richard Olney, 
Secretary of State of the United States; and His Majesty the Emperor 
of Japan, Toru Hoshi, Jushii, His Majesty's Envoy Extraordinary 
ancl Minister Plenipotentiary near the Government of the United 
States; 
Who, after having communicated to each other their respective full 
powers, found in good and due form, have agreed as follows : 
Article XVI1 of the Treaty of Commerce and Navigation between 
the United States of America and ,Japan concluded at Washington on 
the twenty-second day, the eleventh month, the twenty-seventh year 
of Meiji, corresponding to the twenty-second day of November, 
eighteen hundred and ninety-four of the Christian Era, shall have 
fu11 force and effect from the date of the exchange of ratificatione of_ 
this convention. 
'rhe present convention shall be duly ratified by.the President of 
the United States of America, by and with the advice and consent of 
the Senate thereof, and by His Majesty the Emperor of Japan in the 
usual manner; and the ratifications shall be exchanged at Tokyo as 
soon as possible. 
In witness whereof, the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed 
this convention and have thereunto affixed their seals. 
Done, in duplicate original, at ·washington, this thirteenth day of 
January in the one thousand eight hundred and ninety seventh year 
of the Christian Era. 
RICHARD OLNEY 
TORU HosHI 
1 See Article XVI, p. 357. 
[ SEAL] 
[SEAL] 
KONGO. 
1891. 
TREATY OF AMITY, COMMERCE, AND NAVIGATION. 
Concluded Januar1; 24, 1891_; ratification advised by the Senate Janu-
ary 11, 1892_; ratified by the President J(!,nuary 1~, 1892_; ratifica-
tions exchanged February 2, 1892_; proclaimed April 2, 1892. (U.S. 
Stats. Vol. 27, p. 926.) 
ARTICLES. 
IX. (Not agreed to.) 
X. Import duties. 
I. Freedom of commerce and na vi-
ga tion. 
II. Property rights. XI. Most favored nation privileges. 
III. Exemptions of service. 
IV. Religious freedom. 
V. Consular officers. 
XII. Other privileges. 
XIII. Arbitration. 
XIV. Conditions. 
XV. Ratification. VI. Shipping privileges. 
VII. Transportation. Senate resolution of ratification. 
VIII. Prohibitions. 
The United States of America, and 
His Majesty Leopold II, King of the Belgians, Sovereign of the 
Independent State of the Congo, 
desiring i;o perpetuate, confirm and encourage the relations of com-
merce and of good understanding existing already between the two 
respective countries by the conclusion of a treaty of amity, commerce, 
navigation and extradition, have for this purpose named as their 
respective plenipotentiaries, viz: 
His Excellency, the President of the United States of America, 
Edwin H. Terrell, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipoten-
t,iary of the United States of America near His Majesty the King of 
the Belgians; and 
His Majesty, Leopold II King of the Belgians, Sovereign·of the 
Independent State of the Congo, 
Edm. Van Eetvelde, Administrator General of the Department of 
Foreign Affairs, Officer of His order of Leopold, 
who, after having communicated to each other their full powers, 
found in good and due form, have agreed upon the following articles: 
ARTICLE I. 
There shall be full, entire and reciprocal liberty of commerce, 
establishment and navigation between the citizens and inhabitants of 
the two High contracting Parties. · 
The citizens and inhabitants of the United States of America in the 
Independent State of the Congo and those of the Independent State 
of the Congo in the United States of America shall have reciprocally 
the right, on conforming to the laws of the country, to enter, travel 
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and reside in all parts of their respective territories; to carry on busi-
ness there; and they shall enjoy in this respect for the protection of 
their persons and their property the same treatment and the same 
rights as the natives, or the citizens and inhabitants of the most 
favored nation. , 
They can freely exercise their industry or their business, as well 
wholesale as retail, in the whole extent of the territories, without 
being subjected, as to their persons or their property, or by reason of 
their business, t,o any taxes, general or local, imposts or conditions 
whatsoever other or more onerous than those which are imposed or 
may be imposed upon the natives other than non-civilized aborigines, 
or upon the citizens and inhabitants of the most favored nation. 
In like manner they will enjoy reciprocally the treatment of the 
most favored nation in all that relates to rights, privileges, exemJ?-
tions and immunities whatsoever concerning their persons or thell' 
property, and in the matter of commerce, industry and. navigation. 
ARTICLE II. 
In all that concerns the acquisition, succession, possession and 
alienation of property, real and personal, the citizens and inha~itai:its 
of each of the High contracting Parties shall enjoy in the territories 
of the other all the rights which the respective laws accord or shall 
accord in those territories to the citizens and inhabitants of the most, 
favored nation. 
ARTICLE III. 
The citizens and inhabitants of each of the High contracting Par-
ties sh2.ll be exempt, in the territories of the other, from all pers?nal 
service in the army, navy or milit,ia and from all pecuniary contribu-
tions in lieu of such, as well as from all obligatory official functions 
whatever, except the obligation of sitting, within a radius of one hur:-
dred kilometres from the place of their residel).ce, as a juror in judi-
cial proceedings; furthermore, their property shall not be taken for 
the public service without an ample and sufficient compensation. 
They shall have free access to the courts of the other, on conform-
ing to the laws regulating the matter, as well for the prosecution as 
for the defense of their rights, in all the degrees of jurisdiction estab-
lished by law. They can be represented by lawyers, and they sha_ll 
enjoy,in thi respect, and in what concerns domiciliary visits to then· 
houses, manufactories, stores, warehouses, etc., the same rights fmd 
the same advantages which are or shall be granted to the citizens and. 
inhabitants of the most favored nation, or to natives. 
ARTICLE IV. 
Th citiz n and inhabitants of the two countries shall enjoy, in th 
t rritory of he other, a full and entire liberty of conscience. They 
,·hall b prot t din he free exercise of their worship; they hall haY 
h_ :ight to er t religion, edifices and to organize and mainta,in 
mi. .10n . 
ARTI LEV. 
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The said agents of each of the two High contracting Parties shall 
enjoy, in the territories of the other, upon the footing of a complete 
recinrocity, all the privileges, immunities and rights which are actu-
ally granted to those of the most favored nation or which may be 
accorded to them h ereafter. 
The said agents, citizens or inhabitant,s of the State by which they 
are appointed, shall not be subject to preliminary ~rrest, except in 
the case of acts qualified as crimes by the local legislation and pun-
ished as such. They shall be exempt from military billeting and from 
service in the army, navy or militia, as well as from all direct taxes, 
unless these should be due on account of real estate, or unless the 
said agents should exercise a profession or business of any kind. 
The said agents can raise their national flag over their offices. 
The consular c.,ffices shall be at all times inviolable. The local 
authorities can not invade-them under any pretext. They can p.ot in 
any _ case examine or seize the papers which shall be there deposited. 
The consular office can not, on the <1ther hand, serve as place of asy-
lum, and if an agent of the consular service is engaged in business, 
commercial or other, the papers relating to the consulate shall be kept 
separate. 
The said agents shall have the right to exercise all the functions 
generally appertaining to consuls, especially in what concerns the legal-
ization of private and public documents, of invoices and commercial 
contracts, the taking of depositions and the right of authenticating 
legal acts and documents. 
The said agents shall have the right to address the administrative 
and judicial authorities· of the country in which they exercise their 
functions in order to complain of any infraction of the treaties or con~ 
ventions existing between the two Governments, and for the purpose 
of protecting the rights and interests of the citizens and inhabitant8 
of their country. They shall have also the right to settle all differ-
ences arising between the captains or the officers and the sailors of 
the sea-vessels of their nation. The local authorities shall abstain 
from_ interfering in these cases unless the maintenance of the public 
tranquility requires it, or, unless their assistance should be asked by 
the consular authority in order to assure-the execution of its decisions. 
The local authorities will give to the said agents and, on their 
default to the captains or their Cabual representatives, all aid for the 
search and arrest of sailor-deserters, who shall be kept and guarded 
in the prisons of the State upon the requisition and at the expense of 
the consuls or of the captains during a maximum delay of two months. 
ARTICLE VI. 
The citizens and inhabitants of each of the High contracting Partie.8 
shall have reciprocally, according to the same rights and conditions 
and with the same privileges as those of the most favored nation the 
right to ~mter with their vessels and cargoes into all the ports ai{d to 
navigate upon all the rivers and interior waters of the other State. 
The vessels of each of the contracting Parties and of its citizens or 
inhabita:1ts can f!eely n~vigate upon the waters of the territory of the 
other, without pemg subJect to any other tolls, charges or obligations 
than those which the vessels belonging to the citizens or inhabitants 
of the most favored nation would have to bear. 
There will not be imposed by either of the contracting Parties upon 
the vessels belonging to the other or to the citizens or inhabitants of 
the other, in the matter of tonnage, port charges, pilotage, lighthouse 
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and quarantine dues, salvage of vess0ls and other administrative 
expenses whatsoever concerning navigation, any taxes or charges 
whatever, other or higher than those which are or shall be imposed 
upon the public or private vessels of the most favored nation. 
It is agreed that e-very vessel belonging to one of the High contract-
ing Parties or to a citizen or inhabitant of one of them, having the 
right to bear the flag of that country and having the right to its p~·o-
tection, both according to the laws of that country, shall be consid-
ered as a vessel of that nationality. 
ARTICLE VII. 
In what concerns the freight and facilities of transportation, and 
tolls, the merchandise belonging to the citizens or inhabitants of one 
of the contracting St,ates transported over the roads, railroads and 
waterways of the other State, shall be treated on the same footing as 
the merchandise belonging to the citizens or inhabitants of the most 
favored nation. 
ARTICLE VIII. . 
In the territories of neither of the High contracting Parties, s~all 
there be established or enforced a prohibition against the importation, 
exportation or transit of any article of legal commerc~, prod~c~d. or ' 
manufactured in the territories of the other, unless this prohibition 
shall equally and at once be extended to all other nations. 
ARTICLE IX. 
[Stricken out by the Senate. (Extradition provisions.) J 
ARTICLE X. 
The Republic of the United States of America, recognizing that it 
is just and necessary to facilitate to the Independent State of the 
Cong;o the accomplishment of the obligations which it has cont~acted 
by virtue of the General Act of Brussels of July 2nd, 1890, admits, so 
far as it is concerned, that import duties may be collected upon mer-
chandi e imported into the said State. 
The tariff of these duties can not go beyond 10_% of the value of the 
merchandi eat the port of importation, during fifteen years to date 
from July 2nd , 1890, except for spirits, which are regulated by the pro-
vi ions of Chapter VI of the General Act of Brussels. 
At the expiration of thi term of fifteen years, and in default of a 
n w accord, th nited tates of America will be replaced, as to the 
Ind p nd nt tate of th ConO'o, in the situation which existed prior 
to ,July 2nd, 1 9 ; h right to impose import duties to a maximum of 
1 ~up nm rch~J?-di. import dintothesaidStateremainingacquired 
t 1t n h onch 1 n. · and within th limitation determined in article 
.,_ I nd II of thi tr a ' . 
RTI LE rl. 
in th Ind p nd n tate of th ongo, 
th advantag . a ord d to the mo t 
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It has been agreed besides: 
I. That no differential treatment nor transit duty can be estab-
lished· 
2. That, in the application of the tariff regime which will be intro-
duced, the Congo State will apply itself to simplify as far as possible, 
the formalities and to facilitate the operations of commerce. 
ARTICLE XII. 
Considering the fact that in Article X of the present treat,y, the 
United-States of America have given their assent to the establishment 
of import duties in the Independent State of the Congo under certain 
conditions, it is well understood that the said Independent State of 
the Congo assures to the flag, to the vessels, to the commerce and to 
citizens and inhabitants of the United States of America, in all parts 
of the territories of that State, all the rights, privileges and immuni-
ties concerning import and export duties, tariff regime, interior taxes 
and charges and, in a general manner, all commercial interests, which 
are or shall be accorded to the signatory Powers of the Act of Berlin, 
or to the most favored nation. 
ARTICLE XIII. 
In .case a difference should arise between the two High contracting 
Parties as to the validity, interpretation, application or enforcement 
of any of the provisions contained in the present treaty, and it could 
not be arranged amicably by diplomatic correspondence between the 
two Governments, these last agree to submit it to the judgment of an 
arbitration tribunal, the decision of which they bind themselves to 
respect and execute loyally. 
The tribunal will be composed of three members. Each of the two 
High contracting Parties ·will designate one of them, selected outside 
of the citizens and the inhabitants of either of the contracting States 
and of Belgium. The High contracting Parties will ask, by common 
accord, a friendly Government to appoint the third arbitrator, to be 
selected equally outside of the two contracting States and of Belgium. 
If an arbitrator should be unable to sit by reason of death, resigna-
tion or for any other cause, he shall be replaced by a new arbitrator 
whose appointment shall be made in the same manner as that of the 
. arbitrator whose place he takes. 
The majority of arbitrators can act in case of the intentional 
absence or formal withdrawal of the . minority. The decision of the 
majority of the arbitrators will be conclusive upon all questions to be 
determined. 
'I'he general expenses of the arbitration procedure will be borne, in 
equal parts, by the two High contracting Parties; but the expenses 
made by either of the parties for preparing and setting forth its case 
will be at the cost of that party. 
ARTICLE XIV. 
It is well understood that if the declaration on the subject of the 
import duties, signed July 2nd, 1890, by the signatory Powers of the Act 
of Berlin, should not enter into_ force, in that case, the present treaty 
would be absolutely null and without effect 
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ARTICLE xv. 
"rhe present treaty shall be subject to the approval and the ratifica-
tion, on the one hand, of the President of the United-States, acting 
by the advice and with the consent of the Senate, and on the other 
hand, of His Majesty the King of the Belgians, Sovereign of the Inde-
pendent State of the Congo. 
· The ratifications of the present treaty shall be exchanged at the 
same time as those of the General Act of Brussels of July 2nd , 1890, 
and it will enter into force at the same date as the latter. 
In faith of which the respective Plenipotentiaries of the High con-
tracting Parties have signed the present treaty in duplicate, in Eng-lish 
and in French, and have attached thereto their seals. 
Done at Brussels the twenty fourth day of the month of January 
of the year Eighteen hundred and ninety one. 
. EDWIN H. TERRELL. 
[SEAL.] 
EDM. VAN EETVELDE. 
[SEAL.] 
KOREA. 
1882. 
rrREATY OF PEACE, AMITY, COMMERCE AND NAVIGATION. 
Concluded JJfay 22, 1882J· ratification advised by the Senate January 9, 
1883_: ratified by the President February 13, 1883J· ratrifications 
exchanged May 19, 1883J· proclaimed June 4, 1883. ('rreaties and 
Conventions, 1889, p. 216.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Amity. 
II. Diplomatic and consular privi-
leges. 
III. Asylum; shipwrecks. 
IV. Protection in Korea; exterritori-
ality. 
V. Shipping dues; imports. 
VI. .Residence and travel. 
VII. Opium traffic. 
VIII. Exportation of breadstuffs and 
ginseng prohibited. 
IX. Arms and ammunition. 
X. Employing natives, etc. ~ 
XI. Privileges to students. 
XII. Duration. 
XIII. Language of correspondence. 
XIV. Most favored nation privileges; 
ratification. · 
The United States of America and the Kingdom of Chosen, being 
sincerely desirous of establishing permanent relations of amity and 
friendship between theirrespectrive peoples, have to this end appointed-
that is to say, the President of the United States-R. W. Shufeldt, 
Commodore U. 8. Navy, as his Commissioner Plenipotentiary, and 
His Majesty, the King of Chosen, Shin-Chen, President of the Royal 
Cabinet, Chin-Hong-Chi, Member of the Royal Cabinet, as his Com-
missioners Plenipotentiary, who, having reciprocally examined their 
respective full Powers, which have been .found to be in due form, 
have agreed upon the several following articles: 
ARTICLE l. 
There shall be perpetual peace and friendship between the Presi-
dent of the United States . and the King of Chosen and the citizens 
and S'u,bjects of their respective Governments. 
If other Powers deal unjustly or oppressively with either Govern-
ment, the other will exert their good offices, orr being informed of the 
case, to bring about an amicable arrangement, thus showing their 
friendly feelings. 
ARTICLE II. 
After the conclusion of this Treaty of amity and commerce, the 
High Contracting Powers may each appoint Diplomatic Representa-
tives to reside at the Court of the other, and may each appoint Con-
sular Representatives at the ports of the other, which are open to 
foreign commerce, at t,heir own convenience. 
These officials shall have relations with the corresponding local 
authorities of equal rank upon a basis of mutual equality. 
'l"he Diplomatic and Consular Representatives of the two Govern-
ments shall receive mutually all the privileges, rights and immu_nities 
without discrimination, which are accorded to the same class of Rep-
resentatives from the most favored nation. 
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Consuls shall exercise their functions only on receipt of an exequa-
tur from the Government, to which they are accredited. Consular 
authorities shall be bona fide officials. No merchants shall be per-
mitted to exercise the duties of the office, nor shall Consular officers 
be allowed to engage in trade. At ports, to which no Consular Rep-
resentatives have been appointed, the Consuls of other Powers may 
be invited to act, provided, that no merchant shall be allowed to 
assume Consular functions, or the provisions of this Treaty may, in 
such case, be enforced by the local authorities. 
If Consular Representatives of the United States in Chosen con-
duct their business in an improper manner, their exequaturs may be 
revoked, subject to the approval previously obtained, of the Diplo-
matic Representative of the United States. 
ARTICLE III. 
Whenever United States vessels, either because of stress of weather, 
or by want of fuel or provisions cannot reach the nearest open port 
in Chosen, they may enter any port or harbor, either to take refuge 
therein, or to get supplies of wood, coal and other necessaries, or to 
make repairs, the expenses incurred thereby being defrayed by ~he 
ship's master. In such event the officers and people of the locaht_y 
shall display their sympathy by rendering full assistance, and their 
liberality by furnishing the necessities required. 
If a United States vessel carries on a clandestine trade at a port 
not open to foreign commerce, such vessel with her cargo shall be 
seized and confiscated. 
If a United States vessel be wrecked on the coast of Chosen, the 
local authorities, on being informed of the occurrence, shall immed~-
ately render assistance to the crew, provide for their present necessi-
ties, and take the measures necessary for the salvage of the ship and 
the preservation of her ca:tgo. They shall also bring the matter to 
the knowledge of the nearest Consular Representative of the the 
United States, in order that steps may be taken to send the cr~w 
home and to save the ship and cargo. The necessary expenses shall 
be defrayed either by t~e ship's master or by the United States. 
ARTICLE IV. 
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When controversies arise in the Kingdom of Cl{osen between citi-
zens of the United States and subjects of His Majesty, which need to 
be examined and decided by the public officers of the two nations, it 
is agreed between the two Governments of the United States and 
Chosen, that such cases shall be tried by the proper official of the 
nationality of the defendant, according to the laws of that natfon. 
The properly authorized official of the plaintiff's nationality shall be 
freely permitted to attend the trial, and shall be treated with the 
courtesy due to his position. He shall be granted all proper facili-
ties for watching the proceedings in the interest of justice. If he so 
desires,- he shall have the right to present, to examine and to cross-
examine witnesses. If he is dissatisfied with the proceedings, he 
shall be permitted to protest against them in detail. 
It is however mutually agreed and understood between the High 
Contracting Powers, that whenever the King of Chosen shall have so 
far modified and reformed the statutes a:o.d judicial procedure of his 
Kingdom that, in the judgment of the· United States, they conform to 
the laws and course of justice in the United States, the right of exter- . 
ritorial jurisdiction over United States citizens in Chosen shall be 
abandoned, and thereafter United States citizens, when within the 
limits of the Kingdom of Chosen, shall be subject to the jurisdiction 
of the native authorities. 
ARTICLE V. 
Mercp.ants and merchant-vessels of Chosen visiting the United 
States for purposes of traffic, shall pay duties and tonnage-dues and 
all fees according to the Customs-Regulations of the United States, 
but no higher or other rates of dutj.es and tonnage-dues shall be 
exacted of them, than are levied upon citizens of the United States 
or upon citizens or subjects of the most favored nation. · 
Merchants and merchaitt-vessels of the United States visiting 
Chosen for purposes of traffic, shall pay duties upon all merchandise 
imported and exported. The authority to levy duties is · of right 
vested in the Government of Chosen. The tariff of duties upon 
exports and imports, together with the Customs-Regulations for the 
prevention of smuggling and other irregularities, will be fixed by the 
authorities of Chosen and communicated to the proper officials of 
the United States, to be by the latter notified to their citizens and 
duly observed. 
It is however agreed in the first instance as a general measure, that 
the tariff upon such imports as are articles of daily use shall not 
exceed an ad valorem duty of ten per ·centum _; that the tariff upon 
such imports as are luxuries, as for instance foreign wines, foreign 
tobacco, clocks and watches, shall not exceed an ad valorem-duty of 
thirty per centum, and that native produce exported shall pay a duty 
not to exceed five p er centum ad valorem. And it is further agreed 
that the duty upon foreign imports shall be paid once for all at the 
port of ~ntry, and that no other dues, duties, fees, taxes or charges 
of any sort shall be levied upon such imports either in the interior of 
Cho en or at the ports. 
United States merchant-vessels entering the ports of Chosen shall 
pay tonnage-dues at the rate of five mace per ton, payable once in 
three months on each vessel, according to the Chinese calendar . 
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ARTICLE VI. 
Subjects of Chosen who may visit the United States shall be per-
mitted to reside and to rent premises, purchase land, or to construct 
residences or warehouses in all parts of the country. They shall be 
freely permitted to pursue their various callings and avocations, and 
to traffic in all merchandise, raw and manufactured, that is not 
declared contraband by law. Citizens of the United States who may 
resort to the ports of Chosen which are open to foreign commerce, 
shall be permitted to reside at such open p0rts within the limits of 
the concessions and to lease buildings or land, or to construct resi-
dences or warehouses therein. They shall be freely permitted to pur-
. sue their various callings and avocations within the limits of the port, 
and to traffic in all merchandise, raw and manufactured, that is not 
declared contraband by law. 
No coercion or intimidation in the acquisition of land or buildings 
shall be permitted, and the land-rent as fixed by the authorities of 
Chosen shall be paid. And it is expressly .agreed that land so acqu~red 
in the open ports of Chosen still remains an integral part of the Kmg-
dom, and that all rights of jurisdiction over persons and property 
within such areas remain vested in the authorities of Chosen, except 
in so far as such rights have been expressly relinquished by this 
Treaty. 
American citizens are not permitted either to transport foreign 
imports to the interior for sale, or to proceed thither to purchase 
native produce. Nor are they permitted to transport native produce 
from one open port to another open port. 
Violations of this rule will subject such merchandise to confiscation, 
and the merchant offending will be handed ove1· to the Consular 
Authorities to be dealt with. 
ARTICLE VII. 
Th Governments of the United States and of Chosen mutually 
agree and u:-idertake that subj cts of Chosen shall not be permitted 
to import opium into any of the ports of the United States, and citi-
zen, of th nited State shall not be permitted to import opium into 
any of the open pOl'tR of Cho en, to transport it from one open port to 
another open port, or to traffi in it in Chosen. This ab olute pro-
hibition which xtends to vessels owned by the citizens or subject of 
i her Power, to for ign vessel· employed by them, and to ves el 
°' n d by the citiz n. or ubj ·t. · of eith r Power and employed by 
oh r p rRon. for h ransportation of opium, shall be nforced by 
appropriat l 0·L'1ation on th part of the United States and of Cho n, 
an 1 ff nd r, a ain t it ·hall b everely puni h d. 
ARTI LE III. 
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Chosen having of old prohibited the exportation of red gingseng, if 
citizens of the United States clandestinely purchase it for export, it 
shall be confiscated and the offenders punished. · 
ARTICLE IX. 
The purchase of cannon, small arms, swords, gunpowder, shot and 
all munitions of war is permitted only to officials of the· Government 
of Chosen, and they may be imported by citizens of the United States 
only under a written permit from the authorities of Chosen. If these 
articles are clandestinely imported, thev shall be confiscated and the 
off ending party shall be punished 
ARTICLE X. 
The officers and people of either nation residing in the other, shall 
have the right to employ natives for all kinds of lawful work. 
Should, however, subjects of Chosen, guilty of violation of the laws 
of the Kingdom, or against whom any action has been brought, con-
ceal themselves in the residences or warehouses of United States 
citizens, or on board United States merchant-vessels, the Consular 
Authorities of the United States, on being notified of the fact by the 
local authorities, will either permit the latter to despatch constables 
to make the arrests, or the persons will be arrested by the Consular 
Authorities and handed over to the local constables. 
Officials or citizens of tlie United States shall not harbor such per-
sons. 
ARTICLE XL 
Students of either nationality, who may proceed to the country of 
the other, in order to study the language, literature, laws or _arts, 
shall be given all possible protection and assistance in evidence of 
cordial good will. 
ARTICLE XII. 
This being the first 'l"'reaty negotiated by Chosen, and hence being 
general and incomplete in its provisions, shall in the first instance be 
put into operation in all things stipulated herein. As to stipulations 
not contained he:rein, after an interval of five years, when the officers 
and the people of the two Powers shall have become more familiar 
with each others language, a further negotiation of commercial pro-
visions and regulations in detail, in conformity with internation~l law 
and without unequal discriminations on either part shall be had. 
ARTICLE XIII. 
'rhis Treaty, and future official correspondence between the two 
contracting Governments shall be made, on the part of Chosen, in the 
Chinese language. 
The United States shall either use the Chinese language, or, if 
English be used, it shall be accompanied with a Chinese version, in 
order to avoid misunderstanding. · 
ARTICLE XIV. 
The High Contracting Powers hereby agree that, should at any time 
the King of Cho~en grant to any nation or to the merchants or citizens 
of any nation, any right, privilege or favor, connected either with 
navigation, commerce, political or other intercourse, which is not con-
ferred by this Treaty, such right, privilege and favor shall freely inure 
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to the benefit of the United States, its public officers, merchants and 
citizens, provided always, that whenever such right, privilege or favor 
is accompanied by any condition, or equivalent concession granted by 
the other nation interested, the United States, its officers and people 
shall only be entitled to the benefit of such right, privilege or favor 
upon complying with the conditions or concessions connected there-
with. 
In faith whereof the respective Commissioners Plenipotentiary have 
signed and sealed the foregoing at Yin-Chuen in English and Chinese, 
being three originals of each text of even tenor and date, the ratifica-
tions of which shall be exchanged at Yin-Chuen within one year from 
the date of ·its execution, and immediately thereafter this rrreaty shall 
be in all its provisions publicly proclaimed and made known by both 
Governments in their respective countries, in order that it may be 
obeyed by their citizens and subjects respectively. 
Chosen, May the 22uu., A. D. 1882. 
[SEAL.] · 
[SEAL.] 
R. W. SHUFELDT, 
Commodore, U. S. N., Envoy of the U. S. to Chosen. 
· SHIN- CHEN' } [ In Chinese.] 
CHIN HONG CHI, 
[Senate resolution advising ratification.] 
!N EXECUTIV
0
E SESSION , 
SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES, 
January 9, 1883. 
Resolved, (two thirds of the Senators present concurring,) That the Sen'.1te 
advise and consent to the ratification of the treaty of commerce and navigation 
between the United States and the Kingdom of Corea or Chosen, concluded on 
the 22nd of May 1882. · 
~esolved, ~hat it is the understanding of the Senate in agreeing to the fo!e-
gomg resolution, that the clause," Nor are they permitted to transport nat1v:e 
produce from one open port to another open port," in Article VI of said treaty, it 
is not intended to prohibit and does not prohibit American ships from going from 
one open port to another open port in Corea or Chosen to receive Corean cargo 
for exportation, or 'to discharge foreign cargo, and 
Resolved, That the President be requested to communicate the foregoing inter-
pretation of said clause to the Corean or Chosen government on the exchange of 
ratifications of said treaty, as the sense in which the United States understand 
the same. 
Resolved further, That the Senate in advising and consenting to the treaty 
mentioned in the foregoing resolutions does not admit or acquiesce in any right 
or constitutional power in the President to authorize or empower any person to 
negotiate treaties or carry on diplomatic negotiations with any foreign pow~r, 
unle s such per on shall have been appointed for such purpose or clothed with 
such power by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, except in the case 
of a Secr tary of State or diplomatic officer appointed by the President to fill a 
yacancy occurring during the recess of the Senate•, and it makes this declaration 
~n rd r that th mean employed in the negotiation of said treaty be not drawn 
mt pr c d nt. 
R , lv d That th ' er tary c mmunicate all the foregoing resolutions to 
th id nt. 
F. E H BER 
Acting Secretary 
LE-W OHE-W. 
1854. 
COMP ACT OF FRIENDSHIP AND COMMERCE. 
Concluded July 11, 1854/ ratification advised by the Senate March 3, 
1855/ -ratified by the President March 9, 1855_; proclaimed March 9, 
1855. (Treaties and Conventions, 1889, p. 629.) 
Hereafter, whenever citizens of the United States come to Lew Chew, 
they shall be treated with great courtesy and friendship. Whatever 
.Articles these people ask for, whether from the office·rs or people, 
which the Country can furnish, shall be sold to them; nor shall the 
authorities interpose any prohibitory regulations to the people selling, 
and whatever either party may wish to buy shall be exchanged at 
reasonable prices. 
Whenever Ships of the United States shall come into any harbor in 
Lew Chew, they shall be supplied with Wood and Water, at reason-
able prices, bu~ if they wish to get other .Articles, they shall be pur-
chasea ble only at Na pa. 
If Ships of the United States are wrecked on Great Lew Chew or on 
Islands under the jurisdiction of the Royal Government of Lew Chew, 
the local authorities shall dispatch persons to assist in saving life and 
property, and preserve what can be brought ashore till the Ships of 
that Nation shall come to take away all that may have been saved; 
and the expenses incurred in rescuing these unfortunate persons shall 
be refunded by the Nation they belong to. 
Whenever persons from Ships of the United States come ashore in 
Lew Chew, they shall be at liberty, to ramble where they please without 
hindrance or having officials sent to follow them, or to spy what they 
do; but if they violently go into houses, or trifle with women, or force 
people to sell them things, or do other such like illegal acts, they shall be 
arrested by the local officers, but not maltreated, and shall be reported 
to the Captain of the Ship to which they belong for punishment by 
him . 
.At Tnmai is a burial ground for the Citizens of the United States, 
where their graves and tombs shall not be molested. 
The Government of Lew Chew shall appoint skillful pilots, who shall 
be on the lookout for Ships appearing off the Island, and if one is seen 
coming towards Napa, they shall go out in good boats beyond the reefs 
to conduct her in to a secure anchorage, for which service the Captain 
shall pay the pilot Ifive Dollars, and the same for going out of the 
harbor beyond the reefs. 
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Whenever Ships anchor at Napa, the officers shall furnish them with 
Wood at the rate of Three ,..rhousand Six hundred Copper Cash per 
thousand catties; and with Water at the rate of 600 Copper Cash (43 
cents) for one thousand catties, or Six barrels full, each containing 30 
American Gallons. 
Signed in the English and Chinese languages by Commodore Mat-
thew C. Perry, Commander in Chief of t he U . S. Naval Forces in the 
East India, China and Japan Seas, and Special Envoy to Japan, ~or 
the United States; and by Sho Fu fing, Superintendent of Affall's 
(Tsu li-kwan) in Lew Chew, and Ba Rio-si, Treasurer of Lew Che"Y, 
at Shni, for the Government of Lew-Chew, and copies exchanged, this 
11th day of July, 1854, or the reign Hien fung, 4th year, 6th moon, 7th 
day, at the Town Hall of Napa. 
M, C, PERRY 
S RO FU FING. 
BA RIO-SI. 
LIBERIA. 
1862. 
TREATY OF COMMERCE AND NAVIGATION. 
Concluded October 21, 1862J· ratification advised by the Senate Janu-
ary 9, 1863J· ratified by the President Jani1,ary 12, 1863; ratifica-
tions exchanged February 17, 1863J· proclaimed March 18, 1863. 
(Treaties and Conventions, 1889, p. 631.) 
I. Amity. 
II. Freedom of commerce. 
III: No discrimination in vessels. 
IV. Imports and exports. 
v_. Shipwrecks and salvage. 
ARTICLES. 
VI. Most favored nation privileges. 
VII. Consuls. 
VUI. Noninterference in Liberia. 
IX. Ratification. 
The United States of America and the Republic of Liberia, desir-
ing to fix, in a permanent and equitable manner, the rules to be 
observed in the intercourse and commerce they desire to establish 
between their respective countries have agreed for this purpose to 
conclude a treaty of commerce and navigation, and have judged that 
the said end cannot be better obtained than by taking the most per-
fect equality and reciprocity for the basis of their agreement: and to 
effect this they have named as their respective Plenipotentiaries, that 
is to say: The President of the United States of America, Charles 
Francis Adams, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary 
of the United States of America at the Court of St. James: and The 
Republic of Liberia, His Excellency Stephen Allen Benson, President 
thereof, who after having communicated to each other their respective 
full powers, found in good and due form, have agreed upon the fol-
lowing Articles:-
ARTICLE I. 
There shall be perpetual peace and friendship between the United 
States of America and the Republic of Liberia, and also between the 
citizens of both countries. 
ARTICLE II. 
There shall be reciprocal freedom of commerce between the United 
States of America and the Republic of Liberia. The citizens of the 
United States of America may reside in, and trade to, any part of the 
territories of the Republic of Liberia to which any other foreigners 
are or shall be admitted. They shall enjoy full protection for their 
persons and properties, t:qey shall be allowed to buy from and to sell 
to whom they like without being restrained or prejudiced by any 
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moRopoly, contract, or exclusive privilege of sale or purchase what-
ever; and they shall, moreover enjoy all other rights and privileges 
which are or may be granted to any other foreigners, subjects or citi.:. 
zens of the most favored nation. The citizens of the Republic of 
Liberia shall, in return, enjoy similar protection and privileges in the 
United States of America and in their territories. 
ARTICLE III. 
No tonnage, import, or other duties or charges shall be levied in the 
Republic of Liberia on United States vessels, or on goods imported 
or exported in United States vessels, beyond what are or may be 
levied on national vessels, or on the like goods imported or exported 
in national vessels; and i:Q. like manner, no tonnage, import, or other 
duties or charges shall be levied in the United States of America 
and their Territories on the vessels of the Republic of Liberia, or on 
goods imported or exported in those vessels, beyond what are or may 
be levied on national vessels, or on the like goods imported or exported 
in national vessels. 
ARTICLE IV. 
Merchandise or goods coming from the United States of America 
in any vessels, or imported in United States vessels from any country, 
shall not be prohibited by the Republic of Liberia, nor be subject to 
higher duties than are levied on the same kinds of ·merchandise or 
goods coming from any other foreign country or imported in any other 
foreign vessels. · 
All articles the produce of the Republic of Liberia may be exported 
therefrom by citizens of the United States and United States vessels, 
on as favorable terms as _by the citizens and vessels of any other 
foreign cou:µtry. 
In like manner all merchandise or goods coming from the Republic 
of Liberia in any vessels, or imported in Liberian vessels from any 
country, shall not be prohibite<l by the United States of America, nor 
be subject to higher duties than are levied on the same kinds of mer-
chandise or goods coming from any other foreign country or imported 
in any other foreign vessel . All articles the produce of the United 
tate , or of their t rritorie , may be imported therefrom by Liberian 
citizen and Liberian ve sel on a· favorable terms as by the citizens 
and ves el of any other foreign country. • 
ARTICLE V. 
RTI LE I. 
to bind them-
f oting of the 
hat any favor, 
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privilege or immunity whatever in matters of Commerce and N aviga-
tion, which either contracting party has actually granted, or may 
hereafter grant, to the subjects or ciij.zens of any other State, shall 
be extended to the citizens of the other contracting party, gratui-
tously, if the concession in favor of that other State shall have been 
- gratuitous, or in return for a compensation as nearly as possible of 
proportionate value and effect, to be adjusted by mutual agreement, 
if the concession shall have been conditional. 
-ARTICLE - VIL 
Each contracting party may appoint Consuls for the protection of 
Trade, to reside in the dominions of the other; but no such Consul 
shall enter upon the exercise of his functions until he shall have been 
approved and admitted, in the usual form, by the Government of the 
country to which he is sent. · 
ARTICLE VIII. 
The United States Government engages never to interfere·, unless 
solicited by the Government of Liberia, in the affairs between the 
aboriginal inhabitants and the Government of the Republic of Liberia, 
in the jurisdiction and territories of the Republic. Should any 
United States citizen suffer loss in person or property from violence 
by the aboriginal inhabitants, and the Government of the Republic 
of Liberia should not be able to bring the aggressor to justice the 
United States Government engages, a requisition having been first 
made therefor by the Liberian Government, to lend such aid as may 
be required. Citizens of the United States residing in the territories 
of the Republic of Liberia are desired to abstain from all such inter-
course with the aboriginal inhabitants as will tend to the violation of 
law and a disturbance of the peace of the country. 
ARTICLE IX. -
The present Treaty shall be ratified and the Ratifications exchanged 
at London within the space of nine months from the date hereof. 
In testimony whereof the Plenipotentiaries before mentioned, have 
hereto, subscribed their names and affixed their seals. 
Done at London the Twenty first day of October, in the year on:e 
thousand eight hundred and sixty two. 
CHARLES FRANCIS ADAMS [SEAL.] 
STEPHEN ALLEN BENSON [SEAL.] 
LUBEC. 
(SEE HANSEATIC REPUBLICS.) 
LUXEMBURG. 
1883. 
EXTRADITION CONVENTION. 
Concluded October 29, 1883.,· ratification advised by the Senate July 4, 
-1884; ratified by the President July 5, 1884.,· ratifications exchanged 
July 14, 1884.,· proclaimed August 12, 1884. ('"freaties and Conven-
tions, 1889, p. 634.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Delivery of accused. VII. Procedure. 
II. Extraditable crimes. VIII. Expenses. 
Ill. Trials of persons surrendered. 
IV. Political offenses. 
V. Delivery of citizens. 
VI. Persons under arrest. 
IX. Limitations. 
X. Articles in possession of accused. 
XI. Duration; ratification. 
The United-States of America 
and 
His Majesty the King of the Netherlands, Grand-Duke of Luxem-
burg, . 
having judged it expedient, with a view to the better administrat10~ 
of justice and the prevention of crime within their respective terri-
tories and jurisdictions, that persons charged with or convicted _of the 
crimes and offenses hereinafter enumerated, and being fugitives from 
justice, should, under certain circumstances be reciprocally delivered 
up, have resolved to conclude a convention for that purpose and have 
appointed as their Plenipotentiaries: 
The President of the United States of America, M~ A. A. Sargent, 
His Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary to His Majesty 
the Emperor of Germany at Berlin; 
and 
His Maje ty the King of the Netherlands, Grand-Duke of Luxem-
1:>ur~, Dr Paul Ey ,chen, His Director general of the Department of 
JU t1 and harge d'Affaires of the Grand-Duchy of Luxemburg at 
B rlin, hevalier of the 2nd cla s of the Order of the Golden Lion of 
h H u of a au, ommander of the Order of the Crown of Oak 
and of hat f th Lion of th therland , etc, etc, etc. 
o, aft r having ommunicat d to ach oth r their re pective full-
p w r. f "?,ncl in g _o ancl du form, hav agr ed upon and concluded 
h f 11 wm " i ·l 
ARTI LE I. 
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. and offenses specified in the following article, committed within the 
jurisdiction of one of the contracting parties, shall seek an asylum 
or be found within the territories of the other. Provided that this 
shall only be done upon such evidence of criminality as, according 
to the laws of the place where the fugitive or person so charged shall 
be found, would justify his or her apprehension and commitment for 
trial if the crime had been there committed. 
' ARTICLE IL 
Persons shall be delivered up who shall have been convicted of or 
be charged, according to the provisions of the convention, with any 
of the following crimes: . 
1 ° Murder, comprehending the crimes designated in the penal Code 
of Luxemburg by the terms of parricide, assassination, poisoning and 
infanticide; 
2° The attempt to commit murder; . 
3° Rape, or attempt t,o commit rape, bigamy, abortion; 
4° Arson; 
5° Piracy or mutiny on shipboard whenever the crew or part thereof 
shall have taken possession of the vessel by fraud or by violence 
against the commander; 
6° The crime of burglary defined to be the act of breaking and ent;er-
ing by night into the house of another with the intent to commit felony; 
and the crime of robbery, defined to be the act of feloniously and forci-
ble taking from the person of another money or goods by violence or 
putting him in fear; and the corresponding crimes punished by the 
laws of Luxemburg under the description of thefts committed in an 
inhabited house by night and by breaking in, by climbing or forcibly; 
and thefts committed with violence or by means of threats; 
7° The crime of forgery by which is understood the utterance of 
forged papers, and also the counterfeiting of public, sovereign, or goY-
ernmental acts; 
8° 'rhe fabrication or circulation of counterfeit money, either coin 
or paper, or of counterfeit public bonds, coupons of the public debt, 
bank-notes, obligations, or, in general,_ anything being a title or instru-
ment of credit; the counterfeiting of seals and dies, impressions, 
stamps and marks of State and public administrations and the utter-
ance thereof; 
9° The embezzlement of public moneys committed within the juris-
diction of either party by public officers or depositaries; 
10° Embezzlement by any person or persons hired or salaried to the 
detriment of their employers, when the crime is subject to punishment 
by the laws of the place where it was committed; 
11 ° Wilful and unlawful destruction or obstruction of rail-roads 
which endangers human life; 
12° Reception of articles obtained by means of one of the crimes or 
offenses provided for by the present convention, 
Extradition may also be granted for the attempt to commit any of 
the crimes ~bove enumerated, when such attempt is punishable by the 
laws of both contracting parties. 
ARTICLE Ill. 
A person surrendered under this convention shall not be tried or 
punisJ:ied in the country to which his extradition has been granted, 
nor given up to a third power for a _crime or offense not provided for 
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by the present convention and committed previously to his extradition, 
until he shall have been allowed one month to leave the country after 
having been discharged; and, if he shall have been tried and con-
demned to punishment, he shall be allowed one :i;nonth after having 
suffered his penalty or having been pardoned. 
He may however be tried or punished for any crime or offense pro-
vided for by this convention committed previous to his extradition, 
other than that which gave rise to the extradition, and notice of the 
purpose to so try him, with specification of the offense charged, s~a~l 
be given to the Government which surrendered him, which may, if it 
think proper, require the production of one of the documents men-
tioned in article 7 of this convention. 
The consent of that Government shall be required for the extradi-
tion of the-accused to a third couI1try; nevertheless such consent 
shall not be necessary when the accused shall have asked of his own 
accord to be tried or to undergo his punishment, or when he shall not 
have lef1, within the space of time above specified the territory of t,he 
country to which he has been surrendered. 
ARJ'IOLE IV. 
The provisions of this convention shall not be applicable to persons 
guilty of any political crime or offense or of one connected wit,h such 
a crime or offense. A person who has been surrendered on account 
of one of the common crimes or offenses mentioned in article 2, shall 
consequently in no case be prosecuted and punished in the Stat~ to 
which his extraclition has been granted on account of a political crime 
or offense committed by him previously to his extradition or on 
account of an act · connected with such a political crime or offense, 
unless he has been at liberty to leave the country for one month after 
having been tried, and, in case of condemnation, for one month after 
having suffered his punishment or having been pardoned. 
An attempt against the life of the head of a foreign Government or 
against that of any member of his family, when s·uch attempt com-
prise the act either of murdor or assassination or of poisoning, shall 
not be considered a political offense or an act connected with such an 
offense. 
ARTICLE V. 
either of the contracting parties shall be bound to deliver up its 
own citizens or subjects under the stipulations of thi. convention. 
ARTICLE VI. 
LE II. 
,•hall alwa , 
• 
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attestation of the official character of the judge by the proper execu-
tive authority; and. of the latter by the minister or consul of the 
United States or by the minister or consul charged with the interests 
of Luxemburg, respectively, shall accompany the requisition. When, 
however, the fugitive shall have been merely charged with crime, a 
duly authenticated copy of the wa,rrant for his arrest in the country 
where the crime may have been committed, and of the depositions 
upon which such warrant may have been issued, must accompany the 
· requisitiou as aforesaid. The president of the United States or the 
proper authority in Luxemburg may then issue a warrant for the 
apprehension of the fugitive, in order that he may be brought before 
the proper judicial authority for examination. If .it should then be 
decided that, according to the law and the evidence, the extradition 
is due pursuant to the treaty, the fugitive may be given up according 
to the forms prescribed in such cases. · 
ARTICLE VIII. 
The expenses of the arrest, detention and transportation of the 
persons claimed shall be paid by the Government in whose name 
the requisition has been made. 
ARTICLE IX. 
Extradition shall not be granted in pursuance of the· provisions of 
this convention, if legal proceedings or the enforcement of the penalty 
for the act committed by the person claimed, has become barred by 
limitation, according to the laws of the country to which the requi-
sition is addressed. · 
ARTICLE X. 
All articles found in the possession of the accused party and 
obtained through the commission of the act with which he is charged, 
or that may be used as evidence of the crime for which his extradi-
tion is demanded, shall be seized if the competent authority shall so 
order, and shall be surrendered with his person. 
The rights of third parties to the articles so found shall nevertheless 
be respected. 
ARTICLE XI. 
The present convention shall take effect thirty days after the 
exchange of ratifications. 
It may be terminated by either of the contracting parties, but shall 
remain in force for six months after notice has been given for its 
termination. 
It shall be ratified and its ratifications shall be exchanged as soon 
as possible. · 
In witness whereof the respective plenipotentiaries have signed the 
above articles, both in the English and French languages, and they 
have thereunto affixed their seals. 
Done, in duplicate, at the city of Berlin, this 29 th day of October, 
A. D. 1883. · 
A. A. SARGENT. [SEAL ] 
PAUL EYSCHEN. [SEAL.] 
• 
MAD AG .ASOAR. 
Madagascar having become a colony of France, the treaties of 1867 
and 1881 have become obsolete. 
1867. 
I 
TREATY OF COMMERCE AND NAVIGATION. 
Concluded February-14, 1867_; ratification advised by the Senate Ja_nu-
ary 20, 1868 _; ratified by the President January 24, 1868 _; ratifications 
exchanged July 8, 1868_; proclaimed October 1, 1868. (Treaties and 
Conventions, 1889, p. 638.) 
This treaty, consisting of seven articles, was superseded by the 
Treaty of 1881. 
1881. 
TREATY OF FRIENDSHIP AND COMMERCE. 
Conduded May 13, 1881J· ratification advised by the Senate Febru_ary 
27, 1883J· ratified by the President March 10, 1883J· ratificatio_ns 
exchanged March 12, 1883_; proclaimed March 13, 1883. (Treaties 
and Conventions, 1889, p. 641.) 
This treaty, consisting of twelve articles became obsolete when the 
sovereignty of France was extended over J\'Iadagascar. 
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MASKAT. 
(SEE 1:USUAT.) 
MECKLENBURG-SCHWERIN. 
(SEE NORTH GERMAN UNION.) 
1847 
TREATY OF COMMERCE AND NAVIGATION. 
Concluded December 9, 1847J· ratification advised by the Senate May 
18, 1848J· ratified by the President JJlay 20, 1848J· proclaimed August 
2, 1848. (Treaties and Conventions, 1889, p. 653.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Freedom of commerce. 
II. Coasting trade. 
III. No preference to vessels importing. 
IV. Shipwrecks. 
V. Extent of shipping privileges. 
VI. Duties on imports and exports. 
VII. Most favored nation commercial 
privileges. 
VIII. Duties on cotton, rice, tobacco 
and whale-oil. 
IX. Consular officers and functions. 
X. Trade and property rights. 
XL Duration; increase of duties. 
DECLARATION. 
Whereas a treaty of commerce and navigation between the United 
States of America and His Majesty the King of Hanover was con-
cluded at Hanover on the tenth day of .June One thousand eight-
hundred and forty-six, by the Plenipotentiaries of the contracting 
Parties, and was subsequently duly ratified on the part of both Gov-
ernments; 1 
And Whereas by the terms of the twelfth Article of the same the 
United States agree to extend all the advantages and privileges con-
tained in the stipulations of the said treaty, to one or more of the 
other States of the Germanic confederation which may wish to accede 
to them by means of an official exchange of declarations, provided, 
that such State or States shall confer similar favors upon the United 
States to those conferred by the Kingdom of Hanover, and observe 
and be subject to the same conditions, stipulations and obligations; 
And whereas the Government of His Royal Highness the Grand-
Duke of Mecklenburg-Schwerin has signified its desire to accede to 
the said treaty and to all the stipulations and provisions therein con-
tained, as tar as the same are or may be applicable to the two coun-
tries, and to become a party thereto and has expressed its readiness 
to confer similar favours upon the United States as an equivalent in 
all respects to those conferred by the Kingdom of Hanover. 
And Whereas the Government of the Grand-Duchy of Mecklenburg-
Schwerin in its anxiety to avoid the possibilty of a misconception here-
after of the nature and extent of the favours differing essentially from 
those of Hanover, which it consents to bestow upon the United States, 
as well as for its own faithful observance of all the provisions of the 
said treaty, wishes the stipulations, conditions and obligations, imposed 
upon it; as also those which rest upon the United States, as explicitly 
stated, word for word in the English and German languages as con-
tained in the following Articles: 
1 Seep. 288. 
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ART: 1. 
The High Contracting Parties agree, that whatever kind of produce, 
manufacture, or merchandise of any foreign country can be, from 
time to time lawfully imported into the United States in their own 
vessels, may also be imported in the vessels of the Grand Duchy of 
Mecklenburg-Schwerin, and no higher or other duties upon the ton-
nage or cargo of the vessel shall be levied or collected whether the 
importation be made in a vessel of the United States or in a. vessel of 
Mecklenburg-Schwerin. 
And in like manner whatever kind of produce, manufacture or mer-
chandise of any foreign country can be, from time to time lawfully 
imported into the Grand-Duchy of Mecklenburg-Schwerin in its own 
vessels may also be imported in vessels of the United States; and no 
higher or other duties upon the tonnage or cargo of the vessel shall 
be levied or collected whether the importation be made in vessels of 
the one party or the other. 
Whatever may be lawfully exported or reexported by one party in 
its own vessels to any foreign country, may in like manner be exported 
or reexported in the vessels of the othe·r. And the same duties, boun-
ties and drawbacks shall be collected and allowed, whether such 
exportation or re-exportation be made in vessels of the one party or 
the other. 
Nor shall higher or other charges of any kind be imposed in phe 
ports of one party on vessels of the other, than are or shall be payable 
in the same ports by national vessels. 
ART: 2. 
The preceding article is not applicable to the coasting trade and 
navigation of the High Contracting Parties, which rare respectively 
reserved by each exclusively to its own subjects or citizens. 
ART: 3. 
N ~ priority or preferen~e shall be given by either of the Contracti~g 
Parties, nor by any company, corporation or agent acting on theu 
behalf, or under their authority in t~e purchase of any article of com-
merce lawfully imported, on account of or in reference to the national 
character of the ve el, whether it be of the one Party or of the other, 
in which such article was imported. 
ART: 4. 
right to wr cks of the sea shall remain 
t to the property belonging to the sub-
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It is nevertheless understood, that if, whilst the vessel is under 
repair, the cargo shall be unladen, and kept in a place of deposite des-
tined to receive goods, the duties on which have not been paid, the 
cargo shall be liable to the charges and fees lawfully, due to the keepers 
9f such warehouse. 
ART: 5. 
The privileges secured by the present treaty to the respective ves-
sels of the High Contracting Parties shall only extend to such as are 
built within thei;_r respective territories, or lawfully condemned as 
prizes of war, or adjudged to be forfeited for a breach of the munic-
ipal laws of either of the High Contracting Parties, and belonging 
wholly to their subjects or citizens. 
It is further stipulated that vessels of the Grand-Du~hy of Meck-
. lenburg-Schwerin may select their crews from any of the States of 
the Germanic Confederation, provided that the master of each be a 
subject of the Grand-Duchy of Mecklenburg-Schwerin. 
ART: 6. 
No higher or other duties shall be imposed on the importation into 
the United States of any articles, the growth, produce or manufac-
ture of the Grand-Duchy of Mecklenburg-Schwerin, or of its fisheries, 
and no higher or other duties shall be imposed on the importation 
into the Grand-Duchy of Mecklenburg-Schwerin of any articles, the 
growth, produce and manufacture of the United States and of their . 
fisheries, than are or shall be payable on the like articles being the 
growth, produce or manufacture of any other foreign country or of 
its :fisheries. 
No higher or other duties and charges shall be imposed in the 
United States on the exportation of any articles to the Grand-Duchy 
of Mecklenburg-Schwerin, or in Mecklenburg-Schwerin on the exporta-
tion of any articles to the United St,ates, than such as are or shall 
be payable on the exportation of'the like articles to any other foreign 
country. · 
No prohibition shall be imposed on the importation or exportation 
of any articles, the growth, produce or manufacture of the Grand-
Duchy of Mecklenburg-Schwerin or of its fisheries, or of the United 
States or t,heir fisheries from or to the ports of said Grand-Duchy, or 
of the said United States, which shall not equally extend to all other 
powers and states. 
ART. 7. 
The High Contracting Parties engage mut1ually not to grant any 
particular favor to other nations in respect of navigation and duties 
of customs, which shall not immediately become common to the Other 
Party, who shall enjoy the same freely, if the concession was freely 
made, or on allowing a compensation as near as possible, if the con-
cession was conditional. 
ART 8 
In order to augment by all the means at its bestowal the commercial 
relations between the United S ates _and Germany the Grand-Duchy 
of Mecklenburg-Schwerin agrees subject to the reservation in Article 
eleventh, to abolish the import-duty on raw cotton and Pad<ly, or rice 
in the husk, the produce of the United States; to levy no higher 
import-duty upon leaves, stems ot· :-;trips of tobac~o, imported in hogs-
7468--25 
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heads or casks, than One Thaler and 'two Schillings for one hundred 
pounds Hamburg weight (equal to seventy Cents United States cur-
rency and weight), to lay no higher import-duty upon rice imported 
in tierces or half tierces than twenty-five schillings for one hundred 
pounds Hamburg weight (equal to thirty-seven and a half Cent~ 
United States currency and weight), to lay no higher duty upon whale-
oil, imported in Casks or Barrels, than twelve and a half Schillings 
per hundred pounds Hamburg weight (equal to eighteen and three 
quarters Cents United States currency and weight). 
The Grand-Duchy of Mecklenburg-Schwerin further agrees to levy 
no higher Transit-duty on the aforementioned articles in their move-
ment on the Berlin-Hamburg rail-road, than two Schillings per hun-
dred pounds Hamburg weight (equal to three Cents United States 
currency and weight) and to levy no Transit-Duty on the above men-
tioned articles when conveyed through the ports of the country.-
It is understoo9- however, that nothing herein contained shall pro-
hibit the levying of a duty sufficient for control, which in no instan~e 
shall exceed on the two articles imported duty-free or those on transit 
one schilling per hundred Pounds Hamburg weight (equal to One 
Cent and a half United States Currency and Weight). 
ART: 9. 
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sent back within three months from the day of their arrest, they shall 
be set at liberty and shall not be again arrested for the same cause. 
However if the deserter shall be found to have committed any crime 
or offence, his surrender may be delayed until the tribunal, before 
which his case shall be pending, shall have pronounced its sentence, 
and such sentence shall have been carried into effect. 
ART: 10. 
The subjects and citizens of the High Contracting Parties shall be 
permitted to sojourn and reside in all parts whatsoever of the said 
territories in order to attend to their affairs, and also to hire and 
occupy houses and warehouses for the purpose of their commerce, 
provided they submit to the laws, as well general as special, relative 
to the right of residing and trading. 
Whilst they conform to the laws and regulations in force, they shall 
be at liberty to manage themselves their own business in all the ter-
ritories subject to the jurisdiction of Each Party, as well in respect 
to the consignment and sale of their goods, by wholesale or retail, as 
with respect to the loading, unloading and sending off their ships, or 
to employ such agents and brokers as they may deem proper, they 
being in all these cases to be treated as the citizens or subjects of the 
country in which they reside, it being nevertheless understood, that 
they shall remain subject to the said laws and regulations also in 
respect to sales by wholesale or retail. · 
They shall have free access to the tribunals of justice in their liti-
gious affairs on the same terms which are granted by the law and 
usage of country to native citizens or subjects, for which purpose 
they may employ in defence of their rights, such advocates, attorneys 
and other agents as they may judge·proper. 
The citizens or subjects of Each Party shall have power to dispose 
of their personal property within the jurisdiction of the ot,her, by sale, 
donati0n, testament or otherwise. . 
Their personal representatives being citizens or subjects of the 
other Contracting Party shall succeed to their said.personal property, 
whether by testament or ab intestato. They may take possession 
thereof, either by themselves, or by others acting for them, at their 
will, and dispose of the same, paying such duty only as the inhabit-
ants of the country wherein the said personal property is ,situated 
shall be subject to pay in like cases. In the case of the absence of 
the personal representatives, the same care shall be taken of the said 
proper'(jy as would be taken of a property of a native in like case, 
until the lawful owner may take measures for receiving it. 
If any question should arise among several claimants to which of 
them the said property belongs, the same shall be finally decided, by 
the laws and judges of the Country wherein it is situated. 
Where, on the decease of any person, holding real estate within the 
territories of one Party, such real estate, would by the laws of the 
land ,descend on a citizen or subject of the other were he not disquali-
fied by alienage, such citizen or subject shall be allowed a reasonable 
time to sell the same, and to withdraw the proceeds without molesta-
tion, and exempt from all duties of detraction on the part of the 
Government of the respective States. 
The capitals and effects which the citizens or subjects of the respec-
tive Parties, in changing their residence shall be desirous o.f removing 
from the place of their domicil shall likewise be exempt from all duties 
of detraction or emigration on the part of their respective Governments. 
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ART: 11. 
The present Treaty shall continue in force until the tenth of June, 
One thousand eight hundred and fifty-eight, and further until the 
end of twelve months after the Government of Mecklenburg-Schwerin 
on the one part, or that of the United St::i_,tes on the other part, shall 
have given notice of its intention of terminating the same, but upon 
the condition hereby expressly stipulated and agreed, that, if the 
Grand-Duchy of Mecklenburg-Schwerin shall deem it expedient or 
find it compulsory during the said term, to levy a duty on paddy or 
rice in the husk, or a-µgment the duties upon leaves, strips or stems 
of tobacco, on whale-oil and rice, mentioned in Article VIII. ( eighth) 
of the present treaty the Government of Mecklenburg-Schwerin shall 
give notice of one year to the Government of the United States before 
proceeding to do so; and at the expiration of that year or any time 
subsequently the Government of the United States shall have full 
power and right to abrogate the present treaty by giving a previous 
notice of six months to the Government of Mecklenburg-Schwerin or 
to continue it (at its option) in full force until the operation thereof 
shall have been arrested in the manner first specified in the present 
Article. 
Nowtherefore the Undersigned L. de Lutzow, President of the privy 
Council and first Minister of His Royal Highness, on the part of 
Mecklenburg-Schwerin, and A. Dudley Mann, special Agent on the 
part of the United States, invested with full powers to this effect, 
found in good and due form, have this day signed in triplicate, and 
have exchanged this declaration. The effect of this agreement is 
hereby declared to be to establish the aforesaid treaty between the 
High Parties to this declaration, as fully and perfectly, to all intents 
and purposes, as if all the provisions therein contained, in the manner 
as they are above explicitly stated, had been agreed to in a separate 
treaty, concluded and ratified between them in the ordinary form. 
In witness whereof the above named plenipotentiaries have hereto 
affixed their names and seals. 
Done at Schwerin, this 9th (ninth) day of December, 1847. 
A. DUDLEY MANN. [SEAL.] 
L. OF LUTZOW. [SEAL.] 
1 53. 
ov mb r 26, 1 53, th rand Duchy of fecklenburg- chw rin 
ac d d to th xtradition treaty of 1 52 between th United tates 
and Pru: ia and o h r tat f th Germani · Confederation, pag 520. 
BURG-STRELITZ. 
RTH ERMA IO . ) 
MEXICO. 
1828. 
TREATY OF LIMITS. 
Concluded January 12, 1828_; ratification advised by the Senate April 
4, 1832J· ratified by the President April 5, 1832J· rat·ifications 
exchanged April 5, 1832J· proclaimed April 5, 1832. (Treaties and 
Conventions, 1889, p. 661.) 
r:rhis treaty of three articles confirmed the boundaries set out in the 
treaty with Spain, 1819, and provided for a commission to run the 
line, which was never appointed. The accession of Texas and the 
war with the United States and Mexico rendered the treaty inopera-
tive. · 
- 1831. 
TREATY OF LIMITS. 
Concluded April 5, 1831J· ratification advised by the Senate April 4, 
1832J· ratified by the President April 5, 1832; ratifications exchanged 
April 5, 1832J· proclaimed April 5, 1832. (Treaties and Conven-
tions, 1889, p. 663.) 
This single article extended the time fo1: the exchange of ratifica-
tions of the Treaty of 1828, and expired with it. 
1831. 
TREATY OF AMITY, COMMERCE, AND NAVIGATION. 
Concluded April 5, 1831J· ratification adv"ised by the Senate March 23, 
1832J· ratified by the President April 5, 1832J· ratifications exchanged 
April 5, 1832J· proclaimed April 5, 1832. (Treaties and Conven-
tions, 188D, p. 664.) 
This treaty of thirty-four art.icles was suspended during the war 
between the United States and Mexico, 1846-47, but was revived in 
general by the Treaty of 1848, and finally denounced by Mexico 
November 30, 1881. 
Federal case: Atocha v. U.S., 8 Ct. Cl., 427. 
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1835. 
TREATY OF LIMITS. 
Concluded April 3, 1835_; ratification advised by the Senate January 
26, 1835_; ratified by the President February 2 . 1836_; ratifications 
exchanged April 20, 1836_; proclaimed April 21, 1836. · (Treaties 
and Conventions, 1889, p. 675.) 
This single article extended the time for the appointment of the 
commission to fix the boundary provided for in the rrreaty of 1828, 
but it was never appointed. 
1839. 
CLAIMS CONVENTION. 
Concluded April 11, 1839_; rat,ification advised by the Senate March 17, 
1840J· ratified by the Pres,identApril 6, 1840J· ratificat-ions exchanged 
April 7, 1840J· _vroclaimed April 8, 1840. (Treaties and Conven-
tions, 1889, p. 676.) 
By this treaty of fourteen articles a commission of four m~mbers 
and an umpire named by the King of Prussia was directed to be 
appointed to adjust the claims of United States citizens against 
Mexico. The commission held its first session in Washington, D. C., 
Au0 ·ust 25, 1840, and t,erminated its duties February 25, 1842. 
Federal case: Gill v. Oliver's Executors, 11 How., 529. 
1 :-1 43_ 
LAIMS CONVENTION. 
Concluded J anuary 30, 1843J· ratification.advised by the Senate March 
2, 1843J· ratifi cl by the President' ratifications exchangecl March 29, 
1843J· vroclairn cl Jfarch JO, 1843. (Treaties and Conventions, 1 89, 
p. 6 .) 
f'n arti lr. provid l for the paym nt of th 
th~ ommi · ion under the Ti-eaty of 1839. 
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TREATY OF PEACE, FRIENDSHIP, LIMITS, AND SETTLEMENT. 
(TREATY OF GUADALUPE HIDALGO.) 
Concluded February 2, 1848J· ratification advised by the Senate, with 
amendments, March 10, 1848J· ratified by the President March 16, 
1848J· ratifications exchanged May 30, 1848J· proclaimed July 4, 1848. · 
(':rreaties and Conventions, 1889, p. 681.) · 
ARTICLES. 
I. Declaration of peace. 
II. Suspension of hostilities. 
III. Withdrawal of troops, etc. 
IV. Restoration of territory; evacua-
tion; prisoners. 
V. Bounda1·y lines. 
VI. Navigation of Gulf of California 
and lower Colorado River. 
VII. Navigation of Gila and Bravo 
rivers. 
VIII. Inhabitants of ceded territory. 
IX. Acquiring United States citizen-
ship. 
X. (Stricken out.) . 
XI. Protection against Indians. 
XII. Payment for ceded lands. 
XIII. Payment of claims awarded 
against Mexico. 
In the name of Almighty God: 
XIV. Discharge of all prior claims. 
XV. Ascertainment of outstanding 
claims. 
XVI. Fortifications. 
XVII. Revival of former treaties. 
XVIII. Supplies for United States 
· troops occupying Mexico. 
XIX. Imports during United States 
occupation. 
XX. Duties on imports before resto-
ration of Mexican customs 
authorities. 
XXI. Arbitration of future disagree-
ments. 
XXII. Rules to be observed in case of 
war. 
XXIII. Ratification. 
Protocol. 
The United States of America, and the United Mexican States, 
animated by a sincere desire.to put an end to the calamities of the war 
which unhappily exists between the two Republics, and to establish 
upon a solid basis relations of peace and friendship, which shall confer 
reciprocal benefits upon the citizens of both, and assure the concord, 
harmony and mutual confidence, wherein the two Peoples should live, 
as good Neighbors, have for that purpose appointed their respective 
Plenipotentiaries; that is to say, The President of the United States 
has appointed Nicholas P. Trist, a citizen of the United States, and 
the President of the Mexican Republic has appointed Don Luis Gon-
zaga Cuevas, Don Bernardo Couto, and Don Miguel Atristain, citizens 
of the said Republic; who, after a reciprocal communication of their 
respective full powers, have, under the protection of Almighty God, 
the author of Peace, arranged, agreed upon, and signed the following 
Treaty of Peace, Friendship, Limits and Settlement between the 
United States of America and the Mexican Republic. 
ARTICLE I. 
There shall be firm.and universal peace between the .United States 
of America and the Mexican Republic, and between their respective 
Federal cases: Cross v. Harrison, 16 How., 164; Judson v. Corcoran, 17 How., 
612; McKinney v. Saviego, 18 Hnw., 235; U. S. v. Auguisola, 1 Wall., 352; U.S. 
v. Moreno, 1 Wall., 400; U. S. v. Yorba, 1 Wall., 412; Townsend v. Greeley, 
5 Wall., 326; In re Atocha, 17 Wall., 439; Basse v. Brownsville, 22 Law. Ed., 420, 
154 U_. S. 610; Botillerv. Dominguez, 130 U.S. 238; Seaburyv. Field, 1 McAllister, 
1; Fne~man v. ~oodwin, 1 McAllister, 142; Tobin v. Walkinshaw, 1 McAllister, 
186; Tnpp v. Sprmg, 5 Sa wy., 209; Atocha v. U. S., 8 Ct. Cl., 427; Crystal Springs 
Land and Water Co. v. Los Angeles, 76 Fed. Rep., 148; In re Rodriguez, 81 Fed. 
Rep., 33'7. 
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Countries, territories, cities, towns and people, without exception of 
places or persons. 
ARTICLE II. 
Immediately upon the signature of this Treaty, a convention shall 
be entered into between a Commissioner or Commissioners appointed 
by the General in Chief of the forces of the United States, and such 
as may be appointed by the Mexican Government, to the end that a 
provisional suspension of hostilities shall take place, and that, in the 
places occupied by the said forces, constit,utional order may be reestab-
lished, as regards the political, administrative and judicial branches, 
so far as this shall be permitted by the circumstances of military 
occupation. 
ARTICLE III. 
Immediately upon the ratification of the present treaty by the Gov-
ernment of the United States, orders shall be transmitted to t,he 
Commanders of their land and naval forces, requiring the latter, (pro-
vided this Treaty shall then have been ratified by the Government of 
the Mexican Republic and the ratifications exchanged) immediately to 
desist from blockading any Mexican ports; and requiring the former 
(under the same condition) to commence, at the earliest moment prac-
ticable, withdrawing all troops of the United States then in the interior 
of the Mexican Republic, to points that shall be selected by common 
agreement, at a distance from the sea-ports not exceeding thirty 
leagues; and such evacuation of the interior of the Republic shall be 
completed with the least possible delay.: the Mexican Government 
hereby binding itself to afford every facility in its power for rendering 
the same convenient to the troops, on their march and in their new 
positions, and for promoting a good understanding between them and 
the inhabitants. In like manner orders shall be dispatched to the 
persons in charge of the Custom Houses at all ports occupied by the 
forces of the United States, requiring them (under the same condition) 
imm diately to deliver possession of the same to the persons author-
ized by the Mexican Government to receive it, togeth er with all bonds 
and evidences of debt for duties on importations and on exportations, 
not yet fallen due. Moreover, a faithful and exact account shall be 
made out, showing the entire amount of all duties on imports and on 
exports, collected at such Custom Houses, or elsewhere in Mexico, by 
authority of the United States, from and after the day of ratification 
of thi' Treaty by the Government of the Mexican Republic; and also 
an ac ount of the o. t of collection; and such entire amount,, deduct-
ino- only th co t of collection, hall be delivered to the Mexican 
Gov rnm nt, at th ity of M xico, within three months after the 
x hang of ratifi ati n .. 
Th va ua ion f th apital of the M xican Republi by th 
Tr P f h . ni d ta s, in virtue of the above stipulation, hall 
b mpl t d 1~ on mon h aft r the ord r th r , tipu.lated for hall 
. b n r 1 by h ommand r of aid troop , or oner if 
'. l 1 . 
TI 'LE I 
during th 
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present war, within the limits of the Mexican Republic, as about to 
be established by the followiug Article, shall be definitely restored to 
the said Republic; together with all the artillery, arms, apparatus of 
war, munitions, and other public property, which were in the said 
castles and forts when captured, and which shall remain there at the 
time when this treaty shall be duly ratified by the Government of the 
Mexican Republic. To this end, immediately upon the signature of 
this treaty, 'orders shall be despatched to the American officers com-
manding such castles and forts, securing against the removal or 
destruction of any such artillery, arms, apparatus of war, munitions 
or other public property. The city of Mexico, within the inner line 
of intrenchments surrounding the said city, is comprehended in. the 
above stipulation, as regards the restoration of artillery, apparatus 
of war, &c. 
The final evacuation of the territory of the Mexican Republic, by 
the forces of the United States, shall be completed in three months 
from the said exchange of ratifications, or sooner, if possible: the 
Mexican Government hereby engaging, as in the foregoing Article, to 
use all means in its power for facilitating such evacuation, and ren- . 
dering it convenient to the troops, and for promoting a good under-
standing between them and the inhabit,ants. 
If, however, the ratification of this treaty by both parties should 
not take place in time to allow the embarkation of the troops of the 
United States to be completed before the commencement of the sickly 
season, at the Mexican ports on the Gulf of Mexico; in such case a 
friendly arrangement shall be entered into between the General in 
Chief of the said troops and the Mexican Government, whereby 
healthy and otherwise suitable places at a distance from the ports not 
exceeding thirty leagues shall be designated for the residence of such 
troops as may not yet have em barked, until the return of the healthy 
season. And the space of time here referred to as comprehending 
the sickly season shall be understood to extend from the first day of 
May to the first day of November-
All prisoners of war taken on either side, on land or on sea, shall 
he restored as soon as practicable after the exchange of ratifications 
of this treaty. It is also agreed that if any Mexicans should now be 
held as captive < y any savage tribe within the limits of the United 
States, as about to be established by the following Article, the Gov-
ernment of the said United States will exact the release of such cap-
tives, and cause them to be restored to their country. 
ARTICLE V. 1 
The boundary line between the two Republics shall commence in 
the Gulf of Mexico, three leagues from land, opposite the mouth of 
the Rio Grande, otherwise called Rio Bravo del Norte, or opposite the 
mouth of its deepest branch, if it should have more than one branch 
emptying directly into the sea; from thence, up the middle of that 
river, following the deepest channel, where it has more than one to 
the point where it strikes the Southern boundary of New Mexico; 
~hence, _westwardly along the whole .Southern Boundary of New Mex-
ico _(which runs north of the town called Paso) to its western termi-
nation; thence, northward, along the western line of New Mexico 
until it intersects the first branch of the river Gila; (or if it should 
1 See Article I, p. 404. 
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not intersect any branch of that river, then, to the point on the said 
line nearest to such branch, and thence in a direct line to the same;) 
thence down the middle of the said branch and of the said' river, until 
it empties into the Rio Colorado; thence, across the Rio Colorado, fol-
lowing the division line between Upper and Lower California, to the 
Pacific Ocean. 
The southern and western limits of New Mexico, menti,oned in this 
Article, are those laid down in the Map entitled '' Map of the United 
Mexican States, as organized and defined by various acts of the Con_-
gress of said Republic, and constructed accord1:ng to the best authori-
ties. Revised Edition. Published at New York in 1847 by J. 
Disturnell_;" of which Map a Copy is added to this Treaty, bearing 
the signatures .and seals of the Undersigned -Plenipotentiaries. _t\n~, 
in order to preclude all difficulty in tracing upon the ground the hm_it 
separating Upper from Lower California,-it • is agreed that the said 
limit shall consist of a straight line, drawn from the middle of the 
Rio Gila, where it unites with the Colorado, to a point on the coast of 
the Pacific Ocean, distant one marine league due south of the sout~-
. ernmost point of the Port of San Diego, according to the plan of said 
port, made in the year 1782, by Don Juan Pantoja, second sailing 
Master of the Spanish fleet, and published at Madrid in the year 1802, 
in the Atlas to the voyage of the schooners Sui'il and MexicanaJ· of 
which plan a Copy is hereunto added, signed and sealed by the respec-
tive Plenipotentiaries. · 
In order to designate the Boundary line with due precision upon 
authoritative maps, and to establish upon the ground landmarks 
which shall_ show the limits of both Republics, as described in t~e 
present Article, the two Governments shall each appoint a Commis-
sioner and a Surveyor, who, before the expiration of one year froni 
the .date of the exchange of ratifications of- this treaty, shall meet at 
the Port of San Diego, and proceed to run and mark the said Boun-
dary in its whole course to the mouth of the Rio Bravo del Norte. 
They shall keep journals and make out plans of their operations; and 
the result agreed upon by them shall be deemed a part of this treaty, 
and shall have the same force as if it were inserted therein. The 
two Governments will amicably agree regarding what may be neces-
sary to these persons, and also as to their respect± escorts, should 
such be neces ary. 
Th Boundary line established by this Article shall be religiously 
respected by each of the two Republics and no change shall ever be 
mad therein, except by the express and free consent of both nation , 
lawfully giv n by the eneral Government of each, in conformity 
with it own on itution. 
ARTI LE VI. 1 
1 1 
rti ·l I p. 405. 
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which should, in whole or in part, run upon the river Gila, or upon 
its right or its left bank, within the space of one marine league from 
either margin of the river, the Governments of both Republics will 
form an . agreement regarding its const,ruction, in order that it maf 
serve equally for the use and advantage of both countries. 
ARTICLE VII l 
The river Gila, and the part of the Rio Bravo del Norte lying below 
the southern boundary of New Mexico, being, agreeably to the fifth 
Article, divided in the middle between the two Republics, the navi-
gation of the Gila and of the Bravo be~ow said boundary shall be free 
and common to the vessels and citizens of both countries; and neither 
shall, without the consent of the other, construct any work that may 
impede or interrupt, in whole or in part, the exercise of this right: 
not even for the purpose of favoring new methods of navigation. Nor 
shall any tax or contribution, under any denomination or title, be 
levied upon vessels or persons navigating the same, or upon merchan-
-dise or effects transported thereon, except in the case of landing upon 
one of their shores. If, for the purpose of making the said rivers 
navigable, or for maintaining them in such state, it should be .neces-
sary or advantageous to establish any tax or contribution, this shall 
not be done without the consent of both Governments. 
The stipulations contained in . the present Article shall not impair 
the territorial rights of either Republic, within it's established limits. 
ARTICLE VIII. 
Mexicans now established in territories previously belonging to 
Mexico, and which remain for the future within the limits of the 
United States, as defined by the present Treaty, shall be free to con-
tinue where they now reside, or to remove at any time to the Mexican 
Republic, retaining the property which they possess in the said terri-
tories, or disposing thereof and removing the proceeds wherever they 
please; without their being subjected, on this account, to any contri-
bution, tax or charge whatever. 
· Those who shall prefer to remain in the said territories, may either 
retain the title and rights 9f Mexican citizens, or acquire . those of 
citizens of the United States. But, they shall be under the obligation 
to make their election within one year from the date of the exchange 
of ratifications of this treaty: and those who shall remain in the said 
territories, after the expiration of that year, without having declared 
their int,ention to retain the character of Mexicans, shall be considered 
to have elected to become citizens ·of the United States. 
In the said territories, property of every kind, now belonging to 
Mexicans not established there, shall be inviolably respected. The 
present owners, the heirs of these, and all Mexicans who may here-
afte~ acquire said property by contract, shall enjoy with respect to it, 
guarantees equally ample as if the same belonged to citizens of the 
United States. 
ARTICLE IX. 
The Mexicans who, in the territories aforesaid, shall not preserve 
the character of citizens of the Mexican Republic, conformably with 
what is stipulated in the preceding article, shall be incorporated into 
1 See Article IV, p. 405. 
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the Union of the United States and be admitted, at the proper time 
(to be judged of by the Congress of the United States) to the enjoy-
ment of all the rights of citizens of the United States according to 
the ·principles of the Constitution; and in the mean time shall be 
maintained and protected in the free enjoyment of their liberty and 
property, and secured in the free exercise of their religion without 
restriction. 
ARTICLE X. 
[Stricken out (Land Grants).] 
ARTICLE XI. 
This article was abrogated by Article II, treaty of December 30, 1853, page 405. 
[Considering that a great part of the territories , which, by the present treat¥, 
are to be comprehended for the future within the limits of the United States, is 
now occupied by savage tribes, who will hereafter be under the exclusi_ve contro~l 
of the Government of the United States, and whose incursions withm the tern-
tory of Mexico would be prejudicial in the extreme; it is solemnly agreed tha~ all 
such incursions shall be forcibly restrained by the Government of the Umted 
States whensoever this may be necessary; and that when they cannot be prevented, 
they shall be punished by the said Government, and satisfaction for the sam~ shall 
be exacted: all in the same way, and with equal diligence and energy, as if _the 
same incursions were meditated or committed within it's own territory agamst 
it's own citizens. 
I~ shall not be lawful, under any pretext whatever, for any i~habitan~ ?f t1:1e 
Umted States, to purc)J.ase or acquire any Mexican or any foreigner resid111;g m 
Mexico, who may have been captured by Indians inhabiting the territory of either 
of the two Republics; nor to purchase or acquire horses, mules, cattle or property 
of any kind, stolen within Mexicam territory by such Indians. . 
And, in the event of any person or persons, captured within Mexican territory 
by Indians, being carried into the territory of the United States, the Governme~t 
of the latter engages and binds itself in the most solemn manner, so soon as it 
shall know of such captives being within it's t erritory, and shall be able so to 
do, through the fai_thful exercise of it's influence and power, to rescue ~hem, and 
retu~n them to their country, or deliver them to the agent or represen~tive of ~he 
Mexican Government. The Mexican Authorities will as far as practicable, give 
to the Government of the United States notice of such captures; and it's agents 
shall pay the expenses incurred in the maintenance and transmission of the rescued 
captives; who, in the mean time, shall be treated with the utmost hospitality by 
the Ameri~an Authorities at the place where they may be. But if the Governme~t 
?f th~ Umted States, before receiving such notice from Mexico, should ob~am 
mtelhgence, through any other channel of the existence of Mexican captives 
within it's territory, it will proceed forthwith to effect their release and delivery 
to the Mexican agent as above stipulated. 
For the purvose of giving to these stipulations the fullest possible ~~cacy, 
~hereby affordmg the security and redress demanded by their true sp1r~t and 
mtent, the Government of the United States will now and hereafter pass without 
unn~ce ·sary delay, and always vigilantly enforce, such laws as the nature of the 
subJect 1:11ay r equire. A1;1d finally, the sacrednes of this obligation shall never 
b 1~ t 1ght of by the_ aid Government, when providing for the removal of ~~e 
Indian from a:ny portion f the said territories, or for it's bei.ng settled by citi-
z n of th .n.1t d ~at ; but on the contrary, special care shall then be taken 
n t _pl~c its ln:dian. cupants under the necessity of seeking new homes by 
c mnntting tho mva ions which the United States have solemnly obliged them-
Iv t r train.] 
ARTI LE II. 
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Dollars shall be paid to the said Government by that of the United 
States at the city of Mexico, in the gold or silver coin of Mexico. 
The remaining twelve M~llions of Dofo~,rs shall be paid at the same 
place, and in the same coin, in annual instalments of three millions 
of dollars each, together with interest on the same at the rate of six 
per centum per annum. This interest shall begin to run upon the 
whole ~um of twelve millions, from the day of the ratification of the 
present treaty by the Mexican Government, and the first of the instal-
ments shall be paid at the expiration of one year from the same day. 
Together with each annual instalment, as it falls due, the whole inter-
~st accruing on such instalment from the beginning shall also be paid. 
ARTICLE XIII. 
The United States engage moreover, to assume and pay to the claim-
ants all the amounts now due them, and those hereafter to become-
due, by reason of the claims already liquid'ated and decided against 
the Mexican Republic, under the conventions between the two Repub-
lics severally concluded on the eleventh day of April eighteen hun-
dred and thirty-nine,1 and on the thirtieth day of January eighteen 
hundred and forty three;1 so that the Mexican Republic shall be abso-
lutely exempt for the future, from all expense whatever on account 
of the said claims. 
\ ARTICLE XIV .. 
The United States do furthermore discharge the Mexican Republic 
from all claims of citizens of the United States, not heretofore decided · 
against the Mexican Gov(;lrnment, which may have arisen previously _ 
to the date of the signature of this treaty; which discharge shall be 
final and perpetual, whether the said claims be rejected or be allowed 
by the Board of Commissioners provided for in the following Article, 
and whatever shall be the total amount of those allowed. 
ARTICLE xv. 
The United States, exonerating Mexico from all demands on account 
of the claims of their citizens mentioned in the preceding Article, and 
considering them entirely and forever cancelled, whatever their amount 
may be, undertake to make satisfaction for the same, to an amount 
not exceeding three and one quarter millions of dollars. To ascertain 
the validity and amount of those claims, a Board of Commissioners 
shall be established by the Government of the United States, whose 
awards shall be final and conclusive: provided that, in deciding upon 
the validity of each claim, the board shall be guided and governed by 
the principles and rules of decision prescribed by the first and fifth 
Articles of the unratified convention, concluded at the city of Mexico 
on the twentieth day of November one thousand eight hundred and 
forty-three; and in no case shall an award be made in favour of any 
claim not embraced by these principles and rules. 
If, in the opinion of the said Board of Commissioners or of the claim-
ants, any books, records or documents in the possession or power of 
the Government of the Mexican Republic, shall be deemed necessary 
to the just decision of any claim, the Commissioners, or the claimants, 
through them, shall, within such period as Congress may designate, 
make an application in writing for the same, addressed to the Mexican 
Minister for Foreign Affairs, to be transmitted by the Secretary of 
1 Seep. 390. 
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State of the United States; and the Mexican Government engages, at 
the earliest possible moment after the receipt of such demand, to cause 
any of the books, records or documents, so specified, which shall be 
in their possession or power, ( or authenticated copies or extracts of 
the same) to be transmitted to the said Secretary of State, who shall 
,immediately deliver them over to the said Board of Commissioners: 
provided that no such application shall be made, by, or at the instance 
of, any claimant, until the facts which it is expected to prove b'y such 
books, records or documents, shall have been stated under oath or 
affirmation. 1 
ARTICLE XVI. 
Each of the contracting parties reserves to itself the entire right to 
fortify whatever point within it's territory it may judge proper so to 
fortify for it's security. 
'ARTICLE XVII 
The Treaty of Amity, Commerce and Navigation ,2 concluded at the 
city of Mexico on the fifth day of April A. D. 1831, between the Unite_l 
States of America and the United Mexican States, except the addi-
tional Article, and except so far as the stipulations of the said treaty 
may be incompatible with any stipulation contained in the present 
treaty, is hereby revived for the period of eighL years from the day of 
the exchange of ratifications of this treaty, with the same force and 
. virtue as if incorporated therein; it being understood that each of the 
contracting parties reserveb to itself the right, at any time aft.er the 
said period of eight years shall have expired, to terminate the same 
by giving one year's notice of such intention to the otp.er party. 
ARTICLE XVIII. 
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ARTICLE XIX. 
With respef".t to all merchandise, effects and property whatsoever, 
imported into ports of Mexico, whilst in the occupation of the forces 
of the United States, whether by citizens of either republic, or by citi-
zens or subjects of any neutral nation, the following rules shall be 
observed: 
I All such merchandise, effects and property, if imported previ-
ously to the restoration of the Custom Houses to the Mexican Authori-
ties, as stipulated for in the third Article of this treaty, shall be 
exempt from confiscation, although the importation of the same be 
prohibited by the Mexican tariff. 
II. The same perfect exemption shall be enjoyed by all such mer-
chandise, effects and property, imported subsequently to the restora-
tion of the Custom Houses, and previously to the sixty days fixeJ in 
the following Article for the coming into force of the Mexican tariff 
at such ports respectively: the said merchandise, effects and property 
being, however, at the time of their importation, subject to the pay-
ment of duties as provided for in the said following Article. 
III. All merchandise, effects and property, described in the two rules 
foregoing, shall, during their continuance at the pla,.;e of importation, 
and upon their leaving such place for the interior, be exempt from all 
dnty, tax or impost of every kind, under whatsoever title or denomi-
nation. Nor shall they be there subjected to any charge whatsoever 
upon the sale thereof. 
IV. All merchandise, effects and property, described in the first 
and second rules, which shall have been removed to any place in the 
interior, whilst such place was in the occupation of the forces of the 
United States, shall, during their continuance therein, be exempt from 
all tax upon the sale or consumption thereof, and from every kind of 
· impostor contribution, under whatsoever title or denomination. 
V. But if any merchandise, effects or property, described in the first 
and second rules, shall be removed to any place not occupied at the 
time by the forces of the United States, they shall, upon their intro-
duction into such place, or upon their sale or consumption there, be 
sub,1ect to the same duties which, under the Mexican laws, they would 
be required to pay in such cases, if ·they had been imported in time of 
peace through the Maritime Custom Houses, and had there paid the 
duties, conformably with the Mexican tariff. 
· VI. The owners of all merchandise, effects or property, described 
in the :first and second rules, and existing in any port of Mexico, shall 
have the right to reship the same, exempt from all tax, impost or con-
tribution whatevel'. 
With respect to the metals, or other property exported from any 
Mexican port, \vhilst in the occupation of the forces of the United 
States, and previously to the restoration of the Custom House at such 
port, no person shall be required by the Mexican Authorities, whether 
General or State, to pay any tax, dut;y or contribution upon any such 
exportation, or in any manner to account for the same to the said 
Authorities. 
ARTICLE XX. 
Through consideration for the. interests of commerce generally, it is 
agreed, that if less than sixty days should elapse between the date of -
the si 0 -m1ture of this treaty and the 1·e. toration of the Custom Houses, 
conforrnably with the stipulatfon in the tllird Article, in such case, all 
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merchandise, effects and property whatsoever, arriving at the Mexican 
ports after the restoration of the said Custom Houses, and previously 
to the expiration of sixty days after the day of the signature of this 
treaty, shall be admitted to entry; and no other duties shall be leyied 
thereon than the duties established by the tariff found in force at such 
Custom Houses, at the time of the restoration of the same. And to 
all such merchandise, effects and property, the rules established by 
the preceding Article shall apply.-
ARTICLE XXI. 
If unhappily any disagreement should hereafter arise between the 
Governments of the two Republics, whether with respect to the inter-
pretation of any stipulation in this treaty, or with respect to any other 
particular concerning the political or commercial relations of the two 
Nations, the said Governments, in the name of those nations, do prom-
ise to each other, that they will endeavour, in the most sincere and 
earnest manner, to settle the differences so arising, and to preserve 
the state of peace and friendship, in which the two countries are now 
placing themselves: using, for this end, mutual representations and 
pacific negotiatiqns. And if, by these means, they should not be 
enabled to come to an agreement, a resort shall not, on this account, 
be bad to reprisals, aggression or hostility of any kind, by the one 
Republic against the other, until the Government of that which deems 
itself aggrieved, shall have maturely considered, in the spirit of peace 
and good neighbourship, whether it would not be better that such 
difference should be settled by the arbitration of Commissioners 
appointed on each side, or by that of a friendly nation. And should 
such course be proposed by either party, it shall be acceded to by the 
other, unless deemed by it altogether incompatible with the nature of 
the difference, or the circumstances of the case. 
ARTICLE XXII. 
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taken, nor their fields wasted, by the armed force, into whose power, 
by the events of war, they may happen to fall; but if the necessity 
arise to take anything from them for the use of such armed force, the 
same shall be paid for at an equitable price. All churches, hospitals, 
schools, colleges, libraries, and other establishments for charitable 
and beneficent purposes, shall be respected, and all persons connected 
with the same protected in the discharge of their duties and the pur-
suit of their vocations. 
II. In order that the fate of prisoners of war may be alleviated, all 
such practices as those of sending them into distant, inclement or 
unwholesome districts, or crowding them into close and noxious places, 
shall be studiously avoided. They shall not be confined in dungeons, 
prison-ships, or prisons; nor be put in irons, or bound, or. otherwise 
restrained in the use of their limbs. The officers shall enjoy liberty 
on their paroles, within convenient districts, and have comfortable 
quarters; and the common soldiers shall be disposed in cantonments, 
open and extensive enough for air and exercise, and lodged in barracks 
as roomy and good as are provided by the party in whose power they 
are for it's own troops. But, if any officer shall break his parole by 
leaving the district so assigned him, or any · other prisoner shall 
escape from the limits of his cantonment, aft.er they shall have been 
designated to him, such ,individual, officer or other prisoner, shall 
forfeit so much of the benefit of this article as provides for his liberty 
on parole or in cantonment. And if any officer so breaking his 
parole, or any common soldier so escaping from the limits assigned 
him, shall afterwards be found in arms, previously to his being regu-
larly exchanged, the person so offending shall be dealt with according 
to the established laws of war. The officers shall be daily furnished, 
by the party in whose power they are, with as many rations, and of 
the same articles as are allowed either in kind or by commutation, to 
officers of equal rank in it's own army; and all others shall be daily 
furnished with such ration as is allowed to a common soldier in it's 
own service: the value of all which supplies shall, at the close of the 
war, or at periods to be agreed upon between the respective com-
manders, be paid by the other party on a mutual adjustment of 
accounts for the subsistence of prisoners; and such accounts shall 
not be mingled wit,h or set off against any others, nor the balance 
due on them be withheld, as a compensation or reprisal for any cause 
whatever, real or pretended. Each party shall be allowed to keep a 
commissary of prisoners, appointed by itself, with every cantonment 
of prisoners, in possession of the other: which commissary shall see 
the prisoners as often as he pleases; shall be allowed to . receive, 
exempt from all duties or taxes, and to distribute whatever comforts 
may be sent to them by their friends; and shall be free to transmit 
Ms reports in' open letters to the party by whom he is employed. 
And it is declared that neither the pretence that war dissolves all 
treaties, nor any other whatever shall be considered as annulling or 
suspending the solemn covenant contained in this article. On the 
contrary, the state of war is precisely that for which it is provided; 
and during which it's stipulations are to be sacredly observed as the 
most acknowledged obligations under the law of nature or nations. 
ARTICLE XXIII. 
This treaty shall be ratified by the President of the United States 
of Am rica, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate thereof; 
7468--~6 
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and by the President of the Mexican Republic, with the previous 
approbation of it's General Congress: and the ratifications shall be 
exchanged in the city of Washington, or at the seat of Government 
of Mexico, in four months from the date of the signature hereof. or 
sooner if .practicable; 
In faith whereof, we, the Tespective J:'lenipotentiaries, have signed 
this Treaty of Peace, Friendship, Limits and Settlement, and have 
hereunto affixed our seals respectively. Done in Qnintuplicate ~t 
the City of Guadalupe Hidalgo, on the second day of 11'ebr~rnry m 
the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and forty eight. 
N. P. TRIST. [ SEAL.] 
LUIS G. CUEVAS. [ SEAL. J 
BERNARDO COUTO. [SEAL. ] 
MIGL. ATRISTAIN. [SEAL.] 
PROTOCOL. 
In the city of Queretaro, on the twenty-sixth of the month of May, eighteen 
hundred and forty-eight, at a conference between their Excellencies ~at~an 
Clifford and Ambrose H. Sevier, Commissioners of the U. S. of A., with full 
powers from their Government to make to the Mexican Republic suitable explan?'-
tions in r egard to the amendments which the Senate and Government of the .s~id 
United States have made in the Treaty of peace, friendship, limits and defimtive 
settlement, between the two Republics, signed in Guadalupe Hidalgo,. on the 
second day of February of the present year; and His Excellency Don Lms de la 
Rosa, Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Mexico; it was agreed, after 
adequate conversation, respecting the changes alluded to, to record in the present 
protocol the following explanations, which their aforesaid Excellencies th/3 <;om-
missioners gave in the name of their Government and in fulfillment of the 
Commission conferred upon them near the Mexican Republic: 
1st • The American Government by suppressing the IXth article of the tr~a~y of 
Guadalupe Hidalgo and substituting the III article of the Treaty of Lomsrnn?', 
did not intend to diminish in any way what was agreed upon by the aforesaid 
article rxu, in favor of the inhabitants of the territories ceded by Mexico. Its 
understanding is that all of that agreement is contained in the 3<1 article of. t~e 
Treaty of Louisiana. In consequence all the privileges and guarantees, civil, 
political: and religious, which would have been possessed by the inhabitants of 
the ceded territories, if the rxu, article of the Treaty had been retained, will be 
enjoyed by them, without any difference, under the article which has been 
substituted. 
2d . The American Government by suppressing the xu, article of the Treaty of 
~ua_dalupe did not in_an~ way intend to annul the grants ?f lands made bf Mex-
ico m ~he c~ded terntones. These grants, notwithstandmg the suppress10n of 
the article of the treaty , preserve the legal value which they may possess, and the 
grante~s may cause their legitimate [titles] to be acknowledged before the Amer-
1ean tn bun al . 
. onformably to the law of the United-States, legitimate titles to every descrip-
tion of prop rty per. onal and r eal , existing in the ceded territories, are tho e 
which w re legitimate titl under the Mexican law in California and New-Mexico 
up to th 13u, of May 1 4.6, and in Texas up to the 2•1 March , 1836. 
3•1• The G<?vernm nt of the United 8tates by suppressing the concluding para-
~aph of a1~1 1 Xllth of the Treaty, did not intend to deprive the Mexican Repub-
h f_ th fr . and ~nr trained faculty of ceding, conveying or transferring_ at 
< ny tun a it may Judg b t) the um of the twelve millions of dollars which 
th • am v mm nt of th . tates i to deliver in the places designated by the 
am nd d arti 1 . 
ml h . xplanatio~ having b n ace pt d by the Minister of Foreign Affair 
of h I x1_ ·an pubh ·, h d ·lar c1 in name of hi Government that with the 
md r anc1m_, ;onY yec1 by th m. ~h , am ov mment would proc ed t ratify 
~
1 Tr a Y of . uaclalup_ a . . moc11fi l by th nate and Government of th . 
at ·. I~ . . : 1m ny of wln ·h Th ir Exe 11 nci th afore aid ommi ioner 
anrl th l\Iim t r hav si m l au , al din quintuplicate the pr nt protoc 1. 
[
. ,AL.] A. H. 
·F..\ T..] 
. E, L.J 
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ARTICLES REFERRED TO IN THE FIFTEENTH ARTICLE OF THE 
PRECEDING TREATY. 
First and fifth articles of the-iinratffied convention between the United States and 
the Mexican Repiiblic of the 20th November, 184,3. 
ARTICLE I. 
All claims of citizens of the Mexican Republic against the Government of the 
United States which shall be presented in the manner and time hereinafter 
expressed, and all claims of citizens of the United States against the Govern-
ment of the Mexican Republic, which, for whatever cause, were not submitted 
to, nor considered, nor finally decided by, the commission, nor by the arbiter 
appointed by the convention of 1839, and which shall be presented in the manner 
and time hereinafter specified, shall be referred to four commissioners, who shall 
form a board, and shall be appointed in the following manner, that is to say: 
Two commissioners shall be appointed by the President of the Mexican Republic, 
and the other two by the President of the United States, with the approbation 
and consent of the Senate. The said commissioners, thus appomted, shall, in 
presence of each other, take an oath to examine and decide impartially the claims 
submitted to them, and which may lawfully be considered, according to the proofs 
which shall be presented, the principles of right and justice, the law of nations, 
and the treaties between the two republics. 
ARTICLE V. 
All claims of citizens of the United States against the Government of the Mex-
ican Republic, which were considered by the commissioners, and referred to the 
umpire appointed under the convention of the eleventh April, 1839, and which 
were not decidetl by him, shall be referred to. and decided by, the umpi.re to be 
appointed, as provided by this convention, on the points submitted to the umpire 
under the late convention, and his decision shall be final and conclusive. It is 
also agreed, that if the respective commissioners shall deem it expedient, they 
may submit to the said arbiter new arguments upon the said claims. 
1853. 
TREATY OF BOUNDARY, CESSION OF ~rERRITORY, TRANSIT OF ISTH-
MUS OF TEHUANTEPEC, ETC. 
(GADSDEN TREATY.) 
Conclurlecl December 30, 1853J· ratification advised by the Senate with 
amendments April 25, 1854J· ratified by the President June 29, 1854; 
· ratifications exchanged June 30, 1854J· proclaimed June 30, 1854. 
(Treaties and Conventions, 1889, p. 694.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Boundary established; survey, etc. 
II. Release of obligations as to Indians. 
III. Payment for territory acquired. 
IV. Navigation of Gulf of California, 
Colorado, and Bravo rivers. 
V. Inhabitants of ceded territory; for-
tifications; navigation and com-
merce. 
VI. Recognition of land grants. 
VII. Adjustment of future differences. 
VIII. Transit of Tehuantepec Isthmus. 
IX. Ratification. 
In the Name of Almighty God 
The Republic of Mexico and the United States of America desiring 
to remove every cause of disagreement, which might interfere in any 
manner with the better friendship and intercourse between the two 
Federal case: In re Rodriguez 81 Fed. Rep. 337. 
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Countries; and especially; in respect to the true limits which should 
be established, when notwithstanding what was covenanted in the 
treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo in the year 1848, 1 opposite interpreta-
tions have been urged, which might give occasion to questions of 
serious moment: to avoid these, and to strengthen and more firmly 
maintain the peace, which happily prevails between the two Repub-
lics, the President of the United States has for this purpose, appointed 
James Gadsden, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary 
of the same near the Mexican Government, and the President of Mex-
ico has appointed as Plenipotentiary "ad hoc" his Excellency Don 
Manuel Diez de Bonilla Cavalier Grand Cross of the National and 
Distinguished Order of Guadalupe, and Secretary of State and of the 
Office of Foreign Relations, and Don Jose Salazar Ylarregui, and 
General Mariano Monterde as Scientific Commissioners invested with 
Full powers for this Negotiation, who having communicated_ their 
respective Full Powers, and finding them in due and proper form, 
have agreed upon the Articles following 
ARTICLE 1st • 
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and without room for interpretation of any kind by either of the 
Parties contracting. 
The dividing line thus established shall in all time be faithfully 
respected by the two Governments without any variation therein, 
unless of the express and free consent of the.two, given in conformity 
to the principles of the Law of Nations, and in accordance with the 
' constitution of each country respectively · 
In consequence, t,he stipulation in the 5th Article of the Treaty of 
Guadalupe upon the Boundary line therein described is no longer of 
any force, wherein it may conflict with that hefo established, the said 
line being considered annulled and abolished wherever it may not 
coincide with the present, and in the same manner· remaining in full -
force where in accordance with the same. 
ARTICLE II. 
The Government of Mexico hereby releases the United States from · 
all liability on account, of the obligations contained in the eleventh 
article of the treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, 1 and the said article and the 
thirty third article of the treaty of Amity, Commerce and navigation 2 
between the United States of America and the United Mexican States, 
concluded at Mexico on the fifth day of April, 1831, are hereby 
abrogated. 
ARTICLE III. 
In consideration of the foregoing stipulations, the Government of 
the United States agrees to pay to the Government·of Mexico, in the 
City of New York, the sum of ten millions of dollars, of which seven 
millions shall be paid immediately upon the exchange of the ratifica-
tions of this treaty, and the remaining three millions as soon as the 
boundary line shall be surveyed, marked, and established. 
ARTICLE IV th • 
The provisions of the Gth and 7th articles of the Treaty of Guadalupe 
Hidalgo 3 having been rendered nugatory for the most part . by the 
Cession of Territory granted in the First Article of this Treaty, the 
said Articles are hereby abrogated and annulled, and the provisions 
as herein expressed substituted therefor--The Vessels and Citizens 
of the United States shall in all Time have free ancl uninterrupted 
passage through the Gulf of California to and from their possessions 
situated North of the Boundary line of the Two Countries. It being 
understood that this passage is to be by navigating the Gulf of Cali-
fornia and the Tiver Colorado, and not by land, w-i.thout the express 
consent of the Mexican Government, and precisely the same provi-
sions, stipulations and restrictions in all respects are hereby agreed 
upon and adopted and shall be scrupulously observed and enforced 
by the Two Contracting Governments, in reference to the Rio Colo-
rado, so far and for such distance as the middle of that River is made 
their common Boundary Line by the First Article of this Treaty 
The several Provisions, Stipulations ancl restrictions contained in 
the 7th Article of the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo shall remain in 
force only so fal' as regards the Rio Bravo del Norte below the initial 
1 Seep. 3flfi. 2 See p. 389. :i See pp. 394, 395. 
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of the said Boundary provided in the First Article of this Treaty 
That is to say below the intersection of the 31 ° 47' 30" parallel of Lati-
tude with the Boundary Line established by the late Treaty dividing 
said river from its mouth upwards according to the 5t h Article of the 
Treaty of Guadalupe. 1 
ARTICLE V th • 
All the. provisions of the Eighth and Ninth Sixteenth and Seven-
teenth Articles of the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo 2 shall apply to the 
Territory ceded by the Mexican Republic in the First Article of the 
Present Treaty and to all the rights of persons and property both 
civil and ecclesiastical within the same, as fully and as effectually as 
if the said Articles. were herein again recited and set forth 
ARTICLE VP11 • 
No Grants of Land within the Territory ceded by the First Article 
of this Treaty bearing date subsequent to the day. Twenty fifth of 
September-when the Minister and Subscriber to this 'rreaty on the 
part of the United States proposed to the Government of Mexico to 
terminate the question of Boundary, will be considered valid or be 
recognized by the United States or will any Grants made previously 
be respected or be considered as obligatory which have not been 
located and duly recorded in the Archives of Mexico. 
ARTICLE VII. 
Should there at any future period (which God forbid) occur any 
disagreement between the two Nations which might lead to a rupture 
of their relations and reciprocal peace, they bind themselves in like 
manner to procure by every possible method the adjustment of every 
difference, and should they still in thi& manner not succeed, never 
will they proceed to a declaration of War without having previously 
paid attention to what has been set forth in Articlo 21 of the Treaty 
of Guadalupe for similar cases; which article as well as the 22d is 
her re-affirmed. 3 
ARTICLE 8. 
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be intended for transit, and not for distribution on the Isthmus, free 
of custom-house or other charges by the Mexican Government. 
Neither passports nor letters of security will be required of persons 
crossing the Isthmus and not remaining in the country. 
·when the construction of the railroad shall be completed, the 
Mexican Government agrees to open a port of entry in addition to the 
port of Vera Cruz, at or near the terminus of said road on the Gulf of 
Mexico. 
The two governrµents will enter into arrangements for the prompt 
transit of troops and munitions of the United States, which that 
Government may have occasion to send from one part of its territory 
to another, lying on opposite sides of the continent. 
The Mexican Government having agreed to protect with its whole 
power the prosecution, preservation and security of the work, the 
United States may extend its protection as it shall judge wise to it 
when it may feel sanctioned and warranted by the public or inter-
national law. 
ARTICLE 9 
This Treaty shall be ratified, and the respective ratifications shall 
be exchanged at the city of Washington, within the exact period of 
six months from the date of its signature or sooner if possible. 
In testimony whereof, We the Plenipotentiaries of the contracting 
parties have hereunto affixed our hands and seals at Mexico the 
thirtieth (30 th ) c~ay of December in the Year of Our Lord one thousand 
eight hundred and fifty three, in the thirty third year of the Independ-
ence of the Mexican Republic, and tho seventy eighth of that of the 
United States. 
JAMES GADSDEN. · 
MANUEL DIEZ DE BONILLA. 
JOSE SALAZAR YLARREGUI. 
J. MARIANO MONTERDE. 
1861. 
EXTRADITION TREATY. 
[SEAL.] 
[SEAL.] 
[SEAL.] 
[SEAL.] 
Concluded December 11, 1861 _; ratification advised by the Senate with 
amendment April 9, 1862_; ratified by the President April 11, 1862_; 
ratifications exchanged 11!lay 20, 1862~· proclaimed June 20, 1862. 
(Treaties and Conventions, 1889, p. 698.) 
By notification from the Mexican Government the treaty was abro-
gated January 20, 1899. 
Federal cases: Benson v. McMahon, 127 U. S., 457; Ornelas v. Ruiz, 161 U.S., 
502; Ex parte Coy, 32 Fed. Rep., 911; In re Benson, 34 Fed. Rep., 649; Ex parte 
McCabe, 46 Fed. Rep., 363; In re Rowe, 77 Fed. Rep., 161. 
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1868. 
CLAIMS CONVENTION. 
Concluded July 4, 1868_; · rai'ification advised by the Senate July 25, 
1868_; ratified by the President January 25, 1869J· rat'lfications 
exchanged February 1, 1869J· proclaimed February 1, 1869. (Trea-
ties and Conventions, 1889, p. 700.) 
Under this convention of seven articles a joint commission was 
appointed to consider mutual claims, consisting of one commissioner 
for each country, who together chose an umpire. The first meeting 
took place August 10, 1869, considered to have been held July 31, 
1869. The final session was .January 31, 1876. The awards rendered 
were: In favor of citizens of the United States, $4,125,622.20; and in 
favor of citizens of Mexico, $150,498.41. · 
Federal cases: Frelinghuysen v. Key, 110 U.S. , 63; Alling v. U.S., 11~ U.S., 562; 
U.S. ex rel. Boynton v. Blaine, 139 U.S., 306; U.S. ex rel. Key v. Frelmghuysen, 
i Mackey (D. C.), 299. 
1 868. 
NATURALIZATION CONVENTION. 
Concluded July 10, 1868.J· ratification advised by the Senate July 25, 
1868J· ratified by the President January 27, 1869J· ratifications ex-
changed F ebruary 1, 1869J· proclaimed February 1, 1869. (Treaties 
and Conventions, 1889, p. 704). 
This convention of six articles was terminated February 11, 1882, 
upon notification given by Mexico. 
Federal case: In re Rodriguez, 81 Fed. Rep. 337. 
l 71. 
CLAIMS CONVENTION. 
Concluclecl April HJ, 187 lJ· ratification arlvised by the Senate December 
11, 1871J· raiifiecl uy the President D cember 15, 1871J· 1·atifica,lions 
exchanged February 8, 1872J· proclaimed F ebruary 8, 1872 . (Tr a-
tie, and Convention , 1 80, p. 705.) 
By thL ·onvcntion of two ar icleR the duration of th claimR com-
m i., ion organiz <l under th, 1onw·ni ion of 18G8 was ox1ion<lNl on 
Y'H,r. 
7;c:..;. 
L Lvt:s 10 VE TIO . 
07'Pmbn 27 187.., · ratific(l/ion acl1.Jisecl by the S nnf 1.iith 
run_,_ rlo1_ 11I Mn,·c-71 0 187,J; rrdifu~rl by th Pre.·iclPn t Mar ·hJO, 1 7 
r~difir-r~f I n.· .rr·hr. nu r7 .July 17, 187,J ·· proclaim cl Jnly ~4, 1 7 . 
rr a 1 ' } ncl 1 11Y •ntion.' 1 n p. 70G.) 
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1874. 
CLAIMS CONVENTION. 
Concluded November 20, 1874J· ratification advised by the Senate Jan-
uary 20, 1875J· ratified by the Pres'ident January 22, 1875J· ratifica-
tions exchanged Jawuary 28, 1875_; proclaimed January 28, 1875. 
(Treaties and Conventions, 1889, p. 707.) 
The claims commission under the Convention of 1868 was still fur-
ther extended by this convention for another year. 
1876: 
CLAIMS CONVENTION. 
Concluded Apr'il 29, 1876J· ratification advised by the Senate May 24, 
,: 1876J· ratified by the President June 27, 1876J· ratifications exchanged 
June 29, 1876J· proclaimed June 29, 1876. (Treaties and Conven-
tions, 1889, p. 709.) 
The functions of the umpire under the Convention of 1868 were 
extended by this convention of three articles until November 20, 
1876, and provision made for the payment of the awards. 
1882. 
BOUNDARY CONVENTION. 
Concluded July 29, 1882J· ratification advised by the Senate August 
8, 1882J· ratified by the President January 29, 1883J· rat'ifications 
exchanged March 3, 1883 ; proclaimed March 5, 1883. (Treaties 
and Conventions, 1880, p. 711.) 
(This convention although temporary in its character is reprinted because · 
Article IX provides for the punishment of persons destroying or defacing the 
monuments marking the boundary.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Preliminary reconnaissance. 
II. International Boundary Commis-
sion authorized. 
III. Powers of commission. 
IV. Boundary monuments. 
V.- Reports of commission. 
VI. Expenses. 
VII. Payment for monuments. 
VIII. Duration of commission. 
IX. Protection of monuments; ratifi-
cation. 
The Presi<lent of the United States of America on tho one hand and 
the President of the United States of Mexico on the other, being desir-
ous of putting an end to whatever difficulties arise from the destruc- . 
tion or displacement of some of the monuments erected for the pur-
pose of marking the boundary between the two countries, have 
thought proper _to conclude a convention with the object of defining 
the manner in which the said monuments are to be restored to their 
proper places and new ones erected, if necessary; to which end they 
have appointed as thefr Plenipotentiaries, to wit: 
Tho President of the United States of America, Frederick 'I\ Fre-
linghuysen, Esquire, Secretary of State of the United States of America; 
and the President of the Unite<l States of Mexico, Senor Don Matias 
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Romero, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary of the 
United States of Mexico, in Washington; 
Who, after reciprocal exhibition of their full powers, found in good 
and clue form, have agreed upon the following articles: 
ARTICLE I. 
With the object of ascertaining the present condition of the monu-
ments marking the boundary line between the United States of Amer-
ica and the United States of Mexico, established by the treaties of 
February 211 \ 1848, and December 3r\ 1853,1 and for determining gen-
erally what monuments, if any, have been destroyed or removed and 
may require to be rebuilt 01· replaced, a preliminary reconnaissance 
of the frontier line shall be made by each government, within six 
months from the exchange of ratifications of this convention. These 
reconnaissances shall be made by parties under the control of officers 
of the regular army of the respective countries, and shall be effected 
in concert, in such manner as shall be agreed upon by the command-
ers of the respective parties. The expense of each reconnoitring 
party shall be borne by the government in whose behalf it operates. 
'l'hese reconnaissance-parties shall report to their respective govern-
ments, within eight months from the exchange of the ratifications of 
this convention: 
la) the condition of the present boundary monuments; b) the number of destroyed or displaced monuments; . c) the places, settled or capable of eventual settlement, where it 
may be advisable to set the monuments closer together along the line 
than at present; 
(d) the character of the new monuments required, whether of stone 
or iron; and their number, approximately, in each case. 
ARTICLE II. 
Pending the conclusion of the preliminary reconnaissances provided 
in Article I, each government shall appoint a surveying party, con-
istino- of an Engineer-in-Chief, two Associates one of whom shall be 
a practical astronomer, and such number of assistant engineers and 
a ociates a it may deem proper. The two parties so appointed shall 
meet at El Pa o del orte, or at any other convenient place to be 
agr ed upon, within, ix month from the exchange of the ratifications 
her of, and shall form, when combined, an "International Boundary 
'ommi ion." 
ARTICLE III. 
' pp. 3!)1, 403. 
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I may be consulted: provided however that the distance between two 
consecutive monuments shall never exceed eight thousand metres, and 
that this limit may be reduced on those parts of the line which are 
inhabited or capable of habitation. 
ARTICLE IV. 
Where stone shall be found in sufficient abundance, the.monuments 
may be of stone; and in other localities shall be of iron in the form 
of a simple tapering four-sided shaft with pediment, rising above 
the ground to a height of six feet, and bearing suitable inscriptions 
on its sides. These monuments shall be at least two centimeters in 
thickness, and weigh not less than five hundred pounds each. The 
approximate number thereof to be required may be determined from 
the reports of the preliminary reconnaissance-parties, and the monu-
ments, properly cast and finished, may be sent forward from time to 
time to such spots as the Commission may select, to be set in place at 
the sites determined upon as the work progresses. 
ARTICLE V. 
The Engineers-in Chief of both sections shall determine, by common 
consent, what scientific processes are to be adopted for the resetting 
of the old monuments and the erection of the new ones; and they 
shall be responsible for the proper performance of the work. 
On commencing operations, each section shall report to its govern-
ment the plan of operations upon whi,ch they shall have jointly agreed; 
and they shall from time to t'ime submit reports of the progress made 
by them in the said operations; and finally they shall present a full 
report, accompanied by the necessary drawings, signed bytheEngineer-
in-Chief and the two Associate Engineers on each side, as the official 
record of the International Boundary Commission. 
ARTICLE VI. 
The expenses of each section shall be defrayed by the government 
which appointed it; but the cost of the monuments and of their trans-
portation shall be equally shared by both governments. 
ARTICLE VII. 
Whenever the number of the monuments to be set up shall be 
approximately known as the result of the labors of the preliminary 
· reconnaissance-parties, the Engineers-in-Chief shall prepare an esti-
mate of their cost, conveyance and setting up; and when such estimate 
shall have been approved by both governments, the mode of making 
the payment of the part to be paid by Mexico shall be determined by 
a pccial arrangement between the two governments. 
ARTICLE VIII. 
The work of the International Boundary Commission shall be pushed 
forward with all expedition•; and the two governments hereby agree to 
regard the present convention as continuing in force until the conclu-
sion of said work, provided that such time does not exceed four years 
and four months from the date of the exchange of the ratifications 
hereof. 1 
1 Time extended. Soc con7entions of 1885, 1889, and 1894. 
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. ARTICLE IX. 
The destruction or displacement of any of the monuments described 
herein, after the line shall have been located by the International 
Boundary Commission as aforesaid, is here by declared to be a misde-
meanor, punishable according to the justice of the country pf the 
offender's nationality if he be a citizen of either the United States or 
Mexico; an·d if the offender be of other nationality, then the misde-
meanor shall be punishable according to the justice of either country 
·where he may be apprehended. 
This convention shall be ratified on both sides and the ratifications 
exchanged at Washington as soon as. possible. · 
In testimony whereof we have signed this convention in duplicate, 
in the English and Spanish languages, and affixed hereunto the seals 
of our arms. 
Done in the City of Washington this 29 th day of July, in the year 
of Our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty two. 
FREDk T. FRELINGHUYSEN. [SEAL.] 
M. ROMERO. [SEAL.] 
1 883. 
COMMERCIAL 'RECIPROCITY CONVENTION. 
Concluded January 20, 1883J· ratification advised by the Senate with 
amendments March 11, 1884J· ratified by the President May 20, 1884J· 
ratifications exchanged May 20, 1884J· froclaimecl June 2, 1884. 
(Treaties and Conventions, 1889, p. 714. 
This convention of ten articles made mutual agreements for the 
importation of certain productR of each country into the other free of 
duty. 
Owing to the failure of leg-islation to carry 1,he convention into 
effect it c ased 'to b operative May 20, 1887. 
1 4. 
Bou DARY CONVENTION, RIO GRANDE A D RIO COLORADO. 
on ·luclecl over:iber !B, 1884J· ratification advised uytheSenateMarch· 
18, _1885J· morl1ficcdi_ons ·onserded to by the Se12afe Jnne 2 , 1886J· 
mtiji rl by f71 p Pr szrlen(, July 10, 188GJ· ro/,~firations exr·lwnge(l S 1J-
f Pmu_ r lo, 188GJ· pror·lcwn cl Sept mber 14, 1880. (Treati . and on-
Y 11 lOTI,', 1,, f>, p. 721.) 
ARTICLER. 
I. onnd, rie. in riv rs namrd. 
II. Chang.-. 
III. rtifkh l ·hang .. 
I IV. Briclg s. I V. Riparian rights. 
VI. Ratifi ·ation. 
l,'•c•p. :m:t 
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of Mexico, concluded February 2, 184-8, and of the first Article 1 of that 
of December 30, 1853, certain parts of the dividing line between the 
two countries follow the middle of the channel of t,he Rio Grande and 
the Rio Colorado, to avoid difficulties which may arise through the 
changes of channel to which those rivers are subject through the oper-
ation of natural forces, the Government of the United States of 
America, and the Government of the United States of Mexico have 
resolved to conclude a convention which shall lay down rules for the 
determination of such questions, and have appointed as their 
Plenipotentiaries: 
The President of the United St~tes of America, Frederick T. Fre-
linghuysen, Secretary of State of the United States; and 
The President of the United States of Me4-ico, Matias Romero, 
Envoy Extraordinary _and Minister Plenipotentiary of the United 
Mexican States; 
Who, after exhibiting their respective Full Powers, found in good 
and due form, have agreed upon the following Articles: 
ARTICLE I. 
The dividing line shall forever be that described in the aforesaid 
Treaty and follow the center of the normal channel of the rivers 
named, notwithstanding any alterations in the banks or in the course 
of those rivers, provided that such alterations be effected by natural 
causes through the slow &nd. gradual erosion and deposit of alluvium 
and not by the abandonment of an existing river bed and the opening 
of a new one. 
ARTICLE II. 
Any other change, wrought by the force of the current, whether by 
the cutting of a new bed, or when. there is more than one channel by 
the deepening of another channel than that which marked the 
boundary at the time of the survey made under the aforesaid Treaty, 
shall produce no change in the dividing line as :fixed by the surveys 
of the International Boundary Commissions in 1852, but the line then 
fixed shall continue to follow the middle of the original channel bed, 
even though this should become wholly dry or be obstructed by 
deposits. 
ARTICLE III. 
No artificial change in the navigable course of the river, by build-
ing jetties, piers, or obstructions which may tend to deflect the current 
or prodnce deposits of alluvium, or by dredging to deepen another 
than the original channel under the Treaty when there is more than , 
one channel, or by cutting waterways to shorten the navigable dis-
tance, shall be permitted t,o affect or alter the dividing line as deter-
min_ed by the aforesaid Commissions in 1852 or as determined _ by 
Article I hereof and under the reservation therein contained; but the 
protection of the banks on either side from erosion by revetments of 
s~one or other material not unduly projecting into the current of the 
nver shall not be deemed an artificial change. 
1 Seep. 404. 
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ARTICLE IV. 
If any int,ernational bridge have been or shall be built across either 
of the rivers named, the point on such bridge exactly over the middle 
of the main channel as herein determined shall be marked by a suita-
able monument, which shall denote the dividing line for all the pur-
poses of such bridge, notwithstanding any change in the channel 
which may thereafter supervene. But any rights other than in the 
bridge itself and in the ground on which jt is built shall in event of 
any such subsequent change be determined in accordance with the 
general provisions of this conventi9n. 
ARTICLE V . 
. Rights of property in respect of ]ands which may have become 
separated through the creation of new channels as defined in Article 
II hereof, shall not be affected thereby, but such lands shall continue 
to be under the jurisdiction of the county to which they previously 
belonged. · 
In no case, however, shall this retained jurisdictional right affect 
or control the right of navigation common to the two countries under 
the stipulations of Article VII 1 of the aforesaid '"rreaty of Guadaloupe 
Hidalgo; and such common right shall continue -without prejudice 
throughout the actually navigable main channels of the said rivers, 
from the mouth of the Rio Grande to the point where the Rio Colo-
rado ceases to be the international boundary, even though any part 
of the channel of said rivers, through the changes herein provided 
against, may be comprised within the territory · of one of the two 
nations. 
ARTICLE VI. 
This convention shall be ratified by both parties in accord~nce 
with th ir respective constitutional procedure, and the ratifications 
exchanged in the City of Washington as soon as possible. 
In witness whereof the undersigned Plenipotentiaries have here-
unto set th ir hands and seals. 
Done at the City of Washington, in duplicate, in the English and 
Spanish languages, this twelfth day of ovembcr, A. D., 1 84. 
FREDK T. FRELINGHUYSEN. [SEAL.] 
[SEAL.] M ROMERO. 
1 s .. 
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1885. 
BOUNDARY CONVENTION. 
Concluded December 5, 1885_; .ratification advised by the Senate with 
amendment Jiine 21, 1886J· ratified by the President June 23,· 1887y· 
ratifications exchanged June 27; 1887J· proclaimed June 28, 1887. 
(Treaties and Conventions, 1889, p. 1189.) 
The time for completing the work of the Boundary Commission 
authorized under the Convention of 1882 (p. 409) was extended eighteen 
months by this convention. · 
1886. 
RECIPROCITY CONV~NTION. 
Concluded May 14, 1886J· ratification advised by the Senate January 
7, 1887J· ratified by the President January 24, 1887J· ratifications 
exchanged January 29, 1887J· proclaimed February 1, 1887. ('Trea-
ties and Conventions, 1889, p.1190.) 
The time for the enactment of legislation to carry the Convention 
of 1883 into effect was further extended by this convention to May 
20, 1887. . 
1 889. 
BOUNDARY CONVENTION. 
Concluded February 18, 1889 J. ra#fication advised by the Senate 
March 26, 1889J· ratified by the President April 30, 1889J· ratifica-
tions exchanged October 12, 1889J· proclaimed October 14, 1889. 
(U. S. Stats. Vol. 26, p. 1493.) 
Owing to the failure t,o appoint the commission autho.rized by the 
Convention of 1882 (p. 409) within the time specified, as extended by 
the Convention of 1885, it ceased to have effect. By this convention 
the provisions of the Convention of 1882 were revived for a period of 
:q.ve years from the date of the exchange of ratifications. 
1889. 
BOUNDARY CONVENTION. 
Concluded March 1, 1889J· ratification advised by the Senate May 7, 
1890J· ratified by the Presfrlent December 6, 1890J· ratifications 
exchanged December 24, 1890J· proclaimed December 26·, 1890. 
(U. S. Stats. Vol. 26, p. 1512.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. International Boundary Commis-
sion authorized. 
II. Composition. 
III. Meetings of Commission. 
IV. Duties. 
V. Investigation of works on banks of 
Colorado and Rio Grande. 
VI. Examinations. 
VII. Jurisdiction. 
VIII. Decisions. 
IX. Ratification. 
The United States of America and the United States of Mexico, 
desiring to facilitate the carrying out of the principles contained in 
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the treaty of November 12, 1884, 1 and to avoid tho difficulties occa-
sioned by reason of the changes which take place in the bed of .the 
Rio Grande and that of the Colorado river, in that portion thereof 
where they serve as a boundary between the two Republics, have 
resolved to conclude a treaty for the attainment of these objects, and 
have appointed as their respective Plenipotentiaries: 
,.rhe President of the United States of America, Thomas F. Bayard, 
Secretary of St,ate of the United States of America; and 
The President of the United States of Mexico, Matias Romero, 
Envoy Extraordinary and Ministn Plenipotentiary of the United 
States of Mexico, at Washington; . 
Who, after having exhibited their respective full powers, and hav-
ing found the same to be in good and due form, have agreed upon the 
following articles: 
. ARTICLE I. 
All differences or .questions that may arise on that portion of the 
frontier between the United States of America and the United States 
of Mexico where the Rio Grande and the Colorado rivers form the 
boundary line, whether such differences or questions grow out of alter-
ations or changes in the bed of the aforesaid Rio Grande and that of 
the aforesaid Colorado River, or of works that may be constructed 
in said rivers, or of any other cause affecting the boundary line, shall 
be submitted for examination and clecision·to an International Bound-
ary Commission, which shall have exclusive jurisdiction in the case 
of said differences or questions. 
ARTICLE II. 
The International Iloundary Commission shall be composed of a 
Commissioner appointed by the President of the United States of 
Ame1·ica, and of another appointed by the President o.f the United 
States of Mexico, in accordance with the constitutional provisions of 
each country, of a Consulting Engineer, appointed in the same man-
ner by each GoveTnment, and of such Sec1·etaries and Interpreters as 
eith l' Government may see fit to add to its Commission. Each Gov-
ei·nment scpara.tely shall fix the salaries and emoluments of the mem-
b rs of its Commi · ion. 
ARTICLE III. 
Th Int rnationa] Boundary Commission shall not transact any 
hu .·in .·s unlc. ·s both Commissioners arc pre ent. It shall sit on th 
frontier f th two ·ontra ting countrie, , and shall establi h itself 
at , ·u ·h places a it may determine upon; it shall, however, repair ~o 
pla '- at whi h any of th difficulties or que tions mention din th1.· 
onv ntion m y ari · , a.· :oon as it • shall have been duly notifi d 
th"r of. 
ARTI 'LE IV. 
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to repair to the place where the change has taken place or the ·ques-
tion has arisen, to make a personal examination of such change, to 
compare it with the bed of the river as it was before the change took 
place, as shown by the surveys, and to decide whether it has occurred 
through avulsion or erosion, for the effects of articles I and II 1 of the 
convention of November 12, 1884; having done this, it shall make 
suitable annotations on the surveys of the boundary line. 
ARTICLE V. 
Whenever the local authorities on any point of the frontier between 
the United States of America and the United States of Mexico, in that 
portion in which the Rio Grande and the Colorado River form the 
boundary between the two countries, shall think that works are being 
constructed, in either of those rivers, such as are prohibited by arti-
cle III2 of the convention of November 12, 1884, or b.y article VII3 of 
the treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo of February 2, 1848, they shall so 
notify their respective Commissioners, in order that the latter may at 
once submit the matter to the International Boundary Commission, 
and that said Commission may proceed, in accordance with the pro-
visions of the foregoing article, to examine the case, and that it may 
decide whether the work is among the number of those which are per-
mitted, or of those which are prohibited by the stipulatiops of those 
treaties. . 
The Commission may provisionally-suspend the construction of the 
works in question pending the investigation of the matter, and if it 
shall fail to agree on this point, the works shall be suspended, at the 
instance of one of the two Governments. 
ARTICLE VI. 
In either of these cases, the Commission shall make a personal 
examination of the matter which occasions the change, the question 
or the complaint, and shall give its decision in regard to the same, in 
doing which it shall comply_ with the requirements established by·a 
body of regulations to be prepared by the said Commission and 
approved by both Governments. 
ARTICLE VII. 
The International Boundary Commission shall have power to call 
for papers and information, and it shall be the duty of the authorities 
'of each of the two countries to send it any papers that it may call for, 
relating to a:r;iy boundary question in which it may have jurisdiction 
in pursuance of this convention. 
rrho said Commission shall have power to summon any witnesses 
whose testimony it may think proper to take, and it shall be the duty 
of all persons thus summoned to appear before the same and to give 
their testimony, which shall be taken in accordance with such by-laws 
and regulations as may be adopted by the Commission and approved 
by both Governments. In case of the refusal of a witness to appear, 
he shall be compelled to do so, and to this end the Commission may 
make use of the same means that are used by the courts of the respec-
tive countries to compel the attendance of witnesses, in conformity 
with their respective laws. 
1 Seep. 412. 
7468--27 
~ Article III, p. 413. 3 Article VII, p. 395. 
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ARTICLE VIII. 
If both Commissioners shall agree to a decision, their judgment 
shall be considered binding upon both Governments, unless one of 
them shall disapprove it within one month reckoned from the day on 
whfoh it shall have been pronounced. In the latter case, both Gov-
ernments shall take cognizance of the matter, and shall decide it 
amicably, bearing constantly in mind the stipulation of Article XXI1 
of the treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo of February 2, 1848. 
'I'be same shall be the case when the Commissioners shall fail to 
agree concerning the point which occasions the question, the com-
plaint or the change, in which case each Commissioner shall prepare 
a report, in writing, which be shall lay before his Government. 
ARTICLE IX. 
This convention shall be ratified by both parties, in accordance with 
the provisions of their respective constitutions, and the ratifications 
thereof shall be exchanged at Washington as speedily as possible-
and shall be in force from the date of the exchange of ratifications for 
a period of five years. 
In testimony whereof the undersigned Plenipotentiaries have signed 
and sealed it. 
Done in duplicate, in the city of Washington, in the English and 
Spanish languages, on the 1st day of March one thousand eight hun-
di·ed and eighty-nine. 
1894. 
. 'I'. F. BAYARD 
M. ROMERO. 
BOUNDARY CONVENTION. 
[SEAL.] 
[SEAL.] 
Conclucled August 24, 1894.,· ratification advisecl by the Senate Ai1,qust 
27, 1894.,· ratified lJy the President September 1, 1894.,· rcdificcdwns 
exchanged October 11, 1804.,· proclaimed October 18, 1894. (U. S. 
Stats. Vol. 28, p. ~218.) 
'I'h period for the completion of the work of the Boundary Com-
mi.·:-;ion unc1 r Convention of 18 !J (p. 415) was extended by this con-
vention two years from October 11, 1 !J4. 
1 95. 
B DARY 10 VE TIO . 
'rm ·lurl d r-tob r .1. 1805.,· ratification ad1.,•ised U!J the Senate D . cem-
lJ_ r 17 18f 6.,· rnl ~fi rl by the President De ·ember 20, 1805.,· 1·adfica-
l ums J" ·h uiu r1 D c- mb r 21 1895 · proclaimed D ecemuer 21 1895. 
t ' ' ,,J ' 
. , . , a . . 1. 2. , 1 . 41.) 
'J h clnration f th onvrn ion of 1 , 0 (p. 41 ) wa xt n l d ne 
r •ar hr thi: 'Oil\' ·nti n. 
1
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1896. 
BOUNDARY CONVENTION. 
Concluded November 6, 1896_; ratification advised by tlie Senate 
December 10, 1896_; ratified by the President December 15, 1896J· 
ratifications exchanged December 23, 1896J· proclaimed December 
23, 1896. (U.S. Stats. Vol. 29, p. 857.) 
The Convention of 1889 (p. 415) was further extended to December 
24, 1897, by this convention. 
1897. 
BOUNDARY CONVENTION. 
Concluded October 29, 1897J· ratification aclvised by the Senate Decem-
ber 16, 1897J· ratified by the President December 20, 1897J· ratifica-
tions exchanged December 21, 1897J· proclaimed December 21, 1897. 
(U. S. Stats. Vol. 30, p. -. ) · 
This convention further extended the duration of the Convention of 
1889 (p. 415) to December 24, 1898. 
1898. 
BOUNDARY CONVENTION. 
Concluded December 2, 1898J· ratification advised by the Senate 
December 8, 1898J· ratified by the President December 12, 1898J· 
ratifications exchanged Febri1,ary 2, 1899 J. proclaimed February 3, 
1899. (U. S. Stats. Vol. 30, p. --. ) . 
The Convention of 1889 (p. 415) wat, again extended one year by 
this Convention. 
MOROCCO. 
1787. 
TREATY OF PEACE AND FRIENDSHIP. 
Concluded January 1787_; ratified by the Continental Congress July 
18, 1787. (Treaties and Conventions, 1889, p. 724.) 
This treaty· of ,twenty-six articles, negotiated by Thos. Barclay and 
signed by John Adams and Thom. J e:fferson, was superseded by the 
following Treaty of 1836. 
1°836. 
TREATY -OF PEACE AND FRIENDSHIP. • 
Concluded September 16, 1836 _; ratification advised by the Senate ! an-
uary 17, 1837 _; ratified by the President January 28, 1837; proclaimed 
January 30, 1837. (Treaties and Conventions, 1889, p. 729.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Emperor's consent. XV. Privileges to merchants. 
II. No service with an enemy. 
III. Captures. 
XVI. Exchange of pri::,oners. 
XVII. Trade privileges. 
IV. Ships' passports. 
V. Right of search. 
VI. Release of captives. 
VII. Supplies to vessel . 
VIII. Repairs to vessels. 
IX. Shipwrecks. 
XVIII. Examination of exports. 
XIX. No detention, etc., of vessels .. 
XX. Consul to decide disputes m 
Morocco. 
XXI Trialsofhomicidesandassaults. 
XXII: Estates of deceased Americans. 
X. Protection of war ships. 
XI. Immunities of ports. 
XXIII. Consular privileges. . 
XXIV. Agreement in case of dr~ er-
ences; most favored nation XII. Freedom of war ships. 
XIII. Salutes. 
XIV. Most favored nation commerce. 
privileges. 
XXV. Duration. 
In the name of God, th 1e1'ciful and Clement! 
{: Abd 
2 Err ah man 00 
~ Ib nu Kesham, [_ 
S whom God 
rxl xaltl 
P LE BET GOD! 
h <'OP. f th tr , y of p ac which we nave mad wi h 
. incl, ritt n in thi b k; affixing th r to our ble d 
, , 1 h h , h •lp f 1, it may 1· main firm forever. 
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Written at Meccanez, the City of Olives, on the 3d day of the month 
Jumad el lahhar, in the year of the Hegira 1252. (Corresponding to 
September 16, A. D. 1836.) 
ARTICLE I. 
We declare that both parties have agreed that this treaty, consist-
ing of twenty five articles, shall be inserted in th-is book, and delivered 
to James R. Leib, Agent of the United States, and now their resident 
Consul at Tangier, with whose approbation it has been made, and 
who is duly authorized on their part to treat with us concerning all 
the matters contained therein. 
ARTICLE II. 
If either of the parties shall be at war with any nation whatever, 
the other shall not take a commission from the enemy, nor fight under 
their colors. 
ARTICLE III. 
If either of the parties shall be at war with any nation whatever, 
and take a prize belonging to that nation, and there shall be found on 
board subjects or effects belonging to either of the parties, the sub-
jects shall be set at liberty, and the effects returned to the owners. 
And if any goods belonging to any nation, with whom either of the 
parties shall be at war, shall be loaded on vessels belonging to the 
other party, they shall pass free and unmolested, without any attempt 
b_eing made to take or detain them. 
ARTICLE IV. 
A signal, or pass, shall be given to all vessels belonging to both par-
ties, by which they are to be known -when they meet at sea; and if the 
commander of a ship of war of either party shall have other ships 
under his convoy, the declaration of the commander shall alone be 
sufficient to exempt any of them from examination. 
· ARTICLE Y.. 
If either of the parties shall be at war, and shall meet a vessel at 
sea belonging to the other, it is agreed, that if an examination is to 
be made, it shall be done by sending a boat with two or three men 
only; and if any gun shall be fired, and injury done, with9ut reason, 
the offending party shall make good all damages. 
ARTICLE VI. 
If any Moor shall bring citizens of the United States, or their effects·, 
to His Majesty, the citizens shall immediately be set at liberty, and 
the effects restored; and, in like manner, if any Moor, not a subject 
of these dominions, shall make prize of any of the citizens of America 
or their effects, and bring them into any of the ports of His Majesty, 
they shall be immediately released, as they will then be considered as 
under His Majesty's protection. 
ARTICLE VII. 
If any vessel of either party shall put into a port of the other, and 
have occasion for provisions or other supplies, they shall be furnished 
without any interruption or molestation. 
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ARTICLE VIII. 
If any vessel of the United States shall meet with a disaster at sea, 
and put into one of our ports to repair, she shall be at liberty to land 
and reload her cargo, without paying any duty whatever. -
ARTICLE IX. 
If any vessel of the United States shall be cast on shore on any part 
of our coasts, she shall remain at t,he disposition of the owners, and 
no one shall attempt going near her without their approbation, as she 
is then considered particularly under our protection; and if any ves-
sel of the United States shall be forced to put into our ports by stress 
of weather, or .otherwise, she shall not be compelled to land her cargo, 
but shall remain in tranquillity until the commander shall think proper 
to proceed on his voyage. 
ARTICLE X. 
If any vessel of either of the parties shall have an engagement with 
a vessel belonging to any of the Christian Powers, within gun-shot 
of the ports of ~he other, the vessel so engaged shall be defended an~ 
protected. as much as possible, until she is in safety; and jf any Ameri-
can vessel shall be cast on shore, ·on . the coast of W adnoon, or any 
coast thereabout, the people belonging to her shall be protected and 
assisted until, by the help of God, they shall be sent to their country. 
ARTICLE XL 
If we shall be at war with any Christian Power, and any of our ves-
sels sail from the ports of the United States, no vessel belonging to 
the enemy shall follow until twenty-four hours after t,he departure of 
our vessels; and the same regulations shall be o bservecl towards the 
American vessels sailing from our ports be their enemies Moors or 
Christians. ' 
ARTICLE XIJ. 
If any ship oi war belonging to the United States shall put into any 
of our port , he shall not be examined on any pretence whatever, 
even thouo-h she should have fugitive slaves on board, nor shall the 
gov rnor or commander of the place compel them to be brought on 
shore on any pretext, nol' require any payment for them. 
ARTICLE XIII. 
oth r, and 
RTI LE IV. 
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ARTICLE XV. 
Merchants of both countries shall employ only such interpreters, 
and such other persons to assist them in their business as they shall 
think proper. No commander of a vessel shall transport his cargo on 
board another vessel; he shall not be detained in port longer than he 
may think proper; and all persons employed in loading or unloading 
goods, or in any other labor whatever, shall be p ::ti<l at the customary 
rates, not more and not less. 
ARTICLE XVX, 
In case of a war between the parties, the prisoners are not to be 
i:p.ade slaves, but to be exchanged, one for another, c~ptain for cap-
tain, officer for officer, and one private man for another; and if there 
shall prove a deficiency on either side, it shall bP made up by the 
payment of one hundred Mexican dollars for each person wanting. 
And it is agreed that all prisoners shall be exchanged in twelve 
months from the time of their being taken, and that this exchange 
may be effected by a merchant or any other person authorized by either 
of the parties. 
ARTICLE XVII. 
Merchants shall not be compelled to buy or sell any kind of goods 
but such as they shall think proper, and may buy and sell all sorts of 
merchandise but such as are prohibited to other Christian nations . . 
ARTICLE XVIII. 
All goods shall be weighed and examined before they are sent on 
boarcr; and to avoid all detention of vessels, no examination shall 
afterwards be made, unless it shall first be proved that contraband 
goods have been sent on board, in which case the persons who took 
the contraband goods on board shall be punished according to the 
usage and custom of the country, and no other person whatever Rhall 
be injured, nor shall the ship or cargo incur any penalty or damage 
whatever. 
ARTICLE XIX. 
No vessel shall be detained in port on any pretence whatever, nor 
be obliged to take on board any article without the consent of the 
commander, who shall be at full liberty to agree for the freight of 
any goods he takes on board. 
ARTICLE XX. 
If any of the citizens of the United States, or any persons under 
their protection, shall have any disput3 with each other, tho Uonsul 
shall decide between the parties ; anu whenever the Consul shall 
require any aid or assistance from our Government to enforce his 
decisions, it shall be immediately granted to him. ,-
ARTICLE XXL 
If a citi_zen of the Unii,ed States should kill OT wound a Moor, or, on 
the contrary, if a JVIoor shall kill or wound a citizen of the United 
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States, the law of the country shall take place) and equal justice shall 
be rendered, the Consul assisting at the trial; and if any delinquent 
shall make his escape, the Consul shall not be answerable for him in 
any manuer whatever. 
ARTICLE. XXII. 
If an American citizen shall die in our country and no will shall 
appear, the Consul shall take possession of his effects ; and if there 
shall be no Consul, the effects shall be deposited in the hands of some 
person worthy of trust, until the party shall appear who has a right 
to demand them; but if the heir to the person deceased be present, 
the property shall be delivered to him without interruption; and if a 
will .shall appear, the property shall descend agreeably to that will, 
as soon as the Consul shall declare the validity thereof. 
ARTICLE XXIII. 
The Consul of the United States of America shall reside in any sea-
port of our dominions that they shall think proper, and they shall.be 
respected and enjoy all the privileges which the Consuls of any other 
nation enjoy; and if any of the citizens of the United States shall 
contract any debts or engagements, the Consul shall not be i~ a~y 
manner accountable for them, unless he shall have given a promise m 
writing for the payment or fulfilling thereof, without which promise 
in writing no application to him for any redress shall be made. 
ARTICLE XXIV. 
If any differences shall arise by either party infringing on any of 
the articles of this treaty, peace and harmony shall remain, notwith-
standing, in the fullest force, until a friendly application shall be made 
for an arrangement; and until that application shall be rejected, no 
appeal shall be made to arms. And if a war shall break out between 
the parties, nine months shall be gr·anted to all the subjects of both 
parties to dispose of their effects and retire with their property. And 
it is further declared that whatever indulgence, in trade or otherwise, 
shall b granted to any of the Christian Powers, the citizens of the 
United tate shall be equally entitled to them. 
ARTI LE XXV. 
Thi tr aty hall ontinu in fore , with the help of God, for fifty 
years; aft r th expiration of which term, the treaty shall continue to 
b bindincr on both partie., until the one shall give twelv month ' 
no i t th th r of an int ntion to abandon it; in which case it 
op ra ion. . ·hall at h n 1 of th tw lve months. 
TE F THE ITED TATES OF AMERIO 
F R THE EMPIRE FM RO O. 
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July, A . D. 1835, for negotiating and concluding a treaty of peace and 
friendship between the United States of North America and the Empire 
of Morocco: I, therefore, James R. Leib, Commissioner as aforesaid, 
do conclude the foregoing treaty and every article and clause therein 
contained, reserving the same, nevertheless, for the final ratification 
of the President of the United States of North America, by and with 
tho advice and consent of the Senate. 
In testimony whereof I have hereunto affixed my signature and the 
seal of this consulate, on the first day of October, in the year of our 
Lord one thousand eight hundred and thirty-six, and of the Independ-
ence of the United States the sixty-first. 
[SEAL.] JAMES R. LEIB. 
1865, 
CONVENTION AS TO CAPE SP ARTEL LIGHT-HOUSE. 
Concluded between the United States, Austria, Belgium, France, 
Great Britain, Italy, The Netherlands, Portugal, Spain, and Swe-
den and Norway, and JJ1orocco, May 31, 1865_; ratification advised 
by the Senate July 5, 1866_; ratified by the President Jidy ·14, 1866_; 
ratifications exchanged February 14, 1867_; proclaimed March 12, 
1867. · (Treaties and Conventions, 188fl, p. 734.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Administration of the light-house. I V. Duration. 
II. Expense of maintenance. VI. Regulations. 
III. Protection. VII. Ratification. 
IV. Management. 
[Translation. J 
In the name of the only God! There is no strength nor power but 
of God! 
His Excellency the President of the United States of America; and 
his Majesty the Emperor of Austria, King of Hungary and Bohemia: 
His Majesty the King of the Belgians, Her Majesty the Queen of 
Spain, His Majesty the Emperor of the French; Her Majesty the 
Queen of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland-His 
Majesty the King of Italy; His Majesty the King of the Netherlands, 
His Maiesty the King of Portugal and the Algarves, His Majesty the 
King of Sweden and Norway, and His Majesty the Sultan of Morocco 
and of Fez, moved by a .like desire ·to assure the safety of navigation 
along the coasts of Morocco, and desirous to provide of common 
accord the measures most proper to attain this end, have resolved to 
conclude a special convention, and have for this purpose appointed 
their Plenipotentiaries, to wit, 
His Excellency the President of the Republic of the United States, 
Jesse Harlan McMath Esquire, his Consul General near his Majesty 
the Sultan of Morocco; _ 
His Majesty the Emperor of Austria, King of Hungary and of 
Bohemia, Sir John Hay Drummond Hay, commander of the very hon-
orable order of the Bath, His General Ag:mt,-ad interim, near his 
Majesty the Sultan of Morocco; His Majesty the King of the Belgians, 
Ernest Daluin, Knight of his order of Leopold, Commander of num-
ber of the order of Isabella the Catholic of Spain, commander of the 
or<lei· of ichan Eftiklrnr of Tunis, his Consul General for tl10 west 
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coast of Africa: Her Majesty the Queen of Spain, Don Francisco 
Merry y Colon, Grand Cross of the order of Isabella the Catholic, 
Knight of the· order of St John of Jerusalem, Decorated with the 
Imperial ottoman order of Medjidie of the 3 ci class, officer of the order 
of the Legion of Honor, Her Minister Resident n ear His Majesty the 
Sultan of Morocco-His Majesty the Emperor of the French, Auguste 
Louis Victor, Baron Ayme d' Aquin, officer of the Legion of Honor, 
commander of the order of Francis the first of the Two Sicilies, Com-
mander of 1ihe order of St Maurice and Lazarus of Italy, Commander 
of the order of Christ of Portugal, Commander of the order of the 
Lion of Brunswick, Knight of the order of · Constantine of the Two 
Sicilies, Knight of the order of Guelphs of Hanover, his Plenipo-
tentiary near his Majesty the Sultan of Morocco. 
Her Majesty the Queen of the United Kingdom of Great Britain & 
Ireland Sir John Hay Drummond Hay, commander of the very honor-
able order of the Bath Her Minister Resident near his Majesty the 
Sultan of Morocco, His Majesty the King of Italy, Alexander Verdi-
nois, Knight of the order of St Maurice & Lazarus, Agent and Con-
sul General of Italy near His Majesty the Sultan of Morocco. 
His Majesty the King of the Netherlands Sir John Hay Drummond 
Hay Commander of the very Honorable orde1' of the Bath, Act,ing Con-
sul General of the Netherlands in Morocco-His Majesty the King of 
Portugal an~ the Algarves Jose Daniel Cola90, Commander of his 
order of Christ, Knight of the order of the Rose of Brazil, his Consul 
General near His Majesty the Sultan of Morocco-His Majesty the 
King of Sweden and of Norway Selim d'Ehrenhoff, Knight of the 
order of Wasa, his Consul General near his Majest,y the Sultan of 
Moroc.co. and His Majesty the Sultan of Morocco and of Fez the lit-
erary Sid Mohammed Bargash, his Minister for Foreign affairs-who 
after having exchanged their full powers, found in good and due form 
have agreed upon the following articles. 
ARTICLE 1st 
His Majesty Scherifienne having in an interest of humanity ordered 
the construction at the expense of the Government of Morocco of a 
lio-ht Hou e at Cape Spartel, consents to devolve, throughout the 
, duration of the pre ent convention, the superior direction and admin-
i ·tration of this e tablishment on the Representatives of the con-
tracting Power . It i well understoorl that this delegation does not 
import any encroachm nt on the rights proprietary and of overeignty 
of the ultan, who flaO' alon hall b hoisted on the tower of the 
Pharos. 
ARTICLE 2c1 
RTI 'LE 311 
any marine, 
a guard 
pr Yil 
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for, by all the means in his power, in case of war whether internal or 
external, the preservation of this establishment, as well as for the 
safety of the keepers and persons employed. on the other part the 
contracting Powers bind themselves, each so far as concerned, to 
respect the neutrality of the Light, house, and to continue the pay-
ment of the contribution intended to uphold it, even in case (which 
God forbid) hostilities should break out either between them or 
between one of them and the Empire of Morocco. 
ARTICLE 4th 
The Representatives of the Contracting Powers charged in virtue of 
Article pt of the present convention with the superior direction and 
management of the Light house shall establish the necessary regula-
tions for the service and superintendence of this establishment, and 
no modification shall be afterward applied to these articles, except by 
common agreement between the contracting Powers 
ARTICLE 5. 
The present convention shall continue in force for ten years- In 
case, within six months of the expiration of this term, none of the 
high contracting parties, should by official declaration have made 
known its purpose to bring to a close so far as may concern it, the 
effects of this convention, it shall continue in force for one year more, 
and so from year to year, until due notice-
ARTICLE 6. 
The execution of the reciprocal engagements contained in the pres-
ent convention is subordinated so far as needful to the accomplish-
ment of the forms and regulations established by the constitutional 
laws of those of the high contracting Powers who are held to ask for 
their application thereto which they bind themselves to do ~ith the 
least possible delay. 
ARTICLE 7. 
The present convention shall be ratified and the ratifications be 
exchanged at Tangier as soon as can be done. 
In faith whereof the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed and 
affixed thereto the seals of their arms. 
Done in duplicate original in french and in arabic at Tangier, pro-
tected of God, the fifth day of the Moon of Moharrem, Year of the 
Hegira 1282 which corresponds with the 31st of the month of May of 
the year· one thousand eight hundred and sixty five. 
[SEAL.] JESSE H. MCMATH. 
[SEAL.] J. H. DRUMMOND HAY. . 
[SEAL.] ERNEST DALUIN. 
SEAL.] FRANCISCO MERRY Y COLOM. 
SEAL. 'AYME D'AQUIN. 
SEAL. J. H. DRUMMOND HAY. 
SEAL. ALEX'RE VERDINOIS. 
DEAL. J. H. DRUMMOND HAY. 
SEAL. J OS~~ DANIEL COLAQO. 
[SEAL. S. D'EHRENHOFF. 
[SEAL. [Signature of Sid l\fohamme<1 Bargash, in Arabic. J 
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i880. 
CONVENTION AS TO PROTECTION. 1 
Concluded between the United States, Germany, Austria, Belgium, 
Denmark, Spain, France, Great Britain, Italy, the Netherlands, 
Portugal and Sweden and Norway and :Morocco, July 3, 1880; 
rat{fication advised by the Senate May 5, 1881_; rat(fied by the Presi-
dent May 10, 1881_; proclaimed December 21, 1881. (Treaties and 
Conventions, 1889, p. 737.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Conditions of protection. 
II. Employees of legations. 
III. Consular employees. 
IV. Diplomatic rights; suits; prose-
cutions. 
V. Native consular agents. 
VI. Extent of protection. 
VII. Names to be furnished by lega-
tions. 
VIII. Names to be furnished by consu-
lates. 
IX. Classes not protected. 
X. Brokers. 
XI. Property rights. 
XII. Agricultural tax. 
XIII. Gate tax. 
XIV. Mediationof nativeemployees. 
XV. Naturalization. 
XVI. Limitation of protection. 
XVII. Most favored nation treatment. 
XVlII. Ratification. 
His Excellency the President of the .United States of America; His 
Majesty the EmperOP of Germany, King of Prussia; His Majesty the 
Emperor of Austria, King of Hungary; His Majesty the .King of the 
Belgians; His Majesty the King of Denmark; His Majesty the King 
of Spain; His Excellency the President of the French Republic; Her 
Majesty the Queen of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ire-
land; His Majesty the King of Italy; His Majesty the Sultan of Morocco; 
His Majesty the King of the Netherlands; His Majesty the King of 
Portugal and the Algarves; His Majesty the King of Sweden and Nor-
way; 
Having recognized the necessity of establishing, on fixed and unif~rm 
bases, the exercise of the right of protection in Morocco, and of s~ttlm~ 
certain questions connected therewith, have appointed as their plem-
potentiaries at the conference assembled for that purpose at Madrid, 
to wit: 
His Excellency the President of the United States of America, Gen-
eral Lucius Fairchild, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipoten-
tiary of the United tate near his Catholic Majesty; 
Hi Maje ty the Emperor of Germany, King of Prussia, Count Eber-
hardt de olms- onnewalde, Knight Commander of the fir t clas of 
hi. Order of the R d EaO'le with oak 1 ave , Knight of the Iron Oro . , 
t . , tc., hi Envoy Extraordinary and Minister ·Plenipotentia:r:y near 
Hi. a holi Maje ty; 
Hi Maj yth Emp ror of Au. tria, King of Hungary, CountEman-
u l Lud lf, hi. Privy oun illor in actual ervice Grand ro of the 
Imp rial rd r f L op ld, Knio-ht of the fir. t clas. of the Ord r of 
h Ir ?- 'r wn t . , t . , his En oy E traoruinary and Mini ter Pleni-
p !1- 1ar~ n ar IIi · . atholi Iaj . ty; 
II~. laJ h Kmg f th .lgian , Mr. Edward An pa h, Offi r 
f h1. . rd_ r f .,_ 1 . t . , hi · Envoy Extraordinary and Min-
r 1 mp t ntrnr n 1ar hi atholi • Maj t ; 
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His Majesty the King of Spain, Don Antonio Canovas del Castillo, 
Knight of the distinguished Order of the Golden Fleece, etc., etc., 
President of his Council of Ministers; 
His Excellency the President of the French Republic, Vice-Admiral 
Jaures, Senator, Knight Commander of the Legion of Honor, etc., etc., 
Ambassador of the French Republic near His Catholic Majesty; 
Her Majesty the Queen of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and 
Ireland, the Honorable Lionel Sackville Sackville West, her Envoy 
Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary near His Catholic Majesty 
who is likewise authorized to represent His Majesty the King of Den-
mark; 
His Majesty the King of Italy, Count Joseph Greppi, Grand Officer 
of the Order of Saint Maurice and Saint Lazarus, of that of the Crown 
of Italy, etc., etc., his Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipoten-
tiary near His Catholic Majesty; 
His Majesty the Sultan of Morocco, the Tale b Sid Mohammed Vargas, 
his Minister of Foreign Affairs and Ambassador Extraordinary; 
His Majesty the King of the Nether lands, J onkheer Maurice de 
Heldewier, Commander of the Royal Order of the Lion of the Neth-
erlands, Knight of the Order of the Oaken Crown of Luxemburg, etc., 
etc., his Minister Resident near His Catholic Majesty; 
His Majesty the King of Portugal and the Algarves, Count de Casal 
Ribeiro, Peer of the Realm, Grand Cross of the Order of Christ, etc., 
etc., his Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary near His 
Catholic Majesty; 
His Majesty the King of Swed~n and Norway, Mr. Henry Akerman, 
Knight Commander of the first class of the Order of Wasa, etc., etc., 
his Minister Resident near His Catholic Majesty; 
Who, in virtue of their full powers, recognized as being in good and 
due form, have agreed upon the following articles: 
ARTICLE 1. 
The conditions under which protection may be conceded are those 
established in the British and Spanish treaties with the Government 
of Morocco, and in the convention made between that Government, 
France and other powers in 1863, with the modifications introduced 
by the present convention. 
ARTICLE 2. 
Foreign Representatives at the head of a Legation may select their 
interpreters and employees from among the subjects of Morocco or 
others. 
These protected persons shall be subject to no duty, impost or tax 
whatever, other than those stipulated in articles 12 and 13 
ARTICLE 3. 
Consuls, Vice consuls or Consular Agents having charge of a post 
and residing within the territory of the Sultan of Morocco shall b~ 
allowed to select but one interpreter, one soldier and two' servants 
fro1:1 among the subjects of the Sultan, unless they may require a 
native secretary. 
The~e protected persons shall, in like manner, be subject to no 
duty, impost or tax whatever, other than those stipulated in articles 
12 and 13. 
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ARTICLE 4. 
If a Representative shall appoint a subject of the Sultan to the office 
of Consular Agent in a town on the coast, such agent shall be respected 
and honored, as shall the members of his family occupying the same 
dwelling with ·him, and they, like him shall be subject to no duty, 
impost or tax whatever, other than those stipulated in articles 12 and 
13; but he ·shall not have · the right to protect any subjects of th~ 
Sultan other than the members of his own family. 
He may, however, for the exercise of his functions, have a protected 
soldier. 
Officers in acting charge of Vice Consulates being subjects of the 
Sultan, shall, during the exercise of their functions, enjoy the same 
rights as Consular Agents who are subjects of the Sultan. 
ARTICLE 5. 
The Government of Morocco recognizes the right of Ministers, Charges 
d' Affaires and other Representatives, which is granted to t,hem by 
treaties, to select the persons whom they employ, either in their own 
service or that of their governments, unless such persons shall be 
sheiks or other employees of the Government of Morocco, such as sol-
diers of the line or of the cavalry, excepting the Maghaznias appointed 
as their guard. In like manner they shall not be permitted to employ 
any subject of Morocco who is under prosecution. 
It is understood that civil suits commenced before protection, shall 
be terminated before the courts which have instituted such pro-
ceedings. The execution of the sentence shall suffer no hindrance. 
Nevertheless, the local authorities of Morocco shall take care to com-
municate, without delay, the sentence pronounced, to the Legatio~, 
Consulate or Consular Agency upon which the protected person 1s 
dependent. 
, As to those persons formerly protected, who may have a suit which 
was commenced before protection was withdrawn from them, their case 
shall be tried by the court before which it was originally brought. 
'l"he right of protection shall not be exercised towards persons under 
prosecution for an offense or crime, before they have been tried by 
the authorities of the country, or before their sentence, if any has 
been pronounced, ha been executed. 
ARTICLE 6. 
TI 'LE 7. 
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of the persons protected by them or by their Agents throughout the 
States of the Sultan of Morocco. 
This list shall be transmitted to the local authorities, who shall con-
sider as persons enjoying protection only those whose names are con-
tained therein. · 
ARTICLE 8. 
Consular ,officers shall transmit each· year to the authorities of the 
distriet in which they reside a list, bearing their seal, of the persons 
protected by them. These authorities shall transmit it to the Minister 
of Foreign Affairs, to the end that, if it be not conformable to the 
regulations, the Representatives at Tangier may be informed of the 
fact. 
A consular 6fficer shall be required to give immediate information 
of any changes that may have taken place among the persons pro-
tected by his Consulate. 
ARTICLE 9. 
Servants, farmers and other native employees of native secretaries 
and interpreters shall not enjoy protection. The same shall be the 
case with Moorish employees or servants of foreign subjects. 
Nevertheless, the local authorities shall not arrest an employee or 
servant of a native officer in the service of a Legation or Consulate, 
or of a foreign subject or protected person, without having notified 
the authority upon which he is dependent. 
If a subject of Morocco in the servic,e of a foreign subject shall kill 
or wound any person, or violate his domicile, be shall be arrested 
immediately, but the diplomatic or consular authority under which 
he is shall be notified without delay. 
ARTICLE 10. 
Nothing iR changed with regm-d to the situation of brokers, as estab-
lished by the treaties and by the convention of 1863, 1 except what ii:, 
stipulated, relative to taxes, in the following articles. 
ARTICLE 11. 
The right to hold property is recognized in Morocco as belonging to 
- all foreigners. 
The purchase of property must take place with the previous consent 
of the Government, and the title of such property shall be subject to 
the forms prescribed by the laws of the country. 
Any question that may arise concerning this right shall be decided 
according to the same laws, with the privilege of appeal to the Minister 
of Foreign Affairs stipulated in the treaties. 
ARTICLE 12. 
Foreigners and protected persons who are the owners or tenants of 
cultivated land, as well as brokers engaged in agriculture, shall pay 
the agricultural tax. They shall send to their Consul annually, an 
exact statement of what they possess delivering into his hands the 
amount of the tax. 
1 Seep. 433, 
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He who shall make a false statement, shall be fined double the 
amount of the tax that he would regularly have been obliged to pay 
for the property not declared. In case of repeated offense this fine 
shall be doubled. 
The nature, method, date and apportionment of this tax shall form 
the subject of a special regulation between the Representatives of the 
Powers and the Minister of Foreign Affairs of His Shereefian Majesty. 
ARTICLE 13. 
Foreigners, protected persons and brokers owning beasts of burden 
shall_ pay what is called the gate-tax. The apportionment and the 
manner of collecting this tax which is paid alike by foreigners and 
natives, shall likewise form the subject of a special regulation between 
the Representatives of the Powers and· the Minister of Foreign Affairs 
of His Shereefian Majesty. 
The said tax shall not be increased without a new agreement with 
the Representatives of the Powers. 
ARTICLE 14. 
The mediation of interpreters, native secretaries or soldiers of the 
different Legations or Consulates, when persons who are not under 
protection of the Legation or Consulate are concerned shall be admitted 
only when they are the bearers of a document signed by the head of a 
mission or by the consular authority. 
ARTICLE 15. 
Any subject of Morocco who has been naturalized in a foreign coun-
try, and who shall return to Morocco, shall after having remained for 
a length of time equal to that which shall have been regularly neces-
sary for him to obtain such naturalization, choose between entire sub-
mission to the laws of the Empire and the obligation to quit Morocco, 
unless it shall be proved that his naturalization in a foreign country 
was obtained with the consent of the Government of Morocco. 
Foreign naturalization heretofore acquired by subjects of Morocco 
according to the rules established by the laws of each country, shall be 
continued to them as regard all its effects, without any restriction. 
ARTICLE 16. 
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The status of persons who have obtained protection in virtue of the · 
custom which is henceforth to be regulated by this stipulation "Shall be 
without limitation of the number of persons belonging to this class and 
now so protected, the same for themselves and their families as that 
which is established for other protected persons. 
ARTICLE 17. 
The right to the treatment of the most favored nation is recognized 
by Morocco as belonging to all the powers represented at the Madrid 
conference. 
ARTICLE 18. 
The convention shall be ratified. The ratifications shall be exchanged 
at Tangier with as little delay as possible. 
By exceptional consent of the high contracting parties 'the stipula-
tions of this convention shall take effect on the day on which it is signed 
at Madrid. 
In faith whereof the respective plenipotentiaries have signed this 
convention, and have thereunto affixed the seals of their arms. 
Done at Madrid, in thirteen originals, this third day of July, one 
thousand eight hundred and eighty. 
SEAL. 
SEAL. 
SEAL. 
SEAL. 
SEAL. 
[l[~m:1] 
SEAL. 
SEAL. 
SEAL.] 
LUCIUS FAIRCHILD. 
E. DE SOLMS. 
E. LUDOLF. 
ANSPACH. 
A. CA.NOV AS DEL CASTILLO. 
JAURES. 
L. S. SACKVILLE WEST. 
J. GREPPI. 
MOHAMMED VARGAS. (c~a~::i~!~.) 
HELDE WIER. 
CASAL RIBIERO. 
AKERMAN. 
Regulations relative to protection adopted by common consent by the Legation of 
France and the Government of Morocco, August 19, 1863, referred to in Article 10. 1 
Protection is individual and temporary. 
It consequently does not in general apply to the relatives of the person pro-
tected. 
It may apply to his family, that is to say, to his wife and children living under 
the same roof. It lasts at the longest for a person's lifotime and is never heredi-
tary, with the single exception of the Benchimol family, which has furnished for 
several generations and still furnishes persons who act in the capacity of Brokers 
and interpreters for the post at Tangier. -
Protected persons are divided into two classes. 
The first class comprises natives employed by the Legation and by the various 
French consular officers. 
The second class consists of native factors, brokers, or agents, employed by 
French merchants for their business affairs. It is proper here to refer to the fact 
that the term merchant is only applied to a person carrying on the import or export 
trade on a large scale, either in his own name or as the agent of others. 
The number of native brokers enjoying French protection is limited to two for 
each commercial house. 
1 Seep. 431. 
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By way of exception commercial firms having establishments in different ports 
may have two brokers attached to each of these establishments, who may as such 
enjoy French protection. 
French protection is not extended to natives employed by French citizens in agri-
cultural occupations. 
Nevertheless, in consideration of the existing state of things, and by agre-ement 
with the authorities of Morocco, the benefit of the protection which has hitherto 
been granted to the persons referred to in the foregoing paragraph shall be extended 
to the said persons for two months from the first of September next. 
It is, moreover, understood that agricultural laborers, herdsmen, or other native 
peasants, in the service of French citizens shall not be legally prosecuted without 
immediate information thereof being communicated to the competent consular 
officer, in order that the latter may protect the interests of his countrymen. 
The list of all protected persons shall be delivered by the proper consulat6 to the 
competent magistrate of the place, who shall likewise be informed of any changes 
that may subsequently be made in the said list. · 
Each protected person shall be furnished with a card in French and in Ara~ic, 
mentioning his name and stating the services which secure this privilege to him. 
All these cards shall be issued by the Legation of France at Tangier. 
TANGIER, Aug. 19, 1863 
MUSCAT.1 
1833. 
TREATY OF AMITY AND COMMERCE. 
Concluded September 21, 1833_; ratification advised by the Senate June 
23, 1834_; ratified by the President- ratifications exchanged September 
30, 1835_; proclaimed June 24, 1831. (Treaties and Conventions, 
1889, p. 744.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Peace. I VII. Captures by pirates. 
II. Freedom of trade. VIII. Shipping charges in the United 
III. Duties payable by American ships. States. 
IV. Duties, licenses, and charges. I IX. Consularpowersandimmunities. 
V. Shipwrecks. Ratification. 
VI. Exemptio:ri from tax on trade. . 
.. ARTICLE I . There shall be a perpetual Peace between the United 
States of America and Seyed Syeed bin Sultan and his dependencies. 
2. The Citizens of the United States shall have free liberty to enter 
all the Ports of His Majesty Seyed Syeed bin Sultan, with their Car-
goes of whatever kind the said cargoes may consist, & they shall have 
the liberty to sell the same, to any of the subjects of the Sultan or 
others who may wish to buy the same, or to barter the same for any 
produce or manufactures of the Kingdom, or other articles that may 
be found there-no price shall be fixed by ijhe Sultan or his Officers on 
the articles to be sold by the Merchants of the United States, or the 
merchandize they may wish to purchase-but the trade shall be free 
on both sides, to sell, or buy, or exchange on the terms & for the prices 
the owners may think tit-and whenever the said Citizens of the United 
States may think fit to depart they shall be at libert,y so to do-and if 
any Officer of the Sultan shall contravene this Article, he shall be 
severely punished. It is understood & agreed however, that the arti-
cles of Muskets, Powder and Ball can only be sold to the Government 
in the Island of Zanzibar-but in all the other ports of the Sultan, 
the said munitions of war may be freely sold, without any restrictions 
whatever to the highest bidder. 
3. Vessels of the United States entering any port within the Sultan's 
dominions, Hhall pay no more than Five per centum d,uties on the cargo 
landed; and this shall be in full consideration of all import & export 
duties, tonnage, license to trade, pilotage, anchorage, or any other 
charge whatever. Nor shall any charge be paid on that part of the 
cargo which may remain on board unsold, & re-exported-nor shall 
any charge whatever be paid on any vessel of the United States which 
may enter any of the Ports of His Majesty for the purpose of re-fitting, 
or for refreshments, or to inquire the state of the market. 
1 See Zanzibar, p. 661. 
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4. The American citizen~ shall ·pay no other duties on export or im-
port, tonnage, license to trade,_ or other charge whatsoever, than the 
· nation the most favored shall pay. 
5. If any vessel of · the United_ States shall suffer Shipwreck on any 
part of the Sultans Dominions, the persons escaping from the wreck 
shall be taken care of and hospitably entertain'd, at the expense ~f 
the Sultan, until they shall find an opportunity to be return'd to their 
country-for the Sultan can never receive any remuneration whatever 
for rendering succour to the distress'd-and the property saved from 
such wreck, shall be carefully preserv'd and delivered to the owner, 
or the Consul of the United States, or to any authorized Agent. 
6. The Citizens of the United States resorting to the Ports of the 
Sultan for the purpose of trade, shall have leave to land, & reside in the 
said Ports, without paying any tax or imposition whatever for such 
liberty, other than the General Duties on Imports which the most 
favored nation shall pay. ' 
7. If any citizens of the United States, or their vessels, or other 
property shall be taken by Pirates, and brought within the Dominions 
of the Sult~n, the persons shall be set at liberty, and the property 
restored to the owner if he is present, or to the American Consul, or 
to any authorized agent. • · 
. 8. Vessels belonging to the subjects of the Sultan which may resort 
to any port in the United States, shall pay no other or higher rate of 
Duties or other charges, than the nation the most favored shall P~Y· 
9. '"rhe President of the United State:s may appoint Consuls to reside 
in the Ports of the Sultan where the principal commerce shall be car-
ried on; which Consuls shall be the exclusive judges of all disputes 
or suits wherein American Citizens shall be engaged with e3:ch oth~~-
They shall have power to receive the property of any American C1t1-
zen dying within the Kingdom, and to send the same to his heir~, 
first paying all his debts, due to the subjects of the Sultan. The said 
Consuls shall not be arrested, n-or shall their property be seized. Nor 
shall any of their household be arrested, but their persons, and prop-
erty, & their houses shall be inviolate- Should any Consul however, 
commit any offence again t the laws of the Kingdom, complaint shall 
be made to the President who will immediately displace him. 
Concluded, Signed and Sealed, at the Royal Palace in the City of 
Muscat in the Kingdom of Aman the twenty first day of September 
in the year One thousand, Eight hundred & thirty three of the Ohri -
tian Era, & the Fifty seventh year of the Independence of the United 
tate of America, corre ponding to the sixth day of the Moon called 
Iamada Alawel, in the year of the Allhajra (Hegira) Twelve hundred 
an<l Forty ine. 
EDMUND ROBERTS. [ eal.] 
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Commerce, and every Article & Clause therein contain'd, reserving 
the same nevertheless, for the final ratification of the President of 
the United States of America, by and with the advice and consent of 
the Senate of the United States., 
Done at the Royal Palace, in the City of Muscat, in the Kingdc,m 
of Aman, on the twenty first day of September in the year ·of our 
Lord One thousand, eight hundred & thirty three, and of the Inde-
pendence of the United States of America, the Fifty seventh, corre-
sponding to the Sixth day of the Moon, called Iamada Alawel, in the 
Year of Allhajra (Hegira) one thousand two hundred and Forty nine. 
EDMUND ROBERTS. 
NASSAU. 
(SEE PRUSSIA.) 
1846. 
CONVENTION ABOLISHINGDROIT D'AUBAINE AND EMIGRATION TAXES. 
Concluded May 27', 1846_; ratification advised by the Senate July 21, 
1846_; ratified by the President July 23, 1846J· ratifications exchanged 
October 13, 1846J· proclaimed January 26, 1841. (Treaties and Con-
ventions, 1889, p. 747.) 
Nassau was merged with Prussia by conquest 18G6. 
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NETHERLANDS. 
1782. 
TREATY OF PEACE AND COMMERCE. 
Conciuded October 8, 1782 ; ratified by the Continental Congress Jan-
uary 22, 1783. (Treaties and Conventions, 1889, p. 749.) 
This treaty of twenty-nine articles was abrogated by the overthrow 
of the Nether lands Government in 1795. 
1782. 
CONVENTION RELATIVE TO RECAPTURED VESSELS. 
Concluded October 8, 1782_; ratified by the Continental Congress Jan-
uary 23, 1783. (Treaties and Conventions, 1889, p. 759.) 
This convention of six articles was abrogated by the overthrow of 
the Netherlands Government in 1795. 
1839. 
TREATY OF COMMERCE AND NAVIGATION. 
Concluded January 19, 1839_; ratification advised bu the Senate Janu-
ary 31, 1839_; ratified by the President February 1, 1839_; ratifications 
exchanged May 23, 1839J· proclained May 24, 1839. (Treaties and 
Conventions, 1889, p. 761.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Import and export duties, draw- ! IV. Nationality of ships. 
backs, etc. V. Shipwrecks. 
II. Shipping charges. VI. Duration. 
UI. Consular officers. VIi. Ratification. 
The United States of America and His Majesty the King of the 
Netherlands, anxious to regulate the commerce and navigation carried 
on between the two countries in their respective vessels, have, for that 
purpose, named Plenipotentiaries; that is to say: 
rrhe President of the United States has appointed John Forsyth, 
Secretary of State of the said United States; and His Majesty the 
King of the Netherlands, Jonkeer Evert Marius Adrian Martini, Mem-
ber of the body of N obi es of the Province of North Brabant, Knight 
of the order of the Netherland Lion, and His Charge d' Affaires near 
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the United States, who having exchanged their respective full powers, 
found in good and due form, have agreed to the following articles: 
ARTICLE I. 
[ Superseded by Articles I and II Treaty of 1852, p. 441.] 
ARTICLE II. 
[Superseded by Article III Treaty of 1852, p. 442.] 
. ARTICLE III. 
It is further agreed between the two contracting parties, that the 
Consuls and Vice Consuls of the United States in the ports of the Neth-
erlands in Europe; and reciprocally the Consuls and Vice Consuls of 
the Netherlands in the ports of the said States, shall continue to enjoy 
all privileges, protection and assistance, as may be usual and neces-
sary for the duly exercising of their functions, in respect also of the 
deserters from the vessels, whether public or private, of their countries. 
ARTICLE IV. 
The Contracting Parties agree to consider and trea(j as vessels of the 
United States and of the Nether lands, all such as, being furnished by 
the competent authority with a passport or sea-letter, shall, under the 
then existing laws and regulations, be recognized as national vessels 
by the country to which they respectively belong. 
ARTICLE V. 
In case of shipwreck or damage at sea, each party shall grant to the 
vessels, whether public or private, of the other, the same assistance 
and protection which would be afforded to its own vessels in like cases. 
ARTICLE VI. 
The present treaty shall be in force for the term of ten years, com-
mencinO' six weeks after the exchange of the ratifications; and further 
until the end of twelv months after either of the Contracting Parties 
shall have given to the other notice of its intention to terminate the 
ame: Each of the contracting parties reserving to itself the right of 
giving u h notice to the other, after the expiration of the aid term 
of t~n y ~r . And it i hereby mutually agreed, that in ca e of uch 
no 1 th 1. tr aty, and all the provisions thereof, hall at the end of 
th aid tw lv month , altogether cea e and determine. 
ARTI LE VII. 
~hall be 
ooner, if 
have ign d the 
NETHERLANDS-AUGUST 26, 1852. 
1852. 
CONVENTION OF COMMERCE AND NAVIGATION. 
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Concluded August 26, 1852_; ratification advised by the Senate Feb-
ruary 17, 1853_; ratified by the President Jj~ebruary 21, 1853 · ratifi-
cations exchanged February 25, 1853_; proclaimed February 26, 1853. 
(Treaties and Conventions, 1889, p. 763.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Import and export duties, bounties, 
drawbacks, etc. 
II. Trade with colonies of the Nether-
lands. 
III. Shipping dues. 
IV. Coasting trade and fisheries. 
V. Discriminations in favor of direct 
trade. 
VI. Duration and extent. 
VII. Ratification. 
The United · States of America and His Majesty the King of the 
Nether lands, being desirous of placing the commerce of the two coun-
tries on a footing of greater mutual equality, have appointed as their 
Plenipotentiaries for that purpose; that is to say: the President of 
the United States of America, Daniel Webster, Secretary of State of 
the United States, and His Majesty the King of the Netherlands, 
Fran~ois Mathieu W enceslas Baron Testa, Commander of the Royal 
Grand Ducal Order of the Crown of Oak of Luxembourg, Knight of 
the Royal Order of the Lion of the Netherlands, and of the Grand 
Ducal Order of the White Falcon, Third Class; Counsellor of Lega-
tion, and His Majesty's -Charge d'Affaires to the Government of the 
United States of America; who, after having communicated to each 
other their respective powers, found in good and due form, have 
agreed that, for and in lieu of the first and second articles of the 
treaty of commerce and navigation signed at Washington on the 19th 
of January, 1839, between the High Contracting Parties, the follow- _ 
ing articles shall be substituted: 1 
ART. I. 
Goods and merchandise, whatever their origin may be, imported 
into, or exported from, the ports of the United States, from and to 
any other country, in vessels of the Netherlands, shall pay no higher 
or other duties than shall be levied on the like goods and merchan-
dise imported or exported in national vessels. Reciprocally, goods 
and merchandise, whatever their origin may be, imported into or 
exported from the ports of the Nether lands, from and to any other 
country, in vessels of the United States, shall pay no higher or other 
duties than shall be levied on the like goods and merchandise imported 
or exported in national vessels. _ . 
The bounties, drawbacks, and other privileges of this nature, which 
may be granted in the States of either of the Contracting Parties, on 
goods imported or exported in national vessels, shall also and in like 
manner be granted on goods imported or exported in vessels of the 
other country. 
ART. II. 
The above reciprocal equality in relation to the flags of the two 
countries is understood to extend also to the ports of the colonies and 
1 See page 440. 
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dominions of the Nether lands beyond the seas, in whicb. goods and 
merchandise, whatever their origin may be, imported or exported from 
and to any other country in vessels of the United States, shall payno 
higher or other duties than shall be levied on the lik.e goods and mer-
chandise imported or exported froni and to the same places in vessels 
of the Nether lands. The bounties, drawbacks, or other privileges of 
simila'r denomination which may be there granted on goods and mer-
chandise imported or exported in vessels of the Nether lands, shall 
also and in like manner be granted on goods and merchandise imported 
or exported in vessels of the United States. 
ART. III. 
Neither party shall impose upon the vessels of the other, whet~er 
carrying cargoes or arriving in ballast from either of the two countries, 
or any other country, any duties of tonnage, harbor dues, light-hous~, 
salvage, pilotage, quarantine, or port charges of any kind or denomi-
nation, which shall not be imposed in like cases on national vessels. 
ART. IV. 
The present arrangement doe) not extend to the coasting trad~ and 
fisheries of the two countries respectively, which are exclu~1vely 
allowed to national vessels; it being moreover understood that, m the 
East Indian Archipelago of the Nether lands the trade from isl~nd 
to island is considered as coasting trade, and likewise in the Umted 
States, the trade between their ports on the Atlantic and their ports 
on the Pacific; and if, at any time, either the Netherlands or the 
United States shall allow to any other nation the whole or any part 
of the said coasting trade, the same trade shall be allowed on the 
same footing, and to the same extent, to the other party. It being 
however expressly understood and agreed that nothing in this arti_cle 
shall prevent the vessels of either nation from entering and landmg 
a portion of their inward cargoes at one port of the other nation, and 
then proceeding to any other port or ports of the same, to enter and 
land the remainder, nor from preventing them in like manner from 
loading a portion of their outward cargoes at one port and proceed-
ino- to another port or ports to complete their lading, such landing or 
lading to be done under the same rule · and regulations as the t~o 
~ov rnments may r spectively establish for their national vessels m 
lik ca. e . . 
ART. V. 
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discriminating between the flags of the two countries. And if, at any 
time, the Netherlands or the United States shall abolish the said 
discriminating duties, it is understood that the same shall be in like 
manner abolished in relatipn to the commerce of the other country. 
ART. VI. 
The present convention shall be considered as additional to the 
above mentioned treaty of the 19 th of January, 1839, and shall, alto-
gether with the unmodified articles of that treaty, be in force for the 
term of two years, commencing six weeks after the exchange of the 
ratifications; and further until the end of twelve months after either 
of the Contracting Parties shall have given to the other notice of its 
intention to terminate the same: each oL the Contracting Parties 
reserving to itself the right of giving such notice to the other, after 
the expiration of the said term of two years. And it is hereby 
mutually agreed that, in case of such notice, this convention, and all 
the provisions thereof, as well as the said treaty of 19 th January, 1839, 
and the provisions thereof, shall, at the end of the said twelve months 
altogether cease and determine. 
ART. VII. 
The present convention shall be ratified, and the ratifications shall 
be exchanged at Washington within six months of its date, or sooner 
if possible. 
In witness whereof, the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed the 
same, and have affixed thereto the seals of their arms. 
Done, in duplicate, at the City of Washington, this twenty~sixth 
day of August, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred 
and fifty-two. 
1855. 
DANL WEBSTER 
F 8 TESTA. · 
CONSULAR CONVENTION. 
[SEAL.] 
[SEAL.] 
Concluded January 22, 1855_; ratification advised by theSenateMarch3, 
1855_; ratified by the President Jlfarch 5, 1855_; ratifications exchanged 
May 25, 1855_; proclaimed May 26, 1855. (Treaties and Conven-
tions, 1889, p. 765.) 
By this convention consuls were received into the colonies of the 
etherlands. It was abrogated August 20, 1879, being superseded 
by the Convention of 1878, printed on the next page. . 
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1 878. 
CONSULAR CONVENTION. 
Concluded May 23, 1878_; ratification advised by the Senate June 6, 
1878_; ratified by the President June 21, 1878_; time for exchange of 
ratifications exte'0decl by the Senate January 29, 1879, and May 8, 
- 1879_; ratifications exchanged July 31, 1879_; proclaimed August 1, 
1879. ('rreaties and Conventions, 1889, p. 769.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Consular officers authorized. 
II. Commissions and exequaturs. 
III. Exemptions and privileges. 
IV. Testimony by consular officers. 
V. Arms and flags. 
VI. Inviolability of archives. 
VII. Acting consular officers. 
VIII. Vice-consular officers and agents. 
IX. Communication with authorities. 
X. Rights of consular officers. 
XI. Settlement of shipping disputes. 
XII. Deserters from ships. 
XIII. Damages at sea. 
XIV. Shipwrecks and salvage. 
XV. Notification of deaths. 
XVI. Duration. 
XVII. Ratification. 
The United States and His Majesty, the King of the Netherlands, 
being equally actuated by a desire to determine with precision ~he 
reciprocal rights, privileges, immunities and duties of their respective 
consular officers, together with their functions, have resolved to co~-
clude a consular convention, and have appointed their plenipotenti-
aries, viz., The President of the United. States of America, William M. 
Evarts, Secretary of State of the United States, His Majesty, the King 
of the Nether lands, J onkheer Rudolph Alexander August Eduard 
von Pestel, Knight of the Order of the Nether land's Lion, His Majesty~s 
Minister Resident in the United States, who having exchanged theu 
respective full powers which were found to be in good and due form, 
have agreed upon the following articles. 
ARTICLE I. 
Each of the high contracting parties agrees to receive Con uls Gen-
eral, Vice Consuls General, Consuls, Vice Consuls and Consular Agent 
of the other, into all it ports, cities an<J. places, except in those local-
ities where there may be ome objection to admitting such officer . 
This exception, however, shall not be made in regard to one of th 
high contracting partie , without being made likewise in regard to 
every other Pow r. 
ARTICLE II. 
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ARTICLE III. 
The respective Consuls General, Vice Consuls General, Consuls, 
Vice-Consuls, Consular Agents, Consular Pupils and Consular Clerks · 
of the high contracting parties, shall enjoy in the two countries all 
the privileges, exemptions and immunities which are enjoyed or which 
may be hereafter enjoyed by the officers of the same rank of the most 
favored nation. Such consular officers being citizens or subjects of 
the country which has appointed them shall be exempted from military 
billeting and contributions and from all militaryservice by land or by 
sea, whether in the regular army, in the national or civic guard, or in 
the militia, and shall enjoy personal immunity from arrest or imprison-
ment except for acts constituting crimes or misdemeanors by the laws 
of the country in which they reside. They shall, moreover, when cit-
izens or subjects of the country which -has appointed them, and pro-
vided they be not engaged in commerce or manufactures, likewise 
be exempt from capitation or sumptuary taxes, and from all other 
fiscal duties or contributive taxes of a direct or personal character; 
but this immunity shall not extend to customs, excise or OC'troi duties, 
nor to taxes upon r eal or personal property which they may acquire 
or own in the country in which they exercise their functions. 
Consular officers who engage in commerce shall not plead their con-
sular privileges to avoid their commercial liabilities. 
ARTICLE IV. 
If the testimony of a consular officer, who is a citizen or subject of 
the State by which he was appointed, and who is not engaged in busi-
ness, is needed before the courts of either country, he shall be invited 
in writing to appear in court, and if unable to do so, his testimony 
shall be requested in writing, or be taken orally at his dwelling or 
office. 
To obtain the testimony of such consular officer before the courts of 
the country where he may exercise his functions, the interested party 
in civil cases, or the accused in criminal cases, shall apply to the com-
petent judge, who shall invite the consular officer in the manner pre-
scribed in § I, to give his testimony. 
It shall be the duty of said consular officer to comply with this 
request, without any delay which can be avoided. 
Nothing in the foregoing part of this article, however, shall be con-
strued to conflict with the provisions in the sixth article of the amend-
ments to the constitution of the United States, or with like provisions 
in the constitutions of the several States, whereby the right is secured 
. to persons charged with crimes, to obtain witnesses in their favor, 
and to be confronted with the witnesses against them. 
ARTICLE V. 
Consuls General, Vice-Consuls General, Consuls, Vice-Consuls and 
Co1;1sular Agents may place above the outer door of their offices, or 
r~s1d_enc_es, ~he arms of their nation, together with a proper inscrip-
t10n md1cat1ve of their office-They may also display the flag of their 
country over their offices, or dwellings, and may hoist their flag upon 
any vessel employed by them in nort in the discharge of their duty. 
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ARTICLE VI. 
The Consular Archives shall be at all times inviolable, and the local 
authorities shall under no pretext, examine or seize the papers belong-
ing thereto. 
When a consular officer is engaged in business, the papers relating 
to the Consulate shall be kept in a separate enclosure and apart from 
the papers pertaining to his business. 
The offices and dwellings of consular officers shall in no event be 
used as places of asylum. 
ARTICLE VII. 
In the event of inability to act, absence or decease of Consuls Gen-
eral, Vice Consuls General, Consuls, Vice Consuls, Consular Agents, 
their Consular Pupils and Consular Clerks, Chancellors or Secretaries 
whose official character may have previously been made known to ~he 
Department of State at Washington, or to the Minister o~ Fo:eign 
Affairs at the Hague, shall be permitted to take charge ad interim of 
the business of the Consulate, and while thus acting, and so far as 
may be competent according to Article III, if foreign citizens not 
engaged in commerce, shall enjoy all the rights, privileges and immu-
nities granted to the incumbents. 
ARTICLE VIII. 
Consuls General and Consuls may with theapprovaloftheirrespective 
governments, appoint Vice Consuls General, Vice-Consuls and Co_n-
sular Agents in the cities, ports and places within their consular dis-
trict. They may appoint as such, without distinction, citizens of the 
United States, subjects of the Netherlands, or citizens or subjects of 
other countries. The persons so appointed shall be furnished with a 
commission, and shall enjoy the privileges, rights and immuni~ies 
provided for in this convention in favor of consular officers, subJect 
to provisions and limitations as specified in Article III, and in other 
articles hereof. 
"ARTICLE IX. 
The Con ul. General, Vice Consuls General, Consuls, vice Consuls 
and Consular Agents of the two high contracting parties, shall have 
the right to addre the authorities of the respective countries, national 
or local, judicial or executive, within the extent of their respective 
con ular di tri ts, for th purpo e of complaining of any infraction of 
th tr ati or onvention xisting between the two countries, or for 
purp . of information, or for the protection of the right and inter-
of th ir ountr m n. 
If • h ap~li ati n . hall not r iv prop r attention, uch onsular 
offi · r . ~na. m th ab. · n f th Diplomatic Agent of their country, 
' ppl ir tl ' t. th v rnment of the country in which they reside. 
RTI LE 
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parties, or on board of vessels of their own nation, the depositions of 
the captains and crews, of passengers on board of them, of merchants, 
or of any other persons. 
2: To receive and verify certificates of births and deaths of their 
countrymen and of marriages between them, and all unilateral act8, 
wills and bequests of their countrymen, and any and all acts of agree-
ment entered upon bet,veen subjects or citizens of their own country, 
and between such subjects or citizens and the subjects or citizens or 
other inhabitants of the country where they reRide, and also all con-
tracts between the latter; provided such unilateral acts, acts of agree-
ment or contracts relate to property situated or to business to be tran-
sacted in the territory of the nation by which the said consular officers 
are appointed. 
All such acts of agreement and other instruments, and also copies 
and translations thereof, when duly authenticated by such Consul 
General, Vice Consul General, Consul, Vice-Consul or Consular Agent 
under his official seal, shall be received in courts of Justice, as legal 
documents or as authenticated copies as the case may be, subject to 
the provisions of law on such subject, howeve:r, in the two countries. 
ARTICLE XL 
Consuls General, Vice Consuls General, Consuls, Vice Consuls and 
Consular Agents shall have charge of the internal order on board of 
the merchant vessels of their nation, to the exclusion of all local 
authorities. They shall take cognizance of all disputes and deter-
mine all differences which may have arisen at sea, or which may arise 
in port, between the captains, officers and crews, including disputes 
concerning wages and the execution of contracts reciprocally entered 
into. The courts or other authorities of either country, shall on no 
account interfere in such disputes unless such differences on board 
ship be of a nature to disturb the public peace on shore or in port, or 
unless persons other than the officers and crew are parties thereto. 
The Consuls General, Vice Consuls General, Consuls, Vice Consuls, 
and Consular Agents shall be at liberty to go, either in person or by 
proxy, on board vessels of their nation admitted to entry, and to exam-
ine the officers and crews, to examine the ships' papers, to receive 
declarations concerning their voyage, their destination and the inci-
dents of the voyage; also to draw up manifests and lists of freight -
or -0ther documents, to facilitate the entry and clearance of their 
vessels, and finally to accompany the said officers or crews before the 
judicial or administrative autr.orities of the country to assist them 
as their interpreters or agents. 
ARTICLE XII. 
The Consuls General, Vice-Consuls General~ Consuls, Vice-Cousuls 
and Consular Agents of the two countries may respectively cause to 
be arrested and sent on board, or cause to be returned to their own · 
country, such officers, seamen or other persons forming part of the 
crew of ships of war or merchant vessels of their nation, who may have 
deserted in one of the ports of the other. 
To this end they shall respectively address the competent national 
or local authorities in writing and make request for the return of the· 
d erter, and furnish evidence by exhibiting the register, crew list or 
other official documents of the ve sel, or. a copy or extract therefrom, 
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duly certified, that the persons claimed belong to said ship's com-
pany; On such application being made, all assistance shall be fur-
nished for the pursuit and arrest of such deserters, who shall even 
be detained and guarded in the jails of the country, pursuant to the 
requisition and at the expense of the Consuls General, Vice Consuls 
General, Consuls, Vice-Consuls, or Consular Agents until they find 
an opportunity to send the deserters home. · 
If, however, no such opportunity shall be had for the space of three 
months from the day of the arrest the deserters shall be set at liberty, 
and shalt not again be arrested for the same cause. It is understood 
that persons who are subjects or citizens of the country within which 
the demand is made, shall be exempted from these provisions. If the 
deserter shall have committed any crime or offence in the country 
within which he is found, he shall not be placed at the disposal of 
the Consul until after the proper tribunal having jurisdiction in the 
case shall have pronounced sentence, and such sentence shall have 
been executed. 
ARTICLE XIII. 
Except in the case of agreement to the contrary, between the own-
ers, freighters and insurers, all damages suffered at sea by the vessels 
·of the two countries, whether they put into port voluntarily, or are 
forced so to do by stress of weather, shall be adjusted by the Consuls 
General, Vice-Consuls General, Consuls, Vice Consuls, and Consular 
Agents of the respective countries. . . 
If, however, any inhabitants of the country, or subjects 01~ citi-
zens of a third nation shall be interested in such damages, and 1f the 
parties cannot agree, recourse may be had to the competent local 
authorities. 
ARTICLE XIV. 
All necessary measures connected with the salvage of vessels of 
_the United States which shall have been wrecked on the coasts of the 
Nether lands, with their cargoes and all that appertains to such vessel, 
shall be taken by the Consuls General Vice Consuls General, Consuls, 
Vice Consuls, and Consular Agents of the United States, and re?ip-
rocally, the Consuls General, Vice Consuls General Consuls, Vice-
Con uls, and Consular-ao-ents of the etherlands shall take such 
nece ary measure in the case of the wreck of vessels of their coun-
try on the coasts of the United tates. 
The local authoritie · . ·hall 1:1-ot otherwise interfere tha1, for th~ main-
tenance f order, th prot ct10n of the interest of the ·alvor , 1f they 
do not b long to th er ws that have b en wr eked, and to carry into 
ff ct th arran m nt. mad for the entry and exportation of the 
m r handi.- . ·av d. 
In h ab n of ncl until th arrival of th on ul Gen ral, i 
n ul. n ral, 'on. uL , i onsuls and Consular gent , it hall 
h f th lo ·al c uthoriti s to tak all nece ary mea ur f r 
i n f h p r n and prop r y on board of th wre k d 
ubj t 
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ARTICLE XV. 
· In case of death of any citizen of the United States in the Nether-
lands, or of any subject of the Netherlands in the United States, 
without having in the country of his decease any known heirs, or tes-
tamentary executors by him appointed, or in case of minority of the 
heirs, there being no guardian, the competent local authorities shall 
at once inform the nearest consular officer of the nation to which the 
deceased belongs, of the circumstance, in order that the necessary 
information may be immediately forwarded to parties interested. 
The said consulai· officer shall have the right to appear personally 
or by delegate, in all proceedings on behalf of the abs~nt or minor 
heirs, or creditors, lintil they are duly represented. 
ARTICLE XVI. 
The present convention shall not be applicable to colonies of either. 
of the High Contracting Parties, and shall not take effect until the 
Twentieth day after its promulgation in . the manner prescribed by 
the laws of the two countries. 
It shall remain in force for five years from the date of the exchange 
of ratifications. 
In case neither of the contracting parties 8hall have given notice 
twelve months before the expiration of the said period, of its desire 
to terminate this convention, it shall remain in force for one year 
longer, and so on from year to year, until the expiration of a year 
from the day on which one of the parties shall have given such notice 
for its termination. 
ARTICLE XVII. 
The present convention shall be ratified, and the ratifications thereof 
shall be exchanged at the city of Washington, within six months from 
the date l:lereof, and sooner if possible. . 
In testimony whereof, the respective plenipotentiaries have signed 
this convention, and have hereunto affixed their seals. · 
Done in duplicate at Washington, in the English and Dutch lan-
guages, on the twenty third day of May, in the year of Grace, one 
thousand eight hundred and seventy eight. 
\VILLIAM MAXWELL EVARTS [SEAL.] 
R. VON PESTEL [SE.AL.] 
1880. 
EXTRADITION CONVENTION. 
Concluded May 22, 1880.; ratification advised by the Senate .June 15, 
1880_; ratified by the President June 25, 1880_; ratifications exchanged 
June 29, 1880_; proclaimed July 30, 1880. (T:reaties and Conven-
tions, 1889, p. 775.) 
This convention of twelve article· was superse<led by the Conven-
tion of 1887, which follow8, . 
7468-29 
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1887. 
EXTRADITION CONVENTION. 
Concluded June 2, 1887_; ratification advised by the Senate March 26, 
1889_; ratified by the President April 17, 188;)_; ratifications exchanged 
May 31, 1889_; proclaimed June 21, 1889. (U. S. Stats. Vol. 26, 
p. 1481.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Delivery of accused. 
II. Extraditable crimes. 
III. Political offenses. 
IV. Restrictions on trials. 
V. Exemptions. 
VI. Persons under arrest in country 
where found. 
VII. Persons claimed by two or more 
powers. 
VIII. Nondelivery of c_itizens. 
IX. Expenses. 
X. Articles found on fugitives. 
XI. Procedure. 
XII. Provisional arrest and deten-
tion. 
XIII. Duration; ratification. 
The United States of America and His Majesty the King of the 
Nether lands having judged it expedient, with a view to the bett~r 
administration of j·ustice and the prevention of crime within their 
respective territories and jurisdictions, that persons charged with, or 
convict,ed of, the crimes hereinafter enumerated, and being fu~itives 
from justice, should, under certain circumstances, be reciprocally 
delivered up, have resolved to conclude a new convention for that 
purpose, · and have appointed as their plenipotentiaries : 
The President of the United States of America; Thomas F. Bayard, 
Secretary of State of the United States, and 
His Majesty the King of the Netherlands; William Ferdinand 
Henry von W eckherlin, His Majesty's Envoy Extraordinary and Min-
ister Plenipotentiary to the United States, who, after having commu-
nicated to each other their respective full powers, found in good and 
due form, have agreed upon and concluded the following articles: 
ARTICLE I. 
ARTI LE II. 
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2. Rape, bigamy, abortion. 
3. Arson. 
4. Mutiny, and rebellion on shipboard by two or more passengers 
against the authority of the commander of the ship, or by the crew -
or part of the crew, against the commander or the ship's officers. 
5. Burglary; •r the corresponding crime in the Nether lands law 
under the description of thefts committed in an inhabited house by 
night, and by breaking in, by climbing, or_ forcibly. 
6. The act of breaking into and entering public offices or the offices 
of banks, banking-houses, savings-banks, trust companies, or insur-
ance companies, with intent to commit theft therein; and also the 
thefts resulting from such act. 
7. Robbery; or the corres.ponding .crime punished in the Nether-
lands law under the description of theft committed with violence or 
by means of threats. ✓ 
8 .. Forgery, or the utterance of forged papers including the forgery 
or falsification of official acts of the Government or public authorit,y 
or courts of justice affecting the title or claim to money or property. 
9. The counterfeiting, falsifying or altering of money, whether 
coin or paper, or of instruments of debt created by national, state, 
provincial, or municipal governments, or coupons thereof, or of bank-
notes, or the utterance or circulation of the same, or the counterfeit-
ing, falsifying or altering of the seals of State. 
10. Embezzlement by public officers. 
11. Embezzlement by any person or persons hired or salaried, to 
the detriment of their employers, when the offence is subject to pun-
ishment by imprisonment by the laws of both countries. 
12. Destruction or loss of a vessel on the high seas, or within the 
jurisdiction of the party asking the extradition, caused intentionally. 
13. Kidnapping of minors, defined to be the abduction or detention 
of a minor for any unla wfnl end. 
14. Obtaining by false devices money, valuables or other personal 
property, and the purchase of the same with the knowledge tha·t they 
have been so obtained, when the crimes or offences are punishable by 
imprisonment or other corporal punishment by the laws of both 
countries 
15. Larceny, defined to be the theft of effects, personal property, 
or money. 
J 6. Wilful and unlawful destruction or obstruction of railroads, 
which endangers human life. · · 
Extradition shall also be granted for complicity in any of the crimes 
or offences enumerated in this article, provided that the persons 
charged with or convicted of such complicity may be punished as 
accessories with imprisonment of a year or more, by the laws of both 
countries. · 
Extradition may also be granted for the attempt to commit any of 
the crimes above enumerated, when such attempt is punishable with 
imprisonment of a year or more, by the laws of both contracting 
parties. 
ARTICLE III. 
The provisions of this convention shall not apply to any crime or 
offence of a politi~al character, nor to acts connected with such crimes 
or offences; and no person surrendered under the provisions hereof 
shall in any case be tried or punished for a crime or offence of a 
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political character, nor for any act connected therewith, committed 
previously to his extradition. 
ARTICLE IV. 
No person shall be tried or punished, after surrend'er, for any crime 
or offence other than that for which he was surrendered, if committed· 
previous to his surrender, unless such crime or offence be one of those 
enumerated in Article II hereof. 
ARTICLE V. 
A fugitive criminal shall not be surrendered under the provisions 
hereof when, by lapse of time, he is exempt from prosecution or pun-
ishment for the crime or offence for which the surrender is asked, 
according to the laws of the country from ~hich the extradition is 
demanded, or when his extradition is asked for the same crime or 
offence for which he has been tried, convicted or acquitted in that 
country, or so long as J?.e.is under prosecution for the same. 
ARTICLE VI. 
If the person whose extradition may be claimed pursuant to the 
stipulations hereof, be actually under prosecution for a crime or 
offence in the country where he has sought asylum, or shall have been 
convicted thereof, his extradition m~y be deferred until such pro-
ceedings be terminated, and until such criminal shall be set at liberty 
in due course of law. 
ARTICLE VII. 
If the person claimed by one of the parties hereto shall also be 
claimed by one or more powers, pursuant to treaty provisions on 
account of crimes committed within their jurisdiction, such criminal 
shall be delivered in preference, in accordance with that demand 
which is the earliest in date. 
ARTICLE VIII. 
Neither of the contracting parties shall be bound to deliver up, 
under the stipulations of this convention, its own citizens or ubj ct • 
ARTICLE IX. 
examination and tran por-
ARTICLE 
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ARTICLE XI. 
Requisitions for the surrender of fugitives from justice shall be 
made by the reRpective diplomatic agents of the contracting parties. 
In the-event of the absence of such agents from the country, or its seat 
of government, requisition may be made by consular officers. 
When the person whose extradition shall have been asked, shall have 
been convicted of the crime, a copy of the sentence of the court in 
which he may have been convicted, authenticated under its seal and 
accompanied by an attestation of the official character of the judge 
by the proper authority, shall be furnished. . 
If, however, the fugitive is merely charged with crime, a duly 
authenticated copy of the warrant of arrest in the country where the 
crime was committed, and of the depositions upon which such warrant 
may have been issued, shall be produced, authenticated as above pro-
vided, with such other evidence or proof as may be deemed competent 
in the case. 
If, after an examination, it shall be decided, according to the law 
and evidence, that extradition is due pursuant to this convention, the 
fugitive shall be surrendered according to the forms of law prescribed 
in such cases. 
ARTICLE XII. 
It shall be lawful for any competent judicial authority of the United 
States of America, upon production of a certificate issued by the Sec-
retary of State that request has been made by the Government of the 
Nether lands for the provisional arrest of a person convicted or accused 
of the commission therein of a crime extraditable under this conven-
tion, and upon legal complaint that such crime has been so committed, 
to issue his warrant for the apprehension of such person. But if the 
formal requisition for surrender with the documentary proofs herein-
before prescribed be not made as aforesaid, by the diplomatic agent 
of the demanding government, or, in his absence, by a consular officer 
thereof, within forty days from the date of the commitment of the 
person convicted or accused, the prisoner shall b<? discharged from 
custody. 
And it shall be lawful for any competent judicial authority of the 
Nether lands, upon production of a certificate issued by the Minister 
of Foreign Affairs that request has been made by the government of 
the United States for the provisional arrest of a person convicted or 
accused of the commission therein of a crime extraditable under this 
convention, to issue his warrant for the apprehension of such person. 
But if the formal requisition for surrender with the documentary 
proofs herein before prescribed be not made as aforesaid by the diplo-
matic agent of the demanding government, or, in his absence, by a 
consular officer thereof, within forty days from the date of the arrest 
of the person convicted or accused, the prisoner shall be discharged 
from custody. 
ARTICLE XIII. 
The present convention shall take effect on the twentieth day after 
its promulgation in the manner prescribed by the· laws of the respec-
tive countries. On the same day the convention 1 entered into by 
the two contracting parties on the 22d day of May, 1880, shall be 
1 See page 449. 
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abrogated and annulled. But the present convention shall be held fo 
apply to crimes enumerated in the former convention and committed 
prior to its abrogation and annullment. And as to other crimes, the 
present convention shall not be he]d to operate retroactively. 
After the present convention shall have gone into operation, it shall 
continue until one of the two parties shall give to the other six months' 
notice of its desire to terminate it. 
This convention shall be _ratified, and the ratifications shall be 
exchanged at Washington or ~rhe, Hague as soon as possible. 
In testimony whereof the respective plenipotentiaries have signe~ 
the present convention, in duplicate, and have hereunto affixed their 
seals. 
Done at the City of Washington the second day of June in the year 
of our Lord, one thousand eight hundred and eighty-seven. 
T. I( BAYARD. [SEAL.] 
W. ·F. H. VON WECKHERLIN [SEAL.] 
NEW GRAN ADA. 
(SEE COLOMBlA.) 
NICARAGUA. 
1867 .. 
TREATY OF FRIENDSHIP, COMMERCE, AND NAVIGATION, AND AS TO 
ISTHMIAN '11RANSIT. 
Concluded June 21, 1867_; ratification advised by the Senate January 
20, 1868_; ratified by the President February 7, 1868_; ratifications 
exchanged June 20, 1868_; proclaimed August 13, 1868. ('l.,reaties 
and Conventions, 1889, p. 779.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Amity. 
II. Freedom of commerce; coasting 
trade. 
III. Most favored nation privileges. 
IV. Import and export duties. 
V. Shipping dues. 
VI. Freedom of carrying trade, boun-
ties, etc.' 
VII. Trade privileges, etc. 
VIII. Property rights, etc. 
IX. Civil rights. 
X. Diplomatic and consular privi-
leges. 
XI. Property rights, etc., in case of 
war. 
XII. Religious freedom, etc. 
XIII. Asylum to vessels. _ 
XIV. Transit from Atlantic to Pacific 
oceans. 
XV. Neutrality, etc., of transit. 
XVI. Protection of transit. 
XVII. Withdrawal of United States 
protection. 
XVIII. Protection of grants. 
XIX. Dividends of transit company. 
XX. Duration. 
XXI. Ratification. 
• 
The United States of America, and the Republic of Nicaragua, 
desiring to maintain and to improve the good understanding and the 
friendly relations which now happily exist between them, to promote 
the commerce of their citizens, and to make some mut,ual arrangement 
with respect to a communication between the Atlantic and Pacific 
oceans by the River San Juan and either or both the lakes of Nica-
ragua and Managua, or by any other route through the territories of 
Nicaragua, have agreed for this purpose to conclude a treaty of friend-
ship, commerce and navigation, and have accordingly named as their 
respective plenipotentiaries, that is to say; the President of the 
United States, Andrew B. Dickinson, minister resident and extraor- , 
dinary to Nicaragua, and His Excellency the President of the repub-
lic of Nicaragua, Senor Licenciado Don Tomas Ayon, minister of for-
eign relations, who, after communicating to each other their full 
powers, found. in .due and proper form, have agreed upon the follow-
ing articles; 
ARTICLE I. 
There shall be perpetual amity between the United States and their 
citizens on the one part, and the Government of the republic of Nica-
ragua and its citizens of the other. 
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ARTICLE II. 
There shall be between all the territories of the United States and the 
territories of the republic of Nicaragua a reciprocal freedom of com-
merce. The subjects and citizens of the two countries, respectively, 
shall have full liberty freely and securely to come with their ships 
and cargoes to all places, ports, and rivers in the territories aforesaid, 
to which other foreigners are or may be permitted to come, to enter 
into the same, and to remain and reside in any part thereof, respec-
tively; also to hire and occupy houses and wareh ::>1J.ses for the pur-
poses of their commerce; and generally the merchants and traders of 
each nation, respectively, shall enjoy the most complete protection 
and security for their commerce, subject always to the laws and stat-
utes of the two countries, respectively. In like manner the respective 
ships of war and pm;t office packets of the two countries shall have 
liberty freely and securely to come to all harbors, rivers, and places 
to which other foreign ships of war and packets are or may be per-
mitted to come, to enter the same, to anchor, and to remain there and 
refit, subject always to the laws and statutes of the two countries, 
respectively. 
By the right of entering places, ports, and rivers, mentioned in this 
article, the privilege of carrying on the coasting trade is not under-
stood; in which trade National vessels only of the country where the 
trade is carried on are permitted to engage. 
ARTICLE III. 
It being the intention of the two high contracting parties to bind 
themselves by the two preceding articles to treat each other on the 
footing of the most favored nations, it is hereby agreed between them, 
that any favor, privilege, or immunity whatever, in matters of com-
merce and navigation, whic either contracting party has actually 
granted, or may grant hereafter, to the subjects or citizens of any 
other State, shall be extended to the subjects or citizens of the other 
contracting party gratuitously, if the con.cession in favor of that other 
nation shall have been gratuitous, or in return for a compensation, as 
nearly as possible of a proportionate value and effect, to be adjusted 
by mutual agreement, if the concession shall have been conditional. 
ARTICLE IV. 
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of the United States, or to or from the republic of Nicaragua, which 
shall not equally extend to all other nations. 
ARTICLE V. 
No higher or other duties or payments on account of tonnage, of 
light or harbor dues, or pilotage, of salvage in case of either damage 
or shipwreck, or on account of any local charges,. shall be imposed in 
any of the ports of Nicaragua on vessels of the United States than 
- those payable by Nicaraguan vessels, nor in any of the ports of the 
United States on Nicaraguan vessels than shall be payable in the same 
ports on vessels of the United States. 
ARTICLE VI. 
The same duties shall be paid on the importation into the territories 
of the republic of Nicaragua of any articles being the growth, produce, 
or manufacture of the territories of the United States, whether such 
importation shall be made in Nicaraguan vessels or in the vessels of 
the United States; and the same duties shall be paid on the importa-
tion into the territories of the United States of any article being the 
growth, produce, or manufacture of the republic of Nicaragua, whether 
such importation shall be made in Nicaraguan or United States ves-
sels. '"fhe same duties shall be paid, and the same bounties and draw-
backs allowed, on the exportation to the republic of Nicaragua, of 
any article being the growth, produce, or manufacture of the terri-
tories of the United. States, whether such exportation shall be made 
in Nicaraguan or United States vessels; and the same duties shall be 
paid, and the same bounties and drawbacks allowed, on the exporta-
tion of any articles being the growth, produce, or manufacture of the 
republic of Nicaragua to the territori~s of the United States, whether 
such exportation shall be made in the vessels of the United States or 
of Nicaragua. 
ARTICLE VII. 
All merchants, commanders of ships, and others, citizens of the 
United States, shall have full liberty ip. all the territories of the 
republic of Nicaragua to manage their own affairs themselves, as per-
mitted by the laws, or to commit them to the management of whom-
soever they please, as broker, factor, agent, or interpreter; nor shall 
they be obliged to employ any other persons in those capacities than 
those employed by Nicaraguans, nor to pay them any other salary or 
remuneration than such as is paid in like cases by Nicaraguan citi-
zens; and absolute freedom shall be allowed in all cases to the buyer 
and seller to bargain and fix the price of any goods, wares, or mer-
chandise imported into or exported from the republic of Nicaragua 
as they shall see good, observing the laws and established custom of 
the country. · 
The same privileges shall be enjoyed in the territories of the United 
tates by the citizens of the republic of Nicaragua under the same 
conditions. 
The citizens of the high contracting parties shall reciprocally receive 
and enjoy full and perfec protection for their persons and property, 
and shall have free and open access to the courts of justice in said 
countries, respectively, for the prosecution and defence of their just 
rights; and they shall be at liberty to employ, in all cases, advocates, 
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attorneys, or agents of whatsoever description, whom they may think 
proper; and they shall enjoy, in this respect, the same rights and 
privileges therein as native citizens. 
ARTICLE VIII. 
In whatever relates to the police of the ports, the lading and unlad-
ing of ships, the safety of merchandise, goods, and effects, the suc-
cession to personal estates, by will or otherwise, and the disposal of 
personal property of every sort and denomination, by sale, donation, 
exchange, testament, or any other manner whatsoever, as also the 
administration of justice, the citizens of the two high contracting 
parties shall reciprocally enjoy the same privileges, liberties, and 
rights as native citizens; and they shall not be charged in any of these 
respects with any higher imposts or duties than those which are or 
may be paid by native citizens, submitting, of course, to the local 
laws and reg.ulations of each country, respectively. 
The foregoing provisions shall be applicable to real estate situ~ted 
within the States of the American Union, or within the republic of 
Nicaragua, in which foreigners shall be entitled to hold or inherit real 
e8tate. But in case real estate situated within the territories of one 
of the contracting parties should fall to a citizen of the other party, 
who, on account of his being an alien, could not be permitted to hold 
such property in the state in which it may be situated, there shall be 
accorded to the said heir, or other successor, such time as the laws of 
the State will permit, to sell such property. He shall be at liberty1 at 
all times, to withdraw and export the proceeds thereof without diffi-
culty, and without paying to the government any other charges t~an 
those which would be paid by an inhabitant of the country in which 
the real estate may be situated. 
If any citizen of the two high contracting parties shall die without 
a will or testament in any of the territories of the other, the minister 
or consul, or other diplomatic agent of the nation to which the deceased 
belonged ( or the representative of such minister or consul or other 
diplomatic agent, in case of absence) shall have the right to nominate 
curator to take charge of the property of the deceased, so far as the 
laws of the country will perm.it, for the benefit of the lawful heirs and 
creditor of the deceased, giving proper notice of such nomination to 
the authorities of the country. 
ARTICLE IX. 
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3. Nor shall the property of either, of any kind, be taken for any 
public object without full and just compensation, to be paid in 
advance; and 
4. The citizens of the two high contracting parties shall have the 
unlimited right to go to any part of the territories of the other, and 
in all cases enjoy the same security as the natives of the country 
where they reside, with the condition that they duly observe the laws 
and ordinanceG. 
ARTICLE X. 
It shall be free for each of the two high contracting parties to appoint 
consuls for the protection of trade, to reside in any of the territories 
of the other party. But before any consul shall act as such, he shall, 
in the usual form, be approved and admitted by the government to 
which he is sent ; and either of the high contracting parties may except 
from the residence of consuls such particular places as they judge fit 
to be excepted. 
The diplomatic agents of Nicaragua and consuls shall enjoy in the 
territories of the United States whatever privileges, exemptions, and 
immunities are or shall be allowed to the agents of the same rank 
belonging to the most favored nations ; and in. like manner the diplo-
matic agents and consuls of the United States in Nicaragua shall 
enjoy, according to the strictest reciprocity, whatever privileges, 
exemptions, and immunities, are or may be granted in the republic of 
Nicaragua to the diplomatic agents and consuls of the most favored 
nations. 
ARTICLE XI. 
For the better security of commerce b~tween the citizens of the 
United States and the citizens of Nicaragua, it is agreed, that if at 
any time any int,erruption of friendly intercourse, or any rupture, 
should unfortunately take place between the two high contracting 
parties, the citizens of either who may be within the territories of the 
other, shall, if residing on the coast, be allowed six months, and if in 
the interior, a whole year, to wind up the-ir accounts and dispose of 
their property; and a safe conduct shall be given to them to embark 
at any port they themselves may select. Even in case of rupture, all 
such citizens of either of the high contracting parties who are estab-
lished in any of the territories of the other, in t,rade or other employ-
ment, shall have the privilege of remaining and of continuing such 
trade or employment, without any manner of interruption, in the full 
enjoyment of liberty and property, so long as they behave peaceably, 
and commit no offence against the laws; and their goods and effects, 
of whatever description they may be, whether in their own custody, 
or intrusted to individuals or to the State, shall not be liable to seizure 
or sequest.ration, nor to any other charges or demands than those 
which may be made upon the like effects or property belonging to the 
native citizens of the country in which such citizens may reside. In 
the same case, debts between individuals, property in public funds, 
and shares of companies, shall never be confiscated, nor detained, nor 
sequestered. 
ARTICLE XII. 
The citizens of the United States and the citizens of the republic 
of NiGaragua, respectively, residing in any of the territories of the 
other party, shall enjoy, in their houses, persons, and property, the 
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protection of the government, and shall continue in possession of 
the guarantees which they now enjoy. They shall not be disturbed, 
molested, or annoyed, in any manner, on account of their religious 
belief, nor in the proper exercise of their religion, agreeably to the sys-
tem of tolerance established in the territories of the high contracting 
parties; provided they respect the religion of the nation in which they 
reside, as well as the constitution, laws, and customs of the country. 
Liberty shall also be granted to bury the citizens of either of the 
two high contracting parties who mi;ty die in the territories aforesaid, 
in burial places of their own, which in t,he same manner may be freely 
established and maintained; nor shall the funerals or sepulchres of 
the dead be disturbed in any way or upon any account. 
ARTICLE XIII. 
Whe,iever a citizen of either of the contracting partie_s shall be 
forced to seek refuge or asylum in the rivers, bays, ports, or domi~ions 
of the other with their vessels, whether merchant or war, public or 
private, through stress of weather, pursuit of pirates or enemies,. or 
want of provisions or water, they shall be received and treated wit:11, 
humanity, and given all favor and protection for repairing then· 
vessels, procuring provisions, and placing themselves in all resp~cts 
in a condition to continue their voyage without obstacle of any kmd. 
ARTICLE XIV. 
The republic of Nicaragua hereby grants to the United States, an_d 
to their citizens and property, the right of transit between the Atlantic 
and Pacific oceans through the territory of that republic, on any route 
of communication, natural or artificial, whether by land or by wat~r, 
.vhich may now or hereafter exist or be constructed under the authority 
of Nicaragua, to be used and enjoyed in the same manner and upon 
equal terms by both republics and their respective citizens, the 
republic of Nicaragua, however, reserving its rights of sovereignty 
over the same. 
ARTlCLE XV. 
The United 
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whatever for their transportation on either of said routes; provided 
said troops and munitions of war are not intended to be employed 
against '.Central American nations friendly to Nicaragua. And no 
higher or other charges or tolls shall be imposed on the conveyance 
or transit of persons and property of citizens or subjects of the United 
States, or of any other country, across the said routes of communica-
tion, than are or may be imposed on the persons and property of 
citizens of Nicaragua. · 
And the republic of Nicaragua concedes the right of the Postmaster-
General of the United States to enter into contracts with any individ-
uals or companies to transport the mails of the United States along the 
said routes of communication, or along any other routes across the 
isthmus, in its discretion, in closed bags, the contents of which may 
not be intended for distribution within the said republic, free from the 
imposition of all taxes or duties by the government of Nicaragua; but 
this liberty is not to be construed so as to permit such individuals or 
companies, by virtue of this right to transport the mails, to carry also 
passengers or freight. · 
ARTICLE XVI. 
The republic of Nicaragua agrees that, should it become necessary 
at any time to employ military forces for the security and protection 
of persons and property passing over any of the routes aforesaid, it ' 
will employ the requisite force for that purpose; but upon failure to 
do this from any cause whatever, the government of the United States 
may, with the consent, or at the request of the government of Nica-
ragua, or of the minister thereof at Washington, or of the competent 
legally appointed local au~horities, civil or military, employ such force 
for this and for no other purpose; and when, in the opinion of the 
government of Nicaragua, the necessity ceases, such force shall be 
immediately withdrawn. 
In the exceptional case, how-ever, of unforeseen or imminent danger 
to the lives or property of citizens of the United States, the forces of 
said republic are authorized to act for their protection without such 
consent having been previously obtained. 
But no duty or power imposed upon or conceded to the United 
States by the provisions of this article shall be performed or exercised 
except by authority and in pursuance of laws of congress hereafter 
enacted. It being understood that such laws shall not affect the pro-
tection and guarantee of the neutrality of the routeff of transit, nor 
the obligation to withdraw the troops which may be disembarked in 
Nicaragua directly that in the judgment of the government of this . 
republic, they should no longer be necessary, nor in any manner bring 
about new obligations on Nicaragua, nor alter her rights in virtue of 
the present treaty. 
ARTICLE XVII. 
It is understood, however, that the United States, in according pro-
tection to such routes of communication, and guar~nteeing their neu-
trality and security, always intend that the protection and guarantee 
are granted conditionally, and may be withdrawn if the United States 
should deem that the ·persons or company undertaking or managing 
the same adopt or establish such regulations concerning the traffic 
thereupon as are contrary to the spirit and intention of this treaty, 
either by making unfair discriminations in favor of the commerce of 
any country or countries over the commel'ce of any other country 
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or countries, or by imposing oppressive Rxactions or unreasonable 
tolls upon mails, passengers, vessels, goods, wares, merchandise, 
or other articles. The aforesaid protection and guarantee shall not, 
however, be withdrawn by the United States without first giving six 
months' notice to the republic of Nicaragua. 
ARTICLE XVIII. 
And it is further agreed and understood that in any grants or con-
tracts which may hereafter be made or entered into by the government 
of Nicaragua, having reference to the inter-oceanic routes above refer-
red to, or either of them, the rights and privileges granted by this 
treaty to the government and citizens of the United States shall be 
fully protected and reserved-. And if any such grants or contracts 
now exist, of a valid character, it is further understood that the guar-
antee and protection of the United States stipulated in Article XV of 
this treaty, shall be held inoperative and void until the holders of such 
grants and contracts shall recognize the concessions made in this 
treaty to the government and citizens of the United States with respect 
to such inter-oceanic routes, or either of them, and shall agree to 
observe and be governed by these concessions as fully as if they had 
been embraced in their original grants or contracts; after which recog-
nition and agreement said guarantee and protection shall be in full 
force; provided that nothing herein contained shall be construed either 
to _affirm or to deny the validity of the said contracts. 
ARTICLE XIX. 
J 
After ten years from the completion of a railroad or any other route 
of communication through the territory of Nicaragua, from the Atlan-
tic to the Pacific ocean, no company which may have constructed or 
be in possession of the same shall ever divide, directly or indirectly, 
by the issue of new stock, the payment of dividends or otherwise, 
more than :fifteen per cent. per annum, or at that rate, to its stock-
holders from tolls collected thereupon; but whenever the tolls shall 
be found to yield a larger profit than this, they shall be reduced to 
the tandard of :fifteen per cent. per annum. 
ARTICLE XX. 
The two high contracting parties, desiring to make this treaty as 
durable a pos ible, agree that this treaty shall remain in full force 
for _the term of :fifteen year. from the day of the exchange of the rati:fi-
?at~on ; ~nd eith r :party shall have the right to notify the other of 
it mt n 10n tot rmmate, alt r, or reform this treaty, at 1 ast twelve 
mon_ h. b for t~ expiration of the :fifteen years; if no uch notice 
l g1v n_ h n thi. tr aty hall continue binding beyond the aid time, 
an un 11 , 1 mon h hall hav elap ed from the day on which 
n f th , hall notify th oth r of it intention to alter 
r f rm r hi tr aty. 
RTI LE I. 
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Done at the city of Managua, this twenty-first day of June, in the 
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty-seven. 
A. B. DICKINSON. [SEAL.] 
[SEAL.] TOMAS AYON. 
1870. 
EXTRADITION CONVENTION. 
Concluded June 25, 1870_; ratification advised by . the Senate with 
amendments March 31, 1871_; ratified by the President April 11, 
1871 _; ratifications exchanged June 24, 1871 _; proclaimed September 
19, 1871. (Treaties and Conventions, 1889, p. 787.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Delivery of accused. 
II. Extraditable crimes. 
III. Political and previous offenses. 
IV. Persons under arrest in country 
where found. 
V. Procedure. 
VI. Expenses. 
VII. , Duration; ratification. 
The United States of America and the Republic of Nicaragua, liav-
ing judged it expedient, with a view to the better administration of 
justice, and to prevention of crimes within their respective territories 
and jurisdiction, that persons convicted of, or charged with the crimes 
hereinafter mentioned and being fugitives from justice, should, under 
certain circumstances, be reciprocally delivered up, have resolved to 
conclude a Convention for that purpose, and have appointed as their 
plenipotentiaries: the President of the United States, Charles N. 
Riotte, a citizen and Minister Resident of the United States in Nica-
ragua, the President of the Republic of Nicaragua, Mister Tomas 
Ayon, Minister for For. Relations, who after reciprocal communica-
tion of their full powers, found in good and due form, have agreed 
upon the following articles, viz: 
ARTICLE I. 
The Government of the United States and the Government of Nic-
aragua mutually agree to deliver up persons who, having been con-
victed of or charged with the crimes specified in the following article, 
committed within the jurisdiction of one of the contracting parties, 
shall seek an asylum or be found within the territories of the other. 
Provided, that this shall only be done upon such evidence of crimi-
nality, as, according to the laws of the place where the fugitive or 
person so charged shall be found, would justify his or her apprehen-
sion and commitment for trial, if the crime had been there committed. 
ARTICLE II. 
Persons shall be delivered up, who shall have been convicted of, or 
be charged, according to the provisions of tb.is convention, with any 
of the following crimes. 
1. Murder, comprehending assassination, parricide, infanticide and 
poisoning. 
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2. The crimes of 1~ape, arson, piracy and mutiny on board a ship, 
whenever the crew, or part thereof, by fraud or violence against the 
commander, have taken possession of the vessel. 
3. The crime of burglary, defined to be the action of breaking and 
entering by night into the house of another with the intent to commit 
felony; and the crime of robbery, defined to be the action of feloni-
ously and forcibly taking from the person of another, goods or money, 
by violence or putting him in fear. 
4. The crime of forgery, by which is understood, the utterance of 
forged papers, the counterfeiting of public, sovereign or government 
acts. · 
5. The fabrication or circulation of counterfeit money, either coin 
or paper, of public bonds, banknotes, and obligations, and in general, 
of all titles of instruments of credit, the counterfeiting of seals, dies, 
stamps, and marks of state and public administrations and the utter-
ance thereof. 
6. The embezzlement of public moneys committed within the juris-
diction of either party, by public officers or depositors 
7 . . Embezzlement by any person or persons hired or salaried, to the 
detriment of their employers, when these crimes are subjected to infa-
mous punishment. 
ARTICLE III . 
. The provisions of this treaty shall not apply to any crime or offence 
of a political character, and the person or persons delivered up for 
the crimes enumerated in .the preceding article, shall in no case.be 
tried for any ordinary crime, committed previously to that for which 
his or their surrender is asked. 
ARTICLE IV. 
If the person whose surrender may be claimed, pursuant to the 
stipulations of the present treaty, shall have been arrested for the 
commis ion of offences in the country where he has sought an a ·y-
lum, or shall have been convicted thereof, his extradition may be 
deferred until he hall have been acquitted, or have served the term 
of impri omn nt to which he may have been sentenced. 
ARTICLE V. 
from justice, hall be 
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proper executive authority in Nicaragua may, then, issue a warrant 
for the apprehension of the fugitive, in order that he may be brought 
before the proper judicial authority for examining the question of 
extradition. If it should then be decided that, according to law r.,nd 
evidence, the extradition is due pursuant to this treaty, the· fugitive 
may be given up according to the forms prescribed in such cases. 
ARTICLE VI. 
The expenses of the arrest, detention, and transportation of the per-
sons claimed, shall be paid by the Government in whose name the 
requisition shall have been made. 
ARTICLE VII. 
This convention shall continue in force during five ( 5) years from 
the day of exchange of ratifications, bnt if neither party shall have 
given to the other six ( 6) months' previous notice of its intention to 
terminate the same, the convention shall remain in force five (5) 
years longer, and so on. 
The present convention shall be ratified and the ratifications 
exchanged at the Capital of Nicaragua, or any other place temporally 
occupied by the Nicaraguan Government, within twelve (12) months, 
or sooner if possible. · 
In witness whereof, the respective plenipotentiaries have signed 
the present convention in duplicate, and have thereunto affixed their 
seals. 
Done at the city of Managua, Capital of the Republic of Nicaragua, 
the twenty fifth day of June one thousand eight hundred and seventy, 
of the independenee of the United States the ninety fourth, and of 
the independence of Nicaragua the fifty ninth. 
7468--30 
CHARLES N. RIOTTE. [SEAL.] 
TOMAd AYON. [SEAL.J 
NORTH GERMAN UNION. 
(SEE ALSO GERMAN EMPIRE AND PRUSSIA.) 
1868. 
NATURALIZATION CONVENTION. 
Concliided February 22, 1868_; ratification advised by the Senate with 
amendment March 26, 1868_; ratified by the PresidentMarch30, 1868J· 
ratifications exchanged May 9, 1868J· proclaimed May 2'7, 1868. 
(Treaties and Conventions, 1889, p. 790.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Naturalization reeognized. ! IV. Renunciation of naturalization. 
II. Punishment for offenses prior to V. Duration. 
naturalization. VI. Ratification. 
III. Extradition. 
The President of the United States of America and His Majesty the 
King of Prussia in the name of the North German Confederation, led 
by the wish to regulate the citizenship of those perf:lons who emig1:ate 
from the North German Confederation to the United States of America, 
and from the United States of America to the territo ry of the North 
German Confederation, have resolved to treat on this subject, and 
have for that purpose appointed plenipotentiaries to conclude a con-
vention, that is to say: 
The President of the United States of America, George Bancrof!,, 
Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary from the ~aid 
States near the King of Prussia and the North German Confederat10n, 
and His Majesty the King of Pru ia, Bernhard Konig, Privy Councillor 
of Legation, who have agreed to and signed the following articles: 
ARTICLE 1. 
naturaliz d in i h r 
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ARTICLE 2. 
A naturalized citizen of the one party on return to the territory of 
the other party remains liable to trial and punishment for an action 
punishable by the laws of his original country and committed before 
his emigration; saving always the limitations established by the laws 
of his original country. 
ARTICLE 3. 
The convention 1 for the mutual delivery of criminals, fugitives from 
justice, in certain cases, concluded between the United States on the 
one part and Prussia and other states of Germany on the other part, 
the sixteenth day of June, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-two, 
is hereby extended to all the states of the North German Confedera-
tion. 
ARTICLE 4. 
If a German natm·alized in America renews his residence in North 
Germany without the intent to return to America, he shall be held to 
have renounced his naturalization in the United States. ·Reciprocally: 
if an American naturalized in North Germany renews his residence in 
the United States, without the intent to return to North Germany he 
shall be held to have renounced his naturalization in North Germany. 
The intent not to return may be held to exist when the person natu-
ralized in the one country resides more than two years in the other 
country. 
ARTICLE 5. 
The present convention shall go into effect immediately on the 
exchange of ratifications and shall continue in force for ten years. If 
neither party shall have given to the other six months previous notice 
of its intention then to terminate the same, it shall further remain in 
force until the end of twelve months after either of the contracting 
parties shall have given notice to the other of such intention. 
ARTICLE 6. 
1..,he present Convention shall be ratified by the President by and 
with the advice and consent of the Senate of the United States, and 
by His Majesty the King of Prussia in the· name of the North Ger-
man Confederation; and the ratifications shall be exchanged at Berlin 
within six months from the date hereof. 
In faith whereof the Plenipotentiaries have signed and sealed this 
Convention. 
BERLIN, the 22 11 u of February, 1868. 
GEORGE BANCROFT [SEAL.] 
BERNHARD KONIG [SEAL. ] 
1See p. 520 
NOR-WAY. 
(SEE SWEDEN AND NORWAY.) 
1893. 
EXTRADITION CONVENTION. 
Conclu,clecl June 7, 1893_; ratification aclvised by the Senate ~oven7:ber 
1, 1893J· ratified by the President November 3, 1893J· ratifications 
exchanged November 8, 1893J· proclaimed November 9, 1893. (U.S. 
Stats. Vol. 28, p. 1187.) 
I. Delivery of accused. 
II. Extraditable crimes. 
III. Procedure . 
. IV. Provisional detention. 
V. Nondelivery of citizens. 
VI. Political offenses. 
VIL Limitations. · 
ARTICLES. 
VIII. Prior offenses. 
IX. Property seized' with fugitives. 
X. Persons claimed by other coun-
tries. 
XL Expenses. 
XII. Duration; ratification. 
The United States of Amel'ica and His Majesty the King of Sweden 
and Norway, being desirous to confirm their friendly relations and to 
promote the cause of justice, have resolved to conclude a new treaty 
for the extradition of fugitives from justice between the Unite<'l States 
of America and the Kingdom of Norway, and have appointed for that 
purpose the follo·wing Plenipotentiaries: 
The Presi<.lent of the United States of America, ·w. Q. GRESHAM, 
ec1°etary of State of the United States, and . 
His Majesty the King of Sweden and Norway, J. A. ·w. GRIP, His 
Majesty's Envoy Extraordinary and Minist,er Plenipotentiary to the 
nited tates, · 
who, after having communicated to each other their re ·pective full 
power , found in good an<l due form, have agreed upon an 1 concluded 
the following arti •l , : 
ARTWLE I. 
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ARTICLE II. 
Extradition shall be granted for the following crimes and offenses: 
1. Murder, compreh::mding assassination, parricide, infanticide and 
poisoning; attempt to commit murder; manslaughter, when volun-
tary. 
2. Arson. / 
3. Robbery, defined to be the act of feloniously and forcibly taking 
from the person of another money or goods, by violence or putting 
him in fear; burglary. 
4. Forgery, or the utterance of forged papers; the forgery or falsi-
fication of official acts of government, of public authorities, or of 
courts of justice, or the utterance of the thing forged or falsified. 
5. The counterfeiting, falsifying or altering of money, whether coin 
or paper, or of instruments of debt created by national, state, provin-
cial, or municipal governme~ts, or of coupons thereof, or of bank 
notes, or the utterance or circulation of the same; or the counterfeit~ 
ing, falsifying or altering of seals of state. 
6. Embezzlement by public officers; embezzlem~nt by persons hired 
or salaried, to the detriment of their employers; larceny. 
7. Fraud or breach of trust by a bailee, banker, agent, factor, trus-
tee, or other person acting in a fiduciary capacity, or director or mem-
ber or officer of any company, when such act is made criminal by the 
laws of both countries and the amount of mon:::y or the value of 
the property misappropriated is not less than $200 or Kroner 740. 
8. Perjury; subornation of perjury. 
9. Rape; abduction; kidnapping. 
10. Willful and unlawful destruction or obstruction of railroads 
which endangers human life. 
11. Crimes committed at sea: 
(a) Piracy, by stat-µte or by the law of nations. 
(b) Revolt, or conspiracy t,o revolt, by two or more persons on board 
a ship on the high seas against the authority of the master. 
(c) Wrongfully sinking or destroying a vessel at sea, or attempting 
to do so. 
( d) Assaults on board a ship on the high seas with intent to do 
grievous bodily harm. 
12. Crimes and offenses a!minst the laws of both countries for the 
suppression of slavery and slave-trading. 
Extradition is also to take place for participation in any of the 
crimes and offenses mentioned in this Treaty, provided such partici-
pation may be punished, in the United States as a felony, and in 
Norway by imprisonment at hard labor. 
ARTICLE III. 
Requisitions for the surrender of fugitives from justice shall be 
made by the diplomatic agents of the contracting parties, or in the 
ab ence of these from the country or its seat of government, may be 
made by the superior consular officers. · 
If the person whose extradition is requested shall have been con-
victed of a crime or offense, a duly authenticated copy of the sentence 
of the court in which he was convicted, or if the fugitive is merely 
charged with crime, a duly authenticated copy of the warrant of 
arrest in the country where the crime has been committed and of the 
depositions or other evidenco upon which such warrant ~as issued, 
shall be produced. 
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The extradition of fugitives under the provisions of this Treaty 
shall be carried out in the United States and in Norway, respectively, 
in conformity with the laws regulating extradition for the time being 
in force in the state on which the demand for surrender is made. 
ARTICLE IV. 
Where the arrest and detention of a fugitive are desired on tele-
graphic or other information in advance of the presentation of formal 
proofs, the proper course in the United States shall be to apply to a 
judge or other magistrate authorized to issue warrants of arrest in 
extradition cases and present a complaint on oath, as provided by the 
statutes of t,he United States. 
When, under the provisions of this article, the arrest and detention 
oi a fugitive are desired in the Kingdom of Norway, the proper course 
shall be to apply to the Foreign Office,. which will immediately cause 
the necessary steps to be taken in order to secure the provisional arrest 
or detent.ion of the fugitive. . 
The provisional detention of a fugitive shall cease and the p1;soner 
be released if a formal requisition for his surrender, accompamed by 
the necessary evidence of his criminality, bas not been produced 
under the stipulations of this Treaty, within two months from the 
date of his provisional arrest or detention. 
ARTICLE V . 
. Neither of the contracting parties shall be bound to deliver up it 
own citizens or subjects under the stipulations of this Treaty. 
ARTICLE VI. 
A fugitive criminal shall not be surrendered ii the offense in respe~t 
of which his surrender is demanded be of a political character, or if 
he proves that the requisition for his surrender has, in fact, been 
made with a view to try or punish him for an offense of a political 
character. 
o person surrendered by either of the high contracting parti~~ to 
the other shall be triable or tried, or be punished, for any political 
crime or offen e, or for any act connected therewith, committed pr -
viou ly to his extradition. 
If any que tion 'hall ari e a to whether a case comes within the 
provi ion of thi articl , th deci ion of the authoritie of the go rn-
m nt on whi h th , deman l for surrend r i made, or which may have 
gr nt d h xtradition, , hall be final. · 
ARTI 'LE II. 
\R1J 'LR III. 
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offense committed prior t.o his extradition, other than that for which 
he was delivered up, until he shall have had ~n opportunity of return-
ing to the country from which he was surrendered. 
ARTICLE IX. 
All articles seized which are in the possession of the person to be sur-
rendered at the time of his apprehension, whether being the proceeds 
of the crime or offense charged, or being material as evidence in mak-
ing proof of the crime or offense, shall, so far as practicable and in 
conformity with the laws of the respective countries, be given up 
when the extradition takes place. Nevertheless, the rights of third 
parties with regard to such articles shall be duly respected. 
ARTICLE X. 
If the individual claimed by one of the high contracting parties, in 
pursuance of the present Treaty, shall also be claimed by one or sev-
eral other powers on account of crimes or offenses committed within 
their respective jurisdictions, his extradition shall be granted to the 
state whose demand is first received: Provided, that the government 
from which extradition is sought is not bound by treaty to give pref-
erence otherwise. 
ARTICLE XI. 
The expenses incurred in the arrest, detention, examination, and 
delivery of fugitives under this Treaty shall be borne by the state in 
whose name the extradition is sought : Provided, that the demanding 
government shall not be compelled to bear any expense for the services 
of such public officers of the government from which extradition is 
sought as receive a fixed salary; And, provided, that the charge fm.· 
the services of such public officers as receive only fees or perquisites 
shall not exceed their customary fees for the acts or services performed 
by them had such acts or services been performed in ordinary crim-
inal proceedings under the laws of the country of which they are 
officers. 
ARTICLE XII. 
The present Treaty shall take effect on the thirtieth day after the 
date of the exchange of ratifications, and shall not operate retroact-
ively. On the day on which it takes effect the Convention of March 
21, 1860,1shall, as between the governments of the United States and 
of Norway, cease to be in force except as to crimes therein enumer-
ated and ~ommitted prior to that day. 
The ratifications of the present Treaty shall be exchanged at Wash-
ington as soon as possible, and. it shall remain in force for a period of 
six months after either of the contracting governments shall have 
given notice of a purpose to terminate it. 
In witness whereof, the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed 
the above articles, both in the English and the Norwegian languages, 
and have hereunto affixed their seals. 
Done in duplicate, at the city of Washington this seventh day of 
June, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-three. 
• WALTER Q. GRESHAM [SEAL.] 
J. A. W. GRIP [SEAL.] 
1 Seo p. 621. 
OLDENBURG. 
The Duchy of Oldenburg became incorporated in the North German 
Union 1867. On March 10, 1847, it acceded to tho treaty of commerce 
and navigation concluded with the Kingdom of Hanover Jnne 10, 
1846 (see page 288), and December 30, 1853, it acceded to the extradi-
tion treaty with Prussia and other Germanic States concluded June 
IG, 1852. (See page 520.) 
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ORANGE 11-,REE STATE. 
1871. 
CONVENTION OF FRIENDSHIP, COMMERCE, AND EXTRADITION. 
Concluded December 22, 1871 _; ratification advised by the Senate April 
24, 1872_; ratified by the President April 27, 1872~· ratifications 
exchanged August 18, 1873~· proclaimed Augiist 23, 1873. (Treaties 
and Conventions, 1889, p. 794.) · · 
By notification from the Government of the Orange Free State this 
convention of fourteen articles was denounced January 4, 1895. 
OTTOMAN EMPIRE. 
(TURKEY.) 
1 830. 
TREATY OF COMMERCE AND NAVIGATION. 
Conchidecl JJfay 7, 1830_; rat?.'fication advisecl ancl time for exchange of 
ratifications extended by the Senate February 1, 1831_; ratified by 
the President February 2, 1831_; ratifications ex:changed Octob_er 5, -
1831_; proclaimed February 4, 1832. (Treaties and Conventions, 
1889, p. 798.) 
(The text here printed is a translation from the original treaty, which.was in_ the 
Turkish language. Differences of opinion as to the true meaning of certam port10ns 
have been the subject of diplomatic correspondence without reaching an accord.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Trade privileges. 
II. Consular officers. 
III. Treatment of United States mer-
chants and vessels. 
IV. Judicial treatment of United States 
citizens. 
V. Use of United States flag. 
VI. War vessels. 
VII. Navigation of the Black Sea. 
VIII. Ships not to be impressed. 
IX. Shipwrecks. 
Ratification. 
/ 
The object of this firm Instrument, and the motive of this writing 
well drawn up, is that: 
No Treaty or diplomatic an<l official convention, having heretofore, 
exi~ted between the Sublime Porte of perpetual duration, and t_he 
Umted States of America; at this time, in consideration of the desire 
formerly expressed, anu of repeated propositions which have, lately, 
been renewed by that Power, and in consequence of the wish enter-
tained by the Sublime Porte to testify to the United States of Amer-
~ca, its sentiments of friend. hip, We, the undersigned Commissioner,_ 
mvested with the high Office of Chief of the Chancery of State of 
the ublime Porte exi tino· forever, having been permitted by His very 
ohle Imperial faje ·ty to neo-otiate and conclude a Treaty, and hav-
ing th r upon conferred with our friend the Honorable Charle 
Rhind, who ha · om to this Imp rial R ·itlence, furni heel with full 
pow r , to neg _tiate ttle and conclu le, the Arti le of a Treaty, 
,' parat l and Jointly,, ith the other two ommis ion rs, ommodor 
1<1.11 and. Davi om y, now at myrna, Have arranged, ao-r ed 
upon and ·on lncl cl, h f llowing arti 1 
RTI LE l. 
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the ports of the UnitedStatestothoseof othercountries, shall pay the 
same duties and other im1-osts, that are paid by the most favored 
nations; and they shall not be vexed by the exaction of higher duties; 
and in traveling by sea and by land, all the privileges and distinctions 
observed towards the subjects of other Powers, shall serve as a rule, 
and shall be observed, towards the merchants and subjects of the 
Sublime Porte. In like manner, Amerfoan merchants who shall come 
to the well defended countries and ports of the Sublime Porte, shall 
pay the same duties and other imposts, that are paid by merchants 
of the most favored friendly Powers, and they shall not, in any way, 
be vexed or molested. On both sides, travelling passports shall be 
granted. 
ARTICLE II. 
, The Sublime Porte may establish Shahbenders (Consuls) in the 
United States of America; and the United States may appoint their 
citizens to be Consuls or Vice-Consuls, at the commercial places in 
the dominions of the Sublime Porte where it shall be found needful 
to superintend the affairs of commerce. These Consuls or Vice-
Consuls shall be furnished with Berats or Firmans; they shall enjoy 
suitable distinction, and shall have necessary aid and protection. 
ARTICLE III. 
American merchants established in the well-defended states of the 
Sublime Porte, for purposes of commerce, shall have liberty to employ 
Semsars (brokers) of any nation or religion, in like manner as mer-
chants of other friendly Powers; and they shall not be disturbed in 
their affairs, nor shall they be treated, in any way, contrary to estab-
lished usages. American vessels arriving, at or departing from the 
ports of the Ottoman Empire, shall not be subjected to greater visit 
by the Officers of the Custom-House and the Chancery of the Port 
than vessels of the most favored Nations. 
ARTICLE IV. 
If litigations and disputes shoulu. arise, between subjects of the 
Sublime Porte and citizens of the United States, the parties shall not 
be heard, nor shall judgment be pronounced unless the American 
Dragoman be present. Causes, in which the sum may exceed five 
hundred piastres, sha,ll .be submitted to the Sublime Porte, to be 
decided according to the laws of equity and justice. Citizens of the 
United States of America, quietly pursuing their commerce, and not 
being charged or convicted, of any crime or offence, shall not be 
molested; and even when they may have committed some . offence, 
they shall not be arrested and put in prison, by the local authorities, 
but they shall be tried by their Minister or Consul, and punished 
according to their offence, following in this respect, the usage observed 
towarus other Franks. 
ARTICLE V. 
American merchant vessels that trade to the dominions of the Sub-
lime Porte, may go anu come in perfect safety with their own flag; 
but they shall not take the flag of any other Power, nor shall they 
grant their flag to the vessels of other Nations and Powers, nor to 
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vessels of Rayahs. The Minister, Consuls, and Vice-Consuls of the 
United States, shall not protect, secretly or publicly, the Rayahs of 
the Sublime Porte, and they shall never suffer a departure from the 
principles here laid down, and agreed to by mutual consent. 
ARTICLE VI. 
Vessels of war of the two contracting parties, shall o bsei~ve towards 
each other, demonstrations of friendship and good intelligence, 
according to naval usage; and towards merchant vessels they shall 
exhibit the same kind and courteous manner. 
ARTICLE VII. 
Merchant vessels of the United States, in like manner as vessels of 
the most favored nations, shall have liberty to pass the eanal of the 
Imperial Residence, and go and come in the Black sea, either laden 
or in ballast; and they may be laden with the produce, manufactures 
and effects of the Ottoman Empire, excepting such as are prohibited, 
as well as of their own cou:r,itry. 
ARTICLE VIII. 
Me:rchant vessels of the two Contracting Parties sha11 not be forcibly 
taken, for the shipment of troops, munitions and other objects of 
war, if the Captains or Proprietors of the vessels, shall be unwilling 
to freight them. 
ARTICLE IX. 
If any merchant vessel of either of the contracting parties should 
be wrecked, assistance and protection shall be afforded to those of the 
crew that may be saved; and the merchandise and effects, which it 
may be possible to save and recover, shall be conveyed to the Consnl 
nearest to the place of the wreck, to be, by him, <l.elivered to the Pro-
priet,or . 
CONCLUSION. 
The foregoino- articles, agreed upon an<1 conc1nded, between the 
RiaJset ( Chancery of tate) and the above-mentioned Commissioner 
of the nited tates, when signed by the other two Commissioner , 
hall be exchang d. In ten month , from the date of thi temessuck, 
or in trum nt of Treaty, the exchange of the ratification. of the two 
w r. , hall b mftd , and the article of this Treaty shall have full 
f r and . tri •tly ob rv d, by the two Contracting Power . 
n h ].4th da f h m on Zilcaade, and in the year of th 
LA .' i:r . p ;1ding with th 7th lay of fay of th y ar 
h , hn. t1an ilLrc. 
1
,•i -r11 1) M II 
.r II MMED AMED, 
R •is-ul-Kutab 
(R i · Eff nc.li.) 
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1862. 
TREATY OF COMMERCE AND NAVIGATION. 
Concluded February 25; 1862.,· ratification advised by the Sen<!-te April 
9 1862; ratified by the President April 18, 1862.,· raiijications 
e;changed June 5, 1862_; p_roclaimed July 2, 1862. (Treaties and 
Conventions, 1889, p. 800.) 
This treaty of twenty-three articles is contended to have been 
abrogated upon notice given by the Turkish Government, to date 
from J mw 5, 1884. 
F ederal case: Dainese v. Hale, 91 U. S.13; 1 McArthur (D. C.), 86. 
1874. 
EXTRADITION TREATY. 
Concliidecl August 11, 1874.,· ratification advised by the Senate Janu-
ary 20, 1875.,· ratified by the President January 22, 1875.,· ratifica-
tions exchanged April 22, 1875.,· proclaimed ·May 26, 1875. (Treaties 
and Conventions, 1889, p. 821.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Surrender of accused. 
II. Extraditable crimes. 
III. Political offenses. 
IV. Persons under arrest. I 
V. Procedure. 
VI. Expenses. 
VII. Nondelivery of citizens. 
VIII. Duration; ratification. 
The United States of America and His Imperial Majesty the Sultan, 
having judged it expedient, with a view to the better administration 
of justice and to tho prevention of crimes within their respective 
territories and jurisdiction, that persons convicted of or charged with 
the crimes hereinafter specified, and being fugitives from justice, 
should, under certain circumstances, be reciprocally delivered up, 
have resolved to conclude a convention for that purpose, and have 
appointed as their plenipotentiaries: 
the President of the United States Geo: H. Boker, Minister Resi-
dent of the United States of America near the· Sublime Porto; 
and His Imperial Majesty the Sultan, His Excellency A. Aarifi 
Pasha, his Minister for Foreign Affair8; 
who, after reciprocal communication of their full powers, found in 
good and duo form, have agreed upon the following articies, to wit: 
ART. I. 
The Government of the United State. and the Ottoman Govern-
ment mutually agree to deliver up persons who, having been con-
victed of or charged with the crimes specified in the following article, 
committed within the jurisdiction of one of the contracting parties, 
shall seek an asylum or be found within the territories of the other: 
Provided, rrhat this shall only be done upon such evidence of crimi-
nality as, according to the laws of the place where the fugitive or 
person ·o charged shall be fonncl, would justify his or her apprehen-
sion and commitment for trial, if the crime had been there committed. 
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ART. II. 
Persons shall be delivered up who shall have been convicted of, or 
be charged, according to the provisions of this convention, with any 
of the following crimes : 
1 ° Murder, comprehending the crimes designated by the terms of 
parricide, assassination, poisoning, and-infanticide. 
2° The attempt to commit murder. 
3° The crimes of rape, arson, piracy and mutiny on board a ship, 
whenever the crew, or part thereof, by fraud or violence against the 
commander, have taken possession of the vessel. 
4° The crime of burglary, defined to be the action of breaking an~ 
entering by night into the house of another with the intent to commit 
felony; and the crime of robbery, defined to be the action of feloniously 
and forcibly taking from the person of another goods or money, by 
violence or putting him in fear. 
5° The crime of forgery, by which is understood the utterance of 
forged papers, the counterfeiting of public, sovereign, or government 
acts. 
6° The fabrication or circulation of counterfeit money, either coin 
or paper, of public bonds, bank-notes, and obligations and in gener_al 
of all things, being titles and instruments of credit, the counterfeit-
ing of seals, dies, stamps, and marks of state and public administra-
tions and the utterance thereof. 
7° ,..rhe embezzlement of public moneys committed within the juris-
~iction of either party, by public officers or depositors. 
8° Embezzlement by any person or persons hired or salaried, t? the 
detriment of their employers, when these crimes are subject to mfa-
mous punishment. 
.ART. III. 
The provisions of this treaty shall not apply to any crime or offence 
of a political character, and the person or persons delivered up for 
the crimes enumerated in the preceding article shall in no ca e _be 
tried for any ordinary crime, committed previously to that for :Vhich 
his or their surrender is asked . 
.ART IV. 
If the p rson who ·e surr nd r may be claimed, pur uant to the tipu-
lation of the pre. ent treaty,, ·hall have been arrc._ ted for the commi -
ion of offen es in th ountry where he has sought an asylum, or 
,·hall hav b n convi t d th reof, his extradition may be d f rr d 
until he ·ha~l have b n a ·quitt d, or have served the term of impri on-
m nt to wh1 ·h h may hav been sentenced. 
ART. V. 
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and of the latter by the Minister or consul of the United States 
or of the Sublime Porte, respectively, shall accompany the requisi-
tion. ·when, however, the fugitive shall have been merely charged 
with crime, a duly authenticated copy of the warrant for his arrest 
in the country where the crime may have been committed, or 1 of the 
depositions upon which such warrant may have been issued, must 
accompany the requisition as aforesaid. The President of the United 
States or the proper executive authority in Turkey may then issue a 
warrant for the apprehension of the fugitive, in order that he may be 
brought before the proper judicial authority for examination. If it 
should then be decided that, according to law and the evidence, the 
extradition is due pursuant to the treaty, the fugitive may be given 
up according to the forms prescribed in such cases. 
ART. VI. 
The expenses of the arrest, detention, and transportation of the 
persons claimed shall be paid by the government in whose name 
the requisition has been made. 
ART. VII. 
Neither of the contracting parties shall be bound to deliver up its 
own citizens under the stipulations of this treaty. 
ART. VIII. 
This convention shall continue in force during five (5) years from 
the day of exchange of ratification, but if neither party shall have 
given to the other six (6) months' previous notice of its intention to 
terminate the same, the convention shall remain in force five years 
longer, and so on. , 
The present convention shall be ratified, and the ratifications 
exchanged at Constantinople, within twelve (12) months, and sooner, 
if possible. 
In witness whereof, the respective plenipotentiaries have signed 
the present convention in duplicate, and have thereunto affixed their 
seals. 
Done at Constantinople the eleventh day of August one thousand 
eight hundred and seventy four. 
GEO: H. BOKER. 
[SEAL.] 
A. AARIFI. 
[SEAL.] 
RIGHT TO HOLD RRAL ESTATE IN TURKEY. 2 
P1·otocol proclairned by the President of the United States October 29 , 187 4. 
The_ United Sta~es of America and His Majesty the Sultan being desirous to 
establish by a special act the agreement entered upon between them regarding the 
admission of American citizens to the right of holding real estate, granted to for-
?n ~he French text t~e. word. et ( ~nd ~ f_ollows the word cornrnis (committed). 
T~s ~rotocol_, the ong~nal of :"7h1ch 1~ m the French language, is printed in this 
compilat10n as it states m detail the nghts of citizens of the United States in 
respect to real estate in the Turkish dominions. 
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eigners by the law promulgated on the 7th of Sepher 1284, (January 18, 1867) have 
authorized:-
The President of the United States of America George H. Boker, Minister Res-
ident of the United States of America near the Sublime Porte, and 
His Imperial Majesty the Sultan His Excellency A. Aarifi Pasha, His Minister 
of Foreign Affairs, to sign the Protocol which follows: 
PROTOCOL. 
The Jaw granting foreigners the right of holding real estate does not interfere 
with the immunities specified by the treaties, and which will continue to protec~ 
the person and the movable property of foreigners who may become owners of 
real estate. . 
As the exercise of this right of possessing real property may induce foreign~rs 
to establish themselves in larger numbers in the Ottoman Empire, the Impe~1al 
Government thinks it proper to anticipate and to prevent the dif5.culties to w~ich 
the application of this law may give rise in certain localities. Such is the obJect 
of the arrangements which follow. . 
The domicile of any person residing upon the Ottoman soil being inv:iolable,. 
and as no one can enter it without the consent of the owner, except by vutue ?f 
orders emanating from competent authority and with the assistance of the m3:gis-
. trate or functionary invested with the necessary powers,___:the residenc~ or foreign-
ers is inviolable on the same principle, in conformity with the treaties, and the 
agents of the public force cannot enter it without the assistance of the Consul or 
of the delegate of the Consul of the Power on which the Foreigner depends. 
By residence we understand the house of inhabitation and its dependencies: that 
is to say, the out houses, courts, gardens and neighboring enclosures, to the exclu-
sion of all other parts of the property. . 
In the localities distant by less than nine hours journey from the consular_ resi-
dence, the agents of the public force cannot enter the residence of a foreigner 
without the assistance of a Consul, as was before said. . 
On his part the Consul is bound to give his immediate assistance to the local 
authority, so as not to let six hours elapse between the moment which he may be 
informed and the moment of his departure, or the departure of his delegate, so 
that the action of the authorities may never be suspended more than twenty four 
hours. 
In the localities distant by nine hours or more than nine hours of travel from 
the r esidence of the Consular agent, the agents of the public force may 01_1 the 
reques~ of.the local authority and with the assistance of three members ~f the 
Council of the Elders of the Commune enter into the residence of a foreigner , 
without being assisted by the Consulai: Agent, but only in case of urgency, and 
~or the_ se~rch a?d the proof of the crime of murder, of attempt _at m:nrder_; of 
mcendiansm, of armed robbery either with infraction or by night man mhabite_d 
house, of armed rebellion and of the fabrication of counterfeit money, and this 
entry may be made whether the crime was committed by a foreigner or by an 
9tt~man _subject, and whether it . took place in the residence of a foreigner or not 
m his re idence,_ or in any other place. . 
Th~se regulations are not applicable but to the parts of the real estate which 
con titute the residence, as it has been heretofore defined. 
Beyond the residence, the action of the police shall be exercised freely and with-
out reserve; but in case a person charged with crime or offence, should be arrested, 
and the accu ed shall be a foreigner, the immunities attached to his person shall 
b ob erved in respect to him . 
. ~he_ fun tionary or the officer charged with the accomplishment of a domiciliary 
v1 it, i~ the exc ptional circumstances determined before, and the members of the 
unc1l of E,l~ ~- wh. _hall a i ·t him will be obliged to make out a proces-ver~al 
of th . dom1 ihary v1 it, and to communicate it immediately to the upenor 
au h nty uncl r wh juri dicti n th y are and the latter shall transmit it to 
h n r. on ular ag nt with ut delay. ' 
P ·ial r gulation will b promulgated by the Sublime Porte, to determine 
h m d . ~ a ·tion f_ th lo al poli in the veral ca es provided heretofore. 
In 1 aliti • m r d1. tant than nin hour 'trav 1 from the r id nee of the • on-
. ular ag n . ~n whi ·h th law. f th. judicial organization of the V lay t may b 
m, f r · f r 1~ ~ • h 11 ti~ ~. with ut th a i tanc of the on ular delegate ~ h : oun 11 f ld r fulfillmg th fun tion of ju tice of the p ac and by 
a f ~°ft 1. f h . ~n n. a. w _11 f r a tion not xc eding one thou and pia tr 
'? n . ~ 1hng a_fin. of fiv hunclr c1 pia tr only at the maximum. 
r 1 m r • hall h v m any ·a. th ri rht f appeal to the tribunal of th 
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Arrondissement against the judgments issued as above stated, and the appeal 
shall be followed and judged with the assistance of the Consul, in conformity 
with the treaties. 
The appeal shall always suspend the execution of a sentence. 
In all cases the forcible execution of the judgments, issued on the conditions 
determined heretofore shall not take place without the cooperation of the Consul 
or of his delegate. 
The Imperial Government will enact a law which shall determine the rules of 
procedure to be observed by the parties, in the application of the preceding 
regulations. 
Foreigners, in whatever locality they may be, may freely submit themselves to 
the jurisdiction of the Coqncil of Elders or of the tribunal of the canton without 
the assistance of the Consul in cases which do not exceed the competency of these 
councils or tribunals, reserving always the right of appeal before th~ tribunal of 
the Arrondissement, where the case may be brought and tried with the assistance 
of the Consul or hi::, delegate. 
The consent of a foreigner to be tried as above stated, without the assistance of 
his Consul, shall always be given in writing and in advance of all procedure. 
It is well und~rstood that all these restrictions do not concern cases which have 
for their object questions of real estate, which shall be tried and determined under 
the conditions established by the law. 
The right of defence and the publicity of the hearings shall be assured in all 
cases to foreigners who may appear before the Ottoman tribunals, as well as to 
Ottoman subjects. . 
The preceding dispositions shall remain in force until the revision of the ancient 
treaties,-a revision which the Sublime Porte reserves to itself the right to bring 
about hereafter by an understanding betwee:r;t it and the friendly Powers. 
In witness whereof the respective plenipotentiaries have signed the Protocol 
and have affixed thereto their seals. 
Done at Constantinople the eleventh of August, one thousand eight hundred 
and seventy four. 
fSEAL.] 
[SEAL.] 
[Translation. J 
GEO. H. BOKER. 
A. AARIFI. 
Law Conceding to Foreigners the right of holding Real· Estate in the Ottoman 
Empire. 
Imperial rescript. 
Let it be done in conformity with the contents. 7 Sepher, 1284. (Jan. 18, 1867.) 
With the object of developing the prosperity of the country, to put an end to 
the difficulties, to the abuses and to the uncertainties which have arisen on the 
subject of the right of foreigners to hold property in the Ottoman Empire, and to 
complete, in accordance with a precise regulation, the safeguards which are due 
to :financial interests and to administrative action, the following legislative enact-
ments have been promulgated by the order of His Imperial Majesty the Sultan. 
ART. I. 
Foreigners are admitted, by the same privilege as Ottoman subjects, and with-
out any other restriction, to enjoy the right of holding Real Estate whether in 
the city or the country, throughout the Empire, with the exception of the Province 
of the Hedjaz, by submitting themselves to the laws and the regulations which 
govern Ottoman subjects, as is hereafter stated. 
This arrangement does not concern subjects of Ottoman birth who have 
<'banged their nationality, who shall be gov~rned in this matter by a special law. 
ART. II. 
Foreigners, proprietors of Real Estate in town or in country, are in conse-
quence placed upon terms of equality with Ottoman subjects in all things that 
concern their landed property. 
The legal effect of this equality is-
10 To ?~lige_ them ~o conform to all the laws and regulations of the police or of 
the mumc1pahty which govern at present or may govern hereafter the enjoyment 
the tran mission, the alienation and the hypothecation of landed property. ' 
2° To pay all charges and taxes under whatever form or denomination they 
may be, that are levied, or may be levied hereafter, upon city or country propocty. 
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3° To render them directly amenable to the Ottoman civil tribunals in all 
questions relating to landed property, and in all real actions, whether as plaintiffs 
or as defendants, even when either party is a foreigner. In short, they are in all 
things to hold Real Estate by the same title, on the same condition and under the 
same forms as Ottoman owners and withol,t being able to avail themselves of 
ther personal nationality. except under the reserve of the immunities attached to 
their persons and their movable goods, according to the treaties. 
ART. III. 
In case of the bankruptcy of a foreigner possessing real estate, the assignees of 
the bankrupt may apply to the authorities and to the Ottoman civil tribun~ls 
requiring the sale of the real estate possessed by the bankrupt, and which by its 
nature and according to law is responsible for the debts of the owner: . 
The same course shall be followed when a foreigner shall have obtamed agamst 
another foreigner owning real estate a judgment of condemnation before a foreign 
tribunal. 
For the execution of this judgment against the real estate of his debtor, h~ 
shall apply to the competent Ottoman authorities, in order to obtain the sale of 
that real estate which is responsible for the debts of the owner; and this judgment 
shall be executed by the Ottoman authorities and tribunals only after they have 
decided that the real estate of which the sale is required really belongs to the 
category of that property which may be sold for the payment of debt. 
ART. IV. 
Foreigners have the privilege to dispose, by donation or by testament, of that 
real estate of which such disposition is permitted by law. . 
As to that real estate of which they may not have disposed, or of which the 
law does not permit them to dispose by gift or testament, its succession shall be 
governed in accordance with Ottoman law. 
ART. V. 
All foreigners shall enjoy the privileges of the present law, as soon as the 
Powers on which they depend shall agree to the arrangements proposed by the 
Sublime Porte for the exercise of the right to hold real estate. 
PARAGUAY. 
1859. 
CLAIMS CONVENTION. 
Concluclecl F ebruary 4, 1859 J. ratification ad1-Yised by the Senate Febru-
ary 16, 1860J· ratified by the President March 7, 1860J· ratifications 
exr;hangecl March 7, 1860J· proclaimed March 12, 1860. (Treaties 
and Conventions, 1889, p. 828.) 
By this convention the claim of the United States and Paraguay 
Navigation Company against Paraguay was submitted to a commission 
of two, who met in Washington June 22, 1860, and adjourned August 
13, 1860, deciding against the claim. 
1859. 
TREATY OF FRIENDSHIP, COMMERCE, AND NAVIGATION. 
Concluded February 4, 1859 J. ratificai'ion advised by the Senate Febru-
ary 27, 1860J· ratified by the President March 7, 1860J· ratifications 
exchanged March 7, 1860J· proclaimed March 12, 1860. (Treaties 
and Conventions, 1889, p. 830.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Friendship. 
II. Freedom of navigation. 
III. Most-favored-nation com.mercial 
privileges. 
IV. No discriminations of imports and 
exports. 
V. Shipping dues. 
VI. Carrying trade. 
VII. Nationality of vessels. 
VIII. Import and export duties. 
IX. Trade privileges. 
X. Property rights; estates of de-
ceased persons. 
XI. Exemption from military service, 
etc. 
XII. Diplomatic and consular privi-
leges. 
XIII. Agreement in case of war. 
XIV. Protection of property; religious 
freedom, etc. 
XV. Duration. 
XVI. Ratification. 
In the name of the most Holy Trinity. . 
The Governments of the two Republics, the United States of Amer-
ica and of Paraguay in South America being mutually disposed to 
cherish more intimate relations and intercourse than those which have 
heretofore subsisted between them, and believing it to be of mutual 
advantage to adjust the conditions of such relations by signing a 
"Treaty of Friendship, Commerce and Navigation, "-for that object 
have nominated their respect,ive Plenipotentiaries, that is to say: 
His Excellency the President of the United States of America has 
nominated .James B. Bowlin a Special Commissioner of the United 
States of America at Assumption, 
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And His Excellency the President of the Republic of Paraguay has 
nominated the Paraguayan citizen Nicolas VaRquez Secretary of State 
and Minister of Foreign Relations of the Republic of Paraguay. 
Who after having communicated competent authorities, h8-ve agreed 
upon, and concluded the following Articles. 
ARTICLE I. 
There shall be perfect peace and sincere friendship between the 
Government of the United States of America and the Government of 
the Republic of Paraguay, and between the citizens of both States a!1d 
without exception of persons or places. The high contracting parties 
shall use their best endeavors that this friendship and good under-
standing may be constantly and perpetually maintained. 
ARTICLE II. 
The Republic of Paraguay, in the exercise of the sovereign right which 
pertains to her, concedes to the merchant flag of the citizens of the 
United States of America the free navigation of the river Paraguay as 
far as the dominions of the Empire of Brazil, and of the right side_of the 
Pararni throughout all its course belonging to the Republic, subJect to 
police and fiscal regulations of the Supreme Government of the Repub-
. lic in conformity with its concessions to the co'mmerce of friendly 
nations. They shall be at liberty, with their ships an<l. cargoes,_freely 
and securely to come to, and to leav~ an the places and ports w~ich a1~e 
already mentioned, to remain and reside in any part of the said terri-
tories; hire houses and warehouses, and trade in all kinds of produce, 
manufactures and merchandize of lawful commerce, subject to the 
usages and established customs of the country. They may discharge 
the whole or a part, of their cargoes at the ports of Pilar, and_where 
commerce with other nations may be permitted, or proceed with ~he 
whole or part, of their cargo to the port of Assumption, accordmg 
as the Captain, owner or other duly authorized person shall deem 
expedient 
In the same manner , hall be treated and considered such Paragua) an 
citizens a may arrive at the ports of the United States of America 
with cargo in Paraguayan vessels or vessels of the United States of 
America 
ARTICLE III 
RTI LE I . 
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country. No prohibition shall be imposed upon the importation or 
exportation of any article of the growth, produce or manufacture of 
the territories of either of the two contracting partiei:; into the terri-
tories of the other, which shall not equally extend to the importation 
or expor~ation of similar articles to the.territories of any other _nat10n. 
ARTICLE V 
No other or higher duties or charges on account of tonnage, light 
or harbor dues, pilotage salvage in case of daruage or shipwreck or 
any other local charges, shall be imposed in any of the ports of the 
territories of the Republic of Paraguay on vessels of the United States 
of America than those payable in the same ports by Paraguayan ves-
sels; nor in the ports of the territories of the United States of Amer-
ica on Paraguayan vessels, than shall be payable in the same ports 
by vessels of the United States ·of America. 
ARTICLE VI. 
The same duties shall be paiu. upon the importation and exporta-
tion of any article which is or may be legally importable or export-
able into the dominions of the United States of America and into those 
of Paraguay, whether such importation or exportation be made in 
vessels of the United States of Ame_rica or in Paraguayan vessels. 
ARTICLE VII. 
All vessels, which, according to the laws of the United States of 
America are to be deemed vessels of the United States of America, 
and all vessels which according to the laws of Paraguay, are to be 
deemed Paraguayan vessels, shall, . for the purposes of this Treaty 
be deemed vessels of the United States of America and Paraguayan 
vessels respectively. 
ARTICLE VIII. 
Citizens of the United States of Ame1·ica shall pay in the territories 
of the Republic of Paraguay the same import and export duties, 
which are established or may be established hereafter, for Paraguayan 
citizens. In the same manner the latter shall pay in the United 
States of America the duties which are established or may hereafter 
be established fo_r citizens of the United States of America. 
ARTICLE IX 
All merchants, commanders of ships and othe·rs the citizens of each 
country respectively, shall have full liberty, in ·all the territories of 
the other, to manage their own affairs themselves, or to commit them 
to the management of whomsoever they please, as Agent, Broker, 
Factor or Interpreter; and they shall not be obliged to employ any 
other persons_ than those employed by natives, nor to pay to such per-
sons as they shall think fit to employ, any higher salary or remuner-
ation than such as is paid in like cases by natives. . 
The citizens of the United States of America in the territories of 
Paraguay, and the citizens of Paraguay in the United States of 
America sha~l enjoy the s~me full liberty, which is now, or may here-
after be, enJoyed by natives of each country respectively, to buy 
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from, and sell to, whom they like all articles of lawful commerce, and 
to fix the prices thereof as they shall see good without being affected 
by any monopoly, contract or exclusive privilege of sale or purchase, 
subject, however, to the general ordinary contributions or imposts 
established by law. 
The citizens of either of the two contracting parties in the terri-
tories of the other, shall enjoy full and perfect protection for their 
persons and property, and shall have free and open access to the 
Courts of Justice for the prosecution and defence of their just rights; 
they shall enjoy, in this respect the same rights and privileges as 
native citizens; and they shall be at liberty to employ, in all causes, 
the Advocates, Attorneys or Agents, of whatever description, whom 
they may think proper. 
ARTICLE X. 
In whatever relates to the police of the ports, the lading or unlading 
of ships, the warehousing and safety of merchandize, goods and effec~s, 
the succession to personal estates by will or otherwise, and the dis-
posal of personal property of every sort and denomination, by sale, 
donation exchange or testament, or in any other manner whatsoever, as 
also with regard to the administration of j nstice, the citizens of each 
contracting party shall enj'oy in the territories of the other, the same 
privileges, liberties and rights as native citizens, and shall not be 
charged, in any of these respects, with any other or higher imposts 
or duties than those, which are or may be paid by native citizens, 
subject always -to the local laws and regulations of such territories._ 
In the event of any citizen of either of the two contracting parties 
dying wit,hout will or testament in the t,erritory of the other contract-
ing party, the Consul General, Consul or Vice Consul of the nation to ' 
which the deceased may belong, or, in his absence, the Representative 
of such Consul General, Consul or Vice Consul, shall, so far as the 
laws of each country will permit, take charge of the property which 
the deceased may have left, for the benefit " of his lawful heirs a~d 
creditors, until an executor or administrator be named by the said 
Consul General, Consul or Vice Consul, or his Representative. 
ARTICLE XI. 
The citizen of the United-States of America residing in the terri-
torie of the Republic of Paraguay and the citizens of the Republic of 
Paraguay residing in the United Stat,es of America shall be exempted 
from all ompul ory military ervice whatsoever, whether by ea or 
land, and from all for d loan or military exactions or requisition , 
and th y hall no b omp lled to pay any charge·, requisition or 
t. . h r or high r than tho. hat are, or may be, paid by native 
'l lZ n . 
ARTI LE IL 
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The Diplomatic Agents and Consuls of the United States of America 
in the territories of the Republic of Paraguay, shall enjoy whatever 
_privileges, exemptions and immunities, are or may be there granted 
to the Diplomatic Agents and Consuls of any other nation whatever; 
and in like manner, the Diplomatic Agents and Consuls of the Repub-
lic of Paraguay in the United States of America shall enjoy whatever 
privileges exemptions and immunities are, or may be, there granted to 
agents of any other nation whatever. 
ARTICLE XIII. 
For the better security of commerce between the citizens of the 
United States of America ~nd the citizens of the Republic of Para-
guay, it is agreed that if, at any time, any interruption of friendly 
intercourse, or any rupture should unfortunately take place between-
the two contracting parties, the citizens of either of the said contract-
ing parties, who may be established in the territories of the other, in 
the exercise of any trade or special employment, shall have the privi-
lege of remaining and continuing such trade or employment therein, 
without, any manner of interruption, in full enjoyment of their liberty 
and property, as long as they behave peaceably and commit no offence 
against the laws; and their goods and effects of whatever description 
they may be, whether in their own custody or intrusted to individuals 
or to the State, shall not be liable to seizure or sequestration, or to 
any other charges or demands than those which may be made upon 
the like effects or property belonging to native citizens. If, however, 
they prefer to leave the country, they shall be allowed the time they 
may require to liquidate their accounts and dispose of their property, 
and a safe conduct shall be given them to enibark at the ports which 
they shall themselves select. Consequently, in the case referred to 
of a rupture, the public funds of the contracting States shall never 
be confiscated sequestered or detained. 
ARTICLE XIV. 
The citizens of either of the two contracting parties, residing in the 
territories of the other, shall enjoy, in regard to their houses, persons 
and properties, the protection of the Government, in as full and ample 
a manner as native citizens. 
In like manner, the citizens of each contracting party shall enjoy 
in the territories of the other, full liberty of conscience and shall not 
be molested on account of their religious belief; and such of those 
citizens as may die in the territories of the other party, shall be buried 
in the public cemeteries or in places appointed for the purpose, with 
suitable decorum and respect. 
The citizens of the United States of America residing within the 
territories of the Republic of Paraguay shall be at liberty to exercise 
in private and in their own dwellings, or within the dwellings or 
offices of the Consuls or Vice Consuls of the United States of America 
their religious rights, services and worship, and to assemble therein 
for that purpose without hindrance or mole1tation. 
ARTICLE XV. 
The present Treaty shall be in force during ten years counted from 
the day of the exchange of the ratifications; and further until the 
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end of twelve months after the Government of the United States of 
America on the one part or the Government of Paraguay on the other 
shall have given notice of its intention to teFminate the s~me. 
The Paraguayan Government shall be at liberty to address to the 
Government o~ the United States of America, or to its representative 
in the Republic of Paraguay, the official declaration agreed upon in 
this article. 
ARTICLE XVI. 
. The present treaty shall be ratified by his Excellency the President 
of the United States of America within the term of fifteen months, or 
earlier if possible, and by his Excellency the President of the Republic 
of Paraguay within twelve days from this date, and the ratifications 
shall be exchanged in Washington. . 
In witness whereof, the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed it 
and affixed thereto their seals. 
Done at Assumption this fourth day of ]~ebruary, in the year of Our 
Lord one thousand eight hundred and fifty nine. 
. [SEAL.] JAMES B. BOWLIN. 
[SEAL.] NICOLAS VASQUEZ. 
PERSIA. 
1856. 
'1-,REATY OF FRIENDSHIP AND COMMERCE. 
Concluded December 13, 1856_; ratification advised by the Senate March 
10, 1857J· rai'ified by the President JJ!larch 12, 1857J· rat~fications 
exchanged June 13, 1857J· proclaimed August 18, 1857. (Treaties 
and Conventions, 1889, p. 836.) -
ARTICLES. 
I. Friendship. VI. Effects of deceased persons. 
II. Diplomatic privileges. 
III. Most favored nation protection. 
VII. Diplomatic and consular privi-
leges. 
VIII. Duration ; ratification. IV. Import and export duties. 
V. Trials of suits and offensei;. 
In the name of God the Clement and the Merciful. 
The President of the United States of North America, and his Maj-
esty as exalted as the Planet Saturn; the Sovereign to whom the Sun 
'Serves as a standard; whose splendor and magnificence are equal to 
that of the Skies; the Sublime Sovereign, the Monarch whose armies 
are_ as numerous as the Stars; whose greatness calls to niind that of 
Jeinshid; whose magnificence equals that of Darius; the Heir of the 
Crown and Throne of the -Kayanians; the Sublime Emperor of all 
Persia, being both equally and sincerely desirous of establishing rela-
tions of Friendship between the two Governments, which t,hey wish to 
strengthen by a Treaty of Friendship and Commerce, reciprocally 
advantageous and useful to the Citizens and subjects of the two High 
contracting parties, have for this purpose named for their" Plenipo-
tentiaries, 
The President of the United States of North America, Carroll Spence, 
Minister Resident of the United States near the Sublime Porte;· and 
His Majesty the Emperor of all Persia, His Exoellency Emin ul Molk 
Farrukh Khan, Ambassador of His Imperial Majesty the Shah, deco-
rated with the portrait of the Shah, with the great cordon blue and 
bearer of the girdle of Diamonds, &c, &c, &c; &c 
And the said Plenipotentiaries having exchanged their full powers, 
which were found to be in proper and due form, have agreed upon the 
following articles. 
ARTICLE I 
There hall be hereafter a sincere and constant good understanding 
between the Government and citizens of the United States of North 
America and the Persian Empire and all Persian subjects. 
Federal case: Power s v. Comly, 101 U.S., 789. 
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ARTICLE 11 
The Ambassadors or Diplomatic agents, whom it may please either 
of the two high contracting parties to send and maintain near the 
other, shall be received and treated, they and all those composing 
their Missions, as the Ambassadors and Diplomatic agents of the most 
favored nations are received and treated in the two respective coun-
tries; and they shall enjoy there, in all respects, the same preroga-
tives and immunities. 
ARTICLE III 
The citizens and subjects of the two high contracting parties, travel-
lers, merchants, manufacturers and others, who may reside in the 
Territory of either Country, shall be respected and efficientlyprot~cted 
by the authorities of the Country and their agents, and treated mall 
respects as the subjects and citizens of the most favored Nation are 
treated. , - · 
They may reciproc.ally bring by land or by sea into either Country, 
and export from it all kinds of merchandise and products, and sell, 
exchange or buy, and transport them to all places in the Territories 
of either of the high contracting parties. It being however ~nder-
stood that the merchants of either nation, who shall engage m the 
internal commerce of either country, shall be governed, in respect ~o 
such commerce by the laws of the country in which such commerce 1s 
carried on; and in case either of the High contracting powers shall 
hereafter grant other privileges concerning such internal commerce to 
the citizens or subjects of other Governments the same shall be equally 
granted to the merchants of either nation engaged in such internal 
commerce within the territories of the other. 
ARTICLE IV 
The merchandise imported or exported by the respective citizens or 
subject of the two high contracting parties shall not pay in eit~er 
country on their arrival or departure, other duties than those which 
are eharged in either of the countries on the merchandise or product 
imported or exported by the merchants and subjects of the mo t 
favored , ation, and no exceptional tax under any name or pretext 
whatever shall be collected on them in either of the two Countrie • 
ARTICLE V. 
aml 
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tried and adjudicated by the intermediation of their respective Con-
suls or agents. 
In the United States Persian subjects in all disputes arising between 
themselves, or between them and citizens of the United States or For-
eigners shall be judged according to the rules adopted in the United 
States respecting the subjects of the most favored nation. 
Persian subjects residing in the United States, and citizens of the 
Unit_ed States residing in Persia shall when charged with criminal 
offences be tried and judged in Persia and the United States in the 
same manner as are the subjects and citizens of the most favored 
nation residing in either of the abovementioned countries. 
ARTICLE VI 
In case, of a citizen or subject of either of the contracting parties 
dying within the T~rritories of the other, his effects shall be delivered 
up integrally to the family or partners in business of the Deceased, 
and in case he has no relations or partners, his effects in either Coun-
try shall be delivered up to the Consul or agent of the Nation of which 
the Deceased was a subject or citizen, so that he mlty dispose of them 
in accordance with the laws of his country. 
ARTICLE VII 
For the protection of their citizens or subjects and their commerce 
respectively, and in order to facilitate good and equitable relations 
between the citizens and subjects of the two countries, the two high 
contracting parties reserve the right to maintain a Diplomatic Agent 
at either seat of Government, and to name each three Consuls in either 
Country, those of the United States shall reside at Teheran, Bender 
Bushir, and Tauris; those of Persia at Washington, New York and 
New Orleans. · 
The Consuls of the high contracting parties shall reciprocally enjoy 
in the territories of the other, whore their residences shall be estab-
lished, the respect, priviledgos and immunities granted in either coun-
try to the Consuls of the most favored Nation. 
The Diplomatic Agent or Consuls of the United States shall not 
protect secretly or publicly the subjects of the Persian Government, 
and they shall never suffer a departure from the principles here laid 
down and agreed to by mutual consent. 
And it is further understood, that if any of those Consuls shall 
engage in trade, they shall be subjected to the same laws and usages 
to which private individuals of their Nation engaged in commercial 
pursuits in the same place are subjected. 
And it is also understood by the High contracting parties, that the 
Diplomatic and Consular Agents of the United States shall not employ 
a greater number of domestics than is allowed by Treaty to those of 
Russia residing in Persia. 
ARTICLE VIII 
. 
And the high contracting parties agree that the present Treaty of 
Frien<lship and Commerce cemented by the sincere good feeling, and 
confidence whfoh exists between the Governments of t,he United States 
and Persia, shall be in force for the term of ten years from the exchange 
of its ratification, and if before the expiration of the first ten years 
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neither of the high contracting parties shall have announced, by 
official notification to the other, its inten tion to arrest the operation 
of said Treaty, it shall remain binding for one year beyond that time, 
and so on until the expiration of twelve months, .which will follow a 
similar notification, whatever the time may be at which it may take 
·place; and the Plenipotentiaries of the two high contracting partie~ 
further agree to exchange the ratifications of their respective Govern-
ments at Constantinople in the space of six months or earlier if 
practicable. 
In faith of which, the respective Plenipotentiaries of the two high 
contracting parties have signed the present T reaty and have attached 
their seals to it. 
Done in duplicate in Persian and English, the thirteenth day of 
December one thousand eight hundred and fifty six, and of the 
Hijereh the :fifteenth day of the moon of Rebiul Sany one thousand 
two hundred and ·seventy three at Constant inople. 
CARROLL SPENCE. [SEAL.] 
EMIN UL MOLK FARRUKH K HAN. [SEAL.] 
PERU. 
1841. 
CLAIMS CONVENTION. · 
Concluded March 17, 1841_; ratification advised by the Senate January 
5, 1843_; ratified by the President January 12, 1843_; ratification 
exchanged July 22, 1843_; proclaimed February 21, 1844.,· modifica-
tion consented to and time for exchange of ratifications extended by 
the Senate May 29, 1846; ratifications again exchanged October 31, 
1846_,· proclaimed January 8, 1847. (Treaties and Conventions, 
1889, p. 850.) 
By this convention Peru agreed to pay to the United States in settle-
ment of claims which had been presented by citizens of the United 
States the sum of $300,000. The claims were adjudicated by the 
Attorney-General, and the final report was made August 7, 1847, 
allowing claims amounting to $421,432.41. 
1851. 
TREATY OF FRIENDSHIP, COMMERCE, AND NAVIGATION. 
"""-Concluded Jiily 26, 1851_,· ratification advised by· the Senate June 23, 
1852_,· ratifrnd by the President July 16, 1852_,· ratifications exchanged-
July 16, 1852_,· proclaimed July 19, 1852. (Treaties and Conven-
tions, 1889, p. 852.) , 
This treaty, consisting of forty articles, was terminated December 
9, 1863, upon notice given by Peru. 
1 856. 
CONVENTION DECLARING THE PRINCIPLES OF THE RIGHTS OF 
NEUTRALS AT SEA. 
Concluded July 22, 1856_,· rat?'fication ad-v-isecl by the Senate ll!larch 12, 
1857_,· ratified by the President October 2, 1857_,· ratifications 
exchangecl October 31, 185'7_,· proclaimed November 2 , 1857. (Treaties 
and Conventions, 1889, p. 864.) . 
ARTICLES. 
I. Principles of neutral property I III. Extension of neutral rights. 
rights. IV. Accession of other countries. 
II. Former treaty provisions annulled. V. Duration; ratification. 
The United States of America, and the Republic of Peru, in order 
to render still more intimate their relations of Friendship and good 
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understanding, and desiring, for the benefit of their respective com-
merce and that of other nations, to establish an uniform system of 
maritime legislation, in time of war, in accordance with the present 
state of civilization, have resolved to declare, by means of a formal 
Convention, the principles which the two Republics acknowledge, as 
the basis of the rights of neutrals at sea, and which they recognize 
and profess as permanent and immutable, considering them as the 
true and indispensable conditions · of all freedom of navigation and 
maritime commerce and trade. 
For this purpose, the President of the United States of America has 
confert~d full powers on John Randolph Clay, their Envoy Extraor-
dinary and Minister Plenipotentiary to the Government of Peru: and 
the Liberator, President of the Republic of Peru has conferred like 
full powers on Don Jose Maria Seguin, Chief officer of the Ministry 
of Foreign Affairs, in charge of that Department; who, after having 
exchanged their said full powers, found to be in good and due form, 
~ have agreed upon and concluded the following Articles. 
ARTICLE I ~t 
The two High Contracting Parties recognize as permanent and 
immutable the following principles, 
pt That free ships make free goods: that is to say, that the_effe?t.s 
or merchandise, belonging to a Power or Nation at war, or to its c1t1-
zens or subjects, are free from capture and confiscation when found 
on board of neutral vessels, with the exception of articles contraband 
of war, . 
2d That the property of neutrals on board of an enemy's vessel i 
not subject to detention or confiscation, unless the same be contra-
band of war: it being also understood that, as far as regards the two 
Contracting Parties, warlike articles destined for the use of either of 
them shall not be considered as contraband of war, 
· The two High Contracting Parties engage to apply these principle 
to the commerce and navigation of all Powers and States, as shall 
consent to adopt them as permanent and immutable. 
ARTICLE Il'.l 
It is hereby agreed between the two High Contracting Parties, that 
the provi ion contained in Article Twentysecond of the Treaty con-
cluded between them at Lima, on the twentysixth Day of July, One 
Thousand_ Eio-ht hundred, an<l. fifty one, are hereby annulled ~nd 
r v:ok <l.; m so far a they militate again, tor are contrary to t,he st1pu-
lat10ns . ontained in thi, convention. But nothing in the pre. n 
nv ntion haJl, in any manner, affect or invalidate the tipulat10n 
n ain tl in h th r rticle of the said. Treaty of th tw nty ix~h 
f Jul n 11 u and, i<Tht hundred and fiftyone which hall r mam 
h ir full f r · an<l. IT •t ' 
I • 
TI !LE Ill'.' 
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declare, from this time, that they will take the stipulations contained 
in the said Article, as a rule whenever it shall become a question to 
judge of the rights of neutrality. 
ARTICLE IVt~ 
It is agreed between the two High Contracting Parties that all 
Nations which shall cop_sent to accede to the rules of the first Article 
of this Convention, by a formal declaration, stipulating to observe 
them, shall enjoy the rights resulting from such accession, as they 
shall be enjoyed and observed by the tvrn Parties signing this Con-
vention. They shall communicate to each other the result of the 
steps which may be taken on the subject. 
ARTICLE V. 
The present Convention shall be approved and ratified by the Pres-
ident of the United States of America, by and with the advice and 
consent of the Senate of said StateR, and by the President of the 
. Republic of Peru, with the authorization of the Legislative Body of 
Peru, and the ratifications shall be exchanged, at Washington, within 
eighteen months from the date of the signature hereof, or sooner if 
possible, . 
In faith whereof the Plenipotentiaries of the United States of Amer-
ica and the Republic of Peru, have signed and sealed these Presents. 
Done at the City of Lima on the twenty second day of July, in the 
year of Our Lord, One thousand eight hundred and fifty six. 
1S57. 
J. RANDOLPH CLAY 
. [SEAL.] 
J. M. SEGUIN 
[SEAL.] 
CONVENTION INTERPRETING ARTICLE XII, TREATY O:B' 1851. 
( Whalirig ships.) 
-Concluded July 4, 185'7.; ratification aclvisecl by the Senate April 30, 
1858J· ratifiecl by th~ President .Ll!Iay 7, 1858J· rqtifications exchanged 
October 13, 1858J· proclaimed October 14, 1858. (Treaties and Con-
ventions, 1889, p. 866.) 
By this convention amendment was made to Article XII of the 
Treaty of 1851 in respect to the supplies to whaling ships. The 
convention terminated December n, 1803, with the Treaty of 1851. 
1862. 
CLAIMS CONVENTION. 
Concluded December 20, 1862J· ratification advised by the Senate 
February 18, 1863J· ratified by the President February 24, 1863J· 
ratifications exchanged April 21, 1863J· proclaimed May 19, 1863. 
( Treaties and Conventions, 1880, p. 868.) 
The claims presented against Peru by the United .States for the 
alleged illegal capture of the vessels Lizzie Thompson and Georgianna 
were by this convention referred to the arbitration of the King of 
Belgium, who declined to act, and the cases were dropped. 
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1863 . . 
CLAIMS CONVENTION. 
Concluded January 12, 1863.,· ratification advised by the Senate with 
amendment February 18, 1863.,· ratified by the President February 
24, 1863.,· ratifications exchanged April 18, 1863.,· proclaimed May 19, 
1863. (Treaties and Conventions, 1889, p. 870.) 
By this convention of ten .articles a commission of five was author-
ized, which met at Lima, July 17, 1863, and completed their duties 
November 27, 1863. The award8 · against the United States were 
$25,300, and against Peru, $57,196.23. 
1868. 
CLAIMS CONVENTION. 
Concluded December 4, 1868.,· ratificai'ion advised by the Senate April 
.15, 1869.,· ratifi,ecl by the President May 3, 1869.,· ratifications ex-
changed June 4, 1869.,· proclaimed July 6, 1869. (Treaties and Con-
ventions, 1889, p. 872.) · 
This convention provided for the adjudication of mutual claims by 
two commissioners who each selected an umpire. The commission 
met at Lima September 4, 1869, and adjourned February 26, 1870. 
The awards against the United States were $57,040 and against Peru 
$194,417.62. · 
1870. 
~rREATY OF FRIENDSHIP, COMMERCE, AND NAVIGATION. 
Concluded September 6, 1870.,· ratification advised by the Senate March 
31, 1871.,· ratified by the President April 11, 1871.,· time for exchange 
of r.atijications ea;tended June 5, 1873.,· ratifications exchanged ~fay 
28, 187 4.,· proclaimed July 27, 187 4. (Treaties and Convention,, 
1889, p. 876.) 
Thi treaty of thirty- ight articles terminated on notice given by 
Peru March 31, 18 6. ee Treaty of 1887, p. 497. 
7 . 
EXTRADITIO TREATY. 
;r · Illin i:, 110 . . 4!3 · Ex part K r 1 F d. R p., rn~. 
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1887. 
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TREATY OF FRIENDSHIP, COMMERCE, AND NAVIGATION. 
Conclitded Augilst 31, 1887_; ratification aclvised by the Senate with 
amenclment JJ!fay 10, 1888J· ratified by the President June 6, 1888J· 
· ratifications exchanged October 1, 1888J· proclaimed November 7, 
1888. (Treaties and Conventions, 1889, p. 1191.) 
(By notification from the Peruvian Government this treaty will ter-
minate November 1, 1899.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Friendship. 
II. Freedom of commerce, trade, 
etc. 
III. No discriminating s h i p p i n g 
charges. 
IV. No discriminations against ves-
sels. 
V. Import duties. 
VI. Export charges. . 
VII. Coasting trade. 
VIII. Special privileges to steamship 
lin~ in Peru. 
IX. Nationality of vessels. 
X. Trade privileges. 
XI. Property rights. 
XII. Shipwrecks; salvage. 
XIII. Asylum to ships in distress. 
XIV. Captures by pirates. 
XV. Protection of personal g"n.d prop-
erty rights. 
XVI. Religious liberty. 
xyII. Rights of neutrals. 
XVIII. Contraband articles. 
XIX. Free goods; blockades. 
XX. Detention of con tr a band 
goods, etc. 
XXI. Notice, etq., of blockades. 
XXII. Visit of neutral ships. 
XXIII. Sea letters, etc., in case of 
war. 
XXIV. Ships under convoy. 
XXV. Prize courts, etc. 
XXVI. Letters of marque. 
XXVII. Rights in case of war. 
XXVIII. Exemption from confiscation, 
etc. 
XXIX. Diplomatic privileges. 
XXX. Consular offi.CeJ:S. 
XXXI. Consulai' privileges. 
XXXII. Deserters from ships. 
XXXIII. Estates of deceased citizens. 
XXXIV. Claims against the Govern-
ments. . 
XXXV. Duration; infringements; re-
strictions; ratification. 
rrhe United States of America and the Republic of Peru, being 
mutually animated with the desire, to render permanent the friendly 
relations .which happily have always subsisted between. them, and to 
place their international intercourse upon the most liberal basis, have 
reRolved to fix clear rules for their future guidance, through the for-
mation of a treaty of friendship, commerce, and navigation. To attain 
this purpose, the President of the United States of America has con-
ferred full powers on Charles W. Buck, Envoy Extraordinary and 
Minister Plenipotentiary of said Government, to the Government of 
Peru, and the President of Peru has conferred like full powers upon 
Senor Don Carlos M. Elias, Minister of Foreign Relations-who, after 
comparing their respective powers, found to be in proper form, have 
agreed upon the following articles: 
ARTICLE I. 
There shall be perfect and perpetual peace and friendship between 
the nited States of America and the Republic of Peru, and between 
their respective territories, people, and citizens, without distinction 
of persons or places. 
ARTICLE II. 
The United States of America and the Republic of Peru mutually 
aO'ree that there ·hall be reciprocal liberty of commei·ce and naviga-
tion betw en their resuective territories and citizens; the citizens of 
7468-32 
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either Republic may frequent with their vessels all the coasts, ports, 
and places of the other; wherever foreign commerce is permitted, and 
reside in all parts of the territory of either, and occupy the dwellings 
and warehouses which they may require, subject to the existing laws; 
and everything pe1·taining thereto shall be respected, and shall not 
be subjected to any arbitrary visits or search. The said citizens shall 
have full liberty to trade in all parts of the territories of either, accord-
ing to the rules established by the respective regulations of commerce, 
in all kinds of goods, merchandise, manufactures, and produce not 
prohibited to all, and to open retail and wholesale stores and shops 
under the same municipal and police regulations as native citizens; 
and they shall not in this respec.t be liable to any other or higher 
taxes or imposts than those which are or may be paid by nat iYe citi-
zens. '"flie citizens of either country shall also have the unrestrained 
right to travel in a,ny part of the possessions of the other, and shall 
in all cases enjoy the same security and protection as the natives of 
the country wherein they reside, on condition of their submitting to 
· the la·ws and ordinanees there prevailing; they shall not be c~,l~e~ 
upon for any forced loan or extraordinary contribution for any m1h-
tary expedition, or for any public purpose whatever, nor shall they 
be liable to any embafgo; or be detained with their vessels, cargoes, 
merchandise, goods, or effects, without being allow~d th~refor a full 
and sufficient indemnification, which shall in all cases be agreed upon. 
and paid in attvance. 
ARTICLE Irr 
No higher or other duties, or charges on itccount of tonnage, light-
houses or harbor dues, pilotage, quarantine, salvage in case o~ dam-
age or shipwreck, or any other local charges, shall be imposed m a~y 
ports of Peru, on vessels of the United States, than those payable m 
the same ports by Peruvian vessels, nor in any of the ports of the 
United States on Peruvian vessels, than shall be payable in the same 
ports by vessels of the United States. 
ARTICLE IV. 
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manufacture of the other party, than are, or shall be, payable on the 
like article, being the produce, growth, or manufacture of any other 
country; nor shall any prohibition be imposed upon the importation 
of any article, the produce, growth, or manufacture of either party, into 
the ports or territories of the other, which shall not equally extend to 
all other nations. 
ARTICLE VI. 
All kinds of merchandise and articles of commerce which may be 
lawfully exported from the ports and territories of either of the high 
contracting parties in national vessels, may also be exported in vessels 
of the other party; and they shall he subject to the same duties only, 
and be entitled to the sanie drawbacks, bounties, and allowances, 
whether the same merchandise and articles of commerce be exported 
in vessels of the one party or in vessels of the other party. 
ARTICLE VII. 
It is hereby declared that the stipulations of the present treaty are 
not to be understood as applying to the navigation and coasting trade 
between one port _and another, situated in the territories of either con-
tracting party, the regulation of such navigation and trade being 
reserved respectively by the parties accqrding to their own separate 
laws. Vessels of either country shall, however, be permitt,~d to dis-
charge part of their cargoes at one port open to foreign commeree in 
the territories of either of the high.contracting parties, and to proceed 
with the remainder of their cargo to any other port or ports of the 
same territories open to foreign co:r_nmerce, without paying other or 
higher tonnage-dues or port-charges in such cases than would be paid 
by national vessels in like circumstances; and they shall be permitted 
to load in like manner at different ports in the same voyage outward. 
ARTICLE VIII. 
The Republic of Peru, desiring to increase the intercourse along its 
eoasts by means of steam-navigation, hereby engages to accord to any 
citizen or citizens of the United States, who may establish a line of 
steam-vessels to navigate regularly between the different ports of 
entry within the Peruvi3,n territories, the same privileges of taking in 
and landin g freight and cargo, entering the by-ports for the purpose 
of receiving and landing passengers and their baggag,e, specie and 
bullion, earrying the public mails, establishing depots for coal, erect-
ing the necessary machine and work-shops for repairing and refitting 
the steam-vessels, and all other favors enjoyed by any other associa-
tion or company whatsoever. It is further more understood between 
the two high contracting parties that the vessels of either shall not be 
subject in the ports of the other party to any duties of tonnage, har-
bor, or other similar duties whatsoever, than those that are or may 
be paid by any other association or company as provided by law cur-
rent at the time of application. 
ARTICLE IX. 
For the better understanding of the preceding articles, it is stipu-
lated and agreed that every vessel belonging exclusively to a citizen 
or citizen's of either country, and flying the flag of said country, shall 
J con idered as ave sel of that country. 
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ARTICLE X. 
The merchants, commanders, or masters of vessels, and other citi-
zens of either contracting party, shall be wholly free to manage their 
own business and affairs in all the ports and places within the juris-
diction of the other, or to commit their business and affairs to the 
management of any person whom they may choose_ to appoint as agent, 
factor, consignee, or interpreter. They shall not be restrained in the 
choice of persons to act in such capacities, or be compelled to pay ~ny 
salary or remuneration to any one whqm they do not wish to employ. 
Absolute freedom shall be given, as well witli rei-ipect to the con-
signment and sale of their merchandise and articles of commerce, as 
to the purchase of their returns, unloading, loading, and sending ~ff 
. their vessels. The buyer and seller shall have full liberty to bargam 
together and fix the price of any merchandise or articles of commerce 
imported into or to be exported from the territories of either contra_ct-
ing party, the regulations of commerce established in the respective 
countries being in every case duly observed. 
ARTICLE XI. 
'J..1he citizens of either of the high contracting parties shall have the 
full power and liberty to dispose oE their personal and real estate and 
effects of every kind and description, within the jurisdiction ~f the 
other, by sale, donation, testament, or otherwise; and their heirs or 
representatives, being citizens of the other party, shall succeed to the 
said personal and real estate and effects, whether by testament or ab 
intestato, and may take possession of the same thei-ri.selves or by oth~rs 
acting for them, and dispose of the same at their pleasure, paymg 
such dues only as the citizens of the country, wherein said estate and 
effects may be, shall be subject to pay in like cases. 
ARTICLE XII. 
ARTI LE -'-rlll. 
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repairs, and while any vessel may be undergoing them, its cargo shall 
not unnecessarily be required to be landed either in ·whole or in part; 
all assistance and protection shall be given to enable the yessels to 
procure supplies, and to place them. in a condition to pursue their 
.voyage without obstacle or hinderance. 
ARTICLE XIV 
All vessels, merchandise, and effects belonging to the citizens of 
either of the high contracting parties, which may be captured by 
pirates either on the high seas or within the limits of its jurisdiction, 
and may be carried into or found in the rivers, roads, bays, ports, or 
dominions of the other, shall be delivered np to the owners or their 
agents, they proving, in d:u.e and proper form, their rights before the 
competent tribunals, it being understood that the claim thereto shall 
be made within two years by the owners themselves, their agents, or 
the agents of the respective Governments. 
ARTICLE XV. 
The high contracting p rties promise and engage to give full and 
perfect protection to the persons and property of the citizens of each 
otlier of all classes and occupations, who may be dwelling or tran-
sient in the tenitories subject to their respective jurisdiction; they 
sh'all have free and open access to the tribunals of justice for Gheir 
judicial recourse, on the same terms as are usual and customary with 
the natives or citizens of the country in which they may be;· and they 
shall be at liberty to employ, in all causes, the advocates, attorneys, 
notaries, or agents, of whatever description, whom they may think 
proper. The said citizens shall not he liable to imprisonment with-
out formal commitment nuder a warrant signed by a legal authority, 
except in cases flagrantis delicti; and they shall in all cases be brought 
before a magistrate or other legal authority for examination within 
twenty-four hours after arrest; and if not so examined, the accused 
shall fotthwith be discharged from custody. Said· citizens, when 
detained in prison, shall be treated, during their imprisonment, with 
humanity, and no unnecessary severity shall be exercised toward them. 
ARTICLE XVI. 
· It is likewise agreed that perfect and entire liberty of conscience 
shall be ·enjoyed by the citizens of both the contracting parties in the 
countries subject to the jurisdiction of the one or the other, without 
their being liable to be disturbed or molested on account of their 
religious belief, so long as they respect the laws and established usages 
of the country. lYloreover, the bodies of the citizens of one of the 
contracting parties who may die in the territories of ~he other shall be 
buried in the usual burying-grounds, or in other decent and _suitable 
places, and shall be protected from violation or disturbance. 
ARTICLE XVII. 
The citizens of the United-States of America and the Republic· of 
Peru may sail with their Yessels, with entire freedom and security, 
from any port to the ports or places of those who now are, or here-
after shall be, the enemies of either of the contracting parties, who-
ever may be the owners of the merchandise laden in the said vessels. 
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The same citizens shall also be allowed to sail with their vessels, and 
to carry and traffic with t,heir merchandise, from the ports and places 
of the enemies of both parties, or of one of them, without any hin-
drance, not only to neutral ports and places, but also from one port 
belonging to an enemy to another enemy's port, whether they be 
under the jurisdiction of one power or of several. And it is agreed 
that free ships shall give freedom to goods, and that everything shall 
be deemed free which shall be found on board the vesselR belonging 
to the citizens of efther of the contracting parties, although the whole 
lading, or a part thereof, should belong to the enemies of either, 
articles contraband of war being always excepted. The same liberty 
shall be extended to persons who may be on board free ships, so that 
said persons cannot be taken out of them, even if they may be ene-
mies of both parties, or of one of them, unless they are officers or 
soldiers in the actual service of the enemy. It is agreed that the 
stipulations in this article declaring that the flag shall cover the prop-
erty shall be understood as applying to those nations only who recog-
nize this principle; but if either of the contracting parties shall be at 
wa:i; with a third, and the other shall remain neutral, the flag of the 
neutral shall cover the property of enemies whose Governments 
- acknowledg8 this principle, and not that of others. 
ARTICLE XVIII. 
The liberty of commerce and navigation stipulated for in the pre-
ceding articles shall extend to all kinds of merchandise, except the 
articles called contraband of war, under which name shall be compre-
hended: 
1. Cannons, mortars, howitzers, swivels, blunderbusses, muskets, 
fusees, rifles, carbines, pistols, pikes, swords, sabres, lances, spe3:rs, 
halberds, grenades, bombs, powder, dynamite and all explosives which 
are recognized as of use for purposes of war, matches, balls, torpedoes, 
and everything belonging to the use of these arms. 
2 Bucklers, helmets, breastplates, coats of mail, accoutrements, and 
clothes made up in military form and for military use. 
3 Cavalry belts and hor. e , with their harness. 
J And, generally, all offensive and defensive arms made of iron, 
ste 1, bra , copper, or any other material, prepared and formed to 
make war by land or at sea. 
11TICLE XIX. 
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be subject to detention and confiscation, but the rest of the cargo and 
the ship shall be left free, that the owners may dispose of them as 
they see proper. No vessel of either of the contracting parties shall 
be detained on the high seas on account of having on board articles 
of contraband, whenever the master, captain, or supercargo of said 
vessel will deliver up the articles of contraband to the captor, unless, 
indeed, the quantity of such articles be so great, or of so large bulk, 
that they cannot be received on board the capturing vessel without 
great inconvenience; but in this, and in all other 9ases of just deten-
tion, the vessel detained shall be sent to the nearest convenient and 
safe port for trial and judgment, according to law. 
ARTICLE XXI. 
And whereas it frequently happens that vessels sail for a port or 
place belonging to an enemy without knowing that the same is besieged, 
blockaded, or invested, it is agreed that every vessel so circumstanced 
may be turned away from such port or place, but shall not be det,ained; 
nor shall any part of her cargo, if not contraband, be confiscated, 
unless, after having been warned of such blockade or investment by 
a commanding officer of a vessel forming part of the blockading forces, 
she again attempts to enter; but she shall be permitted to go to any 
otlier port or place the master or supercargo may think proper. Nor 
shall any vessel of either party that may have entered into such port 
or place before the same was actually besieged, blockaded, or in vested 
by the other, be restrained from leaving it with her cargo, nor, if 
found therein before or after the reduction or surrender, shall such 
vessel or her cargo be liable to seizure, confiscation, or any demand 
on the score of redemption or restitution, but the owners thereof shall 
remain in the undisturbed possession of their property. And if any 
vessel having thus entered the · port before the blockade took place 
shall . take on board a cargo after the blockade be established and 
attempt to depart, she may be warned by the blockading forces to 
return to the blockaded port and discharge the said. cargo; and _if, 
after receiving such warning, the vessel shall persist in going out with 
the cargo, she shall be liable to the same consequences as in the case 
of a vessel attempting to enter a blockaded port after having been 
warned off by the blockading forces. 
ARTICLE XXII. 
To prevent disorder and irregularity in visiting and examining the 
vessels and cargoes of both the contracting parties on the· high seas, 
they have agreed mutually that whenever a vessel of war, public or 
private, shall meet with a neutral of the other party, the former shall 
remain at the greatest distance compatible with the possibility and 
safety of making the visit, under the circumstances of wind and sea, 
and the degree of suspicion attending the vessel to be visited, and 
hall send one of her small boats with no more men than may be 
nece sary to execute the said examination of the papers concerning 
the ownership cmd cargo of the vessel, without causing the least 
extortion, violence, or ill-treatment, in respect of which the com-
manders of said armed ves ·els shall be responsible with their persons 
and property; for which purpose the commanders of said private 
armed vessels shall, before receiving their commissions, give sufficient 
·ecurity to answer for all the injuries and damages they may commit. 
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And it is expressly agreed that the neutral party shall in no case be 
r equired to go on board of the examining vessel for the purpose of 
exhibiting the ship's papers, nor for any other purpose whatever. 
ARTICLE XXIII. 
Both contracting parties lilrnwise agree that when one of them shall 
be engaged in war, the vessels of the other must be furnished with 
sea-letters, patents, or passports, in ·which shall be expressed the name, 
burden of the vessel, and the name and place of residence of the 
owner thereof, in order that it may appear that the vessel really and 
truly belongs to citizens of the said other party. It is also agreed that 
such vessel, being laden, besides the said sea-letters, patents, or pass-
ports, shall be provided with manifests or certificates containing the 
particulars of the cargo, and the place where it was taken on board, 
so that it may be known whether any part of the same consists of 
contraband or prohibited articles; which certificate shall be made out 
in the accustomed form by the authorities of the port whenc~ ·the 
vessel sailed; without which requisites the vessel may be detamed, 
to be adjudged by the competent tribunals and may be declared go?d 
and legal p1;ize, unless it shall be proved that the said defect or 01~1s-
sion was owi:11g to accident, or unless it shall be satisfied or supplied 
by testimony equivalent in the opinion of the said tribunals, for 
which purpose there shall be allowed a reasonable length of time to 
procure and present it. · 
ARTICLE XXIV . 
. The preceding stipulations relative to the visit and examination of 
vessels shall apply only to those which sail without convoy ; for when 
said vessels shall be under convoy, the verbal declaration of the com-
mander of the convoy, on his word of honor, that the vessels under 
his protection belong to the nation whose flag they carry, and when 
they ::-re bound to an enemy's port, that they have no contraband 
goods on board, shall be sufficient. 
ARTICLE XXV. 
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ARTICLE XXVII. 
If, which is not to be expected, a rupture should at any time take 
place between the two contracting nations, and they should engage in 
war with each other, they have agreed, now for then, that, the mer-
chants, traders, and other citizens of all occupations of either of the 
two parties residing in the cities, ports, and dominions of the other, 
shall have the privilege of remaining and continuing their trade and 
business therein, and shall be respected and maintained in the full 
and undisturbed enjoyment of their personal liberty and property so 
long as they conduct themselves peaceably and properly, and commit 
no offence against the laws. And in case their acts should render 
them justly suspected, and having thus . forfeited this privilege tb.e 
respective Governments should order them to leave the cquntry, the 
term of twelve months from the publication or intimation of the order 
therefor shall be allowed them in which to arrange and settle their 
affairs, and remove with their families, effects, and property; to which 
end the necessary safe-conduct shall be given to them, which shall 
serve as a sufficient protection, until they arrive at the designated 
port and there embark; but this favor shall not be extended to those 
who shall act contrary to the established laws. It is, nevertheless, 
understood that the respective Governments may order the persons so 
suspected to remove forthwith to such places in the interior as may 
be designated. 
ARTICLE XXVIII. 
In the event of a war, or of any interruption of frjendly intercourse 
between the high contracting parties, the money, private debts, shares 
in the public funds, or in the public or private banks, or any other 
property whatever, belonging to the citizens of the <;me party in the 
territories of the other, shall in no case, for that cause alone, be 
sequestrated or confiscated . 
ARTICLE XXIX. 
The high contracting parties, desiring to avoid all inequality in 
their public communications and official intercourse, agree to grant 
to their envoys, ministers, charges d'affaires, and other diplomatic 
agents, the same favors, privileges, immunities, and exemptions that 
t,hose of the most favored nation do or shall enjoy, it being under-
stood that the favors, privileges, immunities, and exemptions granted 
· by the one party to the envoys, ministers, charges d'affaires, or other 
diplomatic agents of the other party, or to those of any other nation, 
shall be recipr0cally gfanted and extended to those of both the high 
contracting parties respectively. 
ARTICLE XXX. 
To proteet more effectually the commerce and navigation of their 
respective citizens, the United States of America and the Republic of 
Peru agree to admit and receive, mutually, consuls and vice-consuls 
in all their ports open to foreign commerce, who shall enjoy, within 
their respective consular districts, all the rights, privileges, and 
immunities of the consuls and vice-consuls of the most favored nation; 
but to enjoy the rights, prerogatives, and immunities which belong 
to them in virtue of their public character, the consuls and vice-
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consuls shall, before exercising their official functions, exhibit to the 
Government to which they are accredited their commissions or patents 
in due form, in order to receive their exequatur; after receiving which 
they shall be acknowledged in their official characters by the author-
ities, magistrates, and inhabitants of the districts in which they 
reside. The high contracting parties, nevertheless, remain at liberty 
to except those ports and places where the admission and residence of 
consuls and vice-consuls may not seem to be convenient, provided 
that the refusal to admit them shall likewise extend to those of all 
nations. 
ARTICLE XXXI. 
The consuls, vice-cons{ils, their officers and persons employed in 
their consulates, shall be exempt from all public service, and from all 
kinds of taxes, imposts, and contributions, except those which they 
shall be lawfully held to pay on account of their property or commerce, 
and to which the citizens and other inhabitants of the country in which 
they reside are subject,, they l>eing, in other respects, subject to the 
laws of the respective countries. The archives and papers of the 
consulates shall be inviolably respected; and no person, magis~rate, 
or other public authority shall, under any pretext, interfere with or 
seize them. 
ARTICLE XXXII. 
The consuls and vice-consuls shall have power to require the assist-
ance of the public authorities of the country in which they reside for 
the arrest, detention, and custody of deserters from the vessels o~ war 
or merchant-vessels of their nation; and where the deserters claimed 
shall belong to a merchant-vessel, the consuls OT vice-consuls must 
address themselves to the competent authority, and demand the 
deserters in writing, proving by the ship's roll ur other public docu-
ment that the individuals claimed are a part of the crew of the vessel 
from which it is alleged that they have deserted; but·should the incli-
viduals claimed form a part of the crew of a vessel of war, the word 
of honor of a commissioned officer attached to the said vessel shall be 
ufficient to identify the deserters; and when the demand.of the con-
uls or vi -commls. hall, in either case, be so prov cl, the delivery of 
the de. erter shall not be refused. The said deserters, when arre ted, 
hall be d livered to the consuls or vice consuls, or, at the requ t of 
hese, ·hall be put in the public prisons, and maintaine lat the xpen e 
of tho · wh r claim hem, to be delivered to the ve · el to which they 
b 1011°· or nt o oth r of the ame nation; but if th aid de rt r · 
·hould n t b . o l liv red or ·ent within the term of two month , to 
b · unt l from th day of th ir arr t, they shall be ·et at liberty, 
and hall not 1 a(Yc in appr h nded for the sam cau . Th hi 0 ·h 
·ontra :tin,,. pc: rti a(Yr that it . ·hall not be lawful for any public 
, 11 h nty 1· h r p l'. ' n within their r . p •tive dominion to harbor 
or pr t ' · . u ·h d •: r r: . 
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die within their consular jurisdictions, and of their countrymen dying 
at sea whose property may be brought within their district. The said 
consuls or vice-consuls shall call in a justice of the peace or some 
other judicial authority to assist in taking an inventory of the effects 
and property left by the deceased, after which the said effects shall 
remain in the hands of the said consuls or vice consuls, who shall be 
authorized to sell immediately such of the e-ffects or property as may 
be of a perishable nature, and to dispose of the remainder according 
to the instructions of their respective Governments. And where the 
deceased has been engaged in commerce or other business, the consuls 
or vice-consuls shall hold the effects and property so remaining until 
the expiration of twelve calendar months, during which time the 
creditors, if any, of the deceased, shall have the •right to present their 
claims and demands against the said effects and property; and all 
questions arising out of such claims or demands shall be decided by 
the laws of the country wherein the said citizens may have died. It 
is understood, nevertheless, that if no claim or demand shall have 
been made against the effects and property of an individual so 
deceased, the consuls or vice-consuls, at the expiration of the twelve 
calendar months, may close the estate and dispose of the effects and 
property in accordance with th~ instructions from their own Govern-
ments. 
ARTICLE XXXIV. 
As a consequence of the principles of equality herein established, 
in virtue of which the citizens of each one of the high contracting 
parties enjoy in the territory of the other the same rights as natives, 
and receive from the respective Governments the same protection in 
their persons and property, it is declared that only in case that such 
protection should be denied, on account of the fact that the claims 
preferred have not been promptly attended to by the legal authorities, 
or that manifest injustice has been done by such authorities, and 
after all the legal means have been exhausted, then alone shall diplo-
matic intervention take place. 
ARTICLE XXXV. 
The United States of America and the Republic of Peru, desiring 
to make as durable as possible the relations established between the 
two parties in virtue of this treaty of friendship, commerce, and 
navigation, declare solemnly and agree as follows: 
pt The present treaty shall remain in force for the term of ten 
years from the day of the exchange of the ratffications thereof, and 
further until the end of one year after either of the high contracting 
parties shall have given notice to the other of its intention to termi-
nate the same, each of them reserving to itself the right of giving such 
notice to the other at any time after expiration of the said term of ten 
years. And it is hereby agreed between the parties that, on the 
e?Cpiration of one year after uch notice shall have been received by 
either of them from the other party, as above mentioned, this treaty 
shall altogether cease and terminate. 
2nd If any citizen or citizens of either party shall infringe any of 
th article. ' of this treaty, such citizen or citizens shall be held per-
'. onally responsible therefor, and the harmony and good understand-
mg between_ the_ two nations hall not be interrupted thereby, each 
party ngagmg m no way to protect the offender or offenders, or to 
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sanction such violation, under pain of rendering itself liable for the 
consequences thereof. 
3c1 Should, unfortunately, any of the provisions contained in the 
present treaty be violated or infringed in any other manner whatever, 
it is expressly stipulated and agreed that neither of the contracting 
parties shall order or authorize any act of reprisals, nor declare nor 
make war against the other on complaint of injuries or damages 
Tesulting therefrom, unt.il the party considering itself aggrieved shall 
first have presented to the other a statement or representation of such 
injuries or damages, verified by competent proofs, and, demanded 
redress and satisfaction, and the same shall have been either refused 
or unreasonably delayed. 
4th Nothing contained in this treaty shall, however be construed 
to .operate contrary to former and existing public treaties ·with other 
nations or sovereigns. · · 
The present treaty of friendship, commerce, and navigation shall 
be approved and ratified by the President of the U nited States, by 
and with the advice and consent of the Senate thereof, and by the 
President of the Republic of Peru, with the approbation of the Con-
gress thereof, and the ratifications shall be exchanged at ·w ashington 
or Lima as soon thereafter as possible. 
In evidence whereof we, the Plenipotentiaries of the United States 
of America and of the Republic of P eru, h ave signed and sealed the _e 
presents: at the city of Lima, in duplicate English and Spanish, tlns 
the Thirty-first day of August in the year of our Lord one thousand 
eight hundred and eighty-seven. . 
CHA s "\Y. BUCK 
[ SEAL] 
CARLOS l\I. ELIAS 
[SEAL] 
PERU - BOLIVIA . 
1 36. 
CONVEKTIO ,.. OF P EACE, FRIENDSHIP, COM1\1ERCE, A JD :N AVIGATIOX. 
Concluded Novernb_er 30, 1836_; ratification advisecl by the Sen~de Q_cto-
ber 10, 1837_; ratified by the President October 14, 1837J· ratification 
exchang~cl lJfay 8, 1838J· proclaimed October 3 , 1838. (Tr ati an<l 
onv 111011, 1 D, p. -10.) 
'I hi. nv n ion t rminat c1 by the di olutio11 of th Peru-BoliYia 
nf d r~ t.ion in 1 au. 
PORTUGAL. 
1840. 
TREATY OF COMMERCE AND NAVIGATION. 
Conclilded .Ai1,gi1,st 26, 1840J· ratification advised by the Senate Febru-
ary 3, 1841J· ratffied by the President Apr1:l 23, 1841J· ratifications 
exchanged April 23, 1841J· proclaimed April 24, 1841. (Treaties 
and Conventions, 1889, p. 891.) 
This general treaty of fourteen articles was terminated by notice 
of the Portuguese Government January 31, 1892. 
Federal case: Oldfield v. Marriott, 10 How., 146. 
1851. 
CLAIMS CONVENTION. 
Concli1.,cled February 26, 1851J· · rahfication advised by the Senate 
1l!forch 7, 1851J· ratified by the President l l!farch 10, 1851J· ratifi-
cations exchanged Jime 23, 1851J· proclaimed September 1, 1851. 
(rrreat.ies and Conventions, 1889, p. 896.) 
By this convention Portugal agreed to pay the United States $91,727 
in full for all claims of American citizens against Portugal, except 
the claim of the brig General Armstrong, which was referred to an 
arbitrator. Louis Napoleon, President of France, was appointed 
arbitrator of the General Armstrong claim, and r ovember 30, 1852, 
decided that no indemnity was clue from Portugal' to the United States. 
on account of the claim. 
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PRUSSIA. 
(SEE ALSO GERMAN EMPIRE AND NORTH GERMAN UNION.) 
1785. 
TREATY OF AMITY AND COMMERCE. 
Concliidecl September 10, 1785J· ratified by the Congress of the United 
States May 17, 1786J· ratifications exchangecl October, 1786. (Trea-
ties and Conventions, 1889, p. 899.) 
This treaty of twenty-seven articles expired by its own limitations 
October, 1796, but Article XII was revived by Article XII of the Treaty 
of 1828, page 518. 
ARTICLE XII.-NEUTRALITY OF -VESSELS. 
Article 12. If one of the contracting parties, should be engaged in 
war with any other power, the free intercourse & commerce of the 
Subjects or Citizens of the party remaining neuter with the belligere~t 
powers shall not be interrupted. On the contrary in that case as m 
full peace, the Yessel of the neutral party may navigate freely ~o & 
from the ports and on the coasts of the belligerent parties, free Ves-
sels making free goods insomuch that all things shall be adjudged free 
which shall be on board any Yessel belonging to the neutral party, 
although such things belong to an enemy of the other: and the saime 
freedom shall be extended to persons who shall be on board a free 
Yessel, although they should be enemies to the other party unless 
they be soldiers in actual service of such enemy. 
, 
1799. 
TREATY OF AMITY AND COMMERCE. 
Conclucled -July 11, 1799 J . ratification advised by the Senate ~ ebru_ary 
18, 1800J· ratified by the President Febriiary 1D, 1800J· ratijicatw_ns 
exchangecl June 22, 1800J· proclaimed November 4, 1800. (Treatie, 
an l onvention , 1 9, p. 907.) 
Thi, treaty xpir d by it own limitations June 22, 1810; but he 
I roYi:ion of he article · printed hereund 1· ·were revived by Arti le 
..trll of th Treaty of fay 1, 1 2 , p. 51 . 
~\n, in th .·,un 
in ,-,u wi h any 
:- 1 
XX. Letters of marque. 
XXI. Rule in ca e of war with om-
Dion n my. 
XXII. Mutual prot ction of hip 
against omm n nemy. 
XXIII. Protection in a. f war. 
XXIV. Treatment of pri oner of war. 
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understandings, that usually arise respecting merchandize of contra-
band, such as arms, ammunition, and military stores of every kind, 
no such articles, carried in the vessels, or by the subjects or citizens 
of either Party, to the enemies of the other, shall be deemed contra-
band so as to induce confiscation or condemnation and a loss of prop-
erty to individuals. Nevertheless it shall be lawful to stop such ves-
sels and articles, and to detain them for such length of time as the 
captors may think necessary to prevent the inconvenience or damage 
that might ensue from their proceeding, paying however a, reasonable 
compensation for the loss such arrest shall occasion to the proprietors, 
and it shall further be allowed to use in the service of the captors, 
the whole or any part of the military stores so detained, paying the 
owners the full value of the same, to be ascertained by the current 
price at the place of itR destination. But in the case supposed of a 
vessel stopped for articles of contraband, if the master of the vessel 
stopped will deliver out the goods supposed to be of contraband nature, 
he shall be admitted to do it, and the vessel shall not in that case be 
carried into any port, nor further detained, bnt shall be allowed to 
proceed on her voyage. 
All cannons, mortars, fire-arms, pistols, bombs, grenades, bullets, 
balls, muskets, flints, matches, powder, salt-petre, sulphur, cuirasses, 
pikes, swords, belts, cartouch-boxes, saddles and bridles, beyond the 
quantity, necessary for the use of the ship, or beyond that which 
every man serving on board the vessel or passenger ought to have, 
and in general whatever is comprised under the denomination of arms 
and military stores, of -what description so ever, shall be deemed 
objects of eontraband. 
ARTICLE XIV. 
To ensure to the vessels of the two Contracting Parties the advan-
tage of being readily and certainly known in time of War, it is agreed 
that they shall be provided with the Sea-lett,ers and Documents here-
after specified. 
1 °, A Passport; expressing the name, the property, and the burthen 
of the vessel, as also the ·name and d,velling of the master, which Pass-
port shall l>e made out in good and due form, shall be renewed as 
often as the vessel shall return into port, and shall bA exhibited 
whensoever required, as well in the open sea as in port. But if the 
vessel be under convoy of one or more vessels of War, belonging to 
the neutral party, the simple declaration of the officer commanding 
the convoy, that the said vessel belongs to the party of which he is, 
shall be 0onsidered as establishing the fact, and shall relieve both 
parties from the trouble of further examination. 
2°, A Charter-party; that is to say, the contract passed for the freight 
of he whole vessel; or the bills of lading given for the cargo in detail. 
3°, The list of the ship's company, containing an indication by 
name and in detail of the persons composing the crew of the vessel. 
The e documents shall always be authenticated according to the 
form, established at the place from which the vessel shall have sailed. 
As their production ought to be exacted only when one of the con-
tra ting Parties shall be at war, and as their exhibition ought to have 
no other object than to prove the neutrality of the vessel, its cargo 
and company, they shall not be deemed absolutely necessary on 
bo_ard, such_ vessels belongjng to the neutral party, as shall have 
, ail d from its ports before, or within three months after the Govern-
ment shall have been informed of the State of War, in which the 
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belligerent party shall be engaged. In the interval, in default of 
these specific documents, the neutrality of the vessel may be esta,b-
lished "hy snch other evidence as the tribunals authorised to judge of 
the case may deem sufficient. 
ARTICLE XV. 
And to prevent entirely all disorder and violence in such cases, it 
is stipulated that when the vessels of the neutral party, sailing with-
out convoy, shall be met by any vessel of vYar, public or private, of 
the other party, such vessel of war shall not send more than two_ or 
three men in their boat on board the said neutral vessel, to examme 
her Pas~ports and documents. And all persons belonging to any ves-
sel of War, public or private, who shall molest or insult in any man-
ner whatever the people, vessels or effects of the other party shall l>e 
responsible in their persons and property for damages and interest; 
sufficient securicy for which shall be given by all commanders of 
private armed vessels before they are commissioned. 
ARTICLE XVI. 
In times of vVar, or in cases of urgent necessity when either o~ the 
Contracting Parties, shall be obliged to lay a general embargo, either 
in all its ports, or in certain particular places, the vessels of t}:le other 
party, shall be subject to this nieasure upon tlie same footing as th~se 
of the most favoured Nations, but without having the right to_ clann 
the exemption in their favour stipulated in the sixteenth A~ticle of 
the former Treaty of 1785. But on the other hand the proprie~o~s of 
the vessel, which shall have been <letained whether for some m1htary 
expedition, or for what other use soever shall obtain from the Gov-
ernment that shall have employed then{ an equitable indemnity as 
well as for the freight, as for the loss occasioned by the delay. Ancl 
furthermore in all cases of seizure <letention or arrest, for debts con-
tracted, or offences committed by' any citizen or subject of the one 
party, within the jurisdiction of the other, the same shall be _made 
a,ncl prosecuted by order and authority of law only, and accorclmg to 
the re<Yular course of proceedings us1-i-ctl in such cases. 
ARTICLE XVII. 
If any v sel 01· eff cts of the neutral pow,3r, be taken by an enemy 
of th other, 01· by a pirate, and retaken by the Power at ·war, they 
·h_all be r ·~or <l to he fir ·t proprietor upon the condition' hereafter 
,•t1pulat u, m the tw nty-:fir t articl for a ·es of recapture. 
ARTI LE ... rVIll. 
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ARTICLE XIX. 
The vessels of War, public and private, of both parties shall carry 
freely wheresoever they please, the vessels and effects taken from 
their e.nemies, without being obliged to pay any duties, charges, or · 
fees to officers of admiralty, of the customs, or any others: nor shall 
such prizes be arrested, searched or put under legal process, when 
they come to and enter the ports of the other party, but may freely be 
carried out again at any time by their captors to the places expressed 
in their commissions, which the commanding officer _of such vessel 
shall be obliged to shew. [But, conformably to the Treaties existing 
between the United States and Great Britain, no vessel that shall have 
.., made a prize upon british subjects, shall have a right to shelter in the 
ports of the United States, but if forced therein by tempests, or any 
other danger or accident of the sea, they shall be obliged to depart as 
soon as possible. ] 1 
ARTICLE XX. 
No citizen or subject of either of the Contracting Parties shall take 
· from ,any power with which the other may be at War, any commiS'sion 
or letter of marque for arming any vessel to act as a privateer against 
the other, on pain of being punished as a pirate; nor shall either part,y 
hire, lend, or give any part of its naval or military force, to the enemy 
of the other, to aid them offensively or defonsively against the other. 
ARTICLE XXI. 
If the two Contracting Parties should be engaged in a War against 
a common enemy, the following points shall be · observed between 
them. · 
1 °, If a vessel of one of the parties taken by the enemy, shall before 
being carried into a neutral or enemy's port, be retaken by a ship of 
War, or privateer of the other, it shall, with the cargo be restored to 
the first owners, for a compensation of one-eighth part of the value 
of the said vessel and cargo, if the recapture be made by a public 
ship of War, and one sixth part, if made by a privateer. 
2°, 1.,he restitution in such cases shall be after due proof of prop-
erty, and surety given for the part to which th~ recaptors are entitled. 
3°, The vessels of War, public and private of the two parties shall 
reciprocally be admitted with their prizes into the respective ports of 
each, but the said prizes shall not be discharged or sold there, until 
their legality shall have been decided according to the laws and regu-
lations of the state to which the captor belongs, but by the judica-
tories ·of the place into which the prize shall have been conducted. 
4°, It shall be free to each Party, to make such regulations as they 
shall judge necessary for the conduct of their respective vessels of 
War, public and private, relative to the vessels which they shall take 
and carry into the ports of the two Parties. 
ARTICLE XXII. 
When the Contracting Parties shall have a common enemy, or shall 
both be neutral, the vessels of War, of each shall upon all occasions 
10mitted by Treaty of 1828, p. 518. 
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take under their protection the vessels of the other going the same 
course, and shall defend such vessels, as long as they hold the same 
course against all force and violence in the same manner as they 
ought to protect and defend vessels belonging to the party of which 
tMy are. 
ARTICLE XXIII. 
If War should arise between the two Contracting Parties, the mer-
chants of either country then residing in the other, shall b.e allowed 
to remain nine months to collect their debts and settle their affairs, 
and may depart freely, carrying off all their effects, without molesta-
tion or hindrance; And all women and children, scholars of every 
faculty, cultivators of the Earth, artisans, manufacturers and fisher-• 
men, unarmed and inhabiting unfortified towns, villages, or places, 
and in general all others, whose occupations are for the common sub-
sistence and benefit of mankind, shall be allowed to continue their 
respective employments, and shall not be molested in their persons, 
nor shall their houses or goods be burnt, or otherwise destroyed, nor 
their fields wasted by the armed force of the enemy, into whose 
power, by the events of War, they may happen to fall; but if any-
. thing is necessary to be taken from them, for the use of such armed 
force, the same shall be paid for, at a reasonable price 
ARTICLE XXIV. 
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make his rep01;ts in open letters to those who employ him: but if any 
officer shall break his parole, or any other prisoner shall escape from 
the limits of his cantonment after they shall have been designated to 
him, such individual officer or other prisoner, shall forfeit so much of 
the benefit of this Article, as provides for his enlargement on parole 
or cantonment. And it is declared, that neither the pretence that 
War dissolves all treaties, nor any other whatever, shall be consid-
ered as annulling or suspending this and the next preceding Article; 
but on the contrary that the state of War,· is precisely that for which 
they are provided, and during which they are to be as sacredly 
· observed as the most acknowledged articles in the Law of nature and 
nations. 
1828. 
TREATY OF COMMERCE AND NAVIGATION. 
Ooncludecl May 1, 1828J· ratification advised by the Senate May 14, 
1828 J. ratified by the President· rat~ficat'ion again advised and time 
for exchange of ratification extended by the Senate March 9, 1829J· 
ratificaiions exchanged March 14, 1829J· proclaimed March 14, 1829. 
(Treaties and Conventions, 1889, p. OHi.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Freedom of commerce and na viga-
tion. 
II. No discrimination of shipping 
charges. 
III. No discrimination in import duties 
on account of vessels. 
IV. Application of two preceding sec-
tions. 
V. No discrimination of import 
duties. 
VI. No discrimination of export 
duties. 
VII. Coastwise trade. 
VIII. No preference to importing ves-
sel. 
IX. Most favored nation commercial 
privileges. 
X. Consular privileges and jurisdic-
tion. 
XI. Deserters from ships. 
XII. Articles of former treaties re-
vived. 
XIII. Blockades. 
XIV. Estates of deceased persons. 
XV. Duration. 
XVI. Ratification. 
The United States of America, and His Majesty the King of Prussia, 
equally animated with the desire of maintaining the relations of good 
understanding, which have hitherto so happily subsisted between 
their respective States, of extending, also, and consolidating the com-
mercial intercourse between them; and convinced that this object 
cannot better be accomplished, than by adopting the system of an 
entire freedom of navigation, and a perfect reciprocity, based upon 
principles of equity equally beneficial to both Countries, and appli-
cable in time of peace, as well as in time of war, have, in consequence, 
agreed to enter into negotiations for the conclusion of a Treaty of 
avigation and Commerce, for which purpose the President of the 
United States has conferred Full Powers on Henry Clay, their Secre-
tary of State; and His Maj est,y the King of Prussia has conferred like 
Powers on the Sieur Ludwig Niederstetter, Charge d' Affaires of His 
~aid Maje ty near the United States; and the said Plenipotentiaries 
Federal cases : Ex parte Newman, 14 Wall. 152; U.S. v. Diekelman, 92 U. S. 
520; The Elwine Kreplin, 4 Benedict, 417, 9 Blatch. 438; North German Lloyd. 
S.S. Co. v. Hedden, 43 Fed. Rep. 17; Diekelman v. U.S., 8 Ct. Cl. 371. 
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having exchanged their said Full Powers, found in good and due 
form, have concluded and signed the following Articles: 
ARTICLE I. 
There shall be between the Territories of the High Contracting Par-
ties a reciprocal liberty of commerce and navigation. The inhabit-
ants of their respective States shall, mutually, have liberty to enter 
the ports, places, and rivers of the territories of each Party, wherever 
foreign commerce is permitted. They shall be at liberty, to sojourn 
and reside in all parts whatsoever of said territories, in order to attend 
to their affairs, and they shall enjoy, to that effect, the same security 
and protection as natives of the country wherein they reside, on con-
dition of their submitting to the laws and ordinances there prevailing. 
ARTICLE II. 
Prussian vessels arriving either laden or in ballast, in the port~ of 
the United States of America; and, reciprocally, vessels of the Umted 
States arriving either laden, or in ballast, in the ports of the Kingdom 
of Prussia, shall be treated, on their entrance, during their stay, and 
at their departure, upon the same footing as national vessels, coming 
from the same place, with respect to the duties of tonnage, light-
houses, pilotage, salvage, and port charges, as well as to the fees and 
perquisites of public officers, and all other duties and charges, of 
whatever kind or denomination, levied in the name, or to the profit, 
of the Government, the local authorities, or of any private establish-
ment whatsoever. 
ARTICL:El III. 
All kind of merchandise and articles of commerce, either the prod-
uce of the soil or the industry of the United States of America, or 
of any other country, which may be lawfully imported into the p~rts 
of the Kingdom of Prussia, in Prussian vessels, may, also, be so mi-
ported in ves els of the United States of America, without paying 
other or higher duties or charges, of whatever kind or denomination, 
levied in the name, or to the profit of the Government, i,he local 
authorities, or of any private establishments whatsoever, than if the 
sam merchandise or produce had been imported in Prussian vessel'. 
And, r ciprocally, all kind of merchandise and art,icles of com-
mere , either the produce of the oil or of the industry of the King-
dom f Pru.· ia, or of any other country, which may be lawfully im-
port d int, the port. of the United tates, in ve. sels of the a,id 
, 'tat ma al ' O, b , o imported in Prussian vessels, without payin°· 
th r r hitYh r duti or haro-e of whatever kind or denomination, 
1, i l _ii:t t h nam , or o th profit of the Government, the lo"al 
} u h n 1 : or f an privat . tabli hments whatso ver, than if t h 
m r ·handi r pr du· had b n imported in ve els of th 
· at · f m ri a. · 
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reciprocally, to vessels of the said States and their cargoes, arriving 
in the ports of the Kingdom of Prussia, whether the said vessels clear 
directly from the ports of the country to which they respectively 
belong, or from the ports of any other foreign country. 
ARTICLE V. 
/ 
No higher or other duties shall be imposed on the importation into 
the United States, of any article, the produce or manufacture of 
Prussia; and no higher or other duties shall be imposed on the impor-
tation into the Kingdom of Prussia, of any article the produce or 
manufacture of the United States, than are, or shall be, payable on 
the like article, being the produce or manufacture of any other for- · 
eign country. Nor shall any prohibition be imposed on the importa-
tion or exportation of any article the produce or manufacture of the 
United States, or of Prussia, to, or from, the ports of the United 
States, or to, or from the ports of Prussia, which shall not equally 
extend to all other,na~ions. 
I ARTICLE VI. 
All kind of merchandise and articles of commerce, either the produce 
of · the soil or of the industry of the United States of Americ.ft,, or of 
any other country, which may be lawfully exported from the ports of 
the said United States, in national vessels, may, also, be exported 
therefrom in Prussian vessels, without paying other or higher duties 
or charges, of whatever kind or denomination, levied in the name, or 
to the profit of the Government, the local authorities, or of any 
private establishments whatsoever, than if the same merchandise or 
produce had been exported in vessels of the United States of America. 
An exact reciprocity shall be observed in the ports of the Kingdom · 
of Prussia, so that all kind of merchandise and articles of commerce, 
either the produce of the soil or the industry of the said Kingdom, or 
of any other country, ~hich may be lawfully exported from Prussian 
ports in national vessels, may also be exported therefrom in vessels 
of the United States of America, without paying other or higher duties 
or charges of whatever kind or denomination, levied in the name', or 
to the profit of the Government, the local authorities, or of any private 
establishments whatsoever, than if the same 1nerchandise or produce 
had been exported in Prussian vessels. 
ARTICLE VII. 
The preceding Articles are not applicable to the coastwise navigation 
of the two Countries, which is, respectively, reserved, by each of the 
high contracting parties, exclusively, to Itself. • 
ARTICLE VIII. 
o priority or preference shall be given, directly or indirectly, by 
either of the Contracting Parties, nor by any company, corporation, 
or agent, acting on their behalf, or under their authority, in the 
purch~se of any article of commerce, lawfully imported, on account 
of, or m reference to, the character of the vessel, whether it be of the 
one Party or of the Other, in which such article was imported: it 
bein~ ~he ~rue int~nt and meaning of the Contracting Parties, that 
no d1stmct10n or difference whatever, shall be made in this respect. 
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ARTICLE IX; 
If either Party shall, hereafter, grant to any other nation, any 
particular favor in navigation or commerce, it shall, immediately, 
become common to the other Party, freely, where it is freely granted 
to such other nat,ion, or on yielding the same compensation, when 
the grant is conditional. 
ARTICLE X. 
The two Contracting Parties have granted to each other the liberty 
of having, each in the ports of the other, Consuls, Vice Cons~ls, 
Agents, and Commissaries of their own appointment, who shall enJOY 
the same privileges and powers, as those of the most favored nations. 
But if any such consul shall exercise commerce, they shall be sub-
mitted to the same laws and usages to whieh the private individuals 
of their nation are submitted in the same place. 
The Consuls, Vice consuls, and Commercial Agents shall have the 
right, as such, to sit as judges and arbitrators in such difference~ as 
may arise between the captains and crews of the vessels belongmg 
to the nation whose interests are committed to· their charge, without 
the interference of the local authorities, unless the conduct of the 
crews, or of the captain, should disturb the order or tranquillity of 
the country; or the said Consuls, Vice consuls, or Commercial Age~ts 
should require their assistance to cause their decisions to be carried 
into effect or supported. It is, however, understood; that this spec~es 
of judgment or arbitration shall not deprive the contending _pa~t~es 
of the right they have to resort, . on their return, to the Jndicial 
authority of their country. 
ARTICLE XI. 
'l ' , 1>. 51 . 
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Nineteen th Article, relating to Treaties with Great Britain, are, here by, 
revived with the same force and virtue, as if they made part of the 
context of the present Treaty; it being, however, understood that 
the stipulations contained in the articles thus revived, shall be always 
considered · as, in no manner, affecting the Treaties or Conventions 
concluded by either Party with other Powers, during the interval 
between the expiration of the said Treaty of 1799, and commencement 
of the operation of the present Treaty. 
The Parties being still desirous, in conformity with their intention 
declared in the Twelfth Article of the said Treaty of 1799, to establish 
between themselves, or in concert with other maritime Powers, further 
provisions, to ensure just protection and freedom to neutral navigation 
and commerce, and which may, at the same time, advance the cause 
of civilization and humanity, engage again to treat on this subject, at 
some future and convenient period. 
ARTICLE XIII. 
Considering the remotene.ss of the respective countries of the two 
High Contracting Parties, and the uncertainty resulting therefrom, 
with respect to the various events which may take place, it is agreed 
that a merchant vessel belonging to either of them, which may be 
bound to a port supposed, at the time of its. departure to be blockaded, 
shall not, however, be captured or condemned, for having attempted, 
a first time, to enter said port, unless it can be proved that said ves-
sel could, and ought to, have learnt, during its voyage, that the 
blockade of the place in question still continued. But all vessels 
which, after having been warned off once, shall, during the same 
voyage, attempt a second time to enter the same blockaded port, dur-
ing the continuance of the said blockade, shall then subject them-
selves to be d_etained and condemned. 
ARTICLE XIV. 
The Citizens or subjects of each Party shall have power to dispose 
of their personal goods within the jurisdiction o! the other, by testa-
ment, donation, or otherwise, and their representatives, being citi~ens 
or subjects of the other Party, shall succeed to their said personal 
goods, whether by testament, or ab intestato, and may take possession 
thereof, either by themselves, or by others acting for them, and dis-
pose of the same, at their will, paying such dues only as the inhabi-
tants of the country wherein the said goods are, shall be subject to 
pay in like cases. And in case of the absence of the representative, 
such care shall be taken of the said goods, as would be taken of the 
goods of .a native, in like case, until the lawful owner may take 
measures for receiving them. And if question should arise among 
several claimants, to which of them said goods belong, the same shall 
be decided :finally by the laws and judges of the land wherein the said 
goods are. And where, on the death of any person holding real 
.estate, within the territories of the one Party, such real estate would, 
by the laws of the. land, descend on a citizen or subject of the other, 
were he not disqualified by alienage, such citizen or subject shall be 
allowed a reasonable time to sell the same and to withdraw the pro-
ceeds without molestation, and exempt from all duties of detraction, 
on the part of the Government of the respective States. But this 
Article shall not derogate, in any manner, from the force of the laws 
al!eady publisJ:ted, or hereaf~er to be published by His Majesty the 
Kmg of Prussia to prevent tho c·migration of his subjects. 
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ARTICLE XV. 
The present Treaty shall continue in force for twelve years, count-
ing from the day of the exchange of the ratifications; and if twelve 
months before the expiration of that period, neither of the High Con-
tracting Parties shall have announced, by an official notification to 
the other its intention to arrest the operation of said Treaty, it shall 
remain binding for one year beyond that time, and so on, until the 
expiration of the twelve months which will follow a similar notifica-
tion, whatever the time at which it may take place. 
- -
ARTICLE XVI. 
This Treaty shall be approved and ratified by the President of the 
United States of America, by, and with, the advice and consent of 
the Senate thereof, and by His Majesty the King of Prussia, and t~e 
ratifications shall be exchanged in the city of Washington, with1?-
nine months from the date of the signature hereof, or sooner, if 
possible. 
In faith whereof the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed the 
above Articles, both in the french and english languages; and they 
have thereto affixed their seals: declaring, nevertheless, that the 
signing in both languages shall p_ot be brought into precedent, nor in 
any way operate to the prejudice of either Party. 
Done in triplicate· at the city of Washington, on the First day of 
May, in the year of Our Lord One thousand eight hundred and twenty 
eight; and the Fifty-second of the Independence of the United States 
of America. 
[SEAL.] H. OLAY 
[SEAL.] LUDWIG NEIDER~ETTER 
1852. 
EXTRADITION CONVENTION. 
Concluded June 16, 1852_; ratification advised by the Senate March 15, 
1853_; ratified by the President May 27, 1853_; ratifications exchanged 
May 30, 185 _; proclaimed June 1, 1853. (Treaties and Conven-
tion , 1889, p. 921.) 
(This treaty wa concluded by the King of Prussia for the Kingdom of Prussia 
and oth r tates of the Germanic Confed ration therein named. It was acceded 
to by ~h following German States: Bremen, Mecklenburg-Schwerin, Mecklenburg-
Strehtz Oldenburg, Schaumburg-Lippe, and Wiirttemburg.) 
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crimes, being fugitives from justice, should, under certain circum-
stances, be reciprocally delivered up; and also to enumerate such 
crimes explicitly; and whereas the laws and Constitution of Prussia 
and of the other German States, parties to this Convention, forbid 
them to surrender their own citizens to a foreign jurisdiction, the Gov-
ernment of the United States, with a view of making the Convention 
strictly reciprocal, shall be held equally free from any obligation to 
surrender citizens of the United States; therefore, on the one part, 
the United States of America, and on the other part, His Majesty _the 
King of Prussia, in His own name as well as in the name of His Majesty 
the King of Saxony, His Royal Highness the Elector of Hesse, His 
Royal Highness the Grand Duke of Hesse and on. Rhine, His Royal 
Highness the Grand Duke of Saxe-W eimar-Eisenach, His Highness 
the Duke of Saxe-Meiningen, His Highness the Duke of Saxe Alten-
burg, His Highness the Duke of Saxe-Coburg-Gotha, His Highness 
the Duke of Brunswick, His Highness the Duke of Anhalt-Dessau 
His Highness the Duke of Anhalt-Bernburg, His Highness the Duke 
of Nassau, His Serene Highness, the Prince Schwarzburg-Rudolstadt, 
His Serene Highness the Prince of Schwarzburg Sondershausen, Her 
Serene Highness the Princess and · Regent of Waldeck, His Serene 
Highness the Prince of Reuss, elder branch, His Serene Highness the 
Prince of Reuss, junior branch, His Serene Highness the Prince of 
Lippe, His Serene Highness the Landgrave of Hesse Homburg as well 
as the free city of Francfort having resolved to treat on this subject, 
have for that purpose appointed their respective plenipotentiaries to 
negotiate and conclude a convention; that is to say: 
'"fhe President of the United States of America, Daniel Webster, 
Secretary of State, and His Majesty the King of Prussia in His own 
name as well as in the name of the other German Sovereigns above 
enumerated, and the free city of Francfort, Frederic Charles Joseph 
von Gerolt, His said Majesty's Minister Resident near the Government 
of the United States, who, after reciprocal communication of their 
respective powers, have agreed to and signed the following articles: 
ARTICLE I. 
It is agreed that the United States and Prussia, and the other States 
of the Germanic Confederation included in, or which may hereafter 
accede to this Convention, shall, upon mutual requisitions by them or 
their ministers, officers or authorities, respectively made, deliver up 
to justice all persons, who, being charged with the crime of murder, or 
assault with intent to commit murder, or piracy, or arson, or robbery, 
or forgery, or the utterance of forged papers, or the fabrication or 
circulation of counterfeit money, whether coin or paper money, or the 
embezzlement of public moneys committed within the jurisdiction of 
either party, shall seek an asylum, or shall be found within the terri-
tories of the other: Provided, That this shall only be done upon such 
evidence of criminality as, according to the laws of the place where 
the fugitive or person so charged shall be found, would justify his 
apprehension and commitment for trial, if the crime or offence had 
there been committed; and the respective judges and other magis-
trates of the two Governments shall have power, jurisdiction, and 
authority, upon complaint made under oath, to issue a warrant for the 
apprehension of the fugitive or person so charged, that he may be 
brought before such judges or other magistrates respectively, to the 
end that the evidence of criminality may be heard and considered; 
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and if, on such hearing, the evidence be deemed sufficient to sustain 
the charge, it shall be the duty of the examining judge or magistrate 
to certify the same to the proper executive authority, that a warrant 
may issue for the surrender of such fugitive. The expense of such 
apprehension and delivery shall be borne and defrayed by the party 
who makes the requisition and receives the fugitive. 
ARTICLE II. 
Tb.e stipulations_ of this Convention shall be applied to any other 
State of the Germanic Confederation, which may hereafter declare its 
accession thereto . . 
ARTICLE III. 
None of the contracting parties shall be _bound to deliver up its 
own citizens or subjects, under the stipulations of this Convention. 
ARTICLE IV. 
Whenever any person accused of any of the crimes enumerated _in 
this Convention shall have committed a new crime in the territones 
of the State where he has sought an asylum, or shall be found, such 
person shall not be delivered up under the stipulations of this Con-
vention, until he shall have been tried, and shall have received the 
punishment due to such new crime, or shall have been acquitted 
thereof. 
ARTICLE V. 
The present Convention shall continue in force until the pt of Jan-
uary, 1858, and if neither party shall have given to the other six 
months previous notice, of its intention then to terminate the same, 
it shall further remain in force until the end of twelve months after 
either of the high contracting parties shall have given notice to ~he 
other of such intention; each of the high contracting parties reservmg 
tp itself the right of giving such notice to the other, at any time after 
the expiration of the said :first day of January, 1858. 
ARTICLE VI. 
D L 
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ROUMANIA. 
1881. 
CONSULAR CONVENTION. 
Concluded June 17, 1881_; ratification advised by the Senate April 3 , 
1882_; ratified by the President April 6, 1882_; ratifications exchangecl 
June 13, 1883_; proclaimed July 9, 1883 . (Treaties and Conven-
tions, 1889, p. 925.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Consular officers. 
II. Most favored nation consular 
privileges. 
III. Exemptions. 
IV. Testimony by con1:?uls. 
V. Arms and flags. 
VI. Immunities of offices and ar-
chives. 
VII. Acting officers. 
VIII. Vice-consuls and agents. 
IX. Applications to authorities. 
X. Notarial powers. 
XI. Shipping disputes. 
XII. Deserters from ships. 
XIII. Damages to vessels at sea. 
XIV. ,Shipwrecks anrl salvage. 
XV. Estates of deceased persons. 
XVI. Duration; ratification. 
The United States of America and His Majesty the King of Rou-
mania, being mutually desirous of defining the rights, privileges and 
immunities of consular officers in the two countries, deem it expedient 
to conclude a consular convention for that purpose, and have accord-
ingly named as their plenipotentiaries: 
The United States of America=Eugene Schuyler, -their Charge 
d' Affaires and Consul General; 
His Majesty the King of Roumania: Mr D. Bratiano, President of 
His Council of Ministers, His Minister of Foreign Affairs, etc. etc., 
who, after having communicated to each other their respective full 
powers, found to be in good and proper form, have agreed upon the 
following articles : 
ARTICLE I. 
Each of the high contracting parties agrees to receive from the 
other, consuls-general, consuls, vice-consuls and consular agents, in 
all its ports, cities and places, except those where it may not be con-
venient to recognize such officers. This reservation, however, shall 
not apply to one of the high contracting parties without also applying 
to every other power. 
ARTICLE II. 
The consuls-general, consuls, vice-consuls and consular agents of 
each of the two high contracting parties shall enjoy reciprocally, in 
the States of the other, all the privileges, exempt,ions and immunities 
that are enjoyed by officers of the same rank and quality of the most 
favoured nation. The said officers, before being admitted to the 
exercise of their functions and the enjoyment of the _ immurrities 
thereto pertaining, shall present their commissions in the forms 
established in their respective countries. The government of each of 
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the two high contracting powers shall furnish them the necessary 
exequatur free of charge, and, on the exhibition of this instrument 
they shall be permitted to enjoy the rights, privileges, and immunities 
granted by this convention. 
ARTICLE III. 
Consuls-general, consuls, vice-consuls, and consular agents, citizens 
of the State by which they are appointed, shall be exempt from pre-
liminary arrest except in the case of offences which the local legisla-
tion qualifies as crimes and pumshes as such; they shall be exempt 
from military billetings, from service in the regular army or navy, in 
the militia, or in the national guard; they shall likewise be exempt 
from all direct taxes, national, State or municipal, imposed upon per-
sons, either in the nature of capitation tax or in respect to their prop-
erty, unless such taxes become due on account of the possession of 
real estate, or for interest on capital invested in the country where 
the said officers exercise their functions. 
This exemption shall not, hc,wever, apply to consuls-general, co~-
suls, vice-consuls, or consular agents engaged in any profession, busi-
ness, or trade, but the said officers shall in such case be subject to the 
payment of the same taxes that would be paid by any other foreigner 
under the like circumstances. 
-It is understood that the· respective consuls, if they are merchants, 
shall be entirely submitted, as far as concerns preliminary arrest for 
commercial acts, to the legislat,ion of the country in which they exer-
cise their functions. 
ARTICLE IV. 
When a court of one of the two countries shall desire to receive the 
judicial declaration or deposition of a consul-general, consul, vice-
consul', or consular agent, who is a citizen of the State which appointed 
him, and who is engaged in no commercial business, it shall request 
him, in writing, to appear before it, and in case of his inability to.~o 
so, it shall request him to give his testimony in writing, or shall v1S1t 
his re idence or office to obtain it orally. . 
It shall be the duty of such officer to comply with this request with 
as little delay as possible. 
In-an criminal ca es, contemplated by the sixth article of the 3:meu~-
ment to the Constitution of the United States, whereby the right ~ 
cured to persons charged with crimes to obtain witnesses in t,heir 
favour, the appearan in court of said consular officer shall be 
d ,mand d, with all po ible regard to the consular di()'nity and to the 
duti . of hi o.ffi. . A . imilar tr atm nt hall al o be extended to 
h on ul of th nited tate in Roumania in the like ca es. 
RTICLE 
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ARTICLE VI. 
The consular offices shall at all times be inviolable. The local 
authorities shall not, under any pretext, invade them. In no case 
shall they examine or seize the papers there deposited. In no case 
shall those offices be used as places of asylum. When a consular 
officer is engaged in other business, the papers relating to the consul-
ate shall be kept separate. 
ARTIQLE VIL 
In the event of the death, incapacity, or absence of consuls-general, 
consuls, vice-consuls, and consular agents, their chancellors or secre-
taries, whose official character may have previously been made known 
to the Department of State at Washington, or to the Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs in Roumania, may temporarily exercise their func-
tions, and while thus acting they shall enjoy all the rights, preroga-
tives and immunities granted to the incumbents. 
ARTICLE VIII. 
Consuls-general and consuls may, so far as the laws of their country 
allow, with the approbation of their respective govern:inents, appoint 
vice-consuls and consular agents in the cities, ports, and places within 
their consular jurisdiction. These agents may be selected from among 
citizens of the United States, Roumanians, or citizens of other coun-
tries. They shall be. furnished with a regular commission, and shall 
enjoy the privileges stipulated for consular officers in this convention, 
subject to the exceptions specified in Articles 3 anp. 4. 
ARTICLE IX. 
Consuls-general, consuls, vice-consuls, and consular agents, shall 
have the ·rjght to address the administrative and judicial authorities, 
whether in the United States, of the Union, the States or the munici-
palities, or in Roumania, of the State, the district or the commune, 
throughout the whole extent of their consular jurisdiction, in order 
to complain of any infraction of the treaties and conventions between 
the United States and Roumania, and for the purpose o.f protecting 
the rights and interests of their countrymen. If the complaint should 
not be satisfactorily redressed, the consular officers aforesaid, in_ the 
absence of a diplomatic agent of their country, may apply directly to 
the government of the country where they exercise their functions. 
ARTICLE X. 
Consuls-general, consuls, vice-consuls, and consular agents may 
take at their offices, at their private residence, at the residence of the 
parties, or on board ship, the depositions of the captains and crews of 
vessels of their own country, of passengers on board of them, and of 
any other citizen of their nation. They may also receive at their 
offices, conformably to the laws and regulations of their country, all 
contracts between the citizens of their country and the citizens or 
other inhabitants of the country where they reside, and even all con-
tracts between the latter, provided they relate to property situated or 
to business to be transacted in the territory of the nation to which 
the said consular officer may belong. 
Such papers and official documents of every kind, whether in the 
original, in copies or in translation, duly authenticated and legalized 
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by the consuls-general, consuls, vice-consuls, and consular agents, 
and sealed with their official seal, shall be received as legal docnments 
in courts of justice throughout the United States and Roumania. · 
ARTICLE XI. 
The respective consuls-general, consuls, vice-consuls, and. consular 
agents shall have exclusive charge of the internal order of the mer-
chant vessels of their nation, and shall alone take cognizance of all 
differences which may arise, either at sea or in port, between t,he cap-
tains; officers, and crews, without exception, particularly in reference 
to the adjustment of wages and the execution of contracts. The local 
authorities shall not interfere except when the disorder that has arisen 
is of such a nature as to disturb tranquillity and public order. on 
shore, or in the port, or when ·a person of the country or not belongmg 
to the crew shall be concerned therein. 
In all other cases, the aforesaid authorities shall confine themselv~s 
to lending aid to the consuls and vice-consuls or consular agents, if 
they are requested by them to do so, in causing the arrest and impris-
onment of any person wh'ose name is inscribed on the crew-list, when-
ever, for any cause, the said officers shall think proper. 
ARTICLE XII. 
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third power, shall be interested in the matter, and the parties cannot 
agree, the competent.local authorities shall decide. 
ARTICLE XIV. 
All proceedings relative to the salvage of vessels of the United States 
wrecked upon the coasts of Roumania, and of Roumanian vessels 
wrecked upon the coasts of the United States, shall be directed by 
the consuls-general, consuls, and vice-consuls of the two countries 
respectively, and until their arrival, by the respective consular agents, , 
wherever an agency exists. In the places and ports where an agency 
does not exist, the local authorities until the arrival of the consul in 
whose district the wreck may have occurred, and who shall be imme-
diately informed of the occurrence, shall take all necessary measures 
for the protection of persons and the preservation of wrecked prop-
erty. The local authorities shall not otherwise interfere than for the 
maintenance of order, the protection of the interests of the salvors 
if these do not belong to the crews that have been wrecked, and to 
carry into effect the arrangements made for the entry and exportation 
of the merchandize saved. 
It is understood that such merchandize is not to be subjected to any 
custom-house charges, unless it be intended for consumption in the 
country where the wreck may have taken place. 
rrhe intervention of the local authorities in these different cases shall 
occasion no expense of any kind, except such as may be caused by the 
operations of salvage and the preservation of the goods saved, together 
with such as would be incurred under similar circumstances by vessels 
of the nation. 
ARTICLE XV. 
In case of the death of any citizen of the United States inRoumania, 
or of any Roumanian in the United States, without having any known 
heirs or testamentary executor by him appointed, the competent local 
authorities shall give information of the circumstance to the consuls 
or consular agents of the nation to which the deceased belongs, in 
order that the necessary information may be immediately forwarded 
to parties in terestecl. 
Consuls-general, consuls, vice-consuls, and consular agents shall 
have the right to appear, p~rsonally or by delegate, in all proceedings 
on behalf of the absent or minor heirs, or creditors, until they are 
duly represented. 
ARTICLE XVI. 
The present convention shall remain in force for the space of ten 
years, counting from the day of the exchange of the ratifications, 
which shall be made in conformity with the respective constitutions 
of the two countries and exchanged at Bucarest as soon as possible. 
In case neither party gives notice, twelve months before the expira-
tion of the said period of ten years, of its intention not to renew this 
convention, it shall remain in force one year longer, and so on from 
year to year, until the expiration of a year from the day on which one 
of the parties shall have given such notice. 
In faith whereof the respective plenipotentiaries have signed this 
convention in duplicate, and have hereunto a;ffixed their seak 
Done at Bucarest the 5 /17 day of June in the year one thousand 
eight hundred and eighty one 
EUGENE SCHUYLER 
D BRATIANO 
[SEAL.] 
[SEAL.] 
RUSSIA. 
1824. 
CONVENTION AS TO THE PACIFIC OCEAN AND NORTHWEST COAST OF 
AMERICA. 
Concluded April 17, 1824 _; ratification advised by the Senate J anuary 
5, 1825_; ratified by the President January '7, 1825J· ratifications 
exchanged January 11, 1825J· proclaimed January 12 , 1825. (Trea-
ties and Conventions, 1889, p. 931.) 
(Translation from the original, which is in the French language.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Navigation, fishing, and trading. 
II. , Illicit trade. 
III. Mutual limit of occupation of 
northwest coast. 
IV. Temporary fishing and trading 
agreement. 
In the Name 
V. Sale of liquors and firearms pro-
hibited. 
VI. Ratification. 
of the Most Holy and Indivisible Trinity. 
The President of the United States of America and His Majesty the 
Emperor of all the Russias, wishing to cement the bonds of amity 
which unite them and to secure between them the invariable mainte-
nance of a perfect concord, by means of the present Convention, have 
named as their Plenipotentiaries to this effect, to wit : The Preside~t 
of the United States of America, Henry Middleton a Citizen of ~aid 
State , and their Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary 
near Hi Imperial Majesty: and His Majesty the Emperor of all the 
Rus ia , his beloved and faithful Charles Robert Count of Nesselrode, 
actual Privy Counsellor, Member of the Council of State, Secretary of 
tate directing the administration of foreign Affairs, actual Chamber-
lain, Knight of the ord r of St. Alexander Nevsky, Grand Oro s of the 
rd r of t. Wladimir of the fir t Class, Knight of that of the white 
a l of Poland, rand ro of the order of St. Stephen of Hungary, 
Knigh f th ord r of the Holy Gho t and of St. Michael, and Grand 
f h L gi n of Honour of France, Knight Grand Oro of th 
f h 1_31~ k and of th R d Eagle of Prussia, of the Annunci-
f ar m1 , f harl III of pain, of St. Ferdinand and of 
i f 1 · f h 1 phant of Denmark, of the Polar tar of 
1 n . f !-1 r _no~ irt mb rg, of the Guelphs of Hanover, of 
1 · L1 f . 1 h f ad n, and of t. Con tantine of Parma, 
1 1 a ual oun llor of tat Knio-ht of the order 
h fir, la , and rand ro ' of the order of t. 
. h ; wh af r havino- xchanged th ir full pow-
1111~ J a lu form, ha e gr d upon and i~ed the 
1pula 1 n . 0 
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ARTICLE FIRST. 
It is agreed that in any part of the Great Ocean, commonly called 
the Pacific -ocean, or-south-Sea, the respective Citizens or Subjects of 
the high c@ntracting Powers shall be neither disturbed nor restrained 
either in navigation, or in fishing, or in the power of resorting to the 
coasts upon points which may not already have been occupied, for the 
purpose of trading with the Natives, saving always the restrictions 
and conditions determined by the following articles. 
ARTICLE SECOND. 
With a view of preventing the rights of navigation and of fishing, 
exercised upon the Great Ocean by the Citizens and Subjects of the 
high contracting Powers from becoming the pretext for an illicit trade, 
it is agreed, that the Citizens of the United States shall not resort to 
any point where there is a Russian establishment, without the per-
mission of the Governor or Commander; and that, reciprocally, the 
Subjects of Russia shall not resort, without permission, to any estab-
lishment of the United States upon the North West Coast. 
ARTICLE THIRD. 
It is moreover agreed, that hereafter there shall not be formed by 
the Citizens of the United-States, or under the authority of the said 
States, any establishment upon the North West Coast of America, . 
nor in any of the Islands adjacent, to the north of fifty four degrees 
and forty minutes of north latitude; and that in the same manner 
there shall be none formed by Russian Subjects or under the authority 
of Russia south of the same parallel. 1 · 
ARTICLE FOURTH. 
It is nevertheless understood that during a term of ten years; count-
ing from the signature of the present Convention, the ships of both 
Powers, or which belong to their Citizens or Subjects respectively, 
may reciprocally frequent without any hindrance whatever, the inte-
rior seas, gulphs, harbours and creeks upon th~ Coast mentioned in 
the preceding Article, for the purpose of fishing and trading with the 
natives of the country. 
ARTICLE FIFTH. 
All spirituous liquors, fire-arms, other arms, powder and munitions 
of war of every kind, are always excepted from this same commerce 
permitted by the preceding Article, and the two Powers engage, recip-
rocally, neither to sell, nor suffer them to be sold to the Natives by 
their respective Citizens and Subjects, nor by any person who may be 
under their authority. It is likewise stipulated that this restriction 
shall never afford a pretext, nor be advanced, in any case, to author-
ize either search or detention of the vessels, seizure of the merchan-
dize, o:c, in fine, any measures of constraint whatever towards the 
merchants or the crews who may carry on this commerce: the high 
contracting Powers reciprocally reserving to themselves to determine 
upon the penalties to be incurred, and to inflict the punishment, in 
case of the contraventfon of this Article by their respective Citizens 
or Subjects. 
7468-34 
1 See Treaty of 1867, p. 537. 
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ARTICLE SIXTH. 
When this Convention shall have been duly ratified by the Presi-
dent of the United-States, with the advice and consent of the ,Senate 
on the one part, and on the other by His Majesty the Emperor of all 
the Russias, the ratifications shall be exchanged at Washington in 
the space of ten months from the date below, or sooner if possible. 
In faith whereof the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed this 
Convention, and thereto affixed the Seals of their Arms. 
Done at St. Petersburg the --Y. AprH, of the year of Grace one thou-
sand eight hundred and twenty four. 
[L. S.] _ 
(Signed) HENRY MIDDLETON. 
[L. S.] 
Le Comte CHARLES DE N ESSELRODE. 
LL. s.] 
PIERRE DE POLETICA. 
1832. 
TREATY OF C OMMERCE AND NAVIGATION. 
Concluded December 18, 1832_; ratification advised by the Ser1;ate ~ eb-
ruary 27, 1833J· ratified by the President April 8, 1833J· ratifications 
exchanged May 11, 1833J· proclaimed JJfay 11, 1833. (Treaties and 
Conventions, 1889, p. 933.) · 
ARTICLES. 
I. Freedom of commerce and navi-
gation. 
II. R eciprocal treatment of vessels. 
III. No discrimination on account of 
vessels import ing. 
IV. Application of two preceding 
articles. 
V. Export duties. 
VI. Import dutie . 
VII. Coastwise trade. 
VIII. Consular officers and powers. 
IX. Deserters from ships. 
X. Estates of deceased persons. . 
XI. Most favored nation commercial 
- privileges. 
XII. Duration. 
XIII. Ratification. . 
Separate article: Trade with Pruss~a, 
Sweden, Norway, Poland, and Fm-
land. 
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said Plenipotentiaries having exchanged their full powers, found in 
good and due form, have concluded and signed the fo~lowing Articles: 
ARTICLE I. 
There shall be between the territories of the high · contracting 
parties, a reciprocal liberty of commerce and navigation. The inhab-
it.ants of their respective States shall, mutually have liberty to enter 
the ports, places, and rivers of the territories of each party, wherever 
foreign commer"e is permitted. They shall be at liberty to sojourn 
and reside in all parts whatsoever of said territories, in order to 
attend to their affairs, and they shall enjoy, to that effect, the same 
security and protection as natives of the country wherein they reside, 
on condition of their submitting to the laws and ordinances there 
prevailing, and particularly to the regulations· in force concerning 
commerce. 
ARTICLE II. 
Russian vessels arriving either laden or in ballast, in the ports of 
the United States.of America; and, reciprocally, vessels of the United 
States arriving either laden, or in ballast in the ports of the Empire 
of Russia, shall be treated, on their entrance, during their stay, and 
at their departure, upon the same footing as national vessels, coming 
from the same place, with respect to the duties of tonnage. In regard 
to light house duties; pilotage, and port charges, as well as to the fees 
and perquisites of public officers, and all other duties and charges, 
of whatever kind or denomination, levied upon vessels of commerce, 
in the name or to the profit of the Government, the local authorities, 
or of any private establishments whatsoever, the high contracting 
parties shall reciprocally treat each other, upon the footing of the 
most favored nations, with whom they have not Treaties now actually 
in force, regulating the said duties and charges on the basis of an 
entire reciprocity. 
ARTICLE III. 
All kind of merchandise and articles of commerce, which may be 
lawfully imported into the ports of the Empire of Russia, in Russian 
vessels, may, also, be so imported in vessels of the United States of 
America, without paying other or higher duties or charges, of what-
ever kind or denomination, levied in the name, or to the profit of the 
Government, the local authorities, or of any private establishments 
whatsoever, than if the same merchandise or articles of commerce had 
been imported in Russian vessels. And, reciprocally, all kind of mer-
chandise and articles of commerce, which may be lawfully imported 
into the ports of the United St~tes of America, in vessels of the said 
States, may also, be so imported in Russian-vessels, without paying 
other or higher duties or charges, of whatever kind or denomination, 
levied in the name or to the profit of the Government, the local authori-
ties, or of any private establishments whatsoever, than if the same 
merchandise or articles of commerce had been imported in vessels 
of the United States of America. 
ARTICLE IV. 
I~ is understood t~at. the stipulations contained in the two preceding 
Articles, are, to their full extent, applicable to Russian vessels, and 
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their cargoes, arriving in the ports of the United States of America; 
and, reciprocally, to vessels of the said States and their cargoes, arriv-
ing in the ports of the Empire of Russia, whether the said vessels 
clear directly from the ports of the country to which they respectively 
belong, or from t,he ports of any other foreign country. 
ARTICLE V. 
All kind of merchandise and articles of commerce, which may be 
lawfully exported from the ports of the United States of America in 
national vessels may, also, be exported therefrom in Russian vessels, 
without paying other or higher duties or charges, of whatever kind or 
denomination, levied in the name, orto the profit of the Government, 
the, local authorities, or of any private establishments whatsoever, , 
than if the same merchandise or articles of commerce had been exported 
in vessels of the United States of America. And, reciprocally, all 
kind of merchandise and ~rticles of commerce, which may be lawfully 
exported from the ports of the Empire of Russia in national vessels, 
may also be exported therefrom in vessels of the United States of 
America, without paying other or higher duties or charges of whatever 
kind or denomination, levied in the name, or to the profit of the Gov-
ernment, the local authorities, or of any _private establishments what-
soever, than if the same merchandise or articles of commerce had been 
exported in Russian vessels. 
ARTICLE VI 
o higher or other duties shall be imposed on the importation into 
the United States, of any article, the produce or manufacture .of R? -
sia; and no higher or other duties shall be imposed on the importation 
into the Empire of Russia, of any article, the produce or manufacture 
of the United States, than are, or shall be, payable on the like article, 
being the produce or manufacture of any other foreign country. Nor 
shall st,ny prohibition be imposed on the importation or exportation of 
any article the produce or manufacture of the United States, or of 
Ru sia, to, or from the ports of the United States, or to, or from the 
port of the Russian Empire, which shall not equally extend to all 
other nations. 
ARTICLE VII. 
xpre ly under ood that the preceding Articles II, III, IV, 
I shall not b appli abl to the coastwise navigation of i her 
w untri . , whi h ach of the high contracting partie 
~ lu iv ly to it elf. 
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may arise bet~een the Captains and crews of the vessels belonging 
to the nation whose interests are committed to their charge, without 
the interference of the local authorities, unless the conduct of the 
crews, or of the captain, should disturb the order of the tranquillity 
of the country; or the said Consuls, Vice-Consuls, or Commercial 
Agents should require their assistance to cause their decisions to be 
carried into effect or supported. It is, however, understood, that this 
species of judgment or arbitration shall not deprive the contend_ing 
parties of the right they have to resort, on their return, to the judicial 
authority of their. Country. 
ARTICLE IX. 
The said Consuls, Vice-Consuls, and Commercial Agents, are author-
ized to require the assistance of the local authorities, for the search, 
arrest, detention and imprisonment of the deserters from the ships of 
war and merchant vessels of their country. For this purpose they 
shall apply to the competent tribunals, judges, and officers, and shall 
in writing demand said deserters, proving by the exhibition of the 
registers of the vessels, the rolls of the crews, or by other official 
. documents that such individuals formed part of the crews; and, this 
reclamation being thus substantiated, the surrender shall not be 
refused. · 
Such deserters, when arrested, shall be placed at the disposal of the 
said Consuls, Vice-Consuls, or Commercial Agents, and may be con-
fined in the public prisons, at the request.and cost of those who shall 
claim them, in order to be detained until the time when they shall be 
restored to the vessels to which they belonged, or sent back to their 
own country by a vessel of the same nation or any other vessel what-
soever. But if not sent back within four months, from the day of 
·their arrest, they shall be set at liberty, and shall not be again arrested 
for the same cause. -
However, if the deserter should be found*to have committed any 
crime or offence, his surrender may be delayed until the tribunal 
before which his case shall be depending snall have pronounced it's 
sentence, and such sentence shall have been carried into effect. 
ARTICLE X. 
The citizens and subjects of each of the high contracting parties 
shall have power to dispose of their personal goods within the juris-
diction of the other, by testament, donation, or otherwise, and their 
representatives, being citizens or subjects of the other party, shall 
succeed to their said _ personal goods, whether by testament or ab 
intestato, and may take possession thereof, either by themselves, or 
by others acting for them, and dispose of the same, at will, paying 
to the profit of the respective Governments, such dues only as the 
inhabitants of the country wherein the said goods are, shall be s11bject 
to pay in like cases. And in case of the absence of the representative, 
such care shall be taken of the said goods, as would be taken of the 
goods of a native of the same country, in like case, until the lawful 
owner may take measures for receiving them. And if a question 
should arise among several claimants, as to which of them st;i,id goods 
belong, the same shall be decided finally by the laws and judges of 
the land wherein the said goods are. And where, on the death of any 
person holding real estate, within the territories of one of the high 
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contracting parties, such real estate would by the laws of the land, 
descend on a citizen or subject of the other party, who by reason of 
alienage may be incapable of holding it, he shall be allowed the t~me 
fixed by the laws of the country, and in case the laws of the country, 
actually in force may not have fixed any such time, he shall then be 
allowed a reasonable time to sell such real estate and to withdraw and 
export the proceeds without molestation, and without paying to the 
profit of the respective Governments, any other dues than those ~o 
which the inhabitants of the country wherein said real estate 1s 
situated, shall be subject to pay, in like cases. But this Article shall 
not derogate, in any manner, from the force of the laws already 
published, or which may hereafter be published by His Majesty t~e 
Emperor of all the Russias: to prevent the emigration of his 
subjects. 
ARTICLE XI. 
If either party shall, hereafter, grant to any other nation, any par-
ticular favor in navigation or commerce, it shall, immediately, become 
common to the other party, freely, where it is freely granted to such 
other nation, or on yielding the same compensation, when the grant 
is conditional. 
A~TICLE XII. 
The present treaty, of which the effect shall extend, in like m3:nner, 
to the Kingdom of Polan~, so far as the same may be appl~cable 
thereto, shall continue in force until the first day of January, m t~e 
year of our Lord one thousand Eight hundred and Thirty nine, and if, 
one year before that day, one of the high contra_cting _par~i~s,. shall 
not have announced to the other, by an official notificat10n, 1t s mten-
tion to arrest the operation thereof, this treaty shall remain obligatory 
one year beyond that day, and so on until the expiration of the year 
which shall commence after the date of a similar notification. 
ARTICLE XIII. 
The present Treaty shall be approved and ratified by the Pre ident 
of the nited State, of America, by and with the advice and con nt 
of th enate of the aid States, and by His Majesty the Emperor_of 
all th Rus ia ; and the ratifications shall be exchanged in the ity 
of Wa 1:-ington within the pace of one year, or sooner if po ·sibl . 
In faith wher of, th re ·pective Plenipotentiaries have io-n d th 
pr nt tr aty in duplicat and affix d th reto the eal of th ir arm · . 
on at t et r burg th ,ig~~~~ih D cember, in th year of Gra , On 
hou and Ei(Tht hundr d and thirty two . 
.TAME B HA - [ EAL.] 
[, 'E L.] 1HARLE,' 10MTE l E E ' 'EL ODE. 
EPE TE TI LE 
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and Norway by special stipulations, now actually in force, and which 
may be renewed hereafter; which stipulations are, in no manner con-
nected with the existing regulations for foreign commerce.in general; 
the two high contracting parties, wishing to remove from their com-
mercial relations every kind of ambiguity or subject of discussion, 
have agreed, that the special stipulations granted ,to the commerce of 
Prussia, and of Sweden and Norway, in consideration of equivalent 
advantages granted in these countries, by the one to the commerce of 
the Kingdom of Poland, and by the other to that of the Grand Dutchy 
of Finland, shall not, in any case, be invoked in favor of the relations 
of commerce and navigation, sanctioned between the two high con-
tracting parties by the present Treaty. 
The present Seperate Article shall have the same force and value as 
if it were inserted, word for word, in the Treaty signed this day, and 
shall be ratified at the same time. 
In faith whereof, we, the undersigned, by virtue of our respective 
full powers, have signed the present Seperate Article, and affixed 
thereto the seals of our arms. 
Done at St. Petersburg, the l-s of December, in the year of Grace, 
one Thousand Eight hundred & thirty two. 
JAMES BUCHANAN [SEAL.] 
[SEAL.] CHARLES COMTE DE NESSELRODE. 
1854. 
CONVENTION AS TO RIGHTS OF NEUTRALS AT SEA. 
Concliided July 22, 1854.,· ratification advised by the Senate July 25, 
1854.,· ratified by the President August 12, 1854.,· ratifications ex-
changed October 31, 1854.,· proclaimed November 1, 1854. (Treaties 
and Conventions, 1889, p. 938.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Principles of free ships and neutral I III. Accession of other nations. 
property. IV. Ratification. 
II. Extension of p_rinciples. 
The United States of America and His Majesty the Emperor of all 
the Russias, equally animated with a· desire to maintain, and to pre-
serve from all harm, the relations of good understanding which have 
at all times so happily subsisted between themselves, as also between 
the inhabitants of their respective States, have mutually agreed to 
perpetuate, by means of a formal convention, the principles of the 
right of neutrals at sea, which they recognize as indispensable condi-
tions of all freedom of navigation and maritime trade. For this 
purpose, the President of the United States has conferred full powers 
on William L. Marcy, Secretary of State of the United States; and 
His Majesty the Emperor of all the Russias has conferred like powers 
on Mr Edward de Stoeckl, Counsellor of State, Knight of the Orders 
of Ste Anne of the 2d Class, of St Stanislas, of the 4th Class, and 
of the Iron Crown of Austria, of the 3~ Class, His Majesty's Charge 
d'Affaires near the Government of the United States of America: and 
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said Plenipotentiaries, after having exchanged their full powers, 
found in good and due form, have concluded and signed the following 
articles: 
ARTICLE I. 
The two High Contracting Parties recognise as permanent and 
immutable the following principles, to wit: . 
pt That free ships make free goods that is to say, that the effects or 
goods belonging to subjects or citizens of a Power or State at war are 
free from capture and confiscation when found on board of neutral 
vessels, with the exception of articles contraband of war. 
2d That the property of neutrals on board an enemy's vessel is not 
subject to confiscation, unless the same be contraband of war. They 
engage to apply these principles to the commerce and navigation of 
all such Powers and States as shall consent to adopt them on their 
part as permanent and immutabl~. 
ARTICLE II. 
The two High Contracting Parties reserve themselves to come to an 
ulterior understanding as circumstances may require, with regard to 
the application and extem;ion to be given, if there be any cause for 
it, to the principles laid down in the 1st Article. But they declare 
from this time that they will take the stipulations contained in said 
Article 1., as a rule, whenever it shall become a question, to judge of 
the rights of neutrality. 
ARTICLE III. 
It is agreed by t,he High Contracting Parties that all Nations which 
shall or may consent to accede to the rules of tHe first Article of this 
convention, by a formal declaration stipulating to observe them, shall 
enjoy the rights resulting from such accession as they shall be enjoyed 
and observed by the two Powers signing this convention. They Rhall 
mutually communicate to each other the results of the steps which 
may be taken on the subject. 
ARTICLE IV. 
nd day of July, th ar of 
. L. MAR 
[ EAL.] 
DO RD T E KL. 
[ EAL.] 
RUSSIA-MARCH 30, 1867. 
1867. 
CONVENTION CEDING ALASKA. 
537 
Concluded March 30, 1867_; ratification advised by the Senate April 9, 
1867_; ratified by the President May 28, 1867_; ratifications exchanged 
June 20, 1867_; proclaimed June 20, 1867. (Treaties and Conven-
tions, 1889, p. 939'.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Territory ceded; boundaries. I IV. Formal delivery. . 
II. Public property ceded. V. Withdrawal of troops. 
IIL Citizenship of inhabitants; uncivil- VI. Payment; effect of cession. 
ized tribes. VII. Ratification. 
The United States of America and His Majesty the Emperor of all 
the Russias, being desirous of strengthening, if possible, the good 
understanding which exists between them, have, for that purpose, 
appointed as their Plenipotentiaries: the President of the United 
States, William H. Seward, Secretary of State; and His Majesty the 
Emperor of all the Russias, the Privy Counsellor Edward de Stoeckl, 
his Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary to the United 
States. 
And the said Plenipotentiaries, having exchanged their full powers, 
which were found to be in due form, have agreed upon and signed the 
following articles: 
ARTICLE I. 
His Majesty the Emperor of all the Russias agrees to cede to the 
United Stat~s, by this convention, immediately upon the exchange of 
the ratifications thereof, all the territory and dominion now possessed 
by his said Majesty on the continent of America and in the adjacent 
islands, the same being contained within the geographical · limits 
herein set forth, to wit: The eastern limit is the line of demarcation 
between the Russian and the British possessions in North America, as 
established by the convention between Russia and Great Britain, of 
February 28-16, 1825, and described in Articles III and· IV of said 
convention, in the following terms: 
'' Commencing from the southernmost point of the island called 
Prince of Wales Island, which point lies in the parallel of 54 degrees 
40 minutes north latitude, and between the 131 st and 133d degree of 
west longitude, (meridian of Greenwich,) the said line shall ascerrd to 
the north along the channel called Portland channel, as far as the 
point of the continent where it strikes the 56th degree of north lati-
tude; from this last mentioned point, the line of demarcation shall 
follow the summit of the mountains situated parallel to tke coast as 
far as the point of intersection of the 141 st degree of west longitude, 
(of the same meridian;) and finally, from the said point of intersec-
tion, the said meridian line of the 141 st degree, in its prolongation as 
far as the Frozen ocean. 
"IV. With reference to the line of demarcation laid down in the 
preceding article, it is understood-
'' 1 ~t That the island called Prince of Wales Island shall belong 
wholly to Russia," (now, by this cession, to the United States.) 
Federal cases: Kinkeadv. U.S., 150U. S.; 18Ot.Ol.,504; 24Ot. 01.,459; Callsen 
v. Hope, 75 Fed. Rep., 758. 
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" 2~ That whenever the summit of the mountains which extend in a 
direction parallel to the coast from the 56 th degree of north latitude 
to the point of intersection of the 141 st degree of west longitude shall 
prove to be at the distance of more than ten marine leagu~s from the 
ocean, the limit between the British possessions and the line of coast 
which is to belong to Russia as above mentioned (that is to say, the 
limit to the possessions ceded by this convention) shall be formed by 
a line parallel to the winding of the coast, and which shall never 
exceed the distance of ten marine leagues therefrom." 
The western limit within which the territories and dominion con-
veyed, are contained, passes through a point in Behring's straits on 
the parallel of sixty-five degrees thirty minutes north latitude, at its 
intersection by the meridian which passes midway between the islands 
of Krusenstern, or Ignalook, and the island of Ratmanoff, or Noonar-
book, and proceeds due north, without limitation, into the same Frozen 
Ocean. The same western limit, beginning at the same initial point, 
proceeds thence . in a course nearly southwest, through Behring's 
straits and Behring's sea, so as to pass midway between the northwest 
point of the island of St. Lawrence and the southeast point of Cape 
Choukotski, to the meridian of one hundred and seventy-two west 
longitude; thence, from the intersection of that meridian, in a south-
westerly direction, so as to pass midway between the island of Attou 
and the Copper island of the Kormandorski couplet or group, in the 
North Pacific ocean, to the meridian of one hundred and ninety-three 
degrees west longitude, so as to include in the territory conveyed the 
whole of the Aleutian islands east of that meridian . 
. ARTICLE II. 
In the cession of territory and dominion made by the preceding 
article, are included the right of property in all public lots and 
squares, vacant lands, and all public buildings, fortifications, bar-
racks, and other edifices which are not private -individual property. 
It is, however, understood and agreed, that the churches which have 
been built in the ceded territory by the Russian government, shall 
remain the property of such members of the Greek Oriental Church 
resident in the territory, as may choose to worship tl;lerein. Any 
Government archives, papers, and documents relative to the territory 
and dominion aforesaid, which may now be existing there, will be left 
in the po ession of the agent of the United States; but an authenti-
cated copy 0£ such of them as may be required, will be, at all times, 
given by the United tate · to the Russian government, or to such 
Ru ian officer or subjects a they may apply for. 
ARTICLE III. 
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ARTICLE IV. 
His Majesty, the Emperor of all the Russias shall appoint, with con-
venient despatch, an agent or agents for the purpose of formally 
delivering to a similar agent or agents appointed on behalf of the 
United States, the territory, dominion, property, dependencies and 
appurtenances which are ceded as above, and for doing any other act 
which may be necessary in regard thereto. But the cession. with the 
right of immediate- possession, is nevertheless to be deemed complete 
and absolute on the exchange ·of ratifications, without waiting for such 
formal delivery. 
ARTICLE V. 
Immediately after the exchange of the ratifications of this conven-
tion, any fortifications or military posts which may be in the ceded 
territory, shall be delivered to the agent of the United States, and 
any Russian troops which may be in the territory shall be withdrawn 
as soon as may be reasonably and conveniently prac~icable. 
ARTr'CLE VI. 
In consideration of the cession aforesaid, the United. States agree 
to pay at the Treasury in Washington, within ten months after the 
exchange of the ratifications of this convention, to the diplomatic 
representative or other agent of his Majesty the Emperor of all the 
Russias, duly authorized to receive the same, seven million two hun-
dred thousand dollars in gold. The cession of territory and dominion 
herein made is herepy declared. to be free and unincumbered by any 
reservations, privileges, franchises, grants, or possessions, by any 
associated companies, whether corporate or incorporate, Russian or 
any other, or by any parties, except merely private individual prop:-
erty-holders; and the cession hereby made, conveys all the rights, 
franchises, and privileges now belonging to Russia in the said terri-
tory or dominion, and appurtenances thereto. 
ARTICLE VII. 
When this convention shall have been duly ratified by the President 
of the United States, by and with the advice and consent of the Sen-
ate, on the one part, and on the other by His Majesty the Emperor of 
all the Russias, the ratifications shall be exchanged at Washington 
within three months from the date hereof, or sooner, if possible. 
In faith whereof, the respective plenipotentiaries have signed this 
convention, and thereto affixed the seals of their arms. 
Done at Washington, the thirtieth day of March in the year of our 
Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty-seven. 
[SEAL.] WILLIAM 11. SEW ARD, 
[SEAL.] EDOUARD DE 8TOECKL, 
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1868. 
ADDITIONAL ARTICLE TO TREATY OF COMMERCE, 1832. TRADE-
MARKS. 
Concluded January 27, 1868_; ratification advised by the Senate July 
25, 1868_; ratified by the President August 14, 1868_; ratifica#ons 
exchanged September 21, 1868J· proclaimed October 15, 1868. (Trea-
ties and Conventions, 1889, p. 942.) 
ARTICLE.-COUNTERFEITING OF TRADE-MARKS PROHIBITED; 
REGISTRATION. 
The United States of America and his Majesty the Emperor of all 
the Russias, deeming it advisable that there should be an additional 
Article to the Treaty of Commerce 1 between them, of the f8 December 
1832, have for this purpose named as their Plenipotentiaries, the 
President of the United States, William H. Seward, Secretary_ of 
State, and His Majesty the Emperor of all the Russias, the Priv;v 
Councillor, Edward de Stoeckl, accredited as His Envoy Extraor~i-
nary and Minister Plenipotentiary to the United States; and the said 
Plenipotentiaries, after an examination of their respective full powers, 
which were found to be in good and due form, have agreed to and 
signed the following: 
ADDITIONAL ARTICLE. 
The High Contracting Parties, desiring to secure complete and e_ffi-
cient protection to the manufacturing industry of their respective 
citizens and subjects, agree that any counterfeiting in one of th~ two 
countries of the trade marks affixed in the other on merchandize to 
show its origin and quality, shall be strictly prohibited and repressed, 
and shall give ground for an action of damages in favor of the injured 
party, to be prosecuted in the courts of the country in which the coun-
terfeit shall be proven. 
The trade marks in which the citizens or subjects of one of the two 
countries may wish to secure the right of property in the other, ~u t 
be lodged exclusively, to wit, the marks of citizens of the Umted 
tates, in the Department of Manufactures and Inland Commerce, at 
~ Peter burg, and the mark of Russian subjects, at the Patent Office 
in W a hington. 
'l'hi additional Articl hall be terminable by either party, pursuant 
to h twelfth rti le of the Treaty to which it is an addition. It 
hall b ratified by the Pr id nt, by and with the advice and con ent 
of th nate of th nit d tat , and by His Majesty, the Emp ror 
f all h Ru fa ; and th r p ctiv ratifications of the same shall 
x han d at ~ t r burg; within nine month from the dat 
h r f, r , n r if po ibl . 
Inf ith '_h_ r f, h r p tiv Plenipotentiari hav io-n d th 
r . n · 1 1 al i 1 in duplicate and affixed thereto the al of 
h 1' arm . . 
n . 
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1874. 
TRADE-MARK DECLARATION. 
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Signed March 28, 1874_; ratification advised by the Senate June 22, 
187 4 _; ratified by the President June 26, 187 4 _; proclaimed November 
24, 187 4. (Treaties and Conventions, 1889, p. 943.) 
-DECLARATION. 
The Government of the United States of America and the Govern-
ment of His Majesty the Emperor of all the Russias, having recog-
nized the necessity of defining and rendering more efficacious the 
stipulations contained in the additional Article of the H~~ January 
1868, to the Treaty of Commerce and Navigation, concluded between 
the United States of America and Russia, on the T~th December 1832, 
the undersigned, duly authorized to that effect. have agreed upon the 
following arrangements · · 
ARTICLE 1. 
With regard to marks of goods or of their packages and also with 
regard to marks of manufacture and trade, the Citizens of the United 
States of America shall enjoy in Russia, and Russian subjects shall 
enjoy in the United States, the same protection as native citizens. 
ARTICLE II. 
The preceding article, which shall come immediately into operation, 
shall be considered as forming an integal part of the Treaty of the 
-fi~1i .December 1832 1 and shall have the same force and duration as 
the said Treaty. 
In faith whereof the. undersigned have drawn up and signed the 
present declaration and affixed thereto their seals. 
Done in duplicate in the English and Russian languages at S~ 
Petersburg, this -H- day of March. 1874. 
[SEAL.] MARSHALL JEWELL. 
GORTCHACOW. [SEAL.] 
1887. 
EXTRADITION CONVENTION. 
Concluded March 28, · 1887_; ratification advised by the Senate with 
amendments February 6, 1893 _; ratified by the President Febrnary 
14, 1893_; ratifications exchanged April 21, .1893_; proclaimed June 
5, 1893. (U. S. Stats., Vol. 28, p. 1071.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Surrender of accused; evidence. VII. Provisional detention. 
II. Extraditable crimes. 
III. Political offenses. 
IV. Nondelivery of citizens. 
V. Persons under trial. 
VI. Procedure. 
VIII. Articles taken with fugitives. 
IX. Persons claimed by a third coun-
try . . 
X. Expenses. 
XI. Duration; ratification. 
The United States of America and His Majesty the Emperor of all 
the Russias having thought proper, with a view to the better admin-
i tration of justice, and for the prevention of crime in their respective 
1 See page 530. 
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territories and jurisdictions, that persons convicted of, or charged 
with, any of the crimes hereinafter enumerated, and having escaped 
from justice, should, in certain cases, be reciprocally delivered up, 
have resolved to conclude a Convention to this end, and have named 
as their Plenipotentiaries, to wit: 
The President of the United States of America, Thomas F. Bayard, 
Secretary of State of the United States; and His Majesty the Emperor 
of all the Russias, Charles Struve, His Master of the Court, Envoy 
Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary near the Government of 
the United States of America, and Baron Romain Rosen, His Gentle-
man in Waiting, Councillor of State, and Consul-General at New 
· York; who, having communicated to each other their full powers 
found to be in good and due form, have agreed upon the following 
articles: 
ARTICLE I. 
The High Contracting Parties reciprocally agree to surrender. to 
each other, upon mutual requisitions and according to their respective 
regulations and procedure, persons who, being charged with, or C?n-
victed of, the commission, in the territory of one of the contract~ng 
parties, of any of the crimes and offenses specified in the followmg 
article, shall seek an asylum or be found within the territory of the 
other: Provided, That this shall only be done upon such evidence of 
criminality as, according. to the laws of the place where the fugitive 
or person so charged shall be found, would justify his or her appre-
hension and commitment for trial if the crime or offense had been 
there committed. 
ARTICLE II. 
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9. Piracy, or mutiny on shipboard, whenever the crew, or part 
thereof, shall have taken possession of the vessel by fraud or by 
violence against the commander. 
· 10. Wilful or unlawful destruction or obstruction of ·railroads which 
endangers human life. 
ARTICLE III. 
If it be made to appear that extradition is sought with a view to try 
or punish the person demanded for an offense of a political character, 
surrender shall not take place; nor shall any person surrendered be 
tried or punished for any political offense committed previously to his 
extradition, nor for any offense other than that for which the extra-
dition was granted; nor shall the surrender of any person be demanded 
for an offense committed prior to the date at which this Convention 
shall take effect. 
Au attempt against the life of the head of either Government, or 
against that of any member of his family, when such attempt com-
prises the act either of murder or assassination or of poisoning, or of 
accessoriship thereto, shall not be considered a political offense or an 
act connected with such an offense. · 
ARTICLE IV. 
The contracting parties shall not be required to deliver up their 
own citizens or subjects, in virtue of the stipulations of the present 
Convention. 
ARTICLE V. 
If the person demanded be held for trial in the country on which 
the dem;.:i,nd is made, it shall be optional with the latter to grant extra-
dition, or to proceed with the trial: Provided, that, unless the trial 
shall be for the crime for which the fugitive is claimed, the delay shall 
. not prevent ultimate extradition. 
ARTICLE VI. 
Requisitions for the surrender of fugitives from justice, accused or 
convicted of any of the crimes or offenses hereinbefore mentioned, 
shall be made by the diplomatic agent of the demanding Government. 
In case of the absence of such agents either from the country or from 
the seat of Government, such requisitions may be made by the supe-
rior consular officer. 
When the person whose surrender is requested shall already have 
been convicted of the crime or offense for which his extradition is 
demanded, the demand therefor shall be accompanied by a copy of 
the judgment of the court that pronounced the sentence, bearing the 
seal of said· court. The signature of the judge thereof shall be 
authenticated by the proper executive officer of the demanding Gov-
ernment, whose official character shall, in turn, be attested by the 
diplomatic agent or superior consular officer of the Government on 
which the demand is made. 
When the person whose surrender is asked shall be merely charged 
with the commission of an extraditable crime or offense, the applica-
tion for extradition shall be accompanied by an authenticated copy 
of the warrant of arrest or of some other equivalent judicial docu-
ment issued by a judge or a magistrate duly authorized to do so; and 
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likewise by authenticated copies of the depositions or declarations 
made before such judge or magistrate and setting forth the acts with 
which the fugitive is charged. 
ARTICLE VII. 
It shall be lawful for any competent judicial authority of the United 
States, upon production of a certificate issued by the Secretary of 
State, stating that request has been made by the Imperial Government 
of Russia for the provisional arrest of a person convicted or accused 
of the commission therein of a crime or offense extraditable under 
this Convention, and upon complaint, duly made, that such crime or 
offense has been so committed, to issue his warrant for the apprehen-
sion of such person. But if the formal requisition for surrender, with 
the formal proofs herein before mentioned, be not made as aforesaid by 
the diplomatic agent of the demanding Government, or, in his absence, 
by the competent consular officer, within forty days from the date of 
the commitment of the fugitive, the prisoner shall be discharged from 
custody. 
And the Imperial Russian Government will, upon request of the 
Government of the United States, transmitted through the diplo-
matic agent of the United States, or, in his absence, through the com-
petent consular officer, secure the provisional arrest of persons 
convicted or accused of the commission therein of crimes or offenses 
extraditable under this convention. But if the formal requisition for 
surrender, with the formal proofs hereinbefore mentioned, be not 
made as aforesaid by the diplomatic agent of the demanding Gover~-
ment, or, in his absence, by the competent consular officer withm 
forty days from the date of the arrest of the fugitive, the prisoner 
shall be discharged from custody. 
ARTICLE VIII. 
A TI 'LE I 
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of time: Provided the Government from which extradition is sought 
is not bound by treaty to give preference otherwise. 
ARTICLE X. 
The expense occasioned by the arrest, detention, and transporta-
tion of persons whose extradition is requested shall be borne by the 
Government making the application. 
ARTICLE XI. 
The present Convention shall be ratified and the ratifications shall 
be exchanged at S~ Petersburg as soon as possible. 
It shall take effect on the twentieth day after its promulgation in 
the manner prescribed by the laws in force in the territories of the 
contracting parties. It shall remain in force for six months after 
notice of its termination shall have been given by either of the con-
tracting parties. 
In witness whereof, the...., respective Plenipotentiaries have signed 
the present convention and have thereunto affixed the seals of their 
arms. 
Done in duplicate, at the city of Washington, on the twenty-eighth 
day of lYlarch, one thousand eight hundred and eighty-seven. 
T. F. BAYARD [SEAL.] 
C STRUVE [SEAL.] 
ROSEN L SEAL.] 
· 1894. 
AGREEMENT FOR A MODUS VIVENDI IN RELATION TO THE ]"'UR-SEAL 
FISHERIES IN BEHRING SEA AND THE NORTH PACIFIC OCEAN. 
Concluded May 4, 1894_; ratification advised by the Senate May 9, 
1894.,· proclaimed May 12, 1894. (U. S. Stats., Vol. 28, p. 1202.) 
PARAGRAPHS. 
1. Sealing by United States citizens pro-13. Trials. 
hibited on Russian coasts. 4. Limit of catch on Russian islands. 
2. Seizure of offending vessels. 5. Termination at will. 
For the purpose of avoiding difficulties and disputes in regard to 
the taking of fur-seal in the waters of Behring Sea and the North 
Pacific Ocean, and to aid in the preservation of seal life, the Govern-
ment of the United States and the Imperial Government of Russia 
have entered into the following temporary agreement, with the under-
standing that it is not to create a precedent for the future, and that 
the contracting parties mutually reserve entire liberty to make choice, 
hereafter of such measures as may be deemed best adapted for the 
protection of the fur-seal species, whether by means of prohibitive 
zones,· or by the complete prohibition of pelagic sealing, or by appro-
priate r gulation of seal-hunting in the high seas. 
1. The Government of the United States will prohibit citizens of 
the United States from hunting fur-seal within a zone of ten nautical 
miles alon o- the Russi an coasts of Behring Sea, and of the North Pacific 
7468-35 
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Ocean, as well as within a zone of thirty nautical miles around the 
Komandorsky (Commander) Islands and Tulienew (Robben) Island, 
and will promptly use its best efforts to ensure the observance of this 
prohibition by citizens and vessels of the United States. 
2. Vessels of the United States engaged in hunting fur-seal in the 
above-mentioned zones outside of the territorial waters of Russia may 
be seized and detained by the naval or other duly commissioned officers 
of Russia; but they shall be handed over as soon as practicable to 
the naval or other commissioned officers of the United States or to-the 
nearest authorities thereof. In case of impediment o.r difficulty in_ so 
doing, the commander of the Russian cruiser may confine his action 
to seizing the ship's papers of the offending vessels in order to deliver 
them to a naval or other commissioned officer of the United States, or 
to communicate them to the nearest authorities of the United States 
as soon as possible. 
3. The Government of the United States agrees to cause to be tried 
by the ordinary courts, with all.due guarantees of defense, such ves-
sels of the United States as may be seized, or the ship's papers_ of 
which may be taken, as herein prescribed, by reason of their engagmg 
in the hunting of fur-seal within the prohibited zones outside of the 
territorial waters of Russia aforesaid. 
4. The Imperial Russian Government will limit to 30,000 head the 
number of fur-seal to be taken during the year 1894, on the coasts of 
the Komandorsky (Commander) and Tulienew (Robben) Islands. 
5. The present agreement shall have no retroactive force as regards 
the seizure of any seal-hunting vessel of the United States by !he 
naval or other commissioned officers of Russia prior to the conclus10n 
hereof. 
6. The present agreement ·being intended to serve the purpose of a 
mere provisional expedient to meet existing circumstances, may be 
terminated at will by either party upon giving notice to the other. 
In witness whereof, we, Walter Q. Gresham, Secretary of State of 
t~e United States, and Prince Gregoire .Cantacuzene, Envoy Extraor-
dmary and _Minister Plenipoteniary of His Majesty the Emper:or of 
all the Russ1as, have, on behalf of our respective Governments, signed 
and sealed this Agreement in duplicate, and in the English and French 
languages, in the City of Washington, this 2! !;;il 1894. 
WALTER Q. GRESHAM [SEAL] 
PRINCE CANTACUZENE [SEAL] 
SALVADOR. 
(FORMERLY SAN SALVADOR.) 
1850. 
CONVENTION OF AMITY, NAVIGATION, AND COMMERCE. 
Concluded January 2, 1850_; ratification advised by the Senate Septem-
ber 24, 1850 _; ratified by the President November 14, 1850 _; time for 
exchange of rai'ifications extended by the Senate September 27, 1850; 
ratifications exchanged June 2 , 1852_; exchange of ratifications con-
sentecl to. by the Senate April 4, 1853_; proclaimed April 18, 1853. 
(Treaties and Conventions, 1889, p. 945.) . ' 
This treaty of thirty-six articles was superseded by the Treaty of 
December 6, 1870, page 550. 
1870. 
EXTRADITION CONVENTION. 
·concluded May 23, 1870_; ratification advised by the Seri.ate December 
9, 1870_; ratified by the President December 16, 1870_; time for 
exchange of ratifications extended by convention of May 1~, 1873; 
ratifications exchanged March 2, 1874~· proclaimed March 4, 1874. 
(Treat,ies and Conventions, 1889, p. 955.) 
(The Government of Salvador has giveri. notice that this convention will ter-
minate in 1904.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Surrender of accused. 
II. Extraditable crimes. 
III. Political offenses. 
IV. Persons under trial. I 
V. Nondelivery of citizens. 
VI. Procedure. 
· VII. Expenses. 
VIII. Duration; ratification. 
The United States of America and the Republic of Salvador, hav-
ing judged it expedient, with a view to the better administration of 
justice, and to the prevention of crimes within their respective terri-
tories and jurisdiction, that persons 1convicted of or charged with the 
crimes hereinafter specified,. and being fugitives from justice, should, 
under certain circumstances, be reciprocally delivered up, have 
resolved to conclude · a Convention for that purpose, and have 
appointed as their Plenipotentiaries: the President of the United 
Federal case: In re Ezeta, 62 Fed. Rep., 964. 
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States, Alfred T. A. Torbert, Minister Resident to Salvador: the Presi-
dent of the Republic ot Salvador, Senor Doctor Don Gregorio Arbizu, 
Minister of Foreign Affairs, who after reciprocal communication of 
their full powers, found in good and due form, have agreed upon the 
following articles, to wit: 
ARTICLE pt_ 
The Government of the United States and the Government of 
Salvador, mutually agree to deliver up persons who, having been 
convicted of or charged with the crimes specified in the following 
article, committed within the jurisdiction of one of the Contracting 
Parties, shall seek an asylum or be found within the territories of the 
other: Provided, That this shall only be done upon such evidence of 
criminality as, according to the laws of the place where the fugitive 
or person so charged shall be found, would justify his or her appre-
hension and commitment for trial if the crime had been there 
committed. 
ARTICLE 2nd • 
Persons shall be delivered up who shall have been convicted of, or 
be charged according to the provisions of this Convention, with any 
of the following crimes: 
1. Murder, comprehending the crimes designated in the Penal 
Codes of the Contracting Parties by the terms homicide, parricide, 
assassination, poisoning, and infanticide. 
2° The attempt to commit murder. 
3° The crimes of rape, arson, piracy, and mutiny on board a ship, 
whenever the crew, or part thereof, by fraud or violence against the 
Commander, have taken possession of the vessel. 
4° The crime of burglary, defined to be the action of breaking and 
entering by night into the house of another with the intent to commit 
felony; and the crime of robbery, defined to be the action of feloni-
ously and forcibly taking from the person of another goods or money, 
by violence, or putting him in fear. 
5° The crime of forgery, by wich is understood the utterance of 
forg d paperEs, the counterfeiting of public, sovereign, or government 
act . 
6° The fabrication or circulation of counterfeit money, either coin 
or paper, of public bond , banknotes, and obligations, and in gen ral 
of all hinO' being title on in trument of credit, the counterfeiting 
of al , die , tamp , and mark of state and public administration, 
and h u -t ranc thereof. 
7° Th mb zzl m nt of puqlic mon YR committed within the jur· -
f i h r party, by :i; ubli officer or depositor . 
zzl m n b an p r on or p r on hired or alari d, to the 
l rim n f h ir mplo r ·, wh n th e crimes are subject to infa-
m u puni ·hm nt. 
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ARTICLE 4th • 
If the person whose surrender may be claimed, pursuant to the stipu-
lations of the present Treaty, shall have been arrested for the commis-
sion of offences in the country where he has sought an asylum, shall 
have been convicted therefor, his extradition may be deferred until 
he shall have been acquitted, or have served the term of imprisonment 
to which he may have been sentenced. 
ARTICLE 5 th • 
In no case and for no motive shall the High Contracting Parties be 
obliged to deliver up their own subjects. If in conformity with the 
laws in force in the State to which the accused belongs, he ought to 
be submitted to criminal procedure for crimes committed in the other 
State, the latter must communicate the information and documents, 
send the implements or tools which were employed to perpetrate the 
crime, and procure every other explanation or evidence necessary to 
prosecute the case. 
ARTICLE 6 th • 
Requisitions for the surrender of fugitives from justice shall be 
made by the respective diplomatic agents of the contracting parties, 
or in the event of the absence of these from the country, or its seat of 
Government, they may be made by Superior Consular Officers. If 
the person whose extradition may be asked for shall have been con-
victed of a crime, a copy of the sentence of the court in which he may 
have been convicted, authenticated under its seal, and an attestation 
of the official caracter of the Judge by the proper executive authority, 
and of the latter by the Minister or Consul of the United States or of 
Salvador, respectively, shall accompany the requisition. When how-
ever, the fugitive shall have been merely charged with crime, a duly-
authenticated copy of the warrant for his arrest in the country where 
the crime may have been committed, or the depositions upon which 
such warrant may have been issued, must aecompany the requisition 
aforesaid. The President of the United States, or the President of 
Salvador, may then issue a warrant for the apprebention of the fugi-
tive, in order that he may be brought before the proper judicial author-
ity for examination. If it should then be decided that, according to 
law and the evidence, the extradition is due pursuant to the Treaty, 
the fugitive may be given up according to the forms prescribed in 
such cases. 
ARTICLE 7 th • 
1,he expenses of the arrest, detention, and transportation of the 
per~ons claimed, shall be paid by the Government in whose name the 
requisition shall have been made. 
ARTICLE 8th • 
This Convention shall continue in force during (10) ten years from 
the day of exchange of ratifications, but if neither Party shall have 
given to the other ( 6) six months previous notice of its intention to 
terminate the same, the Convention shall remain in force ten years 
longer, and so on. 
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'l"'he· present Convention shall be ratified, and the ratifications 
exchanged at the City of Washington within (12) twelve months and 
sooner if possible. 
In witness whereof, the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed the 
present Convention in duplicate, and have thereunto affixed their 
seals. 
Done at the City of San Salvador the twenty third day of May 
A. D. on·e thousand eight hundred and seventy and Of the Independ-
ence of the United States the ninety fourth. 
[SEAL.] ALFRED T. A. TORBERT. 
[SEAL.] GREG~ ARBIZU. 
1870. 
'11REATY OF AMITY, COMMERCE, AND CONSULAR PRIVILEGES. 
Concluded December 6, 1870_; ratification advised by the Senate March 
31, 1871_; ratified by the President April 11, 1871_; time for exchange 
of ratifications extended-by convention of May 12, 1873_; ratifications 
exchanged March 11, 1874_; proclaimed March 13, 1874. (Treaties 
and Conventions, 1889, p. 957.) 
Upon notice from the Government of Salvador this general treaty 
of thirty-nine articles was abrogated May 30, 1893. 
1873. 
EXTRADITION CONVENTION. 
Concluded May 12, 1873 .,· ratification advi'.sed by the Senate Febru_ary 
9, 1874.,· ratified by the President F ebruary 16, 1874/ ratifications 
exchanged March 2, 1814.,· proclaimed March 4, 187 4- (U. S. Stats. 
Vol. 1 , p. 796). 
Thi convention extended for one year the time for the exchange of 
ra i:fi ation of the Extradition Convention of May 23, 1870. 
1 73. 
~T ETTI T F AMITY, MMERCE A D Co suLAR PRIVILEGES. 
onclurl cl MaJJ 12, 187 · ratification advised by the Senate March 
2 1 7 4 · ratified by f he Senate March 10, 187 4.,· ratifications ex-
r·lio nu <l Mar ·h 11, 187 4 · pro ·laimecl March lJ, 187 4. ( . . tat . 
r 1. j p. ~( 
r h f ratifi ati n. of th Treaty of D c m-
ar b 'thi. on ntion. 
SAMOAN ISLANDS. I 
1878. 
TREATY OF FRIENDSHIP AND COMMERCE. 
Concluded January 17, 1878_; ratification advised by the Senate with 
amendments January 30, 1878_; ratified by the President February 
8, 1878J· ratifications exchanged February 11, 1878J· proclaimed Feb-
ruary 13, 1878. ('l1reaties and Conventions, 1889, p. 972.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Friendship. VI. Most favored nation privile5es. 
II. Privileges in Samoan ports. 
III. Exemptions from duties. 
IV. Judicial powers of consul. 
V. Good offices of United States to ad-
just differences. 
VlI. Duration. 
VIII. Ra1ification. 
The Government of the United States of 'America and the Govern-
ment of the Samoan Islands, being desirous.of concluding a treaty of 
friendship and commerce, the President of the United States has for 
this purpose conferred full powers upon William M. Evarts, Secretary 
of State; and the Government of the Samoan Islands has conferred 
like powers upon MK. Le Mamea, its Envoy Extraordinary to the 
United States. .And the said Plenipotentiaries having exch_ailged their 
full powers, which were found to be in due form, have agreed upon 
the following articles: 
ARTICLE I. 
There sha-11 be perpetual peace and friendship between the Govern-
ment of the United States and the Government of the Samoan Islands. 
ARTICLE II. 
Naval vessels of the United States shall have the privilege of enter-
ing and using the port of Pagopago, and establishing therein and on 
the shores thereof a station for coal and other naval supplies for their 
naval and commercial marine, and the Samoan Government will here-
after neither exercise nor authorize any jurisdiction within said port 
adverse to such rights of the United States or restrictive thereof. The 
same vessels shall also have the privilege of entering other ports of 
the Samoan Islands. The citizens of the United States shall likewise 
have free liberty to enter the same ports with their ships and cargoes 
of whatsoever kind, and to sell the same to any of the inhabitants of 
those Islands, whether natives or foreigners, or to barter them for the 
pro<l.ucts of the Islands. All such traffic in whatever articles of trade 
or barter shall be free, except that the trade in fire-arms and muni-
tions of war in the Islands shall be subject to regulations by that 
Government. _ 
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ARTICLE III. 
No import or export duty shall be charged on the cargoes of the ves-
sels of the United . States entering or clearing from the Ports of the 
Samoan Islands and no other than a tonnage duty of one half of one 
per cent per ton actual measurement,1 shall be charged on the en-
trance of such vessels. 
ARTICLE IV. 
All disputes between citizens of the United States in the Samoan 
Islands, whether relating to civil matters or to offences or crimes, 
shall be heard and determined by the Consul of the United State~ at 
Apia, Samoa, under such regulations and limitations as the Un~ted 
States may provide, and all disputes between citizens of the Umted 
States and the people of those Islands, shall be heard by that Consul 
in conjunction with such officer of the Samoan Government as may 
be designated for that purpose. Crimes and offences in cases ':here 
citizens of the United States may be convicted, shall be pumshed 
according to the laws of their country; and in cases where the people 
of the Samoan Islands may be convicted, they shall be punished pur-
suant to Samoan laws and by the authorities of that country. 
ARTICLE V. 
If, unhappily, any differences should have arisen, or shall hereafter 
arise, between the Samoan Government and any other Governme~t 
in amity with the United States, the Government of the latter will 
employ its good offices for the purpose of adjusting those differences 
upon a satisfactory and solid foundation. 
ARTICLE VI. 
The Government of Samoa agrees to allow to the Government and 
citizens of the United States, free and equal participation jn any 
privileges that may have been or may hereafter be granted to the 
Government, citizens or subjects of any other nation. 
ARTICLE VII. 
The present treaty shall remain jn force for ten years from its date. 
If neither party shall have given to the other six months previou 
notice of its intention then to terminate the same it shall further 
r main in force until the end of twelve months after ~ither party shall 
have given notice to the other of such intention. 
ARTICLE VIII. 
hall b ratified and the ratifications exchan<Yed 
al d hi 
thou and 
rat of on -half cent on ach 
of any oth r meaning. 
MK. LE M.A.MEA. 
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GENERAL ACT PROVIDING FOR THE NEUTRALITY AND AUTONOMOUS 
GOVERNMEN'l' OF THE SAMOAN ISLANDS . . 
Concluded at Berlin June 14, 1889_; ratification advised by the Senate 
February 4, 1890J· ratified by the President February 21, 1890J· 
ratifications exchanged April 12, 1890 J. assented to by Samoa Apr1:l 
19, 1890J· proclaimed May 21, 1890. (U. S. Stats., Vol. 26, p. 1497.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Declaration of th~ independence 
and neutrality of the islands. 
II. Modification of existing treaties. 
III. Establishment of supreme court of 
justice; jurisdiction. 
IV. Settlement of land titles. 
V. Municipal administration of 
Apia. 
VI. Taxation and revenue. 
VII. Sale of arms, ammunition, and 
intoxicating liquors. 
VIII. General dispositions. 
THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, Hrs MAJESTY 
THE EMPEROR OF GERMANY, KING OF PRUSSIA, HER MAJESTY 
THE QUEEN OF THE UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN AND 
IRELAND, EMPRESS OF INDIA, 
Wishing to provide for the security of the life, property and trade 
of the citizens and subjects of their respective Governments residing 
in, or having commercial relations with the Islands of Samoa; and 
desirous at the same time to avoid all occasions of dissension between 
their respective GoYernments and the Government and people of 
Samoa, while promoting as far as possible the peaceful and orderly 
civilization of the people of these Islands have resolved, in accord-
ance with the invitation of the Imperial Government of Germany, to 
resume in Berlin the Conference of Their Plenipotentiaries which was 
begun in Washington on June 25. 1887; and have named for Their 
present Plenipotentiaries the following: 
THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA: 
Mr. John A. Kasson, 
Mr. William Walter Phelps, 
Mr. George H. Bates; 
HIS MAJESTY THE EMPEROR OF GERMANY, KING OF 
PRUSSIA: 
Count Bismarck, Minister of State, Secretary of State for For-
eign Affairs, 
Baron von Holstein, Actual Privy Councillor of Legation, 
Dr. Krauel, Privy Councillor of Legation; 
HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN OF 'THE UNITED KINGDOM 
OF GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND, EMPRESS OF INDIA: 
Sir Edward Baldwin Malet, Her Majesty's Ambassador to the 
Emperor of Germany, King of Prussia, 
Charles Stewart Scott Esquire, Her Majesty's Envoy Extraor-
dinary and Minister Plenipotentiary to the Swiss Confeder-
ation, 
Joseph Archer Crowe Esquire, Her Majesty's Commercial 
Attache for Europe, 
who, furnished with full powers which have been found in good and 
due form, have successively considered and adopted: 
First; A Declaration respecting the independence and neutrality of 
the Islands of Samoa, and assuring to their respective citizens and 
~ubjec~s equality ~f rights in said Islands, and providing for the 
1mmed1ate restoration of peace and order therein. 
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. Second; A Declaration respecting the modification of existing trea-
ties, and th.e assent of the Samoan Government, to this Act. 
Third; A Declaration respecting the establishment of a Supreme 
Court of Justice for Samoa, and defining its jurisdiction. 
Fourth; A Declaration respecting titles to land in Samoa, restrain-
ing the disposition thereof by natives, and providing for the investi-
gation of claims thereto and for the registration of valid titles. 
Fifth; A Declaration respecting the Municipal District of Apia, 
providing a local administration therefor and defining the jurisdic-
tion of the Municipal Magistrate. 
Sixth; A Declaration respecting taxation and revenue in Samoa. 
Seventh; A Declaration respecting arms and ammunition, and 
intoxicating· liquors, restraining their sale and use. 
Eighth; General Dispositions. 
ARTICLE I. 
A Declaration respecting the independence and neutrality of t!ie Islands 
of Samoa, and assuring to the respective citizens and sub_Jects of ~he 
Signatory Powers equality of rights in said Islands_; and providing 
for the immediate restoration of peace and order therein. . 
It is declared that the Islands of Samoa are neutral territory in 
which the citizens and subjects of the Three Signatory Powers have 
equal rights of residence, trade and personal protection. The Three 
Powers recognize the independence of the Samoan Government and 
the free right of the natives to elect their Chief or King and choose 
their form of Government according to their own laws and customs. 
either of the Powers shall exercise any separate control over the 
Islands or the· Government thereof. 
It is further declared, with a view to the prompt restoratiOD; of pe3:ce 
and good order in the said Islands, and in view of the d1fficu_lt_ies 
which would surround an election in the present disordered cond1t10n 
of their Government, that Malietoa Laupepa, who was formerly made 
and appointed King on the 12 th day of July 1881, and was so reco~-
nized by the Three Powers, shall again be so recognized hereafter m 
the exercise of such authority, unless the r.rhree Powers shall by com-
mon accord otherwise declare; and his successor shall be duly elected 
according to the law, and customs of Samoa. 
ARTICLE II. 
A Declaration respecting the modification of existing treaties, and the 
assent of the Samoan Government to this Act. 
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ARTICLE III. 
A Declaration respecting the establishment of a Supreme Court of 
Justice for Samoa and defining its jurisdiction. 
Section 1. 
A Supreme Court shall be established in Samoa to consist of one 
Judge, who shall be styled Chief Justice of Samoa, and who shall 
appoint a Clerk and a Marshal of the Oourt; and record shall be 
kept of all orders and decisions made by the Court, or by the Chief 
Justice in the discharge of any duties imposed on him under this Act. 
The Clerk and Marshal shall be allowed reasonable fees to be regu-
lated by order of the Court. 
Section 2. 
. With a view to secure judicial independence and the equal consid-
eration of the rights of all parties, irrespective of nationality, it is 
agreed that the Chief Justice shall be named by the Three Signatory 
Powers in common accord; or, failing their agreement, he may be 
named by the King of Sweden and Norway. He shall be learned ,in 
law and equity, of mature years, and of good repute for his sense of 
honour, impartiality and justice . . 
His decision upon questions within his jurisdiction shall be final. 
Heshall beappointed bythe Samoan Government upon thecertificateof 
his nomination as herein provided. He shall receive an annual salary 
of six thousand dollars ($6000°0) in gold, or its equivalent, to be paid 
the first year in equal proportions by the Three Treaty Powers, and 
afterward out of the revenues of Samoa apportioned to the use of the 
Samoan Government, upon which his compensation shall be the first 
charge. Any deficiency therein sharll be made good by the Three 
Powers in equal shares. . 
The powers of the Chief Justice, in case of a vacancy of that office 
from any cause, shall be exercised by the President of the Municipal 
Council, until a successor shall be duly appointed and qualified. 
Section 3. 
In case either of the four Governments shall at any time have cause 
of complaint against the Chief Justice for any misconduc_t in office, 
such complaint shall be presented to the authority which nominated 
him, and, if in the judgment of such authority there is sufficient 
cause for his removal, he shall be removed. If the majority of the. 
Three Treaty Powers so request, he shall be removed. In either case 
of removal, or in case the office shall become otherwise vacant, his 
successor shall be appointed as herein before provided. 
Section 4. 
The Supreme Court shall have jurisdiction of all questions arising 
under the provisions of this General Act; and the decision or order of 
the Court thereon shall be conclusive upon all residents of Samoa. 
The Court shall also have appellate jurisdiction over all Municipal 
Magistrates and officers. 
Section 5. 
The Chief Justice is a,uthorized at his own discretion, and required 
upon written request of either party litigant, to appoint assessors, one 
of the nationality of each litigant, to assist the court, but without 
voice in the decision. 
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Section 6. 
In· case any question shall · hereafter arise in Samoa respecting the 
rightful election or appointment of King or of any other Chief claim-
ing authority over the Islands; or respecting the validity of the powers 
.which the King or any Chief may claim in.the exercise of his office, 
such question shall not lead to war but shall be presented for decision 
to the Chief Justice of Samoa, who shall decide it in writing, conform-
ably to the provisions of this Act and to the laws and customs of 
Samoa not in conflict therewith; and the Signatory Governments will 
accept and abide by such decision. 
Section 7. 
In case any difference shall arise between either of the Treaty Pow-
ers and Samoa which they shall fail to adjust by mutual accord, such 
difference shall not be held cause for war, but shall be referred for 
adjustment on the principles of justice and equity to the Chief Justice 
of Samoa, who shall make his decision thereon in writing. 
Section 8. 
The Chief Justice may recommend to the Government of Samoa the 
passage of any law which he shall consider just and expedient for the 
prevention and punishment of crime and for the promotion of good 
order in Samoa outside the Municipal District and for the collection 
of taxes without the District. 
Section 9. 
Upon the organization of the Supreme Court there shall be trans-
ferred to its exclusive jurisdiction 
1. All civil uits concerning real property situated in Samoa and all 
rights affecting the same. . 
2. All civil suits of any kind between natives and foreigners or 
between foreigner of different nationalities. 
3. All crime and offences committed by natives against foreigner, 
or committed by such foreigners as are not subject to any con-
, ular juri diction; subject however to the provisions of section 
4 Article V d fining the jurisdiction of the Municipal Magi -
trate of the District of Apia. 
ection 10. 
of ommon Law, Equity and Admiralty, 
omt. f Eno-land, may b - o far a appli a-
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Section 11. 
Nothing in this article shall be so construed as to affect existing 
consular jurisdiction over all questions arising between masters and 
seamen of their respective national vessels; nor shall the Court take 
any ex post facto or retroactive jurisdiction over crimes or offences 
committed prior to the organization of the Court. 
ARTICLE IV. 
A Declaration respecting titles to land in Samoa and restraining the 
disposition thereof by natives_; and providing for the investigation 
of claims thereto, and for the registration of valid titles. 
Section 1. 
In order that the native Samoans may keep their lands for cultiva-
tion by themselves and by their children after them, it is declared 
that all future alienation of lands in the Islands of Samoa to the 
citizens or subjects of any foreign country, whether by sale, mortgage 
or otherwise shall be prohibited, subject, to the following exceptions: 
(a) Town lots and lands within the limits of the Municipal District 
as defined in this Act may be sold or leased by the owner for a 
just consideration when approved in writing by the Chief Justice 
of Samoa; 
(b) Agricultural lands in the Islands may be leased for a just 
consideration and with carefully defined . boundaries for a term 
not exceeding forty (40) years when such lease is approved in 
writing by the Chief Executive Authority of Samoa and by the 
Chief Justice. 
Buji care should be taken that the agricultural lands and 
natural fruit lands of Samoans shall not be unduly diminished. 
Section 2. 
In order to adjust and settle all claims by aliens of titles to land or 
any interest therein in the Islands of Samoa, it is declared that a 
Commission shall be appointed to consist of three (3) impartial and 
competent persons, one to be named by each of the Three Treaty 
Powers; to be assisted by an officer to be styled "Natives' Advocate", 
who shall be appointed by the Chief-Executive of Samoa with the 
approval of the Chief Justice of Samoa. 
Each Commissioner shall receive during his necessary term of 
service, a compensation at the rate of three hundred dollars per 
month and his reasonable fare to and from Samoa. The reasonable 
and nece sary expenses of the Commission for taking evidence and 
making surveys (such expenses to be approved by the Chief Justice) 
shall also be paid, one third by each of the Treaty Powers. 
The compensation of the Natives' Advocate shall be fixed and paid 
by the Samoan Government. 
Each Commissioner shall be governed by the provisions of this Act; 
and , hall make and sub cribe an oath before the Chief Justice that 
he will faithfully and impartially perform his duty as such Commis-
sioner. 
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Section 3. 
It shall be the duty of this Commission, immediately upon their 
organization, to give public notice that all claims on the part of any 
foreigner to any title or interest in lands in Samoa must be presented 
to them, with due description of such claim and all written evidence 
thereof, within four months from such notice for the purpose of 
examination and registration; and that all claims not so presented 
will be held invalid and forever barred; but the Chief Justice may 
allow a reasonable extension of 'time for the production of such evi-
dence when satisfied that the claimant has after due diligence been 
unable to produce the same within the period aforesaid. This notice 
shall be published in Samoa in the German, English and Samoan 
Languages as directed by the Commission. 
The labours of the Commission shall be closed in two years, and 
sooner if practicable. 
Section 4. 
It shall be the duty of the Commission to investigate all claims of 
foreigners to land in Samoa, whether acquired from natives or from 
aliens, and to report to the Court in every case the character ~nd 
description of the· claim, the consideration paid, the kind of title 
alleged to be conveyed, and all the circumstances affecting its validity. 
They shall especially report 
(a) whether t)le sale or disposition was made by the rightful owner 
or native entitled to make it. 
(b) Whether it was for a sufficient consideration. . 
( c) The identification of the property affected by such sale or dis-
position. 
Section 5. 
The Commission whenever the case requires it shall endeavour to 
effect a just and equitable compromise between litigants. They S?all 
al ·o report to the Court whether the alleged title should be recogm~ed 
and registered or rejected, in whole or in part, as the case may reqmre. 
Section 6. 
All di puted claims to land in Samoa shall be reported by the Co~-
mi ion to the Court, together with all the evidence affecting their 
validity; and the Court shall make final decision thereon in writing, 
which Rhall b enter don it record. 
ndi put d claims and uch a shall be decided valid by the unan-
imou voic of th ommi · ion shall be confirmed by the Court in 
pr p r form in writing, and be ntered of record. 
ction 7. 
• hall mak pr vi i n for a mpl t r gi try of all vali l 
in h I land amoa whi h ar oi· may b owned b 
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Samoans in good faith, for a valuable consideration, in a regular and 
customary manner. Any dispute as to the fact or regularity of such 
sale shall be examined and determined by the Commission, subject to 
the revision and confirmation of the Court. 
Section 9. 
The undisputed possession and continuous cultivation of lands by 
aliens for ten years or more, shall constitute a valid title by prescrip-
tion to the lands so cultivated, and an order-for the registration of 
t,he title thereto may be made. 
Section 10. 
In cases where land acquired in good faith has been improved or 
cultivated upon a title which is found to be defective, the title may 
be confirmed in whole or in part upon the payment by the occupant 
to the person or persons entitled thereto of an additional sum to be 
ascertained by the Commission and approved by the Court as equita-
ble and just. 
Section 11. 
All claims to land, or any interest therein, shall be rejected and held 
invalid in the following cases: 
(a) Claims based upon mere promises to sell, or options to buy. 
(b) Where the deed, mortgage or other conveyance contained at the 
time it was signed no description of the land conveyed suf-
ficiently accurate to enable the Commission to define the bound-
aries thereof. 
( c) Where no consideration is expressed in the conveyance, or if 
expressed has not been paid in full to the grantor, or if the 
consideration at the time of the conveyance was manifestly 
inadequate and unreasonable. 
( d) Where the conveyance whether sale, mortgage or lease was made 
upon the consideration of a sale of firearms or munitions of war, 
or upon the cop.sideration of intoxicating liquors, contrary to 
the Samoan law of October 25. 1880, or contrary to the Munici-
pal regulations of January 1. 1880. 
Section 12. 
The Land Commission may at its discretion through the Local Gov-
ernment of the District in which the disputed land is situated appoint 
a nativ~ Commission to determine the native grantor's right of owner-
ship and sale; and the result of that investigation, together with all 
other facts pertinent to the question of validity of title, shall be laid 
before the Commission to be by them reported to the Court. 
ARTICLE V. 
A Declaration respecting the JJ!Iunicipal District of Apia, ;providing a 
local administration therefor, and defining the jurisdiction of the 
Miunicipal JJ!Iagistrate. · 
Section 1. 
The Municipal District of Apia is defined as follows: beginning at 
Vailoa, the boundary pa ses thence westward along the coast to the 
mouth of the River Fuluasa; thence following the course of the river 
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upwards to the point at which the Alafuala road crosses said river; 
thence following the line of said road to the point where it reaches 
the River Vaisinago; and thence in a straight line to the point of 
beginning at Vailoa-embracing also the waters of the Harbour of 
Apia. 
Section 2. 
Wit,hin the aforesaid District shall be established a Municipal 
Council, consisting of six members and a President of the Council, 
who shall also have a vote. 
Each member of the Council shall be a resident of the said District 
and owner of real estate or conductor of a profession or business in 
said District which is subject to a rate or tax not less in amount than 
$5 per ann. 
lfor the purpose of the election of members of the Council, the said 
District shall be divided into two, or three, electoral districts from 
each of which an equal number of Councillors shall be elected by the 
taxpayers thereof qualified as aforesaid, and the members elect~d 
from each electoral district shall have resided therein for at least six 
months prior to their election. 
It shall be the duty of the Consular Representatives of the three 
Treaty Powers to make the said division into electoral districts as 
soon as practicable after the signing this Act. In case theY: fa~l to 
agree thereon, the Chief Justice shall define the electoral districts. 
Subsequent changes in the number of Councillors or the number and 
location of electoral districts may be provided for by municipal 
ordinance. 
It shall be the duty of the Consular Representatives of the three 
Treaty Powers to make the said division into electoral districts as 
soon as practicable after the signing of this Act. In case they fail to 
agree thereon, the Chief Justice shall define the electoral districts. 
Subsequent changes in the number of Councillors or the number and 
location of electoral districts may be provided for by municipal 
ordinance. 
The Councillors shall hold their appointment for a term of two years 
and until their successors shall be elected and qualified. 
In the absence of the President the Council may elect a Chairman 
" pro tempore". 
Con ular Officers shall not be eligible as Councillors, nor shall 
Councillors exercise any Consular functions during their term of 
office. 
Section 3. 
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also fix the salary of the Municipal Magistrate and establish the fees 
and charges allowed to other civil officers of the District, excepting 
Clerk and Marshal of the Supreme Court. 
All ordinances, resolutions and regulations passed by this Council 
before 1Jecoming law shall be referred to the Consular Representatives 
of the Three Treaty Powers sitting conjointly as a Consular Board, 
who shall either approve and return such regulations or suggest such 
amendments as may be unanimously deemed necessary by them. 
Should the Consular Board not be unanimous in approving the 
regulations ref erred to them, or should the amendments unanimously 
suggested by the Consular Board not be accepted by a majority of the 
Municipal Council, then the regulations in question shall be referred 
for modification and final approval to the Chief Justice of Samoa. 
Section 4. 
1.,he Municipal Magistrate shall have exclusive jurisdiction in the 
first instance over all persons irrespective of nationality in case, of 
infraction of any law, ordinance, or regulation passed by the Munici-
pal Council in aceordance with the provisions of this Act, provided 
that the penalty does not exceed a fine of two hundred dollars or 
imprisonment for a longer term than 180 days. 
In cases where the penalty imposed by the Municipal Magistr-ate 
shall exceed a fine of twenty dollars or a term of ten days imprison-
ment an appeal may be taken to the Supreme Court. 
Section 5. 
The President of the Municipal Council shall be a man of mature 
years, and of good reputation for honour, justice and impartiality. 
He shall be agreed upon by the Three Powers; or, failing such agree-
ment, he shall be selected from the nationality of Sweden, The Nether-
lands, Switzerland, Mexico or Brazil, and nominated by the ·Chief-
Executive of the nation from which he is selected, and appointed by 
the Samoan Government upon certificate of such nomination. 
He may act under the joint instruction of the Three Powers, but 
shall receive no separate instruction from either. He shall be guided 
by the spirit and provisions of this General Act, and shall apply 
himself to the promot~on of the peace, good order and civilization of 
Samoa. He may advise the Samoan Government when occasion 
requires, and shall give such advice when requested by the King, but 
always in accordance with the provisions of this Act, and not to the 
prejudice of the rights of either of the Treaty Powers. 
He shall receive an annu:::tl compensation of five thousand dollars 
($5000° 0 ), to be paid the first year in equal shares by the Three Treaty 
Powers, and afterward out of that portion of Samoan revenues assigned 
to the use of the Municipality, upon which his salary shall be the first , 
charge. 
He shall be the Receiver and Custodian of the revenues accruing 
under the provisions of this Act, and shall render quarterly reports 
of his receipts and disbursements to the King, and to the Municipal 
Council · 
He shall superintend the Harbour and Quarantine regulations, and 
shall, as the chief executive officer be in charge of the administration 
of the laws and ordinances applicable to the Municipal District of 
Apia. 
7468-36 
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Section 6. 
The Chief Justice shall, immediately after assuming the duties of 
his office in Samoa, make the proper order or orders for the election 
and inauguration of the local government of the Municipal District, 
under the provisions of this Act. Each Member of the Municipal 
Council, including the President, shall, before entering upon his func-
tions, make and subscribe before the Chief Justice an oath, or affirma-
tion that he will well and faithfully perform the duties of his office. 
,ARTICLE VI. 
A Declaration respecting Taxation and Revenue in Samoa. 
Section 1. 
The port of Apia shall be the port of entry for all dutiable goods 
arriving in the Samoan Islands; and all foreign goods, wares and 
merchandize landed. on the Islands shall be there entered for exami-
nation: but coal and naval stores which either Government has by 
treaty reserved the right to ·land at any harbour stipulated for that 
purpose are not dutiable when imported as authorized by such treat:)'.", 
and may be there landed as stipulated without such entry or exaID:1-
natfon. 
Section 2. 
To enable the Samoan Government to obtain the necessary revenue 
for the maintenance of government and good order in the Islands, the 
following duties, taxes and charges may be levied and collected, with-
out prejudice to the right of the native government to levy and colle?t 
other taxes in its discretion upon the natives of the Islands and their 
property, and with the consent of the Consuls of the Signatory Powers 
upon all property outside the Municipal District, provided such tax 
shall bear uniformly upon the same class of property, whether owned 
by natives or foreigners. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
9. 
on . pre 
<>n ; n 
11 · IT 
A. Import Duties. 
xp rt Duti ·. 
a 1 valor m 
............................. . .. 
Doll. c. 
-.50 
2.50 
1.-
1. 50 
-.50 
1.-
4.-
- . 25 
2 p. c. 
{ 
2½ p. 
l½I• 
2 p. 
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C. Taxes to be annually levied. 
1. Capitation tax on Samoans and other Pacific Islanders not 
included· under No. 2, per head ......................... . 
2. Capitation tax on coloured plantation labourers, other than 
Samoans, per head ..................................... . 
3. On boats, trading and others ( excluding native canoes and 
native boats carrying only the owner's property) each .... . 
4. On firearms, each ...................................... . 
5. On dwelling houses (not including the dwelling houses of 
Samoan natives) and on land and houses. used for commer-
cial purposes, ad valorem ............................... . 
6. Special taxes on traders as follows: 
Class I. 
On stores of which the monthly sales are $2000 or more, 
eacl1 store ........................................... . 
Class II. 
Below $2000 and not less than $1000 ................... . 
Class III. 
Below· $1000 and not less than $500 ........•........... · ... 
Class IV. . 
Below $500 and not less than $250 ....................... . 
Class V. 
Below $250 ............................................ . 
D. Occasional taxes. 
1. On trading vessels exceeding 100 tons burden, calling at 
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Doll. c. 
1.-
2.-
4.-
2.-
1. p. c. 
Doll. c. 
100.-
48.-
36.-
24.-
12.-
Apia, at each call .... ·................................... 10.-
2. Upon deeds of real estate, to be paid before registration 
thereof can be made, and, without payment of which, title 
shall not be held valid, upon the value of the consideration 
paid .................................................... ½ p. c. 
3. Upon other written transfers of property, upon the selling 
price . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 p. c. 
Evidence of the payment of the last two taxes may be shown 
by lawful stamps affixed to the title paper, or otherwise by 
the written receipt of the proper tax collector. 
4. Unlicensed butchers in Apia shall pay upon their sales .... 1 p. c. 
E. License taxes . . 
No person shall engage as proprietor or manager in any of the fol-
lowing professions or occupations except after having obtained a 
License therefor, and for such License the following tax shall be paid 
in advance: 
Doll. 
Tavern Keeper .............................. 10 per month. 
Attorney, barrister or Solicitor ............... 60 per annum. 
Doctor of Medicine or dentistry .... . • . . . . . . . . . 30 '' '' 
Auctioneer or commission agent. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40 '' '' 
Baker . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 '' '' 
Banks or companies for banking ............. 60 " " 
Barber. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 " " 
Blacksmith. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 " " 
Boat Builder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 " " 
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Doll. 
Butcher .................................... . 12 per annum. 
Cargo-boat or lighter ....................... . 
Carpenter ...... . ........................ . .. . 
Photographer or Artist ...................... . 
Engineer .................................. •• 
" assistants .......................... . 
6 " " 
6 " " 
12 " " 
12 " " 
6 " " 
" apprentices ........... : .......... . . . 
Hawker .................................... . 
3 " " 
1 " " 
Pilot ........... · ..... · ...................... ·· 24 " " 
Printing press .............................. . 
Sail maker .................................. . 
12 " " 
6 " " 
Ship builder ............................... . 
Shoemaker ...... : .......................... . 
6 " " 
6 " " 
Land Surveyor ............................. . 
Tailor ..................................... . 
6 " " 
6 " " 
Waterman ................................. . 6 " " 
Salesmen, bookkeepers, clerks, paid not less 
than $75 a month ........................... . 
Same when paid over $75 a month ........... . 
White labourers and domestics per head ..... . 
Factory hands and independent workmen .... . 
3 " " 
6 " . " 
5 " " 
5 " " 
Section 3. 
Of the revenues paid into the Treasury the proceeds of the Samoan 
capitation tax, of the license taxes paid by native Samoans, :1n~ of 
all other taxes which may be collected without the Municipal D1str1ct, 
shall be for the use and paid out upon the order of the Samoan_ Gov-
ernment. The proceeds of the other taxes, which are collected m the 
Municipal District exclusively, shall be held for the use and paid out 
upon the order of the Municipal Council to meet the expenses of the 
Municipal Administration as provided by this Act. 
Section 4. 
It is understood that "Dollars" and "Cents", terms of money used 
in this Act, describe the standard money of the United States of 
America, or its equivalent in other currencies. 
ARTICLE VII. 
A declaration respecting arms and ammunition, and intoxicating 
liquors, restraining their sale and use. 
ection I. 
rm and ammunition. 
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(b) Small arms and ammunition carried by travellers as personal 
appanage. 
The sale of arms and ammunition by any foreigner to any native 
Samoan subject or other Pacific Islander resident in Samoa is also 
prohibited. 
Any arms or ammunition imported or sold in violation of these pro.: 
visions shall be forfeited to the Government of Samoa. The Samoan 
Government retains the right to import suitable arms and ammunition 
to protect itself and maintain order; but all such arms and ammu-
nition shall be entered at the Customs ( without payment of duty) 
and reported by the President of the Municipal Council to the Consuls 
of the Three Treaty Powers. 
The Three Governments reserve to themselves the future consider-
ation of the further restrictions which it may be necessary to impose 
upon the importation and use of firearms in Samoa. 
Section 2. 
Intoxicating· Liquors. 
No spirituous, vinous or fermented liquors, or intoxicating drinks 
whatever, shall be sold, given or offered to any native Samoan, or 
South Sea Islander resident in Samoa, to be taken as a beverage. 
Adequate penalties, including imprisonment, for the violation of 
· the provisions of this Article shall be established by the Municipal 
Council for application within its jurisdiction; and by the Samoan 
Government for all the Islands. 
ARTICLE VIII. 
General Dispositions. 
Section 1. 
The provisions of th.is Act sh.all continue in force until changed by 
consent of the Three Powers. Upon the request of either Power after 
three years from the signature hereof, the Powers shall consider by 
common accord what ameliorations, if any, may be introduced into 
the provisions of this General Act. In the meantime any special 
amendment may be adopted by the consent of the Three Powers with 
the adherence of Samoa. 
Section 2. 
'l,he present General Act shall be ratified without unnecessary delay, 
and with.in the term of ten months from the date of its signature. 
In the meantime the Signatory Powers respectively'engage them-
selves to adopt no measure which may be contrary to the dispositions 
of the said Act. · 
Each Power further engages itself to give effect in the meantime to 
all provisions of this Act which may be within its authority prior to 
the final ratification. 
Ratifications shall be exchanged by the usual diplomatic channels 
of communication. 
The assent of Samoa to this General Act shall be attested by acer-
tificate thereof signed by the King and executed in triplicate, of which 
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one copy shall be delivered to the Consul of each of the Signatory 
Powers at Apia for immediate transmission to his Government. 
Done in triplicate at Berlin this fourteenth day of June one thou-
sand eight hundred and eighty nine. 
JOHN A: KASSON 
WM. w ALTER PHELPS. 
GEO. H. BATES 
H. BISMARCK 
HOLSTEIN. 
R KRAUEL. 
EDWARD B MALET 
CHARLES S: SCOTT 
J. A. CROWE 
SARDINIA. 
1838. 
TREATY OF COMMERCE AND NAVIGATION. 
Concluded November 26, 1838_; ratification advised by ·the S~nate 
Mareh 2, 1839_; ratified by the President March 8, 1839_; ratifica-
tions exchanged March 18, 1839_; proclaimed March 18, 1839. 
(Treaties and Conventions, 1889, p. 97 4.) 
This treaty of twenty articles and a separate article was superseded 
by the Treaty of 1871 with Italy, (p. 309) Sardinia having become 
merged into that Kingdom. 
SAXONY. 
(SEE GERM'AN EMPIRE.) 
1845. 
CONVENTION ABOLISHING DROIT D' AUBAINE AND EMIGRATION TAXES. 
Concluded May 14, 1845_; ratification advised by the Senate, with 
amendment, April 15, 1846_; ratified by the Pres,ident April 22, 1846J· 
ratifications exchanged August 12, 1846J· proclaimed September 9, 
1846. (Treaties and Conventions, 1889, p. 981. ). 
ARTICLES. 
II. Disposal of real property. VI. Extent of treaty provisions. 
I. Taxes abolished. I V. Suits. 
III. Disposal of personal property. VII. Ratification. 
IV. Protection of rights of absent heirs. 
The united States of America on the one part and His Majesty the 
King of Saxony on the other part being equally desirous of removing 
the restrictions which exist in their territories upon the acquisition 
and transfer of property by their respective citizens and subjects, 
have agreed to enter into negotiations for this purpose. 
For the attainment of this desirable object the President of the 
United States of America has conferred full powers on 
Henry Wheaton their Envoy extraordinary and Minister plenipo-
tentiary at the Court of His Majesty the King of Prussia, and His 
Majesty the King of Saxony upon 
John DeMinckwitz, his Minister of State, Lieutenant-General, Envoy 
extraordinary and Minister plenipotentiary at the said Court, who, 
after having exchanged their said full powers, found in due and 
proper form, have agreed to the following articl~s.: 
ART: 1. 
Every kind of droit d'aubaine, droit de retraite, and droit de detrac-
tion, or tax on Emigration, is hereby and shall remain abolished, 
between the two contrac~ing Parties, their states, citizens and sub-
jects respectively. 
ART: 2. 
Where, on the death of any person holding real property within the 
territories of one party, such real property would, by the laws of the 
land, descend on a citizen or· subject of the other, were he not dis-
qualified by alienage,-or where such real property has been devised 
by fast will and testament to such citizen or subject, he shall be 
allowed a term of two years from the death of such person, which 
term may be reasonably prolonged according to •circumstances,-to 
sell the same and to withdraw the proceeds thereof without molesta-
tion, and exempt from all duties of detraction on the part of the Gov-
ernment of the respective states. 
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ART: 3. 
The citizens or subjects of Each of the contracting Parties shall have 
power to dispose of their personal property within the states of the 
other, by testament, donation or otherwise, and their heirs, being citi-
zens or subjects of the other contracting Party, shall succeed to their 
said personal property, whether by testament or ab intestato, and may 
take possession thereof, · either by themselves or by others acting for 
them, and dispose of the same at their pleasure, paying such duties 
only as the inhabitants of the country, where the said property lies, 
shall be liable to pay in like cases. 
ART: 4. 
In case of the absence of the heirs, the same care shall be taken pro-
visionally of such real or personal property, as would be taken, in a 
like case, of the property belonging to the natives of the country, until 
the lawful owner, or the person who has a right to sell the same, 
according to article 2, may take measures to receive or dispose of the 
inheritance. 
ART: 5. 
If any dispute should arise between the different claimants to the 
same inheritance, they shall be decided, according to the laws and by 
the judges of the country where the 'property is situated. 
ART: 6. 
All the stipulations of the present convention shall be obligatory in 
respect to property, already inherited, devised, or bequeathed, but not 
yet withdrawn from the country where the same is situated, at the 
signature of this convention. 
ART: 7. 
This convention shall be ratified by the President of the united 
tates of America, by and with the advice and consent of their Senate, 
and by His Majesty the King of Saxony and the ratifications shall be 
exchanged at Berlin within the term of eighteen months, from the 
date of the ignature or sooner if po sible. 
In faith of which, the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed the 
above Articles, both in German and English, and have thereto affixed 
their seals. 
Done in triplicata in the city of Berlin, on the 14th of May, in the 
ar of .our Lord on thou and ight hundred and forty five and the 
L ty ninth of the Independence of the United. States of America. 
HENRY WHEATO 
[SEAL.] 
MINCKWITZ 
[SEAL.] 
B RG-LIPPE. 
ER 1AN EMPIRE.) 
SERBIA. 
1881. 
CONVENTION OF COMMERCE AND NAVIGATION. 
Concluded October 14, 1881 _; ratification advised by the Senate July 5, 
1882 _; ratified by the President July 14, 1882 _; ratifications exchanged 
November 15, 1882 _; proclaimed December 27, 1882. (Treaties and , 
Conventions, 1889, p. 984.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Freedom of commerce, navigation, 
and trade. 
II. Rights of real and personal prop-
erty. 
III. Trade privileges. 
IV. Exemptions, etc. 
V. Prohibitions of imports, etc., re-
stricted. 
VI. Import and export duties. 
VII. Freedom of imports. 
VIII. Transit of goods. 
IX. Ad valorem duties. 
X. Exceptions of local traffic. 
XI. Freight on railways. 
XII. Trade-marks. 
XIII. Shipping charges. 
XIV. Duration. 
XV. Ratification. 
The United States of America and His Highness the Prince of Serbia, 
animated by the desire of facilitating and developing the commercial 
relations established between the two countries, have determined with 
this object to conclude a Treaty, and have named as their respective 
pleni po ten tiaries, viz: 
The United States of America, Eugene Schuyler, their Charge 
d'affaires and Consul General at Bucarest; 
His Highness, the Prince of Serbia, Monsieur Ched. Mijatovitcn, 
His Minister of Foreign Affairs, Grand Officer of His Order of Takova, 
&c. &c. &c. 
Who, after having communicated to each other their respective full 
powers, found in good and due form, have agreed upon and concluded 
the following articles: 
ARTICLE I 
There shall be reciprocally full and entire liberty of commerce and 
navigation between the citizens and subjects of the two High Con-
tracting Powers, who shall be at liberty to establish themselves freely 
in each other's territory. 
Citizens of the United Sti:i,tes in Serbia and Serbian subjects in the 
United States shall reciprocally, on conforming to the laws of the coun-
try, be at liberty freely to enter, travel or reside in any part of the 
respective territories, to carry on their business, and shall enjoy in 
this respect for their persons and property the same protection as that 
enjoyed by natives or by the subjects of the most favoured nation. 
They shall be at liberty to exercise their industry and trade both by 
wholesale and by retail in the whole extent of both territories, without 
being subjected as to their persons or property, or with regard to the 
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exercise of their trade or business to any taxes, whether general or 
local, or to any imposts or conditions of any kind other or more onerous 
than those which are or may be imposed upon natives or upon the 
subjects of the most favoured nation. 
In like manner in all that relates to local taxes, customs formalities, 
brokerage, patterns or samples introduced by commercial travellers, 
and all other matters connected with trade, citizens of the United States 
in Serbia and Serbian subjects in the United States shall enjoy the 
treatment of the most favoured nation, and all the rights, privileges, 
exemptions and immunities of any kind enjoyed with respect to com-
merce and industry by the citizens or subjects of the High Contracting 
Parties, or which are or may be hereafter conceded to the subjects of 
any third power, shall be extended to the citizens or subjects of the 
other. 
ARTICLE II. 
In all that concerns the right of acquiring, possessing, or disposing 
of every kind of property, real or personal, citizens of the United 
States in Serbia and Serbian subjects in the United States, shall enjoy 
the rights which the respective laws grant or shall grant in each of 
these states to the subjects of the most favoured nation. · 
Within these limits, and under the same conditions as the subjects 
of the most favoured nation, they shall be at liberty to acquire and 
dispose of such property, whether by purchase, sale, donation, ex-
change, marriage contract, testament, inheritance, or in any other 
manner whatever, without being subject to any taxes, imposts, or 
charges whatever other or higher than those which are or shall be 
levied on natives or on the subjects of the most favoured state. 
They shall likewise be at liberty to export freely the proceeds of the 
sale of their property, and their goods in general, without being sub-
jected to pay any other or higher duties than those payable under 
similar circumstances by natives or by the subjects of the most 
favoured state. 
ARTICLE III. 
of 
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ARTICLE IV. 
Citizens of the United States in Serbia and Serbian subjects in the 
United States shall be reciprocal1y exempted from all personal service, 
whether in the army by land or by sea, whether in the national guard 
or militia, from billeting, from all contributions, whether pecuniary 
or in kind, destined as a compensation for personal service, from all 
forced loans, and from all military exactions or requisitions. 
The liabilities, however, arising out of the possession of real prop-
erty and for military loans and requisitions to which all the natives 
might be called upon to contribute as proprietors of real property or 
as farmers, shall be excepted. ' 
They shall be equally exempted from all obligatory official, judicial, 
administrative or municipial functions whatever. 
They shall have reciprocally free access to the courts of justice _on 
conforming to the laws of the country, both for the prosecution and 
for the defence of their rights in all the_ degrees of jurisdiction estab-
lished by the laws. They can employ in every case advocates, law-
yers and agents of all classes a¥thorized by the law of the country, 
and shall enjoy in this respect, and as concerns domiciliary visits to 
their houses, manufactories, warehouses, or shops, the same rights 
and advantages as are or shall be granted to the natives of _the coun-
try, or to the subjects of the most favoured nation. 
It is understood that every favour or exemption which shall be 
subsequently granted in this matter to the subjects of a foreign 
country by one of the two Contracting Powers shall be immediately 
and by right extended to the citizens or subjects of the other Party. 
ARTICLE V. 
I 
Neither of the Contracting Parties shall establish a prohibition of 
importation, exportation, or transit against the other which shall not 
be applicable at the same time to all other nations, except the special 
measures that the two countries reserve to themselves the right _of 
establishing for a sanitary purpose, or in event of a war. 
ARTICLE VI. 
As to the amount, the guarantee and the collection of duties on 
· imports and exports, as well as regards transit, re-exportation, ware-
housing, local dues, and custom-house formalities, each of the two 
High Contracting Parties binds itself to give to the other the advantage 
of every favour, privilege or diminution in the tariffs on the import 
or export of the articles mentioned or not in the present convention, 
that it shall have granted to a third power. Also every favour or 
immunity which shall be later granted to a third power shall be 
immediately extende~ and without qondition, and by this very fact 
to the other Contractmg Party. 
ARTICLE VII. 
The products of the soil or of the industry of Serbia which shall be 
imported into the United States of America, and the products of the 
soil or of the industry of the United States which shall be imported 
into Serbia, and which shall be destined for consumption in the 
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country, for warehousing, for re-exportation, or for transit, shall be 
subjected to the same treatment, and shall not be liable to other or 
higher duties than the products of the most favoured nation. 
ARTICLE VIII. 
Merchandize of every kind coming from one of the two territories 
or gojng thither shall be reciprocally exempted in the other from 
every transit duty, whether it pass directly through the country, or 
whether during the transit it shall be unloaded, stored, and reloaded, 
without prejudice to the special regulations which, conformably to 
Article V, may be established concerning gunpowder and arms of war. 
ARTICLE IX. 
As concerns the custom-house laws and regulations on goods sub-
jected to ad valorem duty, the importers and the products of on~ of 
the two countries shall be in all respects treated in the other as the 
importers and products of the most favoured country. 
ARTICLE X. 
The provisions of the preceding articles relative to the treatment 
in all respects like the subjects of the most favoured state shall not 
affect the special facilities which have been or may be hereafter con-
ceded on the part of one of the two states to neighboring states with 
reRpect to the local traffic between the conterminous frontier districts . 
. ARTICLE XI. 
It is agreed that, as regards freight and all other facilities, good 
of the United States conveyed over -Serbian railways, and Serbian 
o-oods conveyed over railways of the United States, shall be treated 
in exactly the same manner as the goods of any other nation the most 
favoured in that respect. 
ARTICLE XII 
III. 
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The preceding stipulation applies to local treatment, dues and 
charges in the ports, basins, docks, roadsteads, harbours and rivers 
of the two countries, pilotage, and generally to all matters connected 
with navigation. 
Every favour or exemption in these respects, or any other privilege 
in matters of navigation which either of the Contracting Parties shall 
grant to a third power shall be extended immediately and uncondi-
tionally to the other party. 
ARTICLE XIV 
The present treaty shal1 remain in force for ten years from the day 
of the exchange of ratifications, and if twelve months before the 
expiration of that period neither of the High Contracting Parties 
shall have announced to the other its intention to terminate the said 
treaty1 it shall remain obligatory until the expiration of one year 
from the day when either of the High Contracting Parties shall have 
denounced it. 
The preceding stipulations shall come into force in the two countries 
one month after the exchange of ratifications. 
ARTICLE XV. 
The present treaty shall be ratified by the President of the United 
States of America, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate 
thereof, and by His Highness the Prince of Serbia, and the ratifica-
tions shall be exchanged at Belgrade as soon as possible. 
In faith whereof the Plenipotentiaries of the two High Contracting 
Parties have signed the present treaty in duplicate in the English and 
Serbian languages, and. thereto affixed their respective seals. 
Done in duplicate at Belgrade this -l-4 day of October, 1881. 
EUGENE SCHUYLER 
[SEAL.] 
CH. MIJATOVICH 
[SEAL.] 
1881. 
CONSULAR CONVENTION. 
Concluded October 14, 1881_; ratification advised by the SenatP. July 5, 
1882_; ratified by the President July 14, 1882_; ratifications exchanged 
November 15, 1882_; proclaimed December 27, 1882. (Treaties and 
Conventions, 1889, p. 988.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Consular officers. 
II. Exequaturs. 
III. Exemptions. 
IV. Testimony by consular officers. 
V. Arms and flag. 
VI. Inviolability of archives and offi-
ces. 
VII. Acting officers. 
VIII. Vice-consuls and agents. 
IX. Correspondence with authorities. 
X. Notarial services. 
XI. Estates of deceased persons. 
XII. Surrender of certain privileges. 
XIII. Duration; ratification. 
'I1he President of the United States of America and His Highness 
the Prince of Serbia, beincr mutually desirous of defining the rights, 
privileges and immunities of consular officers in the two countries, as 
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well as their functions and obligations, have resolved to conclude a 
consular convention, and have accordingly named as their plenipo-
tentiaries: 
The President of the United States, Eugene Schuyler, Charge 
d'A:ffaires and Consul General of the United States at Bucarest; 
His Highness the Prince of Serbia, Monsieur Ched. Mijatovitch, 
His Minister of Foreign Affairs, Grand Officer of His Order of Takova, 
&c. &c. &c. 
Who, after havjng communicated to each other their respective 
full powers, found to be in good and proper form have agre_ed upon 
the following articles: 
ARTICLE l. 
Each of the High Contracting Parties agrees to receive from the 
other, consuls-general, consuls, vice-consuls and consular agents, in 
all its ports, cities and places, except those where it may not be con-
venient to recognize such officers. This reservation, however, shall 
not apply to one of the High Contracting Parties without also 
applyi~g to every other power. · 
ARTICLE II 
The consuls-general, consuls, vice-consuls and consular agents of 
the two High Contracting Parties shall enjoy reciprocally, in the states 
of the other, all the privileges, exemptions, and immunities that are 
enjoyed by officers of the same rank and quality of the most favoured 
nation. The said officers, before being admitted to the exercise of 
their functions and the enjoynu~nt of the immunities thereto pertain-
ing, shall present their commissions in the forms established in their 
respective countries. The Government of each of the two High Con-
tracting Powers shall furnish them the necessary exequatur free of 
charg , and, on the exhibition of this instrument, they shall be per-
mitted to enjoy the rights, privileges and immunities granted by this 
convention. 
ARTICLE III. 
TI LE I 
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him, in writing, to appear before it, and in case of his inability to do 
so, it shall request him to give his ·testimony in writing, or shall visit 
his residence or office to obtain it orally. 
It shall be tlie duty of such officer to comply with this request with 
as little delay as possible. 
In all criminal cases, contemplated by the sixth article of the amend-
ments to the Constitution of the United States, whereby the right is 
secured to persons charged with crimes to obtain witnesses in their 
favour, the appearance in court of said consular officer shall be 
demanded, with all possible regard to the consular dignity and to the 
duties of his office. A similar treatment shall also be extended to the 
consuls of the United States in Serbia, in the like cases. 
ARTICLE V. 
Consuls-general, consuls, vice~consuls and consular agents may 
place over the outer door of their offices·the arms of their nation, with 
this inscription: Consulate-General, or Consulate, or Vice-Consulate, 
or Consular Agency of the United States or of Serbia. 
They may also raise the flag of their coun,_try on their offices, except 
in the capital of the country when there is a legation there. They 
may in like manner, raise the flag of their country over the _boat 
employed by them in the port for the exercise of their functions. 
ARTICLE VI. 
The consular offices shall at all times be inviolable. The local author-
ities shall not, under any pretext, invade them. In no case shall they 
examine or seize the papers there deposited. In no case shall those 
offices. be used as places of asylum. When a consular officer is 
engaged in other business, the papers relating to the consulate shall 
be kept separate. 
ARTICLE · VII. 
In the event of the death, incapacity or absence of consuls-
general, consuls, vice-consuls and consular agents, their chancellors 
or seGretaries, whose official character may have previously been made 
known to the Department of State at Washington or to the Ministry 
of Foreign Affairs in Serbia, may temporarily exercise their functions, 
and while th Rs acting they shall enjoy all the rights, prerogatives and 
immunities granted to the incumbents. 
ARTICLE VIII. 
Consuls-general and consuls may, so far as the laws of their country 
allow, with the approbation of their respective governments, appoint 
vice-consuls and consular agents in the cities, ports and places within 
their consular jurisdiction. These agents may be selected from among 
citizens of the United States or of Serbia, ort,hose of other countries. 
They shall be furnished with a regular commission, and shall enjoy 
the privileges stipulated for consular officers in this convention, sub-
ject to the exception specified in Articles 3 and 4: 
ARTICLE IX. 
Consuls-general, consul, vice-consuls and consular agents shall 
have the right to address the administrative and judicial authorities, 
whether in the United States of the Union, the States or the muni-
cipalities, or in Serbia, of the State or the commune, throughout the 
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whole extent of their consular jurisdiction, in order to complain of 
any infraction of the treaties and conventions between the United 
States and Serbia, and for the purpose of protecting the rights and 
interests of their co"untrymen. If the complaint should not be satis-
factorily redressed, the consular officers aforesaid, in the absence of 
~ diplomatic agent of their country, may apply directly to the govern-
ment of the country where they exercise their functions. 
ARTICLE X. 
Consuls-general, consuls, vice-consuls and consular agents may take 
at their offices, at their private residence, at the residence of the par-
ties, or on board ship the depositions of the captains and crews of 
vessels of their own country, of passengers on board of them, and of 
any other citizen of their nation. They may also receive at their 
offices, conformably to the laws and regulations of their country, all 
contracts between the citizens of their country and the citizens or 
other inhabitants of the country where they reside, and even all con-
tracts between the latter, provided they relate to property situated,_ or 
to business to be transacted, in the territory of the nation to which 
the said consular officer may belong. 
Such papers and official documents of every kind, whether in the 
original, in copies, or in translation, duly authenticated and legalized 
by the consuls-general, consuls, vice-consuls and consular agents, a~d 
sealed with their official seal, shall be received as legal documents m 
courts of justice throughout the United States and Serbia. 
ARTICLE XI. 
In the case of the death of any citizen of the United States. in 
Serbia, or of a Serbian subject· in the United States, without having 
any known heirs or testamentary executors by him appointed, the 
competent local authorities shall give information of the circumstance 
to the Consuls or Consular agents of the nation to which the deceased 
belongs, in order that the necessary information may be immediately 
fOTWarded to the parties interested. 
Consuls-generals, consuls, vice-consuls and consular agents shall 
have the right to appear, personally or by delegate, in all proceedings 
on behalf of the absent or minor heirs or creditors until they are 
duly represented. 
ARTICLE XII. 
2 Seep. 477. 
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ARTICLE XIII. 
The present convention shall remain in force for the space of ten 
years, counting from the day of 'the exchange of the ratifications, 
which shall be made in conformity with the respective constitutions 
of the two countries, and exchanged at Belgrade as soon as possible. 
In case neither party gives notice, twelve months before the expira-
tion of the said period of ten years, of its intention not to renew this 
convention, it shall remain in force one year longer, and so on from 
year to year, until the expiration of a year from the day on which 
one of the parties shall have given such notice. 
In faith whereof, the respective plenipotentiaries have signed this 
convention in duplicate, and have hereunto affixed their seals. 
Done at Belgrade this l 4 day of October, 1881. 
7468-37 
EUGENE SCHUYLER 
[SEAL.] 
CH. MIJATOVICH 
. [SEAL. ] 
SIAM. 
1833. 
CONVENTION OF AMITY AND COMMERCE. 
Concluded lllarch 20, 1833_; ratijica.tion advised by theBenate Jun_e 30, 
1834J· ratified by the President ratifications exchanged April 14, 
1836J· proclaimed June 24, 1837. (Treaties and Conventions, 1889, 
p. 992.) 
(The provisions of this treaty were modified by the Treaty of 1856.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Peace. VI. Settlement of debts. 
II. Freedom of trade, etc. VII. Trading in Siam. 
III. Shipping duties in Siam. VIII. Captures by pirates. 
IV. Most favored nation duties. IX. Laws of Siam. 
V. Shipwrecks. X. Consuls in Siam. 
His Majesty the Sovereign and Magnificent King in the City of Sia-
Yut'hia has appointed the Chau Phaya-Phra-klang, one of the :first 
Ministers of State, to treat with Edmund Roberts, Minister of the 
United States of .America, who has been sent by the Governm~nt 
thereof, on its behalf, to form a treaty of sincere friendship an~ entire 
good faith between the two nations. For this purpose, the Sia~ese 
and the citizens of the United States of .America shall, with sincerity, 
hold commercial intercourse in the ports of their respective nations 
as long as heaven and earth shall endure. 
This treaty is concluded on Wednesday, the last of the fourth month 
of the year 1194, called Pi-marong-chat-tava-sok ( or the year of the 
Drao-on), corresponding to the twentieth day of March, in the year ?f 
our Lord 1833. One original is written in Siamese, the other 1-?-
Engli h; but a the iamese are ignorant of English, and the Ameri-
can of iame e, a Portu o-uese and a Chinese translation are annexed, 
to rv a testimony to the contents of the treaty. The writing i of 
h am t nor and date in all the languages aforesaid. It i ign d, 
on h on part, with the nam of the Chau P'haya-P'hra-klano-, and 
al ~ i h h al of th lotu flower, of gla s; on the other part, it 
i n d wi h h name of Edmund Robe1·t , and ealed with a eal 
nt inin an a 1 and tar .. 
n • · P ill k pt in iam, and anoth r will b tak n by Ed-
mu R rt h i d at ·. If th ov rnment of th nit d 
• h· 11 :. if _h' tr aty and atta h th al of th ov rn-
, th n • 1· m will 1·atify it on it part and attach the seal of 
'mm nt. ' 
1 p c h tw 
Kiiw r I ' iam. 
nit at . f 
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ARTICLE II. 
The citizens of the United States shall have free liberty to enter 
all the ports of the Kingdom of Siam with their cargoes, of whatever 
kind the said. eargoes may consist; and they shall have liberty to sell 
the same to any of the subjects of the King, or others who may wish 
to purchase the same, or to barter the same for any produce or manu-
facture of the Kingdom, or other articles that may be found there. 
No prices shall be fixed by the officers of the King on the articles to 
be sold by the merchants of the United States, or the merchandise 
they may wish to buy, but the trade shall be free on both sides to sell 
or buy or exchange on the terms and for the prices the owners may 
think fit. Whenever the said citizens of the United States shall be 
ready to depart, they shall be at liberty so to do, and the proper offi-
cers shall furnish them with passports: Provided always, There be no 
legal impediment to the contrary. Nothing contained in this article 
shall be understood as granting permission to import and sell muni-
tions of war to any person excepting to the King, who, if he does not 
require, will not he bound to purchase them; neither is permission 
granted to import opium, which is contraband, or to export rice, 
which ~annot be embarked as an article of commerce. These only 
are prohibited. 
ARTICLE III. 
[Provisions abolished by T'reaty of 1856, p. 581.] 
ARTICLE IV. 
If hereafter the duties payable by foreign vessels be diminished in 
favor of any other nation, the same diminution shall be made in favor 
of the vessels of the United States. 
ARTICLE V. 
If any vessel of the United States shall suffer shipwreck on any part 
of the Magnificent King's dominions, the persons escaping from the 
wreck shall be taken care of and hospitably entertained at the expense 
of the King, until they shall find an opportunity to be returned to 
their country; and the property saved from such wreck shall be 
carefully preserved and restored to its owners; and the United States 
will repay all expenses incurred by His Majesty on account of such 
wreck. 
ARTICLE VI. 
If any citizen of the United States, coming to Siam for the purpose 
of trade, shall contract debts to any individual of Siam, or if any 
individual of Siam shall contract debts to any citizen of the United 
States, the debtor shall be obliged to bring forward .and sell all his 
goods to pay his debts therewith. When the product of such bona 
fide sale shall not suffice, he shall no longer be liable for the remainder, 
nor shall the creclitor be able to retain him as a slave, imprison, flog, 
or otherwise punish hi~, to compel the payment of any balance 
remaining due, but shall leave him at perfect liberty. 
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ARTICLE VII. 
Merchants_ of th'3 United States coming to trade in the Kingdom of 
Siam, and wishing to rent houses therein, shall rent the King's jac-
tories, and pay the customary rent of the country. If the said mer-: 
chants bring their goods on shore, the King's officers shall take account 
thereof, but shall not levy any duty thereupon. 
ARTICLE VIII. 
If any citizens of the United States, or their vessels, or other prop-
erty, shall be taken by pirates and brought within the dominions of 
the Magnificent King, the persons shall be set at liberty, and the prop-
erty restored to its owners. 
ARTICLE IX. 
Merchants of the United States trading in the Kingdom of Siam 
shall respect and follow the laws and customs of the country in all 
points. 
' ARTICLE X. 
If hereafter any foreign nation other than the Portuguese shall 
request and obtain His Majesty's consent to the appointment of Con-
suls to reside in Siam, the United States shall be at liberty to appoint 
Consuls to reside in Siam, equally with such other foreign nation. 
[SEAL.] EDMUND ROBERTS. 
Whereas the undersigned, Edmund Roberts, a citizen of Port -
mouth, in the State of New Hampshire, in the United States of 
America, being duly appointed an envoy, by letters-patent, under 
the sio-nature of the President and seal of the United States of 
Am rica, bearing date at the city of Washington, the twenty- ixth 
day of January, A. D. 1 32, for negotiating and concluding a treaty 
of amity and · commerc b tween the United States of America and 
IIi faje ty th King of 'iam: 
ow know ye, that I, Edmund Roberts, Envoy as aforesaid, do on-
clud the foregoing tr aty of amity and 01nrnerce, and every articl 
and lau ·e th r in ontain d; ra erving the ame, neverthele , for 
h final ratification of th Pr ident of the United tates of America, 
by and with th ad vie and con ent of the enate of the aid United 
tat . 
n at h r yal i y of ia-Yuthia, (commonly called Bankok,) 
?- h w n i h da of far ·h, in th y a1· of our Lord one thou and 
1(J'l_1 h~n r d and hirty- hr , and of th Ind p ndence of he 
m • at · f m rica th fifty- ev nth. 
[ 'E ·] EDMU D ROBERTS. 
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1856. 
TREATY OF AMITY AND COMMERCE. 
Concluded May 29, 1856_; ratification advised by the Senate with 
amendment March 13, 1857_; ratified by the President March 16, 1857_; 
ratifications exchanged June 15, 1857_; time for exch0nge of ratifica-
tions extended by the Senate June 15, 1858_; proclaimed August 16, 
1858. (Treaties and Conventions, 1889, p. 995.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Amity; mutual assistance. 
II. Consul at Bangkok; powers. 
III. Offenses in Siam. 
VII. Privileges to ships of war in Siam. 
VIII. Duties; trade, etc. 
IX. Treaty regulations. 
IV. Trade privileges in Siam. 
V. Americans in Siam. 
X. Most favored nation privileges. 
XI. Duration; revision. 
VI. Religious freedom, etc. XII. Ratification. 
The President of the United-States of America, and their Majesties 
Pbra-Bard, Somdetch, Phra-Paramendr, Maha, Mongkut, Phra, Chom, 
Klau, Chau, Yu, Hua, the first King of Siam, and Phra, Bard, Som-
detch, Pbra, Pawarendr, Ramesr, Mahiswaresr, Phra, Pin, Klau, Chau, 
Yu, Hua the Second King of Siam, desiring to establish upon firm 
and lasting foundations the relations of peace and friendship existing 
between the two Countries, and to secure the best interest of their 
respective citizens and subjects by encouraging, facilitating and regu-
lating their industry and trade have resolved to conclude a Treaty of 
Amity and Commerce for this purpose, and have therefore named as 
their Plenipotentiaries that is to say: 
The President of the United States, ,.rownsend Harris Esquire of 
New York, Consul-General of the United States of America for the 
Empire of Japan, 
And their Majesties the First and Second Kings of Siam, His Royal 
Highness, the Prince Krom Hluang, Wongsa, Dhiraj, Snidh, 
His Excellency Somdetch, Chau, Phaya, Param, Maha, Bijai, Neate, 
His Excellency Chau, Phaya, Sri, Suriwongse, Samuha, Phra, 
Kralahom, 
His Excellency Chau, Phaya, Rawe, Wongee, Maha, Kosa, Dhipade, 
the Phra Klang, 
His Excellency Chau, Phaya, Yomray, the Lord Mayor. 
who after having communicated to each other their respective full 
powers and found them to be in good and due form, have agreed 
upon and concluded the following articles: 
ARTICLE I. There shall henceforward be perpetual peace and friend-
ship, between the United States, and their Majesties the First and 
Second Kings of Siam and their successors, 
All American Citizens coming to Siam, shall receive from the Siam-
e e Government full protection and assistance, to enable them to 
re ide in Siam, in all security, and trade with every facility free from 
oppression or injury on the part of the Siamese. Inasmuch as Siam 
ha no ships, trading to the ports of the United States, it is agreed 
that the ships of war of the United States shall render friendly aid 
and assistance to such Siamese vessels as they may meet on the high 
seas, so far as can be done, without a breach of neutrality and all 
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American Consuls, residing at Ports, visited by Siamese vessels, shall 
also give them such friendly aid, as may be permitted by the laws of 
the respective countries in which they reside. 
ARTICLE II. The interests of all American Citizens, coming t.o Siam, 
shall be placed under the regulations and control of a Consul, who will 
be appointed to reside at Bangkok. He will himRelf conform to and will 
enforce the observance by American Citizens, of all the provisions of 
this Treaty, and such of the former Treaty, negotiated by Mr. Edmund 
Roberts in 1833, as shall still remain in operation. He shall also give 
effect to all rules and regulations as are now or may hereafter be 
enacted for the government of American citizens in Siam, the conduct 
of their trade, and fo the prevention of violations of the laws of Siam. 
Any dispute arising between American Citizens and Siamese Subjects 
shall be heard and determined by the Consul in conjunction with the 
proper Siamese officers; and criminal offences will be punished in 
the case of American off enders, by the Consul, according to American 
laws, and in the case of Siamese offenders, by their own laws, through 
the Siamese Authorities. But the Consul shall not interfere in any 
matters, referring solely to Sfamese, neither will the Siamese Authori-
ties interfere in questions, which only concern the Citizens of the 
United States. · 
ARTICLE III. If Siamese in the employ of American Citizens, offend 
against the laws of their country, or if any Siamese having so offended, 
or desiring to desert, take refuge with American Citizens in Siam, 
they shall be searched for, and upon proof of their guilt or desertion, 
shall be delivered up, by the Consul, to the Siamese authorities. In 
like manner, any American Offenders, resident or trading in Siam, who 
may desert, escape to, or hide themselves in Siamese Territory, shall 
be apprehended and delivered over, to the American Consul on his 
requisition. 
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them, and will be subject to the same taxation, that is levied on Siam-
ese subjects. But if, through negligence, the want of capital, or other 
cause, an American citizen should fail to commence the cultivation, 
or improvements of the lands so acquired, within a term of three years 
from the date of receiving possession thereof, the Siamese government 
shall have the power of resuming the property, upon returning to the 
American Citizen the purchase money paid by him for the same. 
4"RTICLE V. [Stricken ·out by the Senate (Americans in Siam)]. 
ARTICLE VI. All American Citizens, visiting, or residing, in Siam, 
shall be allowed the free exercise of their religion; and liberty to build 
places of worship, in such localities as shall be consented to by the Siam-
ese Authorities. The Siame~e Government will place no restriction 
upon the employment, by the Americans, of Siamese subjects as ser-
vants, or in any other capacity. But wherever a Siamese Subject 
belongs or owes service to some particular master, the servant who 
engages himself to an American citizen without the consent of his 
master may be reclaimed by him, and the Siamese Government will 
not enforce an agreement between an American Citizen and any Siam-
ese in his employ, unless made with the knowledge and consent of 
the master, who has a right to dispose of the services of the person 
engaged. ~ 
ARTICLE VII. American ships of war may enter the river and anchor 
at Paknam; but they shall not proceed above Paknam unless with the 
consent of the Siamese authorities which shall be given where it is 
necessary that a ship, shall go into Dock for repairs. Any American 
ship of war, conveying to Siam a public functionary, accredited by the 
American Government to the Court of Bangkok, shall be allowed to 
come up to Bangkok, but shall not pass the forts called Phrachamit 
and Pit-pach-nuck, unless expressly permitted to do so by the Siamese 
Government. But in the absence of an American ship of war, the 
Siamese authorities engage to furnish the Consul, with a force suffi-
cient to enable him to give effect to his authority over American Citi-
zens and to enforce discipline among American shipping 
ARTICLE VIII The measurement duty hitherto paid by American 
vessels, trading to Bangkok, under the Treaty of 1833, shall be abol-
ished from the date of this Treaty coming into operation, and Ameri-
can shipping or trade will thenceforth only be subject to the payment 
of Import and Export duties on the goods landed or shippecl.1 
On the articles of Import the duty shall be three per cent, payable 
at the option of the Importer, either in kind or money, calculated 
upon the marketvalue of the goods. Drawback of the full amount 
of duty shall be allowed upon goods found unsaleable and reexported. 
hould the American Merchant and the Custom house officers disa-
gree as to the value to be set upon imported articles, such disputes 
shall be referred to the Consul and a proper Siamese Officer, who shall 
each have the power to call in an equal number of merchants as assess-
orR, not exceeding two, on either side, to assist them in coming to an 
equitable decision. 
Opium may be importeu free of duty, but can only be sold to the 
opium farmer or his agents. In the event of no arrangement being 
1 See Treaty of 1833, p. 579. 
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effected with them for the sale of the opium, it shall be reexported, 
and no impost or duty levied thereon. Any infringement of this reg-
ulation shall subject the Opium to seasure and confiscation. 
Articles of Export from the time of production to the date of ship-
ment, shall pay one Impost only, whether this be levied under the 
name of Inland tax, r.rransit duty or duty on exportation. The tax 
or duty to be paid on each article of Siamese produce, previous to, or 
upon exportation, is specified in the Tariff attached to this treaty; and 
it is distinctly agreed, that goods or produce, that pay any descriptj.on 
of tax in the Interior shall be exempted from any further payment of 
duty on exportation. American Merchants are to be allowed to pur-
chase directly from the producer, the articles in which they trade and 
in like manner to sell their goods directly to the parties, wishing to 
purchase the same, without the interference in either case of any other 
person. _ 
The rates of duty laid down in the Tariff attached to\this treaty are 
those that are now paid upon goods or produce, shipped in Siamese or 
Chinese vessels or junks; and it is agreed that American shipping 
shall enjoy all the privileges now exercised by, or which hereafter may 
be granted to Siamese or Chinese vessels or junks. 
American Citizens will be allowed to build ships in Siam, on obtain-
ing permission to do so from the Siamese authorities. 
Whenever a scarcity may be apprehended of Salt, Rice and Fish, 
the Siamese Government reserve to themselves, the right of prohibit-
ing by public proclamation, the exportation of these articles, giving 
30 days (say Thirty days) notice except in case of war. 
Bullion or personal effects, may be imported. or exported free of 
charge. 
ARTICLE IX. The code of Regulations appended to this Treaty shall 
be enforced by the Consul with the cooperation of the Siamese author-
ities, and they, the said Authorities and Consul shall be enabled to 
introduce any further Regulations which may be found necessary in 
order to give effect to the objects of this treaty. 
All fines and penalties inflicted for infraction of the provisions and 
regulation of this Treaty shall be paid to the Siamese government. 
ARTICLE X. The American Government and its citizens, will be 
allow d fr and equal participation in any privileges that may have 
b n, or may hereaft r b granted by the iamese Governm nt to the 
Gov rnment, Citizen or ubject · of any other nation. 
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In witness whereof the abovenamed Plenipotentiaries have signed 
and sealed the present Treaty in triplicate at Bangkok, on the Twenty 
Ninth day of May in the Year One Thousand, Eight Hundred and 
Fifty Six of the Christ.ian Era and of the Independence of the United 
States the Eightieth, corresponding to the Tenth of the waning Moon 
of the lunar Month Wesakh or Sixth Month of the Year of the Quad-
ruped Serpent of the Siamese civil Era, One Thousand Two hundred 
and Eighteen and the Sixth of the Reign of Their Majesties, the First 
and Second Kings of Siam. [SEAL.] 
[SEALS.] TOWNSEND HARRIS. 
SIGNATURES OF THE SIAMESE PLENIPOTENTIARIES. 
General Regulations, under which American Trade is to be conducted in 
Siam. 
REGULATION 1 I. The master of every American ship, coming to 
Bangkok to trade, must either before or after entering the rive-r·, as 
may be found convenient, report the arrival of his vessel at the Cus-
tom-house at Paknam, together with the number of his crew and guns, 
and the Port,, from whence he comes. Upon anchoring his vessel at 
Paknam, he will deliver into the custody of the custom-house Officers 
all his guns and ammunition, and a custom-house officer, will then 
be appointed to the vessel, and will proceed in her to Bangkok. 
REGULATION II. A vessel passing Paknam, without discharging 
her guns and ammunition, as directed in the foregoing regulation, will 
be sent back to Paknam to comply with its provisions, and will be 
fined Eight-hundred ticals for having so disobeyed. After delivery 
of her guns and ammunition she will be permitted to return to Bang-
kok to trade. 
REGULATION III. When an American vessel shall have cast anchor 
·at Bangkok, the master, unless a sunday should intervene, will, within 
four and twenty hours after arrival, proceed to the American Consu-
late and deposit there his ship's papers, bills of lading &c, together 
with a true manifest of his Import Cargo; and upon the Consul's 
reporting these particulars to the custom-house permission to break 
bulk will at once be given by the latter. 
For· neglecting so to report his arrival, or for presenting a false 
manifest, the master will subject himself in each instance to a penalty 
of four hundred ticals; but he will be allowed to correct within 
twenty-four hours after delivery of it to the Consul, any mistake he 
may discover in his manifest, without incurring the above-mentioned 
penalty. 
REGULATION IV. An American vessel, breaking bulk and com-
mencing to dischar()'e before due permission shall be obtained, or 
smuggling, either when in -the river or outside the bar, shall be sub-
ject to the penalty of eight-hum.Ired ticals, and confiscation of the 
goods so smuggled or discharged. 
REGULATION V. As soon as an American vessel shall have dis-
charged her cargo, and completed her outward lading, paid all her 
duties and delivered a true manifest of her outward cargo to the 
American Consul, a Siamese port-clearance shall be granted her, on 
1 This regulation was amended upon the proposition of Siamese Government, 
December 17, 1867, page 588. 
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application from the Consul, who, in the absence of any legal impedi-
ment to her departure, will then return to the master his ship's 
papers, and allow the vessel to leave. A custom-hom1e officer will 
accompany the vessel to Paknam, and on arriving there, she will be 
inspected by the Custom-house Officers of that Station, and will 
receive from them the guns and ammunition previously delivered into 
their charge. · 
REGULATION VI The American Plenipotentiary having no knowl-
edge of the Siamese language, the Siamese Government, have agreed 
that the English text of these R egulations, together with the Treaty 
of which tp.ey form a portion, and the Tariff hereunto annexed, shall 
be accepted as conveying in every r:espect, their true meaning and 
intention. 
REGULATION VII. All American citizens intending to reside in Siam 
shall be registered at the American consulate; they shall not go out 
to sea, nor proceed beyond the limits assigned by the Treaty for the 
residence of American citizens without a passport from the Siamese 
authorities, to be applied for by tbe American consul; nor shall they 
leave Siam if the Siamese authorities show to the American consul 
that legitimate objections exist to their quitting the country.-But 
within the limits appointed under Article IV of the treaty, American 
citizens are at liberty to travel to and fro under the protection of a pass 
to be furnished them by the American consul, and countersealed by the 
proper Siamese officer, stating in the Siamese character their names, 
calling, and description. The Siamese officers at the government 
stations in the interior may at any time call for the production of this 
pass; and i:ip.mediately on its being exhibited, they must allow the 
parties to proceed; but it will be their duty to detain those persons 
who, by travelling without a pass from the consul, render themselves 
liable to the suspicion of their being deserters, and such detention shall 
be immediately reported to the consul. 
[SEAL.] TOWNSEND HARRIS. 
[SEALS.] SIGNATURES OF THE SIAMESE PLENIPOTENTIARIES. • 
Tariff of Export and Inland Duties to be levied on articles of Trade. 
SECTION I. The undermentioned articles shall be entirely free from Inland or 
other Taxes on production or transit, and shall pay export duty as follows: 
Tica!. Salung. Fuang. Hun. 
10 0 0 0 per p cul. 
G 0 0 0 " 
50 0 0 0 
14 0 0 0 
6 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 
2 2 0 0 
1 0 0 0 
0 ·2 0 0 
6 0 0 0 
3 0 0 0 
0 2 0 0 
10 0 0 0 pr 10 tail . 
0 0 0 3 p •r p cul. 
0 2 0 0 " 0 1 0 0 
1 0 0 0 
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Tical. Salung. Fuang. Hun. 
18. Soft ditto ______________________ 1 0 0 0 per pecul. 
19. Beche de mer. _________________ 3 0 0 0 " 
20. Fish maws ______ ___________ ___ 3 0 0 0 
21. Bird's n ests uncleaned _________ 20 per cent. 
22. Kingfisher's feathers ____ ______ 6 0 0 0 per 100. 
2'3. Cu tch ____ _____ ________________ 0 0 0 0 per pecul. 
24. Beyche seed (nux vomica) 0 2 0 0 " 
25. Pungtarai seed ______ ________ _ . 0 2 0 0 
26. Gum Benjamin ___ ____ __ _______ 4 0 0 0 
27. Angrai bark _______ _____ _______ 0 2 0 0 
28. Agilla wood ___________________ 2 0 0 0 
29. Ray skins _____________________ 3 0 0 0 
30. Old deer's horns __ _____________ 0 i 0 0 
31. Soft or young ditto _____ . ______ 10 per cent. 
32. Deer hides fine _____ __ _ . _______ 8 0 0 0 per 100 hides. 
33. ditto common 3 0 0 0 " -----------
34. Deer sinews ______ __ ___________ 4 0 O· 0 per pecul. 
35. Buffalo & cow hides ___________ 1 0 0 0 " 
36. Elephant::;' bones ______________ 1 0 0 0 
37. Tiger's bones ______ ____________ 5 0 0 0 
38. Buffalo horns _______ ___ ___ ____ 0 1 0 0 
39. Elephant's hides __ _____________ 0 1 0 0 
40. Tiger's skins ___________ _____ __ 0 1 0 0 per skin. 
41. Armadillo skins _____ ___ ___ ____ 4 0 0 0 per pecul. 
42. Sticklac ___________________ ____ 1 1 0 0 " 
43. Hemp ___________________ ______ 1 2 0 0 
44. Dried fish plaheng ______ __ __ ___ 1 2 0 0 
45. ditto plasali t _____________ 1 0 0 0 
46. Sapan wood _____ ______________ 0 2 1 0 
47. Salt meat ______ _______________ 2 0 0 0 
48. Mangrove bark ________ . _______ 0 1 0 0 
49. Rosewood __________________ __ _ · 0 2 0 o· 
50. Ebony ________________________ 1 1 0 0 
51. Rice _______ _____ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 4 0 0 0 per royan. 
SECTION II. The undermentioned Articles, being subject to the Inland or 
Transit duties herein named, and which shall not be increased, shall be exempt 
from export duties . 
. Tica!. Salung. Fuang. Hun . 
52. Sugar white___________________ 0 2 0 0 per pecul. 
53. ditto red _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 0 1 0 0 '' 
54. Cotton cleaned & uncleaned __ .10 per cent. 
55. Pepper_ ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1 0 0 0 
56. Salt fish platu ____ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1 0 0 0 per 10,000 fish. 
57. Beans and Peas ________ __ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ One twelfth. 
58. Dried Prawns ___________________ · ___ . ___ . _ _ _ ____ ·_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ One twelfth. 
59. Tilseed ______________________________ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ One twelfth. 
60. Silk raw ___________________ _______________________ · __ ______ One twelfth. 
61. Bee's-wax ______ · ________________ ___ _________ _______ ______ __ One fifteenth. 
62. Tallow________ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1 0 0 0 per pecul. 
63. Salt_ _______________________ ___ 6 0 0 0 per royan. 
64. 'l'obacco ______________________ 1 2 0 0 per1,000bundles. 
SECTION III. All goods or produce unenumerated in this Tariff shall be free of 
export duty, and shall only be subject to one Inland Tax or Transit duty, not 
exceeding the rate now paid. [SEAL. l 
[SEALS.] TOWNSEND HARRIS. 
SIGNATURES OF THE SIAMESE PLENIPOTENTIARIES. 
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1867. 
MODIFICATION TO TREATY OF AMITY AND COMMERCE OF MAY 29, 
1856. 
Concluded December 17-31, 1867_; ratification advised by Senate July 
25, 1868_; ratified by the President August 11, 1868. 
No. 72. 
To Hon. F. w. SEWARD, 
Assistant Secretary of State, 
Washington, D. C. 
UNITED STATES CONSULATE, 
Bangkok, Dee1·. 31•t, 1867. 
Sm: I have the honor to inform the Department that I have received a letter 
from His Excellency Chaw Phaya Praklang, Minister of Foreign AffairR, inform-
ing me that the Royal Counsellors for the Kingdom of Siam desire to change 
article first 1 of the Treaty Regulations, and that the change shall go into effect on 
January 1st, 1868. The article alluded to is, as follows, viz: 
"Every shipmaster upon anchoring his vessel at Paknam will deliver into the 
custody of the Custom house officers all his guns and ammunition, and a custom 
house officer will then be appointed to the vessel and will proceed in her to 
Bangkok." 
The article as changed will require that the powder alone be left at Paknam 
but that the guns be allowed to remain in the vessel. I have given my assent to 
the change and all the other Consuls have done the same. 
The change is a very advantageous one to shipmasters, as in shipping and 
reshipping of their guns, some of wll.ich were heavy, was attended with much 
delay and expense; whereas they generally have but a few pounds of powder on 
board, which can be boxed up and put ashore in a very short time. 
I have the honor to be, sir, your obedient servant, 
J.M. HOOD, 
U. S. Consul. 
CHAW PHAYA PRAKLANG, MINISTER OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS OF THE KINGDOM OF 
SIAM. 
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1884. 
AGREEMENT REGULATING LIQUOR TRAFFIC IN SIAM. 
Concluded ]Jay 14, 1884_; ratification advised by the Senate June 28, 
1884J· ratified by the President June 30; 1884J· ratifications exchanged 
June 30, 1884J· proclaimed July 5, 1884. (U. S. Stats., Vol. 23, p. 
782.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Duties on liquors. 
II. Testing of spirits. 
III. Deleterious spirits. 
IV. Licenses to sell. 
· I V. Most favored nation privileges. 
VI. Duration. 
VII. Ratification, etc. 
The Government of the United States of America and the Govern-
ment of His Majesty the King of Siam, being desirous of making sat-
isfactory arrangements for the regulation of the traffic in spirituous 
liquors in Siam, the UndeTsigned, duly authorized to that effect, have 
agreed as follows:-
ARTICLE I. 
Spirits of all kinds not exceeding in alcoholic strength those per-
mitted to be manufactured by the Siamese Government in Siam may 
be imported and sold by citizens of the United States on payment of 
the same duty as that levied by the Siamese excise laws upon spirits 
manufactured in Siam; and spirits exceeding in alcoholic strength 
spirits manufactured in Siam as aforesaid may be imported and sold 
upon payment of such duty, and of a proportionate additional duty 
for the excess of alcoholic strength above the Siamese Government 
standard. 
Beer and wines may be imported and sold by citizens of the United 
States on payment of the same duty as that levied by the Siamese 
excise laws upon similar articles manufactured in Siam, but the duty 
on imported beer and wines shall in no case exceed 10 per cent. ad 
valorerr1,,. 
'rhe said duty on imported spirits, beer, and wines, shall be in sub-
stitution of, and not in addition to, the import duty·of 3 per cent. 
- leviable under the existing Treaties; and no further duty, tax, or 
imposition whatever shall be imposed on imported spirits, beer, and 
wines. 
The scale of excise duty to be levied upon spirits, beer, and wines 
manufactured in Siam shall be communicated by the Siamese Gov-
ernment to the Minister Resident and Consul General of the United 
States at BangkoJ.-, and no change in the excise duties shall affect 
citizens of the United States until after the expiration of six months 
from the date at which such notice shall have been communicated by 
the Siamese Government to the Representative of the United States 
at Bangkok. 
ARTICLE II. 
'l'he testing of spirits imported into the kingdom of Siam by citizens 
of the United States shall be carried out by an expert designated by 
the. Siamese authorities, and by an expert designated by the Consul 
of the United States; in case of difference the parties shall designate 
a third person, who shall act as umpire, whose decision shall be final. 
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ARTICLE Ill. 
The Siamese Government may stop the importation by citizens of 
the United States into Siam of any spirits which, on examination, 
shall be proved to be deleterious to the public health; and they may 
give notice to the importers, consignees, or holders thereof to export 
the same within three months from the date of such notice, and if 
this is not done the Siamese Government may seize the said spirits and 
may des~roy them, provided always that in all such cases the Siamese 
Government shall be bound to refund any duty which may have been 
already paid thereon. . 
The testing of spirits imported by citizens of the United States, and 
which may be· alleged to be deleterious, shall be carried out in the 
manner provided by Article II. 
The Siamese Government engage to take all necessary meaf;'ures to . 
prohibit and prevent the sale of spirits manufactured in Siam which 
may be deleterious to the public health. 
ARTICLE IV. 
Any citizen of the United States who desires to retail spirituous 
liquors, beer, or wines in Siam, must take out a special license for 
that purpose from the Siamese Government, which shall be granted 
upon just and reasonable conditions to be agreed upon from time to 
time between the two Governments. 
ARTICLE V. 
Citizens of the UnitM States shall at all times enjoy the same 
rights and privileges in regard to the importation and sale of spirits, 
beer, wines, and spirituous liquors in Siam as the subjects of the most 
favored nation; and spirits, beer, wines, and spirituous liquors coming 
from the United States shall enjoy the same privileges in all respect 
a similar articles coming from any other country the most favored in 
this respect. 
It i ther fore clearly understood that citizens of the United tate 
are not bound to conform to the provisions of the present agreement 
to any greater extent than the subjects of other nations are so bound. 
ARTICLE VI. 
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ARTICLE VII. 
In this agreement the words "citizen of the United States" shall 
include any naturalized citizen of the Urdted States, and the words 
"Consul General of the United States" shall include any consular 
officer of the United States in Siam. 
The present agreement sh.all be ratified, and its ratification shall be 
exchanged as soon as possibl8. 
In witness whereof, the Undersigned have signed the same in dupli-
cate, and have affixed thereto their seals. 
Done at Washington, the fourteenth day of May 1884, correspond-
ing to the fifth day of the waning moon of the month of Visagamas of 
the year Wauk Sixth Decade li4.6 of the Siamese ..Astronomical Era. 
FREDK T. FRELINGHUYSEN [SEAL] 
NARES V ARARIDDHI. [SEAL:] 
• 
SPAIN. 
T;tie treaties with Spain were annulled by the war of 1898. 
1795. 
TREATY OF FRIENDSHIP, BOUNDARIES, COMMERCE AND NAVIGATION. 
Concluded October 27, 1795 _; ratification advised by the Senate M?1rch 
3, 1796; ratified by the President_; ratifications exchanged April 25, 
1796_; proclaimed August 2, 1796. (Treaties and Conventions, 1889, 
p. 1006.) 
This treaty consisted of twenty-three articles. It contained an 
agreement as to the southern and western boundaries of the United 
States; the mutual free navigation of the Mississippi River from it_s 
source to the ocean; the usual articles relating to commerce and navi-
gation; the authority to appoint consuls; the appointment of a clai~s 
commission to settle claims of United States citizens against Spam, 
etc. The claims commission provided for met in Philadelphia, termi-
nating their duties December 31, 1799, having made awards to the 
amount of $325,440.07½ on account of Spa_nish spoliations. 
Federal cases: The Nereide, 9 Cranch, 388; The Pizarro, 2 Wheat., 227; The 
Neustra Senora de la CaTidad, 4 Wheat., 497; The Amiable Isabella, 6 Wheat., 
1; The Bello Corrunes, 6 Wheat .. 152; The Santissima Trinidad, 7 Wheat. , 283; 
Henderson v. Poindexter's Lessee, 12 Wheat., 530; U. S. v. The Amistad, 15 
P ~t., 518; PollaTd v. Hagan, 3 How., 212; Robinson v. Minor, 10 How., 627; Le 
T1gre, 3 Wash. C. C., 567; The Santissima Trinidad, 1 Brock., 478. 
1802. 
oncluded August 11, 1802_; ratification advised by the Senate Janu-
ary 9, 1804J· ratified by the President J anuary 9, 1804J· ratifications 
·hang cl Dec rnber 21, 1818J· proclaimed December 22, 1818. (Tr a-
i and on ntion , 1 U, p. 1015.) 
SPAIN-FEBRUARY 22, 1819. 
1819. 
TREATY OF FRIENDSHIP, CESSION OF THE FLORID AS, AND 
BOUNDARIES. 
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Concluded February 22, 1819_; ratification advised by_ the Senate F eb-
ruary 24, 1819_; ratification advised again by the Senate February 
19, 1821_; ratified by the President February 22, 1821_; ratifications 
exchanged February 22, 1821_; proclaimed February 22, 1821. 
- ('rreaties and Conventions, 1889, p. 1016.) 
By this treaty of sixteen articles Spain ceded ,East and West Florida 
to the United States; the western: boundary was agreed to in Article 
III, which is reprinted; mutual claims against both governments were 
renounced, the United States assuming the payment of the Spanish 
claims arising out of the operations of the American army in Florida; 
a commission was provided to adjust the claims against Spain for the 
satisfaction of which the United States agreed to pay an amount not 
exceeding $5,000,000, etc. The claims commission under the treaty, 
which was authorized by the act of March 3, 1821 (U. S. Stats., Vol. 
3, p. 639), met in Washington, June 9, 1824. The awards amounted 
to $5,454,545.13, which, in accordance with the treaty provisions, was 
·scaled down to $5,000,000. 
ART. 3. 
· The Boundary Line between the two Countries, West of the Missis-
sippi, shall begin on the Gulph of Mexico, at the mouth of the River 
Sabine, in the Sea, continuing North, along the Western Bank of that 
River, to the 32~ degree of Latitude; thence, by a Line due North, to 
the degree of Latitude, where it strikes the Rio Roxo of Natchitoches, 
or Red-River, then following the course to the Rio-Roxo Westward, 
to the degree of Longitude, 100 West from London and 23 from Wash-
ington, then, crossing the Said Red-River, and running thence by a 
Line due North to the River Arkansas_, thence, following the Course of 
the Southern bank of the Arkansas to its source in Latitude, 42. North, 
and thence by that parallel of Latitude to the South-Sea. The whole 
being as laid down in Melish's Map of the United-States, published 
at Philadelphia, improved to the first of January 1818. But if the 
Source of the Arkansas River shall be found to fall North or South of 
Latitude 42, then the Line shall run from the said Source due South or 
North, as the case may be, till it meets the_ said Parallel of Latitude 
42, and thence along the said Parallel to the South Sea: all the 
Islands in the Sabine and the said Red and Arkansas Rivers, through-
out the course thus described, to belong to the United-States; but the 
Federal cases: Comegys v. Vasse, 1 Pet., 193, 4 Wash. C. C., 570; American Ins. 
Co. v. Canter, 1 Pet., 511; Foster v. Neilson, 2 Pet., 253; U. S. v. Arredondo, 6 
Pet., 691; U.S. v. Percheman, 7 Pet., 51; U.S. v. Clarke, 8 Pet., 436, 9 Pet., 168, 
16 Pet., 228; Mitchel v. U.S., 9 Pet., 711; U.S. v. Sibbald, 10 Pet., 313; Smith v. 
U. S., 10 Pet., 326; U. S. v. Mill's Heirs, 12 Pet., 215; U.S. v . Kingsley, 12 Pet., 
476; Garcia v. Lee, 12 Pet., 511; U.S. v. Wiggins, 14 Pet., 334; Pollard v. Kibbe, 
14 Pet., 353; O'Hara v. U.S., 15 Pet., 275; U.S. v. Delespine, 15 Pet., 319; U.S. v. 
The Amistad, 15 Pet., 518; U.S. v. Breward, 16 Pet., 143; U.S. v. Miranda, 16 
Pet., 153; U.S. v. Hanson, 16 Pet., 196; U. S. v. Acosta. 1 How., 24; Pollard v. 
Files, 2 How. , 591; Pollard v. Hagan, 3 How., 212; Clark·v. Braden, 16How., 635; 
Meade v. U.S., 9 Wall., 691, 2 Ct. Cl., 224; U.S. v. Lynde's Heirs, 11 Wall., 632; 
U.S. v. Texas, 162 U.S., 1; Gray v. U.S., 21 Ct. Cl., 340. 
7468-38 
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use of the Waters, and the navigation of the Sabine to the St:a, and of 
the said Rivers, Roxo and Arkansas, throughout the extent of the 
said Boundary, on their respective Banks, shall be common to the 
respective inhabitants of both Nations. The Two High Contracting 
Parties agree to cede and renounce all their rights, claims and pre-
tensions to the Territories described by the said Line: that is to say. 
The United States hereby cede to His Catholic Majesty, and renounce 
forever, all tl!,eir rights, claims, and pretensions to the Territories lying 
West and South of the above described Line; and, in like manner, His 
Catholic Majesty cedes to the said United-States all his rights, claims, 
and pretensions to any Territories, East and North of the said Line, and 
for himself, his heirs, and successors, renounces all claim to the said 
Territories forever. 
1834. 
CLAIMS CONVENTION. 
Concluded February 17, 1834_; ratification advised by the Senate May 
13, 1834_; ratified by the President_; ratifications exchanged August 
14, 1834_; proclaimed November 1, 1834. (Treaties and Conventions, 
1889, p. 1035.) 
In this convention Spain agreed to pay the interest at the rate of 
5 per centum per annum on 12,000,000 of rials vellon as the balance 
due to the citizens of the United States for claims against Spain. The 
commission to determine the claims under the convention authorized 
by act of Congress June 7, 1836 (U. S. Stats., Vol. 5, p. 34), met in 
Washington July 31, 1836, and adjourned January 31, 1838, awarding 
$549,850.28 to the claimants. The payment of the interest is made 
perpetual by the convention. 
1877. 
EXTRADITION CONVENTION. 
Concluded J anuary 5, 1877_; ratification advised by the Senate F ebru-
ary 9, 1877_; ratified by the President February 14, 1877_; ratifications 
exchanged February 21, 1877j·proclaimed February 21, 1877. (Trea-
ti sand Conventions, 1889, p. 1027.) 
Thi convention of twelve articles contained the usual provisions 
for the extradition of fugitiv~s from justice. 
1 2. 
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1882. 
SUPPLEMENTARY EXTRADITION CONVENTION. 
Conclucled August 7, 1882_; ratification advised by the Senate February 
27, 1883_; ratified by the President April 4, 1883_; ratifications 
exchanged April 19, 1883_; proclaimedAprill.9, 1883. (Treaties and 
Conventions, 1889, p. 1037.) 
·By the articles of this supplementary convention to the Extradition 
Convention of 1877, additions were made to the list of extraditable 
offenses, and an agreement made for the temporary detention of crim-
inals and the cooperation of both governments to secure the arrest 
and delivery of the criminals demanded. 
Federal cases : Oteiza y Cortes v. Jacobus, 136 U. S.,330; Castro v. De Uriarte, 
12 Fed. Rep., 250; 16 Fed. Rep., 93; In re Cortes, 42 Fed. Rep., 47. 
1898. 
TREATY OF PEACE. 
Concluded at Paris December 10, 1898_; ratification advised by the 
Senate February 6, 18fl9_; ratified by the Presidenz February 7, 1899_; 
ratifications exchanged April 11, 1899_; proclaimed April 11, 1899. 
(U. S. Stats. Vol. 30, p. -. ) · 
ARTICLES. 
I. Relinquishment of Cuba. X. R eligious freedom. 
II. Cession of Porto Rico, Guam, etc. XI. Legal rights in ceded or relin~ 
III. Cession of Philippine Islands. quished territory. 
IV. Spanish trade with the Philip- XII. Determination of pending judi-
pines. cial proceedings. 
V. Return of Spanish soldiers from XIII. Privileges of copyrights and pat-
Manila: evacuation of Philip- ents preserved in ceded terri-
pines and Guam. tories. 
VI. Release of prisoners. XIV. Consular privileges. 
VII. Relinquishment of claims. XV. Mutual privileges of shipping 
VIII. Property relinquished and ceded. charges. 
IX. Property and civil rights of per- XVI. Obligations of Cuba. 
sons in ceded territory. XVII. Ratification. 
The United States of America and Iler Majesty the Queen Regent 
of Spain, in the name of her august son Don Alfonso XIII, desiring 
to end the state of war now existing between the two countries, have 
for that purpose appointed as plenipotentiaries : 
The President of the United States, 
William R. Day, Cushman K. Davis, William P. Frye, George 
Gray, and Whitelaw Reid, citizens of the United States ; 
And Her Majesty the Queen Regent of Spain, 
Don Eugenio Montero Rios, president of the senate, Don Buen-
aventura de Abarzuza, senator of the Kingdom and ex-minister of the 
Crown; Don Jose de Garnica,· deputy to the Cortes and associate 
;justice of the supreme co-qrt; Don Wenceslao Ramirez de Villa-
U rrutja, envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary at Brussels, 
and Don Rafael Cerero, o-eneral of division; 
Who, having a. embled in Paris, and having exchanged their full 
power , which wer found to be in due and proper form, have, after 
di cu sion of the matt r before them, agreed upon the following 
articles: 
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ARTICLE I. 
Spain relinquishes all claim of sovereignty over and title to Cuba. 
And as the island is, upon its evacuation by Spain, to be occupied 
by the United States, the United States will, so long as such occupa-
tion shall last, assume and discharge the obligation8 that may under 
international law result from the fact of its occupation, for the pro-
tection of life and property. 
ARTICLE II. 
Spain cedes to the United States the island of Porto Rico and other 
islands now under Spanish sovereignty in the ·west Indies, and the 
islan.d of Guam in the Marianas or Ladrones. 
ARTICLE III. 
Spain cedes to the .. United States the archipelago known as the 
Philippine Islands, and comprehending the islands lying within the_ 
following lines : . 
A line running from west to east along or near the twentieth parallel 
of north latitude, and through the middle of the navigable channel 
of Bachi, from the one hundred and eighteenth (118th) to the one 
hundred and twenty seventh (127th) degree meridian of longitude east 
of Greenwich, thenr.e along the one hundred and twenty seventh 
(127th) degree meridian of longitude east of Greenwich to the parallel 
of four degrees and forty five minutes ( 4 ° 45') north latitu<le, thence 
along the parallel of four degrees and forty five minutes ( 4 ° 45') 
. north latitude to its inter ection with the meridian of longitude one 
hundred and nineteen degrees and thirty five minutes (119° 35') east 
of Greenwich, thence along the meridian of longitude one hundred 
and nineteen Jegrees and thirty five minutes (119° 35') east of Green-
wich to the parallel of latitude seven degrees and forty minute (7° 40') 
north, th nc along the parallel of latitude of seven degrees and forty 
minutes (7° 40') north to its intersersection with the one hundred and 
ixt nth (116th) deO'ree meridian of longitude east of Greenwich, 
h n by a direct line to the intersection of the t,enth (10th) deo-ree 
parallel f north latitude with th one hundred and eighteenth (11 th) 
d o-r m ridian f longitude ea, t of Greenwich, and thence along the 
on hundr d and io-ht enth (11 th) d OT e meridian of longitude ast 
of ,r nwi h to th p int of b o-inning. 
,.1 h . nit <1 • tate.' will pa t 'pain the sum of twenty million dol-
lar.- ( ·"" , 0, 00) within thr month· after the exchang of the mti-
fi ·a i n. f th pr · nt tr at 
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Spain will, upon the exchange of the ratifications of the present 
treaty, proceed to evacuate the Philippines, as well as the island of 
Guam, on terms similar to those agreed upon by the Commissioners 
appointed to arrange for the evacuation of Porto Rico and other 
islands in the West Indies, under the Protocol of August 12, 1898, 
which is to continue in force till its provisions are completely executed. 
'rhe time within which the evacuation of the Philippine Islands and 
Guam shall be completed shall be fixed by the two Governments. 
Stands of colors, uncaptured war vessels, small arms, guns of all cali-
bres, with their carriages and accessories, powder, ammunition, live-
stock, and materials and supplies of all kinds, belonging to the land 
and naval forces of Spain in the Philippines and Gaum, remain the 
property of Spain. Pieces of heavy ordnance, exclusive of field artil-
lery, in the fortifications and coast defences, shall remain in their 
emplacements for the term of six months, to be reckoned from the 
exchange of ratifications of the treaty; and the United States may, 
in the meantime, purchase such material from Spain, if a satisfactory 
agreement between the two Governments on the subject shall be 
reached. 
ARTICLE VI. 
Spain will, upon the signature of the present treaty, release all 
prisoners of war, and all persons detained or imprisoned for politi-
cal offences, in connection with the insurrections in Cuba and the 
Philippines and the war with the United States. 
Reciprocally, the United States will release all persons made pris-
oners of war by the American forces, and will undertake to obtain 
the release of all Spanish prisoners in the hands of the insurgents in 
Cuba and the Philippines. 
The Government of the United States will at its own cost return to 
Spain and the Government of Spain will at its own cost return to the 
United States, Cuba, Porto-Rico, and the .Philippines, according to 
the situation of their respective homes, prisoners released or caused 
to be released by them, respectively, under this article. 
ARTICLE VII. 
The United States and Spain mutually relinquish a,11 claims for 
indemnity, national and individual, of every kind, of either Gov-
ernment, or of its citizens or subjects, against the other Government, 
that may have arisen since the beginning o·f the late insurrection in 
Cuba and prior to the exchange of ratifications of the present treaty, 
including all claims for indemnity for the cost of the war. 
The United States will adjudicate and settle the claims of its citi-
zens against Spain relinquished in this article. 
ARTICLE VIII. 
In conformity with the provisions of Articles I, II, and III of this 
treaty, "pain relinqni hes in Cuba, and cedes in Porto Rico and other 
i. land. in the vV . t Indies, in the i land of Guam, and in the Philip-
pine Archip Iago, all the buildings, wharves, barracks forts struc-
tur , p~blic_ highways and other immovable property which, in 
conformity with law, b long to the public domain and as such belono-
to the Crown of pain. ' 0 
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And it is hereby declared that the relinquishment or cession, as the 
case may be, to which the preceding paragraph refers, cannot in any 
respect impair the property or rights which by law belong to the peace-
ful possession of property of all kinds, of provinces, municipalities, 
public or private establishments, ecclesiastical or civic bodies, or any 
other associations having legal capacity to acquire and possess prop-
erty in the aforesaid territories renounced or ceded, or of private 
individuals, of whatsoever nationality such individuals may be. 
The aforesaid relinquishment or cession, as t,he case may be, includes 
all documents exclusively referring to the sovereignty relinquished or 
ceded that may exist in the archives of the Peninsula. Where any 
document in such archives only in part relates to said sovereignty, a 
copy of such part will be furnished whenever it shall be req nested. 
Like rules shall be reciprocally observed in favor of Spain in respect 
of documents in the archives of. the islands above referred to. 
In the aforesaid relinquishment or cession, as the case may be, are 
also included such rights as the Cro-wn of Spain and its authorities 
possess in respect of the official archives and records, executive as 
well as judicial, in the islands above referred to, which relate to said 
islands or the rights and property of their inhabitants. Such archives 
and records shall be carefully preserved, and private persons shall 
without distinction have the right to require, in accordance with law, 
authenticated copies of the contracts, wills and other instruments 
forming part of notarial protocols or files, or which may be contained 
in the executive or judicial archives, be the latter in Spain or in the 
islands aforesaid. 
ARTICLE IX. 
Spanish subjects, natives of the Peninsula, residing in the territory 
over which Spain by the present treaty relinquishes or cedes her sov-
ereignty, may remain in such territory or may remove therefrom, 
retaining in either event all their rights of property, including the 
right to sell or dispose of such property or of its proceeds; and they 
shall also have the right to carry on their industry, commerce and 
profe ions, being subject in respect thereof to such laws as are appli-
cable to other foreigners. In case they remain in the territory they 
may preserve their allegiance to the Crown of Spain by making, 
before a court of record, within a year from thB date of the exchange 
of ratification of thi treaty, a declaration of their decision to pre-
erve u h alle0 'iance; in default of which declaration they shall be 
h ld to have renounced it and to have adopted the nationality of the 
t rritory in whi h th y may re. ide. 
The ivil right and politi al, tatn. of the nativ inhabitant of th 
t rritori hereby ced d to th United States shall be determined by 
h ongr 
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country wherein they reside, pursuant to the ordinary laws governing 
the same; and they shall have the right to appear before such courts, 
and to pursue the same course as citizens of the country to which the 
courts belong. 
ARTICLE XII. 
Judicial proceedings pending at the time of the exchange of ratifi-
cations of this treaty in the territories over which Spain relinquishes 
or cedes her sovereignty shall be determined according to the follow-
ing rules: 
1. Judgments rendered either in civil suits between private individ-
uals, or in criminal matters, before the date mentioned, and with respect 
to which there is no recourse or right of review under the Spanish 
law, shall be deemed to be final, and_ shall be executed in due form 
by competent authority in the territory within which such judgments 
should be carried out. 
2. Civil suits between private individuals which may on the date 
mentioned be undetermined shall be prosecuted to judgment before 
the court in which they may then be pending or in the court that may 
be substituted therefor. , 
3. Criminal actions pending on the date mentioned before the 
Supreme Court of Spain against citizens of the territory which by this 
treaty ceases to be Spanish shall continue under its jurisdiction until 
final judgment; but, such judgment having been rendered, the exe-
cution thereof shall be committed to the competent authority of the 
place in which the case arose. 
ARTICLE XIII. 
The rightEs of property secured by copyrights and. patents acquired 
by Spaniards in the Island of Cuba and in Porto Rico, the Philippines 
and other ceded territories, at the time of the exchange of the ratifica-
tions of this treaty, shall continue to be respected. Spanish scientific, 
literary and artistic works, not subversive of public order in the terri-
tories in question, shall continue to be admitted free of duty into such 
territories, for the period of ten years, to be reckoned from the date 
of the exchange of the ratifications of this treaty. 
ARTICLE XIV. 
Spain will have the power to establish consular officers in the ports 
and places of the territories, the sovereignty over which has been 
either relinquished or ceded by the present treaty. 
ARTICLE XV. 
The Government of each country will, for the term of ten years, 
accord to the merchant vessels of the other country the same treat-
ment in respect of all port charges, including entrance and clearance 
due , light dues, and tonnage duties, as it accords to its own merchant 
vessels, not engaged in the coa twise trade. 
This article may at any time be terminated on six months' notice 
given by either Government to the other. 
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ARTICLE XVI. 
It is understood that any obligations assumed in this treaty by the 
United States with respect to Cuba are limited to the time of its occu-
pancy thereof; but it will upon the termination of such occupancy, 
advise any Government established in the island to assume the same 
obligations. 
ARTICLE XVII. 
The present treaty shall be ratified by the President of the United 
States, by and with the ad vice and consent of the Senate thereof, and 
by Her Majesty the Queen Regent of Spain; and the ratifications 
shall be exchanged at Washington wit,hin six months from the date 
hereof, or earlier if possible. 
In faith whereof, we, the respective Plenipotentiaries, have signed 
this treaty and have hereunto affixed our seals. 
Done in duplicate at Paris, the tenth day of December, in the year 
of Our Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety-eight. 
ISEALl WILLIAM R. DAY SEAL CUSHMAN IC DA VIS SEAL WILLIAM P. FRYE SEAL GEO. GRAY SEALl WHITELA w REID. 
f 
SEAL . EUGENIO MONTERO Rios 
SEAL B. DE ABARZUZA 
SEAL. J. DE GARNICA 
[SEAL] WR DE VILLA URRUTIA 
[ SEAL J RAFAEL CERERO 
S-WEDEN AND NOR-WAY. 
(SEE NORWAY.) 
1783. 
S-WEDEN. 
TREATY OF AMITY AND COMMERCE. 
Concluded April 3, 1783_; ratified by the Continental Congress July 29, 
1783_; proclaimed by Congress September 25, 1783. (Treaties and 
Conventions, 1889, p. 1042.) 
(This treaty terminated by its own limitations in 1796; the articles revived by 
the Treaty of 1816, p. 611, and by Article XVII of the Treaty of 1827, p. 616, are 
printed below.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. (Peace and friendship.) 
II. Most favored nation privileges. 
III. (Privileges to Swedish subjects in 
United States.) 
IV. (Privileges to United States citi-
zens in Sweden.) 
V. Religious freedom. 
VI. E:ff ects of deceased persons. 
VII. Commerce in case of war. 
VIII. Extent of freedom of commerce. 
IX. Contra band goods. 
X. Goods not contraband. 
XI. Ships' papers in case of war. 
XII. Navigation in time of war. 
XIII. Detention of contraband goods, 
etc. 
XIV. Goods on enemy's ships. 
XV. Instructions to naval vessels. 
XVI. Bond from privateers. 
XVII. Recaptured ships; embargoes. 
XVIII. Regulations for war with com-
mon enemy. 
XIX. Prizes. 
XX. (Shipwrecks.) 
XXI. Asylum for ships in distress. 
XXII. Property rights ·in case of war. 
XXIII. Letters of marque. 
XXIV. (Shipping privileges.) 
XXV. Visit of war vessels. 
XXVI. (Consuls.) 
XXVII. Ratification. 
Separate article. Duration. 
SEPARATE ARTICLES. 
II. Defense of ships in United States. V. Freedom of vessels from search. 
I. Defense of ships in Sweden. I IV. Right to trade. 
III. (Mutual protection of merchant 
vessels.) 
[Translation.] 
The King of Sweden, of the Goths and Vandals &c &c &c and 
the thirteen United States of North America, to wit, New Hampshire 
Massachusett bay, Rhode island, Connecticut, New York, New Jer-
sey Pennsylvania, the counties of New Castle, Kent, and Sussex on 
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina and 
G orgia, de iring toe tablish, in a stable and permanent manner, the 
rules which ought to be observed relative to the correspondence and 
commerce which the two pai-tie have judged necessary to establish 
Federal case: Weiberg v. The St. Olo:ff., 2 Pet. Adm., 428. 
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between their respective countries, states and subjects His Majesty 
and the United States have thought that they could not better accom-
plish that end than by taking for a basis of their arrangements the 
mutual interest and advantage of both nations thereby avoiding all 
those burthensome preferences, which are usually sources of debate, 
embarrassment and discontent, and by leaving each party at liberty 
to make respecting navigation & commerce, those interior regulations 
which shall be most convenient to itself. 
With this view, his Majesty the King of Sweden has nominated and 
appointed for his plenipotentiary Count Gustavus Philip de Creutz, 
his ambassador extraordinary to His Most Christian Majesty, & Knight 
Commander of his orders; and the United States on their part have 
fully empowered Benjamin Franklin, their Minister plenipotentiary 
to his Most Christian Majesty. 
The said plenipotentiaries after exchanging their full powers and 
after mature deliberation in consequence thereof have agreed upon, 
concluded and signed the following articles:-
ARTICLE I. 
[ Obsolete. J 
ART. 2 
Tlie King and the United States engage mutually not to grant here-
after any particular favour to other nations in respect to Commerce 
& navigation, which shall not immediately become common to the 
other party, who shall enjoy the same favour freely, if the concession 
was freely made, or on allowing the same compensation, if the con-
cession was conditional. 
ART 3 
[ Obsolete. J 
ART4 
[ Ob. olete. J 
ART. 5. 
There hall be o-rant d a full perfect and entire liberty of Conscience 
to the inhabitant and subjects of each party; and no person shall be 
mol t don account of hi wor hip, provided he submits o far a 
r gards the public demon tration of it, to the laws of the country. 
for o r lib rty hall b granted, when any of the subject or inhab-
itant. of ith r party die in the t rritory of the other to bury them in 
nv nient & d nt plac whi h. hall be a . iO'ned for the purpo ; 
and th , . on ra ing parti will provide each in its juri diction 
tha th . , ul J. t. and inhabitant r p ctiv lymay obtain certificat 
f h • 1 ah m ·a: h d liv ry of th mi. r quired. 
RT G. 
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having occasion to take out letters of naturalization. These inher.;it-
ances as well as the capitals and effects, which the subjects of the 
two parties in changing their dwelling, shall be desirous of removing 
from the place of their abode shall be exempted from all duty, called 
'' clroit de detraction" on the part of the government of the two states, 
respectively. But it is at the same time agreed that nothing contained 
in this article shall in any manner derogate from the ordinances pub-
lished in Sweden against emigrations or which may hereafter be 
published, which shall remain in full force and vigor. The United 
States on their part or any of the.m, shall be at liberty to make, 
respecting this matter, such laws as they think proper. 
ART 7. 
All and every the subjects & inhabitants of the Kingdom of Swe-
den, as well as those of the United States, shall be permitted to navi-
gate with their vessels in all safety and freedom and without any 
regard to those to w horn the merchandizes and cargoes may belong 
from any port whatever. And the subjects· and inhabitants of the 
two States shall likewise be permitted to sail and trade with their ves-
sels and with the same liberty and safety to frequent the places, ports 
and havens of powers enemies to both· or either of the contracting 
parties, without being in any wise molested or troubled, and to carry 
on a commerce not only directly from the ports of an enemy to a neu-
tral port, but even from one port of an Enemy to another port of an 
Enemy, whether it be under t,he jurisdiction of the same or of differ-
ent Princes. And as it is acknowledged by this treaty, with respect 
to ships and merchandizes, that free ships shall make the merchan-
dizes free and that everything which shall be on board of ships belong-
ing to subjects of the one or the other of the contracting parties shall 
be considered as free, even though the cargo or a part of it should 
belong to the enemies of one or both; it is nevertheless provided that 
Contraband goods shall always be excepted; which, being intercepted, 
shall be proceeded against according to the spirit of the following 
articles. It is likewise agreed that the same liberty be extended to 
persons who may be on board a free ship with this effect that although 
they be enemies to both or either of the parties they shall not be taken 
out of the free ship, unless they are soldiers in the actual service of 
the said enemies. 
ART 8 
This liberty of navigation and commerce shall extend to all kinds 
of merchandizes except those only which are expressed in the fol-
lowing article, and are distinguished by the name of Contraband 
goods. 
ART 9 
Under the name of Contraband or prohibited goods shall be com-
prehended, arms, great guns, cannon balls, arquebuses, musquets, 
mortars, bombs, petards, granadoes, saucisses, pitch-balls, carriages 
for ordnance, musq_uet rests, bandoleers, cannon powder, matches, 
altpetr , ulphur, bullets, pikes, sabres, swords, morions, helmets, 
cuirasses, halbards, jav Jin., pistols and their holsters, belts, bayonets, 
horses with th ir harne sand all other like kinds of arms and instru-
ments of war for the use of troop ·. 
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ART. 10 
These which follow shall not be reckoned in the number of pro-
hibited goods, that is to say, all sorts of cloths, and all other manu-
factures of wool, flax, silk, cotton or any other materials, all kinds of 
wearing apparel together with the things of which they are commonly 
made; Gold, silver coined or uncoined, brass, iron, lead copper, latten, 
coals, wheat, barley and all sorts of corn or pulse, tobacco all kinds 
of spices, salted and smoked flesh, salted fish, cheese, butter beer, 
oyl, wines, sugar, all sorts of salt and provisions which serve for the 
nourishment and sustenance of man; all kinds of coton, hemp, flax 
tar, pitch, ropes, cables, sails, sail cloth, anchors and any parts of 
anchors ship-masts, planks, boards, beams and all sorts of trees and 
other things proper for building or repairing ships Nor shall any 
goods be considered as contraband, which have not been worked into 
the form of any instrument or thing for the purpose of war by land 
or by sea, much less such as have been prepared or wrought up for 
any other use. All which shall be reckoned free goods, as likewise 
all other, which are not comprehended & particularly mentioned in 
the foregoing article; so that they shall not, by any pretended inter-
pretation, be comprehended among prohibited or contraband goods 
On the contrary they may be freely transported by the subjects of 
the King and of the United States even to places belonging to an 
enemy, such places only excepted as are besieged, blocked, or invested, 
and those places only shall be considered as such, which are nearly 
surrounded by one of the belligerent powers. 
ART. 11. 
RT 12. 
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of papers shall not be demanded of merchant-ships under the convoy 
of vessels of war; but credit shall be given to the word of the officer 
commanding the Convoy. · 
ART 13. 
If on producing the said certificates it be discovered that the vessel 
carries some of the goods which are declared to be prohibited or con-
traband & which are consigned to an enemy's port, it shall not how-
ever be lawful to break up the hatches of such ships nor t,o open any 
chest, coffers, packs, casks or vessels nor to remove or displace the 
smallest part of the merchandizes until the ~argo has been landed 
in the presence of officers appointed for the purpose and until an 
inventory thereof has been taken: Nor shall it be lawful to sell 
exchange, or alienate the cargo or any part thereof, until legal process 
shall have been had against the prohibited merchandizes and sentence 
shall have passed declaring them liable to confiscation, saving never-
theless as well the ships themselves as the other merchandizes which · 
shall have been found therein, which by virtue of this present treaty 
are to be esteemed free, and which are not to be detained on pretence 
of their having been loaded with prohibited merchandize and much 
less confiscated as lawful prize. And in case the contraband merchan-
dize be only a part of the cargo and the master of the vessel agrees. 
consents & offers to deliver them to the vessel that has discovered 
them, in that case the lat'ter, after receiving the merchandizes which 
are good prize, shall immediately let the vessel go & shall not by any 
means hinder her from pursuing her voyage to the place of her desti-
nation. When a vessel is taken and brought into any of the ports of 
the contracting parties if upon examination she be found to be loaded 
only vrith merchandizes declared to be free the owner or he who has 
made the prize, shall be bound to pay all costs and damages to the 
master of the vessel unjustly detained: 
ART 14 
It is likewise agreed that whatever shall be found to be laden by the 
subjects of either of the two contracting parties on a ship belonging 
to the enemies of the other party the whole effects although not of 
the number of those declared contraband shall be confiscated as if 
they belonged to the enemy, excepting nevertheless such goods and 
merchandizes as were put on board before the declaration of war & 
even six months after the declaration after which term none shall be 
presumed to be ignorant of it, which merchandizes shall not in any 
manner be subject to confiscation, but shall be faithfully & specifically 
delivered to the owners who shall claim or cause them to be claimed 
before confiscation and sale, as also their proceeds jf the claim be 
made within eight months & could not be make sooner after the sale, 
which is to be public: provided nevertheless that if the said merchan-
dizes be contraband it shall not be in any wise lawful to carry them 
afterwards to a port belonging to the enemy. 
ART. 15. 
And that more ~ectual care may be taken for the seourity of the 
two contractinrr parties, that they suffer no prejudice by the men of 
war of th o her party or by privateers all captains & cqmmanders 
of ·hip. · of Ili w dish Maje. ty and of the United States and all their 
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subjects shall be forbidden to do any injury or damage to those of 
. the other party, & if they act to the contrary, having been found 
guilty on examination by their proper judges they shall be bound to 
make satisfaction for all damages & the interest thereof & to make 
them good under pain & obligation of their persons and goods. 
ART. 16.-
For this cause, every individual who is desirous of fitting out a pri-
vateer shall before he receives letters patent, or special commission 
be obliged to give bond with sufficient sureties, before a competent 
judge, for a sufficient sum, to answer all damages & wrongs which 
the owner of the privateer his officers or others in his employ may 
commit during the cruise, contrary to the tenor of this treaty and 
contrary to the edicts published by either party, whether by the King 
of Sweden or by the United States in virtue of this same treaty and 
also under the penalty of having the said letters patent & special 
commission revoked and made void. 
ART. 17. 
One of the contracting parties being at war & the other remaining 
neuter if it should happen that a merchant-ship of the neutral power 
be taken by the enemy of the other party and be afterwards retaken 
by a ship of war or privateer of the power at war, also ships & mer-
chandizes of what nature soever they may be when recovered from a 
pirate or sea rover shall be brought into a port of one of the two 
powers & shall be committed to the custody of the officers of the said 
port, that they may be restored entire to the true proprietor as soon 
as h e shall have produced full proof of the property Merchants, mas-
ters & owners of ships, seamen, people of all sorts, ships & vessels & 
in general all merchandizes & effects of one of the allies or their sub-
jects shall not be subject to any embargo nor detained in any of the 
countries, territories, islands, cities, towns, ports, rivers or domains 
whatever, of the other ally, on account of any military expedition or 
any public or private purpose whatever, by seizure, by force, or by 
any such mann r much less hall it be lawful for the subjects of one 
of he parties to seize or take anything by force from the subjects of 
th other party without the consent of the owner. ~rhis howev r is 
not to b und r tood to comprehend seizures, detentions and arrest · 
mad by order and by th authority of justice & according to the 
ordinary cour for debt or faults of the subject for which pro s_ ·
·hall b had in the way of ri<Tht a ·cording to the forms of Justice. 
ART 1. 
partie, should he 
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and cargo, and a tenth part of it if it has been retaken after the 24 
hours, which sums shall be distributed as a gratification among the 
crew of the men of war that shall have made the recapture. 
3 The prizes made in manner above mentioned shall be restored to 
the owners after proof made of the property, upon giving security for 
the part coming to him who has recovered the vessel from the hands 
of the enemy. 
4. The men of war and privateers of the two nations shall recipro-
cally be admitted with their prizes into each others ports; but the 
prizes shall not be unloaded or sold there until the legality of a prize 
made by Swedish ships shall have been determined- according to the 
laws & regulations established in Sweden as also _ that of the prizes 
made by American vessels shall ·have been detei'IDined according to 
the laws & regulations established by the United States of America. 
5 Moreover, the King of Sweden and the Uni1ied States of America 
shall be at liberty to make such regulations as they shall judge nec-
essary respecting the conduct which their men of war & privateers 
respectively shall be bound to observe with regard to vessels which 
they shall take and carry into the ports of the two Powers. 
ART 19. 
The ships of war of his Swedish Majesty and those of the United 
States, and also those which their subjects shall have armed for war 
may with all freedom conduct the prizes which they shall have made 
from their enemies into the ports which are open in time of war to 
other friendly nations, and the said prizes upon entering the said 
ports shall not be subject to arrest or seizure nor shall the officers of 
the places take cognizance of the validity of the said prizes which 
may depart and be conducted freely & with all liberty to _the places 
pointed out in their commissions, which the captains of the said ves-
sels shall be obliged to shew. 
ART 20. 
[ Obsolete. J 
ART. 21. 
When the subjects and inhabitants of the two parties with their 
vessels whether they be public and equipped for war or private or 
employed in commerce shall be forced by tempest, by pursuit of pri-
vateers and of enemies or by any other urgent necessity, to retire and 
enter any of the rivers, bays, roads or ports of either of the two par-
ties, they shall be received and treated with all humanity & politeness 
and they shall enjoy all friendship protection & assistance, and they 
shall be at liberty to supply themselves with refreshments, provisions 
& everything necessary for their sustenance, for the repair of their ves-
, els and for continuing their voyage, provided all ways that they pay a 
reasonable price; and they shall not in any manner be detained or hin-
d red from sailing out of the said ports or roads but they may retire 
and depart when and as they please without any obstacle or hindrance 
ART 22 
In order to favour Commerce on both sides as much as possible, it 
i agreed that in ca~e a war should break out between the said two 
nations which God forbid, the term of nine months after the declar-
ation of war shall b allowed to the merchants and subjects respec-
tiv ly on one ide and the other, in order that t,hey may withdraw 
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with their effects and moveables, which they shall be at liberty to 
carry off or to sell where they please without the least obstacle; nor 
shall any seize their effects & much less their persons during the said 
nine months, but on the contrary passports which shall be valid for a 
time necessary for their return shall be given them for their vessels 
and the effects which they shall be willing to carry with them. And 
if anything is taken from them or if any injury is done to them by 
one of the parti~s their people & subjects during the term above pre-
scribed, full and entire satisfaction shall be made to them on that 
account. The • above mentioned passports shall also serve as a safe 
conduct against all insults or prizes which privateers may attempt 
against their persons and effects 
ART. 23. 
No subject of the King of Sweden shall take a commission or let-
ters of marque for arming any vessel to act as a privateer against 
the United States of America or any of them or against t,he subjects 
people or inhabitants of the said United States or any of them, or 
against the property of the inhabitants of the said States from any 
Prince or state whatever with whom the said United States shall be at 
war. Nor shall any citizen subject or inhabitant of the said United 
States or any of them apply for or take any commission or letters of 
marque for arming any vessel to cruize against the subjects of his 
Swedish Majesty or any of them or their property from any Prince 
or State whatever with whom his said Majesty shall be at war. And 
if any person of either nation shall take such commissions or letters 
of marque he shall be punished as a pirate. 
ART. 24. 
[Obsolete.] 
ART. 25 
w ·h en a vessel belonging to the subjects & inhabitants of either of 
the partie ailin<.r on the hicrh sea shall be met by a ship of wa,r or 
private r of the other, the said ship of war or privateer, to avoid all 
di order, hall r main out of cannon shot, but may always send their 
boat t th m rchant ·hip, and cause two or three men to go on board 
of h r, to whom the ma ·t r or commander of the said vessel shall 
~ hibit hi pa port tating th property of the ve sel and when the 
·aid v 1, hall hav xhibitecl her pas port, she shall be at liberty 
ontinu h r v ag J and it ,•hall not be lawful to mole~ t or search 
h r in any mann r, or to O'ive her chase or force her to quit her 
int nd ·our . 
RT 2G 
[C h:oH . ] 
RT 7. 
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In faith whereof the respective plenipotentiaries have sig·ned the 
above articles, and have thereto affixed their seals. 
Done at Paris the third of April in the year of our Lord one t,housand 
seven hundred and eighty three. 
B -FRANKLIN. 
[SEAL.] 
GUSTAV PHILIP COMTE DE CREUTZ 
[SEAL.] 
SEPARATE ARTICLE. 
(Reprinted to show duration.) 
'The King of Sweden and the United States of North America agree 
that the present treaty shall have its full effect for the space of fifteen 
years, counting from the day of the ratification and the two contract-
ing parties reserve to themselves the liberty of renewing it at the end-
of that term. 
Done at Paris the third day of April, in the year of our Lord one 
thousand seven hundred & eighty three. 
B. FRANKLIN. 
[SEAL.] 
GUSTAV PHILIP COMTE DE CREUTZ. 
[SEAL.] 
SEPARATE ARTICLES. 
ART 1. 
His Swedish Majesty shall use all the means in his power to protect 
& defend the vessels and effects belonging to citizens or inhabitants 
of the United States of North America and every of them, which shall 
be in the ports, havens roads or on the seas near the countries, islands 
cities and towns of His said Majesty, and shall ·use his utmost endeav-
ours to recover and restore to the right owners all such vessels and 
effects which shall be taken _from them within his jurisdiction 
ART 2. 
In like manner the United States of North America shall protect & 
defend the vessels and effects belonging to the subjects of His Swedish 
Majesty, which shall be in the ports, havens, or roads or on the seas 
near to the countries, islands cities and towns of the said States and 
hall use their utmost efforts to recover and restore to the right 
owners all such vessels and effects which shall be taken from them 
within their jurisdiction. 
7468-39 
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ART. 3. 
[Obsolete.] 
ART. 4. 
It is agreed and concluded that all merchants, captains of merchant-
ship~ or other subjects of His Swedish Majesty, shall have full liberty 
in all places under the dominion or jurisdiction of the United States 
of America to manage their own affairs and to employ in the manage-
ment of them ·whomsoever they please; and they shall not be obliged 
to make use of any interpreter or broker nor to pay them any reward 
unless they make use of them. Moreover the masters of ships shall 
not be obliged, in loading or unloading their vessels to employ 
labourers appointed by public authority for that purpose; but they 
shall be at full liberty themselves to load · or unload their vessels or 
to employ in loading or unloading them whomsoever they think 
proper without paying reward under the title of salary to any other 
·person whatever And they shall not be obliged to turn over any kind 
of merchandizes to other vessels nor to receive them on board their 
own nor to wait for their lading longer than they please, and all and 
every of the citizens people and inhabitants of the United States of 
America shall reciprocally have and enjoy the same privileges and 
liberties in all places _under the jurisdiction of the said realm. 
ART 5 
It i agreed that when merchandizes shall have been put on board 
the • hips or vessels of either of the contracting parties they shall not 
be subjected to any examination; but all examination and search 
mu t be before lading and the prohibited merchandizes must be 
topped on the spot before they are embarked, unless there is full 
vid nee or proof of fraudulent practice on the part of the owner of 
the hip or of him who has the command of her In which case only 
he hall be r sponsible and subject to the laws of the country in 
whi h h may b . In all other cases neither the subjects of either of 
he ontractinO' parties who shall be with their vessels in the ports 
of the oth r, nor th ir merchandizes shall be seized or molested on 
a count of contraband O'OOd which they shall have wanted to take on 
ard, n r hall any kind of mbargo be laid on their ship , subjects 
or i iz n. of th'-' tat , who mer handize are de ·lared contraband 
r th p01·tatio11 of whi h i.· forbiuden, tho. e only who shall have 
ld or int nd d t . 11 or ali nat , uch merchandize being liable to 
p ni hm n for ,•u h ontrav ntion 
n at ari th hircl day of pril in th" year of our Lorcl one 
hou ·an ,' n hundr d and io-h y- hre . 
B. 
HILIP i MTE DE 1RE TZ. 
[ 'EAL.] 
SWEDEN AND NORWAY, SEPTEMBER 4, 1816; JULY 4, 1827. 611 
1816. 
TREATY OF AMITY AND COMMERCE. 
Concluded September 4, 1816_; ratification advised by the Senate with 
amendments February 19, 1817_; ratified by the President May 27, 
1818_; ratifications exchanged September 25, 1818_; proclaimed Decem-
ber 31, 1818. (Treaties and Conventions, 1889, -p. 1053.) 
This treaty of fourteen articles expired by its own limitations Sep-
tember 25, 1826, and was replaced by the Treaty of 1827. 
1827 . 
. TREATY OF COMMERCE AND NAVIGATION. 
Concluded July 4, 1827_; ratification adv,ised by the Senate Janimry 7, 
1828_; ratified by the President_; ratifications exchanged Janiw,ry 18, 
1828_; proclaimed January 19, 1828. (Treaties and Conventions, 
1889, p. 1058.) · 
(Translation from the original, which is in the French language.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Freedom of commerce and trade. 
II. Shipping dues. 
III. No discrimination on imports. 
IV. No discrimination on exports. 
V. Tr.ade with St. Bartholomew. 
VI. Coastwfse trade. 
VII. No discriminations in purchases. 
VIII. Tonnage, etc., dues. 
IX. No restriction on imports. 
X. Transit privileges, bounties, etc. 
XI. Shipping privileges. 
XII. Discharge of cargoes. 
XIII. Consular officers and powers. 
XIV. Deserters fr.om ships. 
XV. Shipwrecks. 
XVI. Quarantine. 
XVII. Artiules of former treaty re-
vived. 
XVIII. Blockade rules. 
-XIX. Duration. 
XX. Ratification. 
Separate article. -Trade with 
Finland. 
In the name of the Most Holy and Indivisible Trinity. 
The United States of America and His Majesty the King of Sweden 
and Norway, equally animated with the desire of exteI).ding and con-
solidating the commercial relations subsisting between their respective 
territories, and convinced that this object cannot better be accom-
plished than by placing them on the basis of a perfect equality and reci-
procity, have, in consequence, agreed to enter into negotiation for a 
new treaty of commerce and navigation; and to this effect have 
appointed Plenipotentiaries, to wit: The President of the United States 
of America, John James Appleton, Charge d'Affaires of the said States 
at t,he Court of His Majesty the King of Sweden and Norway; and His 
Majesty the King of Sweden and Norway, the Sieur Gustave Count 
de Wetterstedt, His Minister of State and of Foreign Affairs, Knight 
Commander of His Orders, Knight of the Orders of S~ Andrew, S~ 
Alexander Newsky, and S~ Ann, of the Fil'st Class, of Russia; Knight 
of the Ord r of the Red Ea~le, of the First Class, of Prussia; Gran 9. 
1ro s of the Order of Leopold, of Austria; One of the Eighteen of the 
'wedish Academy, who, aft r having exchanged their Full Powers, 
found in good and due form, have agreed upon the following articles: 
ARTICLE I. 
The Citiz ns and ubject of ach of the two High Contracting Par-
ti may, with all ecurity for their persons, vessels, and cal'gO"s, 
- -------- - --
Federalcases: "The Marie," 49 Ii ed. Rep., 286; "The Welhaven,"55F_ed. Rep., 80. 
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freely enter the ports, places and rivers of the territories of the other, 
wherever foreign commerce is permitted. They shall be at liberty to 
sojourn and reside in all parts whatsoever of -said territories; to rent 
and occupy houses and warehouses for their commerce; and they 
shall enjoy generally, the most entire security and protection in their 
mercantile transactions, on condition of their submitting to the laws 
and ordinances of the respective countries. 
ARTICLE II. 
Swedish and Norwegian vessels, and those of the Island of S~ Bar-
tholomew, arriving, either laden or in ballast, into the ports of the 
United States of America from whatever place they may come, shall 
be treated on their entrance, durip.g their stay, and at their departure, 
upon the same footing as national vessels coming from the same place, 
with respect to the duties of tonnage, light-houses, pilotage, and port 
charges, as well as to the perquisites of public officers, and all other 
duties or charges of whatever kind or denomination, levied in the 
name, or to the profit, of the Government, the local authorities, or of 
any private establishments whatsoever. 
And reciprocally, the vessels of the United States of America, arriv-
ing, either laden or in ballast in the ports of the Kingdoms of Sweden 
and Norway, from whatever place they may come, shall be treated, 
on their entrance, during their stay, and at their departure, upon the 
same footing as national vessels coming from the same place, with 
respect to the duties of tonnage, light-houses, pilotage, . and port 
charges, as well as to the perquisites of public officers, and all other 
<l.uties or charges, of whatever kind or denomination, levied in the 
name, 01· to the profit, of the Government, the local authorities, or of 
any pri·vate establishments whatsoever. 
ARTICLE III. 
Al TI 'LE I . 
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or denomination, levied in the name, or to the profit of the Govern-
ment, the local authorities, or of any private establishments what-
soover, than if exported in national vessels. 
And reciprocally, All that may be lawfully exported from the King-
doms of Sweden and Norway, in Swedish and Norwegian vessels, or in 
those of the island of S~ Bartholomew, may also be exported there-
from in vessels of the United States of America, without payirig other 
or higher, duties or charges, of whatever kind 0r denomination, levied 
in the name, or to the profit of the Government, the local Authorities, 
or of any private establishments whatsoever, than if exported in 
national vessels. 
ARTICLE V. 
The stipulations contained in the three preceding Articles are, to 
their full extent, applicable to the vessels of the United States of 
America, proceeding, either laden or not laden, to the Colony of S: 
Bartholomew, in the West Indies, whether from the ports of the King-
doms of Sweden and Norway, or from any other place whatsoever; or 
proceeding from the said Colony, either laden or not laden, whether 
bound for Sweden or Norway, or for any other place whatsoever. 
ARTICLE VI. 
It is expressly understood that the foregoing Second, Third and 
Fourth Articles are not applicable to the coastwise navigation, from 
one port of the United States of America to another port of the said 
States; nor to the navigation from one port of the Kingdoms of 
Sweden or of Norway to another, nor to that between the two latter 
countries, which navigation, each of the Two High Contracting Parties 
reserves to itself. 
ARTICLE VII. 
Each of the Two High Contracting Parties engages not to grant, 
in its purchases, or in those which might be made by CompP,nies or 
Agents acting in its name, or under its authority, any preference to 
importations made in its own vessels, or in those of a third Power, 
over those made in the vessels of the other Contra[c]ting Party. 
ARTICLE VIII. 1 
The Two High Contracting Parties engage not to impose upon the 
navigatic;m between their respective territories, in the vessels of either, 
any tonnage or other duties of any kind or denomination, which 
shall be higher, or other than those which shall be imposed on every 
other navigation except that which they have reserved to themselves 
respectively, by the sixth article of the present treaty. 
ARTICLE IX. 1 
There shall not be established, in the United States of America, 
upon the products of the oil or industry of the Kingdoms of Sweden 
and orway, or of the island of S~ Bartholomews, any prohibition or 
r triction of importation or exportation, nor any duties of any kind 
or denomination whatsoever, unless such prohibitions, restrictions 
and duti s hall, likewise, be established upon articles of like nat,ure, 
th O'rowth of any other country. 
1 For provi ion of trade with Finland, seep. 618. 
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And reciprocally, there shall ·not be established in the Kingdoms of 
Sweden and Norway, nor in the Island of S: Bartholomews, on the 
products of the soil or industry of the .United States of America, any 
prohibition or restriction of importation or exportation, nor any duties 
of any kind or denomination whatsoever, uriless such prohibitions, 
restrictions an<l. duties be likewise established upon articles of like 
nature,· the growth of the island of S: .Bartholomew, or of any other 
place, in case such importation be made into, or from, the Kingdoms 
of Sweden & Norway ;-or of the Kingdoms of Sweden & Norway, or of 
any other place, in case such importation or exportation be made 
into, or from, the island of S: Bartholomew. 
ARTICLE X. 1 
All privileges ·of transit, and all bounties and draw-backs which 
may be allowed within the territories of one of t,he High Contracting 
Parties upon the importation or exportation of any article whatsoever, 
shall, likewise, be allowed on the articles of like nature, the products 
of the soil or industry of the other Contracting Party, and on the 
importations and exportatiorls made in its vessels. 
ARTiCLE XI. 
':rhe Citizens or Subjects of one of the High Contracting Parties, 
arriving with their vessels on, the coasts belonging to the other, but 
not wishing to enter the port, or after having entered therein, not 
wishing to unload any part of their cargo, shall be at liberty to <lepart 
and continue their voyage, without paying any other duties, imposts 
or charges whatsoever, for the vessel and cargo, than those of pilot-
age, wharfage and for the support of light-houses, when such duties 
shall b levied on national vessels in similar cases. It is understood, 
however, that they shall always conform to such regulations and ordi-
nance concerning navigation, and the places and ports which they 
may enter, as are, or shall be, in force with regard to national vessels; 
and that the customhouse officers shall be permitted to vi it them, to 
r main on board, and. to take all such precautions as may be n ces-
, ary to pr v nt all unlawful commerce, as long as the vessels shall 
r main within the limit. of their juri ·diction. 
ARTI LE XII. 
ra<le with inlancl . , 
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composed of articles whose importation is permitted, on paying the 
duties chargeable upon it; or it may proceed to any other count.ry. 
It is understood, however, that all duties, imposts, or charges what-
soever which are, or may become, chargeable upon the vessels them-
selves, must be paid at the first port where they shall break bulk, or 
unlade part of their cargoes, but that no duties, imposts or charges 
of the same description shall be demanded anew in the ports of the 
same country which such. vessels inight, afterwards, wish to enter, 
unless national vessels be, in similar cases, subject to some ulterior 
duties. 
ARTICLE XIII. 
Each of the High Contracting Parties grant~ to the other the p·rivi-
lege of appointing, in its Commercial ports and places, Consuls, Vice 
Consuls and Commercial Agents who shall enjoy the full protection, 
and receive every assistance necessary for the due exercise of their 
functions; but it is expressly declared that in case of illegal or 
improper conduct with respect to the laws or Government of the 
country in which said Consuls, Vice Consuls, or Commercial Agents 
shall reside, they may be prosecuted and punished conformably to 
the laws, and deprived of the exercise of their functions by the 
offended Government, which shall acquaint the other with its motives 
for having thus acted; it being understood, however, that the archives 
and documents relative to the affairs of the Consulate shall be exempt 
from all search, and shall be carefully preserved under the seals of 
the Consuls, Vice Consuls, or Commercial Agents, and of the Authority 
of the place where they may reside. · 
The Consuls, Vice Consuls or Commercial Agents, or the persons 
duly authorized to supply their places, shall have the right, as such 
to sit as judges and arbitrators in such differences as may arise 
between the captains and crews of the vessels belonging to the nation 
whose interests are committed to their charge, without the interference 
of the local authorities unless the conduct of the crews, or of the 
captain should disturb the order or tranquillity of the country; or the 
said Consuls, Vice Consuls or Commercial Agents should require their 
assistance to cause their decisions to be carried into effect or sup-
ported. It is however understood, that this species of judgment or 
arbitration shaU not deprive the contending parties of the right they 
have to resort, on their return, to the judicial authority of their 
country. 
ARTICLE XIV. 
The said Consuls, Vice-Consuls, or Commercial Agents are author-
ized to require the assistance of the local Authorities for the arrest, 
detention and imprisonment of the deserters from the ships of war 
and merchant vesRels of their country; and, for this purpose, they 
·hall apply to the competent tribunals, judges and officers, and shall, 
in writing, demand said deserters, proving, by the exhibition of the 
registers of the ve els, the rolls of the crews, or by other official doc-
ument , that such individual formed part of the crews, and on this 
reclamation being thus sub ·tantiated, the Rturender shall not be 
refused. 
Such <l serters, when arrest d, shall be placed. at the disposal of 
the aid Con ul , Vice-Con ul , or Commercial Agents, and may be 
onfin din the public pdson ·, at the 1· quest and co. t of those who 
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claim them, in order to be sent to the vessels to which they belonged, 
or to others of the same country. But if not sent back within the 
space of two months reckoning from the day of their arrest, they shall 
be set at liberty, and shall not be again arrested for the same cause. 
It is understood, however, that if the deserter shou1d be found to 
have committed any crime or offence, his surrender may be de1ayed 
until the tribunal before which the case shall be depending, shall have 
pronounced its sentence, and such sentence shall have been carried 
into effect 
ARTICLE xv. 
In case any vessel of one of the High Contracting Parties shall have 
been stranded or shipwrecked, or shall have suffered any other dam-
age on the coasts of the dominions of the other, every aid and assist-
ance shall be given to the persons shipwrecked or in danger, and 
passports shall be granted to them to return to their country. The 
shipwrecked vessels and merchandise, or their proceeds, if the same 
shall have been sold, shall be restored to their owners, or to those 
entitled thereto, if claimed within a year and a day, upon paying 
such costs of salvage as would be paid by national vessels in the 
same circumstances; and the Salvage Companies shall not compel the 
acceptance of their services, except in the same cases, and after the 
same delays, as shall be granted to the captains and crews of national 
vessels. Moreover, the respective Governments will take care that 
the e companies do !lot commit any vexatious or arbitrary acts. 
ARTICLE XVI. 
It is agreed that vessels arriving directly from the United. States of 
America, at a port within the dominions of His Majesty the King of 
weden & Norway, or from the territorie8 of Ilis said Majesty in 
Europe, at a port of the United States, and provided with a bill of 
health granted by an officer having competent power to that effect, at 
the port whence such ve8sels shall have sailed, setting forth that no 
malio-nant or conta<:riou diseases prevailed in that port, shall be sub-
j t d to no oth r quarantine than such a may be necessary for the 
vi it of the H alth Officer of the port where such vessels shall have 
arriv d; after which aid v els, hall be allowed immediately to enter 
and unl ad their cargo ; provided always, that there shall be on 
board n p r on who, durino- the voyage, shall have been attacked 
with any malignant or contagiou diseases; that such vessels shall not, 
clurino- th ir pa , ao- , ha ommunicated with any vessel liable, it elf, 
t undero-o c quaran ine; and that h country whence they came shall 
no , at ha tim , . o far infe t d or u pected, that, b for th ir 
rri al an rdinan had b n i , u d, in con quenc of which all 
1 m tha untr , hould b on ider d as su p ct d, 
· 1bj r t 
ARTI 'LE _,_r II. 
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of His Majesty the King of Sweden, together with the first, second, 
fourth, and fifth separate articles, signed on the same day, by the 
Rame Plenipotentiaries, are revived, and made applicable to all the 
coµntries under the dominion of the present High Contracting Parties, 
and shall have the same force and value as if they were inserted in 
the context of the present 'J.1reaty; It being understood that the stipu-
lations contained in the Articles above cited shall always be consid-
ered as in no manner affecting the conventions concluded by either 
party with other nations, during the interval between the expiration 
of the said treaty of one thousand seven hundred and eighty-three 
and the revival of said Articles by the Treaty of Commerce and Navi-
gation 1 concluded at Stockholm by the present High Contracting Par-
ties, on the fourth of September one thousand eight hundred and 
sixteen. 
ARTICLE XVIII. 
Considering the remoteness-of the respective countries of the Two 
High Contracting Parties, and the uncertainty resulting therefrom 
with respect to the various events which may take place, it is agreed 
that a merchant vessel, belonging to either of them, which may be 
bound to a port supposed, at the time of its departure, to be block-
aded, shall not, however, be captured or condemned for having 
attempted, a first time, to enter said port, unless it can be proved that 
said vessel could, and ought to, have learned, during its 'voyage, that 
. the blockade of the place in question still continued. But all vessels 
which, after having been warned off once, shall, during the same voy-
age,· attempt, a second time, to enter the same blockaded port, during 
the continuance of said blockade, shall then subject themselves to be 
detained and condemned. 
ARTICLE XIX 
The present Treaty shall continue in force for ten years, counting 
from the day of the exchange of the ratifications; and if, before the 
expiration . of the first nine years, neither of the High Contracting 
Parties shall have announced, by an official notification, to the other, 
its intention to arrest the operation of said Treaty, it shall remain 
binding for one year beyond that time, and so on, until the expiration 
of the twelve months which will follow- a similar notification, what-
ever the time at which it may take place. 
ARTICLE XX. 
The present Treaty shall be ratified by the President of the United 
States of America, by, and with, the advice and consedt of the Senate, 
and by His Majesty the King of Sweden and Norway, and the ratifi-
cations shall be exchanged at Washington within the space of nine 
months from the signature, or sooner if possible. 
In faith whereof, the respective Plenipotent;iaries have signed the 
pre:-;ent Treaty by duplicates, and have affixed thereto the seals of 
their arm . Done at Stockholm the fourth of July, in the year of 
Grace one thousand. eight hundred and twenty-seven. 
J. J. APPLETON. 
[SEAL.] 
G. COUNT DE WETTERSTEDT. 
[SEAL.] 
1 See page 611. 
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SEPARATE ARTICLE. 
Certain relations of prnximity and ancient connections having led 
to regulations for the importation of the products of the Kingdoms 
of Sweden aud Norway into the Grand Duchy of Finland, and that 
of the products of Finland into Sweden and Norway, 'in vessels of the 
respective countries, by special stipulations of a Treaty still in force, 
and whose renewal forms, at this time, the subject of a negotiation 
between the Courts of Sweden & Norway and Russia, said stipulations, 
being in no manner connected with the existing regulations for for-
eign Commerce in general, the Two High Contracting parties anxious 
to remove from their commercial relations all kinds of Jimbiguity or 
motives of discussion, have agreed that the eighth, ninth and tenth 
Articles of the present 'freaty shall not be applicable either to the 
navigation and commerce above mentioned, nor consequently to the 
exceptions in the general 'Tariff of custom-house duties, and in the regu-
lations of navigation resulting therefrom, nor to the special advan-
tages which are, or may be, granted to the importation of tallow and 
candles from Russia, founded upon equivalent advantages granted by 
Russia on certain articles of importation from Sweden and Norway. 
The present Separate Article shall have the same force and value as 
if it were inserted, word for word, in the Treaty signed this day, and 
shall be ratified at the same time. · 
In faith whereof, vVe, the Undersigned, by virtue of our respective 
Full Powers, have signed the present Separate Article, and affixed 
thereto the Seals of our Arms. 
Done at Stockholm the Fourth of July, one thonsan<l. eight hun-
dred and twenty seven. 
,J. J. APPLETON. 
[SEAL.] 
G. COUNT DE vVETTERSTEDT. 
[SEAL.] 
1 60. 
EXTRADITIO Co VENTION. 
Concluded March 21, 1860_; ratification advised by the Senate June 
26, 1860 _; ro.,tified by the President December 14, 1800 _; ratifications 
ex('hanged De ember 0, 1860_; proclaimed December 21, 1860. 
(Tr a i and onv ntion , 18 9, p. 1066.) 
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1869. 
NATURALIZATION CONVENTION. 
Concluded May 26, 1869J· ratification ad1)ised by the Senate with 
amendment December 9, 1870J· ratiji,ed by the President December 
17, 1870J· ratifications exchanged June 14, 1871/ exchange of ratifi-
cations consented to by the Senate January 8, 1872J· proclaimed Jan-
uary 12, 1872. (Treaties and Conventions, 1889, p. 1068.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Recognition of naturalization. I IV. Extradition convention continued. 
II. Liability for prior offenses. V. Duration. 
III. Restoration to former citizenship. VI. Ratification. 
The President of the United States of America and His Majesty the 
King of Sweden and Norway, Jed by the wish to regulate the citizen-
ship of those persons who emigrate from the United States of Amerkm 
to Sweden and_ Norway and their dependencies and territories and 
from Sweden and Norway to t.he United States of America, have 
resolved to treat on this subject, and have for that pur-pose appointed 
plenipotentiaries to conclude a convention, that is to say: 
The President of the United States of America; 
Joseph J. Bartlett, Minister Resident, and 
His Majesty the King of Sweden and Norway: 
Count Charles Wachtmeister, Minister of State for Foreign Affairs; 
who have agreed to and signed the following articles: 
ART. I. 
Citizens of the United States of America who have resided in Sweden 
or Norway for a continuous period of at least five years and during 
such residence have be'"!ome and are lawfully recognized as citizens 
of Sweden or Norway, shall be held by the Government of the United 
States to be Swedish or Norwegian citizens and shall be treated as 
such. 
Reciprocally: citizens of Sweden or Norway who have resided in the 
United States of America for a continuous period of at least five years 
and during such residence have become naturalized citizens of the 
United States, shall be held by the Government of Sweden and Nor-
way to be American citizens, and shall be treated as such. 
The declaration of an intention to become a citizen of the one or 
the other country has not for either party the effect of citizenship 
legally acquired. 
AliT. II. 
A recognized citizen of the one party on returning to the territory 
of the other renrnins liable to trial and punishment · for an action 
punishable by the law of his original country, and committed before 
his emigration, but not for the emigration itself, saving always the 
limitation establi hed by the laws of his original country, and any 
other remi sion of liability to punishment. 
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ART. III. 
If a citizen of the one party, who has become a recognized citizen 
of the other party, takes up his abode once more in his original coun-
try, and applies to be restored to his former citizenship, the Govern-
ment of the last-named country is authorized to receive him again as 
a citizen on such conditions as the said Government may think proper. 
ARTICLE IV. 
The convention 1 .for the mutual delivery of criminals, fugitives from 
justice, in certain cases, concluded between the United States on th~ 
one part and Sweden and Norway on the other part, the 21st March 
1860, remains in force without change. 
ARTICLE V. 
The present Convention shall go into effect immediately on the 
exchange of ratifications, and shall continue in force for ten years. 
If neither party shall have given the other six months previous notice 
of its intention then to terminate the same, it shall further remain in 
force until the end of twelve months after either of the contracting 
parties shall have given notice to the other ·of such intention. 
ARTICLE VI. 
The present Convention shall be ratified by the President, by and 
with the advice and consent of the Senate of the United States, and 
by His Majesty the King of Sweden and Norway, and the ratifications 
shall be exchanged at Stockholm within twenty four months from the 
date hereof. 
In faith whereof the Plenipotentiaries have signed and sealed this 
convention. 
STOCKHOLM, May 26 th 1869. 
PROTOCOL. 
JOSEPH J. BARTLETT. 
[SEAL.] 
C. \V ACHTMEI 'rER. 
[SEAL.] 
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If a former Swede or Norwegian, who under the first article is to be held as an 
adopted citizen of the United States of America, has emigrated after he has 
attained the age when he becomes liable to military service, and returns again to 
his original country, it is agreed that he remains liable to trial and punishment 
for an action punit1hable by the laws of his original country and committed before 
his emigration, but not for the act of emigration itself, unless thereby have been 
committed any punishable action against Sweden or Norway or against a Swedish 
or Norwegian citizen, such as non-fli.lfilment of military service or desertion from 
the military force or from a ship, saving always the limitation established by the 
laws of the original country, and any other remission of liability to punishment; 
and that he can be held to fulfil, according to the laws, his military service, or the 
remaining part thereof. 
III. Relating to the third article of the Convention. 
It is further agreed that if a Swede or Norwegian who has become a naturalized 
citizen of the United States, renew his residence in Sweden or Norway without 
the intent to return to America, he shall be held by the Government of the United 
States to have renounced his american citizenship. 
The intent not to return to America may be held to exist when the person so 
naturalized resides more than two years in Sweden or Norway. 
1893. 
JOSEPH J. BARTLETT. 
[SEAL.] 
C. W ACHTMEISTER. 
[SEAL.] 
EXTRADITION TREATY. 
Concluded January 14, 1893_; ratification advised by the Senate Feb-
ruary 2 , 1893 J. rat1jied by the President Febriiary 8, 1893 J. ratifications 
exchanged March 18, 1893J· proclaimed March 18, 1893. (U. S. Stats., 
Vol. 28, p. 972.) 
I. Surrender of accused. 
II. Extraditable crimes. 
III. Procedure. 
IV. Provisional detention. 
V. Nondelivery of citizens. 
VI. Political offenses. 
VII. Limitation. 
ARTICLES. 
VIII. Restrictions on trials. 
IX. Property seized with fugitive. 
X. Persohs claimed by other coun-
tries. 
XI. Expenses. 
XII. Effect; ratification. 
'l1he United States of America and His Majesty the King of Sweden 
arnl Norway, being desirous to confirm their friendly relations and to 
promote the cause of justice, have i-esolved to conclude a new treaty 
for the extradition of fugitives from justice between the United States 
of America and the Kingdom of Sweden, and have appointed for that 
purpm;e the following Plenipotentiaries: 
The President of the United Sf.ates of America, John W. Foster, 
Secretary of State of the United States; and 
His Majesty the King of Sweden and Norway, J. A. W. Grip, His 
Majesty's Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary to the 
United States; 
Who, after havin°· communicated to each other their respective full 
power·, found in good and due form, have agreed upon and concluded 
the following articles: 
ARTICLE I. 
Th Government of the United tates and the Government of Swe-
<l n mutually ao-r e to deliver up persons wh6, having been charged 
with or convict <l of any of the crimes and offenses specified in the 
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following article, committed within the jurisdiction of one of the con-
tracting. parties, shall seek an asylum or be found within the territo-
ries of the other: Provided, that this shall only be done upon such 
evidence of criminality as, according to thQ laws of the place where 
the fugitive or person so charged shall be found, would justify his or 
her apprehension and commitment for trial, if the crime or offense 
had been there committed. 
ARTICLE II. 
Extrndition shall be granted for the following crimes and offenses: 
1. Murder, comprehending assassination, parricide, infanticide and 
poisoning; attempt to commit murder; .the killing of a human l>eing, 
when such act is punishable in the United States as voluntary man-
slaughter, and in S~eden as manslaughter. 
2. Arson. 
,3_ Robbery, defined to be the act of feloniom,ly and forcibly taking 
from the person of another money or goods, by violence or putting 
him in fear; burglary; also house-breaking or shop-breaking. . 
4. Forgery, or the utterance of forged papers; the forgery or falsi-
fication of official acts of government, of public authorities, or of 
courts of justice, or the utterance of the thing forged or falsified. 
5. The counterfeiting, falsifying or altering of mop.ey, whether coin 
or paper, or of instruments of debt created by national, state, pro-
vincial, or municipal governments, or of coupons thereof, or of 
bank-notes, or the utterance or circulation of the same; or the coun-
terfeiting, falsifying or altering of seals of state. 
6. Embezzlement by public officers; embezzlement by persons hired 
or salaried, to t,he detriment of their employers; larceny; obtaining 
money, valuable securities or other property by false pretenses, or 
receiving money, valuable securities or other property knowing the 
same to have been embezzled, stolen or fraudulently obtained, when 
uch act is made criminal by the laws of both countries and the 
amount of mon y or the value of the property fraudulently obtained 
or received i not less than $200 or kronor 7 40. 
7. Fraud or br ach of trust by a bailee, banker, agent, factor, trustee 
or oth 1· person acting in a fiduciary capacity, or director or member 
or officer of any •ompany, when such act iR made criminal by the Jaws 
of both ountl'i sand the amount of money or the value of the prop-
rty misappropriat d i not le . than $200 or kronor 7 40. 
rjury; ubornation of perjury. 
0. Rap ; abdu tion; kidnapping. 
1 . ·willful and unlawful destruction or oh truction of railroads 
whieh ndanO' r human life. 
J 1. rim , mmi ted at,' a: 
o. ira ·y, 1 y 'tatut orb th law of nation ; 
u. R Y 1t 1· ·on ·pirc <: r to r ev lt, by wo r more per. ·on, on b ard 
a . hip < n lw high , · a: again:t, h au h rity of th(' nHLHt, r; 
r·. \Yron full ·inkin r r d ·tr yin r a · · 1 a sea, or att mp ing 
> le . o · 
rl. • • a,u} . ml oarcl a :hip on th, }frrh : a: wi h intent, to lo 0 -ri v-
( u 1 lil · harm. 
l:.. ri'nw. all(l < ff n. ,.- ag} in:t th law: of hoth •ouu ri · for th 
. up >r • i~>1_1 of . htY 1-v an<l , h y rading . 
. j.·t r;- htwn_ 1. al. to _1 ak pla · ~ for parti ipa ion in an f th 
·nm' } nrl >flP-n .- 1_11 •11t H>:1 ·<1 in thi: 11·< at , pr id ,(1 su h parti i-
u nu.·. 1" _l 11111 ·hl'cl 1n th< nite 'tat · a a .f 1 n.), nd in 
u hy 1111pn. um ·11 · har lab 1·. 
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ARTICLE Ill. 
Requisitions for the surrender of fugitives from justice shall be 
made by the diplomatic agents of the contracting parties, or in the 
absence of these from the country or its seat of go·vernment, may be 
made by the superior consular officers. 
If the person whos~ extradition is requested shall have been con-
victed of a crime or offense, a duly authenticated copy of the sentence 
of the court in which he was convicted, or if the fugitive is merely 
charged with crime, a duly authenticated copy of the warrant of 
arrest in the country where the crime has been committed, and of the 
depositions or other evidence upon which such warrant was issued, 
shall be produced. 
The extradition of fugitives under the provisions of t,his Treaty 
shall be carried out in the United States and Sweden, respectively, in 
conformity with the laws regulating extradition for the time being 
in force in the state on which the demand for surrender is made. 
ARTICLE IV. 
Where the arrest and detention of a fugitive are desired on tele-
graphic or other information in advance of the presentation of formal · 
proofs, the proper course in the Unit,ed States shall be to apply to the 
judge or other magistrate authorized to issue warrants of arrest in 
extradition cases, and present a complaint on oath, as provided by 
the statutes of the United States. 
In the Kingdom of Sweden the proper course shall be to apply to 
the Foreign Office, which will immediately cause the necessary steps 
to be taken in order to secure the provisional arrest and detention of · 
the fugitive. 
The provisional detention of a fugitive shall cease and the prisoner 
be released, if a formal requisition for his surrender, accompanied by 
the necessary evidence of his criminality, has not been produced, 
under the stipulations of this 11reaty, within two months from the 
date of his provisional arrest or detention. 
ARTICLE V. 
Neither of the contracting parties shall be bound to deliver up its 
own citizens or subjects under the stipulations of this Treaty. 
ARTICLE VI. 
A fugitive criminal shall not be surrendered if the offense in respect 
of which his surrender is demanded be of a political character, or if 
he proves that the requisition for his surrender has, in fact, been made 
with a view to try or punish him for an offense of a political character. 
No person surrendered by either of the high contracting parties to 
th other hall be triable or tried or be punished for any political 
·rime or offense, or for any act connected therewit,h, committed pre-
viou ly to hi extradition. 
If any que tion shall arise as to whether a case comes within the 
provision of this article, the d cision of the authorities of the gov-
ernment on which the demand for surrender is made, or which may 
have granted the extradition shall be final. , 
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ARTICLE VII. 
Extradition sh.all not 1¥3 granted, in pursuance of the provisions of 
this Treaty, if legal proceedings or the enforcement of the penalty for 
the act committed by the person claimed has become barred by limi-
tation, according to the laws of the country to which the requisition 
is addressed. 
ARTICLE VIII. 
No person surrendered by either of the high contracting parties to 
the other shall, without his consent, freely granted and publicly 
declared by him, be triable or tried or be punished for any crime or 
offense committed prior to his extradition, other than that for which 
he was delivered up, until he shall have had an opportunity of return-
ing to the country from which he was surrendered. 
ARTICLE IX. 
All articles seized which are in the possession of the person to be 
Emrrendered at the time of his apprehension, whether being the pro-
ceeds of the crime or offense charged, or being material as evidence 
in making proof of the crime or offense, shall, so far as practicable 
and in conformity with the laws of the respective countries, be given 
up when the extradition takes place. Nevertheless, the rights of 
third parties with regard to such articles shall be duly respected. 
ARTICLE X. 
If the individual claimed by one of the high contracting parties, in 
pm· uance of the present Treaty, shall also be claimed. by one 01· sev-
ral other powers on account of crimes or offenses committed within 
th ir re 'P ctive jurisdictions, hiR extradition shall be granted to the 
' at who ' demand is first rnceived: Provided, that the government 
from which xtradition is sought is not bound by Treaty to give pref-
r n e otherwise. 
ARTICLE XI. 
II. 
I• p. ·21. 
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21 st· 1860, shall, as between the Governments of the United States 
and of Sweden cease to be in force except as to crimes therein enumer-
ated and committed prior to that day. 
The ratifications of the present Treaty shall be exchanged at 
Washington as soon as possible, and it shall remain in force for a 
period of six months after either of the contracting Governments 
shall have given notice of a purpose to terminate it. 
In witness whereof the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed the 
above articles and have hereunto affixed their seals. 
Done in duplicate at the city of Washington this fourteenth day of 
January, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-three. 
- JOHN W. FOSTER. [SEAL.] 
J. A. W. GRIP. [SEAL.] 
7468-40 
SWITZERLAND. 
(SWISS CONFEDERATION.) 
1847. 
CONVENTION AS TO PROPERTY RIGHTS. 
Concluded May 18, 1847_; ratification advised by the Senate April 26, 
1848_; ratified by thePresidentApril29, 1848J· ratifications exchanged 
May 3, 1848J· proclaim~d May 4, 1848. (Treaties and Conventions, 
1889, p. 1071.) . 
This convention of three articles is superseded by the Convention of 
1850, which is printed below. 
Federal case: Haver v. Yaker, 9 Wall. , 32. 
1850. 
CONVE TION OF FRIENDSHIP, COMMERCE, AND EXTRADITION. 
Concluded November 25, 1850J· ratification advised by the Senate with 
amendments March 7, 1851J· ratified by the President March 12, 1851; 
ratification again advised by the Senate with amendment May 29, 
1854J· finally ratified by the President ovember 6, 1854J· ratifications 
excha,nged ovember 8, 1855J· proclaimed November 9, 1855. (Trea-
i and Convention 1 1 9, p. 1072.) 
A.RTJ.CLE. 
X. Future commercial privileges. 
XI. Differ ntial duties. 
XII. hipping; shipwTecks. 
XIII. Extradition of accused. 
XIV. Extraditable crimes. 
XV. Mutual surrender. 
XVI. Exp n ·e . 
XVII. Political off en e . 
XVIII. Duration. 
XIX. Ratification. 
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For this purpose, they have appointed as their Plenipotentiaries, 
to wit: 
The President of the United States, A. Dudley Mann, Special Agent 
of the United States on a mission to the Swiss Confederation, and 
The Swiss Federal Council, Henry Druey, President of the Swiss 
Confederation, Director of the Political Department, and Frederick 
Frey-Herosee, Member of the Federal Council, Directorof the Depart-
ment of Commerce and of Tolls, who, after a communication of their 
respective full powers, -have agreed to the following articles. 
ARTICLE I. 
The citizens of the United States of America and the citizens of 
Switzerland shall be admitted and treated upon a footing of recipro-
cal equality in the two countries, where such admission and treatment 
shall not conflict with the Constitutional or legal provisions, as well 
Federal as State and Cantonal of the contracting parties. The citi-
zens of the United States and the citizens of Switzerla.nd, as well as 
the members of their families, subject to the Constitutional and legal 
provisions aforesaid, and yielding obedience to the laws, regulations 
and usages of the country wherein they reside, shall be at liberty. to 
come, go, sojourn temporarily, domiciliate or establish themselves 
permanently, the former in the Cantons of the Swiss Confederation, 
the Swiss in the States of the American Union, to acquire, possess 
and alienate therein property (as is explained in Article V); to man-
age their affairs, to exercise their profession, their industry, and their 
commerce, to have establishments, to possess warehouses, to consign 
their products and their merchandise, and to sell them by wholesale 
or retail, either by themselves, o_r by such brokers or other agents as 
they may think proper; they shall have free access to the Tribunals 
and shall be at liberty to prosecute and defend their rights before 
courts of Justice, in the same manner as native citizens, either by 
themselves, or by such advocates, attorneys or other agents as they 
may think proper to select. N'o pecuniary or other more burdensome 
condition shall be imposed upon their residence or establishment, or 
upon the enjoyment of the abovementioned rights than shall be 
imposed upon citizens of the country where they reside, nor any con-
dition whatever to which the latter shall not be subject. 
The foregoing privileges however shall not extend to the exercise of 
political rights nor to a participation in the property of communities, 
corporations or institutions of which the citizens of one party, estab-
lished in the other, shall not have become members or co-proprietors. 
ARTICLE II 
The citizens of one of the two countries, residing or established in 
the oth r, shall be free from personal military service, put they shall 
be liable to the pecuniary or material contributions, which may be 
r quir d, by way of compen ·ation, from citizens of the country where 
they resid , who are exempt from the said service. 
o higher impost, under whatever name, shall be exacted from 1;he 
citiz n · of one of the two countries, residing or established in the 
other, than hall bo levied upon citizens of the country in which they 
re:id , nor any contribution whatsoever, to which the latter shall not 
be liabl . -
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In case of war or of expropriation for purposes of public utility, the 
citizens of one of the two countries, residing or established in the 
other shall be placed upon an equal footing with the citizens of the 
country in which they reside, with respect to indemnities for damages 
_they may have sustained. 
ARTICLE III. 
The citizens of one of the two Republics, residing or established in 
the other, who shall desire to return to their country, or who shall be 
sent thither by a judicial decision, by an act of police, or in conform-
ity with the laws and regulations on morals and mendicity, shall be 
received at all times and under all circumstances, they, their wives, 
and their legitimate issue, in the country to which they belong, and 
in which they shall have preserved their rights, in conformity with 
the laws thereof. 
ARTICLE IV. 
In order to establish their character as citizens of the United States 
of America .or as citizens of Switzerland, persons belonging to the two 
contracting countries shall be bearers of pass-ports, or of other papers 
in due form, certifying their nationality as well as that of the mem-
bers of their family, furnished or authenticated by a diplomatic or 
consular Agent of their nation, residing in the one of the two coun-
tries which they wish to inhabit. 
ARTICLE V 
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ARTICLE VI. 
Any controversy that may arise among the claimants to the same 
succession, as to whom the property shall belong, shall be decided 
according to the laws and by the Judges of the country in which the 
property is situated. 
ARTICLE VII. 
The contracting parties give to each other. the privilege of having, 
each, in the large cities and important commercial places of their 
respective States, Consuls and Vice-Consuls of their own appointment, 
who shall enjoy the same privileges and powers in the discharge of 
their duties, as those of the most favored nations. But before any 
Consul [ or Vice-Consul1] shall act as such, he shall, in the ordinary 
form, be approved of by the Government to which he is commissioned. 
In their private and business transactions, Consuls and Vice-Consuls 
shall be submitted to the same laws and usages as private individuals, 
citizens of the place in which they reside. 
It is hereby understood that in case of offence against the laws, by a 
Consul or a Vice-Consul, the Government to which he is commissioned, 
may, according to circumstances, withdraw his exequatnr, send him 
away from the country, or have him punished in conformity with the 
laws, assigning to the other government its reasons for so doing. , 
'1.,,he archives and papers belonging to the consulates .shall be respected 
inviolably, and under no pretext whatever shall any magistrate, 9r 
other functionary visit, seize, or in any way interfere with them. 
ARTICLE VIII. 
In all that relates to the impo~·tdtion, exportation and transit of their 
respective products, the United States of America and the Swiss Con-
federation shall treat each other, reciprocally, as the most favored 
Nation, Union of Nations, State, or Society, as is explained in the fol-
lowing articles: 
ARTICLE IX. 
Neither of the contracting parties shall impose any higher or other 
duties upon the importation, export,ation or transit of the natural or 
industrial products of the other, than are or shall be payable upon the 
like articles;being the produce of any other country, not embraced 
within its present limits. 
ARTICLE X. 
In order the more effectually to attain the object contemplated in 
Article VIII, each of the contracting parties hereby engages not to 
grant any favor in commerce to any Nation, Union of Nations, State, 
or Society, which shall not immediately be enjoyed by the other party. 
ARTICLE XI. 
Should one of the contracting parties impose differential duties upon 
the products of any nation, the other party shall be at liberty to deter-
mine the manner of establishing the origin of its own products, des-
tined to enter the country by whieh the differential du tie~ are imposed. 
1 The words" or Vice-Consul" by a clerical error were omitted in the English 
text, but their equivalent" ou un Vice-Consul" appears in the French text. 
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ARTICLE XII. 
The Swiss territory shall remain open to the admission of articles 
arriving from the United States of America; in like manner, no port 
of the said States shall be closed to articles arriving from Switzerland, 
provided they are conveyed in vessels of the United States or in ves-
sels of any country having free access to the ports of said States.-
Swiss merchandise arriving under the flag of the United States or 
under that of one of the nations most favored by them, shall pay the 
same duties as the merchandise of such nation; under any other flag, 
it shall be treated as the merchandise of the country to which the 
vessel belongs. 
In case of ship-wreck and of salvage on the coasts of the United 
States, Swiss merchandise shall be respected and treated as that 
belonging to citizens of the said States. 
The United States consent to extend to Swiss products, arriving or 
shipped under their flag, the advantages which are or shall be enjoyed 
by the products of the most favored nation, arriving or shipped under 
the same flag. · 
It is hereby understood that no stipulation of the present article 
sha11 in any manner interfere with those of the four aforegoing arti-
cles, nor with the measures which have been or shall be adopted by 
either of the contracting countries in the interest of public morality, 
security or order. 
ARTICLE XIII. 
The United States of America and the Swiss Confederation, on 
requisitions made in their name through the medium of their respective 
Diplomatic or Consular Agents, shall <l.eliver up to justice persons 
who, being charged with the crimes enumerated in the following 
article, committed within the jurisdiction of the requiring party, shall 
eek a ylum or shall be found within the territories of the other; 
Provided, That this shall be done only when the fact of the commis-
ion of the crime ha11 be so e tablished as to justify their apprehen-
. ion and commitment for trial, if the crime had been committed in 
the country where th per on , o accu ed, shall be found. 
RTI LE XIV. 
of this 
haro- d with any of th followino- crim , 
TI LE .., 
me onl 
ar f th 
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ARTICLE XVI 
The expenses of detention and delivery, effected in virtue of the 
preceding articles, shall be at the cost of the party making the demand. 
ARTICLE XVII 
The provisions of the aforegoing articles, relating to the surrender 
of Fugitive Criminals, shall not apply to offences committed before 
the date hereof, nor to those of a political character. 
ARTICLE XVIII. 
The present Convention is concluded for the period of ten years, 
counting from the day of the exchange of the ratifications; and if one 
year before the expiration of that period, neither of the contracting 
parties shall have announced, by an official notification, its intention, 
to the other, to arrest the operations of said Convention, it shall con-
tinue binding for twelve months longer, and so on, from year to year, 
until the expiration of the twelve months which will follow a similar 
declaration, whatever the time at which it may take place. 
ARTICLE XIX. 
This Convention shall be submitted, on both sides, to the approval 
and ratification of the respective competent authorities of each of the 
contracting parties, and the ratifications shall be exchanged at the 
City of Washington as soon as circumstances shall admit. 
In faith whereof the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed the 
above articles, under reserve of the abovementioned ratifications, 
both in the English and ,French languages, and they have thereunto 
affixed their seals. 
Done, in quadruplicate at the City of Berne, this twenty-fifth day 
of November, in the year of our Lord, one thousand eight hundred 
and fifty. 
[
SEAL.] A. DUDLEY MANN. 
SEAL.] H. DRUEY. 
SEAL.] F. FREY-HEROSEE. 
TEXAS. 
The admission of Texas into the United States, December 29, 1845, 
rendered the treaties concluded in 1838, obsolete. 
1838. 
CLAIMS CONVENTION. 
Concluded April 11, 1838_; ratification advised by the Senate June 13, 
· 1838_; ratified by the President June 21, 1838_; ratifications exchanged 
July 6, 1838_; proclaimed July 6, 1838. ("freaties and Conventions, 
1889, p. 1078.) 
By this treaty Texas agreed to pay $11,750 in settlement of claims 
of citizens of the United States for the capture of the brigs Pocket 
and Durango, and other injuries. 
1 38. 
BOUNDARY CONVENTION. 
Concluded April 25, 18u8_; ratification advised by the Senate May 10, 
18 BJ· ratified by the Pre ident October 4, 1838J· ratifications exchanged 
October 1 , 18 BJ· proclaimed October 13, 1838. (Treaties and Con-
v ntion , 1 9, p. 1079.) 
Thi tr aty provided for a commi , ion to survey and mark the 
boun lary b tw nth nited tates and Texas. 
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1886. 
TREATY OF AMITY, COMMERCE, AND NAVIGATION. 
Concluded October 2, 1886.; ratification advised by the Senate, 1-cith 
amendment, January 19, 1888_; ratified by the President February 
7, 1888_; ratifications exchanged .August 1, 1888.; proclaimed Sep-
tember 18, 1888. (Treaties and Conventions, 1889, p. 1205 .. ) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Amity. VIII. Whaling and fishing ships. 
II. Most favored nation privileges. 
III. Trade privileges. 
IV. Commerce and navigation; im-
ports. 
V. Shipping charges. 
VI. Coaling station in Tonga. 
VIL Privileges to steam mail ships. 
IX. P6rsonal exemptions. 
X. Deserters from ships. 
XI. Consular officers. 
XII. Consular jurisdiction. 
XIII. Religious freedom. 
XIV. Duration. 
XV. Ratjfication. 
The United States of America, and the King of Tonga, mutually 
desirous of maintaining and strengthening their relations and inter-
ests; have resolved to conclude a treaty of amity, commerce and navi-
gation; and to this end have empowered as their representatives: The 
President of the United States; George H. Bates, Special Commis-
sioner of the United States to Tonga; And His Majesty, the King of 
Tonga; The Reverend Shirley Waldemar Baker, Premier of the 
Kingdom of Tonga; Who, after producing to each other their respec-
tive powers, have agreed upon the following Articles:-
ARTICLE I. 
There shall be perpetual peace and amity between the United States 
of America and the King of Tonga, his heirs and his successor . 
ARTICLE II. 
The citizens of the United States shall always enjoy, in the domin-
ions of the King of r:ronga, and Tongan subjects shall always enjoy in 
th<? United States, whatever rights, privileges and immunities are 
now accorded to citizens or subjects of the most-favored nation; and 
no rights, privileges or immunities shall be granted hereafter to any 
foreign state or to the citizens or subjects of any foreign state by 
either of the High Contracting Parties, which shall not be also equally 
and unconditionally granted by the same to the other High Con-
tracting Party, it citizens or subjects; it being understood that the 
Parties hereto affirm the principle of the law of nations that no privi-
leo-e granted for equivalent or on account of propinquity or other 
pecial conditions comes uncl r the stipulations herein contained as 
to favored nation·. 
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ARTICLE III. 
Citizens of the United States in Tonga, and Tongans in the United 
States, may visit sojourn and trade in any part of the respective 
jurisdictions, and rent, occupy and improve lands and erect dwellings, 
offices and ware-houses thereon, subject to the laws and regulations 
of the country; which shall however in no case, except in respect of 
employment as laborers, be more restrictive than those imposed upon 
the citizens or subjects of the -respective country, or upon the citizens 
or subjects of the most-favored nation. 
ARTICLE IV. 
There shall be reciprocal liberty of commerce and navigation between 
the United States and the Tonga Islands, and no duty of customs or 
other impost shall be charged upon any goods being the produce or 
manufacture of one country, when imported therefrom into the other 
country, other or higher than is charged upon the same, the produce 
or m~nufacture of or imported from any other country. 
ARTICLE V. 
No other or higher duties or charges on account of harbor dues, 
pilotage, quarantine, salvage in case of damage or ship-wreck or other 
shipping charges shall be imposed in the dominions of the King of 
Tonga on vessels of the United States, or in the United States on 
Tongan vessels, than are imposed on· vessels belonging to the most-
favored nation. 
ARTICLE VI. 
The ships-of-war of either of the High Contracting Parties may 
enter all ports, places and waters within the jurisdiction of the other, 
to anchor and remain, take in stores, refit and repair, subject to the 
laws and regulations of the country. To enable this privilege to be 
arried out in hi dominions, the King of Tonga agrees to secure to 
th {Tovernment of the nited tates by lease at nominal rent, with 
cov nants of ren wal, all rights of free use of necessary ground in 
any harbor of h Tonga I land which hall be mutually agreed upon, 
for the purpo of stabli hino- a permanent coaling and repair- tation, 
th riO'ht of Tongan ov reignty therein being fully re erved and 
admi t d; and in 1 ing a tation for thi purpo e, due regard shall 
had for any imilar on· ion which th Kino- of Tonga has or 
may h, rant d by r a y to any oth r O'OV rnment. 
TI LE II. 
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ARTICLE VIII. 
The whaling or fishing vessels of the United States shall have free 
access to the ports and harbors of Tonga, and in the ports of entry 
thereof shall be permitted to barter or trade their supplies or goods 
for provisions for the use of their own vessels and crews, without 
being subject to the law relative to trading licenses, and shall be sub-
ject to no port-, or harbor-dues or pilotage whatever; but this privi-
lege of barter and trade shall not include the supplying of spirituous 
liquors, or arms or ammunition to the Tongans. And such whaling 
or fishing vessels shall_, after having entered any port of entry in the 
Tonga Islands, be at liberty to anchor off any island or reef thereof, 
for the ·purpose of whaling or boiling down; provided., such vessel 
does not anchor within the distance of three nautical miles from any 
inhabited town,-but nothing in this clause shall be so construed as 
to permit infringement of the quarantine laws of the dominions of 
the King of Tonga. 
ARTICLE IX. 
All citizens of the United States residing in the Tonga Islands, and 
Tongan subjects residing in the United States, shall be exempted 
from all compulsory· military service whether by sea or land, and 
from all forced loans, military requisitions and quartering of troops. 
They shall, moreover not be compelled to pay any other or higher 
taxes or license fees, or personal dues of any kind, t"lian are or may 
be paid by the citizens or subjects of the High Contracting Party 
levying the same. 
ARTICLE X. 
Should any member of the ship's company desert from a vessel-of-
war or merchant vessel of either of the High Contracting Parties, 
while such vessel is within the territorial jurisdiction of the -other, 
the local authorities shall render all ]awful assistance for the appre-
hension of such deserter, on application to that e:ffec.t made by the · 
Consul of the High Contracting Party concerned, or if there be no 
Consul, then by the master of the vessel. 
ARTICLE XI. 
Each of the High Contracting Parties may appoint Consuls, Vice-
Consuls, Commercial Agents and Vice-Commercial Agents, for the 
protection of trade, to reside in the territory of the other High Con-
tracting Party; but before any Consular officer so appointed shall act 
as such, he shall in the usual form be approved of and admitted by 
the Government of the country to which he is sent; and all such 
Consular officers shall enjoy the same privileges and powers with 
those of the most favored nation. 
ARTICLE XII. 
Consuls and Con ular representatives of the United States in Tonga 
shall have all jurisdictional right over civil and criminal matters 
concernino- their own citizens and. vessels, in conformity with the 
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statutes of the United States and the law of nations; and they may 
call upon the authorities of Tonga for aid in making arrests or 
enforcing judgments: And, Citizens of the United States charged 
with committing offenses against Tongans shall be amenable only 
to the Consular jurisdiction and shall be punished according to the 
law of the United States: and Tongans charged with committing 
offenses against citizens of the United States shall be tried by Ton-
gan courts and punished according to Tongan law. 
Claims of a c.iivil nature against citizens of the United States shall 
be cognizable only in the Consular jurisdiction, and Tongan Courts 
shall be open to citizens of the United States to prosecute such claims 
against 'rongans, according to law: Provided that citizens of the 
United States charged with violations of laws and regulations of 
'ronga relating to customs, taxation, public health and local police 
not cognizable as such under the laws of the United States, shall be 
amenable to the jurisdiction of tho Tongan Courts upon notice to the 
nearest U . S. Consul or Commercial Agent, if there be op.e resident 
in Tonga, who shall have the right to be present at tho trial and to 
direct or provide for the defense of the accused; the proceedings at 
all such iilfals shall be public and accessible. 
ARTICLE XIII. 
Perfect and entire freedom of conscience and worship, with right 
of sepulture according to their ci·eed, shall be enjoyed by the citizens 
or subjects of either of tho High Contracting Parties within the juris-
diction of the other. 
ARTICLE XIV. 
This Treaty shall become effective upon promulgation anu. shall 
continue in forco for ton years, and thereafter until one year after 
notice , hall have been given by one of the High Contracting Parties 
to tho. oth r of its d sire to terminate the same: save and except a. to · 
Arti l VI. (r lative to the establishment of a coaling-station), which 
·hall b t rminable only by mutual con. ent. 
ARTICLE XV. 
exchanO' d at 
TRIPOLI. 
1796. 
TREATY OF PEACE AND FRIENDSHIP. 
Concluded November 4, 1796_; ratification advised by the Senate June 
7, 1797J· ratified by the President June 10, 1793J· proclaimed June 
10, 1797. (Treaties and Conventions, 1889, p. 1081.) _ 
This treaty of twelve articles was superseded by the Treaty of 1805. 
1805. 
TREATY OF PEACE AND AMITY. 
Concluded June 4, 1805J· ratification advised by the Senate Al!ril 12, 
1806J· ratified by the President (?L' ratifications exchanged (? )J· pro-
claimed (?). (Treaties and Conventions, 1889, p . 1084. ) 
ARTICLES. 
I. P eace, friendship, and commerce. 
IL Exchange of prisoners. 
III. Withdrawal of United States 
forces. 
IV. Neutral rights. 
V. Liberation of captive citizens. 
VI. Ships' passports. 
VII. Purchase of prizes. 
VIII. Asylum for supplies. 
IX. Shipwrecks. 
X. Assistance to vessels in territorial 
waters. 
XI. Most favored nation commercial 
privileges. 
XII. Consular responsibility in Trip-
oli. 
XIII. Salutes to naval vessels. 
XIV. Religious freedom, etc. 
XV. Settlement of disputes. 
XVI. Treatment of prisoners. 
XVII. Captured vessels. 
XVIII. Judicial power of consul. 
XIX. Homicides, etc. 
XX. Estates of deceased persons; 
ratification. 
ARTICLE 1st 
There shall be, from the conclusion of this Treaty a firm, inviolable 
and universal peace, and a sincere friendship between the President 
and Citizens of the United States of America, on the one part, and 
the Bashaw, Bey and Subjects of the Regency of Tripoli in Barbary 
on the other, made by the free consent of both Parties, and on the 
terms of the most favoured ation. And if either party shall here-
after o-rant to any other ation, any particular favour or privilege in 
Navigation or Commerce, it shall immediately become common to the 
oth r party, freely, wher it i freely granted, to such other Nation, 
but where the grant i conditional it ball be at the option of the con-
tracting parti to accept, alt r or reject, such conditions, in such 
manner a· shall be mo t conducive to their respective Interests. 
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ARTICLE 2nd 
The Bashaw of Tripoli shall deliver up to the American Squadron 
now off Tripoli, all the Americans in his possession, and all the Sub-
jects of the Bashaw of Tripoli now in the power of the United States 
of America shall be delivered up to him; and as the number of Ameri-
cans in possession of the Bashaw of Tripoli amounts to Three Hun-
dred Persons, more or less; and the number of TripolinP- Subjects in 
the power of the Americans to about One Hundred more or less; The 
Bashaw of Tripoli shall receive from the United States of Americ"a, 
the sum of Sixty Thousand Dollars, as a payment for the difference 
between the Prisoners herein mentioned. 
ARTICLE 3rd 
All the forces of the United States which have been, or may be in 
hostility against the Bashaw of Tripoli, in the Province of Derne, or 
elsewhere within the Dominions of the said Bashaw. shall be withdrawn 
therefrom, and no supplies shall be given by or in behalf of t,he said 
United States, during the continuance of this peace, to any of the 
Subjects of the said Bashaw who may be in hostility against him in 
any part of his Dominions; and the Americans will use all means in 
their power to persuade the Brother of the said Bashaw, who has 
co-operated with them at Derne, &c, to withdraw from the Territory 
of the said Bashaw of Tripoli, but they will not use any force or 
improper means to effect that object; and in case he should withdraw 
him elf as aforesaid, the Bashaw engages to deliver up to him his Wife 
and Children now in his power. 
ARTICLE 4th 
If any goods belonging to any Nation with which either of the parties 
are at ·war, ·hould be loaded on board Vessels belonging to the other 
party they hall pass free and unmolested, and no attempt shall be 
mad to take or detain them. 
ARTICLE 5th 
If any i iz n or ubject with their effects belonging to either 
par y, ·hall be found on board a Priie Vessel taken from an enemy by 
th oth r party, ,•uch i izens or ubjects hall be liberated. immedi-
at 1 and their ff ct o captured shall be restored to their lawful 
wn r ' or th ir agent . 
RTICLE 6th 
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visited; or plunder any of the property contained in her; On com-
plaint being made by the Consul of the United States of America resi-
dent at Tripoli, and on his producing sufficient proof to substantiate 
the fact, the Commander or Rais of said Tripoline ship or Vessel of 
·war, as well as the Offenders shall be punished in the most exemplary 
manner. 
All Vessels of War belonging to the United States of America on 
meeting with a Cruizer belonging to the Regency of Tripoli, and hav-
ing seen her passport and Certificate from the Consul of the United 
States of America residing in the Regency, shall permit her to proceed 
on her Cruize unmolested, a11d without detention. No passport shall 
be granted by either party to any Vessels, but such as are absolutely 
the property of Citizens or Subjects of said contracting parties, on 
any pretence whatever. 
ARTICLE 7th 
A Citizen or Subject of either of the contracting parties having 
bought a Prize Vessel condemned by the other party, or by any other 
Nation, the Certificate of condemnation and Bill of Sale shall be a 
sufficient passport for such Vessel for two y~ars, which, considering 
the distance between the two Countries, is no more than a reasonable 
time for her to procure proper passports. 
ARTICLE 8th 
Vessels of either party, putting into the ports of the other, and hav-
ing need of provisions or other supplies, they shall be furnished at the 
market price, and if any such Vessel should so put in from a disaster 
at Sea, and have occasion to repair; she shall be at liberty to land and 
reimbark her Cargo without paying any duties; but in no case shall 
she be compelled to land her Cargo. 
ARTICLE 9th 
Should a Vessel of either party be cast on the shore of the other, all 
proper assistance shall be given to her and her Crew. No pillage shall 
be allowed, the property shall remain at the disposition of the owners, 
and the Crew protected and succoured, till they can be sent to their 
Country. 
ARTICLE 10th 
If a Vessel of either party, shall be attacked by an Enemy within gun-
hot of the Forts of the other, she shall be defended as much as pos-
sible. If she be in port, she shall not be seized or attacked when it is 
in the power of the other party to protect her; and when she proceeds 
to sea, no Enemy shall be allowed to pursue her from the same port, 
within twenty four hours after her departure. 
ARTICLE 11th 
The Commerce between the United States of America and the Regeney 
of Tripoli; ':rh Protection to be given to Merchants, masters of Ves-
ls, and Seamen; The reciprocal right of establishing Consuls in each 
O?-ntry; and the privileges, immunities and jurisdictions to be 
enJoy d by such onsul , are declared to b on the same footing, 
with thos of the mo:t favoured ations respectively. 
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ARTICLE 12 th 
The Consul of the United States of America shall not be answerable 
for debts contracted by Citizens of his own Nation, unless, he previ-
ously gives a written obligation so to do. 
ARTICLE 13th 
On a Vessel of War belonging to the United States of America, 
anchoring before the City of Tripoli, the Consul is to inform the 
Bashaw of her arrival, and she shall be saluted with twenty one guns, 
which she is to return in the same quantity or number. 
ARTICLE 14th 
As the Government of the United States of America has in itself no 
character of enmity against the Laws, Religion or tranquility of Mus-
selmen, and as the said States never have entered into any voluntary 
war or act of hostility against any Mahometan Nat ion, except in the 
defence of their just rights to freely navigate the High Seas ; It is 
declared by the contracting parties that no pretext arising from Reli-
gious Opinions shall ever prod n ce an interruption of the Harmony exist-
ing between the two Nations; And the Consuls and Agents of both 
Nations respectively, shall have · liberty to exercise his Religion in 
his own house; all slaves of the same Religion shall not be impeded 
in going to said Consuls house at hours of Prayer. The Consuls shall 
have liberty and personal security given them to travel within the 
Territories of each other, both by land and sea, and shall not be pre-
vented from going on board any Vessel that they may think proper to 
vi8it, they shall have likewise the liberty to appoint their own Drogo-
man and Brokers. 
ARTICLE 15 th 
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Prisoners sh~,ll be exchanged in ,twelve months from the time of their 
capture, and that this Exchange may be effected by any private Indi-
vidual legally authorized by either of the parties . 
.ARTICLE 17th 
If any of the Barbary States, or other powers at war with the United 
States of .America, shall capture any .American Vessel, and send her 
into any of the ports of the Regency of Tripoli, they shall not be per-
mitted to sell her, but shall be obliged to depart the Port on procuring 
the requisite supplies of Provisions; and no duties shall be exacted on 
the sale of Prizes captured by Vessels sailing under the Fhg- of the 
United States of .America when brought into any Port in the Regency 
of Tripoli. 
.ARTICLE 18th 
If any of the Citizens of the United States, or any persons under 
their protection, shall have any dispute with each other, the Consul 
shall decide between the par.ties; and whenever the Consul shall 
require any aid or assistance from the Government of Tripoli, to 
enforce his decisions, it shall immediately be granted to him. .And if 
any dispute shall arise between any Citizen of the United States and 
the Citizens or Subjects of any other Nation, having a Consul or 
.Agent in Tripoli, such dispute shall be s~ttled by the Consuls or .Agents 
of the respective Nations. 
.ARTICLE 19th 
If a Citizen of the United States should kill or wound a Tripoline, 
or, on the contrary, if a Tripoline shall kill or wound a Citizen of the 
United States, the law of the Country shall take place, and equal jus-
tice shall be rendered, the Consul ssisting at the trial; and if any 
delinquent shall make his escape, the Consul shall not be answerable 
for him in any manner whatever . 
.ARTICLE 20 th 
Should any citizen of the United States .of America die within the 
limits of the Regency of 1,,ripoli, the Bashaw and his subjects shall 
not interfere with the property of the deceased; but it shall be under 
the immediate direction of the Consul, unless otherwise disposed of 
by will. Should there be no Consul, the effects shall be deposited in 
the hands of some person worthy of trust, until the party shall appear 
who has a right to demand them, when they shall render an account of 
the property. Neither shall the Bashaw or his Subjects give hindrance 
inthe execution of any will that may appear. 
Whereas, the undersigned, Tobias Lear, Consul General of the 
United States of .America for the Regency of .Algiers, being duly 
appointed Commissioner, by letters patent under the signature of the 
President, and Seal of the United States of .America, bearing date at 
the City of Washington, the 18~~ day of November 1803 for negociat-
ing and concluding a Treaty of peace, between the United States of 
.America, and the Bashaw, Bey and Subjects of the Regency of Tripoli 
~ in Barbary- · 
ow know ye, That I, Tobias L ar, Commissioner as aforesaid, do 
conclude the foregoing treaty, and every article and clause therein 
7468-41 
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contained; reserving the same nevertheless for the final ratification 
of the President of th_e United States of America, by and with the 
advice and consent of the Senate of the said United States. 
Done at Tripoli in Barbary, the fourth day of June, in the year One 
thousand, eight hundred and five; corresponding with tb.e sixth day 
of the first month of Rabbia 1220. 
[SEAL.] TOBIAS LEAR. 
Having appeared in our presence, Colonel Tobias Lear, Consul 
General of the United States of America, in the Regency of Algiers, 
and Commissioner for negociating and concluding a Treaty of Peace 
and Friendship between Us and the United States of America, bring-
ing with him the present Treaty of Peace with the within Articles, 
they were by us minutely examined, and we do hereby accept, con-
firm and ratify them, Ordering all our Subjects to fulfill entirely their 
contents, without any violation and under no pretext. 
In Witness whereof We, with the heads of our Regency, subscribe it. 
Given at Tripoli in Barbary the sixth day of the first month of 
Rabbia 1220, corresponding with the 4th day of June 1805. 
SEAL. JusuF CARAMANLY, Bashaw. 
SEAL. MOHAMET CARABNANLY, Bey. 
SEAL. MOHAMET, Kahia. 
SEAL. HAMET, Rais de Marine. 
SEAL. MOHAMET DGHIES, First Minister. 
SEAL. SAJ;,AH, Aga of Divan. 
[ SEAL. SELIM, Hasnadar. 
r
SEAL. MURAT, Dulartile. 
SEAL. MURAT RAIS, Admiral. 
SEAL. SOLIMAN, Kehia. 
~
SEAL. .ABDALLA, Basa Aga. 
SEAL. MOHAMET, Scheig al Belad. 
SEAL. ALLI BEN DIAB, First Secretary. 
TUNIS. 
1797. 
TREATY OF AMITY, COMMERCE, AND NAVIGATION. 
Concluded August, 1797 _; ratification advised by the Senate, with 
amendments, March 6, 1798_; alterations con~uded March 26, 1799_; 
ratification again advised by the Senate December 24, J.799. (Trea-
ties and Conventions, 1889, p. 1090.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Amity. 
II. Restoration of property captured. 
III. Ri~hts of vessels. 
IV. Ships' passports. 
V. Ships under convoy. 
VI. Search of ships. 
VII. Vessels purchased. 
VIII. Asylum for supplies and shelter. 
IX. Shipwrecks. · 
X. Protection of ships in territorial 
waters. 
XI. Salutes to naval vessels. 
XII. Trading rights and privileges. 
God is infinite. 
XIII. Enemies' subjects serving as 
sailors. 
XIV. Import duties. 
XV. Freedom of commerce; prohibi-
tions. 
XVI. Anchorage charges. 
XVII. Consuls. 
XVIII. Responsibility for debts. 
XIX. Effects of deceased persons. 
XX. Jurisdiction of consuls. 
XXI. Homicides, etc. 
XXII. Civil suits. 
XXIII. Settlement of disputes. 
Under the auspices of the greatest, the most. powerful of all the 
Princes of the Ottoman nation who reign upon the earth, our most 
glorious and most august Emperor, who commands the two lands and 
the two seas, Selim Kan, the victorious son of the Sultan Moustafa, 
whose realm may God prosper until the end of ages, the support of 
Kings, the Seal of Jusi.-ice, the Emperor of Emperors. 
The Most Illustrious and Most Magnificent Prince, Hamouda Pacha, 
Bey, who commands the Odgiak of Tunis, the abode of happiness, 
and the Most Honored Ibrahim Dey, and Soliman, Aga of the Janis-
saries, the Chief of the Divan1 and all the Elders of the Odgiak; and 
the Most Distinguished and Honored President of the Congress of the 
United States of America, the most distinguished among those who 
profess the religion of the Messiah, of whom may the end be happy. 
We have concluded between us the present treaty of peace and 
friendship, all the articles of which have been framed by the inter-
vention of Joseph Stephen Famin, French merchant residing at Tunis, 
Charge d'Affaires of the United States of America, which stipulations 
and conditions are comprised in twenty-three articles, written and 
expres ed in such manner as to leave no doubt of their contents, and 
in such way as not to be contravened. 
ARTICLE I. 
There shall be a perpetual and constant peace between the United 
tat of America and th Magnificent Pacha, Bey of Tunis; and also 
a permanent friendship, which shall more and more increase. 
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ARTICLE II. 
If a vessel of war of the two nations shall make prize of an enemy's 
vessel, in which may be found effects, property, and subjects of the 
two contracting parties, the whole shall be restored: the Bey shall 
restore the property and subjects of the United States, and the latter 
shall make a reciprocal restoration, it being understood on both sides 
that the just right to what is claimed shall be proved. 
ARTICLE III. 
Merchandise belonging to any nation which may be at war. with one 
of the contracting parti_es, and loaded on board of the vessels of the 
other, shall pass without molestation, and without any attempt being 
made to cap.ture or detain it. 
ARTICLE IV. 
On both sides sufficient passports shall be given to vessels, that they 
may be known and treated as friendly; and, considering the distance 
between the two countries, a term of eighteen months is given, within 
which term respect shall be paid to the said passports, without requir-
ing the conge or document, (which, at Tunis, is called testa, ) but 
after the said term the conge shall be presented. 
ARTICLE V . . 
If the corsairs of Tunis shall meet at sea with ships of war of the 
United States, having under their escort merchant-vessels of their 
nation, they shall not be searched or molested; and in such case the 
commanders shall be believed upon their word, to exempt their ships 
from being vi ited, and to avoid quarantine. The American ships of 
war shall act in like manner towards merchant-vessels escorted by the 
corsairs of Tunis. 
ARTICLE VI. 
[ up r ed d by the onvention of 1824, p. 648.] 
ARTICLE VII. 
III. 
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and reload her cargo, without being obliged to pay any duty; and the 
captain shall only be obliged to pay the wages of those whom he shall 
have employed in loading and unloading the merchandise. 
ARTICLE IX. 
If, by accident and by the permission of God, a vessel of one of the 
contracting parties shall be cast by tempest upon the coasts of the 
other, and shall be wrecked or otherwise damaged, the commandant 
of the place shall render all possible assistance for its prei5ervation, 
without allowing any person to make any opposition; and the propri-
etor of the effects shall pay the costs of salvage to those who may have 
been employed. 
ARTICLE X . . 
In case a vessel of one of the contracting parties shall be attacked 
by an enemy under the cannon of the forts of the other party, she 
shall be defended and protected as much as possible; and when she 
shall set sail, no enemy shall be permitted to pursue her from the same 
port, or any other neighboring port, for forty-eight hours after her 
departure. · · 
ARTICLE XI. 
[Superseded by the Convention of 1824, p. 649.] 
ARTICLE XII. 
[Superseded by the Convention of 1824, p. 64~.] 
ARTICLE XIII. 
• 
If among the crews of merchant-vessels of the United States there 
shall be found subjects of our enemies, they shall not be made slaves, 
on condition that they do not exceed a third of the crew; and when 
they do exceed a third, they shall be made slaves: The present article · 
only concerns the sailors, and not the passengers, who shall not be in 
any manner molested. 
ARTICLE XIV. 
[Superseded by Comrention of 1824, p. 650.] 
ARTICLE XV. 
It shall be free for the citizens of the United States to carry on 
what commerce they please in the Kingdom of ,.runis, .:.without any 
opposition, and they shall be treated like the merchants of other 
nations; but they shall not carry on commerce in wine, nor in pro-
hibited articles; and if any one shall be detected in a contraband 
trade, he shall be punished according to the laws of the country. The 
commandants of ports and castles shall take care, that the captains 
and sailors shall not load prohibited articles; but if this should happen, 
thos who shall not have contributed to the smuggling shall not be 
molested nor earched, no more than shall the vessel and cargo; but 
only the offender, who shall be demanded to be punished. No captain 
hall be obliged to receive m rchandise on board his vessel, nor to 
unlade the same against his will, until the freight hall be paid. 
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ARTICLE XVI. 
The merchant-vessels of the United States which shall cast anchor 
in the road of the Gouletta, or any other port of the Kingdom of 
Tunis, ~hall be obliged to pay the same anchorage for entry and 
departure which French vessels pay, to wit: Seventeen piasters and 
a half, money of Tunis, for entry, if they import merchandise; and the 
same for departure, if they take away a cargo; but they shall not be 
obliged to pay anchorage if they arrive in ballast, and depart in the 
same manner. 
ARTICLE XVII. 
Each of the contracting parties shall be at liberty to establish a 
-Consul in the dependencies of the other; and if such Consul does not 
act in conformity with the usages of the country, like others, the 
Government of the place shall inform his Government of it, to the 
end that he may be changed and replaced; but he shall enjoy, as well 
for himself as his family and suit,e, the protection nf the Government ; 
and he may import for his own use all his provisions and furniture 
without paying any duty; and if he shall import merchandise, (which 
it shall be lawful for him to do,) he shall pay duty for it. 
• ARTICLE XVIII. 
If the subjects or citizens of either of the contracting parties, 
being within the possessions of the other, contract debts, or enter into 
obligations, neither the Consul nor the nation, nor any subjects or 
citizens thereof shall be in any manner responsible, except they or 
the Consul shall have previously become bound in writing; and with-
out this obligation in writing, they cannot be called upon for indemnity 
or ·atisfaction. 
ARTICLE XIX. 
In ca, e of a citizen or subject of either of the contracting parties 
dying within the pos e ions of the other, the Consul or the V ekil 
shall take pos ession of hi effects, (if he does not leave a will,) of 
which h shall make an inv ntory; and the Government of th place 
shall hav nothing to do th r with. And if there ,•hall be no Con ul, 
. · th e:ff ct hall be depo it d in the hand of a confidential per on of 
th plac , taking an inventory of the whole, that they may eventually 
b <1 liv r d to tho e to whom they of right b long. 
RTI LEX . 
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ARTICLE XXII . 
If a dispute or law-suit on commercial or other civil matters shall 
happen, the trial shall be had in the presence of the Consul, or of a 
confidential person of his choice, who shall represent him, and endeavor 
to accommodate the difference which inay have happened between 
the citizens or subjects of the two nations. 
ARTICLE XXIII. 
If any difference or dispute shall take place concerning the infrac-
tion of any article of the present treaty on either side, peace and good 
harmony shall not be interrupted, until a friendly application shall 
have be~n made for satisfaction; and resort shall not be had to arms 
therefor, except where such application shall have been rejected; and 
if war be then declared, the term of one year shall be allowed to the 
citizens or subjects of the contracting parties to arrange their affairs, 
and to withdraw themselves with their prop·erty. 
The agreements and terms above concluded by the two contracting 
parties shall be punctually observed with the will of the Most Higp.. 
And for the maintenance and exact observance of the said agreements, 
we have caused their contents to be here transcribed, in the present 
month of Rebia Elul, of the Hegira one thousand two hundred and 
twelve, corresponding with the month of August of the Christian year 
one thousand seven hundred and ninety-seven. 
The Aga IBRAHIM DEY'S 
S0LIMAN'S Signature 
Signature and and 
[SEAL.] [SEAL.] 
The Bey's 
Signature 
and 
[SEAL.] 
Whereas the President of the United States of America, by his let-
ters patent, under his signature and the seal of state, dated the 
· [SEAL.] eighteenth day of December, one thousand seven hundred and 
ninety-eight, vested Richard O'Brien, William Eaton, -and 
James Leander Cathcart, or any two of them in the absence of th third, 
with full powers to confer, negotiate, and conclude with the Bey and 
Regency of 1.,unis, on certain alterations in the treaty between the 
United States and the Government of 1.,unis, concluded by the inter-
vention of Joseph Etienne Famin, on behalf of the United States, in the 
month of August, one thousand seven hundred and ninety-seven, we, 
the underwritten William Eaton and James Leander Cathcart, (Richard 
O'Brien being absent,) have concluded on and entered, in the fore-
going treaty, certain alterations in the eleventh, twelfth, and four-
teenth articles, and do agree to said treaty with said alterations, 
re erving the same nevertheless for the final ratification of the Presi-
dent of the United States, by and with the advice and consent of the 
enate. 
In te timony whereof we annex our names and the consular seal of 
the nit d tate, . Done in Tunis, the twenty-sixth day of March, in 
the year of the Christian era one thousand seven hundred and ninety-
nine, and of American Independence the twenty-third. 
WILLIAM EATON. 
JAMES LEA DER CATHCART. 
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1824. 
CONVE~"TION AMENDING TREATY OF AUGUST, 1797. 
Concluded February 24, 1824 _; ratification advised by the Senate Jan-
uary 13, 1825_; ra#fied by the President January 21, 1825_; proclaimed 
January 21, 1825. (Treaties and Conventions, 1889, p. 1096.) 
[This is reprinted from the proclamation of President Monroe] 
ARTICLES. 
VI. Search of ships; freedom of slaves. I XIV. Most favored nation commercial 
XI. Salutes to naval vessels. privileges. 
XII. Trading rights and privileges .. 
Whereas sundry Articles of the Treaty of peace and friendship con-
cluded between the United-States of .America and IIamuda Bashaw 
of happy memory in the month of Rebia Elul in the year of the Hegira 
1212, corresponding with the month of August of the Christian year 
1797; have by experience been found to require alteration and amend-
ment: In order therefore that the United-States should be placed on 
the same footing with the most favoured Nations having Treaties with 
Tunis, as well as to manifest a respect for the American Government 
and a desire to continue unimpaired the friendly relations which have 
alwayi existed between the two Nations, it is hereby agreed and con-
cluded between His Highness Sidi Mahmoud Bashaw Bey of 1.,unis, 
and S. D. Heap, Esqr Charge d'Affaires of the United-States of Amer-
ica, that alteration be made in the sixth, eleventh, twelfth and four-
teenth Articles of said Treaty; and that the said Articles shall be 
alt r d and amended in the Treaty to read as follows: 
ARTICLE the Sixth, as it now is. ARTICLE f)tl, as it was. 1 
i: p. (Ht. 
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ARTICLE the Eleventh, as it now is. 
When a vessel of war of the 
United-States shall enter the port 
of the Gouletta she shall be saluted 
with twenty-one gum;, which sa-
lute, the vessel of war shall return 
gun for gun only, and no powder 
will be given, as mentioned in the 
ancient eleventh Article of this 
Treaty, which is hereby annulled. 
ARTICLE the Twelfth, as it now is. 
When Citizens of the United-
States shall come within the de-
pendencies of Tunis to carry on 
commerce there, the same respect 
shall be paid to them which the 
Merchants of other Nations enjoy; 
and if they wish to establish them-
selves within our ports, no oppo-
sition shall l9e made thereto, and 
they shall be free to avail them-
selves of such interpreters as they 
may judge necessary without any 
obstruction in cpnformity with 
the usages of other Nations; and 
if a Tunisian subject shall go to 
establish himself within the de-
pendencies of the United-States, 
he shall be treated in like manner. 
If any Tunisian subject shall 
freight an American vessel, and 
load her with merchandize, and 
shall afterwards want to unload, _ 
or ship them on board of another 
• ve sel, we shall not permit him 
until the matter is determined by 
a reference of merchants, who 
shall decide upon the case; and 
after the decision the determina-
tion shall be conformed to. 
ARTICLE 11th as it was. 1 
· When a vessel of war of the 
United-States of America shall 
enter the port of Tunis, and the 
Consul shall request that the 
Castle may salute her, the number 
of guns shall be fired which he 
may request;· and if the said Con-
sul does not want a salute, there 
shall be no question about it. 
But in case he shall desire the 
salute, and ~he number of guns 
shall be fired which he may have 
requested, they shall be counted 
and returned by the vessel in as 
many barrels of cannon powder. 
The same shall be done with 
respect to the ·Tunisian Corsairs, 
when they shall enter any port of 
the United States. 
ARTICLE 12th as it was. 1 
When citizens of the United 
States shall come within the de-
pendencies of Tunis to carry on 
commerce there, the same respect 
shall be paid to them which the 
Merchants of other Nations enjoy; 
and if they wish to establish 
themselves within our ports, no 
opposition shall be made thereto; 
and they shall be free to avail 
themselves of such interpreters 
as they may judge necessary, 
without any obstruction, in con-
formity with the usages of other 
nations; and if a Tunisian sub-
ject shall go to establish himself 
within the depen<J.encies of the 
United-States, he shall be treated 
in like manner. 
If any Tunisian subject shall 
freight an American vessel, and 
load her with merchandize, and 
shall afterwards want to unlade or 
ship them on board of another 
vessel, we will not permit him, 
until the matter is lietermined by 
a reference of merchants, who 
shall decide upon the case; and 
after the decision, the determina-
tion shall be conformed to. 
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No Captain shall be detained in 
port against his consent, except 
when our ports are shut for the 
vessels of all other Nations, which 
may take place with respect to 
merchant vessels, but not to those 
of war. 
The subjects and Citizens of the 
two nations respectively Tunis-
ians and Americans, shall be pro-
tected in the places where they 
may be by the officers of the Gov-
ernment there existing; but on 
failure of such protection, and for 
redress of every injury, the party 
may resort to the chief authority 
in each country, by whom ade-
quate protection and complete 
jus-e-ice shall be rendered. In case 
the Government of Tunis shall 
have need of an American vessel 
for its seryice, such vessel being 
within the Regency, and not pre-
viously engaged, the Government 
shall have the preference on its 
paying the same freight as other 
merchants usually pay for the 
same service, or at the like rate, 
if the service be without a cus-
tomary precedent. 
ARTICLE the Fourteenth-as it 
now is. 
No Captain shall be detained in 
port against his consent, except 
when our ports are shut for the 
vessels of all other Nations ; which 
may take place with respect to 
merchant vessels, but not to those 
of war. 
The subjects of the two con-
tracting powers shall be under 
the protection of the prince, and 
under the jurisdiction of the chief 
of the place where they may be, 
and no other person shall have 
authority over them. If the com-
mandant of the place does not 
conduct himself agreeably to jus-
tice, a representation of it shall 
be made to us. 
In case the Government shall 
have need of an American mer-
chant vessel, it shall cause it to be 
freighted, and then a suitable 
freight shall be paiid to the Cap-
tain agreeably to the intention of 
the Government, and the Captain 
shall not refuse it. 
ARTICLE 14th-as it was. 1 
1 
•. p. '1:5. 
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Concluded, signed and sealed at the Palace of Bardo, near Tunis, 
the 24 th day of the moon jumed-teni in the year of the Hegira 1239 
corresponding the 24 th of February 1824, of the Christian year, and 
the 48 th year of the Independence of the {1nited-States; reserving the 
same nevertheless for the final ratification of the President of the 
United-States by and with the advice and consent of the Senate. 
s. D. HEAP, Charge d'A:ffaires. [L. s.J 
SIDI MAHMOUD'S signature and [L. s.] 
TWO SICILIES. 
(SEE ITALY.) 
1832. 
CLAIMS CONVENTION. 
Concluded October 14, 1832 _; ratification advised by the Senate Jan-
uary 19, 1833J· ratified by the President ratifications exchanged June 
8, 1833J· proclaimed August 27, 1833. (Treaties and Conventions, 
1889, p. ll00.) . 
This convention of three articles provided for the payment of 
2,115,000 Neapolitan ducats for the seizure, etc., of United States 
vessels by Murat in 1809, 1810, 1811, and 1812. The commission of 
three to decide on the distribution of the indemnity met in Washing-
ton September, ~833, and adjourned March 17, 1835. The awards of 
the commission amounted to $1,925,034.68. 
1845. 
TREATY OF COMMERCE A D NAVIGATION. 
Concluded December 1, 1845 J. ratification advised by the Senate 
April 11, 1846J· ratified by the President April 14, 1846J· ratifications 
exchwnged June 1, 1846J· proclaimed July 24, 1846. ('1,reaties and 
onventions, 1 89, p. 1102.) 
This treaty of thirt n articl , wa, r-i npers ded by the Convention 
of tob r 1, 1 55. 
1 55. 
RIGHT,' OF E 'I'RALS AT i EA. 
Senate 
(Tr ati and 
ar i ·le. wa .. I uper d d by th rrr at of 
TWO SICILIES-OCTOBER 1, 1855. 
1855. 
CONVENTION OF AMITY, COMMERCE AND NAVIGATION, AND 
EXTRADITION. 
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Concluded October 1, 1855_; ratification advised by the Senate with 
amendments August 13, 1856_; ratified by the President August 20, 
1856J· ratifications exchanged November 7, 1856J· proclaimed Decem-
ber 10, 1856. (Treaties and Conventions, 1889, p. 1109.) 
This convention became obsolete by the consolidation of the Two 
Sicilies with the Kingdom of Italy, 1861. See Treaty of March 23, 
1868, page 306, and Treaty of February 26, 1871, page 309 . 
• 
VENEZUELA .. 
1836. 
r 
TREATY OF PEACE, AMITY, COMMERCE AND NAVIGATION. 
Concluded January 20, 1836; ratification advised by the Senate Ma_rch 
23, 1836_; ratified by the President April 20, 1836_; ratificatwns 
exchanged May 31, 1836_; proclaimed June 30, 1836. (Treaties and 
Conventions, 1889, p. 1119.) 
Pursuant to a notice from the Government of Venezuela, this con-
vention of thirty-four articles terminated January 3, 1851. 
1859. 
CLAIMS CONVENTION. 
Concluded January 14, 1859 _; ratification advised by the Senate Feb-
ruary 21, 1861_; ratified by the President February 26, 1861. Crreaties 
and Conventions, 1889, p. 1129.) 
By this convention the claims of United States citizens against 
Venezuela, amounting to $130,000, for damages for being evicted from 
Aves Island were acknowledged and payment :provided for. 
1860. 
TREATY OF AMITY, COMMERCE AND NAVIGATION, AND EXTRADITION. 
Concluded August 27,_ 18/J0_; ratification advised by the Senate Feb: 
ruwry 12, 1861_; ratified by the President February 25, 1861_; rati-
fications exchanged August 9, 1861_; proclaimed September 25, 1861. 
(Treatie and Conventions, 1889, p. 1130.) 
Thi treaty of thirty-two articles terminated October 22, 1870, pur-
'uant to notice from Venezuela. 
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1885. 
CLAIMS CONVENTION. 
Concluded December 5, 1885_; ratification ad-vised by the Senate with 
amendments April 15, 1886_; ratified by the President August 7, 1888_; 
ratifications exchanged June 3, 1889_; proclaimed June 4, 1889. 
(U. S. Stats., Vol. 28, p. 1053.) 
1888. 
CONVENTION TO REMOVE DOUBTS AS TO THE MEANING OF THE 
CONVENTION OF 1885. 
Concluded March 15, 1888_; ratification advised by the Senate June 
18, 1888J· ratified by the President August 7, 1888J· ratifications 
exchanged June 3, 1889J· proclaimed June 4, 1889. (U. S. Stats., 
Vol. 28, ~- 1064.) 
1888. 
CONVENTION EXTENDING THE TIME FOR RATIFICATION OF THE 
CONVENTION OF 1885. 
Concluded October 5, 1888J· ratification advised by the Senate Decem-
ber 5, 1888J· ratified by the President January 30, 1889J· ratifications 
exchanged June 3, 1889J· proclaimed June 4, 1889. (U. S. Stats., 
Vol. 28, p. 1067.) 
The commission authorized by the three above conventions to 
reopen and decide the awards under the Treaty of 1866, was organized 
in Washington, D. 0., September 3, 1889, and adjourned September 
2, 1890, awarding claims against Venezuela amounting to $980,572.60. 
1892. 
CLAIMS CONVENTION. 
Concluded January 19, 1892J· ratification advised by the Senate March 
17, 1892J· ratified by the President July 2, 1894J· ratifications ex-
changed July 28, 1894J· proclaimed July 30, 1894. (U. S. Stats., 
Vol. 28, p. 1183.) 
By this convention the claim of the Venezuelan Steam Transporta-
- tion Company against Venezuela was referred to the arbitration of 
two commissioners and an umpire who rendered an award of $141,800. 
WURTTEMBERG. 
(SEE GERMAN EMPIRE.) 
1844. 
CONVENTION ABOLISHING DROIT D'AUBAINE AND TAXES ON 
EMIGRATION. 
Concluded April 10, 1844.,· ratification advised by the Senate June 12, 
1844.,· ratified by the President June 22, 1844.,· ratifications exchanged 
October 3, 1844.,· proclaimed December 16, 1844. (Treaties and Con-
ventions, .1889, p. 1144.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Taxes abolished. V. Civil suits. 
IL Disposal of real property. 
III. Disposal of personal property. 
IV. Property of absent heirs. 
VI. Extent of convention. 
VII. Ratification. 
The United States of America and His Majesty the King of Wurt-
temberg having resolved, for the advant,age of their respective citi-
zens and 13ubjects, to_ conclude a convention for the mutual abolition 
of the droit d'aubaine & taxes on emigration, have named for this pur-
pose their respective Plenipotentiaries, namely the President of the 
United States of America has conferred full powers on Henry Wheaton 
their Envoy extraordinary and Minister plenipotentiary at the Royal 
Court of Prussia and His Majesty the King of Wurttemberg upon 
Baron de Maucler, His Captain of the Staff and charge d'Affaires at 
the said Court, who, after having exchanged their said full powers, 
found in dm, and proper form, have agreed to & signed the following 
articles: 
ART. 1. 
Every kind of droit d'aubaine, droit de retraite, and droit de detrac-
tion or tax on mio-ration, i., hereby, and shall remain abolished 
b tw n the two contracting Parties, their States, citizens & subject 
re pectively. 
ART. 2. 
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and donees, being citizens or subjects of the other contracting Party, 
shall succed to their said personal property, and may take possession 
thereof, either by themselves, or by others acting for them,-and 
dispose of the same at their pleasure, paying such duties only as the 
inhabitants of the country where the said property lies, shall be 
liable to pay in like cases. 
ART. 4. 
In case of the absence of the heirs, the same care shall be taken, 
provisionally, of such real or personal property, as would be taken in 
a like case of property belonging to the natives of the country until 
the lawful owner, or the person who has the- right to sell the same 
according to Article 2, may take measures to receive or dispose of the 
inheritance. 
ART. 5. 
· If any dispute should arise between different claimants to the same 
inheritance, they shall be decided in the last resort, according to the 
laws, and by ~he judges of the country where the property is situated. 
ART. 6. 
All the stipulations of the present convention shall be obligatory in 
respect to property already inherited or bequeathed, but not yet with-
drawn from the country where the same is situated at the signature 
of this convention. 
ART. 7. 
This convention is concluded subject to the ratification of the Presi-
dent of the United States of America,-by & with the advice and con-
sent of their Senate, and of His Majestythe King of Wurttemberg, and 
the ratifications thereof shall be exchanged at Berlin, within the term 
of twelve months from the date of the signature hereof, or sooner if 
possible. 
In witness whereof, the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed 
the above Articles, as well in English as in German, and have thereto 
affixed their seals. 
Done in triplicata in the city of Berlin on the tenth day of April, 
One Thousand Eight Hundred & forty four, in the sixty eighth year 
of the Independence of the United States of America, and the twenty-
eighth of the Reign of His Majesty the King of Wurttemberg. 
[SEAL.] HENRY WHEATON 
[SEAL.] FREIHERR VON MAUCLER. 
1853. 
EXTRADITION. 
The King of Wurttemberg, October 13, 1853, acceded to the extra-
dition Treaty of 1852 with Prus ia and the States of the Germanic 
onfederation, page 520. 
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1868. 
CONVENTION AS TO NATURALIZATION AND EXTRADITION. 
Concluded July 27, 1868_; ratificat'ion advised by the Senate April 12, 
1869_; ratified by the President April 18, 1869y· ratifications exchanged 
August 17, 1869y· exchange of ratifications consented to by the Senate 
March 2, 1870y· proclaimed March 7, 1870. (Treaties and Conven-
tions, 1889, p. 1146.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Naturalization recognized. 
II. Liability for prior offenses. 
III. Extradition treaty renewed. I 
IV. Renunciation of naturalization. 
V. Duration. 
VI. Ratification. • 
The President of the United States of America and His Majesty the 
King of Wurttemberg, led by the wish to regulate the citizenship of 
those persons, who emigrate from the United States of America to 
Wurttemberg, and from Wurttemberg to the territory of the United 
States of America, have resolved to treat on this subject and have for 
that purpose appointed plenipotentiaries, to conclude a convention, 
that is to say: The President of the United States of America; 
George Bancroft, Envoy extraordinary and Minister plenipotentiary, 
and 
His Majesty the King of Wurttemberg: 
His Minister of the Royal House and of Foreign Affairs, Charles, 
Baron Varnbuler, who have agreed to and signed the following 
articles: 
ARTICLE 1. 
Citizens of Wurttemberg who have become or shall become natural-
ized citizens of the United States of America and shall have resided 
uninterruptedly within the United States five years shall be held by 
Wurttemberg tG be American citizens and shall be treated as such. 
Reciprocally: citizens of the United States of America who have 
b come or hall become naturalized citizens of Wurttemberg and shall 
have re ided uninterruptedly within Wurttemberg five years shall 
be h ld by the United tates to be citizens of Wurttemberg and shall 
b tr ated a uch. 
The declaration of an intention to become a citizen of the one or the 
other country ha not for either party the effect of naturalization. 
ARTICLE 2. 
on party on return to the territory of 
o trial and puni hment for an action 
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ARTICLE 4 
If a Wurttemberger nat-.;i._ralized in America~ renews his residence in 
Wurttemberg without the intent to return to America, he shall be 
held to have renounced bis naturalization in the United States; 
Reciprocally: if an .American naturalized in Wurttt>mberg renews 
his residence in the United States without the intent to return to 
Wurttemberg, he shall be held to have renounced his naturalization 
in Wurttemberg. 
The intent not to return may be held to exist when the person natur-
alized in the one country resides more than two years in the other 
country. 
.ARTICLE 5. 
The present convention shall go into effect immediately on the 
exchange of ratifications and shall continue in foree for ten years. 
If neither party shall have given to the other six months previous 
notice of its intention then to terminate the same, it shall further 
remain in force until the end of twelve months after either of the high 
contracting parties shall have given notice to the other of such 
intention. 
ARTICLE 6. 
The present convention shall be ratified by His Majesty the Kiug 
of Wurttemberg with the consent of the Chamb&s of the Kingdom 
and by the President by and with the advice and consent of the Senate . 
of the United States and the ratifications shall be exchanged at Stutt-
gart, as soon as possible, within twelve months from the date hereof. 
In faith whereof the Plenipotentiaries have signed and sealed this 
convention. 
Stuttgart the 27 of July, 1868. 
[SEAL.] . GEO. BANCROFT. 
[SEAL.] FREIHERR VON V ARNBULER. 
PROTOCOL. 
Done at Stuttgart the 27. July, 1868. 
The undersigned met to day to sign the treaty agreed upon, in conformity with 
their respective full powers, relating to the citizenship of those persons, who emi-
grate from the United States of America to Wurttemberg and from Wurttemberg 
to the United States of America; on which occasion the following observations, 
more exactly defining and explaining the contents of this treaty were entered in 
the following protocol. 
!.-Relating to the first article of the treaty: 
1) It is of course understood that not the-naturalization alone, but a five years' 
unintenupted residence is also required, before a person can be regarded as com-
ing within the treaty; but it is by no means requisite, that the five years' residence 
should take place after the naturalization. 
Yet it is hereby agreed, that, if citizen of the one state become legally natural-
ized in the other state before they have resided there five years, the persons so 
naturalized from the moment of their naturalization, have to exercise all civil 
rights and are liable to all civil duties in the state into which they have been 
adopted. · 
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2) The words: "resided uninterruptedly" are obviously to be understood, not 
of a continual bodily-presence, but in the legal sense; and therefore a transient 
absence, a journey or the like, by no means interrupts the period of five years 
contemplated by the first article. 
IL-Relating to the second article of the treaty: 
On the side of Wurttemberg, it is agreed that all former Wurtembergers, who 
under the first article of this treaty are to' be held as American citizens may, 
whether they have emigrated before or after the age of liability to military serv-
ice, return to their original country, free from military duties and penalties and 
with a claim to the delivery of the property which may have been sequestered, 
with the exception of those W.urttemberg emigrants liable to military duty who 
have taken to flight: 
1) After their enrolment in the active army and before their discharge from 
the same, or 
2) after they 
a) have been called into service with the class of their age or on occasion of 
placing the military force on a war footing, or 
b) have been present at a muster and been designated as a part of the 
contingent. , 
III.-Relating to the fourth article of the treaty 
It is agre':ld that the fourth article shall not receive the interpretation, that 
the naturalized citizen of the one state who returns to the other state, his original 
country, and there takes up his residence, does by that act alone recover his 
former citizenship; nor can it be assumed, that the state to which the emigrant 
originally belonged, is bound to restore him at once to his original relation. 
On the contrary it is only intended to be declared; that the emigrant so return-
ing, is authorized to acquire the citizenship of his former country, in the same 
manner as other aliens in conformity to the laws and regulations which are there 
established. Yet it is left to his own free choice, whether he will adopt that 
course, or will preserve the citizenship of the country of his adoption. With 
regard to this choice, after a two years' residence in his original country he is 
bound if so requested by the proper authorities, to make a distinct declaration, 
upon which these authorities can come to a decision as the case may be, with 
regard to his being received again into citizenship or his further residence in the 
manner prescribed by law. 
[SEAL.] GEO. BANCROFT. 
f SEAL.] FREIHERR VON VARNBULER. 
ZANZIBAR. 
(SEE MUSCAT.) 
1886. 
TREATY AS TO DUTIES ON LIQUORS AND CONSULAR POWERS. 
Concluded July 3, 1886J· rat((ication advised by t~e Senate,. with 
amendments, April 12, 1888J· ratified by the Pres~dent April 20, 
1888J· ratifications exchanged June 29, 1888J· proclaimed August 17, 
1888. (Treaties and Conventions, 1889, p. 1209.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Duty on liquors. 
II. Consular powers. 
I III. Ratification. 
The Government of the United States of America and His Highness 
Barghash bin Said Sultan of Zanzibar, being mutually desirous to 
confirm and strengthen the friendly relations which now subsist 
between the two countries by enlarging and defining the treaty stip-
ulations already existing between them in virtue of the Treaty 1 con-
cluded on the 21 st of September 1833, corresponding to the sixth day 
of the moon called Jamada Alawel in the year of the Allhajia 1249, 
between the United States of America and His Majesty Seyed Syed 
bin Sultan of Muscat (and Sovereign of Zanzibar), which Treaty has 
continued in force as to Zanzibar, and its dependencies after the· sep-
aration of Zanzibar from Muscat, and has been expressly accepted, 
ratified and confirmed by His said Highness Barghash bin Saiid, Sul-
tan of Zanzibar on the 20 th of October 1879, corresponding to the 4th 
Zulkaadi, 1296, have resolved to conclude an additional treaty to that 
end and have appointed as their Plenipotentiaries to wit:-
The President of t,he United States of America, Frederic M. Cheney, 
Consul of the United States at Zanzibar, and His Highness th·e Sul-
tan of Zanzibar his private secretary Mohamet Salim bin Mahommed 
Al Mavli, who having exhibited to each other their respective full 
powers, found in good and due form, have agreed upon and con-. 
eluded the following articles. 
ARTICLE I. 
Notwithstanding the provisions of Article III of the treaty above-
mentioned, by which no more than five per centum duties shall be 
paid on the cargo landed from vessels of the United States entering 
any port within His Highness the Sultan's dominions, spirits and spir-
ituou liquors containing more than 20 per centum by volume of 
alcohol, when imported into the dominions of His Highness the Sul-
tan from abroad in vessels of the United States shall be subject to an 
1 See Treaty of 1833, p. 435. 
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· entry or import duty not exceeding 25 per centwm ad valorem. Pro-
vided that no other or higher import duties shall be so levied and 
collected upon spirits carried to Zanzibar in vessels of the United 
States than are levied and collected upon like imports of spirits in 
the vessels of any other nation. 
ARTIC_LE II. 
The Consuls o~ the United States appointed under the stipulations 
of the IX th article of the Treaty abovementioned, shall in addition to 
the rights, powers and immunities secured by said article, enjoy all 
the rights, privileges, immunities and jurisdictional powers which are 
now or may hereafter be enjoyed by the Consuls and Consular Agents 
of the most favored nations and conversely, the Consuls and Consular 
Agents which His Highness the Sultan may appoint to reside in tlre 
United States shall have the treatment of Agents of like grade of the 
most favored nation. 
ARTICLE III. 
This treaty sha11 be ratified and the ratifications exchanged at Zan-
zibar, as soon as possible. 
Done in duplicate each copy being in the English and Arabic lan-
guages, at Zanzibar the third day of July 1886, corresponding to the 
thirtieth day of the moon called Ramajan in the year of the Hegira, 
1303. 
FREDERIC M. CHENEY, [SEAL] 
U.S. Consul. 
MOHAMET SALIM BIN MAHOMMED ALI MA VLI. [SEAL] 
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INTERNATIONAL CONVENTIONS AND ACTS TO WHICH THE 
UNITED STATES IS A PARTY. 
1864. 
AMELIORATION OF THE CONDITION OF THE WOUNDED IN TIME OF WAR. 
Concluded at Geneva, Switzerland, August 22, 1864_; ratifications 
exchanged by original signatories June 22, 1865_; adhesion declared 
by the President March 1, 1882_; accession advised by the Senate 
March 16, 1882_; adhesion accepted by the Swiss Confederation June 
9, 1882_; proclaimed July 26, 1882. (Treaties and Conventions, 1889, 
p. 1150.) 
(The President's ratification of the act of accession, as transmitted to Berne and 
exchanged for the ratifications of the other signatory and adhesory powers, 
embraces the French text of the convention of August 22, 1864, and the additional 
articles of October 20, 1868. The French text is, therefore, for all international 
purposes, the standard one. The text printed here is from the proclamation of 
the President. 
The adhesion of the following States has been communicated: Sweden, Decem-
ber 13, 1864; Greece, January 5-17, 1865; Great Britain, February 18, 1865; Meck-
lenburg-Schwerin, March 9, 1865; Turkey, July 5, 1865; Wurttemberg, June 2, 
1866; Hesse, June 22, 1866; Bavaria, June 30, 1866; Austria, July 21, 1866; Russia, 
May 10-22. 1867; Per_sia, December 5, 1874; Roumania, November 18-30, 1874; 
Salvador, December 30, 1874; Montenegro, November 17-29, 1875; Servia, March 
24, 1879; Bolivia, October 16, 1879; Chile, November 15, 1879; Argentine Republic, 
November 25, 1879; Peru, April 22, 1880.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Neutrality of ambulances and hos-
pitals. 
II. Neutrality of hospital employees. 
III. Extent of neutrality. 
IV. Equipment. 
V. Neutrality of persons caring for 
the wounded. 
VI. Care of sick and wounded; evac-
uations. 
VII. Flag and arm-badge. 
VIII. Regulation of details of execu-
tion. 
IX. Accession of other countries. 
X. Ratification. 
The Swiss Confederation; His Royal Highness the Grand-Duke of 
Baden; His Majesty the King of the Belgians; His Majesty the King 
of Denmark; Her Majesty the Queen of Spain; His Majesty the Em-
peror of the French; His Royal Highness the Grand-Duke of Hesse; 
His Majesty the King of Italy; His Majesty the King of the Nether-
land ; His Majesty the King of Portugal and of the Algarves; His 
Majesty the King of Prussia; His Majesty the King of Wiirtemberg, 
being equally animated with the desire to soften, as much as depends 
on them, the evil of warfare, to suppress its useless hardships and 
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improve the fate of wounded soldiers on the field of battle, have 
resolved to conclude a convention to that effect, and have named for 
their plenipotentiaries, viz: 
The Swiss Confederation: - · 
Guillaume Henri Dufour, Grand Officer of the Imperial Order of the 
Legion of Honor, General in Chief of the federal army, Member of the 
Council of the State; 
Gustave Moynier, President of the International Relief Committee 
for wounded soldiers and of the Geneva Society of Public Utility; and 
Samuel Lehmann, federal Colonel, Doctor in Chief of the federal 
army, Member of the National Council; 
His-Royal Highness the Grand Duke of Baden: 
Robert Volz, Knight of the Order of the Lion of Zrehringen, M. D., 
Medical Councillor at the Direction of Medical Affairs; and • 
Adolphe Steiner, Knight of the Order of the Lion of Zrehringen, 
Chief Staff Physician; 
His Majesty the King of the Belgians: 
Auguste Visschers, Officer of the Order of Leopold, Councillor at 
the Council of Mines; 
His Majesty the King of Denmark: · 
Charles Emile Fenger, Commander of the Order of Danebrog, decor-
ated with the silver cross of the same Order; Grand Cross of the Order 
of Leopold of Belgium, &c., &c., His Councillor of State; 
Her Mqjesty the Queen of Spain: ' 
Don Jose Heriberto Garcia de Quevedo, Gentleman of her Chamber 
on active service, Knight of the Grand Cross of Isabella-the-Catholic, 
Numerary Commander of the Order of Charles III, Knight of the first 
class of the Royal and Military Order of St. Ferdinand, Officer of the 
Legion of Honor of France, Her: Minister-Resident to the Swiss 
Confederation; 
His Majesty the Emperor of the French: 
Georges Charles Jagerschmidt, Officer of the Imperial Order of the 
Legion of Honor, Officer of the Order of Leopold of Belgium, Knight 
of the Order of the Red Eagle of Prussia of the third class, &c., &c., 
Sub-Director at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs; . 
Henri Eugene eguineau de Preval, Knight of the Imperial Order 
of the Legion of Honor, decorated with the Imperial Order of the 
Medjidie of fourth class, Knight of the Order of Saints Maurice and 
Lazaru of Italy, &c., &c., military Sub-Commissioner of first class; 
and 
Martin Fran~ois Boudier, Officer of the Imperial Order of the Legion 
of Honor, decorated with the Imperial Order of the Medjidie of the 
fourth cla,, decorated with the medal of Military Valor of Italy, &c., 
&c., doctor in chief of cond cla ; 
His Royal Highnes the Grand-Duke of Hesse: 
harl ugu Brodrii k, Knight of the Order of Philip the Ma~-
u , f h r er of t . Micha 1 of Bavaria, Offic r of the Royal 
f h II 1 vior, •., &c., hi f of Battalion, Staff Officer; 
laj~ ty the King of Italy: 
11 Kni h f h r r f aint Mauri and Lazaru , 
r 1 t , •, i tz rl nd nd 
lL· Lr ffi ni h f h r' r f 
· r i hi f f ru i ·al ivi i n · 
i · l ~j . ty f ·,,g of the a{ rl n l : 
rm r 1 r uin 1 Th o l r< II nri, . t nb r ffi r f IIi 
·n f · Kni rh of th· rd 1 .· of 'hal'l 
Mauri and Lazaru, 
r 
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the Crown of Prussia, of Adolphe of Nassau, L. D., His Secretary of 
Legation at Frankfort; 
His Majesty the King of Portugal and of the Algarves : 
Jose Antonio Marques, Knight of the Order of Christ, of _Our Lady 
of the Conception of Villa Yi<;iosa, of Saint Benedict of A viz, of Leo-
pold of Belgium, etc., M. D. Surgeon of Brigade, Sub-Chief to the 
Department of Health at the Ministry of War; 
His Majesty the King of Prussia: · 
Charles Albert de Kamptz, Knight of the Order of the Red Eagle of 
second class, &c., &c., &c., His Envoy Extraordinary and Minister 
Plenipotentiary to the Swiss Confederation, Private Councillor of 
Legation; · 
Godefroi Frederic Fran~ois Lceffler, Knight of the Order of the Red 
E~le of third class, etc., etc., M. D. Physician in Chief of the fourth 
Army Corps; . 
Georges Hermann Jules Ritter, Knight of the Order of the Crown of 
third class, etc., etc., Private Councillor at the Ministry of War; 
His Majesty the King of Wurtemberg: 
Christophe Ulric Hahn, Knight of the Order of Saints Maurice and 
Lazarus, etc., Doctor of Philosophy· and Theology, Member of the 
Central Royal Direction for Charitable Institutions, 
Who, after having exchanged their powers, and found them in good 
and due form, agree to the following articles: 
ARTICLE I. Ambulances and Military hospitals shall be acknowl-
. edged to be neuter, and, as such, shall be protected and respected by 
belligerents so long as any sick or wounded may be therein. 
Such neutrality shall cease if the ambulances or hospitals should 
be held by a military force. 
ART. II. Persons employed in hospitals and ambulances, compris-
ing the staff for superintendence, medical service, administration, 
transport of wounded, as well as chaplains, shall participate in the 
benefit of neutrality, whilst so employed, and so long as there remain 
any wounded to bring in or to succor. 
ART. III. The persons designated in the preceding artich may, 
even after occupation by the enemy, continue to fulfill their duties in 
the hospital or ambulance which they serve, or may withdraw in order 
to rejoin the corps to which they belong. 
Under such circumstances, when these persons shall cease from 
their functions, they shall be delivered by the occupying army to the 
outposts of the enemy. 
ART. IV. As the equipment of military 11ospitals remains subject 
to the laws of war, persons attached to such hospitals cannot, in 
withdrawing, carry away any articles but such as are their private 
property. · 
Under the same circumstances an ambulance shall, on the con-
trary, retain its equipment 
ART. V. Inhabitants of the country who -may bring help to the 
wounded shall be respected, and shall remain free. The generals of 
the belligerent Powers shall make it their care to inform the inhabit-
ants of the appeal addressed to their humanity, and of the neutrality 
which will be the consequence of it. 
Any wounded man entertained and taken care of in a house shall 
be considered as a protection thereto. Any inhabitant who shall have 
entertained wounded men in his house shall be exempted from the 
quartering of troop , a well as from a part of the contributions of 
war which may be impo ed. 
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ART. VI. Wounded or sick soldiers shall be entertained and taken 
care of, to whatever nation they may belong. 
Commanders-in-chief shall have the pow~r-to deliver immediately 
to the outposts of the enemy soldiers who have been wounded in an 
engagement when circumstances permit this to be done, and with the 
consent of both parties. 
Those who are recognized, !1fter their wounds are healed, as incapa-
ble of serving, shall be sent back to their country. 
The others may also be sent back, on condition of not again bear-
ing arms during the continuance of the war. 
Evacuations, together with the persons under whose directions they 
take place, shall be protected by an absolute neutrality. 
ART. VII. A distinctive and uniform flag shall be adopted for hos-
pitals, ambulances and evacuations. It must, on every occasion_,be 
accompanied by the national flag. An arm-badge (br-assard) shall 
also be allowed for individuals neutralized, but the delivery thereof 
shall be left to military authority. 
The :fl.ag and the arm-badge shall bear a red cross on a white 
ground. 
ART. VIII. The details of execution of the present convention shall 
be regulated by the commanders-in-chief of belligerent armies, 
according to the instructions of their respective governments, and in 
conformity with the general principles laid down in this convention. 
ART. IX. The high contracting Powers have agreed to communicate 
the present convention to those Governments which have not found 
it convenient to send plenipotentiaries to the International Conference 
at Geneva, with an invitation to accede thereto; the protocol is for that 
purpose left open. 
ART. X. 1.,he present convention shall be ratified, and the ratifica-
tions shall be exchanged at Berne in four months, or sooner, if pos i-
ble. 
In faith whereof the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed it and 
have affixed their Real thereto. 
Done at Geneva, the twenty- econd day of the month of AuguRt of 
th year one thou and eio-ht hundred. and sixty-four. 
IL. S. G'l G. II. DUFOUR. [L. S.] BOUDIER. L. S. . MOYNIER. [L. S.] BRODRUCK. L. s. Dr. LEHM f L. s.J CAPELLO. L. . Dr. ROBERT V LZ. L. . ] F. BAROFFIO. L. . L. . j WESTE BERG. [ L. S. L. S. ,J OS:E A TO IO MARQUE 
[ L. . J IL. s. DE KAMPTZ. 
[L . .. ] R IA DE L. S. j LCEFFLER. 
L. . RITTER. 
[L. 
1
,] L. . Dr. HAH [L. • .] 
'lnrk •~· 
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extend to armies on the sea the advantages of the Convention con-
cluded at Geneva the 22d of August, 1864, for the amelioration of the 
condition of wounded soldiers in armies in the field, and to further 
particularize some of the stipulations of the said Convention, have 
named for their commissioners : 
l North Germany: -
Henri de Rooder, Lieutenant-General, Envoy Extraordinary and 
Minister Plenipotentiary of His Majesty the King of Prussia and of 
the North Germanic Confederation to the Swiss Confederation, Knight 
of the Red Eagle, second class, etc., etc. _ 
Frederic Looffler, Physician in Chief of the Army, Professor of Mili-
tary Medicine, Knight of the Order of the Crown, second class, with 
, crossed swords, etc., etc. 
and Henry Kohler, Naval Captain, Chief of Division at the Ministry 
of the Navy, Knight of the Order of the Crowµ., third class, etc., etc. 
2. Austria: 
Dr. Jaromir, Baron Mundy, Staff Physician of first-class, Com-
mander of the Order of His Majesty Emperor Francis Joseph of Aus-
tria, King of Hungary. 
3. Baden: 
Adolphe Steiner, Chief Staff Physician, Knight of the first class of 
the order of the Lion of Zrehringen, with ·oak-leaf. 
4. Bavaria: 
Theodore Dompierre, Chief Physician of first-class, Knight of the 
order of St. Michael. 
5. Belgium: 
Auguste Visschers, Councillor of the Council of Mines of Belgium, 
Officer of the Order of Leopold. 
6. Denmark: 
John Barthelemy Ga1fre Galiffe, L. D., Consul of His Majesty the 
King of Denmark to the Swiss Confederation, Knight of the Order of 
Danebrog and of the Order of Saints Maurice and Lazarus. 
7. France: 
Auguste Coupvent des Bois, Rear-Admiral, Commander of the 
imperial order of the Legion of Honor, etc., etc. 
and Henri Eugene Seguineau de Preval, military subcommissioner of 
first class, officer of the imperial order of the Legion of Honor, etc., etc. 
8. Great Britain: 
John Saville Lumley, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipo-
tentiary of Her Britannic Majesty to the Swiss Confederation. 
Hastings Reginald Yelverton, Rear-Admiral in the service of Her 
Britannic Majesty, Companion of the Order of the Bath. 
9. Italy: ' 
Felix Baroffio, Physician in Chief, Knight of the Order of Saints 
Maurice and Lazarus, of the Order of the Crown of Italy. · 
Paul Cottrau, Captain of frigate, Knight of the Order of Saints 
Maurice and Lazarus, decorated with the silver medal of military 
Valor. 
IO. The Netherlands: 
Jonkheer Hermann Adrien van-Karnebeck, Vice-Admiral, Aide-de-
camp extraordinary to His Majesty the King of the Nether lands, deco-
rated with the civil and military orders and the crosses and medals of 
1815, ot 1830 of the etherlands, and of the campaigns of Yava, Grand 
Cross of the military ord r of Chri t and of Tunis, grand officer of 
the or<lP,r of Charle the 'l.,hird of pain, Comrnap<ler of the orders of 
St. Anne of Russia, in diamond , of Leopold of Belgium and of the 
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Falcon of Saxe-Weimar, Knight of the Legion of Honor, decorated 
with the medal of St. Helena. 
Bernard Ortuinus Theodore Henri Westenberg, L. D. Councillor of 
Legation of His Majesty the King of the Nether lands, Commander of 
the .Oaken Crown, Grand Commander of the Order of St. Michael 
of Bavaria, Knigbt of the orders of Charles III of Spain, of the Crown 
of Prussia, of Danebrog, of Denmark, and of Adolphe of Nassau. 
--11. Sweden and Norway: 
Ferdinand Nathaniel Staaf, Lieutenant Colonel, military attache of 
the Legation of Sweden and Norway in Paris, Knight of the Royal 
Orders of the Sword of Sweden and of Saint Olaf of Norway, officer of 
the imperial order of the Legion of Honor, as well of Public Instruc-
tion in France, Knight of the imperial order of the Iron Crown of 
Austria, etc., etc. 
12. Switzerland: 
Guillaume Henri Dufour, ex-general in chief of the federal army, 
Grand Cross of the Legion of Honor. • 
Gustave Moynier, President of the International Committee for 
the relief of the wounded, officer of the order of Saints Maurice and 
Lazarus, Knight of first class of the Orq.er of the Lion of Zffihringen, 
Knight of the Orders of the Polar Star and of Our Lady of the Con-
ception of Villa-Viscosa, etc., etc. 
Samuel Lehmann, Federal Colonel, physician in chief of the federal 
army, member of the National Council. 
13. Turkey: , 
Husny Effendi, Major, military attache of Turkey to Paris, decor-
ated with the imperial order of Medjidie of the fifth class. 
14. Wurtemberg: 
Christophe Hahn, Doctor of philosophy and theology, member of 
the central direction for charitable institutions, President of the com-
mittee from Wiirtemberg for the wounded, Knight of the Order of 
Frederic and of Saints Maurice and Lazarus; Edouard Fichte, M. D. 
physician in chief of the army of Wiirtemberg and the Order of the 
Crown of Prussia, of third class; 
Who, having been duly authorized to that effect, agreed, under 
re erve of approbation from their governments, to the following 
di positions: 
ARTICLE I. The p rsons designated in Article II of the Convention 
hall, after the oc upation by the enemy, continue to fulfill their 
duti , according to their want , to the sick and wounded in the ambu-
lanc or the ho pital which they serve. When they request to with-
dra , the command r of th occupying troop shall fix the tim of 
departure, which he hall only be allowed to delay for a short time in 
ca e of mili ary n c ity. 
ART. Il. rran m nt. will have to be made by the belliger nt 
n ur t h n utraliz d per on, fallen into the hand of 
f h m , h n ir njoyment of hi. alary. 
I • n_ r h n i i n. provic,led for in Article I and IV 
1 n h na mbulance" appli to field ho pitals 
• t li ·h nt. ·, which foll w the troop on the 
h ,·i ·k n wound d. 
i h h . piri of ti 1 f th 
i n . ·ontain in th pr t 1 of 1 64, it i 
1
• h • ' I mt m nt f h harcr . r lativ t th 
·rn_l < f th· eontrihution.· of , r, a count onl 
1 • l k nu 1111 ·r f h ch· ri abl z al di pla. , d 
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.ART. V. In addition to Article VI of the Convention, it is stipu-
lated that with the reservation of officers whose detention might be 
important' to the fate of arms and within the limits fixed by the second 
paragraph of that article, the wounded fallen into the hands of the 
enemy shall be sent back to their country, after they ar~ cured,_ or 
sooner if possible, on condition, nevertheless, of not again bearmg 
arms during the continuance of the war. . . . 
ART VI. The boats which, at their own r1sk and peril, durmg 3:nd 
after an engagement pick up the shipwrecked o:r wounded, or w~ich 
having picked them up, convey them on board a neutral or hospital 
ship, shall enjoy, until the accomplishment of their mission, the char-
acter of neutrality, as far as the circumstances of the engagement 
and the position of the ships engaged will permit. 1 
The appreciation of these circumstances is.entrusted to the human-
ity of all the combatants. The wrecked and wounded thus picked up 
and saved must not serve again during the continuance of the war. 
ART. VII. The religious, medical, and hospital staff of any cap-
tured vessel are declared neutral, and, on leaving the ship, may 
remove the articles and surgical instruments which are their private 
property. 
ART. VIII. The staff designated in the preceding article must con-
tinue to fulfil their functions in th,e captured ship, assisting in the 
removal of the wounded made by the victorious party; they will then 
be at liberty to return to their country, in conformity with the second 
paragraph of the first additional article. 
The stipulat.ions of the second additional article are applicable to 
the pay and allowance of the staff. 
ART. IX. The military hospital ships remain und~r martial law in 
all that concerns their stores; they become the property of the cap-
tor, but the latter must not divert them from their special appropria-
tion during the continuance of the war. 
The vessels not equipped for fighting, which, during: peace, the 
government shall have officially declared to be intended to serve as 
floating hospital ships, shall, however, enjoy during the war complete 
neutrality, both as regards stores, and also as regards their staff, pro-
vided their equipment is exclusively appropriated to the special service 
on which they are employed. 2 
ART. X .. Any merchantman, to whatever nation she may belong, 
charged exclusively with removal of sick and wounded, is protected 
by neutrality, but the mere fact, noted on the ship's books, of the 
vessel having been visited by an enemy's cruiser, renders the sick and 
wounded incapable of serving during the continuance of the war. The 
cruiser shall even have_ the right of putting on board an officer in 
order to accompany th~ convoy, and thus verify the good faith of the 
operation. 
If the merchant ship also carries a cargo, her neutrality will -still 
protect it, provided that such cargo is not of a nature to be confis-
cated by the belligerents. ~ 
The belligerents retain the right to interdict neutralised vessels 
from all communication, and from any course which they may deem 
prejudicial to the secrecy of their opera~ions._ In urgent cases special 
1 During the war with Spain, 1898, Articles VI to XV, concerning naval forces 
'!~r~ adopted as a mo~us vivendi by the United States and Spain while the hos~ 
t1hties lasted, and a cll'cular declaring that fact was issued by the Secretary of 
State May 13, 1898. 
2 This paragraph does not appear in the French text, and the right was reserved 
to omit it upon the exchai;ige of ratifications. 
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In faith whereof, the undersigned commissaries have-drawn up the 
present project of additional articles and have apposed thereunto the 
seals of their arms. 
Done at Geneva, the twentieth day of the month of October, of the 
year one thousand eight hundred and sixty-eight. 
VON RCEDER. F. N. STAAFF. 
F. LCEFFLER. G. H. DUFOUR. 
KOHLER. G. MOYNIER. 
DR. MUNDY. A. CouPVEN·r DES Born. 
STEINER. H. DE PREV AL. 
DR. DOMPIERRE. JOHN SAVILLE LUMLEY. 
VISSCHERS. H. R. YEL YERTON. 
J. B. G. GALIFFE: DR. s. LEHMANN. 
D. FELICE BARROFIO. HUSNY. 
PAOLO COTTRAU. DR. C. HAHN. 
H. A. VAN KARNEBEEK. DR. FICHTE. 
WESTENBERG. 
1 8 75. 
INTERNATIONAL BUREAU OF WEIGHTS AND MEASURES. 
Concluded at Paris May 20, 1875_; ratification advised by the Senate 
May 15, 1878_; ratified by the President May 28, 1878_; ratifications 
exchanged August 2, 1878_; proclaimed September 27, 1878. (Trea-
ties and Conventions, 1889, p. 1157.) 
(The treaty submitted to the Senate and attached to the 'proclamation is in 
the French language. The t ext here printed is from a translation made in the 
Department of State.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. International Bureau of Wejghts 
and Measures established. 
VIII. Prototypes of meter and kilogram. 
IX. Expenses. 
II. Special building. • 
III. International committee. 
IV. General conferences. 
V. Regulations. 
VI. Duties of the bureau. 
VII. Bureau officials. 
X. Contributions. 
XI. Contributions from acceding 
countries. 
XII. Future modifications. 
XIII. Duration. 
XIV. Ratification. 
[Translation. J 
His Excellency the President of the United States of America, His 
Majesty the Emperor of Germany, His Majesty the Emperor of Austria-
IIungary, His Majesty the King of the Belgians, His Majesty the 
Emperor of BraziJ, His Excellency the President of the Argentine 
Confederation, His Majesty t.he King of Denmark, His Majesty the 
King of pain, His Excellency the President of the French Republic, 
IIi · Maje ·ty tho King of Italy, His E xcellency the President of the 
R public of Peru, His Maje. ·ty the King of Portugal and the Algarves, 
Ili fajesty the Emperor of all the Russias, His Majesty the King of 
'wed.en and orway, His Excellency the President of the Swiss Con-
fed ration, His Maje ty the Emperor of the Ott.omans, and His Excel-
l n y the Presid nt of the R public of Venezuela, desiring interna-
tional uniformity and pr i ion in standards of weight and measure, 
7468-4:3 . 
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Saint James, Knight of the Order of the Tower, an_d _Sword of _Portu-
gal, &c., &c., &c., his Envoy Extraordinary and Mm1ster Plempoten-
tiary at Paris; 
His Majesty the Emperor of all the Russias: Mr. Gregory Okouneff, 
Knight of the Russian Orders of St. Anne of the first class, of St. Stan-
islaus of the first class, of St. Vladimir of the third class, Commander 
of the Legion of Honor, Actual Counselor of State, Counselor of the 
Embassy of Russia at Paris; 
His · Majesty the King of Sweden and Norway: Baron Adelsward, 
Grand Cross of the Order of the Polar Star of Sweden, and of St. Olaf 
of Norway, Grand Officer of the Legion of Honor, &c., &c., &c., his 
Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary at Paris; · 
His Excellency t,he President of the Swiss Confederation: Mr. Jean 
Conrad Kern, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary of 
the Swiss Confederation at Paris; 
His Majesty t,he Emperor of the Ottomans: Husny Bey, Lieutenant-
Colonel of Staff, wearer of a fourth-class decoration of the Imperial 
Order of Osmania, of a fifth-class decoration of the Order of Medjidie, 
Officer of the Legion of Honor, &c., &c., &c. ; 
His Excellency the President of the Republic of Venezuela: Doctor 
Eliseo Acosta, 
Who, after having exhibited their full powers, which were found to 
be in good and due form. have agreed upon the following articles: 
ARTICLE 1. 
The high contracti:c.g parties engage to establish and maintain, at 
their common expense, a scientific and permanent international bureau 
of weights and measures, the location of which shall be at Paris. 
ARTICLE 2. 
The French Government shall take all the necessary measures to 
facilitate the purchase, or, if expedient, the construction, of a building 
which shall be especially devoted to this purpose, subject to the condi-
tions stated in the regulations which are subjoined to this convention. 
ARTICLE 3. 
The operation of the international bureau shall be under the exclu-
sive direction and superYision of an international committee of weio-hts 
and measures, w~ich latter shall be under the control of a gen~ral 
conference for weights and measures, to be composed of the deleo-ates 
of all the contracting governments. 0 
ARTICLE 4. 
The general conference for weights and measures shall be presided 
ov~r by the president for the time being of the Paris Academy of 
mences. 
ARTICLE 5. 
The organization of the bureau, as well as the formation and the 
powers of the international committee, and of the general conference 
for weights and measures, are established by the regulations subjoined 
to this convention. . · 
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ARTICLE 6. 
The international bureau of weights and measures shall be charged 
with the following duties: 
1st. All comparisons and verifications of the new prototypes of the 
meter and kilogram. 
2d~ The custody of the international prototypes. 
3d. The periodical comparison of the national standards with the 
international prototypes and with their test copies, as well as com-
_parisons of the standard thermometers. 
4th. The comparison of the prototypes with the fundamental stand-
ards of non-metrical weights and measures used in different countries 
for scientific purposes. . 
5th. The sealing and comparison of geodesic measuring-bars. 
6th. The comparison of standards and scales of precision, the veri-
fication of which may be requested by governments or by scientific 
societies, or even by constructors or men of science. 
ARTICLE 7. 
The persons composing the bureau shall be a director, two assist-
ants, and the necessary number of employes. When the comparisons 
of the new prototypes shall have been finished, and when these proto-
types shall have been distributed among the different states, the 
number of persons composing the bureau shall be reduced so far as 
m~y be deemed expedient. 
The governments of the high contracting parties will be informed 
by the international committee of the appointment of the persons 
composing this bureau. 
ARTICLE 8. 
The international prototypes of the meter and of the kilogram, 
together with the te. t copies of the same, shall be deposited in the 
bur au, and acces to them shall be allowed to the international com-
m i. ttee only. 
ARTICLE D. 
and outfit of the interna-
ach. 
RTI LE 10. 
\.RTI LE 11. 
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ARTICLE 12. 
The high contracting parties reserve to themselves the power of 
introducing into the present convention, by common consent,. any 
modifications the propriety of which may have been shown by 
experience. 
ARTICLE 13. 
At the expiration of twelve years this convention may be abrogated 
by any one of the high contracting parties, so far as it is concerned. 
Any governrr:.:mt which may avail itself of the right of terminating 
this convention, so far as it is concerned, shall be required to give 
notice of its intentions one year in advance, and by so doing shall 
renounce all rights of joint ownership in the international prototypes 
and in the bureau. 
ARTICLE 14. 
This Convention shall be ratified according to the constitutional 
laws of each state, and the ratifications shall be exchanged in Paris 
within six months, or sooner, if possible. 
It shall take effect on the first day of January, 1876. 
In testimony whereof the respective plenipotentiaries have attached 
their signatures and have hereunto affixed their seals of arms. 
Done at Paris, May 20, 1875. 
[SEAL.] 
[SEAL.] . 
[SEAL.j 
[SEAL.j . 
[SEAL.j 
SEAL.j 
::1~:1] 
SEAL. 
SEAL. 
SEAL. 
SEAL.1 
t
::1~: 
SEAL. 
SEAL.] 
SEAL.] 
E. B. W ASHBURNE. 
HOHENLOHE. 
APPONYI. 
BEYENS. 
VISCOUNT .D'lTAJUBA. 
M. BALCARCE. 
MOLTKE-HVITFELDT. 
MARQUIS DE MOLINS . 
. CARLOS IBANEZ. 
DECAZES. } 
0. DE MEAUX. 
N. DUMAS. 
NIGRA. 
P. GALVEZ. . 
FRAN'CO DE RIVERO. 
JOSE DA SILVA MENDES LEAL. 
OKOUNEFF. 
For M. le BARON ADELSWARD (prevented). 
H . .AKERMAN. 
KERN. 
HUSNY. 
[SEAL.] 
. [SEAL.l 
[SEAL. 
[SEAL. E. ACOSTA. 
APPE DIX No. 1. 
REGULATIO 
ARTICLE 1. 
The. int ,rnational bur au of w jO'ht and m 
li. ·h d in a pecial building, po. 
of tilln and tability. 
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It shall comprise, in addition to the vault, which shall be devoted 
to the safe-keeping of the prototypes, rooms for mounting the com-
parators and balances; a laboratory; a library, a room for the archives, 
work-rooms for the employes, and lodgings for the watchmen and 
attendants. 
ARTICLE 2. 
It shall be the duty of the international committee to acquire and 
fit up the aforesaid building and to set in operation the work for which 
it was designed. 
In casp, of the committee's inability to obtain a suitable building, 
one shall be.built under its directions and in accordance with its plans. 
ARTICLE 3. 
' The French Government shall, at the request of the internatioual 
committee, take the necessary measures to cause the bureau to be 
recognized as an establishment of public utility. 
ARTICLE 4. 
The international committee shall cause the necessary instruments 
to be constructed, such as comparators for the standards of line and 
end measures, apparatus for the determination of absolute dilatations, 
balances for weighing in air and in vac"Q.o, comparators for geodetic 
measuring-bars, &c. 
ARTICLE 5. 
The entire expense incurred- in the purchase or construction of the 
building, and in the purchase and placing of the instruments and 
apparatust shall not exceed 400,000 fraJ?-CS. 
ARTICLE 6. 
The estimate of annual expenditures is as follows: 
A. For the first period-during the construction and. comparison of 
the new prototypes-
( a) alary of the director ________ ___ ______ , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 15, 000 fr. 
" of two adjuncts,at 6,000 fr.each _________ _____ ____________ _ 12 000 
' of four assistants,at 3,000 fr.each __ _______________________ _ 12,000 
Pay of door-keeper (mechanic) ___ -: -_- : - ___ __ .. ___ _______ -:-____ _ ~• 000 
Wage of two office-boys,at 1,500 fr.each _____ ____ _______ ________ _ 3,000 
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The committee may authorize the director, at his request, to make 
transfers from,one subdivision of the allotted budget tQ another. 
B. For the period subsequent to the distribution of the prototypes: 
(a) Salary of th~ director __________ ~ _ _ _ .. ____ ________ _ . ________ . ____ - 15, 000 fr. 
" one adjunct _______________ ____ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 6,000 
Pay of a door-keeper, (mechanic) ___________________________ _____ _ 3,000 
Wages of an office-boy __________________ ______________ ___________ . 1, 500 
25,500 
( b) Office-expenses _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 18, 500 
( c) Compensation of secretary, international committee_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 6, 000 
Total ______________________________ _______ ---~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____ • _ _ _ 50, 000 
ARTICLE 7. 
The general conference mentioned in article 3 of this convention 
shall be at Paris, upon the summons of t.he international committee, 
at least once every six years. 
It shall be its duty to discuss and initiate measures necessary for 
the dissemination and improvement of the metrical system, and to 
.pass upon such new fundamental metrological determinations as may 
have been made during the time when it w'as not in session. It shall 
receive the report of the international committee concerning the work 
that has been accomplished, and. shall replace one-half of the inter-
national committee by secret ballot. 
The voting in the general conference shall be by states; each state 
shall be entitled to one vote. 
Each of the members of the international committee shall be entitled 
to a seat at the meetings of the conference. They may at the same 
time be delegates of their governments. 
ARTICLE 8. 
The international committee mentioned in article 3 of the conven-
tion shall be compose<;J. of fourteen members, who shall belong to 
different states. 
It shall consist, at first, of the twelve members of the former perma-
nent committee of the international commission of 1872, and of the 
two delegates who, at the time of the appointment of that permanent 
committee, received the largest number of votes next to the members 
who were elected. 
At the time of the renewal of one-half of the international commit-
tee, the retiring members shall be, first, those who, in cases of vacancy, 
may have been elected provisionally during the interval occurring 
between two sessions of the conference. The others shall be desig-
nated by lot. 
The retiring members hall be re-eligible. 
ARTICLE 9. 
The int rnational committee shall direct the work connected with 
the v rification of the new prototypes, and, in general, all the metro-
logical labors, as the high contracting parties may decide to have 
p rformed at the common expense. It shall, moreover, exercise super-
vision over the safe-keeping of the international prototype. 
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ARTICLE 10. 
'rhe international committee shall choose its chairman and secretary 
by secret ballot. 'rhe governments of the high contracting parties 
shall be notified of the result of such elections. 
The chairman and secretary of the committee, and the director of 
the bureau, must belong to different countries. · 
After having been formed, the committee shall hold no new eJections 
and make no new appointments until three months after notice thereof 
shall have been given to all the members by the bureau of the committee. 
ARTICLE 11. 
Until the new prototypes shall have been finished and distri:mt~d, 
the committee shall meet at least once a year. After that time its 
meetings shall be held at least biennially. 
ARTICLE 12. 
Questions upon which a vote is taken in the committee shall be 
,. decided by a majority of the votes cast. In case of a tie, the vote of 
the chairman shall decide. No resolution shall be considered to have 
been duly adopted unless the number of members present be at least 
equal to a majority of the members composing the committee. 
This condition being fulfilled, absent members shall have tho right 
to authorize members who are present to vote for them, and tho m~m-
bers thus authorized shall furnish proper evidence of their authonza-
tion. 'rhe same_ shall be the case in elections by secret ballot. 
ARTICLE 13. 
DurinO' the interval occurrino- between two sessions, the committee 
hall have the right to discu s questions by correspondence. 
In uch cases, in order that its resolutions may be considered to have 
b en adopt <l in <luo form, it shall be nece ary for all the members of 
the committee to have been called upon to express their opinions. 
ARTICLE 14. 
Th international committ for weiO'ht · and measures shall provi-
ionall fill , u h vacanci s as may occur in ii.; th . c election hall 
tak pla by orr , ponden e, <>ach of the mcmb r, bcin<)' call d upon 
to tak part th r in. 
RTICLE If>. 
<1 tail d r O'Ulation. f r 
x raordinar du i 
.' •i 11 ifi 
.J l TJGLF, lfj_ 
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For all matters requiring the attention of the French authorities, 
the committees shall have recourse to the ministry of foreign affairs 
of France. 
ARTICLE 17. 
The director of the bureau and the adjuncts shall be cliosen by the 
international committee by secret ballot. - · 
The employes Ahall be appointed by the director. , 
The director shall have a right to take part in the deliberations of 
the committee. 
ARTICLE 18. 
'rhe director of the bureau shall have access to the place of deposit 
of the international prototypes. of the meter and the kilogram only 
in pursuance of a resolution of the committee and in the presence of 
two of its members. 
1.,he place of deposit of the prototypes shall be opened only by means 
of three keys, one of which shall be in possession of the director of 
the archives of France, the second in that of the chairman of the com-
mittee, and the third in that, of the director of the bureau. 
The standards of the class of national prototypes alone shall be us~d 
for the ordinary comparing work of the bureau. 
ARTICLE 19. 
The director of the bureau shall annually furnish to the committee: 
1st. A :financial report concerning the accounts of the preceding year, 
which shall be examined, and, if found correct, a certificate to that 
effect shall be given him; 2d. A report on the condition of the appa-
·ratus; 3d. A general report concerning the work accomplished during 
the course of the year just closed. 
The international committee shall make to each of the govel'nments 
of the high contractil).g parties an annual report concerning all its 
scientific, te hnical, and administrative operations, and concerning 
those of the bureau. The chairman of the committee shall make a 
report to the general conference concerning the work that has been 
accomplished since its last session. 
The reports and publications of the committee shall be in the French 
language. They shall be printed and furnished to the governments 
of the high contracting 'parties. 
ARTICLE 20. 
The contributions referred to in article 9 of the convention shall be 
paid according to the following scale: 
The number representing the population, expressed in millions, shall 
be multiplied by the coefficient three for states in which the use of the 
m trical system is obligatory; 
by the coefficient two for those in which it i optional; 
by the co fficient one for other states. 
The sum of the product thus obtained will furnish the number of 
unit · by whi h the total xpen e is to be divided. The quotient will 
give th amount of the unit of expense. · 
ARTICLE 21. 
'rhe xp n e of constructino- th international prototypes, and the 
tandard and te t copie which are to accompany them, shall be 
d fray d by the hiO'h contracting parti in accordance with the scale 
fixed in th foregoing article. 
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The amounts to be paid for the comparison and verification of stand-
ards required by states not represented at this convention shall be 
regulated by the committee in conformity with the rates fixed in 
virtue of article 15 of the regulations. 
ARTICLE 22. 
These regulations shall have the same force and value as the con-
vention to which they are annexed. 
(Signed) E. B. WASHBURNE. 
HOHENLOHE. 
APPONYI. 
BEYENS. 
VISCOUNT D'lTAJUBA. 
M. BALCARCE. 
MOLTKE-HVIT.FELDT. 
MARQUIS DE MOLINS. 
CARLOS IBANEZ. 
DECAZES. 
C. DE MEAUX. 
DUMAS. 
NIGRA. 
P. GALVEZ. 
FRAN'CO DE RIVERO. 
JOSE DA SILVA MENDES LEAL. 
OKOUNEFF. 
For M. le BARON ADELSWARD, (prevented), 
H. AKERMAN. 
KERN. 
HUSNY. 
E. ACOSTA. 
APPENDIX N 0. 2. 
TRA IENT PROVISIO S. 
ARTICLE 1. 
11 tate which were r pr nted at the international meter com-
mi ion which m t at Pari , in 1872, whether they are contracting 
par i to h pr ent convention or not, hall receive the prototypes 
tha h y may hav , ord r d, which hall be delivered to them in the 
ondi ion guarant ed by the aid international commission. 
RTI LE 2. 
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ARTICLE 3. 
It shall be the duty of the international committee mentioned in 
Article 3 of the convention, and composed as provided in Article 8 of 
the regulations, to receive and compare the new prototypes one with 
the other, in accordance with the scientific decisions of the inter-
national commission of 1872, and of its permanent committee. Such 
modifications may, however, be made as may in future be suggested 
by experience. 
ARTICLE 4. 
The French section of the international commission of 1872 shall 
continue to have charge of the labors in trusted to it in the construction 
of the new prototypes, with thf' co-operation of the international 
committee. 
ARTICLE 5. 
The cost of manufacturing the metrical standards prepared by the 
French section shall be reimbursed by the governments interested, 
according to the cost-price per unit which shall be fixed by the said 
section. · 
ARTICLE 6. 
'fhe immediate formation of the international committee is author-
ized, and that body, when formed, is hereby empowered to make all 
necessary preparatory examinations for the carrying into effect of the 
convention, without, however, incurring any expense before the 
exchange of the ratifications of the said convention. 
E. B. WASHBURNE. 
HOHEN;LOHE. 
APPONYI. 
BEYENS. 
VISCOUNT D'lTAJUBA. 
M. BALCARCE. . 
MOLTKE-HVITFELDT. 
MARQUIS DE MOLINS. 
CARLOS IBANEZ. 
DECAZES. 
C. DE MEAUX. 
DUMAS. 
NIGRA. 
P. GALVEZ. 
FRAN'CO DE RIVERO. 
JOSE DA SILVA MENDES LEAL. 
OKOUNEFF. 
For M. le BARON ADELSWARD (prevented). 
H. AKERMAN. 
KERN. 
HUSNY. 
E. ACOSTA. 
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1883. 
CONVENTION FOR INTERNATIONAL PROTECTION OF INDUSTRIAL 
PROPERTY. 
: Concluded at Paris ]Jfarch 20, 1883_; adhesion advised by the Sen<:,te 
March 2, 1887_; ratified b-y the President March 29, 1887_; accession 
announced to Swiss Confederation ]fay 30, 1887_; proclaimed June 
11, 1887. - (Treaties and Conventions, 1889, p. 1168.) 
( The text is reprinted from the proclamation of the President, the original 
Convention being in the French language.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Union for protection of industrial 
property formed. _ 
IL Mutual protection of patents, 
trade-marks, and commercial 
names. 
Ill. Protection of alien r esidents. -
IV. Protection to applicants. 
V. Introduction by patentee of arti-
cles patented in other countries. 
VI. Deposit of trade-marks. 
VII. Articles protected. 
VIII. Commercial names protected. 
IX. Seizure of unlawfully marked 
goods. 
X. Articles with false place of 
origin. 
XI. Temporary protection to arti-
cles at expositions. 
XII. Central depot of information. 
XIII. International bureau est ab-
lished. 
XIV. International conferences. 
XV. Special diplomatic conventions. 
XVI. Adhesion of other States. 
XVII. Laws to be enacted. 
XVIII. Duration. 
XIX. Ratification. 
Protocol. 
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The President of the French Republic: Mr. Paul Challemel Lacour, 
Senator, Minister of Foreign Affairs; Mr. Herisson, Deputy, Minister 
of Commerce; Mr. Charles Jagerschmidt, Minister Plenipotentiary 
of l~t Class, Officer of the National Order of the Legion of Honor; 1 -
The President of the Republic of Guatemala: Mr. Crisan to Medina, 
Officer of the Legion of Honor, etc., His Envoy Extraordinary and 
Minister Plenipotentiary at Paris; 
His Majesty the King of Italy: Mr. Constantin Ressman, Co~-
mander of His Orders of St. Maurice and St. Lazarus, and· of the Crown 
of Italy, Commander of the Legion of Honor, etc., Counsellor of the 
Embassy of Italy at Paris; 
His Majesty the King of the Nether lands: Baron de Zuylen de Nye-
velt, Commander of His Order of the Lion of the Nether lands, Grand 
Cross of His Grand Ducal Order of the Oaken Crown and of the 
Golden Lion of Nassau, Grand Officer of the Legion of Honor, etc., 
His Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary at Paris; 
His Majesty the King of Portugal and the Algarves: Mr. Jose da 
Silva Mendes Leal, Counsellor of State, Peer of the Kingdom, Minis-
ter and Honorary Secretary of State, Grand Cross of the Order of St. 
James, Knight of the Order of the Tower and of the Sword of Portu-
gal, Grand Officer of the Legion of Honor, etc., His Envoy Extraordi-
nary and Minister Plenipotentiary at Paris; Mr. Fernand de Azevedo, 
Officer of the Legion of Honor, etc., First Secretary of the Legation 
of Portugal at Paris ;2 
r:rhe President of the Republic of Salvador: Mr. Torres Caicedo, Cor-
responding Member of the Institute of France, Grand Officer of the 
Legion of Honor, etc., His Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Pleni-
potentiary at Paris ;3 
His Majesty the King of Servia: Mr Sima M. Marinovitch, Charge 
d' Affaires ad interim of Servia, Knight of the Royal Order of Takovo, 
etc.; 
And the Federal Council of the Swiss Confederation: Mr. Charles 
Edward Lardy, its Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary 
at Paris; Mr. J. Weibel, Engineer at Geneva, President of the Swiss 
Section of the permanent Commission for the protection of Industrial 
Property. 
Who, after having communicated to each other their respective full 
powers, found to l>o in good and due form, have agreed upon the fol-
lowing Articles: 
ARTICLE I. 
The Governments of Belgium, of Brazil, of Spain, of France, of 
Guatemala, of Italy, of the Nether lands, of Portugal, of Salvador, of 
Servia and of Switzerland, have constituted themselves into a state 
of Union for the protection of Industrial Property. 
ARTICLE II. 
The subjects or citizens of each of the contracting States shall enjoy, 
in all the other States of the Union, so far as concerns patents for 
1 Including Martinique, Guadeloupe and dependencies, Reunion and dependency · 
(Saint Mary of Madagascar), Cochin-China, St. Pierre, Miquelon, Guiana, Sene-
gal and dependencies (Rivieres du Sud, Grand Bassam, Assimie, Porto Novo and 
Kotonou), the Congo and of the Gaboon, Mayotte, Nossi-Be, the French Estab-
lishments in India (Pondicherry, Chandernagore, Karikal, Mahe, Yanaon), New 
Caledonia, the French Establishm nts in Oceanica (Tahiti and dependencies), 
Obock and Diego-Suarez. 
2 Including the Azore and Madeira. 
3 Salvador withdrew August 17, 1887. 
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inventions, tTade or commercial marks, and the commercial name, the 
advantages that the respective laws thereof at present accord, or shall 
afterwards accord to subjects or citizens. In consequence they shall 
have the same protection as these latter, and the same legal recourse 
against all infringements of their rights, under reserve of complying 
with the formalities and conditions imposed upon subjects or citizens 
by the domestic legislation of each State. 1 
ARTICLE III. 
Are assimilated to the subjects or citizens of the contracting States, 
the subjects or citizens of States not forming part of the Union, who 
are domiciled or have industrial or commercial establishments upon 
the territory of one of the States of the Union. 
ARTICLE IV. 
Any one who shall have regularly deposited an application for a 
patent of invention, of an industrial model, or design, of a trade or 
commercial mark, in one of the contracting States, shall enjoy for the 
purpose of making the deposit in the other States, and under reserve 
of the rights of third parties, a right of priority during the periods 
hereinafter determined. 
In consequence, the deposit subsequently made in one of the other 
States of the Union, before the expiration of these periods can not be 
invalidated by acts performed in the interval, especially by another 
deposit, by the publication of the invention or its working by a thir<l 
party, by the sale of copies of the design or model, by the employment 
of the mark. 
The periods of priority above mentioned shall be six month for 
patents of invention and three months for designs or industrial mod-
el , as well as for trade or commercial marks. They shall be aug-
mented by one month for countries beyond the seas. 
ARTICLE V. 
in roduction by the patentee into countries where the patent 
n granted, of articl manufactured in any other of th tate 
nion, hall not entail forfeiture. 
ubject to th obligation of work-
law of the country into which he 
TI LE VI. 
a:k di 
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ARTICLE VII. 
The nature of the production upon which the trade or commercial 
mark is to be affixed can not in any case be an obstacle to the deposit 
of the mark. 
ARTICLE VIII. 
The commercial name shall be protected in all the countries of the 
Union without obligation of deposit, whethe.r it forms part or not, of 
a trade or commercial mark. 
ARTICLE IX. 
Every production bearing unlawfully a. trade or commercial mark., 
or a commercial name, may be seized upon importation into those of 
the States of the Union in which such mark or such commercial name 
has a right to legal pro_tection. 
The seizure shall take place either at the instance of the public 
prosecutor or of the interested party, conformably to the domestic 
legislation of each State. 
ARTICLE X. 
The provisions of the preceding article shall be applicable to every 
production bearing falsely as indication of origin, the name of a stated 
locality, when this indication shall be joined to a :fictitious commercial 
name or a name borrowed with fraudulent intention. 
Is reputed interested party every manufacturer or trader engaged 
in the manufacture or sale of this production, when established in the 
locality falsely indicated as the place of export. 
ARTICLE XI. 
The High Contracting parties engage between themselves to accord 
a temporary protection to pat~ntable inventions, to industrial designs 
or models as well as to trade or commercial marks for the produc-
tions, which may figure at official or officially recognized International 
Exhibitions. 
ARTICLE XII. 
Each one of the High Contracting parties engages to establish a 
special service of Industrial Property and a Central Depot, for giving 
information to the public concernings patents of invention, industrial 
designs or models and trade or commercial marks. 
ARTICLE XIII. 
An International Office shall be organized under the title of 
"International Bureau of the Uriion for the Protection of Industrjal 
Prop rty." 
This Bureau, the cost of which shall be supported by the Govern-
ment of all the contracting States, shall be placed under the bigh 
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authority of the Superior Administration of the Swiss Confederation, 
and shall work under its supervision. Its powers shall be determined 
by common accord between th~ States of the Union. 
ARTICLE XIV. 
The present convention shall be submitted to periodical revisions 
for the purpose of introducing improvements calculated to perfect the 
sys-tern of the Union. 
With this object, Conferences shall take place successively in one 
of the contracting States between the delegates of said States. 
The next meeting shall take place in 188? at Rome. 
ARTICLE XV. 
It is understood that the High Contracting parties respectively 
reserve the right to make, separately, between themselves, special 
arrangements for the protection of industrial property, so far as these 
arrangements shall not interfere with the provisions of the present 
convention. 
ARTICLE XVI. 
The States that have not taken part in the present convention shall 
be admitted to adhere to the same upon their application. 
This adhesion shall be notified through the diplomatic channel to 
the Government of the Swiss Confederation and by the latter to all 
'the others. 
It shall convey, of full right, accession to all the clauses and admis-
sion to all the advantages stipulated by the present convention. 
ARTICLE XVII. 
The execution of the reciprocal engagements continued in the pres-
nt convention is ubordinated so far as needful, to the accomplish-
ment of the formalities and rules establi hed by the Con titutional 
law of uch of the High Contracting :Qarties as are bound to a k the 
application thereof, which they agree to do within the shortest delay 
po ible. 
RTICLE XVIII. 
TI 'LE ..,_ L. 
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In witness whereof the respec~ive Plenipotentiaries have signed it 
and affixed to it their seals. 
Done at Paris the 20~ of Maroh, 1883. 
Signed BE YENS. 
'' VILLENEUVE. 
" Due DE FERNAN-NUNEZ. 
" -P. CHALLEMEL-LACOUR. 
" OH. HERISSON. 
" CH. J AGERSCHMIDT. 
" CRISANTO MEDINA. 
" RESSMAN. 
H BARON DE ZUYLEN DE NYEVELT. 
'' JOSE DA SILVA MENDES LEAL. 
" F. D'AZEVEDO. 
" J. M. TORRES-CAICEDO. 
'' SIMA M. MARINOVITCH. 
'' LARDY. 
" J. WEIBEL. 
FINAL PROTOCOL. 
On proceeding to the signature of the Convention, concluded this 
day between the Governments of Belgium, Brazil, Spain, • France, 
Guatemala, Italy, the Netherlands, Portugal, Salvador, Servia and 
Switzerland, for the protection of Industrial Property, the undersigned 
Plenipotentiaries have agreed on .the following: 
1. The words Industrial Property are to be understood in their 
widest acceptation, in the sense that they apply not only to the pro-
ductions of industry property so called, but equally to the productions 
of agriculture (wines, grains, fruits, cattle, etc.) and to mineral pro-
ductions used in commerce (mineral waters, etc.). 
2. Under the name Patents of Inventions are included the various 
classes of indm,trial patents granted by the laws of the contracting 
States, such as patents of importation, patents of improvement, etc. 
3. It is understood that the final provision of article 2 of the Con-
vention shall in no respect infringe upon the laws of each of the con-
tracting States, so far as concerns .the procedure before the courts and 
the competence of the said courts. 
4. Paragraph 1 of article 6 is to be understood i;n the sense that no 
trade or commercial mark shall be excluded from protection, in one 
of the States of the Union, by the mere fact that it may not satisfy, 
in respect to the signs composing it, the conditions of the laws of this 
State, provided that it does satisfy, in this regard, the laws of the 
country of origin, and that it has been, in this latter country, duly 
deposited. Saving this exception, which concerns only the form of 
the mark, and unuer reservation of the provisions-of the other articles 
of the Convention, the domestic legislation of each of the States shall 
receive its <lue application. 
In order to avoid all misinterpret~tion, it is understood that the 
u e of public armorial bearings and decorations may be considered 
contrary to public order, in the sense of the final paragraph of article 6. 
5. 'The organfaation of a speeial service of Industrial Property men-
tioned in article 12 shall include, as far as is possible, the publication 
in each tate of an official periodical. 
7468-44 
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6. The coinmon expenses of the International Bureau, created by 
article 13, shall in no case exceed yearly a sum-total representing a 
mean of 2000 francs for each contracting state. 1 
In order to determine the contributory share of each of the states in 
this sum-total of expenses, the contracting States, and those who may 
hereafter adhere to the Union, shall be divided into six classes, each 
contributing in the proportion of a certain number of units, namely: 
1st class . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25 units 
2d '' .................... ... ....... ...... • ..... • ..... • 20 '' 
3d " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 " 
4th " •... • •..••...• • • • . . . • . • • . . . . • • . • • • • • . • • • • • • . • • • • • 10 " 
5th '' ••••.•••••• • •....... . • . • . . . . • • . • • . . • . • • . • • . • . • . • • 5 ,, 
. 6th " • • • • • ••••• • • ••••.•..•. • •••....•....••. • •.•.•• • • • • 3 " 
These coefficients shall be multiplied by the number o~ the St~tes of 
each class, and·the sum of the products thus obtained shall furmsh the 
number of units by which the total expense is to be divided. The 
quotient will give the amount of the unit of expense. . 
The contracting States are classified as follows in respect to the di-
vision of the expenses. 
1st class.-France, Italy. 
2d '' ·-Spain. 
,- 3d " -Belgium, Brazil, Portugal, Switzerland. 
4th " -Netherlands. 
, , · 5th " -Servia. 
~' 6th " -Guatemala, Salvador. 
The Swiss Government shall supervise the expenditure of the Inter-
national Bureau, make the necessary advances, and state the annual 
account, which shall be communicated to all the other Governments. 
The International Bureau shall collect information of every kind 
relating to the protection of Industrial Property and shall compile, 
from it general statistics which shall be transmitted to all the Gov-
ernments. It shall occupy itself with examinations of general utility 
which may be of interest to the Union, and shall publish, with the 
assistance of the documents put at its disposal by the various Govern-
ments, a periodical in the French language on questions which concern 
th object of the nion. 
The numb r of thi periodical and all the documents published by 
the International Bur au hall b partitioned among the Governme~ts 
of the tate of the nion in the proportion of the number of contrib-
utory unit above m n ioned. 
Th copi and uppl m ntary document which may be requested 
i h r byth aid ov rnm nt , or by corporation or private person , 
·hall p id for p ratel . 
Th In rna ional ur au mu t alway hold it. elf at th di po al of 
h ~ b r, ~ h ni n in rd r t furni h th m, on qu tion 
r l _m . h 1~ rn i n 1 rvi of Indu trial Property, with uch 
·1al mf rm 1 , . h ma n d. 
1 h r m t f h ountr , h r h n t onferen e i to b 
1 :1 · 11 r ith h a'. i f the Int rna ional Bur au 
h , · r - nf r n , . 
lir ti n l ur u 
f h ll tak 
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He shall make an annual report on its management, which shall be 
communicated to all the members of the Union. 
The official language of the International Bureau shall be the French 
language. . , 
7. The present final protocol, which shall be ratified at ~he same 
time as the Convention concluded this day, shall be considered as 
forming an integral part of that Convention, and shall have the same 
force, value and duration. . 
In faith whereof the undersigned plenipotentiaries have drawn up 
the present protocol. 
Signed: BEYENS. 
· " VILLENEUVE. 
" Due DE FERNAN-NUNEZ. 
" P. CHALLEMEL-LACOUR. 
" CH. HERISSON. 
" CH. JAGERSCHMIDT. 
" CRISANTO MEDINA. 
" . RESSMAN. 
" BARON DE ZUYLEN DE NYEVELT. 
" JOSE DA SILVA MENDES LEAL. 
" F. d'AZEVEDO. 
" J.M. TORRES-CAICEDO. 
'' SIMA M. MARINOVITCH. 
'' LARDY. 
" J. WEIBEL. 
1891. 
SUPPLMENTARY CONVENTION. 
Concluded at Madrid April 15, 1891_; ratification advised by the Senate 
March 2, 1892J· ratified by the President March 30, 1892J· ratifica-
tions exchanged June 15, 1892J· proclaimed June 22, 1892. (U. S .. 
Stats., Vol. 28, p. 958.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Expenses of International Bureau. I II. Ratification; duration. 
[Translation.] 
T .HIRD PROTOCOL. 
Protocol concerning the dotation of the International Bureau of the 
Union for the protection of Industrial Property between Belgium, 
Brazil, pain, The United States of America, France, Great Britain, 
uatemala, Italy, orway, The Netherlands, Portugal, Sweden, Switz-
erland and Tunis. 
The undersigned Plenipotentiaries of the Governments above 
named, 
In view of t.he declaration adopted March 12, 1883, by the Interna-
tional Conference for the Protection of Industrial Property convened 
at Paris, 
Have, with one accord and subject to ratification, concluded the 
following Protocol: 
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ARTICLE 1. 
The first paragraph of No. 6 of the final Protocol annexed to the 
International Convention of March 20, 1883, for the protection of 
Industrial Property is annulled and replaced by the following 
provision. 
"The expenses of the International Bureau instituted by Article 
13 shall be supported by the contracting States in common. They 
cannot in any event exceed the sum of sixty thousand francs per 
annum." 
ARTICLE 2. 
The present Protocol shall be ratified, and the ratifications thereof 
shall be exchanged at Madrid within a period of six months at the 
latest .. 
It shall take effect one month after the exchange of ratifications, 
and shall have the same force and duration as the Convention of 
March 20, 1883, of which it shall be considered as forming an integral 
part. 
In testimony whereof, the Plenipotentiaries of the States above 
named have signed the present Protocol at Madrid, the fifteenth day 
of April, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-one. 
For Belgium, TH. DE BOUNDER DE MELSBROECK. 
'' Brazil, LUIS F . D' ABREU. 
" Spain, s. MORET, MARQUIS DE AGUILAR, ENRIQUE CALLEJA, 
LUIS MARIANO DE LARRA. 
" The United States of America, E. BURD GRUBB. 
" France and 'runis, P. CAMBON. 
" Great Britain, FRANCIS CLARE FORD. 
" Guatemala, .J. CARRERA. 
'' Italy, MAF FEL 
" Norway, ARILD HUITFELDT. 
" '1.1he etherland , GERICKE. 
" Portugal, COUNT DE CASAL RIBEIRO. 
" weden, ARILD lIUITFELDT. 
" witzerland, CH. E. LARDET. 
" " MOREL. 
(Resolution of the enate advi ing and consenting to the ratification.) 
IN EXECUTIVE SE. SIO 'SE ATE OF THE UNITED STATES, 
Ma1·ch 2 , 1892. 
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1884. 
CONVENTION FOR PROTECTION OF SUBMARINE CABLES. 
Concluded March 14, 1884J· ratification advised by the Senate fune_ 12, 
1884J· ratified by the President January 26, 1885_; ratifications 
exchanged April 16, 1885J· proclaimed May 22, 1885. (Treaties and 
Conventions, 1889, p. 1176.) 
(The text here given is from the proclamation of the President attached to the 
original in the French language, submitted to the Senate.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Application of convention. 
II. Punishment for injuries to cables. 
III. Requirements for cable laying. 
IV. Payment for repairs. 
V. Rules for ships laying cables. 
VI. Vessels to avoid cables. 
VII. Losses from cables. 
VIII. Jurisdiction of courts. 
IX. Prosecutions for infractions. 
X. Evidence of violations. 
XI. Trials. 
·XII. Laws to be enacted. 
XIII. Communication of legislation. 
XIV. Adhesion of other States. 
XV. Belligerent action not affected. 
XVII. Ratification. 
XVI. Operation; duration. 
Additional article. British colo-
nies. 
[Translation.] 
His Excellency the President of the United States of ·America, His 
Majesty the Emperor of Germany, King of Prussia, His Excellency 
the President of the Argentine Confederation, His Majesty the 
Emperor of Austria, King of Bohemia, etc., Apostolical King of Hun-
gary, His Majesty the King of the Belgians, His Majesty the Emperor 
of Brazil, His Excellency the President of the Republic of Costa Rica, 
His Majesty the King of Denmark, His Excellency the President of 
the Dominican Republic, His Majesty the King of Spain, His Excel-
lency the President of the United States of Colombia, His Excellency 
the President of the French Republic, Her Majesty the Queen of the 
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, Empress of India, His 
Excellency the President of the Republic of Guatemala, His Majesty 
the King of the Hellenes, His Majesty the King of Italy, His Majesty 
the Emperor of the Ottomans, His Majesty the King of the Nether-
lands, Grand Duke of Luxemburg, His Majesty t,he Shah of Persia, 
His Majesty the King of Portugal and the Algarves, His Majesty the 
King of Roumania, His Majesty the Emperor of all the Russias, His 
Excellency the President of the Republic of Salvador, His Majesty 
the King of Servia, His Majesty the King of Sweden and Norway, 
and His Excellency the President of the Oriental Republic of Uru-
guay, desiring to secure the maintenance of telegraphic communica-
tion by means of submarine cables, have resolved to conclude a 
convention to that end, and have appointed. as their Plenipotentiaries, 
to wit: 
His Excellency the President of the United States of America, Mr. 
L. P. Morton, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary of 
the nited tates of America at Paris, etc., etc., etc., and Mr. Vig-
natld, ecretary of the Legation of the United States of America at 
Paris, etc. , etc., etc. ; 
His aje ty the Emp ror of Germany, King of Prussia, His High-
ne Prince Charles Victor von Hohenlohe- chillingsfiirst, Prince of 
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Ratibor and Corvey, Grand Chamberlain of the Crown of Bavaria, 
His Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary near the Govern-
ment of the French Republic, etc., etc., etc.; 
His Excellency the President of the Argentine Confederation, M. 
Balcarce, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary of the 
Confederation at Paris, etc., etc., etc.; 
His Majesty the Emperor of Austria, King of Bohemia, etc., Apos-
tolical King of Hungary, His Excellency Count Ladislas Hoyos, 
Actual Privy Counselor, His Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipo-
tentiary near the Government of the French Republic, etc., etc., etc.; 
His Majesty the King of the Belgians, Baron Beyens, His Envoy 
Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary at Paris, etc. ,etc. ,etc.; and 
Mr. Leopold .Orban, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotenti-
ary, Director General of Political Affairs at the Department of Foreign 
Affairs of Belgium, etc., etc., etc.; 
His Majesty the Emperor of Brazil, Mr. d' Araujo, Baron d'Itajuba, 
Charge d' Affaires of Brazil at Paris, etc., etc., etc. ; 
His Excellency the President of the Republic of Costa Rica, Mr. 
Leon Somzee, Secretary of the Legation of Costa-Rica, at Paris, etc., 
etc., etc.; 
His Majesty the King of Denmark, Count de Moltke-Hvitfeldt, His 
Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary at Paris, etc., etc., 
etc.; 
His Excellency the President' of the Dominican Republic, Baron de 
Almeda, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary of the 
Dominician Republic at Paris, etc., etc., etc.; 
His Majesty the King. of Spain, His Excellency Manuel Sil vela de ~a 
Vielleuse, permanent Senator, member of the Spanish Academy, H1 
Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary near the Government 
of the French Republic, etc., etc., etc.; 
His Excellency the President of the United States of Colombia, Doc-
tor Jose G. Triana, Consul-General of the United States of Colombi:i 
at Paris, etc., etc., etc. ; 
His Excellency the President of the French Republic, Mr. Jule 
Ferry, Deputy, ·President of the Council, Minister of Foreign Affairs, 
tc., tc., etc; 
and Mr. Adolphe Cochery, Deputy, Minister of Post, and Telegraphs, 
tc., etc., etc. ; 
Iler Majesty the Queen of the United Kingdom of Great Britain 
and Ir land, Empr of India, Ilis Excellency th Right Honorable 
Ri hard Bikerton P mell, Vi count Lyons, Peer of the United King-
m f r at ritain and Ireland, m mber of h r British Maj ty' 
Pri oun il, II r mba ador Extraordinary ancl Plenipotentiar 
n ar h o rnm nt of th r nch Republic, etc., etc., etc. ; 
Fi 11 n th r id n of th R public of uatemala, J{r. 
1 din , nvo r rdinary and Mini t r Plenipoten iar 
_ubli f uat mal a ari, tc., t ., tc.; . 
• .J : h in f h II 11 n , Prin Maurocordato, Ill. 
and ini t r Pl nipotentiary at Pari , t . , 
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His Majesty the King of the Netherlands, Grand Duke of Luxem-
burg, Baron de Zuylen de Nyevelt, His Envoy Extraoi·dinary and 
Minister Plenipotentiary at Paris, etc., etc., etc. ; 
His Majesty the Shah of Persia, General Nazare-Aga, His Envoy 
Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary at Paris, etc., ete., etc.; 
His Majesty the King of Portugal and the Algarves, Mr. d' Azevedo, 
Charge d' A:ffaires of Portugal at Paris, etc., etc., etc. ; 
His Majesty the King of Roumania, Mr. Alexander Odobesco, 
Charge d'A:ffaires ad interim of Roumania at Paris, etc., etc., etc.; 
His Majesty the Emperor of all the Russias, His Excellency the 
Aid-de-Camp GeneralPrince Nicholas Orloff, His Ambassador Extraor-
dinary and Plenipotentiary near the Government of the French 
Republic, etc., etc., etc. ; 
His Excellency the President of Salvador, Mr. Torres Ca'icedo, Envoy 
Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary of the Republic of _Sal-
vador at Paris, etc., etc., etc.; 
His Majesty the King of Servia, Mr. Marinovitch, His Envoy Extraor-
dinary and Minister Plenipotentiary at Paris, etc., etc., etc. ; 
His Majesty the King of Sweden and Norway, Mr. Sibbern, ·His 
Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary at Paris, etc., 
etc., etc.; 
His Excellency the President of the Oriental Republic of Uruguay, 
Colonel Diaz, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary of 
the Republic of Uruguay at Paris, etc., etc., etc.; 
Who, after having exchanged their full powers, wb,ich were found 
to be in good and due form, have agreed upon the following articles: 
ARTICLE I. 
The present Convention shall be applicable, outside of the terri-
torial waters, to all legally established submarine cables landed in 
the territories, colonies or possessions of one or more of the HJgh 
Contracting Parties. 
ARTICLE II. 
The breaking or injury of a submarine cable, done willfully 1 or 
through culpable negligence, and resulting in the total or partial 
interruption or embarrassment of telegraphic communication, shall 
be a punishable offense, but the punishment inflicted shall be no bar 
to a civil action for damages. 
"fhis provision shall not apply to ruptures or injuries when the 
parties guilty thereof have become so simply with the legitimate 
object of saving their lives or their vessels, after having taken all 
necessary precautions to avoid such ruptures of injuries. 
ARTICLE III. 
The High Contracting Parties agree to insist, as far as possible, 
when they shall authorize the landing of a submarine cable, upon 
suitable conditions of safety, both as regards the track of the cable 
and its dimensions. 
ARTICLE IV. 1 
The owner of a .cable who, by the laying or repairing of that cable, 
hall cau the breaking or injury of another cable, shall be requir~d 
1See p. 700. 
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to pay the .cost of the repairs which such breaking or injury shall 
have rendered necessary, but such payment shall not bar the enforce-
ment, if there be ground therefor, of article II. of this Convention. 
ARTICLE V. 
Vessels engaged in laying or repairing submarine cables must observe 
the rules concerning signals that have been or shall be adopted, by 
common consent, by the High Contracting Parties, with a view to 
preventing collisions at sea. 
When a vessel engaged in repairing a cable carries the said signals, 
other vessels that see or are able to see those signals shall withdra_w 
or keep at a distance of at least one nautical mile from such vessel, m 
order not to interfere with its operations. 
Fishing gear and nets shall be kept at the same distance. 
Nevertheless, a period of twenty-four hours at most shall be allowed 
to fishing vessels that perceive or are able to perceive a telegraph 
ship carrying the said signals, in order that they may be enabled to 
obey the notice thus given, and no obstacle shall be placed in the way 
of their operations during such period. . 
The operations of telegraph ships shall be finished as speedily as 
possible. 
ARTICLE VI. 
Vessels that see or are able to see buoys designed to _show the posi-
tion of cables when the latter are being laid, are out of o~der, ff!-' ar 
broken, shall keep at a distance of one quarter of a nautical mile at 
least from such buoys. 
Fishing nets and gear shall be kept at the same d istance. 
ARTICLE VII. 
III. 
f hi. n-
ard of 
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accordance with the general rules of penal competence established by 
the special laws of those States, or by internatiqnal treaties. 1 
ARTICLE IX. 
Prosecutions on account of the infractions contemplated in articles 
II., V. and VI. of this convention, shall be instituted by the State or 
in its name. 
ARTICLE X. 
Evidence of violations of this convention may be obtained by all 
methods of securing proof that are allowed by the laws of the country 
of the court before which a case has been brought. 
When the officers commanding the vessels of war or the vessels 
specially commissioned for that purpose, of one of the High Con-
tracting Parties, shall have reason to believe that an infraction of the 
measures provided for by this Convention has been committed by a 
vessel other than a vessel of war, they may require the captain or 
master to exhibit the official documents furnishing evidence of the 
nationality of the said vessel. Summary mention of such exhibition 
shall at once be made on the documents exhibited. 
Reports may, morepver, be prepared by the said officers, whatever 
may be the uationality of the inculpated vessel. These reports shall 
be drawn up in the form and iu the language in use in the country to 
which the offieer drawing them up belongs; they may be used as 
evidence in the country in which they shall be invoked, and according 
to the laws of such country. The accused parties and the witnesses 
shall have the right to add or to cause to be added thereto, in their 
own language, any explanations that they may deem proper; these 
declarations shall be duly signed. 
ARTICLE XI. 
Proceedings and trial iJl cases of infractions of the provisions of 
this Convention shall always take place as summarily as the laws and 
regulations in force will permit. 
ARTICLE XII. 
The High Contracting Parties engage to take or to propose to their 
respective legislative bodies the measures necessary in order to secure 
the execution of this Uonvention, and especially in order to cause the 
punishment, either by :fine or imprisonment, or both, of such persons 
as may violate the provisions of articles II., V. and VI. 
ARTICLE XIII. 
The High Contracting Parties shall communicate to each other such: 
laws a may already have been or as may hereafter be enacted in their 
re pective countries, relative to the subject of this Convention. 
ARTICLE XIV. 
tates t,hat have noL taken part in this Convention shall be allowed 
to adhere thereto, on their requesting to do so. Notice of such adhesion 
1 U. S. Stats., Vol. 25, p. 41. 
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shall be given, diplomatically·, to the Government of the French 
Republic, and by the latter to the other signatory Governments. · 
ARTICLE XV. 
It is understood that the stipulations of this Convention shall in no 
wise affect the liberty of action of belligerents. 
ARTICLE XVI. 
This Convention shall take effect on such day as shall be agreed 
upon by the High Contracting Parties. 
· It shall remain in force for five years from that day, and, in case 
none of the High Contracting Parties shall have given notice, twelve 
months previously to the expiration of said period of five years, of its 
intention to cause its effects to cease, it shall continue in force for one 
year, and so on from year to year. 
In. case one of the Signatory Powers shall give notice of its desire 
for the cessation of the effects of the Convention. such notice shall be 
effective as regards that Power only. 
ARTICLE XVII. 
This Convention shall be ratified; its ratifications shall be exchanged 
at Paris as speedily as possible, and within one year at the latest. 
In testimony whereof, the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed 
it, and have thereunto affixed their seals. 
Done in twenty-six copies, at Paris, this 14th day of March, 1884. 
SEAL. L. P.MORTON. [SEAL.] HENRY VIGNAUD. 
SEAL. HOHENLOHE. 
SEAL. lYI. BALCARCE. 
SEAL. LADISLAS COUNT IlOYOS. 
SEAL. BEYE S. [SEAL.] LEOPOLD ORBAN. 
SEAL. BN. D'ITAJUBA. 
LEON OMZEE. 
MOLTKE-IlVITFELDT. 
EMA EL DE ALMEDA. 
MA UEL ILVELA . 
• T E . rrRIAN A. 
J LE ERRY. [ EAL.] D. Co HERY. 
L 
A. 
T . 
YEVELT. 
ED. 
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ADDITIONAL ARTICLE. 
The stipulations of the Convention concluded this day for the pro-
tection of submarine cables shall be applicable, according to Article I., 
. to the colonies and possessions of Her Britannic Majesty with the 
exception of those named below, to wit: 
Canada. New South Wales. 
Newfoundland. Victoria. 
The Cape. Queensland. 
Natal. 1.,asmania. 
South Australia. 
West Australia. 
New Zealand. 
Nevertheless, the stipulations of the said Convention shall be appli-
cable to one of the above-named colonies or possessions, if, in their 
[its?] name, a notification to that effect has been addressed by the 
representative of Her Britannic Majesty at Paris to the Minister of 
Foreign Affairs of France. 
Each of the above-named Colonies or possessions that shall have 
adhered to the said Convention, shall have the privilege of with-
drawing in the same manner as the contracting powers. In case one 
of the colonies or possessions in question shall desire to withdraw 
from the Convention, a notification to that effect shall be addressed 
by Her Britannic Majesty's representative at Paris to the Minister of 
Foreign Affairs of France. 
Done in twenty-six copies at Paris, this1 fourteenth day of March, 
1884. 
L. P. MORTON. HENRY VIGNAUD. 
HOHENLOHE. 
M. BALCARCE. 
LADISLAS COUNT HOYOS. 
BEYENS. LEOPOLD ORBAN. 
BN . D'lTAJUB.A.. 
LEON SOMZEE. 
MOLTKE-HVITFELDT. 
EMANUEL DE ALMEDA. 
MANUEL SIL VELA. 
JOSE G. TRIANA. 
JULES FERRY. AD. COCHERY. 
LYONS. 
CRISANTO MEDIN A. 
MA UROCORDATO. 
MENABREA. 
ESSAD. 
BN . DE ZUYLEN DE NYEVELT. 
NAZARE-AGA. 
F. D'.AZEVEDO. 
ODO BESCO. 
PRINCE ORLOFF. 
J. M. TORRES-CAICEDO. 
J. MARI OVITCH. 
G. SIBBERN. 
JUAN J. DIAZ. 
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1886. 
DECLARATION RESPECTING THE INTERPRETATION OF ARTICLES II 
AND IV OF THE CONVENTION OF MARCH 14, 1884, FOR THE PROTEC-
TION OF SUBMARINE CABLES. 
Signed at Paris December 1, 1886_; rat{fication advised by the Senate 
F ebruary 20, 1888J· ratified by the President March 1, 1888J· pro-
claimed }V.lay 1, 1888. (Treaties and Conventions, 1889, p. 1184.) 
[Translation.] 
The undersigned, Plenipotentiaries of the signatory Governments 
of the Convention of March 14, 1884, for the protection of submarine 
cables, having recognized the expediency of defining the sense of the 
terms of Articles II and IV, of the said convention, have prepared by 
common accord the following declaration: 
Certain doubts having arjsen as to the meaning of the word "wil-
fully" inserted in Article II of the convention of the 14th of March, 
1884, it is understood that the imposition of penal responsibilit,y, men-
tioned in the said article, does not apply to cases of breaking or of 
injuries occasioned accidentally or necessarily in repairing a cable, 
when all precautions have been taken to avoid such breaking. or 
damages. 
It is likewise understood that Article IV of the convention ha no 
other object and is to have no other effect than to charge the compe-
tent tribunals of each country with the determination, conformably 
to their laws and according to circumstances, of the question of the 
civil re ponsibility of the owner of a cable, who, by the layino- or 
repairing of such cable, causes the breaking or injury of another 
cable, and al. o of the consequences of that responsibility, if it is found 
to exist. 
Done at Pari , December 1, 18 6, and March 23, 1887, for Germany. 
ROBERT L McL E. N. s. DELYANNL 
Mu sTER. L. L. MENABREA. 
J SE \ PAZ. HARA. 
G L 'HOWSKI. ESSAD. 
BEYE Ts. A. DE • TUER . 
ARINO '. COMPTE DE V ALB OM 
R. .BER TANDE, . V. ALECSA DRI. 
1\,1 LTKE-lIVITFELDT. KOTZEBUE. 
EMA LMEDA. E. PE 'TOR. 
J. L. LB RED . .J. MARI OVIT H . 
. D. FREY 'I ET. 0. LEWE H PT. 
L JUA J. DIAZ. 
SUBM,\RINE CAULES-.Jl L 
FINAL PROTOCOL OF AGREEME T BET 
OF AMERICA AND O'l'HER POWERS FI I 
DATE OF EFFECT OB' THE CO VE TI 
MARCH 14, 1884, FOR THE PROTECTIO 
7 1 ... 
Signed at Paris July 7, 188,; rcdzfira_fion ({(]visr<l by!~'~.•·, ~w-~ 1 1 i 
ruary 20, 1888_; rat i:fi( d lJy the. J>resl(h~nt 1/w,-C:[' 1 J.._ • • • I" 0 ' 11111 
May 1, 1888. (Trea1 ies a,ll(l Oonventwns l J p. 11 L 
[Translation. J 
The undersigned, P1enipotentiarie of th ({oY<>rnm •n • l i·t i 
the Convention of March 1--1, 188--1, for tlw prokd ion of • u 1 Ill t ·i • 
cables havin()' met at Paris for t,hP purpo. t' of fixing in I u1· ·m 11 • 
• articl~ 16 of that interHational instrument a. dht f'o1· I u t ti tit t Ii 
convention into execution haYe a 0 Teed upon th' following·: 
I. The International Co;1ven1 i01~ of :l\Ia.r •h 1-t lt' (' 1'01· th 
tion of submarine calJks shall g-o into op ra ion on th 1 ,t la. · • 
1888 provided however'that ;1,t that dat tho ' ( of' th · ntr: ·tiu~ 
Gov~rnments that have ~10t yet adopted the measnr •.· l r< , id 
article 12 of the said international instrument shall h.n-
to that stipulation. 
II. The measures ·which shall have been taken ln- th . a i l t ,\ t 
execution of article J ~ aforesaid, shaU he mad~ l{no n1 t th 
contracting Powers through the French GoYernmPnt whi ·h i 
with the examination of the said measures. 
III. The Government of the French Republic is lil- •wi.· ·l · r•r 
w_ith the examination of t,he similar legislativ and rpgh m ntar. · l 1· -
v1sions which are to be adopted, in their re pectin~ onn t ri . in u r-
suance of article 12, by such States as ha Ye not tak '11 1 a rt in th 
Conve?tion, and as may desire to avail them elYPs f th, 1 ri ·il ~ r 
access10n, for which provision is made in article 1-±. 
_In testi~ony whereof, the undersigned Plenipot nt iari , h. ,. 
~dopted this final protocol, which shall be C'Onsidered a , f n·min•r a1 
mtegral part of the International Convention of ~Iar h 1-l ' ' . 
Done at Paris, July 7, 1887. · 
ROBERT ·M. MCLANE. 
LEYDEN. 
JOSE C. PAZ. 
HOYOS. 
BEYENS. 
ARINOS. 
MANUEL M. DE PERALTA. 
MOLTKE-H VITFELDT. 
EMANUEL DE ALMEDA. 
FLOURENS. 
J. LUIS ALBAREDA. 
LYONS. 
0RISANTO MEDINA. 
( . L 
H. 
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1886. 
CONVENTION FOR INTERNATIONAL EXCHANGE OF OFFICIAL Docu-
MENTS, SCIENTIFIC AND LITERARY PUBLICATIONS. 
Concluded at Brussels March 15, 1886J· ratification advised by the 
Senate June 18, 1888J· ratified by the President July 19, 1888J· ratifi-
cations exchanged January 14, 1889J· proclaimed Jani1,ary 15, 1889. 
(U. S. Stats., Vol. 25, p. 1465.) 
(The text is reprinted from the translation made in the Department" of State 
and proclaimed by the President with the original treaty, which is in the French 
language.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Bureaus of exchanges to be estab-
lished. 
II. Publications to be exchanged. 
III. Lists to be printed. 
IV. Number of copies. 
V. Transmission of documents. 
VI. Expense of transmittal. 
VII. Publications of learned associa-
tions. 
VIII. Application of convention. 
IX. Adhesion of other States. 
X. Ratification; duration. 
[Translation.] 
y Extra-
King of 
INTERNA'.flONAL EXCHANGES-_ -MARCH 15 1 
ARTICLE I . 
. There shall be established in each of th 
bureau charged with the duty of the exchang 
ARTICLE II. 
nr 
t . t t a,o-r The publications which the contrac mg a 
are the following: . d 
l8t. The Official documents, parhame1;1tar~ .~ n 
which are published in the country of their origm. 
2nd • The works executed by order and at the ~ P 
ernment. 
ARTICLE III. 
Each bureau shall cause to be printed a list of _th 
it is able to place at the disposal of the eontractmg 
This list shall be corrected and completed each r 
addressed to all the bureaus of exchange. 
ARTICLE IV. 
The bureaus of exchange will arrange between th 
ber of copies which -they may be able eventuall 
furnish. 
ARTICLE V. 
t > • - • h nu 1•· 
The transmissions shall be made directly from bur u 
Uniform niodels and formulas will be adopted for them m r 
the contents of the cases, as well as for all the admini ra i 
p·ondence, requests, acknowledgments of reception, etc. 
ARTICLE VI. 
For exterior transmissions, each State assumes the exp n 
ing and transportation to the place of destination. ev r h 
the transmissions shall be made by sea, special arrano- m nt 
regulate the share of each State in the expense of transportation. 
ARTICLE VII. 
·-
The bureaus of exchange will serve, in an officious capa it~ a 
intermediaries between the learned bodies and literarv and sci ntifi 
societies, etc. of the contracting States for the receptioi and tran mi -
sion of their publications. 
It remains however well understood that, in such case, the dut r of 
the bureaus of exchange will be confined to the free transmi sion of 
the works exchanged and that these bureaus will not in any mann r 
take the initiati~e to bring about the establishment of such relation.., . 
ARTICLE VIII. 
These provisions apply only to the documents and works publish&d 
after the date of the present Convention. 
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.ARTICLE IX. 
'rhe States which have not taken part in the present Convention 
are admitted to adhere to it on their req nest. 
This adhesion will be notified diplomatically to the Belgian Govern-
ment and by that Government to all the other signatory States. 
ARTICLE X. 
The present Convention will be ratified and the ratifications will be 
exchanged at Brussels, as soon as practicable. It is concluded for ten 
years, from the day of the exchange of ratifications, and it will remain 
in force beyond that time, so long as one of the Governments shall not 
have declared six months in advance that it renounces it. 
In witness whereof, the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed it, 
and have thereunto affixed their seals. 
Done at Brussels in eight copies the 15th of MarC'h, 1886. 
LAMBERT TREE 
pr_ DE CARAMAN 
CHvlier D. MOREAU 
Qte. DE VILLENEUVE 
JOSE Ma. DE TAVIRA 
MAFFEI 
B011 DE .SANT' .ANNA 
J. MARINOVITCH 
.ALPHONSE RIVIER 
1886. 
SEAL.] 
SEAL.] 
SEAL.] 
SEAL.] 
SEAL.] 
SEAL.J 
SEAL.l 
SEAL. 
[SEAL . 
Co VENTION FOR THE IMMEDIATE EXCHANGE OF OFFICIAL .JOURNALS, 
PARLIAMENTARY ANNALS, AND DOCUME T8. 
Concluded at Brusseis March 15, 1886J· ratification adrvised by th~ 
Senate June 18, 1888J· ratified by the President July 19, 1888J· r((h-
fications exchanged January 14, 1889_; proclaimed January 15 1889. 
( . . tat . Vol. 25, p. 1469.) 
ARTICLES. 
I. Imm diate exchange of official I II. Adhesion of other states. journal , parliamentary annals, III. Ratification; duration. 
docum nts. 
[Tran lation.] 
EXCHANGE OF OFFICIAL JOURNALS-MARCH 15, 1886. 705 
Minister of Foreign Affairs, and the Chevalier de Moreau, His Minister 
of Agriculture, Industry and Public Works, 
His Majesty the Emperor of Brazil, The Count de Villeneuve, His 
Envoy Extraordinary and Minfster Plenipotentiary near His Majesty 
the King of the Belgians, 
Her Majesty the Queen Regent of Spain, Mr. de Tavira, Charge 
d'Affaires, ad interim, of Spain at Brussels. 
His Majesty the King of Italy, Tbe Marquis Maffei, His Envoy 
Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary near His Majesty the 
King of the Belgians, . 
His Majesty the King of Portugal and of the Algarves, the Baron 
de Sant' Anna, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary of 
His Very Faithful Majesty, 
His Majesty the King of Servia, Mr. Marinovitch, His Envoy Ex-
traordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary near His Majesty the King 
of the Belgians. 
Who, after having communicated between themselves their full 
powers, found in good and due form, have agreed upon the following 
Articles: 
ARTICLE I. 
Independently of the obligations which result from Article 2 of the 
General Convention of this day, relative to the exchange of official 
documents and of scientific and literary publications, the respective 
Governments undertake to have transmitted to the legislative cham-
bers of each contracting State, as fast as their publication, a copy of 
the Official Journal as well as of the parliamentary Annals and Docu-
ments, which are given publicity. 
ARTICLE II. 
The States which have ,not taken part in the present Convention 
are admitted to adhere thereto on their request. 
This adhesion will be notified diplomatically to the Belgian Govern-
ment, and by that Government to-all the other signatory States. 
ARTICLE III. 
The present Convention will be ratified and the ratifications will be 
exchanged at Brussels as soon as practicable. It is roncluded for ten 
years from the day of the exchange of the ratifications and it will 
remain in force beyond that time, so long as one of the Governments 
shall not have declared six months in advance that it renounces it. 
In witness whereof, the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed it, 
and have thereunto affixed their seals. ✓ 
Done at Brussels, in seven copies the 15 th of March, 1886. 
LAMBERT TREE SEAL. 
P DE CARAMA SEAL. 
CHvlier D. lOREAU SEAL. 
Cte DE VILLE EUVE SE L. 
JOSE M~ DE TAVIRA SEAL. 
l\,I FFEI SEAL. 
B0 n DE SANT' A A EAL. 
J. MARINOVITCH EAL.] 
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1890. 
GENERAL ACT FOR THE REPRESSION OF AFRICAN SLAVE TRADE. 
Signed July 2, 1890J· ratification. advised by the Senate January 11, 
1892,· ratified by the President January 19, 1892J· ratification depos-
ited with B elgian Government February 2, 1892J· proclaimed April 
2, 1892. (U. · s. Stats., Vol. 27, p. 886.) 
(The original of this treaty is in the French language and the text here given 
is from the translation submitted to the Senate and attached to the proclamation.) 
ARTICLES. 
· CHAPTER I.-Slave-trade counfries.-Measures to be taken in the places of origin. 
I. Measures to counteract ·slave 
trade. 
II. Duties of stations, cruisers, 
and posts. 
III. Support of powers. 
IV. National associations. 
V. Legislation to be enacted. 
VI. ·Return of liberated slaves. 
VII. Protection of fugitive slaves. 
VIII. Importation of firearms pro-
hibited. 
IX. Regulations for use of fire~ 
. arms. 
X. Transit of arms and ammu-
nition. 
XI. Information to be furnished. 
XII. Legislation to punish of-
fenders. 
XIII. Prevention of introduction 
of firearms. 
XIV. Duration of firearms provi-
sions. 
CHAPTER II.-Ca1·avan routes and transportation of slaves by land. 
XV. Stoppage of convoys. 
XVI. Posts on caravan routes. 
XVIII. Care of liberated slaves. 
XIX. Punishments. 
XVII. Prevention of sales, etc. 
CHAPTER III.-Repression of slave trade by sea. 
Section !.-General provisions. 
XX. Agreement of powers. 
XXI. Maritime zone. 
XXII. Right of search, etc. 
XXIII. Ve el liable to search, etc. 
XXIV. Effect of pr ent convention, . 
XXV. nlawful u e of flag. 
XXVI. Exchange of information . 
XXVII. International Bnreau at 
Zanzibar. 
XXVIII. Slaves e caping to ships of 
war. 
XXIX. Release of lave on native 
vessels. 
ection Il.-Regulations concerning the 'Use of the flags ancl supe1·vision by cruisers. 
1. Ride fo1· granting the flag to native vessels, ancl as to crew lists and manifests 
of black passengers on board. 
~.-Tltr stoppina of .·118pectcrl 1•e,·. l,•. 
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3.-0f the examination and trial of vessels seized. 
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L. Trials. 
LI. Disposal of arrested vesself:. 
LII. Result of condemnation. 
LIII. Indemnity for illegal ar-
rests. 
LIV. Arbitration of disputed de-
cisions. 
L V. Choice of arbitrators. 
L VI. Trials. 
L VII. Summary proceedings. 
L VIII. Release of innocent ves-
sels; damages. 
LIX. Penalties. 
LX. Special tribunals. 
LXI. Communication of · in-
structions. 
CHAPTER IV.-Countries to which slaves are sent, whose institutions recognize the 
existence of domestic slavery. 
LXII. Prohibition of slave trade. 
LXIII. Disposition of liberated 
slaves. 
LXIV. Freedom of fugitive slaves. 
LXV. Sales declared void. 
LXVI. Examination of native ves-
sels. 
LXVII. Penal punishments. 
LXVIII. Turkish law. 
LXIX. Assistance by Shah of Per-
sia. 
LXX. Assistance by Sultan of 
Zanzibar. 
LXXI. Assistance of diplomatic 
and consular officers. 
LXXII. Liberation office. 
LXXIII. Exchange of statistics. 
CHAPTER V.-Institutions intended to insure the execution of the general act. 
Section I.-Of the international rnaritirne_ office. 
LXXIV. International office at Zan- 1 
zibar. 
LXXV. Organization. 
. LXXVI. Expenses. 
LXXVII. Objects. 
LXXVIII. Archives; translations. 
LXIX. Branch offices . 
LXXX. Annual reports. 
Section II.-Of the exchange between the Governrnents of docU1nents and inforrna-
tion relative to the slave trade. 
LXXXI. Exchange of information. I 
LXXXII. Central exchange office. 
LXXXIII. Reports from Zanzibar of-
fice. 
LXXXIV. Publications. 
LXXXV. Expenses. 
Section III.-·Of the protection of liberated slaves. 
LXXXVI. Offices for liberating slaves. I LXXXVIII. Refuge for women and 
LXXXVII. Registry of releases. children. 
LXXXIX. Protection of freed slaves. 
CHAPTER VI.-Measu1·es to restrict the traffic in spirituous liquors. 
XC. Prohibited zone. J 
XCI. Prohibition of importation 
and manufacture. / 
XCII. Import duty in certain lo-
calities. 
XCIII. Excise duty. 
XCIV. Prevention of introduction 
of liquors. 
XCV. Information to be commu-
nicated. 
CHAPTER VIL-Final provisions. 
XCVI. Contrary stipulations 
pealed. 
XCVII. Modifications. 
XCVIII. Adhesion of Powers. 
1·•- 1 XCIX. Ratification. C. Duration. Protocol. 
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HIS MAJESTY THE KING OF THE BELGIANS, 
Auguste Baron Lambermont, His Minister of State, His Envoy 
Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary, and 
M. Emile Banning, Director General in the Department of Foreign 
Affairs of Belgium; • 
HIS MAJESTY THE KING OF DENMARK, 
Mr. Frederic-George Schack de Brockdorff, Consul-General of Den-
mark at Antwt'rp; 
HIS MAJESTY THE KING OF SPAIN, AND IN HI$ NAME HER MAJESTY 
THE QUEEN REGENT OF THE KINGDOM, 
Don Jose Gutierrez de Aguera, His Envoy Extraordinary and Min-
ister Plenipotentiary near His Majesty the King of the Belgians; 
HIS MAJESTY THE SOVEREIGN-KING OF THE INDEPENDENT STATE OF 
THE CONGO, 
Mr. Edmund Van Eetvelde, Administrator-General of the Depart-
ment of Foreign Affairs of the Independent St~te of the Congo 
and 
Mr. Auguste Van Maldeghem, Councillor in the Belgian Court of 
Cassation; 
THE PRESIDENT OF THE FRENCH REPUBLIC, 
M. Albert Bouree, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipoten-
tiary of the French Republic near His Majesty the King of the 
Belgians, and 
M. George Cogordan, Minister Plenipotentiary, Director of the 
Office of the Minister of Foreign A~airs of France; 
HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN OF THE UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT 
BRITAIN AND IRELAND, EMPRESS OF INDIA, 
Lord Vivian, Peer of the United Kingdom, Her Envoy Extraordi-
nary and Minister Plenipotentiary near His Majesty the King of 
the Belgians, and 
Sir John Kirk; 
Hrs MAJESTY THE KING OF ITALY, 
Francis de Renzis, Baron of Montanaro, His Envoy Extraordinary 
and Minister Plenipotentiary near His Majesty the King of the 
Belgians, and 
Mr. Thomas Catalani, His Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Pleni-
potentiary; 
Hrs MAJESTY THE KING OF THE NETHERLANDS, GRAND DUKE OF 
LUXEMBURG, 
Louis Baron Gericke de Herwynen, His Envoy Extraordinary and 
Minister Plenipotentiary near .His Majesty the King of the Bel-
gians; 
HIS IMPERIAL MAJESTY THE SHAH OF PERSIA, 
General Nazare Aga, His Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Pleni-
potentiary near His Majesty the King of the Belgians; 
HIS MAJESTY THE KING OF PORTUGAL AND OF THE ALGARVES, 
ifr. Ilenrique de Macedo Pereira Coutinho, Member of His Council, 
Peer of the Kingdom, Minister and Honorary Secretary of State, 
Hi Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary near His 
Maj ty the King of the Belgians; 
Hrs 1AJES'rY THE EMPEROR OF ALL THE RUSSIAS, 
L on Prince Ourou soff, Ma ter of His Court, Ili Envoy Extraor-
dinary and Mini ter Plenipotentiary near Hi Majesty the King 
of the Belgians, and 
Mr. Frederic de ]Harten , Hi Actual Councillor of tate, Perma, 
nent Member of the Council of Foreign Affair of Ru ia; 
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Hrs MAJESTY THE KING OF SWEDEN AND NORWAY, 
Mr. Charles de Burenstam;His Chambel'lain, His Minister Pleni-
potentiary near His Majesty the King of the Belgians and near 
His Majesty the King of the Netherlands, 
HIS MAJESTY THE EMPEROR OF THE OTTOMANS, 
Etienne Caratheodory Efendi, High Dignitary of His Empire, His 
Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary near His 
Majesty the King of the Belgians; 
HIS HIGHNESS THE SULTAN OF ZANZIBAR, 
Sir ,John Kirk, and -· 
Mr. William Goehring; 
Who, being furnished with full powers, which have been found to 
be in good and _due form, have adopted the following provisions: 
CHAPTER I. Slave-trade countries. - .J.lfeasures to be taken in the places 
of origin. 
ARTICLE I. 
Tho powers declare that the most effective means of counteracting 
the slave-trade in the interior of Africa are the following: 
1. Progressive organization of the administrative, judicial, religious, 
and military services in the African territories placed under the sov-
ereignty or protectorate of civilized nations. 
2. The gradual establishment in the interior, by the powers to which 
the territories are subject, of strongly occupied stations, in such. a 
way as to make their protective or repressive action effectively felt m 
the territories devastated by slave hunting. . 
3. The construction of roads, and in particular of railways, connect-
ing the advanced stations with the coast, and permitting easy access 
to the inland waters, and to such of the upper courses of the rivers 
and streams as are broken by rapids and cataracts, with a view to 
ub tituting economical and rapid means of transportation for the 
pre ent system of carriao- by men. 
4. E tabli hment of , team-boats on the inland navigable water 
and on the lak , upported by fortified po ts established on the 
bank. 
5. E tabli, hm nt of t 1 graphic line , insuring the communication 
of he po t, and tation with the coa t and with the admini trative 
c ntr . 
6. Oro-aniza ion of exp dition and flying column , to k ep up the 
communi ation of th tations with each oth rand with the coa t, to 
upp rt r pr iv a tion, and to in ur the curity of high road . 
7. R tri tion of th importation of fir -arm , at 1 ast of tho e of 
m 1 rn pa rn, c nc1 of ammunition throu hout the nth' extent of 
th rrit ry in whi ·h th la e-trad i.· carried on. 
RTI LE II. 
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of the State to which the station is subject, or independent, and tem-
porarily for all other natives in case of imminent danger; to place 
the population of the first of these categories in a position to co-operate 
for their own defense; to diminish intestine wars between tribes by 
means of arbitration; to initiate them in agricultural labor and in the 
industrial arts so as to increase their welfare; to raise them to civili-
zation and bring about the extinction of barbarous customs, such as 
cannibalism, and human sacrifices. 
2. To- give aid and protection t9 commercial enterprises; to watch 
over their legality by especially controlling contracts for service with 
natives, and to prepare the way for the foundation of permanent cen-
tres of cultivation an<l. of commercial settlements. 
3. To protect, without distinction of creed, the missions which are 
already or that may hereafter be established. 
4. To provide for the sanitary service and to extend hospitality and 
help to explorers and to all who take part in Africa in the ·work of 
repressing the slave-trad{j. 
ARTICLE . III. 
The powers exercising a sovereignty or a protectorate in Africa 
confirm and give precision to their former declarations, and engage 
to proceed gradually, as circumstances may permit, either by the 
means above indicated, or by any other means that they may con-
sider suitable, with the repression of the slave-trade, each State in its 
respective possessions and under its own direction. Whenever they 
consider it possible, they shall lend their good offices to such powers 
as, with a purely humanitarian object, may be engaged in Africa in 
the fulfillment of a similar mission. 
ARTICLE IV. 
The Status exercising sovereign powers or protectorates in Africa 
may in all cases delegate to companies provided with charters all or a 
portion of ·the engagements which they assume in virtue of Article 
III. They remain, nevertheless, directly responsible for the engage-
ments which they contract by the present act, and guarantee the 
execution thereof. The powers promise to encourage, aid and protect 
such national associations and enterprises due to private initiative as 
may wish to co-operate in their possessions in the repression of the 
slave-trade, subject to their receiving previous authorization, such 
authorization being revokable at any time, subject also to their being. 
directed and controlled, and to the exclusion of the exercise of rights 
of sovereignty. 
ARTICLE V. 
The contracting powers pledge themselves, unless this has already 
been provided for by laws in accordance with the spirit of the present 
article, to enact or propose to their respective legislative bodies, in 
the conr e of one year at the latest from the date of the signing of 
the present general act, a law rendering applicable, on the one hand, 
the provi ions of their penal laws concerning grave offenses against 
the per on, to the organizers and abettors of slave-hunting, to those 
guilty of mutilating male adults and children, and to all persone 
taking part in the capture of slaves by violence; and, on the other 
hand, th provisions relating to offense· a 0·ainst individual liberty, 
to carrier and tran, porters of, and to dealers in, lave·. 
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The accessories and accomplices of the different catego.ries of slave 
captors and dealers above specified shall be punished with penalties 
proportionate to those incurred by the principals. 
Guilty persons who may have escaped from the jurisdiction of the 
authorities of the country where the crimes or offenses have been 
committed shall be arrested either on communication of the incrimi-
nating evidence by the authorities who have ascertained the violation 
of the law, or on production of any other proof of guilt by the power 
in whose territory they may have been discovered, and shall be kept, 
without other formality, at the disposal of the tribunals competent 
to try them. 
The powers shall communicate to one another, with the least possi-
ble delay, the laws or decrees existing or promulgated in execution 
of the present Article. 
ARTICLE VI. 
Slaves liberated in consequence of the stoppage or dispersion of a 
convoy in the interior of the continent, shall be sent back, if circum-
stances permit, to their country of origin; if not, the local authorities 
shall facilitate, as much as possible, their means of living, and if they 
desire it, help them to settle on the spot. 
ARTICLE VII. 
Any fugitive slave claiming, on the continent, the protection of the 
signatory powers, shall receive it, and shall be received in the camps 
and stations officially established by said powers, or on board of the 
ve sels of the State plying on the lakes and rivers. Private stations 
and boats are only permitted to exercise the right of asylum subject 
to the previous consent of the State. 
ARTICLE VIII. 
TI LE L "" . 
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regulated, unless identical or stricter regulations have already been 
enforced, in the following mannei; in the zone defined in Article VIII: 
All imported fire-arms shall be deposited, at the cost, risk and peril 
of the importers, in a public warehouse under the supervision of the 
State government. No withdrawal of fire-arms or imported ammuni-
tion shall take place from such warehouses without the previous 
authorization of the said government. This authorization shall, 
except in the cases hereinafter specified, be refused for the withdrawal 
of all arms for accurate firing, such as rifles, magazine guns, or breech-
loaders, whether whole or in detached pieces, their cartridges, caps, 
or other ammunition intended for them. 
In seaports and under conditions affording the needful guarantees, 
the respective governments may permit private warehouses, but only 
for ordinary powder and for flint-lock muskets, and to the exclusion 
of improved arms and ammunition therefor 
Independently of the measures directly taken by governments for 
the arming of the public force and the organization of their defence, 
individual exceptions may be allowed in the case of persons furnish-
ing sufficient guarantees that the weapon and ammunition delivered 
to them shall not be given, assigned or sold to third parties, and for 
travelers provided with a declaration of their government stating that 
the weapon and ammunition are intended for their personal defence 
exclusively. 
All arms, in the cases provided for in the preceding paragraph, shall 
be registered and marked by the supervising authorities, who shall 
deliver to the persons in question permits to bear arms, stating the 
name of the bearer and showing the stamp with which the weapon is 
marked. These permits shall be revocable in case proof i& furnished 
that they have been improperly used, and shall be issued for five years 
only, but may be renewed. 
The above rule as to warehousing shall also apply to gunpowder. 
Only flint-lock guns, with unrifled barrels, and common gunpowder 
known as trade powder, may be withdrawn from the warehousea for 
sale. At each withdrawal of arms and ammunition of this kind for 
sale, the local authorities shall determine the regions in which such 
arms and ammunition may be sold. The regions in which the slave-
trade is carried on shall always be excluded. Persons authorized to 
take arms or powder out of the public warehouses, shall present to 
the State government, every six months, detailed lists indicating the 
destinations of the arms and powder sold, as well as the quantities 
still remaining in the warehouses. 
ARTICLE X. 
The Governments shall take all such measures as they may deem 
nece ary to insure as complete a fulfilment as possible of the pro-
vi ions respecting the importation, sale and transportation of firearms 
and ammunition, as well as to prevent either the entry or exit thereof 
via their inland frontiers, or the passage thereof to regions where the 
lave-trade is rife. 
The authorization of transit within the limit of the zone specified 
in Article VIII shall not be withheld when the arms and ammunition 
are to pa s aero the tenitory of the signatory or adherent power 
occupyin°· th coa t, towar :ls inland territories under the sovereignty 
or prot ctorat of another io·natory or adherent power, unless this 
latt r pow r hav direct a ce . to the . ·ea through its own territory. 
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If this access be wholly interrupted, the authorization of transit can 
not be withheld. Any applicat,ion for transit must be accompanied 
by a declaration emanating from the government of the power hav-
ing the inland possessions, and certifying that the said arms and 
ammunition are not intended for sale, but are for the use of the 
authorities of such power, or of the military forces necessary for the 
protection of the missionary or commercial stations, or of persons 
mentioned by name in the declaration. Nevertheless, the territorial 
power of the coast retains the right to stop, exceptionally and pro-
visionally, the transit of of improved arms and ammunition across its 
territory, if, in consequence of inland disturbances or other serious 
danger, there is ground for fearing lest the despatch of arms and 
ammunition may compromise its own safety. 
ARTICLE XI. 
The powers shall communicate to one another information relating 
to the traffic in fire-arms and ammunition, the permits granted, and 
the measures of repression in force in their respective territories. 
ARTICLE XII. 
The powers eng3,ge to adopt or to propose to their respective legis-
lative bodies the measures necessary everywhere to secure the pun-
ishment of infringers of the prohibitions contained in Articles VIII 
and IX, and that of their accomplices, besides the seiz~re and con-
fiscation of the prohibited arms and ammunition, either by fine or 
imprisonment, or by both of these penalties, in proportion to the im-
portance of the infraction and in accordance with the gravity of each 
ca e. 
ARTICLE XIII. 
Th ignatory power that have possessions in Africa in contact 
with th zone p cified in Article VIII, bind themselves to take the 
n e ary mea ur for preventing the introduction of fire-arm and 
ammunition aero th ir inland frontiers into the regions of said zone, 
at lea t that of improved arm and cartridges. 
ARTICLE XIV. 
hall remain in force 
hall have 
'oroco,i Rout .· onrl Tran portation of Slave by land. 
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IV, by each government in its possessions, to watch, so far as ci!-
cumstances shall permit, and in proportion to the pr~gress ?f their 
administrative organization, the roads traveled in their territory by 
slave-dealers, to stop convoys on their march, or to pursue them 
wherever their action can be legally exercised. 
ARTICLE XVI. 
In the regions of the coasts known to serve habitually as places of 
passage or terminal points for slave-traffic coming from the interior, 
as well as at the points of intersection of the pl'incipal caravan routes 
crossing the zone contiguous to the coast already subject to the con-
trol of the sovereign or protective powers, posts shall be established 
under the conditions and with the reservations mentioned in Article 
III, by the authorities to which the territories are subject, for the 
purpose of intercepting the convoys and liberating the slaves. 
ARTICLE XVII. 
A strict watch shall be organized by the local authorities at the 
ports and places near the coast, with a view to preventing the sale 
and shipment of slaves brought from the interior, as well as the forma-
tion and departure landwards of bands of slave-hunters and dealers. 
Caravans arriving at the coast or in its vicinity, as well as those 
arriving in the interior at a locality occupied by the territorial power, 
shall, on t,heir arrival, be subjected to a minute inspection as to the 
persons composing them. Any such person being ascertained to have 
been captured or carried off by force, or mutilated, either in his native 
place or on the way, shall be set free. 
ARTICLE XVIII. 
In the possessions of each of the contrncting powers, it shall be the 
duty of the government to protect liberated slaves, to return them, if 
possible, to their country, to procure means of subsistence for them, 
and, in particular, to take charge of the education and subsequent 
employment of abandoned children. 
ARTICLE XIX. 
The penal arrangements provided for by Article V shall be applica-
ble to all offences committed in the course of operations connected 
with the transportation of and traffic in slaves on land whenever such 
offences may be ascertained to have been committed. 
Any person having incurred a penalty in consequence of an offence 
provided for by the present general act, shall incur the obligation of 
furnishing security before being able to engage in any commercial 
transaction in countries where the slave-trade is carried on. 
CHAPTER III. Repression of the Slave-trade by Sea. 
SECTION I. General provisions. 
ARTICLE XX. 
The ignatory powerA r co 0 ·niz the d irability of taking steps in 
common for the more ff c iv . r pre. ion of the lave-trade in the 
maritime zone in which it , ill ist . 
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ARTICLE XXI. 
This zone extends, on the one hand, between the coasts of the Indian 
Ocean (those of the Persian Gulf and of the Red Sea included), from 
Beloochistan to Cape Tangalane ( Quilimane); and, .on the other hand, 
a conventional line which first ·follows the meridian from Tangalane 
till it intersects the 26th degree of South latitude; it is then merged in 
this parallel, then passes round the Island of Madagascar by the east, 
keeping 20 miles off the east and north shore, till it intersects the 
meridian at Cape Ambre. From this point the limit of the zone is 
determined by an obl;que line, which extends to the coast of Beloo-
chistan, passing 20 miles off Cape Ras-el-Had. 
ARTICLE XXII. 
The signatory powers of the present general act,-among whom 
exist special conventions for the suppression of the slave-trade, have 
agreed to restrict the clauses of those conventions concerning the 
reciprocal right of visit, of search and of seizure of vessels at sea, to 
the above mentioned zone. 
ARTICLE XXIII. 
The same powers also agree to limit the above mentioned right to 
vessels whose tonnage is less than 500 tons. This stipulation shall 
be revised as soon as experience shall have shown the necessity thereof. 
ARTICLE XXIV. 
All other provisions of the conventions con.eluded for the suppres-
sion of the slave-trade between the aforesaid powers shall remain in 
force provided they are not modified by the present general act. 
ARTICLE XXV. 
The signatory powers engage to adopt efficient measures to prevent 
the unlawful u e of their flag, and to prevent the transportation of 
slave on ve sel authorized to fly their colors. 
ARTICLE XXVI. 
~~e ignatory power engao- to adopt all measur s necessary to 
facilitate he p edy xchange of information calculated to lead to 
h di ov ry of per on takinO' part in operation connected with the 
, lav -trad 
ART! LE XVII. 
m 
rim r 
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ARTICLE XXIX. 
Any slave detained against his will on board _of a native vessel 
shall have the right to demand his liberty. His release may be 
ordered by any agent of any of the signatory powers on whom the 
present general act confers the right of ascertaining the status of per-
sons on board of such vessels although such release shall not with-
draw him from the competent 'jurisdiction if he has committed any 
crime or offense at common law. 
SECTION IL-Regulation concerning the use of the flag and super-
vision by cru-isers. 
1. Rules for granting the flag to native vessels, and as to crew 
lists and manifests of black passengers on board. 
ARTICLE XXX. 
The signatory powers engage to exercise a strict surveillance over 
native vessels authorized to carry their flag in the zone mentioned in 
Article XXl, and over the commercial operations carried on by such 
vessels. 
ARTICLE XXXI. 
The term" native vessel" applies to vessels fulfilling one of the fol-
lowing conditions: 
1. It shall present the outward appearance of native build or 
rigging. 
2. It shall be manned by a crew of whom the captain and a major-
ity of the seamen belong by origin to one of the countries on the coast 
of the Indian Ocean, the Red Sea, or the Persian Gulf. 
ARTICLE XXXII. 
The authorization to carry the flag of one of _the said powers shall 
in future be granted only to such native vessels as shall satisfy at 
the same time the three following conditions: 
1. Fitters-out or owners of ships must be either subjects of or per-
sons protected by the power whose flag they ask to carry. 
2. They shall be obliged to prove that they possess real estate situ-
ated in the district of the authority to whom their application is 
addressed, or to furnish bona fide security as a guaranty of the pay-
ment of such fines as may be incurred. · 
::3. The above-named fitters-out or owners of ships, as well as the 
captain of the vessel, shall prove that they enjoy a . good reputation, 
an<l that in particular they have never been sentenced to punishment 
for acts connected with the lave-trade. 
ARTICLE XXXIII. 
This authorization granted shall be renewed every year. It may at 
any time be su pended or withdrawn by the authorities of the power 
who e colors the vessel carries . 
. ARTICLE XXXIV. 
'"I'he act of authorization shall coB.tain th statements-necessary to 
e tabli h the identity of the ve._ el. 'The captain shall have the keeping 
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thereof. The name of the native vessel and the amount of its ton-
nage shall be cut and painted in Latin characters on the stern, and 
the initial or initials of the name of the port of registry, as well 
as the registration number in the series of the numbers of that port, 
shall be printed in black on the sails. 
ARTICLE XXXV. 
A list of the crew shall be issuect to the captain of the vessel at the 
port of departure by the authorities of the power whose colors it car-
ries. It shall be renewed at every fresh venture of the vessel, or, at 
the latest, at the end of a year, and in accordance with the following 
provisions: 
1. The list shall be visaed at the departure of the vessel by the 
authority that has issued it. 
2. No negro can be engaged as a seaman on a vessel without hav-
ing previously been questioned by the authority of the power wh_ose 
colors it carries, or, in default thereof, by the territorial authority, 
with a view to ascertaining the fact of his having contracted a free 
engagement. 
3. This authority shall see that the proportion of seamen and boys 
is not out of proportion to the tonnage or rigging. . 
4. The authorities who shall have questioned the men before their 
departure shall enter them on the list of the crew in which they shall 
be mentioned with a summary description of each of them alongside 
his name. 
5. In order · the more effectively to prevent any substitution, the 
seamen may, moreover, be provided with a distinctive mark. 
ARTJCLE XXXVI. 
II. 
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ARTICLE XXXVIII. 
On the African coast and on the adjacent islands, no negro passen-
gers shall be taken on board of a native vessel, except in localities 
where there is a resident · authority belonging to one of the signatory 
powers. 
Throughout the extent of the zone mentioned in Article XXI, no 
negro passenger shall be landed from a native vessel except at a place 
in which there is a resident officer belonging to one of the high con-
t:cacting powers, and unless such officer is present at the landing. 
Cases of vis major that may have caused an infraction of these pro-
visions shall be examined by the authority of the power whose colors 
the vessel carries, or, in default thereof, by the territorial authority 
of the port at which the vessel in question calls. 
ARTICLE XXXIX. 
The provisions of ArticlesXXXV, XXXVI, XXXVII, andXXXVIII 
are not applicable to vessels only partially decked, having a crew not 
exceeding ten men, and fulfilling one of the two following conditions: 
1. That it be exclusively used for fishing within the territorial 
waters. 
2. That it be occupied in the petty coasting trade between the dif-
ferent ports of the same territorial power, without going further than 
5 miles from the coast. 
These different boats shall receive, as the case may be, a special 
license from the territorial or consular authority, which shall be 
renewed every year, and subject to revocation as provided in Article 
XL, the uniform model 1 of which license is annexed to the present gen-
eral act and shall be communicated to the international information 
office. 
ARTICLE XL. 
Any act or attempted act connected with the slave-trade that can 
be legally shown to have been committed by the captain, fitter-out, or 
owner of a ship authorized to carry the flag of one of. the signatory 
powers, or having procured the license provided for in Article XXXIX, 
shall entail the immediate withdrawal of the said authorization or 
license. All violations of the provisions of Section 2 of Chapter III 
shall render the person guilty thereof liable to the penalties provided 
by the special laws and ordinances of each of the contracting powers. 
ARTICLE XLI. 
The signatory powers engage to deposit at the international infor-
mation office the specimen forms of the following documents: 
1. Licen e to carry the flag; 
2. The crew-list; 
3. Th negro passenger list. 
The e document , the tenor of which may vary according to the 
diff rent regulations of each country, shall necessarily contain the 
following particulars, drawn up in one of the European languages: 
1. A regards the authorization to carry the flag: · 
(a) The name, tonnage, rig, and the principal dimensions of tbe 
v el; 
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( b) The register n nm ber and the signal letter of the port of registry; 
(c) The date of obtaining the license, and the office held by the 
person who issued it. 
2. As regards the list of the crew: 
( a ) The name of the vessel, of the captain and the fitter-out or 
owner; 
(b) The tonnage of the vessel; 
(c) The register number and the port of registry, its destination, as 
well as the particulars specified in Article XXV. 
3. As regards the list of negro passengers: 
The name of the vessel which conveys them, and the particulars 
indicated in Article XXXVI, for the proper idep.tifi.cation of the pas-
sengers. 
The signatory powers shall take the necessary measures so that the 
territorial authorities or their consuls may send to the same office cer-
tified copies of all authorizations to carry their flag as soon as such 
authorizations shall have been granted, as w~ll as notices of the with-
drawal of any such authorization. 
The provisions of the present article have reference only to papers 
intended for native vessels. 
2. The stopping of suspected vessels. 
ARTICLE XLII. 
When the officers in command of war-vessels of any of the signatory 
powers have reason to believe that a vessel whose tonnage is less tha:-1 
500 tons, and which is found navigating in the above-named zone,, 1s 
engaged in the slave-trade or is guilty of the fraudulent use of a 
flag, they may examine the ship's papers. 
The present article does not imply any change in the pre ·ent tate 
of things as regards jurisdiction in territorial waters. 
ARTICLE XLIII. 
To thi end, a boat commanded by a naval officer in uniform may 
be ent to board the su pected vessel after it has been hailed and 
informed of thi int ntion. 
Th offi. er ent on board of the vessel which has been topped 
hall a t with all po. sible con ideration and. moderation. 
ARTICLE XLIV. 
xamina-
L . 
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ARTICLE XLVI . 
., 
Before leaving the detained vessel, the officer shall draw up a minute 
according to the forms and in the language in use in the country t_o 
which he belongs. . 
This minute shall be dated and signed by the officer, and shaU recite 
the facts. 
The captain of the detained vessel, as well as the witnesses, shall 
have the right to cause to be added to the minutes any explanations 
_ they may think expedient. 
ARTICLE XL VIL 
The commander of a man-of-war who has detained a vessel under a 
foreign flag shall, in all cases, make a report thereof to his own gov-
ernment, and state the grounds upon which he has acted. 
ARTICLE XL VIII. 
A sm:p.mary of this report, as well as a copy of the_ minute drawn up 
by the o~cer on board of the detained vessel, shall be sent, as soon 
as possible, to the international information office, which shall com-
municate the same to the nearest consular or territorial authority of 
the power whose flag the vessel in question has shown. Duplicates 
of these documents shall be kept in the archives of the bureau. 
ARTICLE XLIX. 
If, in performing the acts of supervision mentioned in the preceding 
articles, the officer in command of the cruiser is convinced that an art 
connected with the slave-trade has been committed on board during 
the passage, or that irrefutable proofs exist against the captain, or 
fitter-out, for accusing him of fraudulent use of the flag, or fraud, or 
participation i_n the slave-trade, he shall conduct the arrested vessel 
to the nearest port of the zone where there is a competent magistrate 
of the power whose flag has been used. 
Each signatory power engages to appoint in the zone, and to make 
known to the international information office, the territorial or con-
sular authorities or special delegates who are competent in the above-
mentioned cases. 
A suspected vessel may also be turned over to a cruiser of its own 
nation, if the latter consents to take charge of it. 
3. Of the examination and trial of vessels seized. 
ARTICLE L. 
The magistrate referred to in the preceding article, to whom the 
arrested vessel has been turned over, shall proceed to make a full 
investigation, according to the laws and rules of his COUJ).try, in the 
• presence of an officer belonging to the foreign cruiser. 
ARTICLE LI. 
If it is proved by the inquiry that the flag has been fraudulently 
u ed, the arre ted vessel shall remain at the disposal of its captor. 
7468-46 
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ARTICLE LII. 
If the examination shows an act connMted with the slave-trade, 
proved by the presence on board of slaves destined for sale, .or any 
other offense connected with the slave-trade for which provision is 
made by special convention, the vessel and cargo shall remain se-
questrated in charge of the magistrate who shall have conducted the 
inquiry. 
The captain and crew shall be turned over to the tribunals desig-
nated by Articles LIV and LVI. The slaves shall be set at liberty as 
soon as judgment has been pronounced. 
In the cases provided for by this article, liberated slaves shall be 
disposed of in accordance with the special conventions concluded, or 
to be concluded, between the signatory powers. In default of such 
conventions, the said slaves shall be turned over to the local author-
ity, to be sent back, if possible, to their country of origin; if not, this 
authority shall facilitate to them, in so far as may be in i.ts power, 
the means of livelihood, and, if they desire it, of settling on the. spot. 
ARTICLE LIII. 
If it shall be provE'd by the inquiry that the vessel has been illegally 
arre ted, there shall be clear title to an indemnity in proportion to 
the damages suffered by the vessel being ·taken out of its course. 
The amount of this indemnity shall be fixed by the authority that 
has conducted the inquiry. 
ARTICLE LIV. 
In case the officer of the capturing vessel does not accept the con-
clu ion of the inquiry held in his presence, the matter shall be turne<l 
over to the tribunal of the nation whose flag the captured ves. el ha 
borne. 
o except,ion shall be made to this rule, unless the disagreement 
ari es in respect of the amount of the indemnity stipulated in Articl 
LIII, and thi shall be fixed by arbitration, as specified in the follow-
in <r a1 icl . 
Th 
~ra.ph :?. 
ARTICLE LV. 
of dama<r 
LVIII, para-
• 
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ARTICLE L VII. 
The procedure and trial of violations of the provisions of Chapter 
III shall always be conducted in as summary a manner as is permit-
ted by the laws and regulations in force in the territories subject to 
the authority of t~e signatory powers. 
ARTICLE L VIII. 
Any decision of the national tribunal or authorities referred to in 
Article L VI, declaring that the seized vessel did not carry on the 
slave-trade, shall be immediately enforced, and the vessel shall be at 
perfect liberty to continue on its course. 
In this case, the captain or owner of any vessel that has been seized 
without legitimate ground of suspicion,. or subjected to annoyance, 
shall have the right of claiming damages, the amount of which .shall 
be fixed by agreement between the Governments directly interested, 
or by arbitration, and shall be paid within a period of six months 
from the date of the judgment acquitting the captured vessel. 
ARTICLE LIX. 
In case of condemnation, the sequestered vessel shall be declared 
lawfully seized for the benefit of the captor. · 
. rrhe captain, crew, and all other persons found guilty shall be pun-
IShed according to the gravity of the crimes or offenses committed by 
them, and in accordance with Article V. 
ARTICLE LX. 
The provisions of Articles L to LIX do not in any way affect the 
jurisdiction or procedure of existing special tribunals, or of such as 
may hereafter be formed to take cognizance of offenses connected 
with the slave-trade. 
ARTICLE LXI. 
The high contracting parties engage to make known to one another, 
reciprocally, the instructions which they shall give, for the execution 
of the provisions of Chapter III, to the commanders of their men-of-
war navigating the seas of the zone referred to. 
CHAPTER IV. Countries to which slaves are sent, whose institutions 
recogni:ze the existence of domestic sla1)ery. 
ARTICLE LXII. 
_ The contracting powers whose institutions recognize the existence 
?f domestic slavery, and whose possessions, in consequence thereof, 
m or out of Africa, serve, in spite of the vigilance of the authorities, 
a places of destination for African slaves, pledge themselves to pro-
hibit their importation, transit and departure, as well as the trade in 
laves. Th mo t active and the strictest supervision shall be enforced 
at all place where the arrival, transit, and departure of African slaves 
tak place. 
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ARTICLE LXIII. 
Slaves set free under the provisions of the preceding article shall, if 
circumstances permit, be sent back to the country from whence they 
came. In all cases they shall receive letters of liberation from the 
competent authorities, and shall be entitled to their protection and 
assistance for the purpose of obtaining means of subsistence. 
ARTICLE LXIV. 
Any fugitive slave arriving at the frontier of any of the powers 
mentioned in Article LXII shall be considered free, and shall have the 
right to claim letters of release from the competent authorities. 
ARTICLE LXV. 
Any sale or transaction to which the slaves referred to in Articles 
LXIII and LXIV may have been subjected through circumstances of 
any kind whatsoever, shall be considered as null and void. 
ARTICLE LXVI. 
Native vessels carrying the flag of one of the countries mention~d 
in Article LXII, if there is any indication that they are employed m 
operations connected with the slave-trade, shall be subjected by the 
local authorities in the ports frequented by them to a strict examina-
tion of their crews and passengers both on arrival and departur~. ~f 
African slaves are found on board, judicial proceedings shall be m t1-
tuted against the vessel and against all persons who may be implicated. 
Slaves found on board shall receive letters of release through the 
authorities who have seized the vessels. 
ARTICLE LXVII. 
Penal provisions similar to those provided for by Article V shall 
b enacted again t per on· importing, transporting, and trading in 
African slaves, again t the mutilators of male children or adult , 
and tho e who traffic in them, as well as against their associates and 
accomplices. 
ARTICLE LXVIII. 
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ARTICLE LXX. 
His Highness the Sultan of Zanzibar consents to give his ~ost 
effective support to the repression of crimes and offences con~.m1tted 
by African slave-traders on land as well as at sea. The tribunals 
created for this purpose in the Sultanate of Zanzibar shall rigorously 
enforce the penal provisions mentioned in Article V. In order to 
render more secure the freedom of liberated slaves, both in virtue of 
the provisions of the present general act and of the decrees adopted 
in this matter by His Highness and his predecessors, a liberation office 
shall be established at Zanzibar. 
ARTICLE LXXI. 
The diplomatic and consular agents and the naval officers of the 
contracting powers shall, within the limits of existing conventions, 
give their assistance to the local authorities in order to assist in 
repressing the slave-trade where it still exists. They shall be entitled 
to be present at trials for slave-trading brought about at their instance, 
without, however, being entitled, to take part in the deliberations. 
ARTICLE LXXII. 
Liberation offices, or institutions in lieu thereof, shall be organized 
by the governments of the countries to which African slaves are sent, 
for the purposes specified by Article XVIII. 
ARTICLE LXXIII. 
The signatory powers having undertaken to communicate to one 
anotlrer all information useful for the repression of the slave-trade, 
the Governments whom the present chapter concerns shall periodic-
ally exchange with the other Governments statistical data relating to 
slaves intercepted and liberated, and to the legislative and adminis-
t.rative measures which have been taken for suppressing the slave-
trade. 
CHAPTER V. Insi'itutions intended to insure the execution of the 
general act. 
SECTION I. Of the international maritime office. 
ARTICLE LXXIV. 
In accordance with the provisions of Article XXVII, an interna-
tional office shall be instituted at Zanzibar, in which each of th,e sig-
natory powers may be represented by a delegate. 
ARTICLE LXXV. 
The office shall be constituted as soon as three powers have appointed 
their r pr sentatives. 
It shall draw up regulations fixing the manner of exercising its func-
tion . These regulations shall immediately be submitted to tha 
app~oval of such signatory powers as shall have signified their inten-
ion of b ing repr sented in thi office. They shall decide in this 
re pect within the shorte t po sible time. 
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ARTICLE LXXVI. 
The expenses of this institution shall be divided in equal parts among 
the signatory powers mentioned in the precedinr; article. 
ARTICLE LXXVII. 
The object of the office at Zanzibar shall be to centralize all doc-
uments and information of a nature to facilitate the repression of 
the slave-trade in the maritime zone. For this purpose the signatory 
powers engage to forward within the shortest time possible: 
1. The documents specified in Article XLI; 
2. Summaries of the reports and copies of the minutes referred to 
. in Article XL VIII; 
3. The list of the territorial or consular authorities and special 
delegates competent to take action as regards vessels seized according 
to the terms of Article XLIX; 
4. Copies of judgments and condemnations in accordance with 
Article L VIII; . . 
5. All information that may lead to the discovery of persons 
engaged in the slave-trade in the above-mentioned zone. 
ARTICLE LXXVIII. 
The archives of the office shall always be open to the naval officers 
of the signatory powers authorized to act within the limits of the 
zone defined by Article XXI, as well as to the territorial or judicial 
authorities, and to consuls specially designated by their Governments. 
The office shall supply to foreign officers and agents authorized to 
consult its archives, translations into a European language of docu-
ments written in an Oriental language. 
It shall make the communications provided for in Article XL VIII. 
ARTICLE LXXIX. 
Auxiliary offices in communication ·with the office at Zanzibar may 
be e taibli heel in certain parts of the zone, in pursuance of a pre-
viou agr ment b tween the interested powers. 
Th y hall be compo eel of delegates of these powers, and ~stab-
li h din a cordance with Article LXXV, LXXVI, and LXXVIII. 
Th do um nt and information sp cifiecl in Article LXXVII, o far 
a h may r late to a part of the zone specially concerned, shall be 
n to h m Hr ctly by the territorial and consular authoriti s of the 
r ion in que tion, but hi· hall not xempt the latter from th <l.uty 
of ommuni ating th ·am to he office at Zanzibar, as provided by 
the am article. 
RTI LE L_,. ..1.. ,.._ 
t!L r·ho1:1-ae betw en the Government. of documents 
"arl rn otmotw,i t latiny to the sla e-ttacle. 
xi ing or 
1 act; 
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2. Statistical information concerning the slave-trade, slaves arrested 
and liberated, and the traffic in fire-arms, ammunition, and alcoholic 
liquors. 
ARTICLE LXXXII. 
The exchange of these documents and information shall be central-
ized in a special office attached to the foreign office at Brussels. 
ARTICLE LXXXIII. 
. 'rhe office at Zanzibar shall forward to it every year the report men~ 
t10ned in Article LXXX, concerning its operations during the past 
year, and concerning those of the auxiliary offices that may have· been 
established in accordance with Article LXXIX. 
ARTICLE LXXXIV. 
The documents and information shall be collected and published 
per~odically, and addressed to all the signatory powers. This publi-
cat!on shall be accompanied· every year by an analytical table of the 
legislative, administrative, and st,atistical documents mentioned in 
Articles LXXXI and LX XXIII. 
ARTICLE LXXXV. 
The office expe~ses as well as those incurred. in correspondence, 
translation, and printing, shall be shared by all the signatory powers, 
and. shall be collected through the agency of the department of the 
foreign office at Brussels. 
SECTION III. Of the protection of liberated slaves. 
ARTICLE LXXXVI. 
The signatory powers having recognized the duty of protecting lib-
erated slaves in their respective possessions, engage-to establish, if 
the3: do not already exist, in the ports of the zone determined by 
Article XXI, and in such parts of their said possessions as may be 
places for the capture, passage and arrival of African slaves, such 
offi.~es and institutions as may be deemed sufficient by them, whose 
busmess shall specially consist in liberating and protecting them in 
accordance with the provisions of Articles VI, XVIII, LII, LXIII, 
and LXVI. . 
ARTICLE L XXXVII. 
The liberation offices or the authorities charged with this service 
hall deliver letters of release and shall keep a register thereof. 
In ca e of the denunciation of an act connected with the slave-trade, 
or one_ of illegal detention, or on application of the slave t~~mselve , 
the said office or authorities shall exercise all nece , ary diho-ence to 
in ure the release of the slaves and th puni hmen of the offend r . . 
The d livery of letters of r lea e shall in no ca. b d layed, if the 
lave be accu ed of a crime or off nee ao·ain ·t h common law. But 
after th deliverv of the said 1 tter an inve.•ti<Yation ·hall be pro-
ceeded with in the form establi h c1 by the ordinary procedure 
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ARTICLE LXXXVIII. 
The signatory powers shall favor, in their possessions, the founda-
tion of establishments of refuge for women and of education for 
liberi1,ted children. 
ARTICLE LXXXIX. 
Freed slaves may always apply to the office for protection in the 
enjoyment of their freedom. 
-whoever shall have used fraudulent or violent means to deprive a 
freed slave of his letters of release or of his liberty, shall be con-
sidered as a slave-dealer. 
CHAPTER VI. :Measures to restrict the traffic in spirituous liquors. 
ARTICLE XC. 
Being justly anxious concerning the moral and material conse-
quences to which the abuse of spirituous liq nors subjects the native 
population, the signatory powers have agreed to enforce the pro-
visions of Articles XCI, XCII and XCIII within a zone extending 
from the 20th degree of North latitude to the 22d degree of South 
latitude, and bounded on the west by the Atlantic Ocean and on the 
east by the Indian Ocean and its dependencies, including the island 
adjacent to the mainland within 100 nautical miles from the coast. 
ARTICLE X CI. 
In the districts of thi zone where it shall be ascertained ".ihat, either 
on account of religious belief or from some other causes, the u ·e of 
di. tilled liquors does not exist or has not been developed, the power 
hall prohibit their importation. The manufacture of distilled liquor"' 
hall be likewi e prohibited there. 
Ea h power hall determi-ne the limits of the zone of prohibition of 
al0oh li liquor in its po e, ion · or protectorate , and hall be bound 
t mak known the limit, thereof to the other power within th pa 
of ·L month·. 
The abo prohibition can only be u pended in th ca of limited 
quanti i · int nd for th con umption of th non-native popula i n 
and hnp r d under- th r gime and condition determined by each 
v rnm n. 
RTICLE X II. 
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minimum duty throughout the whole extent of the zone where the 
prohibition referred to in Article XCI is not in force. 
The powers retain the right of maintaining and increasing the 
duties beyond the minimum fixed by the present article in those 
regions where they already possess that right. 
ARTICLE XCIII. 
Distilled liquors manufactured in the regions referred to _in Article 
XCII, and intended for inland consumption, shall be subJect to an 
excise duty. 
This excise duty, the collection of which the powers engage to 
secure, as far as possible, shall not be less than the minimum import 
duty fixed by Article XCII. 
ARTICLE XCIV. 
The signatory powers having possessions in Africa contiguous to 
the zone specified in Article XC engage to adopt the necessary meas-
ures for preventing the introduction of spirituous liquors within the 
territories of "the said zone via their inland frontiers. 
ARTICLE XCV. 
The ·powers shall communicate to one another, through the office 
at Brussels, and according to the terms of Chapter V, information 
relating to the traffic in alcoholic liquors within their respective 
territories. 
CHAPTER VII. Final provisions. 
ARTICLE XCVI. 
The present general act repeals all contrary stipulations of co;n-
ventions previously concluded between the signatory powers. 
ARTICLE XCVII. 
'l1he signatory powers, without prejudice to the stipul~tions con-
tained in Articles XIV, XXIII and XCII, reserve the right of inko-
ducing into the present general act, hereafter and by common consent, 
such modifications or improvements as experience may prove to be 
useful. 
ARTICLE X CVIII. 
Powers who have not signed the present general act shall, be allowed 
to adhere to it. 
The signatory powers reserve the right to impose such conditions 
a they may deem necessary to their adhesion. 
If no conditions shall be stipulated, adhesion implies acceptance 
of all the obligation and admission to all the advantages stipulated 
by the present general act. 
The powers shall agree among themselves as to the steps to be 
taken to secure the adhe ion of states whose cooperation may be 
nee ary or useful in order to insure complete execution of the gen-
eral act. 
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Adhesion shall be effected by a separate act. Notice thereof shall 
be given through the diplomatic channel to the Government of the 
King of the Belgians, and by that Government to all the signatory 
and adherent states. 
ARTICLE XCIX. 
The present general act shall be ratified within the shortest possi-
ble period, which shall not in any case exceed on,e year. 
Each power shall address its ratification to the Government of the 
King of the Belgians, which shall give notic~ thereof to all the other 
powers that have signed the present general act. 
The ratifications of all the powers shall remain deposited in the 
archives of the Kingdom of Belgium. 
As soon as all the ratifications shall have been furnished, or at the 
latest one year after the signature of the present general act, their 
delivery shall be recorded in a protocol which shall be signed by the 
representatives of all the powers that have ratified. 
A certified copy of this protocol shall be forwarded to all the powers 
interested. 
ARTICLE C. 
The present general act shall come into force in all the possessions 
of the contracting powers on the sixtieth day, reckoned from the day 
on which the protocol provided for in the preceding article shall have 
been drawn up. 
In witness whereof the respective plenipotentiaries have signed the 
present general act, and have thereto affixed their seals. 
Done at Brussels the 2nd day of the month of July, 1890. 
SEAL EDWIN H. TERRELL. 
SEAL H. S . SANFORD. 
SEAL AL VENSLEBEN. 
SEAL GOEHRI G. 
SEAL R. KHEVENHULLER. 
SEAL LAMBERMONT. 
SEAL E. BANNI G. 
CHACK DE BROCKDORFF. 
J. G. DE AGUERA. 
EDM. VAN EETVELDE. 
A. VAN MALDEGHEM. 
A. Bo REE. 
G. 
ED PEREIRA O TI JHQ. 
DR . 
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ARTICLE XXXIX. 
ANNEX TO THE GENERAL ACT. 
License to ply the coasting trade on the East Coast of Africa in conformity with 
Article XXXIX. 
Port Maximum Limits Name of vessel, Name within with description ,Nation- Ton- of of Number number which ves- General of form of build ality. nage. regis- captain. of crew. of passen- sel is enti- remarks. and rig. ter. gers. tied to ply. 
-
-, 
The present license must be renewed on the --. 
Rank of officfal who has issued the permit: --. 
DRAFT OF PROTOCOL. 
The undersigned, - - met at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs at Brussels, in 
pursuance of Article XCIX of the General Act of July 2, 1890, and in execution 
of the Protocol of July 2, 1891, with a view to preparing a certificate of the deposit 
of the ratifications of such of the signatory powers as were unable to make such 
deposit at the meeting of July: 2, 1891. 
His Excellency the Minister'of France declared that the President of the Repub-
lic, ~n his ratification of the Brussels General Act had provisionally reserved, 
until a subsequent understanding should be reached, Articles XXI, XXII, XXIII, 
and XLII to LXI. The representatives--, acknowledged to the Minister of 
France the deposit of the ratifications of the President of the French Republic, 
as well as of the exception bearing upon Articles XXI, XXII, XXIII, and XLII 
to LXI. 
It is understood that the powers which have ratified the General Act in its 
entirety, acknowledge that they are reciprocally bound as regards all its clauses. 
I~ is likewise understood that these powers shall not be bound toward those 
which shall have ratified it partially, save within the limits of the engagements 
assumed by the latter powers. 
Finally, it is understood that, as regards the powers that have partially ratified, 
the matters forming the subject of Articles XLII to LXI, shall continue, until a 
subsequent agreement is adopted, to be governed by the stipulations and arrange-
ments now in force. 
In testimony whereof * * * 
SENATE RESOLUTION OF RATIFICATION. 
IN EXECUTIVE SESSION, SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES, 
January 11, 1892. 
R~solved, (two thirds of the Senators present concurring therein,) That the Senate 
advise and consent to the ratification of the General Act signed at Brussels, July 
2, 1890, by the plenipotentiaries of the United States and other powers, for the 
suppression of the African Slave-trade, and for other purposes. 
Resolved further, That the Senate advise and consent to the acceptance of the 
partial ratification of the said General Act on the part of the French Republic, 
and to the stipulations relative thereto, as set forth in the protocol signed at 
Brussels, .Tanuary 2, 1892. · 
Resolved further, as a part of this act of ratification, That the United States of 
America, having neither possessions nor protectorates in Africa, hereby disclaims 
any intention, in ratifying this treaty, to indicate any interest whatsoever in the 
possessions or protectorates established or claimed on that Continent by the other 
powers, or any approval of the wisdom, expediency or lawfulness thereof, and does 
not join in any expressions in the said GenAral Act which might be construed as 
such a declaration or acknowledgment; and, for this reason, that it is desirable that 
a copy of this resolution be inserted in the protocol to be drawn up at the time of 
the exchange of the ratifications of this treaty on the part of the United States. 
Attest: ANSON G McCOOK 
Secretary. 
By CHAS W JOHNSON, 
Chief Clerk. 
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A certified copy of the present Protocol will be addressed by the 
Belgian Government to the Signatory Powers of the General Act. 
Done at Brussels, February 2nd., 1892. 
The Minister of Foreign Affairs 
(S) The PRINCE DE CHIMAY 
The Envoy Extraordinary and Minister plenipotentiary of the 
United States of America 
(S) . EDWIN H. TERRELL. 
[~EAL] 
Copy certified conformable to the original 
The Minister of Foreign Affairs 
The PRINCE DE CHIMAY 
1890. 
CONVENTION CONCERNING THE FORMATION OF AN INTERNATIONAL 
UNION FOR THE PUBLICATION OF CUSTOMS TARIFFS. 
Signed at Brussels July S, 1890_; ratification advised by' the Senate 
December 13, 1890_; ratified by the President December 17, 1890_; 
proclaimed December 17, 1890. (U. S. Stats., Vol. 26, p. 1518.) 
I. International Union formed. 
II. Object. 
III. International Bureau. 
IV. Bulletin to be published. 
V. Personnel of Bureau. 
VI. Language to be used. 
VII. Annual reports. 
VIII. Expenditures. 
IX. Quotas of contracting States. 
ARTICLES. 
X. Reduction to certain countries. 
XI. Assignment of quotas. 
XII. Official publications to be fur-
nished Bureau. 
XIII. Regulations to be established. 
XIV. Accession of other States. 
XV. Duration, additions. 
Regulations. 
Final declarations. 
[Translation made in Washington.] 
Convention concerning the formation of an International Union for 
the publication of Customs Tariffs, to which the following States are 
Parties: 
The Argentine Republic, Austria-Hungary, Belgium, Bolivia, Chili, 
the Indep~ndent State of the Congo, the Republic of Costa Rica, Den-
mark and her colonies, France and her colonies, Great Britain and 
sundry British colonies, British India, the Dominion of Canada, the 
colonies of West Australia, the Cape of Good Hope, Natal, New South 
\Vales, New Zealand, Queensland, Tasmania, Newfoundland and Vic-
toria, Greece, Guatemala, the Republic of Hayti, Italy and her colo-
nies, Mexico, the Netherlands and their colonies, Nicaragua, Para-
o-uay, Peru, Portugal and her colonies, Roumania, Russia, Salvador, 
the Kingdom of Siam, Spain and her colonies, Switzerland, Turkey, 
the nited tates of America, Uruguay and Venezuela. 
The undersio-ned, beino- duly authorized, have concluded the fol-
lowing convention, subject to the approval of their Governments: 
ARTICLE 1. An association under the title of "International Union 
for the publication of Customs Tariffs" shall be formed by the coun-
rie abov enumerated, and by all such as may hereafter adhere to 
the present convention. 
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ART. 10. In the case of countries whose language is not used by the 
International Bureau, the above figures shall be reduced two-fifths, 
respectively. The following reductions shall therefore be made: 
The quota of the first class shall be reduced to 33 units. 
The quota of the second class shall be reduced .to 24 units. 
The quota of the third class shall be reduced to 15 units. 
The quota of the fourth class shall be reduced to 12 units. 
The quota of the fifth class shall be reduced to 9 units. 
The quota of the sixth class shall be reduced to 3 units. 
ART. 11. The sum total of the annual expendit,ure, divided by the 
sum of the units assigned. to the various contracting States, in pur-
suance of the foregoing provisions, shall give the unit of expenditure. 
This unit,· multiplied by the number of units assigned to each 'Of these 
States, shall show t,he amount of the quota payable by it for the 
support of the International Burea_u. 
ART. 12. In order to enable the Institution to edit the International 
Customs Bulletin as accurately as possible, the contracting parties 
shall send it, directly and without delay, two copies: 
(a) of their customs law and their customs tariff, carefully brought 
up to date. 
(b) of all provisions that shall ultimately modify said law and tariff. 
( c) of the circulars and instructions that shall be addressed by the 
said Governments to their custom-houses concerning the application 
of the tariff or the classification of goods, and that can be made public. 
( d) of their treaties of commerce, internat,ional conventions and 
domestic laws having a direct bearing upon t,he existing tarif!s. 
ART. 13. A set of regulations providing for the execution of this 
convention, having the same force as the convention itself, shall deter-
mine the manner of publication of the Bulletin of the Union in every-
thing relating to the budget of the International Bureau and to the 
internal organization of the service. · 
ART. 14. The States and colonies that have not yet taken part in 
this convention shall have the privilege of acceding thereto hereafter. 
Notice of accession shall be given, in writing, to the Belgian Gov-
ernment, which shall, in turn, communicate such notice to all the other 
contracting Governments. Accession shall imply adhesion to all the 
clauses contained in, and the enjoyment of all advantages provided 
for, by this convention. 
ART. 15. This convention shall go into operation on the first day of 
April, 1891, and shall remain in force for seven years. 
If, twelve months before the expiration of the first seven years, no 
notice of a desire for the cessation of the effects of this convention 
shall have been given, the Union shall continue to exist for seven 
years longer, and so on, in periods of seven years each. 
otice of a desire for the cessation of the effects of this convention 
shall be addressed to the Belgian Government. Such notice shall have 
no effect save as regards the country giving it, and the convention 
hall remain in force so far as the other countries of the Union are 
concerned. 
The Governments shall at all times be at.liberty to make in this con-
vention, by mutual agreement, such improvements as may be deemed 
expedi nt or nece ary. 
In te timony whereof, the undersigned hav i()'ned t:O.i Convention, 
and hav thereunto affixed. their eals. 
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Done at Brussels, July the fifth, one thousand eight hundred and 
ninety. 
For the Argentine Republic, 
CARLOS CAL VO Y CAPDEVILA. 
For Austria-Hungary, 
EPERJESY. 
For Belgium, 
LAMBERMONT, 
LEON BIEBUYCK, 
KEBERS. 
For Bolivia, 
JOAQUIN CASO. 
For Chili, 
N. PENA VICUNA. 
For the Independent State of the 
Congo, 
EDM. VAN EETVELDE. 
For the Republic of Costa Rica, 
lVlANUEL M. DE PERALTA. 
For Denmark and her Colonies, 
CHACK DE BROCKDORFF. 
For Spain and her Colonies. 
J. G. DE AGUERA. 
For the United States of America, 
EDWIN H. TERRELL-ad ref er-
endum. 
For France and her Colonies, 
A. BOUREE. 
For Great Britain and sundry 
Briti, h Colonies, 
11.ARTI GOSSELIN, 
A. E. BATEMAN. 
For Briti h India, 
lARTI GOSSELIN, 
. E. BATEMA . 
r th ominion of anada, 
H RLE TUPPER. 
t u tralia, 
For Tasmania, 
· MARTIN GOSSELIN, 
A. E. BATEMAN. 
For Newfoundland, 
MARTIN GOSSELIN, 
A. E. BATEMAN. 
For Victoria, 
GRAHAM BERRY. 
For Greece, 
P. MULLE. 
For Guatemala, 
ALEXIS CAPOUILLET. 
For the Republic of Hayti, 
G. DE DEKEN. 
For Italy and her Colonies, 
J. DE RENZIS. 
For Mexico, 
EDM. VAN DEN WYNGAERT. 
For Nicaragua,. 
J. F. MEDI A. 
For Paraguay, 
HENRI O0STENDORP. 
For the Nether lands and their 
Colonies, 
H. TESTA, 
L. E. UYTTENHOOVEN. 
For Peru, 
JOAQUIN LEMOINE. 
• For Portugal and her Coloni , 
HENRI QUE DE MACEDO PEREIRA 
CONTINHO, 
AD GUSTO CESAR FERREIRA DE 
iESQUITA. 
For Roumania, 
J. V ACARESCO. 
For Ru · ia, 
G. KAME SKY. 
For alvador, 
EMILE ELOY. 
For iam, 
FREDERICK VERNEY. 
For witz rland, 
E. PA A D. 
For Turk y, 
T. AR THE D RY. 
DEZ. 
H. 
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Regulations for the execution of the Convention creating an Interna-
tional Bi1;reau for the publication of Customs Tariffs. 
[ Art. 13 of the Convention.] 
ARTICLE 1. 'I'he international Cust,oms Bullet,in shall be published 
in five languages, viz: German, English, Spanish, French and Italian. 
ARTICLE 2. Each State belonging to the Union shall have the privi-
lege of causing to be translated and publishing at its own expense, 
the whole or any part of the Bulletin in any language that it may see 
fit, provided that such language be not one of those adopted by the 
International Bureau. 
Each of the States of the Union shall likewise have the right to 
reproduce mere extracts from tariffs, or, by way of exception, por-
tions of the Bulletin, either in a local official organ or · in its parlia-
mentary documents. 
It is understood moreover, that each State is to be at liberty, as has 
hitherto been the case, to publish all the- tariffs in the original lan-
guage or in a translation, provided that the text published be not the 
work of the International Bureau. 
ARTICLE 3. The Int.ernational Bureau pledges itself to take the 
utmost care in the translation of the customs laws and of t,he official 
publications that serve to interpret said laws, but it is understood 
that the Governments interested assume no responsibility with regard 
to the accuracy of these translations, and that, in case of dispute, the 
original text shall be their sole guide. 
A notice to this effect shall be printed in large type at the foot of 
the first page of each number. 
· ARTICLE 4. The size of the Bulletin shall be determined by the 
Bureau. · 
ARTICLE 5. Each Government shall make known in which of the 
languages adopted by the International Bureau it desires to receive 
the copies of the Bulletin which are to be furnished to it in return 
for the amount payable by it for the support of the institution. 
Any Government may take a certain number of copies in one lan-
guage, and the remainder in other languages. 
ARTICLE 6. The International Bureau can supply the Bulletin to 
no Governments save those belonging to the Union. 
ARTICLE 7. The amount of the quota payable by each State shall 
be returned to it in subscriptions to the Bulletin of the Union, com-
puted at the rate of 15 francs each. . 
ARTICLE 8. The expenditures are computed approximately as fol-
lows: 
Francs. (a) Salaries of the officers and employes of the International Bureau, 
including an addition thereto of 15 per cent____ ___ ______ ______ _ _ 75,000 
(b) Cost of printin&" and sending the Bulletin of the Union.__ __ ______ _ _ 30,000 
(c) Rent and keepmg in order of the building occupied by the Interna-
tional Bureau, fuel, light , material, office expenses, etc______ ______ 20,000 
Total _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 125,000 
RTICLE D. It shall be the duty of the :Minister of Foreign Affairs 
of Belgium to ake such measur as may be necessary for the organi-
zation of the International Bureau, and for putting it in working 
ord r, keepino· within the limits .fixed by the Convention and bythese 
regulations. 
7468-47 
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ARTICLE 10. The Superintendent of the International Bureau is 
hereby authorized, subject to the approval of the Minister of Foreign 
Affairs of Belgium, to use, during the current fiscal year, such sums, 
appropriated for the past year, as may not have been then used. 
These sums shall, the case arising, go to form a reserve fund for the 
payment of contingent expenses. The said reserve shall in no c.ase 
exceed 25,000 francs. The surplus will, perhaps, render it possible to 
reduce the price of subscription to the Bulletin, without increasing 
the number of copies gua~anteed by the contracting States; this stu-
plus may also serve to meet the expense that would be occasioned by 
the addition of a new language to those enumerated in article 1. 
':l1his last measure shall not be carried out without the unanimous 
consent of the States and Colonies belonging to the Union. 
Done at Brussels, July the 5th, one thousand eight hundred and 
ninety, to be appended to the Convention of this day's date. 
} or the Argentine Repu bli~, 
CARLOS CAL VO Y CAPDEVILA. 
For Austria-Hungary, 
EPERJESY. 
· For Belgium, 
LAMBERMONT, 
LEON BIEBUYCK 
KEBERS. 
For Bolivia, 
.T OAQUIN CASO . 
For Chili, 
. PENA VICUNA. 
For the Independent tate of the 
,• undry 
ana le 
For Natal, 
MARTIN GOSSELIN, 
A. E. BATEMAN. 
For Newfoundland, 
MARTIN GOSSELIN", 
A. E. BATEMAN. 
For New South ·wales, 
SAUL SAMUEL. 
For New Zealand, 
FRANCIS DILLON BELL. 
For Queensland, 
For Tasmania, 
MARTIN GOSSELIN, 
A. E. BATEMAN. 
For ewfoundland, 
MARTIN GOSSELIN, 
A. E . BATEMAN. 
For Victoria 
GRAHAM BERRY. 
For Greece, 
P. M LLE. 
For Guatemala, 
ALEXIS CAPOUILLET. 
For t,he R public of Hayti , 
G. DEDEKE . 
For Italy and her Colon ies, 
.T. DE RE ZIS. 
For M xi o, 
EDM. VA DE T \YY T :l-AERT. 
th ir 
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For Portugal and. her Colonies, 
HENRI QUE DE MACEDO PEREIRA 
CONTINHO, 
AUGUSTO CESAR FERREIRA DE 
MESQUITA. 
For Roumania, 
J. VACARESCO. 
For Russia, 
G. KAMENSKY. 
For Salvador, 
EMILE ELOY. 
For Siam, 
FREDERICK VERNEY. 
For Switzerland, 
E. PACCAUD. 
For Turkey, 
ET. CARATHEODORY. 
For Uruguay, 
Fco. SUSVIELA GUARCH. 
For Venezuela, 
LUIS LOPEZ MENDEZ. 
FINAL DECLARATIONS. 
The undersigned delegates, having met this day for the purpose of 
signing t.he Convention and regulations providing for the formation 
of an International Union for the publication of customs tariffs, have 
exchanged the following declarations: 
I. As regards the classification of the countries of the Union accord-
ing to the quotas payable by them for the support of the International 
Bureau (arts. 9, 10, and 11 of the Convention): 
The delegates declare that, so long as the Convention shall remain 
in force, the adhering countries shall be classified as follows, and that 
the quotas payable by them shall be in proportion to the number of 
units stated below. 
FIRST CLASS. 
Units. 
England and her Colonies not specially hereafter mentioned ____ ·_____________ 55 
::~~~~~;f iie~· ·c~i;~ie;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::: ~:::: ::::::::::::: ~ ~ gg 
Nether lands and their Colonies ____ . ____ ___ ____ . ___ __ . __ . _________ . __ _ . ____ . 33 
Russia _________ . __ ___ _ : _. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 33 
United States of America . _____ _____ ._ __ ____ ________ ___ __ ___ _______ ____ __ ___ 55 
SECOND CLASS. 
t~ir~tai!a\~~~l?: : : : ~ : : : ~ : : : ~ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ~ : : : : : : : : ~ : : : : : : : : : : ~ : !t 
Italy and her Colonies _______ ____ __ ___ ______ ___ __ __________ .. ________________ 40 
Spain and her Colonies ____ _____ __ ______ _________ ______ ___ .. _____________ ___ _ · 40 
THIRD CLASS. 
~-f!t~~~ -~ ~~-~~~i_c_::: ~ ·: ~:::::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::: ig 
Canada __ ______ ________ . ________________ ___ _________________ ~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 25 
Denmark and her Colonies __ . _____ __________ ___ ________ . ___ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 15 
New South Wales __ _______ . ____ ______ ___ ___ __ ____ ___ · ______ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 25 
§~t~t:i~:a~ -~~~- -~~~~~~~~ ::: ~:: ~ ~::: ~:::::: :: ~: ~::: ~ ~:::: ~::::: :::::::::::: ig 
ir~t~r a: : : : : : : : : : : : ~ : : : : : ~ : : ~ ~ : : : : : : : : ~ : : : : : : : : : : : ~ : : : : : : : : ~ : : : -: : : : ~ : : ~ : : : ~g 
FOURTH CLA,'S . 
8hB.1 ~:-~~~~- ~~~~- ~:: ~::: ~ ~:: ~: ~ ~ ~::::::: ~:::::::::::::::::: ~:::::::::::: - ~~ 
Colombia _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 20 
Ecuador _ _ _ _______________ _____________ _____ __________________________ _ . _ 20 
Egypt__ __ __________________ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _________ ____ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12 
Greece ___ ____________ _____ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12 
Japan ____________ __ ____ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12 
Mexico ___ . _____________ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 20 
ew Zealand_______________ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .. ___ . ________ . __ . __ . 20 
Per ia_ .. . ____ __ ____ . _____________ . _ _ _ __ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12 
Queen land _________ ____ ___ . _____ .. __ . __ . __ .. ____ . __ ... _ . . __ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 20 
Roumania ___ ___ .. ____ .. ____ . ______ . _ . __ . ___________ . ___ . ___ . __ _____ ______ . _ 12 
V !~fz1:Ja: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : _ :: : __ : : _ :: : : : : : : ~: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ~~ 
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FIFTH CLASS. 
Units. 
Bolivia _______ _______________________________ ______________ ______________ .__ 15 
Costa Rica ___ ____________________ ____ __ __ ________________________________ - - 15 
i~;!f ~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~-: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ = ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ = ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ = ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ = ~ = ~ = ~ = ~ = ~ ~ = = = ~ ~ = : ~ ~ : : = = ~ ~ ~~ Natal _______ ________ ___ .. _______________ __ _______________ . ____________ __ .. _ _ 15 
Peru ____ __ ______ ~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 15 
~f:~~-: :~:~~~~~~~~~~~ =~~~=~:~~::~~ ~~==~:~~:~~=~~~ :~~~::~:~~~:~=~:~~=:~~~~= ~ ~ South African Republic __ _____________ _____ _____ _____ ____________ _____ __ -- - 9 
SIXTH CLASS. 
Australia (West) ___ . _________ .. _____________ ___ ___ - ___ - __ - - - - - - - - - - - -- . - -- - -
Dominican Republic ___ ___________ . _____ __ ___ _____ . _____________ - -- - -- - -- - -
;};;~;!~[sJ~~l~~ -~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ :_ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
Nicaragua _ _ _ _ _ __ . ______________ _____ ______ _ . __________ . ______ - - - --. - - - • 
Paraguay _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _________ - __ - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - -- - - -
Salvador ________ ___ __________ . ____ _____________________ _______ ~ _____ _ . _ - - -. 
Tasmania __ ________ . __________ ___ ___________ . ____ ________ . __ . : _ . _____ . __ - .. -
5 
0 
5 
3 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
As to the amounts of the quotas that have appeared in the table of 
apportionment, they are reproduced below by way of information, as 
the contribution of each State can not be determined with ab olute 
precision until all the adhesions shall have become definitive. It is 
nevertheless, understood that these figures shall in no case be increased 
while this convention remains in force. 
!Number 
Amount of s~b-
payable. s~mp-
t1ons. 
---
I 
l!'IRS'l' CLA . 
En~l!)-nd and her Colonies not specially hereinafter mentioned __ ._ ...... _ .. .. _ 
ii:a~~i1iiiiei·-cfoioiiies:: :::: ::: ::: : ::: :: :: :::: :: :: ::: : ::::::::::: :::::: ::: : : :::: R;:~~:~-;:~ :::1;~:~;~~::::::::::::::::::::::::: :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
6833 456 
6833 456 
6833 456 
4100 274 
4100 274 
6833 456 
ECOND CLAS. 
t~~~t~i~~~:~i~i:: =~~~===:= ::::: :::: :::::::::: :: : ::::: ::::: ::::: :: :: :: : :: : : ::: pam and h r 'oloni i; __________ ···-·· ________________________________ _____ _ ____ _ 2982 lW 4970 332 4970 33'Z 4970 33'Z 
THIRD l,A, .. 
Arg ntin R public--·······--·- --· ----------- -----·-··-··· - ····-····- _________ _ 
li.~i~tf J~t~\'.\l(H'.l\)'.'.II/'.II\\(;;I) 
3106 ro7 
1863 124 
3106 ro7 
1863 124 
3106 20f 
1 6.3 124 
3106 201 
186.'3 124 
3106 ro7 
FO wrn (' l,A •. 
248.5 166 
l¼8.5 166 
248.5 166 
2485 166 
1491 l()O 
1401 100 
1491 100 
2485 l66 
248.5 lti6 
l401 100 
24 ~ 166 
1491 100 
248.'> 166 
2485 ltlG 
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FIFTH CLASS, 
~g~i~iiic;·:::: ::::_·::::_· :::::_·: ::::: ::: :: ::: ::: :: : · ·· · ··· · ·· · · ·· ·::: :::: :_ ---- --- -
t:ratt~: ~~==:::=~ ::: : : ::=:: ::== :====== == = =:::= = :=~: =: ~ ::: __ .... ·- ·- __ ·- ...... :: 
Peru .... ········-·--········-···· ··-···· ···-··--···--··········--··-··········-···-Servia ...................... _ .. _ ......... _ .. _ ........ - - .. -... • • - -• · • · · -· -- · · · - · · · · · 
Siam .. .... ·-····-······-·····-··-········-·······-·-········-·--········-·········· 
South African Republic_· ···-···--··-·········-·· ....•....•.............. •···•··· 
SIXTH CLASS. 
li!f lf f;Hif ;h~:~o~~~+()\/\/HIHHI/ 
i~~L;:):: ::  =::: =::: =:: = ~:::) ~::::):: \ = == =::::::::::: ~::: ~ =::: ~: =: i = 
Number 
Amount of sub-
payable. s~rip-
t10ns. 
1863 124 
1863 124 
1863 124 
1863 124 
1863 124 
1863 124 
1118 75 
1118 75 
1118 75 
621 42 
621 42 
621 42 
372 25 
621 42 
621 42 
621 42 
621 42 
621 42 
_ 2. As regards the payment of the quotas of the contracting parties: 
The delegates declare that it shall take place at Brussels during the 
first quarter of each fiscal year in coin that is a legal tender in Belgium. 
3. As regards the date at which the Convention is to go into opera-
tion, .which has been fixed at April 1st, 1891: 
The delegates declare that it shall, if possible, be preceded by a 
notification of defin'ite adhesion on the part of the Governments inter-
{?}Sted; that this formality is, nevertheless, not indispensable, and 
t~at the countries by whose representatives this Convention has been 
ingned shall be kept on the list of adherents unless they shall, on or 
before April 1st, 1891, have formally expressed the intention of with-
drawing. 
In testimony whereof, the delegates have affixed their signatures to 
these final declarations. · . 
. Done at Brussels, July the 5th, one thousand eight hundred and 
nmety. 
For the Argentine Republic, For the United States of America, 
CARLOS CAL VO y CAPDEVILA. EDWIN H. TERRELL-ad refer-
For Austria-Hungary, endum. 
EPERJESY. For France and her Colonies, 
For Belgium, A. BOUREE. 
LAMBERMONT, For Great Britain and sundry 
LEON BIEBUYCK, British Colonies, 
KEBERS. MARTIN GOSSELIN, 
For Bolivia, A. E. BATEMAN . 
. r OAQUIN CASO. For British India, 
For Chili, MARTIN GOSSELIN, 
. PENA VICUNA. A. E. BATEMAN. 
For the Independent State of the For the Dominion of Canada, 
ConO'o, CHARLES TUPPER. 
EDM. VAN EETVELDE. :For West Australia, 
For the Republic of Costa Rica, 
MA UEL M. DE PERALTA. 
For Denmark and her Colonies, 
CHA CK DE BROCKDORFF. 
For pain and her Colonies, 
J. G. DE AGUERA. 
For the Cape of Good Hope, 
MARTIN GOSSELIN, 
A. E. BATEMAN. 
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For Natal, 
MARTIN GOSSELIN, 
A. E. BATEMAN. 
For New South Wales, 
SAUL SAMUEL. 
For New Zealand, 
FRANCIS DILLON BELL. 
For Queensland, 
For Tasmania, 
MARTIN GOSSELIN, 
A. E. BATEMAN. 
For Newfoundland, 
MARTIN GOSSELIN, 
A. E. BATEMAN. 
For Victoria, 
GRAHAM BERRY. 
For Greece, 
P. MULLE. 
For Guatemala, 
ALEXIS CAPOUILLET. 
For the Republic of Hayti, 
G. DE DEKEN. 
For Italy and her Colonies, 
J. DE RENZIS. 
For Mexico, 
EDM. VAN DEN WYNGAERT. 
For Nicaragua, 
J. F. MEDINA. 
For Paraguay, 
HENRI O0STENDORP. 
For the Nether lands and their 
Colonies, 
H. TESTA, 
L. E. UYTTENHOOVEN. 
For Peru, 
JOAQUIN LEMOINE. 
For Portugal and her Colonies, 
HENRIQUEDE MACEDO PEREIRA 
CONTINHO, 
AUGUSTO CESAR FERREIRA DE 
MESQUITA. 
For Roumania, 
J. V ACARESCO. 
For Russia, 
G. KAMENSKY. 
For Salvador, 
EMILE ELOY. 
For Siam, 
FREDERICK VERNEY. 
For Switzerland, 
E. PACCAUD. 
For 'l1urkey, 
ET. CARATHEODORY. 
For Uruguay, · 
Foo. SUSVIELA GUARCH. 
For Venezuela, 
LUIS LOPEZ MENDEZ. 
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African Slave Trade, 
agreement with Great Britain for suppressing, treaty of 1862 ___ ____ ___ .. 
general act for repression of , 1890 ______ __ ____ ____ _____ _ . - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - -
office to be established at Zanzibar ________ _______ - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - -
resolution of Senate consenting to ratification ___ ___ __ _____ _____ - - - .. - - - -
ratification deposited at Brussels . _____ ___________ ____ __ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
A labama Claims, 
treaty for settlement of, with Great Britain, of 1871- ___________ - _ - - - - - -
Alaska (see also Northwest Coast of America). 
convention ceding, with Russia, of 1867 ______ ________ . ___ . - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Alaskan Boundary, 
convention delimiting, with Gr6at Britain, of 1892 ___ ___ .. _____ _ . ____ ___ . 
extending term of commissions delimiting, of 1894 __ ___ _______ - ______ . 
A lgiers, 
treaty of peace , amity, and commercial intercourse, of 1795 ___ ______ . _ _ _ _ · 
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Alliance Treaty, 
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A mazon River, 
agreement with Bolivia as to ______ __ ___ ____ _____ ______ ._ .. - . . - - - - - - . - - -
Amity (see Peace and Amity). 
Apia, Sarnoan Islands, 
agreement as to municipal administration of. _____ __________ ... - _. - - . - - -
Arbitration, 
agreement as to, with Kongo ___ ________ __ .. ____ __ . : _ ... _ - . - . . . ... - - - . - - -
for settling disagreements by, treaty with Mexico of 1848 ____ ________ . 
of 1853 ________ ___ ___ .. . . _ . . . __ .. . _ .. - - . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
convention with Great Britain submitting to, jurisdiction as to fur seals 
in Behring Sea, of 1892 ____ ______ ________ . __ . _ ....... _ . .. - - ... . . - . 
Argentine R epublic, · 
treaty for free navigation of Parana and Uruguay rivers, of 18ei3 __ .. _ . .. 
friendship, commerce, and navigation, of 1853 __ . ____ _ . . . ... _ .. _. __ - - -
Arson, 
xtradition agreement for , with Austria ________ .. _ ... ___ . ~ _ ...... _ - ... -
Baden __ . ______ . __________ . ______ . _ . __ ...... -- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Bavaria _____ __ . ___ . .. __ . _. _ .... - -.... - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
Belgium. ________________________ ________ . __ .... __ .. . . . ...... . -.. - ... . 
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extradition agreement for, with Ecuador ________ .. _________ _ 
Great Britain __ __________ ___ ___ ____ . __ _____________________________ _ 
Haiti _________ ______________________ ___ __________ - . - - -_____ - - - - - - - -- - -
Italy _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ ______ ___________ __ __ _ : _______________ __ . ___________ _ 
Japan ______________________ ~ _____ __ ________ ___ ___________ _______ _____ _ 
Luxemburg ______________________________ _________________ - . - - - - - - - - -
Nether lands ________________ _______ _ . ________________________________ -
Nicaragua ___________________________________________ . ____________ __ - . 
' Norway _____ _______ ________ ___ __________________ __________________ - - -
Prussia ___________ _____________________________ ______ " _ _ _ _ _ ________ -
Russia _ _ _ _ _ ___ _____ _________________ - __ . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -
Salvador _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___________ __ -
Sweden ________ _______ _____________________________________________ - . -
Turkey _________________ _______________ - _ - - - - - - - - - - -.- - - - - - - : _ - - - - - - - - - -
Articles obtainecl by Crimes, Receiving , 
extradition agreement for, with Belgium ____________________________ - --
Luxemburg ___ _____ ___ ___________ ~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __________ .. _________ .. - - -
Assassination, 
extradition agreement for, with Belgium _____________________________ -
Ecuador __ _____ _________________ ___ __________________________________ _ 
France _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ . _______________ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - · 
Haiti _________________ _ ________________________ . _______ - - - - - - - - -
Italy _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _______________ ______ . ____ -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
Lux em burg . __ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____ ·_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _________ · - . - - - - - - - -
Nicaragua _____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _. _ - - - - - - - - -
Norway ___ ____________ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
Salvador _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ . __________ _ 
Sweden __________ J _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___________ _ 
Turkey________ ____ ___ ___ _ _ 
Assaults on Ships, 
extradition agreement for, with Great Britain _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _________ . 
Y-tr~a:y: ~: ~: _ :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ~:: ~ ~:: ~ ~ ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ _ ~: ~-:: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ _ ~ : ·:: ----
Sweden _________ . _____ ___________ ____ ____________ ___ ________________ _ 
Atternpts to Oomrnit Extmditable Crimes, 
extradition agreement for, with Belgium ____ __ ________________ __ __ -- _ - - . 
~~:!t~!s ::::: ~:: ~:::::::: ~ = =:::::: = = = =:::: -: :- : : : = =: ~ = =:: -: : -----
Aiistrfa-Hitngary, 
convention, naturalization , of 1870 _________________ _________________ . __ . 
trade-mark , of 1871- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___________ _ 
tr aty of commerce and navigation, of 1829_ _ _ ___ _ 
property rights and consular jurisdiction, of 1 K-1-8 __ .- ___________ _ 
extraditionofcriminals, of1856_ __________ _ _________ - --- -
con ular, of 1 70 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _______________ - - . - - - . 
Autonomous Govrrnment of Samoan Islands , 
gen ral act with Great Britain and Germany for ~-___ _ _____________ _ _ 
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convention, trade-marks. of 1868 _______ ______ __________ ______ ____ ___ ___ _ 
of 1884 ____________ _____ __ _____________ - __ _ - - - - - - , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
extradition, of 1874 ________________ __ ____ _______ __ _______ - - - - - - - - - - - - -
of 1882 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _____ . .. ___ ___ ______________ __ ___ - - - - - - - - - - - - -
treaty of commerce and navigation. of 1845 ____ ___ ___________ _____ __ ___ _ 
of 1858 ____ ____________ ... _______ · ______ ___ - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - -· - - -- - - - -
of 1875 _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - -- - -
Belts Dues, 
convention with Denmark discontinuing ____ __ ___ _____________ ___ _____ _ _ 
B~ring Sea (see Behring's Sea). 
Bigamy, . · 
extradition agreement for, with Belgium . __ .. __________ ___ · _______ _______ _ 
~~::~!~!~ ~~~~~~~~~~~ : ~:~~ ~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~:~~~ 
Blockade, 
ag:iirt~~!il~~~ ~~~]~ ~~~~~i-~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - : - : ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:: ~: ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:: 
with Colombia - . 
~i~ i~1ii~~ ::~~ ~~~~~~~~ ~~~~ ~~::::::~~:~~~~~~~ :~~~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~:~~~~:: 
with Italy_ ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____ - ___ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
with Peru _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .. _______________ -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -
with Prussia _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ __ __ - - - - - - - -- -- : - - - - - -· - - - - - - - -
· with Sweden and Norway ___________________________ -------- -------
Black Sea, 
a&-r~ement as to navigation of, with Ottoman Empire ___________ __ --- ---
Bolivia, 
treaty of peace, friendship, · comfoerce, and navigation, of 18;38 ____ ____ _ _ 
Borneo · 
conv~n~ion of amity, commerce, and navigation, of 1850 _________ _____ _ 
Boundaries, 
agreement as to, treaty with Great Britain of 1783 __ __ __ ___ - - - - -- - -- - - -
submitting decision of northwest water boundary to arbitration of 
Emperor of Germany, treaty of 1871 ____ . ___ __ - .. -. - -- - -- -- - - - - - - -
award of Emperor William ___ ____ ___________ __ ___ _ -- -- -- -- - -- --- - --
with Mexico, treaty of 1848 __ -___________ ___________________ -- -- - - -- - --
of 1853 ( Gadsden purchase) ____ __ ___ _________ - --- - . - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - -
wes~ of Mississippi River, with Spain, of 1819 ____________ ---- -- -- -----
commission under treaty with Great Britain of 1814 to decide eastern _ - -
decision as to islands in Passamaquoddy Bay ____ _______ - - - - -- - - - - - -
under treaty of 1814 to decide, from source of St. Croix River to St. 
di~~v;;:::i~~ t -~i : : ~ ~ : ~ : : : : : : : : : : : : : ~ ~ : ~ : : : : : : ~ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
under treaty of 1814 to decide, from St. Lawrence River to Lake Supe-
rior _____________________ __________________ ___ ___________________ _ 
decision of ______ _____ ______________ - - - -- - - --- - - -- -- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - --
to decide, from Lake Huron to Lake of the Woods __ - - .. :. - - -- - - -- - -- -
disagreement of __ ___ ____ . __ _ . _ - - - - - - - - - - - -- -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - · -
convention as to, with Great Britain, of 1842 ______ . ___ - .. - - - - -- - - -- - - - -
establishing. west of Rocky Mountains, of 1846_ .. __ - -- . - - - - - - -- - -- - - --
Alaskan, and Passamaquoddy Bay, of 1892 _____ -. - - - - -- - -- -- - - -- -- - - --
~xtending term of Alaskan Boundary Commissions of 1 _ 94 . - . - - - - . 
with Mexico for boundary commission, of 1882 ____ __ - - - - . - --
duration extended, 1885 _______ ---- -- - - ---- --- -- - -- -- -- - ----- ---- --
revived for five years, 1889 ____________ _________________ _______ --
as to line in Rio Grande and Rio Colorado of 1 4 . - - - - - - - -- -- - - -- - -
in Rio Grande and Colorado River, of 1 9 _______ . ------- - -- ---- --
duration extended, 1894 _ _ _ _ __ - -- - .. - --- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -- - - -
duration extended, 1895 ___ __ - - - - --· - - - -- ---- -- - -- - - - - - - ---- -- .... 
duration extended, 1896 _____ - -- - . - - . - - -- -- -- - - - -- -- - - -· · · · - · ·· · 
duration extended , 1 97 ___ ----------------··-------· ----------
duration extended, 1 9 _ _ _ .. _ - . - - -- - . - - - - - - .. - - -- .. - - - - --
commission, with Texa , of 1 3 ___ ----- -- -- ---- -· •·:· 
from ~ake of the Wood. to the tony Mountain. c gr d to 111 'c 11 v n-
tion of 1818 __ ____ ________ - - .. -- - - - - - - - - - - -
,ource of St. Croix River to, t. Lawr nc Riv r r f rr d t King of th' 
Netherland .. 1 27 _______ ____________ __ __ _ 
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Boundaries-Continued. 
of Alaska, convention with Russia, of 1867 ________ ____ ___ _____ ___ ______ _ 
treaty as to, with Mexico, of 1828 ____ _____ ___ ____ ____ _________ ________ __ _ 
time extended for exchanging ratifications, 1831 _________ ________ ___ _ 
time for commission extended, 1835 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ________ _ _ 
with Mexico, of 1848 __ ___________________ _____ -.- ________________ ____ --
southern and western, with Spain, of 1795 _________ ____ ______ ____ . __ __ _ 
Boundary Moniiinents, 
agreement with Mexico, punishing injuries to __ ____ ____ _______________ _ _ 
Brazil, 
agreement as to trade-marks, of 1878 ________ ___ __ ______________________ -
convention as to claims, of 1849 _______ _______ ___ __ ____ _____ . _ _ _ _ _ _ __ . _. 
treaty of amity, commerce, and navigation, of 1828 ___ ____ _____________ _ _ 
Breach of Trust, . 
extradition agreement for, with Norway _______ . __ ________________ .. _ .. _ 
Sweden _________ _____ ___ _ . __________________________________________ _ 
Bremen (see Hanseatic Republics). 
accession to extradition convention with Prussia _____________ . _______ .. _ 
Briinshausen Dues, 
convention with Hanover, abolishing ______ ! ___ .. _______ __ ___ ___ . _ _ ... _ 
Brunswick and Luneberg, 
convention as to property rights . ________ __ _____________ . __ .. _____ .. 
Brussels, 
establishment of international bureau for publication of customs tariffs at 
general act for repression of African slave trade signed at, 1890 _____ _ 
·pecial office for repression of African slave trade at ___ . ________ _ _ 
B1i1·eait of Weights and Measiwes, International, 
international convention establishing_______ ___ _ ____ ____________ _______ _ 
Burglary, 
extradition agreement for. with Belgium ___________________________ _ _ 
Colombia_._____ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _. _________________________ . _ _ - - . 
Ecuador _ _ _ _ _ _ . ____ ... ________ _____ __________ ______ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
France _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _______________ . _ _ _ _ ________ _ 
Great Britain ____ ____ _ ______________ __________ _ 
Italy _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . 
Japan _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _____ . ______ . _________ . _ _ _ _ . _________ . ___ _ 
Luxemburg _ _ _ ______________ _______ ____________________ _ 
Neth rlands ________ ------------ - ------------------- _______ _ Nicaragua_ _ _ _ __ . _________ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____________________ _ 
Norway _ _ _ . _ . __ . ___ . ______ . _____________ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ - - -
R us ia _ _ _ _ _________________ . ______________________ - - ___ . - - - -
alvador _ _ _ _ _ _ . ________ . __________________ . __ . ________ _ 
weden _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . ___ ... _ . ____ . ______ .. _ . _ . ______ . _ . __ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ .. 
TuTk y ... . . __ . _. . _ ..... _. ____ . _. _____ . ____ ______ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . __ 
Butterfield, Carlos & o .. 
conventionwithDenmarkast ·laim f.18 s _________________________ _ 
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Cession of Ter1·-itory, 
agreement for payment to Mexico, Gadsden purchase, of 1853_ - - - -
convention as to Alaska, with Russia, of 1867 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
payment for _______ . _______________ - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
t'reaty with France, cessson of Louisiana, of 1803 _ - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
with Spain, cession of Floridas, of 1819 __ - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
of 1898 _ - ___ - C - _ _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - •• - - - - - - - • - - -
Porto Rico and islands in West Indies ___ - -- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Guam, Ladrones ____ ______ ___ __ -.- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Philippine Islands _____ . _______ - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Child Stealing, · 
extradition agreement for, with Great Britain ___ __ _ - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Chile, 
convention of peace, amity, commerce, and navigation, 1832_ - - - - - - - - - - - -
extending time of exchanging ratifications, of 1833 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
arbitration of Macedonian claims, of 1858 __ . ___ _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
claims commission , of 1892 __________________ - - - - - - - - - - - - -~ - - - - - - - - - - - -
China, 
convention, claims, of 1858 __________________ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
prohibiting immigration of laborers, of 1894 __ __ _____ - - _ ~ - - _ - - - - - - - - - -
treaty of peace, amity, and commerce, of 1844 __ ____ _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
of 1858. ____________________________ ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
establishing trade regulations and tariff, of 1858 __ ______ _ - - - _ - ~ - - - - - - - -
~rad~, co~suls, ~nd emigration, of 1868 ____ ___ __ ____ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1mm1grat10n, of 1880 __________________________ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
. _as to ?Ommercial intercourse and judicial procedure, of 1880 _____ - - - - -
Citizenship ( see also Naturalization) . 
agreement as to residents of territory acquired from Mexico in 1848 _ - - - -
cession of Alaska ___________________________ . _ - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
co~venti_?n for renouncing acquired, with Great Britain, of 1871- __ - - - - - -
of _mhab~tants of Louisiana cession, 1803 _____________ - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - -
. .m terr1tor;y relinquished by Spain, 1898 ___ ___ ______ - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - -
Civil War Claims, 
treaty for settlement of, with Great Britain, of 1871 ___ - - _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
convention as to meeting place of commission __________ - - _ ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Claims, 
agreement as to, treaty with Mexico, of 1848 ___________ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
commission with Spain, 1795 __________ ._ ____________ ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
relinquishing mutual, with Spain, treaty of 1898 ____________ - - - - - - - - - -
assumption of, against Spain, treaty of 1819 _________________ - - - - - - - - - - . -
com.mission to settle, arising from obstructions to legal remedies, treaty 
with Great Britain of 1794 ________________________ - - _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
payment under convention, of 1802 ______ ___________________ - - - . - - - - -
to settl_e, arising from illegal captures, treaty with Great Britain, of 1794_ 
contmued under convention, of 1802 ____________________ __ - - - - - - - - - - -
d~claration as to, against Denmark, 1826 _______________ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Claims Conventions or Tr·eaties 
with Brazil, of 1849 _________ ' ___ ________ ___ ____ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
with Chile, Macedonian claims, of 1858 _________ _______ __ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
of 1892 __________ ___________ __ _____ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
:~; l~ii~~~;,~~f~!~~~i~ ~~ ~~~ ~ ~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~ ~ ~ ~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~ ~~~ ~ ~ ~~~~~ ~ ~ :~~~:~ ~~ 
with Costa Rica ______________________________ - - - - -- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - ~ -
with Denmark, of 1830 __________ __ ___ ___ ____ __ - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Carlos Butterfield & Co., of 1888 _________________ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
with Ecuador, of 1862 _____ _______ ____ _________ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
~laim of Julio R. Santos, of 1893 ____________________ . - - - - . - - - - - - - - . - - - -
w~f is1~~~~~ ~~ _ ~~~~::: ~::: ~ ~ : ~ ~ : : : ~ ~ : : ~ : : : : ~: ~ : : : : ~ : ~ ~ ~ : : : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ : ~ ~ : ~ : : : 
of 1880 ____________ . ___ ______________ ____ ________________ _________ ___ _ 
. ~~~:tl~~ !!t!~~:a: I~~t::::: ~:: ::: ~::: ~::: = ~-=:::: = =: =:: = = ~: = = ~ = == = = 
with Great Britain, of 1802 _____ ________ ... ____ _ -- -- --- -- - --- -- - - -- ---- --
as to slaves carried away, war of 1812, of 1822 ______ - _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
of 1 ~3 ------------ ------------------ --- -- ------------ --------------- -
ext nded four months, of 1854 _____________ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Hudson's Bay and Puget's Sound Agricultural companies, of 1863_ - ---
Alabama, civil war, and fi heries of 1871- ______ - ---- -- - -- -- - -- -- ---- --
eizure of s aling ve 1 , of 1 96 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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748 INDEX. 
Claims Coni-entions 01· Treaties-Continued. 
with Mexico, of 1839 ____________________ ___ __ ___ _____ ___ __ ____ . ______ __ _ 
payment of awards, 1843 _________ ____ ~ ____________ ______ __________ _ _ 
of 1868 _______________ -_. ____ -_ --- ---- --- -- -- - -- -- - ---- - -- - -- . - -- - -----
duration extended, 1871 ____________ ____ _ " ____ . ___ . _________________ _ 
duration extended, 1872 _________ _________ . ____ . _____ ______ _ . ___ ____ _ 
duration extended, 1874 __________ _________________________ _ . __ . __ . __ 
duration extended, 1876 _____ . ________ .. _______ . _____ . ____ ________ . __ _ . 
with Paraguay, UnitedStatesandParaguayNavigation Company, of 1859_ 
with Peru, of 1841 ____ . ________________________ . __________ ____ .. __ ___ . __ _ 
Lizzie Thompson and Georgianna, of 1862 ______ ~ ___ __ . _______________ _ 
of 1863 _____ . ___________ __________ _______________ .. _ . . _ .. ___ . _ .. ___ -- --- -
of 1868 ____ ___ . _____ ____ . __ . ________ __ . _ - - - _ --- -__ - - - . -- -- .. - - . -- - ... --
· with Portugal, of 1851- ____________________ ___ __ 
0 
_ __ _ _ - - _ - - - - - - - - - - - •• - -
with Spain, of 1802 ___ __ .. _ _ _ _ _ _ ______ _ .. ______ .  __ ______ ~ __ __ . __ .. _. _____ _ 
of 1834 ______ __________ __ ______ .  ____ _____________ _______ . __________ - .. 
with Texas, of 1838 ___ ______________ ·- ______ _______ _____ .. ______________ _ _ 
with Two Sicilies, of 1832 __ ____ ______________________ ___ ____ __ __ _______ -
with Venezuela, Aves Island damages, of 1859 __ . ___ _ . _. _____ _____ __ ___ _ 
of 1866 _____ _____ ___ - -- _ -- -- ---- --- ----- - -- --- -- -- - -- -- - --- - -- - -- - ----
of 1885 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____ _ -- ---- ---- --- -- - -- -- -- - ---- --- -- -- --- -- - -- --
explanatory, 1888 _________ _____ __ " __ ______________ ___ __ ____ _____ . ___ -
extending time for ratification, 1888 ___ . _____ __ ___ .. ____ . ________ ___ _ 
Venezuelan Steam Transportation Company, of 1892 _______________ -- -
Clauton-Bulwer Treaty, 
convention with Great Britain of 1850 as to ship canal from Atlantic to Pacific oceans ____ _____ __ ________________________________________ _ 
Coaling Stations, 
agreement with Hawaiian Islands as to ____ _____________ ___ __________ _ _ 
with Tonga _____ __ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ______ _ _ 
Coasting Trade, 
agreement as to, with Austria __ ____ ___ ______ ______ _________ ______ _____ _ 
~j!t ~~lf~Y:~ _-_-_- _- _-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_- _- _- _-_-: _- _-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_- _-_-_- _- _-_-: _- _- _- _-: :::::: ~ ~: ::: =:: = 
with Brazil _________________ ________________________________ __ _______ _ 
with Colombia __ __________ __________________ . ____ __ _____ . ___________ _ 
with Costa Rica ________ ____________________________________________ _ 
with Denmark _____________ ____ ___________ _______ __ _________________ _ 
with Greece __ . ____ . _. __________ ___ _______ _______ ___ ____ _ . ______ - - -- - -
\vith Haiti __________________ _____ ____ __ ______________ ____ _____ ______ _ 
with Bondura ____________ ___ . _______________ _____ __ __ ____ _______ ___ _ 
'\\'ith Italy _____ .. ___________________________________________________ - -
,vith Japan, of 187 ____________________ _____ ____ ______ __ _____________ _ 
of 1 94 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____________________ . __ _ . ________ . ______ ___ __ _ _ 
with i cklenbui'o-- hwerin 
with etherland __ . _______ -_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_ = = = ===== = == ===·-= = = = =-- = = = = = = == \vith icaragua_ _ _ _ _______________ _________ ______ ______ . ____ ______ _ 
with P eru ___________ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____ ____ _ . _________________________ _ 
with Pru ia _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ .. _________________ ________ ___________ ________ _ 
\vith Ru. ia ____________ . ____________________ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ________ _ 
with w d n and orway ________________ ______ . ~. ___ __ _____________ _ 
' lombia 
arr ement a · to neutrality f I thmu of Panama _____________ . ________ _ 
onv ntion onsular f 1 
a o\ 1 1:1~-- ___ ~ :_ ~-7_ = = = =::: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~ ~ 
xtr cliti n, f 1 __ __ ________ _ 
tr f i ~amity. ·omm 1 .. , and navigation- - ii -u: = = = = = _ = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
'ol< 11 • - • • • - - - - - - • • • • • • • • • • • • • • - • • - - - • • • • • - - • • - • • • • • • • - - • • - • - • - - - • - - - -
c n ul 1· :onv nti n wi h th rland not appli ·abl to _. ____ . _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 
'_1ora,1t, l<n r ( e ul._o R_i olorad ), 
,i •m n_ o n· ,, ,ation f with 1 xico of 1 
f<rna,, a ·onof wi h.Lxi· tr a f 1 .-: --------- -------------/11,l,io RI',·. ' y ;J3_ _______ ________________ _ 
T 1 ~ i 1"! o~ !n- n ion wi h r a Brit in of 1 6 ______ .. __ ____ _ 
m,~1,l . , l " If/Of wu '011 • .nti , . ., n,<1 Treati 
h 1 !(I ·r , o 1 i :j • • _ •••••• 
1,1. ----- ------------1 1 ···--------- ----- ---------- ---- ---- ------
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INDEX. 
Commerce and Navigation Conventions and Treaties-Continued. 
with Argentine Republic, of 1853 . __________________ __ ______ . ____ __ ____ _ _ 
_ with Austria, of 1829 ___________ . ____ ____ ____ __ ____ __ ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __________ _ 
with Belgium, of 1845 _____ . __ . ______ . ___ ___ . __ ______ . ___ ____ ______ __ __ _ _ 
of 1858 ______ _____ __ ______ ... __ _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .. - - - - - - -
of 1875 _______________ - _ - - - - . - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - -'- - - - - - - - -
with Bolivia, of 1858 __ . _____________ .. . ________ __ ____ . ______ __________ _ 
with Borneo, of 1850 ___ _ . ___________________ _________________ _____ _____ _ 
with Brazil, of 1828 ___________________________ __ . __ .. ___ : ____ ___ _ . ______ _ 
with Central America, of 1825 _______ __ __________ ______ ___ ___ ·-____ . _____ _ 
-with Chile, of 1832_. _____ . ___ __ . ____________ - ________ ______ . ___ .. _ .. _ - - . 
with China, of 1844 _ . ___ . _ ... __ ___ ____________ .. __ ... _ ... ___ . _ . ____ . ____ _ 
of 1858 _________________ . _______ - _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
of 1858, trade regulations and tariff ________ . _____ _____ __ .. __ . _________ _ 
of 1868 ______________________ ___ - - - . - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - .. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
of 1880 ___________ ____ ____ ______ - - - -·_ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
with Colombia, of 1824 __ __ ___ ___ ________ . ______________ ___ __ ... __ .. _. __ _ 
of 1846 _________________________________ ___ _______ ________ ______ _____ _ 
with Costa Rica, of 185L ____________________________ . ____ ___ ____ _____ . -
with Denmark, of 1826 _______ ________ ________________ ___ _____ ____ . __ . 
with Dominican Republic, of 1867 __ ________ . ____ ... _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _____ - - - - -
with Ecuador, of 1839 .. _ .. ____ ____ ____ ___ __ . · . - __ .. - - ____ . - . - . - - .. - - - . 
with Egypt, of 1884 ____ ___ . __ ________ . _____ ___ - - - - - - - - - - .. - - - .- - .. '-- - - - - - - -
with France, of 1778 __________ __ __ · __ ___ _____ -- -- -------------- - 0 ------- -
of 1800 __________ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _____________ . _ - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - -
of 1822 ____ _____ ______ ______ ___________________ ___________ __ . ______ - - -
w~f ~~·;~~ ~~i-t~-i~: _o_f_ ~ ~~~= = = =: = =::::::: = =:::::::::::::::: ~::::::::::::: 
extended, convention of 1818 _______ _________ . ______ . ____ _ . __ . _ _ _ _. -
extended indefinitely, 1827 ______ . ________ __ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . __ . 
with Greece, of 1837 __________ . ____ _____ _________ - - - - - _._ - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - -
~i~ ~~~t~ai~6t _1_s_4_9_:: =:::: = ~:::::: ::::: ::: _:: =:: : ~:::: =::::::::: ~:: 
with Hanover, of 1840 _____________ :. _ •. ____ . . .. __ _ . ______ . _ . - - . _ - - . - - - - - -
of 1846 ______ ______ _____________________ . _. _____ - - - - - - - . - - ! - - - - - - - - - - -
with Hanseatic Republics, of 1827 ___ . _______ __ __ .. __ . _. ____ _______ . - - - - -
additional article, of 1828 _____________ . _____________ .. _ . . - - . - - - . - .. - - . 
with Hawaiian Islands, of 1849 ___ . ___ . ______ _____ . ___ _____ . ______ . _. - . - . 
with Honduras. of 1864 ______ ___________ __________ ____ ___ . __ . _. __ .... -
:ti~ i~~r~%g1s154= = = = = = = =:: = = = ~ = = = = ~= = = = = ~= = =: =::::: = ~: = ~ = =: =: = = .. : : : = = 
of 1857 _ ...... . ____ ___ _____ ______ . __ . ___ . . ___ . _ _ _ . ________ .. _ .. - . - - . - -
of 1858 ______ .. ________ .. ______ ___ . ___ .. __ ... . - . - .. - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
of 1878 _ . ___________ . _______________ . _______ . _____ .. __ . _ . _ _ _ .. _ . - - - - -
of 1894 ______ . ____ . ________ . ____ : ____ . ____________ . ____ ... _ .. __ ..... -
with Kongo, of 1891 _________ ____ ____ . ______ ___ . ___ . _____________ .. ____ . 
with Korea. of 1882. ______ . __ _________ . _ .. _________________ . ___ . _. _. __ . _ 
with Lew Chew, of 1854 __ . ___ . ___________ . ____ . _________ ___ ____ __ _ 
with Liberia, of 1862 . __ . __ .. _ ... _______ _______ ________________ _ 
w~f 1~~d-~~a _ ~~~· ._ ~~ -~~~~ : = =::: =::: = ~ = =::::::: _::::: _·:::::: _-:: _ : _ =: = ~ ~: = 
with Mecklenburg-Schwerin, of 1847 _. ___ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____ _ 
with- Mexico, of 1831 _. __ ______ . _. __ . __ ___ . _. __ ... _ _ . _______ .. ___ _ 
with Morocco, of 1836 ______ ________ . _____ ___ ... _ _ __ . _. ____ .... _ .. _____ _ 
with Mu cat,of 1833 _____________________________ _ ___ ... ... __________ _ 
with Nether lands, of 17 2 _ .. _____ ___________ . __________ .. _ _ _ _ _ ______ . _ 
of 1839 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ . _ . _ . __ . __ . _ - .. - - . - . . __ . - - . - .. ______ .... - _____ - -
of 1852 _ . _____ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ 
with Nicaragua, of 1 ()7 _____ ·- ____ . _. _. ______________________ . _____ _ 
with Orange Fr State, of 1 7L _. _ _ _ _ ________ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ 
. withOttomanEmpir (Turkey).of 1 ';3() ___________ : _____________ _ 
of 1 62 _ _ _ _ __ . _ _ _ _ _ . __ . __ . ____________ . _______ _ 
with Paraguay, of 1 50 _ _ _. ___ . _ _ . . . _ _ _ .. ________ . . _ _ _ . . . . - -
withP r.fa,ofl 56 ____________ __ ___________ .. ___________ _ 
with P ru, of 1 ;51 ______________ .. _______ . __ • _ _ .. _. __ ___ ___ . _.. - . 
as to whaling hip. of 1 59 __ . _. __ . _______________ . _ _ _ _ __ 
of 1 70 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _____ . 
of 1 7 _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . 
with P rn-B livia,of 1 !36 _______________________________ _ 
with Portngal, f 1 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _________ ..... _ 
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Comme1·ce ana Navigation Conventions and Treaties-Continued. 
with Prussia, of 1785 ___ _____ _________ ____________ __ ________________ _ 
of 1799 _________________ ____ -·- - __ ___ - _ - __ - _ - - - - __ - - - - - - _ - - - - - - - ·- - - - - - . 
of 1828 _____________ . ___ - - ___ __ - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
:with Russia, of 1832 ___ _______ ______________________ ____ - _____ - - - - - - - - - -
with Salvador, of 1850 ______ ___ " __ _ .. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ ____ - _ - __ __ - - - - - - - - - - -
of 1870 _______ . __________ - - _ - __ - __ - - - -· - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -· - - - - -· - - - - - - - - - -
with Samoan Islands, of 1878 _______ ________________ . __ . __ . _____ - - - - _ - - -
,vith Sardinia, of 1838. _________ ___ ____ . ___________________ __ __ - - - - - - - - - -
with Serbia, of 1881 _______ _________ " __ __ ______ .. _________ ______ .. ____ - - - - -
with Siam, of 1833 ___ __ ____ _________ ________________ ____ ____ _________ --
of 1856 _____ ___ ___ ____ ·. ______ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .. - - - - .. - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
modification as to shipping, of 1867 __________ . __ ... __ .. ____ . _ .. __ .. _ - - - ... 
with Spain, of 1797 _______________ _______ ________ . _ .. ____ . - - - - - - - - - - - - -
with Sweden, of 1783 ____ _________ ___ ______________ . - ___ ... - - - - - - - - - - - - -
with Sweden and Norway, of 1816 ___ .. __ ______ ____________ ____ __ - . __ - - - -
of 1827 __ .. _ .. __ . __ ______ ___ ______ .. ___ - __ _ .. ___ .. - - - - .. - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
with Switzerland. of 1850 _____ _________________________________ .. __ _ .. _ - .. -
with Tonga, of 1886 __ .. _______ _____ .. __ ·_ .. ____ .. ____ . _________ __ - - - - - - . - - - - -
with Tripoli, of 1805 _, _________ ___ .. __ .. ___ . _ _ . __ __________ .. _ - - - - - - - - - - -
wi:~}n'a~~sg ~~l Ii1i ~ ~ ~ ~- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ --~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ : : ~ ~ ~ ~ 
with Two Sicilies, of 1845 _ .. ___ .. __ _ . ____ · _________________ ____ __ - - - - - . - . -
of 1855 ___ ___ __________ __________ .. __ .. ____________ ____ _ - - - .. - -- - - . - - - - - - - - ~ 
with Venezuela, of 1836 ______ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ . _____ . ____ . _ - - _ - - - - -
of 1860 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ ____ ____ _ . ___ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
C'onime1·cial Intercourse, 
treaty with China as to, 1880 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ ... ____ _______ . - - - - -
Commercial Names, 
international convention for protection of _____ _ _______________ - _ - _ - - .. - -
Confiscated P1·ope1·ty, 
restitution of, treaty with Great Britain, of 1783 . _____________ • - - - - - - - . 
('ongo (see Kongo). 
Consular Conventions and 'Treaties ( see also Consular Officers) . 
with Austria, of 1870 __ __ __ __________________ __ __________ ________ __ - . .. - .. 
with Belgium, of 1868 ___ _ .. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ________ ___ .. _____ ______ . __ - - .. 
of 18 0 _____________ .. ________ _________ ___ _______________ __ __ - - _ - - - - - - -
with Colombia, of 1850 ______ __________ ____ .. _ .. ____ __ ____ ___ - - - - - - - - . - - -
with Denmark, as to authority of consul·, of 1861 ____ ___ ______ ______ ___ _ 
with France, of 1788 _________ __ __________ ____ ____ . __ · _____ . ____ - - - . - - - - .. -
of 1 53 ___ __ ______ ___________________________________ __ - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
with rman Empir , of 1871- ____ ______ _________ .. __ _______________ . __ . -
·with Hanseatic Republics, of 1 52 . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _______ . ___ __ _________ -
with Italy of 1 6 ____ __ . _________________ .. __________ ____ ___ __ _ . . _ _. -
xtendinO' tim for xchanging ratifications, of 1869 ______ . ______ - - -
f 1 7 --- --- ----· -- ---- - -- -------- -- -------- -------------- ------ --
additional articl , hipping disputes, of 18 l _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ _ 
with Japan, of 1 57 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ______ __________ .. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____ -
with therland , of 1 55 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____ ___________________ . 
of 1 7 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ______ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _______ _ 
with Roumania f 1 L __________________ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
with alvador. f 1 70 ___ _ 
·with rbia of 1 1 _ 
'01umlar 1trt . 
agr m nt . to , with Japan of 1 5 ________________ _ ___________ _ 
"-i h Kr a ____ · -· --- --------- - ------- --- ----- _____________ _________ _ 
'on. ul tr Jfi · r.· (.•p al8 n ular nv nti n ·) . 
agr m ntf r, with r ntin R public ___ . _____ _ 
w:i h u tria _ . __ ________ _ _____ _ 
,,; h l:ivi _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _____ . ___________ _ 
n h raz:iL _ _ _ : _ _ _ _ _ 
"; h hi.n ,f 1 ;; __ _ 
a to lliin c·on. ul:. l 
~; h ',lomhi· ___ __ 
~; h nm· rk 1 2; 
· n horitv of. 1 1 
~; h err •a· ri ain 
. h r• 
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INDEX. 
Consulm· Qffecers-Continued. 
agreement for, with HaitL _____________ . ___________ ____ ______ _______ ___ _ 
with Honduras __ ____ _ ._______ - - _ - _ - - - - - __ - __ - - -- - _______ .. _ - _. - ____ __ _ _ 
with Japan of 1858 _______ _____ ___ ___ ___ _ . ___ ______ __ _________ ______ _ _ 
of 1874 ___ ___ -__ __ ___ _____ ___________ __ _______________ _______ _____ __ . _ 
with Kongo _____________ ________ . _____________ . ______________ _____ __ _ 
with Korea _______ ______ __ __ . __ . ___ _____ . _____________ _______ . _______ _ 
with Liberia __ . __________ . ____ __ ___ ________________________ ________ _ _ 
with Mecklenburg-Schwerin ________ _____ ___ __ __ __ ____ ____ ___ ___ ____ _ 
with Morocco _____________ _____ _____ __ __ ___ _____ _______ _____ _ ._______ _ 
with Muscat_ _____________ _______ __ ________ ________ ___ _______________ _ 
with Netherlands ________ __ _ . __ . __ .. ________ _ . _. ___ _____ ______________ .. 
with Nicaragua _________ ____ . ___ . ___ _____ __ ___ . ___ . __ _______ ________ _ 
with Ottoman Empire _________ ___________ ___ _____ ____ __ .. ___ ___ _ 
with Paraguay ___ ____ ____ . _______ . __ __ ___ _ : ______ _____________ _____ __ _ 
- with Persia ___ ______ __ ____ __ .. _____________ ____ . ___ ____ . . __ _____ ______ _ 
with Peru __ . __________ __________________ ___ ____ ___ . __ . ___ ______ .. __ . __ 
with Prussia ___ _______ · ______________________ ____ ____ _________ ______ . _ 
with Russia ______ ____ _____ ________ - - - - - - - - - -- - " - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
with Spain _________ . ______ __ ___ __ ____________ ___ __ ___ ___ ________ __ : __ 
with Sweden and Norway __ ___ _____________ _____ . ___________ ______ __ _ 
with Switzerland ___ . __ ___ __ __ ._ .. _______________________ _ . _________ . _ 
with Tonga ________ __ _____________ - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - . - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
with Tripoli_ ____________ ____ _____ __ _______ __________ _ .. ___ __ ______ __ _ . 
with Tunis _______ .____ _______ ______ ___ _ _____ __ ____ ________ -- _. _____ _ 
with Zanzibar_ __ _ . __ . ___________ . ___ ___ __ • _________________ - - - _. _____ . 
Contmbmid Goods, • 
agreement as to, with Bolivia __ _______ __ __ ___ __________ . . _____________ _ 
with Brazil_ ____ ____ __ ______ ___ . ____ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _____ ___ _ ·____ ____ _ 
with Colombia _. ___ . _______ . _. ___ ____ _______ . ____ ____________ ___ _ . __ _ 
with Haiti_ _______ __ ___ _ " ___ . ___ ___ ____ _____ _ . __ ____ _____________ . ___ _ 
with Italy _____ _________ ____ ___ ___ _____________ -- __ _ - - - __ - - - - - -.- - - -- - _ 
with P eru _ . _______________ ___ ___ _____ . _____ __ ____ . __ . __ ~ __ -·- __ ____ __ _ 
with Prussia ____ _____ ___ _________ . __ ___ ____ - _ - -- - - . - - -- - - - . - - - - - - - - . -
with Sweden _____________________ ____ _______ . _ - - - -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . 
Copyrights, · · 
agreement as to , in t erritories relinquished by Spain, treaty of 1898 __ ___ _ 
Corea (see Korea). 
Costa Rica, 
agreement with Great Britain as to occupation of, Clayton-Bulwer treaty __ 
convention for claims commission, of 1860 _______________________ ____ __ _ 
treaty of friendship, commerce, and navigation, of 1851 __ __ _ . ___________ _ 
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counterfeit money, fabrication or circulation of ____________ _________ 16, 28, 35, 
57,143,166,189,260,286,307,350,379,451,464,469,478,521,542,548,622 
counterfeiting public acts _____________________ 57, 307,379,451,464,469,478,548 
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embezzlement _____ 57,143,189,260,286,307,309,379,451,464,469,478,542,548,622 
embezzlement of• public moneys ____ __ ____ ____________ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 16, 
28, 35, 57,166,182,286,307,350,379, 451,'464, 469,478,521.542, 548,622 
forged papers, utterance of______________________________ ___ ____ ________ 35, 
57,166,230,286,307,350,379,451,464,469,478,521,542,548,622 forgery _______________ ___ ___________________________ ____ ____________ 16, 28, 35, 
57,143,166,182,230,286,307,350,379,451,464,469,478,521,542,548,622 
fraud by agent, etc ___ _______ ____ ___ ____ _______ _________ __________ 260,469, 622 
~~:i~~a::a_~\~~= ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:::: ~::: ~ ~::: ~:::::: ~: ~: ~: ~:::::: ~ ~:: ~::::::: _ ~~~~ ~50, ~!~ 
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kidnapping _______ ____ ______ .. __________ ___________ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 260, 324, 451, 469, 622 
larceny_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 260, 451, 469, 542, 622 
malicious destruction of property _____ ________________________ __ __ ____ 143,350 
manslaughter __________________________ ::-:. _______________ _ 259,450,469,542,622 
manslaughter on shipboard___________________________________ __________ 350 
murder ______________________ . ________ ~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 16, 28, 35, 
56,143,166,182,230,286,307,350,379,450,463,469,478,521,542,548,622 
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rece~~ng aTticles by means of extrnditable crime __________ 57,260,379, 451,622 
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